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Diffractive Hard Scattering
Summary Report of the Working Group

H. Abramowicz", J. Bartels6, L. Frankfurt"", H. Jung''

3 Raymond and Beverly Sackler Faculty of Exact Sciences
School of Physics and Astronomy
Tel-Aviv University, 69978 Tel-Aviv, Israel
* University Hamburg. FRG
c St.Petersburg Nuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, Russia
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Abstract: This report discusses the role of hard diffractive scattering in probing
new QCD phenomena expected at HERA. Within this framework it summarizes the
contributions made to this workshop which cover both theoretical investigations and
experimental feasibility studies,

l Importance of Hard Diffractive Phenomena

Diffractive processes in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of leptons with protons at small x and
large Q"2 offer a unique opportunity to probe the QCD color dynamics in the intermediate
region between asymptotic freedom and confmement. The very presence of a large fraction of
diffractive like events at high Q2 is a signal for the interplay of hard and soft QCD phenomena.
In the language of color dynamics two effects are expected to play an important role, color
transparency (color screening) for Systems consistlng of quarks and gluons contained within a
small size configuration and color opacity for large size configurations. The interactions of small
size configurations lead to reactions dominated by hard processes with a cross section rising with
energy while the interaction of large size configurations is dominated by soft processes. The
ability to separate clearly these two regimes is essential for tcsting QCD both at a quantitative
and qualitative level. In particular the following issues can be addressed:

• The dynamics of compact Systems, color transparency and perturbative color opacity. The
appearance of a new class of hard diffractive processes calculable in QCD is expected.
T* + p —> X +p, where X is a longitudinally polarized vector meson or a System consisting
of two high pr jets. If confirmed experimentally, this would lead to a direct determination
of the gluon distribution in the proton äs well äs the distribution of bare quarks within
the vector meson,
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• QCD predictions for the high momentum behavior of wave functions of hadrons consisting
of light quarks and QCD physics of heavy quarkonia. In this respect the big advantage
of hard diffractive processes is that they have large cross sections and provide a variety
of new Information.

• Violation of DGLAP evolution equation. Theoretical estimates suggest that the increase
of parton densities at small x will slow down and that this effect can be observed at HERA
in hard diffractive processes, in the measurements of the proton structure functions at
moderate Q2, äs well äs in the measurements of the structure functions of nuclei.

• Scmi-classical approximation to high energy interactions. In the limit of strong color
fields which are typical in the HERA kinematical regime, new developments and tests of
the semi-classical approach are possible.

Let us repeat that, in order to test and improve our understanding of QCD. it is important
to separate small and large size conngurations in the diffractive final state. The two regions are
described by quite different dynamical mechanisms. On the other hand, the diffractive structure
function is an inclusive quantity which contains an integral over the final state configuration.
From a theoretical point of view. therefore. this structure function is more difrkult than some of
the individual final states. This is why in this report the inclusive diffractive structure function
can be discussed only after having analysed the sinall and large size final state configurations.
This is quite in contrast to the experimental point of view: inclusive measurements of the
diffractive cross section are easier to perform than the measurement of final states e.g. the hard
di - jet events.

The outline of the report is the following. The second section gives a glossary and notation.
The third section is devoted to the introduction of the theoretical framework which allows
to understand the role of hard diffractive processes in testing the mechanism of high energy
interactions in perturbative QCD and bcyond. The experimental prospects for measuring the
properties of the suggested large rapidity gap processes are then discussed in section 4. Section
5 outlines the expected theoretical implications and their significance for understanding the
role of QCD in high energy processes.

2 Glossary and Notation

In the course of the presentation we will use acustomary notation for variables used in describing
dcep inelastic and diffractive phenomena. For convenience we defme them once for all in this
section.

In the process (the momentum vectors are given in brackets):

the center of mass energy squared is given by: s — (l +p)2. The center of mass energy squared
of the hadronic system is given by:
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with q = (qo,q) and Q2 = -q* being the 4 - momentum of the virtual photon. The Bjorken
variable x is given by:

* = ¥-
2p<? '

with p being the 4 - momentum of the incoming proton.

For the description of the diffractive interactions we use X to denote the final state corre-
sponding to the photon dissociation. If also the proton dissociates we denote its state by Y to
mdicate that it is still separated from the state X. The kinematical variables are given in the
following, The square of the momentum transfer at the proton vertex,

where p' is the 4-momentum of the outgoing proton. In the more general case of proton
dissociation p' should be replaced by the 4-mornentum of the outgoing system Y.

The fraction of the proton momentum carried by the Pomeron is:

(p - ; / ) •<? Mi + Q2~t
j i • q W2

where MX is the invariant mass of the hadronic system produced äs the outcome of photon
dissociation, and mp Stands for the proton mass. For large Q2 and W1 the infiuence of t and
mp on XP is negügible. It should be noted that the subscript P may not always be adequate,
although it still make sense to talk about the fraction of proton momentum in the interaction.
This is partlcularly true for models where there is no object such äs a Pomeron.

In analogy to x we define ß äs the Bjorken variable related to the Pomeron,

Q2 x Q2

2(p -p>).q xr Q2 + Ml - t '

Here again t is only iiicluded for completeness.

In the Splitting of the photon into a qq we will denote by z the fraction of the photon
momentum carried by one of the quarks of the pair, and by kt their transverse momentum
relative to the photon direction. The transverse momentaof jets in the final state are denoted
by pr.

3 Theoretical framework

This section reviews the theoretical ideas discussed during this workshop pertaining to the
hard diffractive scattering and its potential in clarifying and cxploring the properties of QCD.
It is not meant to be a complete review of all the phenomenological activities developirig very
dynamically in this area of research. Its main purpose is to outline the fundamentals of QCD
that can potentially be probed in diffractive processes.
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3.1 Classiflcation of high energy processes

In order to understand the issue of the interplay of hard and soft physics in high energy processes
it is fruitful to classify them according to the number of involved scales [l].

Soft QCD - Physics of the Pomeron: Soft hadron collisions are usually considered äs pro-
cesses with one scale & l frn. At high energy these processes have becn successfully
described by Pomeron [2, 3] exchange or by Pomeron cuts äs advocated since' the sixties
and seventies [4] (for a review see [5]). The basic feature of this class of processes is
the Pomeron pole factorization, by which we mean that at high enough energy the en-
ergy dependence of any hadronic cross section should be given by a universal Pomeron
trajectory. With a universal Pomeron the ratio of single to double diffractive cross sec-
tions is independent of the projectile [6, 7]. This universal trajectory of the Pomeron
described by a(t) — a0 + a't with o0 = 1.08 and a' — 0.25 GeV~2 [8] gives a reasonable
phenomenological description of the energy dependence of cross sections. The universal
energy dependence of cross sections is also natural in the semi-classical approximation
of [9] to quantum field theory.

Hard QCD evolution: The second class consists of hard processes which are detcrmined by
two or more different scales involved in the interaction. Deep inelastic lepton scattering
off protons äs well äs all hard diffractive processes belong to this class. The hard scale is
supplied by the virtuality of the photon or jets and the soft scale on the proton side is
determined by its size of ÄS l fm.

In order to be able to use perturbative QCD, it is important to prove that the short
distance physics factories from the soft one. For the total cross section and for special
hard diffractive processes this is achieved using the factorization theorem in QCD which
leads to the DGLAP equations describing the evolution from the large Q2 scale to the
scale of soft QCD processes. The soft physics (and in particular the soft Pomeron) then
enters the boundary conditions to these equations.

The characteristic feature of two scale processes is the violation of the Pomeron pole
factorization. In hard processes at high energies one may observe different energy depen-
dences for different external particles and that the energy dependence may change äs Q2

changes. Thus to avoid confusion the word Pomeron will be used in this report for the soft
QCD processes described by a universal trajectory. äs it h äs beeil originally suggested.

BFKL evolution In its original form the BFKL equation is derived assuming a small but fixed
value of the strong coupling constant. The scale of a, is that of the external particle, e.g.
for onium-onium scattering the scale is defined by the heavy quark of the onium state. The
BFKL approximation therefore applies to processes with one large momentum scale. At
HERA, a clean test of BFKL would be provided by the measurement of high-pr forward
jets, with pj- ss Q2, in low-x deep inelastic scattering, äs suggested by A.Mueller [10].

Whether the BFKL can be used for predicting the x dependence of the gluon structure
function at small z is a topic of heated debate: the structure functions have not only
the scale Q2, but, through the initial conditions, also contain the hadronic momentum
scale, and therefore do not provide a clean BFKL application. In decp inelastic diffractive
scattering, a promising place to look for the BFKL Pomeron is semi-inclusive diffractive
vector production 7* + p —> V + X with a large momentum transfer t.
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Color transparency and Perturbative Color Opacity: Color transparency is a phenome-
non which describes within QCD the interaction of a small size color neutral parton con-
figuration with a hadronic target. The essence of color transparency is expressed in the
formula [11, 12, 13] which follows from the fac.torization theorcm for hard processes in
QCD.

(1)

where b is the transverse Separation between the qq system, F2 is the Casimir opcrator
of the SU(3) color group and GT stands for the gluon distribution in the target.

The name derives from the fact that high encrgy processes are dorninatcd by gluon ex-
changes and that the cross section for a small configuration is proportional to its size
in the impact parameter space (color screening). The decrease of the cross section with
decreasing size is partly compensated by the known increase of the gluon density. At
fixed size 6 the cross section increases with increasing energy. At very high energy, when
the number of gluons becomes very large, the interaction cross section also becomes large
and that leads naturally to perturbative color opacity. Both phenomena are particularly
relevant for photon induced high energy interactions äs the photon fluctuates into a qq
pair and most of these fluctuations lead to a small size, large relative kt quark pair where
the partons screen each other. An important consequence of color transparency is that
in the region of its applicability initial and final state interactions are siippressed. Color
transparency and perturbative color opacity phenomena can be used to probe the diffu-
sion of a small size configuration into a normal hadron size. This diffusion is characteristic
for quantum field theory phenomena and is one of the sources of leading twist nuclear
shadowing at small x. At sufficiently small x the impact parameter umtar i ty condition
and perturbative color opacity put dynamical limit on the region of applicability of ex-
isting pQCD rnethods to hard processes. In this respcct color transparency and color
opacity are new phenomena. on top of perturbativc QCD.

A few more words might be in place about the BFKL approximation in the diffractive
structure function. It is immediately clear that the use of BFKL approximation across the
rapidity gap faces the same problem äs for the gluon structure function, i.e. it has two scales:
the hadronic sca]e at the coupling to the proton, the other scale characterizing the diffractive
system at the other end of the Pomeron. In addition. this latter scale is not necessarily thc same
äs the photon virtuality Q2. It rather depends upon details of the final state of the diffractive
system. As for the diffractive structure function. it has recently [14] been observed that. äs
a result of its built-in diffusion mechanism, the BFKL itself pushes this upper scale into the
infrared region, i.e. into a region of phase space where non-leading corrections to the BFKL
approximation are expected to be large.

Beyond these more subtle difficulties in thc application of thc BFKL approximation tomult i -
scale processes it is also not clear whether in diffractive dissociation at HER.A there is enough
phase space available for building up the power-law behavior expected froin the BFKL equation.
Namely, in order to achieve a multi-Regge type regime in which the BFKL approximation is
valld. i.e. where only small correlations between the subsequent parton emissions exist, the
rapidity interval available for radiation has to be large. Let us estimate the effective order of
terms containing In l/z within the kinematics of HERA. The interval in rapidity covered by
HERA is Ay - In \jx + In Q/m ~ 12. A typical correlation length in rapidity space between
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particles in multi-particle interactions has been measured to be of the order of 2 to 3 uiiits
in rapidity. Thus the photon and proton fragmentation regions will occupy typically about 5
units of rapidity. In the multi-Regge kinematics the rapidity interval between adjacent partons
should be greater than the typical correlation length. Thus assuming a rapidity Separation of
3 units, the BFKL ladder at HERA raay contain not more than 2 to 3 Steps. In the DGLAP
evolution or within the multi-peripheral pQCD kinematics the ladder can be somewhat longer.
It is thus not clear whether there is enough phase space available at HERA for building up
the power-law behavior expected from the BFKL equation. To unambiguously observe the
BFKL asymptotics it is necessary to find a trigger which ensures only one hard scale. Such
a kinematical condition will prevent the impact parameter space evolution to larger sizes and
will facilitate the search for the behavior predicted by the BFKL approximation (see above).

In reality. the distinction between these four types of physics is not always clear. For
cxample the spatial size of known hadrons varies from the proton having a radius of K 0.8 fm
to the T whose radius is = 0.1 fm. Thus the J/v or T scattering of a proton belongs, in a
wide kinematical ränge, to the second c.lass of processes [15]. However, with the increase of the
energy of these interactions (i.e. in the Regge l imi t ) the soft regime would dommate in most
of the rapidity space äs a result of diffusion from the iarge scale provided by the mass of the
heavy vector mesons to the scale of soft QCD processes.

3.2 The physical picture underlying LRG events

The interest generated by the observation in DIS of a significant proportion of events with large
rapidity gaps (LRG) in the hadronic final state is easy to understand within the pQCD wisdom.
In perturbative QCü [16. 17] the probability for a gap to occur is Pgap ~ cxp( — Ayw), where
At/ is the length of the gap in units of rapidity and

where Arr — 3. At low Qmaj; u; is of thc order of unity and it increases with Q2'. Of course
the lower limit of Integration is sensitive to non-perturbative physics and thus in practice the
numerical value of LJ is uncertain. However one expects an exponentia! supprcssion of large
rapidity gaps and this fact is reproduced in the MC generators for DIS events. In the Lund
Model the confinement forces produce quark-antiquark pairs which fill the rapidity gap [18].

This apparent contradiction stimulated interest in the role of non-perturbative "color re-
arrangement" QCD effects in the final states. Models [19. 20] have been suggested where
LRG events arise äs the result of non-perturbative random soft color interactions between the
ejected parton and proton remnants (hard radiation is accounted for using pQCD methods).
Within these models the ratio of cross section for diffraction in DIS to the total cross section
is expected to weakly decrease with increasing Q2. The decrcase of this ratio with (J2 seems to
be a model independent prediction of QCD since äs Q2 is increased at fixed x the radiation
region will expand to fill up the whole phase space and LRG events will be suppressed. The
model of [20. 21, 22], in which the perturbatix'e phase of radiation is described bv the DGLAP
evolution is capable of dcscribing the gross features of the data on diffraction in DIS. However
QCD radiation in terms of a BFKL type approach has been found to lead to much larger ra-
diation [23]. It seems that the probability of gap survival in the production of high pT dijets
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separatcd by a large rapidity gap can provide an efFective testmg ground for these ideas. Such
processes have been observed by ZEUS [24], CDF [25] and DO [26].

It is of interest to consider the deep inelastic processes at small x in the reference frame
where the proton is at rest, a relatively new idea in QCD. In fact, this approach is closer to
the theoretical ideas formulated in 1970's for generalizing the then more familiär model of vec-
tor meson dominance to the parton model. In prindple, the target rest frame description is
äquivalent to the Breit frame description of Feyuman in which the photon has no structure.
The diffcrcnce in the interpretation reflects the fact that the time interval is not Lorentz in-
variant. Obviously it is only the space-time interval which is Lorentz invariant. However the
QCD formulae for the hard diffractive processes clearly reveal the equivalence between both
approaches.

In DIS. in the proton rest frame, the virtual photon fluctuates into a quark-antiquark pair
at dista.nces lc — l /2mpx upstream from the proton (of mass rnp). A formation or interaction
length can be measured when the cross section depends on the masses of the interacting parti-
cles [27]. The existcnce of a large interaction Icngth in DIS has been estabüshed by loffe [28, 29]
based on the decrease of the total cross section with Q2. Theoretically such an interaction length
is a basic property of the parton model- 'ladder diagrams' which dorninate the pQCD regime.
At fixed .r when Q2 increases pQCD cascades tend to be relevant for most of the phase space of
the final state. In this case the interaction length is a measure of the spatial distances occupied
by perturbative QCD in DIS.

In the HERA energy ränge "macroscopic" interaction lengths of up to 1000 fm can be
reached, while fixed target experiments reach at most !c ~ 10 fm; in other words. in the HERA
kinematics, it is a quark-antiquark pair rather thari a photon that interacts with the proton.
This knowledge has deep implications for the existence of coherent phenomena in DIS at low
x [30] and is the reason why from now on the interaction length will be called coherence length.

Semi-claasical calculations of the space-time evolution of a qq pair created with size l/Q2 at
the origin show that the transverse size b of the qq pair upon arrival on the target is 62 « 1/fc2

[31, 32, 33] where kt is the transverse momentumof the quarks from the photon. Thus DIS at
small x probes the interaction of different quark configuratlons in the photon wave function with
the target. This observation helps to establish the equivalence between the parton model and
the proton rest frame description which is in essence the "aligned jet model" (AJM) [31, 32, 33]
for DIS. In the AJM the large kt. qq configurations of the virtual photon are inactive and
the interaction occurs predominantly through qq pairs with small relative fcj, with one of the
constituents carrying practically the whole of the projectile momentum. This assumption is
necessary to reconcile Bjorken scaling with the laboratory frame description and to avoid the
Gribov unitarity limit [34] saying that cr(-y'N} would be independent of Q2 or even increase äs
In Q2, if all quark-gluon configurations were to interact with the sarne cross section.

These quark-antiquark pairs with large transverse Separation, resulting frorn an asymmetric
sharing of the photon momentum generate a strong color field and behave essentially like
hadrons. Thus both the parton model and the AJM naturally predict a large leading twist
cross section for difTraction in DIS - similar to that observed in soft hadronic interactions.

The modeling of diffraction with the AJM approach [35] has been implemented in the
NIKZAK generator [36] and gives a fair agreement with the data. LRG events can also be
reasonably well described in terms of diffractive interactions äs givcn by a phenomenological
Pomeron exchange. The basic idea is that the Pomeron has a parton content which can be
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probed in hard scattering processes [37]. This approach is realized in Monte Carlo generators
such äs POMPYT [38] and RAPGAP [39]. We wanl to stress that the contribution of naive
AJM- configurations of quarks having transverse momenta kt <g. \fQ* is suppressed in QCD by
Sudakov type form factor. This suppression is compensated to a large extent by bremsstrahkmg.
Thus within QCD the number of Jets in the photon fragmentation region should increase with
increasing Q2 [40].

The qq configurations with sufficiently small transverse Separation in space, i.e. with large
relative transverse momenta, interact with a hadronic target, T, with a small cross scction given
by eq. (1), The presence of the gluon density in eq.(l) Gr(z,9/62) shows another distinctive
property of the dynarnics of small objects - small objects interact with small cross section
which however increase fastly with energy due to the evolution of partons in the target. The
presence of the gluon structure function Gr(x,9/i2) distinguishes eq.(l) (derived in QCD)
from a similar equation suggested within the constituent quark rnodel of hadrons for quarks
interacting through two gluon exchange [41. 42, 43].

For the small qq configurations diffractive scattering is driven by two gluon exchange. 1t is
important to consider the suppression of gluon radiation from the pair of exchanged gluons. The
issue is the coherence in the radiation from a color neutral System when the color charges are
almost at the same impact parameter. In this case radiation of gluons with small trarisverse
momenta is known to be suppressed [44, 45] since such a gluon can not resolve a colorlcss
object. Radiation of gluons with large transverse momenta is suppressed by thc smallness of the
coupling constant. This reasoning is directly appücable to hard diffractive processes initiated
by small size qq pairs where the exchange of a colorless pair of a hard and a relatively soft
gluon can be calculated in QCD. These processes are still of a leading twist type because QCD
factorization theorem is modified for processes with diffractive final states [46]. The smallness
of the relative impact parameters is the property of QCD evolution. The amplitude of processes
with large rapidity gap is generally suppressed due to the fact that all color exchanges have to
be at the same impact parameter.

To summarize thc following scenario emerges for the energy dependence of hard diffractive
scattering. In the soft QCD regime, the parton model predicts the usual Pomeron type behavior
somewhat modified by Q2 evolution. In QCD. in contrast to the parton rnodel, the contribution
of qq pairs with small relative distances 6, (large relative momenta kt) is only suppressed by
a,/k2 b\it their interaction cross section increases quickly at small x. Thus, due to the presence
of the so called anomalous photon contribution. a-,~fj may increase faster with H 2 äs compared
to cross sections for hadron collisions since the probabiüty of small configurations in the wave
function of a hadron is significantly smaller than in the photon wave function. This physics is
naturally incorporated in the models for the production of qq pairs from a gluon field [40, 47].
Calculation of these diagrams leads to a reasonable Interpolation formulae between soft and hard
QCD. For the small transverse momenta conflguration this approach is more or less equivalent
to the AJM. At large transverse quark momenta these diagrams lead to high pT dijet production
calculable in QCD. The smooth matching of the contributions of these two types of physics
predicts the violation of universaüty of the intercept and of the slope of the "effcctive Pomeron".
At large .8, small diffractive masses, the result may becorne closer to that characterisüc for the
pQCD regime [30, 48].

Finally, a few words should be said about the possibility of observing deviations, in the cross
section given by eq.(l) at small x, from the DGLAP evolution equations (often referred to äs
" Saturation effects"). There is very little doubt that the DGLAP-predicted small x behavioi
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of the gluon distribution cannot be correct for arbitrarily small x; similarly, also the BP KL
approximation needs larger and larger corrections when x becomes very small. Quaütatively
we expect these corrections to tarne the increase at small x. The observation and theoretical
understanding of such unitarization effects is widely considered to be one of the main challenges
of low x physics. Empirically vve know that the rate of the increasc of the gluon structure func-
tion at small x changes with the transverse size of the qq pair: for small 62 we observe a stronger
increase and, most likely, will have to go to smaller x before we can see the onset of corrections,
wheteas for larger sizes of the qq system we move into the regime of the non-perturbative (soft)
Pomeron with very strong corrections already at not so small x. Hard diffractive scatt.ering,
which, at fixed small x, allows to probe different ranges of b2, therefore offers the exciting
possibility of observing the onset of deviatioiis from DGLAP evolution. Compared to F2, these
corrections should become visible already at larger values of z, i.e. at HERA hard diffractive
scattering may be the most promising way of addressing tlns fundamental issue!

3.3 How to distinguish betweeu Soft and Hard Diffractive Processes

Let us now highlight the features that can differentiate between soft and hard QCD diffractive
processes. For simplicity let us parameterize the elastic or diffractive cross section for ft*>p in
the form ,2

^KW*nexp{B0t + 2a'Pt\u—} , (3)
dt V *° l

where äs usual W is the c.m. energy of the 7*"'p collision and t the momentum transfer at the
proton vertex.

Energy dependence of the cross sections: The analysis of soft processes shows that n
is universal, deterniined to be r; fa 0.08 and a' RS 0.25GeV'~2 [8]. These observations can be
interpreted either äs evidence for the exchange of a Pomeron with small re-scattering effects [49,
50] or by saying that the observed behavior is a combination of a Pomeron with n > 0.2 and
big re-scattering effects [51, 52]. In the latter case the effective W dependence is expected to
vary from process to process.

For the hard diffractive processes we have da l dt K [ x G p ( x , Q l } f ] 2 whcrc Ql}i depends
on the process (for a discussion see [53, 12, 54]). For the vector meson production Qljj —
Q3{bi)/(bv) « Q2 [55]. for diffractive dijet production Q\ = p\l(\ 3) > p*. [56, 57. 58]
(for the sarne process within the constituent quark model of the nucleon see also [59]). The
quantity {&;,} is the effective size of the qq pairs in the diffractive production of vector meson
V while (b\) is the effective size of qq pairs in the total cross section for the longitudinally
polarized photon. Thus cross sections of hard diffractive processes should increase with W
considerably faster than the soft ones with a scale dependent power äs dictated by the QCD
evolution equations. Hard diffractive physics corresponds to the limit when both \nQ2 and
ln(l/x) increase at the same time. At fixed Q2 and MX (Pomeron type kinematics) and at
sufficiently small x the energy dependence of cross section should be again dominated by soft
QCD.

The BFKL approximation predicts an even faster increase w i t h energy of the cross sections
for the hard diffractive processes. but taking into account energy conservation and coherent
effects in radiation tends to diminish n [60. 61, 62. 63].
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Higher twist hard processes should be specially enhanced in the diffractive production of
states with inasses Q2 S> M'x and in the processes initiated by longitudinally polarized photons.

t dependence of the cross sections: The energy dependence of the slope B of the t distribu-
tion ~ exp(5/) and its universality is a sensitive probe of soft and hard QCD [30, 64]. When soft
QCD phenomena dominate B is expected to increase with energy S5oft = B„ + 2a'p In (W2js0),
where a'p is the slope of the vacuum pole äs giveii above. Within the HERA kinematical ränge
the slope should change typically by 2 units if indeed soft QCD dorninates. [65]

In the hard QCD regime one expects a' sä 1/<J2 and s0 = Q2. Also the value of B„ should
be significantly smaller for hard diffractive processes compared to the soft ones. For p meson
photo-production the measured value is B ~ 10 GeV~2 [66] and is well understood in terms of
vector dominance model and the similarity between pN and nN scattering. For hard diffractive
processes B should be significantly smaller since the scale of the t dependence at the hard vertex
is given by Q2. At small x it should be practically independent of W', B = Ba, and the same for
all hard diffractive processes [30], This seems to be not far from the current data on diffractive
electro-production of p, 4> and in particular J/f/> mesons [67]. A imsolvcd question concerns the
kinematical rcgion where Pomeron regime is restored in the l imit of x —* 0 and large but fixed
Q1 . The Signatare of this regime is a value for Q'̂ . which should be the same äs in the soft
hadron interactions.

Diffractive production of light quarks by transversely polarized photon is beyond the control
of hard QCD. and therefore its theoretical description is model dependent at present. One of the
ways to investigate the interplay of hard and soft QCD in such processes is to observe adiffcrence
in the behavior of reactions initiated by transversely polarized photons äs compared to those
initiated by longitudinally polarized photons: a larger value of the slope of the t dependence
and its noticeable energy dependence. Another feature of the soft diffractive processes is the
presence of maxirna and miiiima in the t dependence of the differential cross section which arc
due to the interfercnce between the inipulse approximation and the re-scattcrmg terms. For the
hard diffractive processes the re-scattering term should be suppressed. Thus for hard diffractive
processes such structures in the differential cross section should disappear with increasing Q2.

The phenomena discussed above can also be used to investigate the onset of deviations from
the DGLAP equation. Near the unitarity limit two phenomena are expected. a slowing down
of the increasc of the parton densities with decreasing x and a fast increase with energy of the
t slope (significantly faster than for the soft regime) and its growth with t.

Diffractive charrn production: Diffractive charm production may appear äs an effective
probe of the hardness of the interaction processes [36, 58, 59, 68. 69, 70, 71]. If diffraction
is dorninated by hard QCD and the masses of the quarks can be neglected, the fraction of
diffractive charm production is given by the ratio of the squares of the quark electric charges:
ec/Se; = 0 -4- If s°ft QCD dorninates in diffraction. for example by the exchange of t wo
soft non-perturbative gluons [68] or via boson gluon fusion with a gluon coming from a non-
perturbative partonic Pomeron ala Ingelman- Schiein [37]. the production of charm is expected
to be smaller. An estimatc of charm production can be obtaincd assurning a universal structurc
of the Pomeron. For a typical transverse momentum of a quark in the soft QCD regime
of ~ 0.4 GeV and a bare mass of the c quark of mc ~ 1.2 CeV, the ratio F,Ph IFf is
proportional to (4/9 - fc2/m;?)/(6/9 + 4/9 • k?/ml) ^ 0.07. A larger yield can be obtJned if the
structure of the parton ladder relevant for the process depends on the channel. In reality the
expected yield of charm should be larger since QCD evolution leads to diffractive production
of high pr Jets which should be enriched by rharined particles [36, 58, 59, 68, 69. 70] The
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first experimental indications are that charm production at HERA [72] is not small. Thus
the absolute value. the energy and t dependence of diffractive charm production are sensitive
probes of interplay of soft and hard QCD.

Azimuthai distribution: Hard physics should manifest itself in very specific azimuthal dis-
tributions for the process e + p- > e + qq + p [73, 74, 75]. The azimuthal distribution in
exclusive two jet production will be different for boson gluon Fusion than for a two gluon ex-
change mechanism. Thus the study of azimuthal distributions should help in differentiating
between hard and soft diffractive physics.

Thus we conclude that the competition between soft and hard QCD requires attention in
the comparison between results of different groups and of different measurements of the same
group. This is because in the different klnematical ranges different physics may dominate.

3.4 Semi-classical approach to difFractive processes

In [69] a semi-classical approach to diffraction is proposed in which the proton is treated like
a classical background field. Working in the proton's rest frame, the contributions of different
configurations of the qq pair in the virtual photon to diffractive and inclusive structure func-
tions are calculated. A physical picturc emerges that is very simüar to Rjorken's aligned-jet
model. As the very fast partons of the pair pass through the proton they interact, essentially
elastically, with its color field. which is treated äs a classical background field. This leads to
non-abelian eikonal factors in their wave-functions which allow the possibility of diffractive
scattering. Leading twist diffractiort is dominated by the configuration in which one of the
partons in the pair carries most of the momentum of the photon and a large transverse dis-
tance develops between the partons by the time they arrive at the proton. Unlikc the inclusive
cross section, it has no logarithmic enhancement at large Q2. The approach has a few features
similar to the more phenomenological model advocated in [19], in which diffractive events are
kinematically dominated by singlc gluon exchange and non-perturbative soft color interactions
allow the formation a color singlet final state.

In [76] the model is expanded to include an additional gluon in the final state. Leading twist
diffractive processes appear when at least one of the partons has a small transverse momentum
and carries a small fraction of the longitudinal momentum of the proton. The other two partons
may have large transverse momentum. i.e. they stay close together äs they move through the
proton, acting effectively äs one parton. This high k? jet configuration produces the only
leading twist contribution to Ff at this order (which is constant) and \nQ2 enhancement of
F2D. This signals that F2D also has leading twist contribution from the configuration in which
the transverse momenta of the partons interacting with the target transverse momenta are
small. Phenomenologically one expects the ratio F2D/F2 to decrease like 1 / lnQ 2 . There should
be fewer jets in F2D, since they appear only at order o,, than in Fj where they appear at leading
order. In Ff the leading twist diffraction appears at order a, which will be dominated by jets.

3.5 Hard difFractive processes calculable in QCD

It has been understood recently that hard diffractive processes, in particular elastic electro-
production of vector mesons by longitudinally polarized photons at large Q2, 7" + p —> V + p,
and high pr dijet production, 7" + p —> q(pr)q(— PT) + P- are calculable in QCD. Although
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these processes are higher twist effects, QCD factorization theorem justifies factorization of
the hard blob from the soft blob [77]. The large interaction length at low x justifies the use
of completeness of hadron states produced in the intermediate step and äs the outcome, the
calculation of the cross sections for the hard diffractive processes in terms of quarks and gluons.
Therefore, äs for the deep inelastic processes, the scattering amplitude can be expressed by the
distribution of the gluons in the nucleon and in case of vector mesons by the bare quarks inside
the vector meson.

A feature particular to these new hard processes is that äs a result of energy-momenturn
conservation the fractions of proton momentum carried by the exchanged partons are not equal
[53, 46, 30, 78] leading to non-diagonal parton distribution. At sufficiently small j wi th in
the leading a 3 lnx approximation of QCD the non-diagonal gluon distribution tends to the
diagonal one [79]. However this result could be valid even beyond this approximation since
it is the property of both multi-Pomeron [79] and multi-peripheral kinematics. Within the
leading oa In Q2 approximation the difference between diagonal and non-diagonal distributions,
at sufrlciently small z, is calculable in pQCD because äs a result of QCD evolution, in the
non-perturbative distribution, only partons with large fraction of the proton momentum are
important. The radiation from asymmetric gluons is a small correction since the gluons are
effectively at the same impact parameter. This is a particular case of Gribov's theorem [44]
which states that, äs a result of gauge invariance radiation of vector particles with small PT
in high energy processes is predominantly from large distances and insensitive to the intcrior
structure of amplitude. For a colorless exchange only gluons with large pr can be radiated but
this radiation is suppressed by the smallness of the coupling constant. Thus there is a definite
possibility to measure the same gluon distribution in different hard diffractive processes.

The investigation of these processes will provide a novel Information on the hadron structure
and on the space-time development of QCD processes at high energies. They offer the possibility
to measure parton distributions in hadrons in a new way, to establish the three-dimensional
distribution of color in hadrons äs opposcd to the one-dimensional one from the leading twist
phenomena and to check the predictions of QCD for the asymptotic behavior of the light-cone
wave functions of hadrons. This field is rather young, but progress in the theory and in the
experiment is rather fast.

The processes of this type which have been corisidered at this workshop are diffractive vector
meson production by longitudinally polarized photons, diffractive production of two high PT
jets, and large t diffractive J/ip production.

One of the striklng experimental observations at HERA is the qualitative difference in
the energy dependence of diffractive photo-production of Jj'tb meson äs compared to electro-
production of p meson. This fact is in line with the significant high momentum ta.il of the
wave function of J/if> which follows from realistic models of charmonium. As a result, in the
processes detcrmined by the first power of charmonium wave function, color in the cc pair
is strongly localized. This explains the precocious applicabiüty of pQCD to the diffractive
photo-production of J/^> [55]. This process is an effective probe of relativistic effects in the
charmonium wave function. The fact that such effects are large has been known long ago from
the calculation of QCD radiative corrections to the decay of J/ifr into leptons.

Other processes which have been considered are diffractive production of masses A/ <C Q
[30, 80] and diffractive open charm production [68, 71, 58]. Both belong to a class of-processes
where special care has to be taken for the contribution of the transversely polarized virtual
photon. The theoretical description of diffractive processes initiated by transversely polarized
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photons is model dependent [81, 80]. This is because the contribution of soft physics is not
suppressed for such processes up to extrcrnely large Q2 where it becomes suppressed by Sudakov
type form factors.

The pQCD calculation bf diffractive reactions initiated by longitudinally polarizcd photons
can in principle be applied to a more general case of low mass hadronic final states. However the
presence of crossed diagrams (4 gluon exchange) leads to the end-point, non-perturbative QCD
contribution vvhich may spoil the piedictivc powcr of the calculation unless it is restricted to
the rcgion of exclusive states with (!-/?)< i^jQ2 where (.t is a Q2 independent hadronic scale.
This is not an issue for vector meson production äs the end-point contribution is suppressed by
the the decrease of the wave function of vector mesons äs ~ z(\ z] or fastcr [30, 79].

3.6 Color transparency phenomenon and possible signatures

Not unexpectedly the low x physics and hard diffraction in particular indicatc the irnportance of
color dynarnicsin QCD. It seeras that certainaspects of hard diffraction are easicr to understand
in the language of color dynamics than in the quark-parton language. The important starting
point is to view the deep inelastic scattering in the rest frame of the proton. As explaincd
earlier, in this frame the photon fluctuates into a qq pair long before reaching the target. The
interaction of this photon with the target depends on the initial configuration of the qq. In
order to achleve scaling a la Bjorken, one has to assume that certain configurations. those in
which the pair of quarks have a large relative kj are inactive [31, 32, 33] (this is the assumption
of the AJM).

In QCD the pseudo-neutrality of the large kt configurations is explaincd by the fact that
they occupy a small transverse area in which color is screened. It turns out that the interaction
cross section of such a small size configuration is not zero but proportional to the square of the
transverse distance between the partons and the gluon density in the target (see formula 1).
Thus the QCD corrections to scaling find a natural explanation. Since the interaction cross
section for a small size object is small this leads to the notion of color transparency (CT). CT
in QCD is the consequence of color screening and asymptotic frecdom.

In low r processes (large coherence length) CT is expected whcn Q2 is large and its role
will increase with increasing Q2. Albcit even at large fixed Q2 when x decreases CT may
disappear. Due to QCD evolution the number of gluons incrcases with decreasing x and even
for an interaction of a small object the cross section may bccome very large and reach the
unitarity bound. Thus the regime of color transparency will lead to perturbative color opacity.
A way to enhance the role of CT is eithcr to go to very large Q2 or to select photons w i t h
longitudinal polarization for which the qq tends to have a large relative kt. Note that the
picture which emerges in this language of color optics is very consistent with the one forged on
ideas of the QCD improved quark-parton model.

CT leads naturally to the appearance of hard diffractive processes where a color neutral
small objccts traverses the target without disturbing it too much and reappears either äs a
small mass diffractive final state (a vector meson in particular) or äs a two jet configuration.
The fact that these interactions can be described äs due to two perturbative gluon exchange
without form factor suppression requires further theoretic.al insight äs explained in one of the
previous sections.
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One the consequence of CT is that the process of re-scattering of a small object within a
target should be suppressed and thus in general initial and final state interactions should be
suppressed in a widc ränge of high energy interactions (see discussion and references in [82]).
This striking prediction of QCD can be hardly understood in terms of pre-QCD ideas. This
is why CT phcnomcna are at present searched for at all high energy accelerators. Another
important role of CT is that it will allow to probe the onset of Saturation expected at very low
x.

One of the recent experimental confirmations of ideas leading to CT phenomenon is the
observation by III and ZEUS of a fast increase of cross sections of hard diffractive p, <£, t!.< meson
production with decreasing x [79]. The slope of the t distribution is also found to be smaller
compared to photo-production data. The E665 experiment at FNAL has found some evidence
for color transparency [83] in the p meson production. However. the data have low statistics,
covcr a rat her restricted ränge of x and Q2 and cannot reliably separate events without hadron
production.

In the context of vector meson production a direct consequence of CT would be the disap-
pearance at large Q2 of maxima and minima in the t distribution which for soft processes are
due to the interference between the impulse approximation and the re-scattering terms.

The suppression of initial and final state interactions should be observed also in the diffrac-
tive processes in DIS off the proton. This is because at small x the initial and final state
interactions of the small size qq pair with proton remnants should be suppressed by an addi-
tional power of the size of the quark-gluon configuration b2. But there are no firrn conclusions
to be drawn äs yet.

A generic cxample of a process in which CT can be tested is the production of jets separated
by a large rapidity gap in photo-production. A real or vir tual photon contains with a significant
probability an unresolved photon demied äs a small size quark-gluon configuration where color is
well screened (anomalous contribution to the photon structure function and direct contribution
to the photo-production cross section). Hence CT should be important in any process induced
by the contribution of the unresolved photon. If CT is a viable phenomenon the probability of
survival of large rapidity gaps between jets is expected to be higher for jet production initiated
by the unresolved photon contribution than for the hadronic component.

The gap survival probability P accounts for the soft interactions of the constituents which
do not participate in the hard process. The estirnate of P for pp collisions within the eikonal
approximation has been made in [8-4, 85] and leads to the universal function of dimensionless
parameter:^ where B is the slope of the t dependence of the scattering ampütude. The
universaüty follows frorn the fact that hard partons are coiicentrated at considerably smaller
impact parameters äs compared to the soft ones [86], The dependence of P on the projectile is
seen to be rather weak. Gluon radiation should be also projectile independent since its effccts
cancel out in the ratio of events with and without large rapidity gap. Thus the expectation of
CT is very different from the above [86]. A significant difference in the gap survival probability
for projectiles of different size would have to be interpreted äs evidence for CT.

The recent measurements of ZEUS [24] show a substantially larger gap survival probability
than observed in CDF [25] and DO [26]. In the kinematics of the ZEUS experiment one of the
jets carries a significant fraction (?s 0.7) of the photon momentum. a configuration which favors
the direct photon contribution. This observation could well be the first experimental hint that
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small size configurations for which initial and final state interactions are suppressed lead to a
larger gap survivaj probability.

These data are in üne within the assumption that color of a hard gluon can be neutralized in
hard diffractive processes by the exchange of a relatively soft gluon located at the same impact
Parameter [53, 87, 88, 84, 89, 46, 79].

In particular the observed practical indcpendence of the ratio on pseudo-rapidity implies
that the LRG events follow a ^ Rutherford scattering distribution, just like the non-gap dijet
events to which they are normalized and which are dominated by single gluon exchange in the
t channel [45].

To demonstrate in a model independent way that the explanation lays within CT it is neces-
sary to measure the gap survival probability äs a function of the resolved photon contribution.
The advantage of using a photon target is that the kinematical region in which one of the jcts
carries a significant fraction (z i=s 0-7) of the photon momentum [90] enhances the small size
configurations while requesting z < 0.4 — 0.5 will enhance the resolved contribution. Note that
the region of large z is suppressed in the wave function of hadrons. The gap survival probability
for the resolved contribution should be smaller. A naive estiraate would lead to reduction of a
factor t wo.

3.6.1 Proton fragmentation region

The proton fragmentation region in the reactions -y* + p —> X + Y, where X and V, the states
corresponding to the dissociation of the photon and proton respectively, are separated by a
large rapidity gap are expected to be sensitive to the previously unexplored features of QCD.

By definition the Pomeron type factorization means that the ratio of diffractive events
with state X accompanied by proton dissociating into state Y and with the proton scattered
elastically.

Rx_dff(r + p^X + Y]/dt^
da(~/* + p —>• X + p)/dt

should not depend on the choice of the hadronic state X. This factorization follows from the
assumption that high energy processes are dominated by the exchange of a Regge pole - the
Pomeron [6]. As a first step, it is important to check this Pomeron type factorization for soft
diffractive processes äs a test of possible shadowing effects.

The violation of the Pomeron type factorization is expected äs a consequence of QCD
evolution from large to small scale. As is known the evolution leads to a Q2 dependence of
the slope of the energy dependence. As a result the total DIS cross section äs well äs cross
sections for hard diffractive processes cannot really be described äs the exchange of one or
several vacuum poles. It is also expected, in line with the experimental measurements, that
the slope of the t distribution depends on the hardness of the process. In particular the slope
for elastic photo-production of p mesons at HERA energies is B ~ 10 GeV2 [66, 91] while for
larger Q2 it turns out to be smaller B ~ 5 - 7 GeV2 [92, 93]. Both effects may influence the
value of RX when going from the soft regime to the harder one [90]. Approximate factorization
may be also valid in the hard regime where two gluon exchange dominates. This is because in
RX the non-universal x and t dependence cancel out to large extent.

In QCD, the proton is represented at a given light-cone time T — i + z äs a superposition of
quark and gluon Fock states \uud >, \uudg >, \uudgg >, uudQQ >, etc. Thus when the proton
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is expanded on a free quark and gluon basis. it is a fluctuating system of arbitrarily large particle
number [94]. The light-cone wave-functions ij>n(x„ kLl, A,) are the probability amplitudes which
describe the projections of the proton state on this Hilbert space. The structure functions
measured in deep inelastic lepton scattering are dlrectly related to the light-cone x momentum
distributions of the quarks and gluons determined by the |V'n 2.

Fluctuations in the wave-functions of the proton can be studied in hard diffractive processes
äs diffraction is a measure of color fluctuations. Using completcness of the hadron states
resulting from the fragmentation of the proton one can deduce the following relation between
the fluctuations of the gluon distribution in the proton and the hard diffractive cross sections:

<P\G(x.Q2)2\
= £

Y

X

+ p -»• A' + p)/dt

where G is the two gluon operator whose diagonal matrix element givcs the gluon distribution
in the proton, and the state n > is a product of the proton fragmentation. The state X can
be any state produced by a small size configuration of the initial photon. Let us considcr a
kind of a bag model where a proton consists of 3 bare quarks (or models where the color is
concentrated within the constituent quarks). At sufficiently large Q2 the transverse rnomenta.
of the exchanged gluons become large and äs a result both gluons scatter from the same quark,
In this case only diagonal transitions would survive at sufficiently large Q"1. Thus within this
model the ratio in eq.(5) should tend to one at large Q2. In general non-diagonal transitions are
non zero at large Q2. because quarks and gluons belong to different representations of SU(3)
color group. The left hand side of the equation can be treated äs a rneasure of the fluctuations
of color density in the proton. Preliminary HERA data suggest a value of 2 for the ratio on
the right hand side. This is an indication that color fluctuations may indeed be large.

4 Experimental Aspects

In the first part of this section we shall discuss the implications of present data in deep inelastic
diffractive scattering on our understanding of diffractive physics. The second part of this section
is devoted to a discussion of future aspects.

4.1 Indication for non-trivial QCD dynamics in HERA data

The measured diffractive cross section [95, 95, 96, 97] äs a function of Q2 shows a significant
leading twist effcct. This observation indicates that there is an important contribution from
non-perturbative QCD effects for the following reasons:

• Unless the Pomeron is introduced by hand, DGLAP evolution starting at rather low
scalc Ql, äs advocated by GRV [98], would lead to a very small fraction of diffractive
scattering in DIS: the radiation of gluons, governcd by DGLAP evolution would fill the
gap in rapidity, thus leading to an exponentially suppressed probability of finding large
rapidity gap events.

• Processes in hard diffractive scattermg (initiated by a projectile in a spatially small config-
uration), that can be calculated in QCD, like vector meson - or high pr dijet production,
turn out to be higher twist processes.
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Thus the only way toobtain a significant leading twist effect is by assuming AJM [31, 32, 33], or
QCD AJM [40], by scattering on partons in a non perturbative Pomeron [37], or by introducing
a non-perturbative mechanism to recover a rapidity gap after pQCD radiation has taken place
[19, 20].

On the other hand there are also hints in the present HERA data for an onset of hard
diffractive scattering, which carmot be explained with the assumption of a soft Pomeron, but
can be explained within the framework of QCD and CT. Present data on electro-production of
vector mesons (p, u; and </> at sufficiently large Q2 and J/ip even in photo-production) [92, 93]
are in disagreement with the assumption of a soft Pomeron and can be broadly described with:

CT(hard diffractive) » [xGp(x. Qljj)]* (6)

A fast increase of the cross section with energy. äs in eq.(6) due to the strong increase of the
number of gluons at small z, is a signature of a hard QCD process arid a signature of color
transparency.

Another observation beyond a soft Pomeron is the significant fraction of high p? dijet
events with a large rapidity gap between the jets compared to those without. äs observed
in photo-production in ZEUS [24] and in pp by CDF [25] and DO [26]. The factor of seven
enhancement in the rapidity gap survival probability for photon initiated processes, äs comparcd
to pp scattering, can be hardly explained äs due to the difference in the cross sections of pp and
Vp scattering, or due to gluon bremsstrahlung. This enhancement has a natural explanation
within CT where the interaction cross section is proportional to the transverse volumc occupied
by color in the projectile.

If this Interpretation is correct, it means that we start to understand the role of perturbative
QCD in diffraction and its connection to inclusive deep inelastic srattering. Moreovcr a varicty
of new processes is expected.

4.2 Future Prospects

Inclusive measurements of the diffractive cross sections are relatively easy to perform, and
do not requirc highest luminosity, since the cross section is about 10% of the inclusive deep
inelastic cross section. However the Interpretation in terms of QCD is more difBcult: even if
there is a regime of hard diffractive scattering, that can be calculated in QCD. one expects a
mixture of soft and hard QCD processes, since the inclusive cross section will be dominated by
small kt processes where pQCD calculations are not applicable. Since we aini to study pQCD
in diffraction. we discuss first diffractive processes like high PT jet. open charm and vector
meson production, since there pQCD calculations can be attempted. Then we discuss inclusive
measurements and the importance of measuring the proton fragmentation region. At the end
we mention a interesting class of processes in diffraction, the charged current interactions.

4.2.1 Diffractive high pr dijet production

The calculation of diffractive dijet production can be performed using pQCD for large photon
virtualities Q2 and high pT of the q(q] jets [-18. 57, 59, 68. 00]:

e + p -¥ f' + qq + p (7)
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The process is mediated by two gluon exchange. Different assumptions on the nature of the
exchanged gluons have been made: in [57] they are taken from a NLO parameterization of the
proton structure function [98], in [68] the gluons are non perturbative and in [48] they are a
hybrid of non perturbative and perturbative ones. The cross section is essentially given by

, ' ' M}

at the scale explicitly given.

Due to the different gluon densities a different XP dependence of the cross section is expected
and further discussed in [99], where also numerical estimates are presented. Thus by itself the
measurement of the dijet cross section äs a function of xp would yield Information on the gluons
involved in the process.

A striking feature of the dijet production via two gluon exchange is the azimuthal asymmetry
between one of the jets and the electron in the jet - jet center of mass system. This asymmetry
is prescnt, independent of the nature of the gluons, i.e. calculated for both perturbative [73]
and non-perturbative [74] gluons. Moreover th is azimuthal asymmetry is completely different
from the one known for boson gluon fusion processes, where only one hard gluon interacts.

However one has to worry about the experimental Separation of this processes: due to jet
finding algorithms there could be a contribution of processes ep —> e' + qqg + p, where one of the
quarks or the gluon has small kt, which could possibly be interpreted äs a Pomeron remnant.
By requiring exclusively 2 jets, where the 2 jets take all avaüable MX, or equivalently selecting
x^ ~ l , the contribution frorn processes with additional particles becomes small [100]. Here
we defined x^ äs x£ — (Q2 + s)/(Q2 + MX) with s being the invariant rnass of the two jets.
For Q2 > 10 GeV2 and p2T > 5 GeV2 the measurement can be performed for XP > 10~3. With
an estimated overall selection efnciency of ~ 70 % a statistical error of ~ 10 % can be achicved
with an integrated luminosity of ~ 100 pb"1 and at least 4 bins per decade in Xp. With such
a measurement one can clearly distinguish between the soft non-perturbative gluon input and
the pcrturbative approach [100].

To differentiate between the azimuthal asymmetry for the two gluon exchange process and
the boson gluon fusion with the gluon originating from a partonic Pomeron, a statistical error
of ~ 10 % in 7 bins in 0 is needed corresponding to an integrated luminosity of ~ 250 pb~*.
With such a statistical error the Separation between one or two gluon exchange mechanisms
can be made at the 4<r level. Both measurements, the xp dependence and the 0 asymmetry
are of great importance. The ultimate prove of the 2 gluon exchange mechanism would be the
observation of the specific <f> asymmetry, which is completely different from the one expected
from boson gluon fusion models. The XP dependence of the cross section would give more
inside on the nature of the gluons involved in the hard interaction.

The calculations so far are rcstricted to a region of relatively large /3 > 0.1. For small /?,
or equivalently large MX, gluon radiation is expected to play a important role and final states
like qqg have to be considered. The inclusion of thesc higher order diagrams is difficult and
various approaches exist to estimate the next-to-leading order contributions [48, 80, 101, 102].
A systematic investigation of qqg jets is a urgent and important task.
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4.2.2 Diffractive Open Charm Production

Diffractive open charm production can be a significant contribution both to hard and soft QCD
(59, 68, 58. 71]. Having in mind that preürninary data on diffractive charm production [72] are
in broad agreement with the expectations from a partonic Pomeron, the measurements to
differcntiate betwcen hard and soft gluon exchange would require measurements of the Xf>,
Q2 and ß dependence of the cross section. Most probably there is no way to select exciusive
2 charm final states. since due to the mass threshold charm production can only happen at
relatively large masses MX and therefore higher order corrections like radiation of hard gluons
which transform into a cc pair are expected to be non negligible.

A Monte Carlo [39] Simulation of the process e + p —> e'ccg + p with subsequent decay
(' -» D* -* DOTT was used together with the Hl[103] parameterization of the gluon density in
the Pomeron to to identify charm production and to determine efficiencies and acceptances
[104]. The criteria to identify the decay products of the D'+ are given in [104]. With an overall
detection efficiency of ~ 50 % it was shown that for 2 bins per decade in Q2 > 25 GeV2 and XP

and 3 bins in 0.01 < 8 < 0.9 a 30 % statistical error can be achieved for a integrated luminosity
of ~ 30 pb"1. A moreprecise measurement at high ß valucs can be made with ~ 250 pb"1, but
for a precision rneasurement with 5 bins per decade in Q2 and XP and 7 bins in 0.01 < ß < 0.9
and a statistical error of 10 % a luminosity of ~ 2000 pb"1 is needed.

With a measurement of Ffcharm the gluon dominance in hard diffractive scattering can be
demonstrated and a decision whether soft or perturbative gluons interact can be easily made.
However spccial care has to be taken for higher order corrections which might be Important.

4.2.3 Vector Meson Production

Diffractive vector meson production c + p —> e' + VM + p is another example of processes
where pQCD calculations are expected to be applicable, at high Q2 for the üght vector mesons,
and for heavy vector mesons like Jjip or T even in photo-production (for a discussion see
[54, 79, 105]). Strictly speaking for the case of vector mesons, built of light quarks. the QCD
calculation can only be performed for longitudinally polarized photons. This is just because of
the spatially small configuration occupied by the qq pair which then forms a vector meson. In

such a configuration again the cross section is driven by \xGp(x, Q2;/)| • The extension of the
QCD calculations beyond this approach is model dependent and there is no consensus on the
applicability of all the predictions [105].

In all calculations the -y* couples to the vector meson through the same quark loop. There is
agreement on helicity coiiservation and that at large Q2 the longitudinal cross section dominates.
The different approaches differ in the way the gluons couple to the proton and to the wave
function of the vector meaon which is poorly known. The advantage of vector meson production
is the possibility to select experimentally the contribution of longitudinal photons and therefore
the possibility to enter the hard pQCD regime.

Another group of processes calculable in QCD are reactions 7" + p ->• V + Y with large
momentum transfer squared t to the vector meson V and with Y representing the state in which
the proton dissodates. The idea is that at sufTidently large / the contribution of spatially srnall
configurations in the wave function of the photon and the vector meson would dominate. (The
soft Pomeron exchange should be highly suppressed due to the steeply falling ( distribution.)
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As a result of screening of color charge and asymptotic freedom it would be possible to justify
applicability of the methods of pQCD to calculate cross sections of discussed processes [53.
30. 106. 107]. The prospective kincmatical region is — t > 2 — 4 GeV2 wherc the phenomena
characteristic for soft diffraction disappear.

Depending on the kinematical restrictions on the proton dissociation different hard QCD
phenomena may reveal themselves such äs the scattering off valence, sea quarks or gluons of
the proton target [30, 106. 56]. The contribution of the BFKL type dynamics is enhanced in
this case due to larger intercept for the x dependence [106, 56]. It is wort h to note that if the
running of coupling constant is taken into account the intercept for the ,T dependence of BFKL
amplitude depends on t.

In order to distinguish soft Pomeron initiated vector meson production from the pQCD
region the following measurements are important:

• the absolute value, the x and the Q2 dependence of the longitudinal and transverse photon
absorption cross sections,

• the relative yields of various vector meson production including their excited states in
photo-production and electro-production.

• the slope of the t dependence äs a function of x and Q'1 and polarizatiori of the vector
meson,

• the energy dependence of the large t vector meson production.

Based on an extrapolation of existing data to a integrated luminosity of 250 pb"1 we expcct
60000 p, 6000 $ and 3000 J/ib events with Q2 > 7 GeV2 giving a reasonable small statistical
error up to Q2 — 20 — 30 GeV2. The total systematic errors are prescntly ~ 13 % and could
be reduced to ~ 7 % by better understanding of reconstruction errors, errors related to non-
resonant background and proton dissociation. The largest error comes from proton dissociation
background. If the proton is tagged by a Leading Proton Spectrometer, this sort of background
might be negligible, but the acceptance of such a device is only ~ 10 % in the best case,
leading to a much lower rate of tagged events. Thus the understanding of proton dissociation is
important for all the conclusions drawn from the energy and i dependence of the cross sections.

The measurement of the t distribution should allow to distinguish clearly betwecn soft
and hard pQCD regime, sincc the B slope in soft interactions is energy dependent because of
Q' ~ 0.25 whereas in pQCD a' ~ 0. Again the error on the determination of n' is dominated by
the proton dissociation background. and is estimated to bc of the order of AQ' ~ 0.1 requiring
tagging of proton dissociation down to 1.5 mrad. If tagging is possible only down to 6 mrad.
then the error on a' is twice äs large, and no conclusion on shrinkage can be drawn [108]. This
shows clearly the importance of the ability to measurc in the very forward region of the HERA
detectors.

The model independent measurement of the longitudinal cross section or the ratio R =
VI/VT can be done best with a reduced e beam energy (Et = 12 GeV), since the fluxes of
transverse and longitudinal photons differ most strongly at high y. With only 10 pb"1 at each
electron beam energy the statistical error will be above 50 %. With 100 pb"1 the error in the
highest W bin is reduced to 25 % [108].



Production of J/0 vector raesons at large t, e + p —l e' + J/v + Y —)• e' + /j+/i + V, has a
reasonable high cross section: a ~~ 6 nb in photo-production for 0.01 < y < 0.3. 0.003 < .r < l ,
Q2 < 4 GeV2 and 2 < -t < 100 GeV2 (a - 0,1 nb for Q2 > 4 GeV2) for the leptonic
decay of the J/^/i and the leptons within the detector acceptance [108]. Interesting here is
the rneasurement of the t distribution, which should show no shrinkage, äs well äs its energy
dependence. However a precise determination of ( requires a measurement of the scattered
electron unless the measurement is restricted to very low Q2. The largc cross section should
enable us to measure this process in the very near future.

4.2.4 Inclusive diffractive cross sections at high Q2

The measurements of the inclusive diffractive cross section show that it is predominantly a
leading twist phenomena. As discussed earlier in thls report, processes calculated using per-
turbative QCD are of higher twist. Thus we expect the inclusive diffractive cross section to be
dominated by soft, non perturbativc cffects, However in the region of large 3, or equivalently
in the small mass region, perturbative effccts could be important, analogous to vector meson
productioii by longitudinally polarized photon or high pr Jet production. The small ß region,
on the other band, could be dominated by soft Pomeron exchange processes and QCD evolution
of parton densities in the Pomeron. This would lead to the following picture:

• ß •£, 0.1: Exchange of a soft Pomeron with a partonic substnicture dominates. The
partons in the Pomeron evolve according to the DGLAP evolution equation. Due to soft
Pomeron exchange, factorization is expected.

r-D/ ,3 x-,2
r? (P^ -.- (9)

• ß ;> 0.8: Hard pQCD processes contribute significantly. leading to a violation of the
factorization in eq.(9) and to large higher twist ctfccts.

• 0.1 <^ ß <^ 0.8: Intermediate region. The amount of factorization breaking depends on
the interplay between soft Pomeron physics and hard pQCD physics.

To clearly establish the above picture, the XP dependence of the cross section äs a function
of ß has to be measured precisely in a region of XP <i 0.01 where no signih'cant contribution
from other possible Regge trajectories is cxpected. In such a scenario one could expect for
ß < 0.1 /(^p,0 ~ £p °*>- Another important ingredient for soft Pomeron exchange is the
measurement of the t distribution. If soft Pomeron exchange dominates, then shrinkage of the
t - slope is expected, whereas in the hard pQCD regime Q' 2± 0.

The relative cross sections for large and small ß also yield information on the underlying
mechanism. In the soft Pomeron picture the cross section at large 3 should decrease with
increasing Q2. Within pQCD calculations in the large 3 region a large contribution from
longitudinally polarized virtual photons is cxpected [35, 48. 109. 99. 110, 30, 80] which is
abseilt in the partonic soft Pomeron picture.

Recent measurements of Ff show a deviation of factorization at large xp [103], which could
be interpreted äs a contribution from higher Rcgge trajectories. However to safely exclude such
a contribution we will restrict our discussion to the region XP < 0.01.

Thus the following measurements are needed:
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• Measurement of Ff(xP, t, 3, Q2) with XP < 0.01 and largest possible ränge in ß and Q2.

• Measurement of F^(xP.t^ Q, Q2) with special emphasis on the large ß > 0.8 region.

Since the inclusive diffractive cross section is large (CT^,// '- 4 nb for Q2 > 10 GeV2 and
Xp < 0.01) the Leading Proton Spectrometer can be used to idcntify diffraction. A systematic
error of ~ 7 % can be achieved with the LPS [111]. A measurement of Ff(xP, t, 3, Q2) with 2
bins in 0.07 < |/| < 0.0.35 GeV2, 3 bins in 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2, 7 bins in 0.001 < ß < 0.3 and 5
bins in 0.001 < xp < 0.1 is possible for 20 pb~' with a statistkal error of ~ 10 % in each bin
[111].

For a measurement of F2 ( (XP,/?, Q2) (integrated over () using the present experience
one can hope to achieve an overall systematic error (except for the error coming from proton
dissociation) of To achieve a statistical error of ~ 5 % with 5 bins per decade in Q''
and XP and 7 bins in 0.01 < 3 < 0-9 an integrated luminosity of 8 pb ' is needed for Ff. To
achieve — 3(1) % statistical errors orie would need 22 (200) pb"1 [104].

If factorization is proven to be valid, one can measure F/3 directly using the wide band
beain of Pomerons by changing xp. With a luminosity of 15 pb"1 and a fine granularity at
high y one can measure K^ within 50 % for y < 0.8 [104].

If factorization does not hold, then a measurement of the longitudinal cross section can be
performed only by lowering the proton bearn energy (from Ep = 820 GeV to Ep = 500 GeV).
Changing the proton bearn energy would lead to better acceptance in the high mass region. On
the other band, äs stated in the section on vector mesons, changing the electron bearn energy
gives better acceptance in the low mass region fat high ß). A luminosity of 2 pb"1 for Ep = 500
GeV is required to achieve a precision of the ratio of transverse to longitudinal cross section of
the order of - 50 % [104].

4.2.5 Proton fragmentation region

So far we considered only processes (the oiies that can be calculated within pQCD äs well äs
processes mediated by soft Pomeron exchange) where a quasi elastic proton can be found (at
least in principle) in the hadronic final state. This is easiest done by using the Leading (Forward)
Proton Spectrometers, where bot h energy and transverse momentum of qtiasi-elastic protons
can be measured, at the expensc of event rates. Experimentally it is necessary to have ciear
measiirernents of the proton fragmentation region in order to subtract possible contributions
from double dissociation and to control the background from non-diffractive events.

Proton dissociation is intcrestirig on its own for the following reasons:

• If the cross section for inclusive diffractive scattering is mainly due to soft Pomeron
exchange, then one should observe that the ratio RX = &(e + p —t e' + X + Y}/a(e + p —>•
e' + A' + p), where Y is the proton dissociation system separated in rapidity from the
systern X, should not depend on the system A'.

• In the hard diffractive regime, when spatially small size configurations are selected (high
pT dijets or vector mesons). it is interesting to test the factorization hypothesis. A change
of regime cannot be a priori exchided.



• In going from large rapidity gaps between X and Y in e + p -*• e' + Xq + Y to smaller and
vanishing rapidity gaps, the transition between diffraction and inclusive deep inelastic
scattering can be studied [112].

• In the spirit of studying the fluctuations in the wave function of the proton it has been
advocated that the intrinsic charm contribution may not be negligible [113]. Intrinsic
heavy quarks Fock states could be materialized by the virtual photon probe and released
in the proton fragmentation region. This effect if present -.vould lead to spectacular events
with two muons produced in the very forward region.

Experimentally the proton dissociation system can be effectively measured with tagging
devices in a rapidity ränge of i) < 5.9 with ~ 100 % efficiency for masses My > 3 GeV starting
with an efficiency of ~ 10 % at masses My > l GeV. In order to determine the slope of the
distribution:

one needs to measure My at least in 2 ranges. The dominant uncertainty comes from the badly
known multipücity and pr distributions of the particles in the system My. The error on a \s
estimated to bo Aa ~ 0.14 for tagging up to rapidities of r/ < 5.9 [114]

High efficiency tagging of proton dissociation or even better performing calorimetric mea-
surements in 17 < 5.9 requires detector upgrades'[115]. In addition one has to ensure äs little
dead materiaJ äs possible in front of the tagging device or calorimeter.

It should be stated very explicitly that if magncts for an improvement of the HERA lumi-
nosity [116] are installed in a region of r/ > 3.5(~ TOmrad) then even tagging of the system My
is made dirficult.

4.2.6 Charged Currents

So far we discussed only neutral rurrent processes, but also charged current processes (via W
exchange) should occur in diffraction at large XP. As in inclusive deep inelastic scattering,
only at very high Q2 the cross sections for neutral current and charged current processes are of
similar size. Since the Pomeron is a flavor singlct system. one would expect the charged current
cross sections for electron and positron beams to be the same.

The cross section can be estimated [117] using the present knowledge of the diflractive
structure function F2D-

<7^ / /-~2pb (11)

for XP < 0.1. The rapidity gap for charged current events is smaller than for neutral current
events since high diffractive masses are involved due to the W mass. With cuts on the transverse
momentum and the transverse energy and a missing transverse momentum of 4 GeV the
diffractive charged current efficiency is ~ 35 %. With a luminosity of 1000 pb"1 the cross
section could be measured with a precision of ~ 5 %. With such a luminosity also the ß
dependence of the cross section can be determined with a 20 - 30 % statistical error. This
measurcment requires an efficient tagging of the non-diffractive background. The use of the LPS
is irnpossible because of the srnall acceptance and therefore devices to tag proton dissociation
and non-diffractive background are essential.
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5 Expected Significance of Hard Diffractive Scattering:
Limit of Applicability of the DGLAP Evolution Equa-
tion

It is widely expccted that the fast increase of parton distributions at small x cannot be sustained
without running intoconflict with the unitarity of the S matrix (seee.g. [118]) for the interaction
of small size wave packages, that is with the positiveness of probabüities for physical processes.
However the most stringent restriction on the region of applicability of the DGLAP or BFKL
equations follows from the requirement of positiveness for single particle density in the central
rapidity region [55].

At sufficiently small x, LO and NLO as In , ? ~ approximatlons äs well äs the Icading
^QCO

o,\nx approximation predict a fast increase of the amplitudes for hard processes which run
in conflict with probability conservation. The restriction on the applicability of the DGLAP
evolution is that the leading twist contribution to the cross section of a small size qq pair
scattering off a proton target should be much larger than the next-to-leading twist effect. Since
this cross section is well formulated only in the pQCD rcgime, the reasoning below may only
give restriction on the region of applicability of conventional QCD methods. To esÜmate this
restriction let us consider the scattering of a qq pair off a target . Let us decompose the cross
section in powers of 1/Q2. Let us denote by CTI the inelastic single scattering cross section due
to the exchange of one ladder and by &% the double scattering inelastic cross section due to the
exchange of two ladders. The appücation of the Abramovsky, Gribov and Kanchely cutting
rules [119] leads to the following relations between the cross sections:

0\ 4CT2 , (14)

where the subscripts ei and diff denote the elastic and diffractive cross sections. The last
equation follows from the requirement of positiveness of single particle densities. One of the
consequences of the above equations is thal in models in which shadowing is due to the exchange
of two ladders (due to triple BFKL type diagrams [118, 109]) it may cause not more than 25%
depletion in parton distributions. That is to say that shadowing calculated within these models
is unable to prevent the increase of parton densities without violating the positiveness of single
particle densities. Further eikonal diagrams cannot be used since more than two rescatterings
of the qq pair leads to violation of energy conservation in multi-particle production.

The optical theorem implies that

where

02 =

fleAir d
•\nxim A(x,T~ A ^"Ti in J./m--H,J-,Sf ;, U»)7mA 2 dinx

with A - the amplitude for qq pair scattering off the proton, K - the fraction of events due
to inelastic proton dissociation and B - the slope of the t dependence as measured in hard
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diffractive processes. This can now be used to put restrictions on the region of applicability of
QCD evolution equation by requiring that

_2

Numerical estirnatesindicatet.hat, for <52of the order offew GeV2, the kinematical region where
the DGLAP equation becomes inapplicable for the diffractive processes and for the structure
functioiis seems to be within the kinematics of HERA. To conclude, the decomposition over
powers of Q2 may be violated at small x in the HERA regime. Since the numerical estimates
relv also on experimental measurernents of B and K the improvemerit in those will make the
limits tighter.

Another restriction on the region of validity of the pQCD evolution follows from the unitarity
of the S matrix applied to hard processes,

""tot ^ proton dissociation' (18)

Using the optical theorem we obtain an estimate for the kinematics where the increase of parton
distributions should slow down [30],

'OI - 167T5

One may even include the incrcase of B with energy. B = r^,/4 + 2cts[\iis/s0]n to obtain a strict
inequaüty. For Pomeron exchange n = l while n = 2 for the Froissart regime. Again numerical
estimates suggest that for hard diffractive processes this boundary may be within the HERA
kinematics.

Both constraints leads to the expectation that we may become sensitive to the unitarity limit
within HERA kinematics [30, 55] (see also [120]). The fcatures which are being investigated
include the x and Q2 dependence of the diffractive jet photo-production, charm production and
production of vector mesons.

Characteristic features of unitarity corrections near the unitarity limit are the slowing down
of the increase of parton distributions at small x and a fast increase of the effective slope of (he
t dependence with energy and t [30],

The interesting question remains whether the manifestation of the unitarity limit can also
be reached for a(~t"p} — Tjr-F? ~ ~rn- There is no doubt that for small Q2 higher-twist
contributions become important and participate in the transition from the strong rise of F2

to the soft Pomeron in the photo-production cross section. It is not yet clear at which Q2

values this transition will start. On the one band it has been demonstrated that one can
find input distributions to the DGLAP equations which describe the data down to Q2 ~
l GeV2 [981. However k would be premature to draw from this the conclusion that higher
twist corrections are negligible. So far no systematic analysis of higher twist corrections at
small x has been performed. Furthermore, it has been shown that for Hat input distributions
the DGLAP is sensitive to higher order corrections (re-summation of singular terms in the
anomalous dimension). All this leads to the Impression that the issue of unitarity corrections
to F2 at low Q2 is still waiting for clanfication. The reason why hard diffraction may be a
better place to look for a manifestation of the unitarity limit is that, by varying the final state
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we have a handle on the transverse size of the qq pair, whereas in F2 the size is always small
(of the ordcr of b2 ~ l/Q2).

The behavior of small x processes at extremely small x is still a challenge for theory. Theo-
retical investigations of one hard scale processes like onium-onium scattering [121] suggest the
existence of a new QCD regime of large parton densities where all interactions can be described
in terms of pQCD. In the two scale processes (for example Fi at small x) soft QCD physics is
probably not suppressed: this follows from the analysis of the multiple (> 3) rescatterings of
a small size 917 pair off a nucleon, However the elastic eikonal approximation is known to have
Problems with probability and energy conservation in multi-particle processes [122] and ignores
the leading diagrams in pQCD. It therefore seems likely that the unitarization of F2 at small x
is a non-perturbative issue.

6 Summary

The scientific program that emerges from the studies and discussions in the Working Group is
äs follows:

1. Inclusive measurements of F2 and FL 'äs a function of i, Q2, xp, ß and t in äs wide a
ränge of variables äs possible. One should be able to establish the region of dominance of
soft and hard physics. Assuming that we need to differentiate ap in the ränge of 1.05 to
1.25, it would be desirable to measure ap with a precision of Aap — 0.04. The requircd
luminosity, assuming the forward tagging capability down to T/ ~ 6, are:

Q' [ GeV2 j
Q2 < 100

100 <Q2 < 500
2000 < Q1 < 3500

luminosity / Ldt [ pb ']
- 10
- 60
~ 2.50

The cross section for charm production depends strongly on the regime of the physics
behind diffractive processes. The prcdictions vary between 10 to 40 % of the inclusive
cross section. For the integrated luminosities above. given the low tagging efficiency, a
statistical error of 30% is achievable by decreasing the nurnber of bins.

Hard physics should be accompanied by a change in the Q2 dependence. from a leading
twist to higher twist eflect. The most sensitive probe is given by the measurements of
FL. A model independent determination of FL requires running at lower energies. The
error is determiried by the run with lowest luminosity. An error of 25% on FL/(F2 — FL)
requires an integrated luminosity of 10 pb"1 with the proton bearn energy of 500 GeV.

The ( dependence is essential to establish whether the observed tendencies are due to
the change from soft to hard physics. This can be done only with the forward/leading
proton spectrometers. It is estimated on the basis of existing data that for an integrated
luminosity of 40 pb"1 in the present running conditions one could expect 20000 events
with the proton tagged by the LPS for 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2). That would allow to establish
the lack of shrinkage at the 3a level and to determine QP with the same precision äs in
the inclusive case down to ,3 ~ .001. To cover the region of Q2 > 100 GeV2 with the
same precision a 10 fold increase in luminosity would be required.
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2. To test in depth the dynarnics of vector meson production we need to measure the longitu-
dinal cross section äs a function of x, Q2 and ( for at least the p, <j> and J/0 vector mesons.
To achleve a precision of Aa/> = 0.06 about 100 events per Q2 are required. In ordcr to
probe the region of Q"1 > 30 GeV2, be it for the p meson, an integrated hirninosity of 100
pb"1 is required. An integrated luminosity of 250 pb"1 would allow measurements for
the <$> and J/ip in the same region with comparable significance. For the latter luminosity
also few T events are expected in the higher Q1 region. A meaningful measurement of
shrinkage could be performed only for the p meson and up to Q2 ~ 30 GeV'2. Assuming
SCHC and 100 events per bin an error of 40 % on R can be achieved. A similar precision
without assuming SCHC would rcquire running at lower electron beam energy with at
least 10 pb"1 integrated luminosity. All the estimates are obtained assuming that proton
dissociation can bc controlled at a 5% level. A useful cross check could be done with the
LPS for low Q2, p production. Here again the ideal measurement would be with a tagged
proton in the LPS.

The large t vector meson production does not require any special environment. For large
t diffraction the expected cross sections are relatively large.

3. For diffractive exclusive large p-j- jet production the region of interest is that of M'% <^ Q2.
Since color is well localized in the wave function function of the projectile photon and
the hard scale is defined äs PT/(! — ß) relatively low pT jets (with pr ~ few GeV) can
be considered. A typical integrated cross section for p\, > 5 GeV2, Q2 > 10 GeV2 and
in the ränge 50 < W < 220 GeV turns out to be of the order of 20 pb assuming a two
perturbative gluon exchange äs the dominant mechanism and is about 2.5 times larger
than expected from non-perturbative gluons. For an integrated luminosity of 250 pb~'
about 2500 events identified in ihe detectors are expected in the best case. To be able to
establish the two gluon exchange mechanism the azimuthal asymmetry h äs to be measured
and in order to exclude an asymmetry typical of boson-gluon Fusion whole statistics is
necessary.

Here again not only the XF and Q2 dependence is of interest but also the ( dependence
which is the barometer for Ihe hardness of the interaction. However this is beyond the
reach of HERA experiments unless the LPS would be operational throughout the whole
integrated luminosity.

4. Study of large rapidl ty gap events in charged current interactions offers many attractive
possibilities to study the parameters of the Standard Model. The main advantages are
due to the Ssoscalar nature of the Pomeron and the point-like coupling of the W boson
to quarks. One could imagine that by tagging for example W —> es transition with a
large rapidity gap one could measure the V^s element of the Kobayashi-Maskawa mixing
matrix without the uncertainty of final state interactions.

However estimates of the detectable cross section for CC diffractive scattering lead to an
number of events of the order of 1/pb"1. This estimate would decrease by factor 2 if the
forward taggers in the proton fragmentation region were not available.

5. Two options for mcasuring the invariant inass of the proton dissociation system have
been considered. Assuming high efficiency forward taggers covering the region down to
TJ = 5.9 the mass distribution can be detennined at best with a systematic error of 13%.
mainly due to the uncertainty in the hadronization process. This error can be substantially
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improved by introducing calorimetry and running at lower proton energy. This knowledge
is of interest in its own right. It affects all the inclusive diffractive measurements without
LPS tagging. In the present estimates this is the major source of systematic error. Tagging
of the forward region with high efficiency could decrease this error by factor 3. This is
of particular importance if diffractive measurements are to be continued after the HERA
Upgrade.

The polarization options have not been discussed in depth. The expressed opinions were
very much in favor of diffractive measurements with polarized beams. It was feit that it could
have an impact on a deeper widerstand i ng of the diffractive mechanism.

The emerging scenario is the following:

• The inclusive measurements of the diffractive structure functions could bc completed
with 100 pb"1. Roughly speaking this would lead to an understanding of hard diffractive
physics similar to what was known about the DIS structure of the proton before HERA.
An integrated luminosity of 10 pb"1 at lower proton energy is highly recommended for
model independent measurements of the longitudinal structure functions.

• The program of hard diffractive physics, vector meson and exclusive jet production at
high Q2, could in principle be continued after the HERA Upgrade. This will have to
be investigated further. However, based on the present understanding, this will not be
meaningful unless the tagging of the forward region is preserved and unless there is a good
understanding of the systematics acquired before the Upgrade. Given the importance of
diffractive scattering in understanding QCD we recommend that the design of the Upgrade
takes into account the need for preserving high efficiency forward tagging.
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Abstract: We report on investigations concerning the production of large trans-
verse momentum Jets in DIS diffractive dissociation. These processes constitute
a new class of events that allow for a clean test of perturbative QCD and of the
hard (perturbative) pomeron picture. The measurement of the corresponding cross
secLions might possibly serve to determine the gluon density of the proton.

l Introduction

The subject of this report is the production of jets with large transverse momenta in diffractive
deep inelastic scattering. We will concentrate on events with two jets in the final state, i .e.
events with a quark- and an antiquark Jet. Due to the high photon virtuality Q2 and the large
transverse momenta of the jets we can use perturbative QCD to describe this process. From a
theoretical point of view. diffractive jet production should allow an even better test of pQCD
than diffractive vector meson production since it does not involve the uncertainties connected
with the wave function of the meson.

After defming the kinematic variables we will present in some detail the main results of our
analysis that was performed for the production of light quark jets. A more extensive account
of these results can be found in [l, 2). Related and in part similar work on quark-antiquark
jet production has been reported in [3, 4]. We will close this report with a comment on open
charm production.

2 Kinematics

We assume the total energy s to be much larger than the photon virtuality Q2 = —q2 and
much larger than the squared invariant mass A/2 = (q + zpp)'2 of the jet pair. \Vc constrain
our analysis to events with a rapidity gap and we require the momentum fraction XP of the
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Figure 1; One of the four diagrams contributing to the hard scattering 7° + p
outgoing (anti)quark momenta are hdd fixed.

qq + p. The

proton's momentum carried by the pomeron to be small, XP <£ 1. XP can be expressed äs
xP = (M2 + (?2)/(W2 + Q2) whcre W is the invariant mass of the final state (including the
outgoing proton). We keep the transverse momentum k of the jets fixed with k2 > l GeV2. 1t
will be convenient to use also 3 = XB/XF = <22 /(A/2 -f Q2). The momentum transfer ( is taken
to be zero because the cross section strongly peaks at this point. An appropriate t-dependence
taken from the elastic proton form factor is put in later by hand.

For large energy s (small xp) the amplitude is dominated by perturbative two gluon ex-
change äs indicated in fig. l, where the kinematic variables are illustrated. In fig. 2 we define
the angle <t> between the electron scattering plane and the direction of the quark jet pointing in
the proton hemisphere (jet l in the figure). The angle tp is defmed in the 7*-JP center of mass
systcm and runs from 0 to 'lit.

Figure 2: Definition of the azimuthal angle <j> in the 7*-P CMS

3 Results

In the double logarithmic approximation (DLA), the amplitude of the process can be expressed
in terms of the gluon structure function. The cross section is therefore proportional to the
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square of the gluon structure function. The momentum scale of the latter can be calculated.
We thus find äs one of our main results

der
M2

(1)

Performing our numerical estimates, however, we include some of the next-to-leading correc-
tions (proportional to the momentum derivative of the gluon structure function) which we
expect to be the numerically most important ones.

From (1) one can deduce that, in our model, Regge factorization ä la Ingelman and Schiein
[5] is not valid, i.e. the cross section can not be written äs a ip-dependent flux factor times a
ß- and (22-dependent function.

In the following we present only the contribution of transversely polarized photons to the
cross section. The corresponding plots for longitudinal polarization can be found in [l, 2]. As
a rule of thumb, the longitudinal contribution is smaller by a factor of ten. Only in the region
of large ß it becomes comparable in size.

Figure 3 shows the ip-dependence of the cross section for Q2 — SOGeV , ß = 2/3 and
k2 > 2GeV2. We use GRV next-to-leading Order parton distributlon functions [6]. Our
prediction is cornpared with the cross section obtained in the soft pomeron model of Landshoff
and Nachtmann [7, 8] with nonperturbative two-gluon e.xchange. Its flat .rp-dependencc,
characteristic of the soft pomeron, is quite in contrast to our prediction.

Further, we have included (indicated by hybrid) a prediction obtained in the framework of
the model by M. Wüst hoff [9]. This model introduces a parametrization of the pomeron based
on a fit to small XB data for the proton structure function F^. In this fit, the pomeron intercept
is made scale dependent in order to account for the transition from soft to hard regions. The
£p-dependence is not quite äs steep äs ours but comparable in size.

Figure 3: xp-spcctrum Figure 4: k2-spedrum

Pigure 4 presents the k2-spectmm for different values of Q2 between 10 GeV2 and 45 GcV2.
Here we have chosen XP = 5 - 1CT3 and ,3 = 2/3. The quantity 6 given with each Q2 value
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describes the effective slope of the curves äs obtained from a numerical fit of a power behaviour
~ (k2)"*. We have taken k2 down to 0.5 GeV2. Kor ß = 2/3 the effective momentum scalc of
the gluon structure function in (1) equals k2/(l - ß) — 1.5 GeV .

Integrating the cross section for different minimal values of k2 we find that the total cross
section is dominated by the region of small k2. If we choose. for instance. xp < 0.01, 10 GeV <
<32 and 50 GeV < W < 220 GeV, the total cross section is

fftot = 20 pb for k2 > 5 GeV2

for k2 > 2GeV2 .

In the hybrid model of [9] the corresponding numbers are

<rtot = 28 pb for k2 > öGeV2

£rtot = 108 pb for k j > 2 GeV2 .

In accordance with fig. 4 these mimber show tliat the cross section is strongly suppresscd with
k2. We are thus observing a higher twist effect here. For comparison, we quote the numbers
which are obtained in the soft pomeron model [7]. With the same cuts the total cross section

(rtot = 10.5pb for k2 > 5 GeV2

«Ttot = 64 pb for k3 > 2 GeV2 .

The /3-spectrum of the cross section is shown in fig. 5 for three different values of Q2. Here
we have chosen XP = 5 • 10~3 and k2 > 2 GeV2. The curves exhibi t maxima which, for not too
large Q2, are located well below ß - 0.5. For small ß we expect the production of an extra
gluon to become important. First studies in this direction have bec-n rcported in [9, 10] and in
[11], but a complete calculation has not been done yet.

Figure 5: (3-spectrum
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The most striking observation inade in [2] concerns the azimuthal angular distribution, i.e.
the ^-distribution of the Jets. It turns out that the Jets prefer a plane perpendicular to the
electron scattering plane. This behaviour comcs äs a surprise because in a boson gluon fusion
process the Jets appear dominantly in the electron scattering plane [12]. The azimuthal angular
distribution thercfore provides a clear signal for the two gluon nature of the exchanged pomeron.
This is supported by the fact that a very similar azimutha] distribution is obtained in the soft
pomeron model by M. Diehl [7, 13]. Figure 6 shows the ci-dependence of the ep-cross section
for the hard pomeron model, the soft pomeron model and for a boson gluon fusion process. We
have nonnalized the cross section to unit integral to concentrate on the angular dependence.
Thus a measurement of the azimuthal asymmetry of quark-antiquark jets will clearly improve
our understanding of diffractive processes.

Finally, we would like to mention the interesting issue of diffractive open charm production.
It is in principle straightforward to extend our calculation to nonvanishing quark masses [14].
A similar computation was done in [15]. A niore ambitious calculation has been performed in
[16] where also higher order correction have been estimated. The cross section for open charm
production is again proportional to the square of the gluon density, the relevant scale of which
is now modified by the charm quark mass

(2)A/2

Integrating the phase space with the same cuts äs above the charm contribution to the Jet cross
section is found to be [14]

<7t<„ - 8pb for k2 > 5 GeV2

atot = 29 pb for k2 > 2 GeV2 ,

In the case of open charm production one can even integrale down to k2 = 0 since the charm
quark mass sets the hard scale. One then finds for the cc contribution to the total diffractive
cross section

<7tot = 101 pb for k3 > 0 GeV 2 .

In the soft pomcron model the corresponding numbers read [7]

CTt,„ - 4.8 pb for k2 > 5 GeV2

<7to[ = 17pb for k' > 2 GeV2

alol = 59 pb for k2 > 0 GeV2 .

In [16], where corrections from gluon radiation are taken into account, the relative charm
contribution to the diffractive structure function is estimated to be of the Order of 25-30%.

4 Summary and Outlook

We have presented perturbative QCD calculations for the production of quark-antiquark jets
in DIS diffractive dissociation. The results are parameter frec predictions of the corresponding
cross sections, available for light quark jets äs well äs for open charm production. The cross
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sections are proportional to the square of the gluon density and the relevant momentum scale of
the gluon density has been determined. The azimuthal angular distribution of the light quark
Jets can serve äs a clean signal for the two-gluon nature of the pomeron in hard processes.

The two-jet final state is only the simplest case of jet production in diffractive deep inelastic
scattering. The next steps should be the inclusion of order-aa corrections and the extension to
processes with additional gluon Jets. Such processes become dominant in the large-M2 region.
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Abstract: The diffractive production of vector mesons in ep interactions at low x is
a subject of heated debates. This chapter consists of four contributions written by
the original authors and expresses the possible scenarios which are to be investigated
experimentally.

l Hard diffractive vector meson production

contributed by L. Frankfurt, W. Koepf and M. Strikman

The derivation of our QCD formulas [1] consists of three essential steps:
(i) The process factorizes into three stages: the creation of a quark-gluon wave packet, the
interaction of this packet with the target, and the formation of the vector meson. The wave
packet's large coherence length, ^-^, justifies using completeness over the intermediate states.
(ii) For longitudinal polarization, the end point contribution is suppressed hy 1/Q , which
supports applying the factorization theorein. This important result follows froin the well known
light-cone wave function of a photon and conformal symmetry of PQCD. which dictates the
dependence of the vector meson's asymptotic wave function on the momentum fraction carried
by the quarks. For transverse polarizations, the onset of the hard regime is expected at much
larger Q'1 since largo distance effects are suppressed only by the square of a Sudakov type form
factor, exp(—^ In2 ^-).
( j i i ) As a result of the QCD factorization theorein, the hard amplitude factorizes from the softcr
blob [2]. Thus, within the leading QS In Q2 approximation, the cross section of hard diffractive
processes can be written in terms of the distribution of bare quarks within the vector meson
and the gluon distribution in the target.

The respective cross section can thus be expressed through the light-cone wave function
of the vector meson, i/vfs.fr ~ 0), a well defined and intensively researched object in QCD.
In addition, there is not much freedom in the choice of this wave function since the absolute
normalizationof the cross section is related to the vector meson's leptonic decay width, fv-^e+e--
Our numerical analysis has found a number of distinctive features of thcse hard diffractive
processes (see Ref.[3] and references therein):
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1. A significant probability of small transverse size (bqq PS 3/Q) minimal Fock qq configura-
tions within the vector meson's light-cone wave function.

2. A fast increase of the cross section at small x and a relatively slow Q2 dependence, both
resulting from the Q* evolution of the parton distributions.

3. To avoid contradiction with fr-space unitarity, the increase of the cross section with de-
creasing x should slow down. For Q2 ~ 5 GeV2, this is expected at x ~ 10~3 [3].

4. For longitudinal polarization, an almost davor and energy independent r-slope, while for
transverse polarizations, soft QCD may reveal itself in a largcr value äs well äs an energy
dependence of the latter.

5. At large Q2, the diffractive electroproduction ratJo of p and </> mesons follows from the
form of the e.m. current in the Standard model, i.e. restoration of 5(7(3) symmetry. Some
enhancement of the relative yield of the <j> meson is expected due to its smaller size.

6. The diffractive photoproduction of J/ifr meson is dominated by relativistic cc configura-
tions. Significant diffractive photoproduction of T mesons.

7. Large cross sections for the production of excited states, ep —>• epV", with a ratio propor-
tional to MV rV'-te-te-* in qualitative difference from photoproduction processes.

8. Model estimates found large l/Q2 corrections to the basic formulas resulting from quark
Fermi motion within the vector meson and from shadowing effects evaluated within the
eikonal approximation. However, the reliability of these estimates is still unclear since
similar corrections follow from the admixture of qqg components to the vector meson's
wave function and because the elastic eikonal approximation is inappropriate. Note that,
in an exact calculatlon, the contribution of more than two rescatterings by the qq pair
should be zero due to energy-momentum conservation.

2 7* P —* V p at small t

contributed by P. V. Landshoff

All models [4, 5, 6. 7. 8. 9] couple the 7" to the vector meson V through a simple quark loop,
to which is attached a pair of gluons which interact with the proton. The models differ in two
essentials: what they assume about the wave function that couples V to the qq, and what they
assume about how the gluons interact with the proton.

Because the models have the same quark loop, there is general agreement that the 7" and
the V should have the same heüdty, and that

n?
^«-^ (1)

so that at large Q2 longitudinal production dominates. Presumably the detailed dependence
of (7£/CTT on Q2 is sensitive to the form of the wave function. The very simple form assumed
by DL fits the data reasonably well [10], but rnore theoretical work is needed to decide just
how much can be learnt about the wave function from this. Also, according to (1), for heavier
flavours it will need a larger Q2 to achieve dominance of the longitudinal Polarisation; it is
likely that rnost of the J/ij> production at HERA will be transverse.
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The way in which the gluons couple to the proton will deterrnine the W-dependence. If
they couple through a soft pomeron, then

with c fü 0.08 and a' = 0.25 GeV 2. If the data find a larger value of e, this may be a sign of the
BFKL pomeron (though this is unükely [11]), or of whatever other mechanism is responsible
for the rapid rise seen in vW*i at small x. Some of the models seek to make a direct connection
between the energy dependence of exclusive vector electroproduction and the rise of i/W-i at
small z, but there are theoretical problems in this. The soft-pomeron form (2) predicts that the
f-slope changes with W m a particular way; if the soft pomeron is not involved the forward-peak
shrinkage will surely not ocurr at the same rate and is likely to be significantly slower, though
this is not understood. Notice that f(t,Q2) contains the square of the elastic form factor of
the proton and so is not a simple exponential: the t-slope will vary with t. Notice also that
its measurement is particularly sensitive to any contamination from nonelastic events, which
become increasjngly important äs \t\.

3 Shadowing corrections in diffractive QCD leptopro-
duction of vector mesons

contributed by E.Gotsman, E. Levin and U. Maor

In our paper [12] the formulae for the shadowing corrections ( SC ) for vector meson diffractive
dissociation ( DD ) in DIS have been obtained within the framework of the DGLAP evolution
equation in the region of low x. It is shown that the rescatterings of the quarks is concentrated
at small distances ( r2L et QS ,]j.,+m; ) and can be treated theoretically on the basis of
perturbative QCD.

The numerical calculation of the damping factor defmed äs:

D2 =
[without SC]

(1)

shows that the SC fi) should be taken into account even at HERA kinematic region and they
generate the damping factor of the Order of 0.5 for Jjty production at W = 100 - 200GeV for
Q2 = 0 - 6GeV2 ( see [12] for details); (ii) t he value of the SC is bigger than uncertainties
related to the unknown nonperturbative part of our calculations. and ( in) DD in vector meson
for DIS can be used äs a laboratory for mvestigation of the SC.

The calculation of the SC for the gluon structure function depends on a wide ränge of
distances including large ones (r']_ > g i j r (1J?)+mi)- This causes a large uncertainty in the
pQCD calculations which, however become smaller at low x. We show that the gluon shadowing
generates darnping, which is smaller or coinpatible with the damping found in quark sector.

The cross section of the vector meson DD is shown to be proportional to (—*—y)2 [12]. This
formula takes into account all possible SC and it is derived in the leading log approximation
of pQCD (for the GLAP evolution). 1t means that the experimental data for DD for vector
meson production provides Information about dF?/lnQ2, from which we could extract the
gluon structure function in the DGLAP evolution equation in the region of low x.
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4 Vector mesons

contributed by N. N. Nikolaev and B. G. Zakharov

The ampütude of exclusive vector mcson production [14, 15, 16, 17, 18] reads (we suppress the
polarization subscriptsT and L) M = /(/2f(/2^'^(ir,r*)a(j:,r)ll'-,.(z,r^, where *v,-,- arethecolor
dipoledistribution amplitudes and u ( x , r) is the color dipole cross section. On top of the gBFKL
component which" doininates a ( x , r ) at r ^ Rc — 0.3fm, at largcr r in ff(x,r) there is a soft
componcnt. The non-negotiable prediction äs that at a sufficiently small x the rising gBFKL
component takes over at all r. The small but rising gBFKL contribution provides a viable
description of the rise of soft cross sections. MT,I. are dominated by r ~ rs = Qj \JQ2 + m2/,
The large valuc of the scanning radius r5 is non-negotiable and makes vector meson production
at best semiperturbative, unless Q2 + m2- J>20-40GeV2, i.e., unless r$ <C, Rc. Because the
scanning radius rs is so large, the formulas for the production amplitudes in terms of the
vector wave function at the origin are of ümited applicability at the presently studied Q2 .
When TS $1 RC and the soft contribution is small. one can relate MT.L to the gluon dcnsity in
the proton but at a very low factorization scale g? L — r(Q2 -\- m2/) with r =0.05-0.2 depending
on the vector meson. The energy dependence of vector rneson production at rs ^ 0.15 frn, i.e.,
Q 2 ( T ) ~ 0 and Q2(J/<Ü) ~ 100 GeV2 and Q2(p) ~ 200 GeV2 probes the asymptotic intercept
of the gBFKL pomeron. The major gBKL predictions are:

1. A steady decrease of fi^r with Q2 in ith

2. When fitted to H'4A. the effective intercept A is predicted to rise with Q2. It also rises
with W and flattens at a Q'* independent A ss 0.4 at a very large W. The universal
energy dependence is predicted for all vector mesons if one compares cross sections at
identical Q2.

3. Comparing the Q2 dependence of MT.L makes no sence, the real parameter is rs and/or
Q2 = Q2 + m\,. the ratlos like (J/ty)/p exhibit wild Q2 dependence but we predict
the flavor dependence disappears and these ratios are essentially flat vs.Q2. The Q"1

dependence must follow the law zx. Q2", where n is about flavor independent, typically
n ~ 2.2 at HERA. The a Q2n fits are strongly recommended.

4. Strong suppression of the 25/15 cross section ratios by the node effect is a non-negotiable
prediction, these ratios are predicted to rise steeply and then level off on a scale Q2 <^ my.
Steady rise of these ratios with energy is predicted. For the D-wave vector mesons the
ratio D/IS is pedicted to have a weak Q2 dependence in contrast to the 25/15 ratio.

5. The gBFKL pomeron is a moving singularity and we predict the conventional Regge
shrinkage of the diffraction cone. The rise of diffraction slope by ~ 1.5 GeV 2, which is
about universal for all vector mesons and at all Q2, is predicted to take placc from the
CERN/FNAL to HERA energies. An inequality of diffraction slopes J5(2S) < B(iS) is
predited. For the p(2S) and <^i'(2S) the diffraction cone can have a dip and/or flattenmg
at i = 0. For the IS states, the diffraction cone for different vector mesons must be equal
if comparcd at the warne Q2.
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Abstract: The analysis of exclusively produced vector mesons in deep inelastic
scattering offers the opportunity for detailed tests of QCD predictions. This report
gives an overview of the expected rates for vector meson production and investigates
the accuracy which can be achieved with an increase in statistics and a better
understanding of the existing detector components of the Hl and ZEUS experiments.
Requirements for the HERA luminosity and detector Upgrades are dcscribed for
several vector meson rclated measurements.

l Introduction

The study of the exclusive production of vector mesons provides irnportant Information on
the hadronic structure of the photon and the naturc of tliffraction. The simplicity of the final
state makes this process attractive for almost parameter-free QCD calculations. Several recent
QCD based approaches are available to predict the cross section for exclusive vector meson
production [l, 2. 3, 4]. These calculations require the presence of a hard scale to be applicable.
In addition phenomenological models also give estimates for this process [5]. The comparison
of the HERA data with these estimates wil l hclp to lest those models and to determine the
kinematic ränge in which they are reliable.

The aim of this report is to determine which of the theoretical predictions can be tested by
experiment (and in which kinematic ränge), which accuracy is needed to distinguish between
differeiit models and what are the demands for the HERA machine and experiments to perform
such measurements. The focus of this work is on the vector meson production at high Q2 or (.

Throughout this paper we assume that the central detectors of the Hl and the ZEUS
experiments are available in their present setup and that the ongoing improvement of the
detector understanding will allow to use the füll tracking Systems of the t wo experiments.
The joriL'ard components of the detectors are of special interest for the estimate of the proton
dissociation contribution to the cross section. The limits to the measurements due to the layout
of these components are investigated.

This article is organized äs follows: Chapter 2 gives an introduction to the kinematic vari-
ables and a brief overview of some QCD mod<$?gfor elastic vector meson production. Based on

'Supported by MINERVA

these models, estimates for the rates of exclusively produced vector mesons are given. Chap-
ter 3 describes the detector setup, the expected acceptance in the kinematic ränge and the
expected systematic uncertainties of the measurements. In Chapter 4 the accuracy of future
measurements is evaluated. Chapter 5 summarizes the requirements for HERA.

2 Cross section estimates

2.1 Vector meson production at large Q2

In this section sorne general aspects of elastic vector meson electro-production,

will be briefly discussed.
The kinematic variables which are used throughout the paper are defined äs follows:

where Q2 is the negative square of the 4-momentum transfer at the electron vertex. y is the
inelasticity parameter, t is the 4-momentum transfer squared between the photon and the vector
meson. x is the Bjorken variable, s is the ep center-of-mass energy squared and W is the i"p
center-of-rnass energy.

The ep cross section is related to the •)";) —* Vp cross section:

<ßvtot(cp —* el'p)
dy

V»,

where IV is the flux of transverse virtual photons given by

Fr- (3)

Hard diffractive electro-production of longitudinally polarized vector mesons has been studied
recently in the framework of pcrtnrbative QCD [2], where the cross section of the -f'p —>• Vp
process was calculatcd within the leading as In -r?— approximation of QCD usins the leading

Agco

order parton densities within the proton. V denotes any vector meson (e. g. p, p',4>, J/^t, T).
VVhen the momentum transferred to the target t tends to zero and Q2 3> My, where MV is the
vector meson mass, the cross-section for the hard diffractive electro-production has the form:

dt (4)

where Fv_, t+ f- is the decay width of the vector meson into an c+e pair. The parameter nv is
rii£*. j ,2 j.tj

defined as TJV = 2~f7^^'l7kT} ' and ^v is l'ie ^'ght-cone wavc function of the qq component

of the vector meson. xG(x,Q2) is the gluon distribution in the proton and T(Q2) is a factor
connected with the Fermi motion of the quarks wi th in the \-ector meson.

The predictions of pQCD for diffractive electro-production of vector mesons havebeen partlv
compared with the existing expcrimental results [6, 7, 8]:



• A fast increase of the cross section of electro-production of vector mesons with the f'p
center of mass etiergy W, u ~ W°-s~°-g. The rise is connected witb the behavior of
the gluon density with decreasing x. The non-perturbative two-gluon-exchange model of
Donnachie and Landshoff [5] predicts a cross section rising äs ~ W°~32 which, after taking
into account the shrinkage of the forward diffractive peak becomes ~ W0-22.

• The dominance of the longitudinal polarlzation, VL/PT ^ Q^/M2/ .

• The absolute magnitude of the cross section is reasonably well explained, though uncer-
tainties in the knowledge of xG(x, Q2) are too large to make a quantitative comparison.

• The account of Fermi motion of the quarks within the vector meson leads to a strong
suppression of the cross section. The dependence of the suppression factor T(Q2) on the
Q2 for light and heavy mesons was presented in [2].

• The Q2 dependence of the cross section can be parameterized äs Q~n with n ~ 4. The
diilerence of n from the asymptotic value of 6 is changed by the Q2 dependence of the
factors [a.(Q3)a:G(r,Q2)]2~Can<iof T(Q2).

Based on equation (4) with the GRV94 LO gluon distribution [9], we have calculated the cross
section2 for production of longitudinally polarized vector meson states OL(*I'P) äs a functlon
of W for ihe different ranges of Q2 for the following vector mesons: />(77Q), p(170Q), <£(1020),
7/t/'(3097) and T(9460). The kinematic ranges were chosen äs 20-150 GeV2 for Q2 and 40 - 220
GeV for W. The cross section (4) was integrated over ( between (m,-„ — 0 and tmax — l GeV2

assuming the ebi behavior of the cross section with slope 6 — 5 GeV 2. The total cross section
0tot(*1*P -* V p) is defined äs: Vtat(~i~P —> Vp] — GL("I*P —*• V'pjfl/fl + r), where e is the
Polarisation parameter, £ = 1 irrpi/2> ^ = VL/VT, and GI- is the transverse n/'p cross section.

In fig. l the total (T*p —> pp) cross sec-
tion äs a function of energy W is displayed.
One can see the predicted [l, 2] strong rise
of the cross section with W.
Using the electro-production cross sections
we have calculated the expected number of
vector mesons AV-

Nv = ff(ep -> Vep) x £ x Br; (5)

where £ denotes the integrated himinosity
and Br the branching fraction of vector
mesons. We have considered the following
decay channels : p(770)./i(1700) —» TT + TT~,
d> -» K+K~, J/#, T -4 e+e- and p+p-.
The value of Br = 0.3 was assumed for
p(1700) -»• TT+TT- decay.

' • 25<Q'<35
A 35<01<45
T 45<G !<75
O 75<0I<150
. i_^. . i . . . i..

40 60

Flgure 1: Predicted cross section of pa pro-
ductjon äs function of \V and Q2 (1,2].

In table l the estimated rates of events with £—'250 pb"1 arc displayed. In addition we show
in the table the extrapolated number of events for 250 pb"1, bascd on the currently available
event statistics. 681

2In case of heavy mesons production Q"2 was replaced by Q2 +

Q2[GeV*}

P(770)
^(1020)
/>(1700)

J/^(3097)
T(9460)

20-25

1100
150
17
130
1.7

25-35

800
100
40
130
1.6

35-45

250
40
13
60
1.3

45-70

170
20
11
30
0.8

70-150 || Total

30
5
4
10

0.5

2350
315
95

360
6

Q2 > 7Ge\'2 estim. from data

60000
6000

-
3000

-

Table 1: Estimated number of events in the mensurable W ränge for different Q2 ranges. Wt
would like to thank E. Gaüo for preparing the estimated number of events from the current
data.

2.2 Vector meson production at large t

The process 7p —t V + X, where V is a vector meson and X is a hadronic state originated by
the diffractive dissociation of the proton (fig. 2(a)), in the limit of large i, h äs been described
in the BFKL formalism in terms of the exchange of a perturbative QCD porneron [11, 4], In
such a model, the vector meson is produced quasi-elastically. i.e. in the proton rest frame it
carries nearly all the energy of the photon. The photon can be either quasi-real (Q2 ^ 0) or
virtual (Q2 > 0).

2.2.1 Kinernatics and cross section

In addition to the Standard kinematic variables, the model [11, 4] nses two extra variables.
These are the scaling variable, r, and the 'energy1 variable z defined äs:

-t
and s = —- log

2?r

ir-
-t + M

where xa is the fraction of the proton momentum carried by the struck parton. The variable
z is proportional to the rapidity gap between the produced vector meson and the scattered
parton. The differentia] cross section for the process -fp —s- VX, when the photon is transversely
polarized, is written äs:

/
draTilP —> VX) l „, , 1 6 ̂ , , , ,

1 \^ J_ — \ri{T t\- - > ( n f r i}-i-fi(r
— l-J\9il + 01 Z-.WV^gi'J T q^g-dtdxs

where G, q and q represent the gluon, quark and anti-quark densities respectively. and T is
the product of the two-gluon scattering amplitude and the form factor associated with the -jV
vertex [11. 4]. The cross section for longitudinal photons is assumed to be u/, = (Q2/A'v)°"r-

2.2.2 Monte Carlo Generators

Two Monte Carlo generators have been writ ten which simulate the large t vector meson pro-
duction process, named HITVM [15] and RIIODI [16]. The available vector mesons are p.
w. <p, J/w or T in both generators. However, äs a non-relativistic wave function is used in the
calculations, the predictions for the /), ui and <j> mesons are not äs reliable äs for the heavier
vector mesons. The two Monte Carlo generators agree in their results for both the -yp and cp
cross sections. The main difference between rWtwo generators is the modeling of the proton
remnant:



Figure 2: For the process ep -> e'VX at large t, (a) shows the Feynman diagram, (b) the W
d'istribution, (c) the t \ fitted with p, - e P2' and (d) the M\ fitted with
Pi - (MX)K wheri V — J/0. The closcd and open cirdes represent the gcncrated distributions
and the distributions after appiy'ing the p, and 0 cuts indicated in the text, respecüvely. For
these pSots the HITVM generator was used.

• In RHODI the multiplicity and momentum distribution of the hadrons produced from
the proton dissociation are generated using parameterizations of the pp -¥ p(p)X results
from the UA5 experiment [12] and imposing two rcquirements on Mx: MX/W* < 0.1
(to ensure that the interaction be diffractive) and MX > ™P + ""'r (to remove the events
with only a proton in the diffractive state X).

• In HITVM, the struck parton can be elther a valence quark, gluon or sea quark and in
each case the proton remnant is a diquark, quark+diquark or quark+baryon respecüvely
(based on the method used by PYTHIA [13]). Then the resulting particles are given to
JETSET [13] to hadronize.

2.2.3 Cross section predictions

Table 2 summarizes the ep cross sections cxpected for J/ip production and also the expected
number of J/ijy -4 /.i+fi~ (or e+c~) events for a luminosity of 100 pb"1. In order to simulate the
apparatus acceptance, events were accepted only if both muons are in the ränge 6° < 0 < 155°
and p, > 1.0 GeV. The predictions are calculated in the region 0.01 < xa < 1.0. | ( | > 2 . 0 GeV2

and using a„ ~ 0.3 and the structure functions MRSA [14]. The predictions are very sensitive
to the value of öä: for example when a, = 0.$$&e cross section is reduccd by a factor of 20.

The generated and accepted distributions in W, \t\d M£ for Q2 < 4 GeV2 are shown

figures 2(b), 2(c) and 2(d), respectively. Note the strong increase of the cross section with W
and that this model predicts a very small IV-dependence of the i-slope (Q' < 0.1 GeV"2).

Kinematic
Range

0.000 < y < 1.00
0.015 < y < 0.60
0.010 < y <0.30

Muon p, and & cuts

<7(ep-+e'J/i/>X) (nb)
Q'* < 4 GeV^

46.
30.
17.

5.90

Q2 > 4 GeV2

1.4
1.0

0.67
0.36

AV/0-> n+ii-)
Q* < 4 GeV"1

250000
150000
100000
35000

t?J > 4 GeV2^
8000
6000
4000
2000

Table2: Cross sectj'o/j predictions and theexpected numberof J/y events for 100 pb

3 Detector performance

This study is based on the present layout of the two multi-purpose detectors at HERA Hl and
ZEUS. It is assumed that in the near future the füll tracking System of both experiments will be
available and that duriiig the HERA Upgrade no changes to the tracking chambers are needed.
The acceptance of the tracking Systems of the two detectors is similar. In case of the ZEUS
detector the polar coveragc of the central drift chamber is 16" — 165", the forward tracking
chambers cover the region 1° — 28° and the rear tracking system the region 160° — 170".

Like for the selection of all diffractive processes at HERA, an effident tagging of very forward
particles is needed to distinguish between single and double dissociative events.

The Identification of all vector meson decay products and of the scattered electron allows
the complete and precise reconstruction of the event kinematics. However. the additional
detection of the scattered proton selects an almost proton dissociation free subsample and
allows additional important cross checks. Due to the small acceptance of a leading proton
spectrometer (~ 5%), measurements are limited to the low Q2 region.

More important for future vector meson selections at large Q2 is the tagging of proton
fragments in the very forward region. This method to separate single from double dissociative
events has the advantage of high acceptance and is not limited to a small f-region. \Ve wi l l
discuss the importance of tagging particles äs forward äs possible in the context of systematic
errors.

We assume for the study that the trigger for the vector meson events will not be a basic
problem. The clean topology of the events should help to select such events already in a very
early trigger stage.

3.1 Acceptance

The understanding of the detector acceptance increases normally slowly with time. Using the
DIPSI Monte Carlo generator [10] we checked with the Standard Simulation of the ZEUS
detector that the average acceptance of vector mesons is above 60% in the relevant W ränge.
For the following we used the simple approximation that the chance to identify a vector meson
is high if its original direction is within the acceptance rarige of the tracking chambers.

Figure 3 shows the pseudo-rapidity (ij — — In tan ^ ) of the vector mesons äs function of W
with Qi äs additional parameter; the depcndejaoe of the acceptance on t and My is in case of
large Q2 very small. For example using the complete tracking System for Q2 = 20 GeV2, the



N '• Q!=100

\T RD/ shif ted'

RTD vertex \Q*x5 GeV1

proton beom energy 350 GeV y

w(Gev) W(GeV)

Figure 3: Rapidity of scattered vector meson äs function of W and Q2 for uominaJ beam
energies (ieft, Ep = 820 GeV, Ee = 27.5 GeV) and reduced proton energy (right, Ep = 350
GeV). The füll lines indicate the acceptance of the tracking chambers. The dashed line
shows the acceptance of the füll tracking System for shifted vertex runs (±70 cm).

acccpted W ränge for vector mesons is roughly 25 - 220 GeV. Additional shifted vertex runs
(with z ± 70 cm) can extend the r) ränge by ± 0.4 units and increase the W ränge slightly.

Changing the proton beam energy to lower values helps to extend the measurements to
smaller values (see fig. 3 for a proton beam of 350 GeV). Measurements down to W = 10 GeV
will be possible and therefore the results of the NMC collaboration can be cross-diecked. A
change of the electron beam energy does influence the direction of the vector meson only at
very large W values, close to the kinematic limit. but i t shifts the events to higher values of y.
Measurements with a reduced electron beam energy can thcrefore be used to estimate R, the
ratio of transverse to longitudinai cross section, directly, without the assumption of s-channel
helicity conservation.

The acceptance äs function of Q2 depends mostly on the layout of the detector responsible
for tagging the scattered electron. The main calorimeters of the III and ZEUS experiments
can be used for tfais purpose down to Q2 values of a few GeV2. Events with smaller Q2 values
can be selected with additional taggers along the beam pipe. For the füll reconstruction of the
event kinematics at least the measurement of the direction of the scattered electron is required.

3.2 Systematic errors

The systematic uncertainties will become more important for the measurements at high lumi-
nosity. The sources of unccrtainties can be divided into the following subgroups: reconstruction
of the final state particles, non-resonant background. proton-dissociation and other sources like
luminosity measurement, radiative corrections, non-physical background. The following esti-
mates are based on the two presently available publications on vector meson production at high
Q2 [7, 8].

1. Reconstruction: The present error estimate in the cross section measurements related
to uncertainties in the acceptance and tue reconstruction of the event kinematic is about
7%. A large effort is underway by both collaborations to gct a better determination of

the Position of the scattered electron, a better understanding of the track reconstruction
efnciency and of the sources of calorimeter noise. This certainly will reduce the system-
atic error soon. The usage of additional components (tracking chambers in the forward
and rear region, new components in the very forward region) will create new sources of
uncertainties. Overall a reduction of this error down to 4% should be possible.

2. Non-resonant background: Neither the shape of e. g. the resonant p-msss peak nor of
the underlying non-resonant background is known for the production of vector mesons at
large Q2 values. So far different assumptions about the shape of the non-resonant mass
distributions were used to fit the data and to estimate this background source (6%). The
higher statistics in future measurements will hclp to constrain the assumptions about the
shape and the fit result. An estimate of 4% seems reasonable.

3. Proton-dissociation: With an uncertainty of about 8% the estimate of the contribution
of events where the proton dissociates is the largest source for the systematic error. The
contribution (and therefore the error estimate) can be reduced either by tagging the
outgoing proton or by tagging excited proton states of very low masses. Due to the
higher acceptance the second method is favorcd for the vector meson selection. The main
problem for the cross section measurement is the a priori unknown mass-spectrum of the
excited proton states.

Monte Carlo simulations are used to estimate the untagged mass distribution of the proton
fragments for different detector layouls. We studied the two cases that the tagging device
has an acceptance down to 1.5 mrad or only down to 6 mrad (the lower limit of 1.5
mrad is given by the fact that for a momentum transfer squred (t) on the proton of about
iGeV2 the proton is scattered by 1.2 mrad!). In the first case. excited states of the proton
above 1.8 GeV, while in the second case above 2.2 GeV are rejected. Assuming a mass
dependence of the excited proton state ~ M^2'0 such devices can veto 92% (84%) of the
events where the proton dissociates. Assuming the cross section for proton dissociation
to be of the same order äs for the elastic scattering. the remaining background of about
8% (16%) can be constrained by assumptions about the Mt\r t dependence. We assume
one half of this contribution äs a conservative estimate of the systematic error.

For the determination of the (-slope, this error leads to an uncertainty of the measured
slope of about ±0.2 GeV3 (±0.4 GeV-3).

4. Other sources: Compared to the errors above, the unccrtainties of the luminosity mea-
surement should be negligible and the improved knowledge of the Q2-dependence will
reduce the unccrtainties in the calculation of radiative corrections.

The following table summarizes the estimatcs of systematic errors:

error 93/94 future estimate
reconstruction related
non-resonant background
proton-diss. background tagged at 1 .5 /6 mrad
other sources

13% 7% / 10%

tifift

The overall systematic error is therefore expected to be about 7% (or about 10% if only
proton fragments above 6 rnrad are tagged). Since the dependence of the background on the



kinematic variables is not known, for cross section measurements the error contribution has
to be taken into account for each measured bin mdepcndently. rathcr than using an overall
normalization uncertainty. In case of the measurement of R, cross section ratios are measured
at the same W and Q2 values (but different y), it can be therefore assumed that the systcmatic
errors partly cancel and a systematic error of 5% is reasonable.

4 Accuracy of measurements
In this section the accuracy is estimated for future nieasurements related to elastic vector meson
production under the assumptions explained previously 3. We consider the measurement of the
power 6 of the W-dependence, the change of the i-slope described by the value of Q' and the
ratio of aij^T = R- Different theoretical predictions for these observables are available. The
aim of this section is to define the luminosity needed to distinguish between the predictions.

In order to minimize the error of the measurement, some time was spent to optimize the
bin sizes. As long äs the statistical error dominates, the chosen bin size has almost no influence
on the resulting error. If only two or three bins in W are used for the 5 and a' measurement,
the loss of "lever arm" in W gives a slightly higher error. If the systernatlc error becomes
important, the best results are observed if the bin size is adjusted such that the systematic
error is smaller or equal to the statistical error in each bin.

The estimate of the error of the 5 and Q' measurement is almost independent on the assumed
model. Once the W and t ränge is given by the detector acceptance, the error depends only
on the nurnber of events which are available in a given Q2-interval. Following the ideas of
Frankfurt et al. [2], in the ränge of large Q2 (> a few GeV2) the dynamics of vector meson
production will vary only slowly with Q2, thus relatively large bins in Q'1 can be used. See
tables l and 2 for the expected number of events in the given Q1 ranges.

4.1 W-dependence
Equidistant W-bins were used and a systematic error of 7% was added to the statistical error
in each bin. The resulting error for S is shown in fig. 4. The lines correspond to the accessible
W ränge at Q"1 — 20 GeV2 if either only the central tracking chambcrs of the experiments are
used or the füll tracking Systems are available. In the second case with about 100 events in
a given Q'2 interval the error on S is sä 0.2. HERA data can therefore very soon discriminate
between the very different predictions of e.g. Donnachie-Landshoff and QCD approaches for
the p meson. With an integrated luminosity of about 250 pb~' this accuracy can be expected
for Q2 values up to 35 GeV2 also for 4> and J/iß rnesons. Above 1000 events the systematic
error dominates and limits the precision on 5 to 0.05. This Hmit is important at low Q2 values
for p,tj> and J/i}> production.

4.2 a'-measurement
The (non-) observation of "shrinkage'' requires a detailed understanding of the i-dependence of
the cross section. The slope of the t distribution of proton dissociative events is smaller than
the slope of the elastic sample. Therefore proton dissociatlon becomes important at large t
values and limits the accuracy of the measurement of the i-slope.
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3The following study is done for the elastic vector meson production; however, the results are in pnnciple

also valid for the production of vectoc mesons at large (.

a'=0 / sys. error on b=0.2Gev~2

a'=0 / sys. error on b=0.4GeV~*

a'=0 / stat. error only

W-range = 25 - 220 GeV

Ftgure 4: Estimate of the error for a 6 mea-
surement äs function of the number of events
in a given Q2 ränge.

Figure 5: Estimate of the error for a et' mea-
surement äs function of the number of events
in a givcn (.J ränge.

In each W-bin the statistical error for the (-slope measurement was calculated. We used for
the (-fit the ränge 0.1 — 1.0 GeV2. The lower limit is given by the expected bearn emittance for
the low ß optics of HERA, the upper limit by the influence of proton dissociation background.
To the statistical error we add the systematic error of Ab — ±0.2 GeV~2 (0.4 GeV~2). The
error of the a'-fit is shown in fig. 5.

The value of er' in soft physics is about 0.25 GeV"2. To establish that this value is excluded
by 2 Standard deviations, the error of the measurernent should be below 0.12 GeV~2. From
fig. 5 it can be seen that at least 1000 events are needed. From table l it can be concluded
that only the p cross section at higher Q2 values is large enough to enable such a measurement.
With a luminosity of 1000 pb~' the requested accuracy can be achieved also for the <t> and J/T/'
mesons at intermcdiate Q2 values.

If proton fragmcnts can only be tagged abovc 6 mrad the resulting crror is almost twice äs
high. It is t heil impossiblc to measure a' with the requested accuracy. This result demonstratcs
very clearly the importance of a good tagging of proton fragments in the very forward region.

4.3 Measurement of R

The measurement of the ratio between the cross section of longitudinally and transversely
polarized photons gives additional Information about the structure of a virtual photon. Two
different approaches are available to measurc R: either comparing the cross sections at fixed W
and Q2. but at different bearn energies (the ratio of the transverse to the longitudinal photon
flux changes with the ep center-of-mass-energy) or assuming s-channel helicity conservation
(SCHC) and measuring the helicity distribution of the final state particles.



Flgure 6: Error esti'mate for /?. TAe cross section
is measured j'n tne snown W, Q2-bins at two dif-
ferent electron beam energies (27.5, 12 GeV) with
about 10 pb"1 luminosity. The dotted lines indi-
cate constant values of the VM scattering angle.

Figure 7: Error estimate for the measure-
ment of R from the helicity distribution of
the final state particles. For the estimate
of the systematic uncertainty a ßat dis-
tributed background with an uncertainty
of 5% is assumed.

4.3.1 Reduced beam energy

At the nominal beam energy, the acceptance of the central tracking limits the measurements of
exclusive vector meson production to small and intermediate values of y (4 • 10~3 < y < 0-5).
The transverse and longitudinal photon fluxes differ significantly only at very high y values.
The practical way for the selection of vector rnesons at high y values is the reduction of the
electron beam energy. The error estimate of R for some W- and Q2- bins is given in fig. 6.
For this estimate we used the cross section prediction for the p°-meson of section 2.1, assumed
a 5% error between the two cross section measurements at high and low beam energies and
considered the case that about lOpb"1 are available at each energy. The error, which is mostly
of statistical nature, is in all bins above 50%. If lOOpb"1 are taken at each energy, the error in
the highest W-bins is reduced to about 25%.

4.3.2 Assuming SCHC

The helicity distribution of the vector meson decay products contains Information about the
polarization of the vector meson. If one assumes that the helicity is conserved in the diffractive
interaction, the vector meson has the same polarization äs the original photon. The fraction of
transversely to longitudinally polarizcd photons can thercfore be estimated. The assumption
of SCHC has been proveri for small values of t and Q^. But an indication was seen, that this
assumption is not true at large values of t [17].

The acceptance for vector mesons is reduced if cos(ö/1), &h being the polar angle of one
decay product of the vector meson in the vector meson c.m. system, is close to ±1. In that
case typically one of the decay particles has only a very small momentum. However, the region
of | cos(0/,)| < 0.8 is iinaffected. The error of a ni to the helicity distribution is plotted in ng.7.
The accuracy of this rnethod is bettcr than the one described in 4.3.1. A combination of both

methods might be used to check SCHC.

5 Conclusions

The analysis of exclusively produced vector mesons at HERA provides important tests of QCD
predictions. Signincant differences exlsts in the predictions between phenomenological and
perturbative QCD models. We concentrate in this report on the QCD predictions available at
large values of i and Q2. We studied the requirements for the HERA accelerator and the two
experiments Hl and ZEUS to enable measurements which can distinguish between those models.
As examples we focused on the obtainable accuracy in the measurement of the IV-dependencc.
the observation of shrinkage and the measurement of the ratio between the longitudinal and
the transverse cross section.

For a luminosity of about 250pb~1 the measurements with heavy vector mesons are limited
by the available statistlcs. The high luminosity Option of HERA is therefore favored. For
measurements with the p° vector meson, and with the heavier vector mesons at very high
luminosity, the main systematic uncertainty becomes the estimate of proton dissociation. A
very good tagging of the forward proton or proton fragments is needed. Tagging devices sensitive
to an angle of 1.5 mrad relative to the proton direction arc needed to reduce this error to the
level of other uncertainties. It is recommended to have a redundant system of tagging devices
with decreasing angular acceptance to be able to study the angular distribution of the proton
fragments and to separate scattered protons at large momentum transfers from dissociated
protons.
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Diffractive structure functions in DIS
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Abstract: A review of theoretica! models of diffractive structure functions in deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) is presented with a view to highlighting distinctive fea-
tures, that may be distinguished experimentally. In particular, predictions for the

behaviour of the diffractive structure functions F f , F®, F2 are presented.
The measurernent of these functions at both small and high values of the variable
ß and their evolution with Q2 is expectcd to reveal crucial Information concerning
the underlying dynamics.

l Models of hard diffractive structure functions in DIS

It is natural to start with a definition of what we mean by the terms 'hard1 and 'diffractive'
when applied to scattering of electrons and protons. High energy scattering processes may be
conveniently classified by the typical scales involved. By hard scattering we mean that there
is a least one short distance, high momentum, scale (e.g. high pr-jet, boson virtuality, quark
mass) in the problem that gives one the possibility of using factorization theorems and applying
perturbative QCD. In case of diffractive DIS this is the photon virtuality, Q2, however this hard
scale is not necessarily enough and indeed QOD factorization may not even be applicable to all
hard diffractive scattering in DIS (see [l, 2, 3| for discussions and refs). It has been shown to
be applicable to diffractive production of vector mesons initiated by a longitudinally polarized
photon [4]. For the time being we will use the definition. due to Bjorken, that a diffractive
event contains a non-exponentially suppressed rapidity gap. Rapidity is the usual experimental
variable related to the trajectory of an outgoing particle relative to tbe interaction point:
given approximately by r/ « - ln(tan(0/2)) (in a cylmdrical system of co-ordinates centered
on the interaction pcint, with the z-axis along the beam pipe and polar angle ff). This rather
obscure sounding definition results froin the fact that within perturbative QCD large rapidity
gaps (LRG) are suppressed because a coloured particle undergoing a violent collision will emit
radiation that would fill up the gap. The suppression factor increases with the interval of
rapidity but it's absolute magnitude for diffractive processes in DIS is uncertain. An additional
source of rapidity gap supression comes from an overall damping factor associated with multiple
interactions. The amount of darnping is found to be much smaller in DIS than that typical for
soft processes (e.g. proton proton collisions see [5]) making LRG events more likely.

^upported bv MINERVA
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Thcoretically, for 'diffractive' electron proton scattering in DIS one must observe the proton
in the final state. In practice this is very difEcult for HERA kinematics since the highly
energetic scattcrcd proton disappears down the bearn pipe in most events. This means that
the current measurements also contain contributions from interactions in which the scattcred
proton dissociates into higher mass states. This uncertainty is considerably alleviated by the
advent of the Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS) which will provide crucial Information about
diffraction (for the first data from the LPS see [6]). The significance of the difference between
the experimental working definition of diffraction and the theoretical one is an interesting but
äs yet unresolved problem (it is certainly possible to produce large gaps in rapidity in 'non-
diffractive' processes, e.g. via secondary trajectory exchanges).

Such LRG events occur naturally in processes known to be governed by soft processes (e.g
proton anti-proton scattering at high energies). This is explained naturally in the context of
Regge theory : at high enough energies one reaches the so-called Regge limit (s 3> t and .s S> all
external masses) and all hadronic total cross sections are expected to be mediated by Pomeron
exchange and to exhibit the same energy behaviour. This expectation is born out by the data
(see e.g. (7]). which shows that a wide variety of high energy total elastic cross sections have
the same energy dependcnce which is attributed to the trajectory of the soft pomeron. The
energy dependence for diffraction in these processes is discussed in e.g. [S].

Scattering of virtual photons and protons at small enough x corresponds to the Regge liniit
of this subprocess (s 3> (. s 3> Q , -^Prolon)- It is natural to ask if the diffractive events observed
in the DIS sample also exhibit the universal behaviour even though we are now considering off-
shell scattering for which, strictly speaking. Regge theory does not necessarily have to apply.
One of the reasons why hard diffraction at HERA at small x is so interesting is that äs x
decreases, for fixed large Q2 there should be a transition between the hard short distance
physics associatcd with modcratc values of x and the physics of the soft pomeron which is
widely believcd to dominate at very small x. It is a thcorctical and experimental challenge to
establish whether LRG events in DIS in the HERA ränge are governed by hard or soft processes
or whether they are actually a mixture of both. The purpose of this report is to discuss the
current theoretical models for diffractive structure functions in an attempt to address this
problem, and, in particular, to outline the benchmark characteristics of the various approaches
to facilitate the search for appropriate experimental tests.

In analogy to the total DIS cross section. the diffractive cross section in DIS can be writlen.

y y
RD(x,Q\.,t)] (1)dxwdidxdQ2 xQ4

where D denotes diffraction, RD = Ff/(Ff - Ff) and y = Q2/sx ; t = 0 is usually assumed
since the cross section is strongly peaked herc.

Ingleman and Schiein [9] suggested on the basis of expectations from Regge theory that the
diffractive structure functions could be factorized äs follows:

(2)

where Q2 is the photon virtuality, xw is the fraction of the proton's momentum carried by the
diffractive exchange and t is the associated virtuality. ß - Q2/(M* + Q2) — x/x.P, with M2

the mass of the diffractive system. The last relation for ß in terms of x. the Bjorken variable.



is a good approximation but only holds for ncgligible t and proton mass [10]. Due to lack of
information on the remnant proton both xp and t can only be estimated indirectly or have to
be integrated out.

The 1993 HERA data [11. 12, 13] confirmed the presence ofevents with large rapidity gap
between the proton direction and the nearest significant actlvity in the main detector, in the
total DIS cross section at the leading twist level (i.e. this contribution persisted to high values
of Q2). These events constitute approximately 10 % of the total sample (compared to ~ 40%
in photo-production). As has been known for many years and äs Bjorken has recently pointed
out [14] the fact the diffractive cross section is present in the total sample äs a leading twist
effect (i.e. it 'scales') at large Q'1 and small x does not necessarily inipty that the mechanism
that creates these events is point-like. For a careful discussion of the kinematics of hard and
soft difTraction in a variety of different reference frames see [15].

The observed events were also not inconsistent with the Regge factorization of eq.(2). Since
the cross section had the same power-like xf dependence (in /) over a the wide ränge of (ß, Q2)
that were measured it was tempting to postulate that a single mechanism or Vxchange' was
responsible for these events. The presence of the gap teils us that this object is a colour singlet
and since the centre of mass energy was very high, the exchanged object became known äs the
'Pomeron'. From this observation it is natural to ask, following [9], if the partonic content of
this 'partlcle' may be invcstigated by changing 0 and Q2, with ß interpreted äs the momentum
fraction of the pomeron carried by the struck parton; / in this picture is interpreted äs 'the
flux of pomerons in the proton'.

This approach has led to a plethora of theoretical papcrs in which the parton content of
the Pomeron at some small starting scalc, Qg, is treated in various physically motivated ways
(relying strongly on Regge theory). The DGLAP [16] equations of perturbative QCD (to a given
logarithrnic accuracy) are then used to investigate the evolution with Q2 of this parton content.
Formally the use of the DGLAP equations is inapplicable for the description of diffraction
because the presence of the gap makes it irnpossible to sum over all possible final hadronic
states. Thelr use in this context is at the level of a plausible assumption. In some papers an
analogy is drawn with the proton (10, 17, 18] and a momentum sum rule may be imposed on
the parton content. Others models [10, 19, 20] take the view that that the Pomeron may bc
more like the photon and so can have, in addition, a direct coupling to quarks within the virtual
photon. Although it is no longer clear oncc a direct coupling has been introduced whcther the
concept of a Pomeron structure function has any meaning.

Fits [10, 17, 21] to the 1993 data on diffraction reveal a partonic structure that is harder
(more partons at high ß) than the proton and that gluons contain a large fraction of pomeron
momentum (up to 90 %) with a large fraction of these at high ß. Clearly in a quantitative
sense such Statements will depend on the physical assumptions used to parameterize the input
distribution. However qualitatively these Statements are reasonable. The paper of Gehrmann
and Stirling [10] is particularly useful in discussing Pomeron structure function rnodels in that
it discusses and compares two models: model l which has only resolved component and imposes
a momentum surn rule on the parton content and model 2 which also allows a direct coupling
of the Pomeron to quarks. This leads to rather different predictions for the Q2 evolution of
these two models (see curves labelled 'GS(I), GS(1I)' in fig.(l)). Model l cvolves in a way
familiär to the evolution of the proton structure function in QCD, i.e. äs Q2 increases there
is a rnigration of partons from high to low ß. In model 2, äs a result of the direct coupling
of the pomeron to quarks (at "ß =- l '), the high ß distribution is supplemented and, provided
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the direct component is large enough. one.expects an increase of parton densities with Q2 over
the whole ß ränge, which is also an expectation of the boson-gluon fusion model of [22] (see

fig-(l))-

0.1
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0.04

n. <n

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

Figure 1: Distribution ofxfFf(ß,Q2,xf) äs a function of ß arid Q2, at fixed XP = 0.005. for
various models. For key assignments - see text.

The high gluon content of the pomeron that comes out of the LO QCD factorizable pomeron
models indicate that the pomeron structure fi-factor. RD(ß,Q2,xT) = Ff (ß.Q2^,?)/Ffi(ß. Q2,
where F® = Ff — Ff, may be considerably blgger (RD •- 1) than that for the proton
(Rp ~ O(a,)). Clearly in order to provide a theoretically consistent prediction for Ff a
NLO QCD calculation is required. Such a calculation has been performed by Colec-Biernat
and Kwiecinski [17] who consider a model with resolved partons in the pomeron subject to a
momentum sum rule. For high ß, R is small in such models but it can reach 0.5 for ß < 0.1.
It has a much softer dependence on ß than Ff (see 'GK' in figs.(l,2)).
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Figure 2: RD äs a function of ß and Q2 for jp =0.005. The pomcron structure. function model
'GK' differs markedly from the tu-o gluon exchange rnodels 'NZ,BW, LND,RS,BP' at high and
low ß. Of these, those based on the dipole approach to BFKL, 'NZ.BP', product markedly
different ,3 and Q2 behaviour to 'RS,BW,LND'.

This picture of the pomeron structure function has bcen discussed in detail elsewhere and
will not be repeated in further detaü here. For a lucid account of this picture and of the 1993
data see [21]. The latest rcsults from Hl [23. 24] 011 ttie 1994 data (which has a factor of
10 increase in statistics and covers a broader kmematical ränge) suggest that single particle
Factorization no longer holds over the füll kinematical ränge and that particularly for small ß
it breaks down. i.e. / in eq.(2) become ß (but not Q2) dependent. A possible explanation of
this is that sub-leading Regge exchanges play an important röle [23, 24, 25],

The paper by Ellis and ROSS [26] calls into question the validity of these parton model
approaches using kinematical argurnents concerning the virtuality of the struck parton. They
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stress the importance of measuring diffractive events at high ß and predict a slow power-like
increase with Q2 in this region in contrast to the logarithmic decrease that may expect from a
naive QCD evolution.

This and others models arc. broadly speaking. similar in spirit to the old aligned Jet model
(AJM), which is a kind of parton model approximation to the wavefunction of the photon (see
[14, 15] and refs.), and it's QCD improved formulation (see [27] and refs.}. Consider virtual-
photon proton scattering at high energies (small x) in the proton's rest frarne. In this frame the
virtual photon, whose cnergy. c/0, is the largest scale. fluctuates into a qq at a large distances,
lc = l/2A/pz = qo/Q2, from the proton. As loffe [28] observed raany years ago these large
distances are important in determining the DIS structure Functions. For the HERA energy
ränge this 'coherence length' can be äs large äs 1000 Fm. In other words, at enough high
energies we may consider DIS äs the interaction of the quark anti-quark pair with the proton.
The transverse sizc of the pair on arrival at the proton is b?r fs l/kj-.

In the configuration in which one of the quarks carries most of the momentum of the photon
a large transverse distance develops between the fast and the slow quark by the time it arrivee
at the proton. This large system, in which the pair is initially 'aligned' along the dircction of the
original photon, essentially interacts with the proton likc a hadron. This aligned configuration
gives a leading twist contribution to F? and F f , the latter being interpreted äs the fraction of
events where the produced pair is in a colour singlet state. Since the slow quark is almost on
shell, the AJM is similar to the parton model and there is no leading twist contribution to FL

from this configuration.

In the configuration in which the momentum is shared more equally the quarks can stay
closer together in transverse space and may interact with the proton perturbatively. These
configurations contribnte at leading twist to F ^ ( x , Q 2 } and F^(x,Q2). In the Former the Inte-
gration over the momentum fraction leads to the logarithm in Q2 (comiiig directly from the
box diagram). For such small configurations coiour transparency phenomena are expected: the
emission of initial and final state radiation is suppressed [27].

A serni-classical calculation [29, 30] in which the proton is treated like a classical background
field, leads to resiilts very similar to those of the AJM. Working in the proton's rest frame, one
considers the interaction of different kinematical configurations of the highly energetic partons
in the virtual photon with the soft colour field of the proton. These interactions induce non-
abelian eikonal factors in the wavefunctions of the partons which can lead to diffractive final
states. In [30] the addition of gluon to the final state is considered. Leading twist diffractive
proccsses appear when at least one of the three partons has a small transverse momentum and
carries a small fraction of the longitudinal momentum of the proton. The other two partons
may have large transverse momentum, this means they stay close together äs they move through
the proton. acting effectively äs one parton. This high k? jet configuration, produces the only
leading twist contribution to F/D at this order (which is constant) and \nQ2 enhancement of
F f . This signals that F2 also has leading twist contribution from the configuration in which
all the transverse momenta are small. Several qualitative phenomenological predictions come
out of this picture. One expects the ratio F% jt\o decrease like In Q2 and there to be fewer
high-pr jets in Ff than in F2 (they appear only at order as in tlie fortner). Leading twist
diffraction appears at order oä in F® which wil l be dominated by jets.

Buchmüller and Hebccker [22] present a inodel of diffraction in DIS based on the dominant
process being boson gluon Fusion, with the colour singlet state being Formed by soFt colour
interactions (SCI). The mal n point is that diffractive and non-diffractive events differ only by
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SCI, the kinematics are expected to be similar since one gluon carries most of the momentum
of the exchanged system. This idea has also bcen developed in [31, 32] which provides a Monte
Carlo Simulation of SCI.

The simplest QCD model for diffractive exchange is a pair of t-channel gluons in a colour
shiglet state. Such an exchange is a common feature of many models [33, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38,
39] and leads to a diffractive structure functlons which are proportional to the gluon density
squared. The dynamical content of these models differ in the treatment of QCD corrections
and choice of gluon density and will be discussed in more detaü bclow.

It may be possible to distinguish these models from those in which soft colour interactions
play aröle[29,22,30] by compa.TmgFf>(x,Q'2,xIP) with /^(o^Q2) forfixed Q1 and intermediate
ß. For the latter the following scaling relation is predicted:

(3)

where C is a constant.

In [33] where diffraction is governed by two gluon exchange one expects this behaviour to
be multiplied by a factor x~x, where A > 0.08 and will depend on k\e below). In the dipole
approach to BFKL [38, 39], in which the d'ipoles couple via two gluon exchange a similar result
is expected but with a larger power x~^, A = aw — l — 12a3 ln(2)/7r possibly softened by
inverse powers of logarithms in l/xf [38, 40], Of course, in this case, the individual energy
dependences of Fj and F2D is expected to be a lot harder.

In the perturbative QCD approach advocatcd by Bartcls and Wüsthoff [33] the coupling
of the pomeron to the hadronic final state can be derived without any additional parameters
except the strong coupling. The following ansatz is used for the unintegrated gluon density:

(4)

with the effective scale-dependent pomeron intercept (which explicitly, albeit mildly, breaks
the factonzation of eq.(2) since it depends of Q2) o.P(Q2) = 1.08 + 0.1 ln[ln(g2/lGeV2) + 3]
for Q2 > O.OöGeV2 and 1.08 below this. This gluon density is then fitted to the available data
on F2. Predictions for the diffractive cross section (which is proportional to [^(XF , £7-, (J^)]2

integrated over k?} with qq and qqg in final state are then presented over a wide ränge of ß.
Now the relevant scale in a,,, is the virtuali ty fcj.

In the limit ß —> l ihe longitudinal contribution, which is formally 'higher twist', is finite
so is expected to dominate over the transverse part which goes like l - ß. This highlights the
fact that the concept of 'twist' must be applied very carefully in diffraction - contributions
which naively appear higher twist may in fact dominate at high Q2 in certain regimes. With
an additional gluon in the final state one finds a (l — ß)3 behaviour at large 0. For small ß this
configuration dominates and the cross section diverges like i/ß. In summary, a characteristic
3 spectrurn is found that shows that emission of the additional gluon is bound to the small 0
region whereas the large ß is dominated by the longitudinal photon. Numerical results, labelled
'BW1, using the ansatz of eq.(4) for F2D, and R° as function of ß and Q2 are shown in figs.(1,2).

The large mass, small 0 or triple Regge regime (s > A/2 > Q2 > AgCD) has also been
investigated in detaü by Bartels and Wüsthoff (see [41, 42, 43] and refs). Theoretically the
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emergence of a 4 gluon t-channel state which builds up the large diffractive mass is expected.
Experimentally, this region is hard to investigate since the requirement of a large mass tends
to close up the rapidity gap making it difficult to distinguish experimcntally from the non-
diffractive background and also because the diffractive final state may not be fully contained
in the main detector. This Situation is improving now that the first data collected with the
LPS is becoming available [6]. For the purpose of this report we will discuss expectations in
the not-too-small ß regime.

Diehl [34] has calculated the contribution of qq in the final state to the diffraction cross
section in the non-perturbative two gluon exchange model of Nacht man n and Landshoff [36, 44).
Numerical predictions for this model (applicablefor not-too-srnall,(?), labelled 'LND' , are shown
in figs.(1,2,3). This model predicts a relatively small contribution of charm in diffraction (less
than 10 % over a wide ränge of Xjp^ß,Q2).

The high /3, srnall mass regime of diffraction is considered explicitly in [37] who work in
co-ordinate space of the transverse distance between the quark and the anti-quark. They claim
that at high enough ß (> 0.4) only the qq contributes (in agreement with [33]) and that for
ß > 0.7 diffractive scattering frorn the longitudinal photon dominates for which only small
distances (^7- ^ 1/Q) contribute. The effective scale of the gluon density relevant to diffraction
is kj./(l — ß) (see also [45]) which is clearly hard for high 0. This implies that for high ß (see
fig.(2)) RD becomes greater than unity in sharp contrast to the Pomeron structure function
model of [17]. For the transverse photon distances of br ~ iGeV2 dominate which is used
to justify the use of perturbative QCD and the use of evolution equations, using GRV input
distributions, for the diffractive structure functions.

The series of papers by Genovese, Nikolaev and Zakharov [46, 47, 48, 49] provides a model
for diffraction inspired by the QCD dipole approach [50, 39, 5l] to the generalised BFKL [52]
equation. In [48] they strongly reject the factorizable pomeron model and instead suggest that
a two component structure function for the pomeron with valence and sea partons having dif-
ferent pomeron flux factors. The absolute normalizations of these components of the diffractive
structure function are substantially the same as evaluated in 1991 [39], before the HERA data
have become available. In recent papers for this Rcgge factorization breaking model specific
predictions for FL [46] and charm [47] are given (see 'KZ' in figs.(l,2,3)).

The curves. labelled 'RS', shown in figs.(l ,2,3) are from a Monte Carlo Simulation developed
by A.Solano and M.Ryskin, for the dissociation of the virtual photon to two and three jets [53].
The formulae used are the same as those in the LMRT [35] model but use a GRV [54] gluon
distribution and a simpHfied version of the NLO corrections.

Bialas and Peschanski also prescnt predictions for hard diffraction [38. 40] based on the QCD
dipole picture of the BFKL equation. In this picture they find that most of the diffractive cross
section comes from the interaction of qq pairs whose transverse size is of the order of the target
size as seen by the virtual photon. The perturbative QCD prediction is enhanccd by the BFKL
resummation and by the number of dipole configurations in the initial proton state. In the
factorized picture they find a strong T& dependence modified by log corrections. They expect
RD to be a strongly varying function of ß and to go above unity for large ß. The number of
diffractive events increases with Q2 over the whole ränge. At small 3. i.e. large masses. they
expect a scaling violation to be similar to that seen in F2 at small x. Predictions of this model
for Ff and RD have been presented recently [55] and are shown, labelled 'BP1, in figs.(l,2).
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Figure 3: Predictions for the charm content m diffraction, äs a fraction on the total diffractive
sample, äs a function of 0 and Q2 for XF = 0.005. Tht marimum value of ß reflects the charm
threshold and increases u-ith Q .

2 pi> (Charm)

The ratio of charm events observed in the diffractive structure function is in principle a very
good test of the hardness of the processes feeding the cc production. Clearly a measurement of
the B and Q2 spectra for these charm events will provide a lot more Information.

If hard QCD dominates in diffraction, i.e. the transverse rnomenta of the qq in the loop are
large, k% ~- Q2, the relative yield of charm in diffraction is determined by the electric charges
of the quarks and should be about 40 %. In the Pomeron structure function models of [10] the
charm contribution comes from boson gluon fusion and is indeed large. Model 2 predicts that it
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should also be large at high ß in comparison to model l (compare 'GS(I)' and 'GS(II)' in fig.(3)).

Also since diffraction is a higher twist effect one would expect the fD(charm)^( total charrn)
to decrea.se quickly äs a function of Q2.

In the naive AJM, since the quark transverse momenta are small, one would expect a very
small charm content. Within the QCD-improved AJM this may be expected to increase with
Q2 and for sufficiently high Q'2 the charm contribution to dirfraction should approach that
anticipated from hard physics.

The early paper of Nikolaev and Zakharov [49], predicts that the diffractive contribution
to open charm is around l %. In a recent paper [47], they present predictions for the charm
contribution to diffraction and suggest a very steep rise at small 2> strongly breaking Regge
factorization; at ir = 0.005 this leads to a charm content of about 10 % (see 'NZ' in fig.(3)).

In a numericai study of the influence of the small k-j- region in the BFKL equation, in [56], i t
is shown that the dominant contribution to diffraction comes from the region of small transverse
quark momenta, even for large Q . This would seem to favour a small charm contribution in
this model.

The LMRT approach [35] is based 011 the same Feymnan graphs for 7 —> qq and -7 —> qqg
dissociation äs [33, 37, 41, 42] and [37,39,46,47, 48,49, 51]. 2 Howeverinthe LMRT case the
most realistic MRS(A') gluon distribution (which fits all the present data) were used and the
main NLO corrections, including an estimate of the K-factor in the Of^Tr2} approximation.
were taken into account. Thanks to the large anomalous dimension -, of the gluon structure
function </(x, k?) cc (fcj-P at small x — xf the infrared divergence is absent from the /^-intcgral
and, even for the transverse part originated by the light quarks, the dominant contribution
comes mainly from small distances (see also [37j) and doesn't depend too much on the value
of the infrared cutoff. This short distance dominance is reflected in the large charm content
of the Monte Carlo [53] and of [35] (see curves 'RS' and 'LMRT' in fig.(3), respectively). The
LMRf predictions are normalised tising a phenomenological fit to the '93 ZEUS data and show
a significant threshold behaviour for ß approaching the kinematical limit. The sharp increase
for low values of ß comes from the inclusion of real gluon emission (see [35]). which is not taken
into account in LND.

The measurement of the charm contribution in diffraction, which should be available in
the near future (at least for D" production [57]}, will certainly help our understanding of the
interplay of hard and soft physics in diffraction.
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Future DifFractive Structure Function
Measurements at HERA

A. Mehta", J. Phillips6, B. Waughc
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Univcrsity of Manchester

Abstract: The purposes and possibilities of future diffractive structure function
measurements at HERA are presented. A review of the current ränge and accu-
racy of the measurement of F7 ' (Q^x^.Q"1) is presented and an estimate of the
precision of future measurements is given. A fcasibility study is performed on the
measurement of the structure functions F?(4\ß,xp,Q*,t), F?charm, RD<3\DW
and F/*, Included in this study are estimates of the Sntcgratcd luminosity required,
the analysis techniques to be employed and values of systematic error that could be
expected.

l Introduction

The first pioneering measurements of the deep inelastic diffractive cross section at HERA have
yielded grcat insight into the mechanism of diffractive exchange and the partonic structure of
the pomeron [l, 2, 3. 4]. The precision of present measurements is, however, inadequate for the
study of many quantitative aspects of this picture. The origin of the gluonic structure of the
pomeron and the Interface between soft and hard phvsics are unresolved questions that would
benefit from the higher luminosity offcrcd by HERA in the years to come. In addition, the
substantially differcnt partonic structure of the pomeron in comparison to usual hadrons rnakes
diffraction a challenging lest for perturbative QCD [5]. Furthermore, it has beeil suggested
that the emerging data frorn HERA may provide fundamental insight into the non-perturbative
aspects of QCD, leading to a complete undcrstanding of hadronic interactions in terms of a
Reggeon Field Theory [6].

In this paper we study the mcasurements that can be made of inclusive diffractive cross
sections with the luminosities which may be achieved in the future running of HERA. We
evaluate what precision is possible for these measurements, and attempt to highlight those
meastirements which will be of particular relevance to achieving significant progress in our
understanding of QCD .
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Figure 1: Schematic Illustration of the method of selecting events to define a diffractive cross-section, showing

the definitions of the kinematic variables discussed in the text. The Systems X and Y are separated by the

largest gap in true rapidity in the -j'-p centre of mass system. The system Y is nearest to the direction of the
incident proton m this frame of reference.

2 Experimental Signatures of Diffractive Dynamics

A prerequisite for any precision measurement of a hadronic cross section is that it must be de-
fined purely in terms of physically observable properties of the outgoing particles. Since there
is. äs yet, only the beginnings of a microscopic understanding of the rnechanism responsible for
diffractive dynamics, and since there are a plethora of wildly different predictions for how the
diffractive cross section should depend on all of the kinematic variables, it is the experimental-
ist's Job to provide a well defined measurement unfettered by any ad hoc assumptions about
how the cross section should behave.

For the interaction ep —t eX (X =Anything) the cross section is usually measured differen-
tially äs a function of the two kinematic variable x and Q2 defined äs follows:

<?2 = -92, (1)2 P - 9 '

where q and P are the 4-momenta of the exchanged virtual boson and incident proton respec-
tively. and y is the fractional energy loss of the electron in the rest frame of the proton. The
differential cross section d^; may then be relatcd to the proton structure functions F2 and

R) by:

(2)

Such an interaction may be further charactcrised by dividing the total hadronic final state
(i.e. the final state system excluding the scattered lepton) into two Systems. A' and V, separated
by the largest gap in true rapidity distribution of particles in the -j'-p centre of rnass system, äs
shown in figure 1. When the masses of these two Systems, MX and My, are both much smaller
than the f'p centre of mass energy IV then a large rapidity gap between the two Systems is
kinematically inevitable, and the interactions are likely to be domlnantly diffractive.

The two additiona! kinematic dcgrees of freedom may be specified by introducing the vari-
ables t, 8 and xp:

t = (P~Y)\)
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+ Ml -t Mi

8 =
-t

The hadronic cross section to be measured is therefore

(4)

(5)

. The presence öf a rapidity
gap may then be identified experimentally by use of the calorimeters and forward detectors of
the experiments. For sufficiently srnall values of MX, the system X will be completely contained
in the central calorimeters, allowing an accurate determination of ß and xp. Tagging of energy
in the very forward direction allows both the mass of systern Y and the magnitudc of \t\o be
constrained, but does not allow a direct measurement of (.

A leading proton spectrometer (LPS) "tags" particles which follow closely the path of the
outgoing proton beam separated by only a very small angle. By tagging the particle at several
points along it's trajectory and with detailed knowledge of the magnetic field optics between
the interaction point and the tagging devices, it is possible to reconstruct the original vector
momentum of the particle. Thus it is possible to select a sample of events containing a "leading''
proton with Ep ~ £^eam. An LPS permits an accurate measurement of t, and provides an
independent method of selecting interactions sensitive to diffractive dynamics. Since there is
no need for all the hadrons of system X to be contained within the main calorimeter it is
possible to make measurement s at higher values of xrt so that subleading contributions to the
cross section may be confirmed and further investigated.

Regge phenomenology has been highly successful in correlating many features of the data
for both elastlc and inelastic hadron-hadron cross sections [7], At high energies (low xp) the
data are dominated by the contribution from the leading trajectory of intercept a(0) £ 1. The
most simple prediction of Regge phenomenology is that at fixed MX the cross section should
vary oc x~n where n is related to the intercept of the leading trajectory by n — 2a(t) — l.1 The
size of the rapidity gap is kinematically related to the value of xp by Ar; \nxF [8], It is
easy to show that at fixed MX the rapidity gap distribution is then related to a ( t ) by:

(6)

Hence for a(t) < l the production of large rapidity gaps is exponentially suppressed, whilst for
a(t) > l it is exponentially enhanced [9]. With XF fixed, then extensions of the simple Regge
model are necessary to predict the MX dependence, For sufficiently large masses, it is perhaps
possible to use Müller's extension of the optical theorem [10] ("Triple Regge") to achieve this
aim, and for small masses the vector meson dominance model [11] may be appropriate.

There is much evidence from hadron-hadron data [7], and some from ep data [4] that ad-
ditional ("sub-leading") trajectories are necessary to reproduce the measured hadronic cross
sections. The Regge formaüsm permits t dependcnt intcrference between some of the differ-
ent contributions rendermg problematic any theoretical predictions for the dependence of the
measured hadronic cross sections on MX, XP-, W or t.

Estimates of the diffractive contribution to both deep-inelastic and photoproduction cross
sections have been made using the MX dependence at fixed W [2].

:It is worth pointing out that at Q2 > 0 then xp is the basic Regge variable, not W~ äs is sometimes
assumed.
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3 Future Measurements of (

The 1994 Hl data [3, 4], corresponding to ~ 2 pb ', have allowed a measurement of F2 to
be made in the kinematic region 2.5 < Q2 < 65 GeV2, 0.01 < Q < 0.9 and 0.0001 < XF < 0.05.
For Q2 < 8.5 GeV"2 this was achieved by taking data with the nominal interaction point shifted
by +70 cm allowing lower angles to be covered by the backward electromagnetic calorimeter.

The dependence of F2 on XP was found not to depend on Q2 but to depend on /?,
demonstrating that the factorisation of the i*P cross section into a universal diffractive flux
(depending only on x p ] and a structure function (depending only on ß and Q2) is not tenable.
These deviations from factorisation were (lemonstrated to be consistent with an Interpretation
in which two individually factorisable components contribute to F2 . These two components
could be identified with porneron (P) and meson contributions oc x~^F,2~"M where nP =
1.29 ± 0.03 ± 0.07 and nM = 0.3 ± 0.3 ± 0.6. Scaling violations. positive with increasing logQ2

for all ß, were observed and could be interpreted in terms of a large gluon component in the
diffractive exchange, concentrated near x g / p = l at Q2 ~ 2.5 GeV2 [12, 13, 3, 4],

Given the signincant progress in the understanding of diffractive dynamics that has been
achieved with the existing data, the goa] of future measurements is twofold: to extend the kine-
matic regime of existing measurement, and to achieve hlghest possible precision, particularly
where existing measurements have uncovered interesting physics. In the 1994 measurement,
with 5 bins per decade in both Q2 and xp, and 7 bins in 3 between 0.01 and 0.9, then in the
interval 8.5 < Q2 < 65 GeV2 there were an average of ~ 100 events per bin, corresponding to a
statistical accuracy of ~ 10%2. The different sources of systematic error for the 1994 measure-
ment are shown in table l, along with an estimate of the level to which they may be reduced in
the future. The largest single error arises from the combination of limited Monte Carlo statis-
tics (10%) and different possible final state topologies Icading to varying corrections for finite
efficiency and resolution (10%). The lattcr contribution was estimated from the difference in
the correction factors calculated for two possible -)*JP interaction mechanisms:

• a quark parton model process in which the 7" couples directly to a rnassless quark in the
exchange with zero transverse momentum,

• a boson-gluon fusion process in which the 7* couples to a gluon in the diffractive exchange
through a quark box.

Numerous experimeiital measurements of diffractive final state topoiogies at HERA are now
available [4] which constrain the data to lie between these two possibiüties. Therefore, it is
rcasonable to assume that the error arising from a lack of knowledge of the final state topologies
may be reduced by a factor of ~ 2 such that it no longer dominates the total error. Monte
Carlo statistics can obviously be increased. Therefore, it is reasonable that in the future a
measurement may be made with a total systematic uncertainty of 5% or less. To reduce the
statistical error to 5% (3%) would require Spb~' (22pb~'j of data.

Less luminosity is required to achieve the same statistical precision at lower Q2. Howcver,
to reach the lowest possible Q2 with the widest possible ränge in x (and hence in x f ] it

^The Variation of the cross section with
size with inereasing Q'2.

of approximately Q~4 was partially offset by an increasing bin
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Hl 1994 Preliminary

Error Sourco
Main Calo' Hadronic E Scale: ±5%

Backward Calo' Hadronic E Scale: ±15%
Backward Calo' Elec. E Scale: ±1.5%

Tracking Momentum Scale ±3%
Scattered Lcpton Angle: i lmrad

t dependence: ee±:il

xp dependence: z^,±u -'*
Q dependence

MX/XP resolution
Backgrour.d (photoproduction and non-ep)

MC Statistics/Model Dependence

SFL>(V/FV(3)

3%
3%
5%
2%
2%
1%
3%
3%
4%

0.1%
14%

Hl Future

SF^/F^
< 1%

< 0.5%
<3%
< 1%
1%

0.5%
1%
1%
2%

< 0.1%
4%

The
results of calculations to estimate the extent to which these uncertainties may be reduced are
shown in the right hand column. These calculations take cognisance of the new SPACAL
backward calorimeter installed by Hl [14], and rely upon future measurements made using the
LPS and forward neutron calorimeter based upon a minimum luminosity of lOpb !.

is advantageous to run with the interaction vertex shifted forwards along the proton beam
direction. We calcnlate that 2 pb~l of such data would give a statistical accuracy of 5% in
the region of overlap between nominal and shifted vertex data, allowing a precise cross check
of the two analyses. It is important to note that the HERA magnets are not optimised for a
shifted vertex connguration, and so such data take twice äs long to collect äs for the nominal
configuration.

Theoret i c.ally, and consequently experirnentally, the region of high 8 is of particular interest.
The evolution of F2 with Q2 at high ß is expected to depend crucially upon which evolution
equations are pertinent to diffractive dynamics. In particular, a DGLAP [15] QCD analysis [13,
3, 4] demonstrates that the Hl data are consistent with a large gluon distribution, concentrated

near xs/p — l at Q2 ~ 2.5GeV /2. In this case then F2 should begin to fall with increasing
Q2 at ß ~ 0.9 for Q2 *3> 10 GeV2. The presence of a sufBciently large "direct" term in the
evolution equations would Icad to a indefinite increase with Q2 [16]. Thus a measurement of
F2 at high Q to the highcst possible Q2 is desirable.

At fixed ep centre of mass energy ^/s the ränge of ß that may be accessed decreases with
increasing Q2 such that:

/»-=£=• msx^y™-

The acceptance for a measurement of F2 ( ' at ß — 0.9, based upon the interval 0.8 < 3 < l,
therefore extends to a maximum Q2 of ~ 3500GeV2 for xp < 0.05, where the cross section is
likely to be dominantly diffractive. To achieve 10% statistical precision in a measurement in
the interval 2000 < Q2 < 3500 GeV2 (bin centre Q2 = 2600 GeV2) would require ~ 200 pb~'.
However, a measurement of 30% statistical precision, requiring only ~ 20 pb"1, would alreadv
be significant in light of theoretical calculations which difier by more than a factor of 2 in this
region,
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4 Measurement of F<

For particles with E -C Ef> (here Ep is the proton beam energy) then the HERA magnets
separate them from the proton beam allowing particles to be tagged for t ^ (m,-„. For particles
with E ~ Ep then only those particles with transverse momentum P-j- > 0.07GeV2 may be
tagged [18]. Consequently. for diffractive measurements then the acceptance in t is limited to
t & ~Pj.j(\f) = — 0.07 GeV2. For a process with a highly peripheral ( dependence then this
ümitation results in the loss of 30 to 40% of the total cross section. The geometrical acceptance
of the current ZEUS detectors is ~ 6% [17]. giving an overall acceptance in the region xp < 0.05
of - 4%.

Tantalising first measurements of the t dependence of deep -inelastic events with a leading
proton have been presented by the ZEUS collaboration [18]. The observed dependence on (
of dcr/di tx. e , b = 5.9 ± 1-2_0;7 GeV~ , lends strong support to a diffractive Interpretation of
such interactions. The measurements of 6 differential in xp, ß and Q2 that will be possible
with increased luminosity are eagerly awaited.

A preliminary measurement F2 using an LPS has also been made [19]. In order to use
measurements of F2 to estimate F2 — /,'""" dt F2 ' it is necessary to extrapolate from the
measured region at high \t\o the region of no acceptance to tmj„. To make this extrapolation
with the minimal assumptions about the ( dependence, it is necessary to have at least three bms
in t for each bin in ß. Q2 and XF. This means that — 150pb~' of data are required to make a
measurement of similar accuracy to the existing data for F2 . Obviously it would be possible
to study the t dependence in aggregate volumes of phase space and make a measurements
with a factor 3 fewer statistics. relying upon modcl assumptions about the Variation of the t
dependence with /?, Q2 and x„. Even with löOpb"1 of data, the extrapolation into the ( region
of no acceptance relies on the assumption that the t dependence is the same in the measured
and unmeasured regions. It is not clear that the resultant theoretical uncertainty will be less
than the 5% uncertainty in the overall normalisation resulting from proton dissociation for
existing measurements of F2

The primary purposeof the LPS isthe diffractive "holy grail" of measuring F ' ,t).

Measurements of any possible "shrinkage" of the forward diffractive scattering amplitude (in-
creasing peripherality of the t dependence with decreasing xp) are likely to have unique power
for discriminating between different theoretical models of diffractive dynamics [5]. In addition,
the ability to select subsamples of events in which there is an additional hard scale at the
proton vertex is of great theoretical interest [5]. It is therefore of the utmost importance that
the 100 to 150 pb"1 of data necessary to make an accurate measurement of F2 (ß.Q2, xp, ()
are collected by bot h collaborations with the LPS devices fully installed.

The LPS also allows measurements at higher xp for which the rapidity gap between the
photon and proton remnant Systems A' and Y becomes too small to observe in the main
calorimeter. This will allow the contributions to the measured hadronic cross section from
subleading trajectories to be further investigated. Combining Information from the scattered
lepton and proton will allow the invariant mass MX to be reconstructed in the region xp 3> 0.05,
where it would otherwise be impossible.

Tagged particles with E <£ £jfom will provide Information about the way in which protons
dissociate into higher mass Systems. Particles thus produced are kinematically unlikely to gen-
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erate a significant background in the region xp < 0.05, but for larger x
will become increasingly important.

5 On the Determination of

then this background

A fundamental question in the study of hard diffractive processes is the extent to which
perturbative QCD dynamics may be factorised from the proton vertex. Somc recent calculations
of diffractive cross sections [20, 21] consider the interaction in terms of a hard (perturbative)
phase producing a coloured partonic systern which subsequently interacts with the colour field
of the proton via the exchange of non-perturbative gluons. Such "soft colour interactions" [21]
allow colour to be exchanged between the photon and proton remnant Systems such that in
some fraction of the events both will become colour singlet states separated by a potentially
large rapidity gap. In such models the evolution of the effective parton distribution functions
(PDFs) will be driven by the evolution of the PDFs of the proton. Alternatively. it is possible
that the presence of a large rapidity gap will confine any evolution dynamics to within the
photon remnant system X, The effective PDFs will then depend only upon Q and Q2, and not
upon xp äs in the former case.

The 1994 Hl data have been demonstrated to be consistent with a factorisable approach
in which a large gluon distribution is attributed to the pomeron in the region XF < 0.01 or
over the whole kinematic ränge for the sum of two individually factorisable components [4j.
At next to leading order (NLO) then a large gluon distribution GF(ß, Q2) necessitates a large
longitudinal structure function. F^{ß,Q2}:

F.

A prediction for Fi(ß,Q2} based upon a NLO QCD analysis of the data could be tested directly
since the wide ränge in xp accessible at HERA leads to a wide Variation in the elP centre of
mass energy ^/sep — ̂ /x^s. This means that in factorisable models, at fixed .3 and fixed Q2 the
same partonic structure of the pomeron may be probed at different values of xp, corresponding
to different values of y:

If the dependence of the diffractive structure function can be factorised such that

(9

(10)

and is non-zero, then a measurement of F3 assuming F/'^O is lower than the correct
value of F2D(3) by the factor S ( y , ß , Q2

Measured)

(3]F(True)
[11]

Thus under the assumption of factorisation, a measurement of F^(ß, Q2) is possible by mea-
suring the extent of the deviation from a simple x~" extrapolation from higher xp. The size
of this effect is shown for different values of RF = F^/(F,f ~ F[] in figxire 2. Also shown
is the ränge covered by the existing 1994 data and the ränge that could be covered by future
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Figure 2: The expected fractional deviation S(xF) of F2 froin an extrapolation from high
xp for Rp = 0 (horizontal solid line), Rf = 0.5 (dashed line). #p = 1.0 (dotted line) and
Rp = 5.0 (dash-dotted line) for t?2 = l O G e V 2 , ß = 0.5. The vertical solid line indicates the
kinematic limit of y = l. The larger box indicates the area covered by the preliminary 1994
Hl measurements, which extended up to y — 0.5 with an acciiracy of ~ 20%. The smallcr box
represents a future measurement with a total error of 1% extending to y — 0.8,

measurements at HERA. It is clear that in order to See this effect it is necessary to niake a
measurement at y values above 0.7 with a total error of less than 10%. For high values of 8 the
extrapolation of F2 into the high y region of interest should not be significantly compromised
by the possible presence of subleading trajectories, which contribute only at high xf (low y).

A comparison between the values of FL determined from such apparent deviations from
factorisation and the values expected from a QCD analysis of F2 constitutes a povverful test
of both the validity of factorisation and the applicability of NLO QCD to diffraction at high

6 Measurements of and

Since an evaluation of F^ using the techniqucs described in the previous section require
theoretical assumptions conccrning factorisation, such an analysis is clearly no substitute for
a direct measuremetit of the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse diffractive cross sections,
RD(xf,ß). A good measurement of this qviantity is vital for a füll understanding of the diffrac-
tive mechanism and should provide an exciting testing ground for QCD. There is at present no
theoretical consensus on what values to expect for RD , although all models suggest a substan-
tial dependence on ß with most suggesting an extreme rise äs 3 — > l [5]. A measurement of
RD to any precision leads us into unexplored territory.

Measurements of RD have so far been restricted to DIS exclusive vector mesons produc-
tion [22] by a direct measurement of the Polarisation of the final state resonaiice. This rnethod
could pcrhaps be used for the bulk data if the directions of the final state partons could be
inferred, but is likely to be difficult due to the problems of running Jet analyses on low mass
final states. Instead we investigate a slightly modified Version of the method used to determine
R(x,Q2) for SnclusiveDlS [23].
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The general form relating the structure functions Ff and F® to the ep differential diffractive
cross section can be written in analogy to the inclusive cross sections [24].

xQ 2(1
(12)

where RD^ = (F?W - 2xF?W)/(2xF?(4]) = a$}0$. Although a measurement of äs
a function of all 4 variables is the most desirable measurement and must be an experimental
goal, statistical limitations are likely to mean that initial measurements must be made without
a reliance on a leading proton spcctrometer (LPS) and so t is not measured. In this case we

(13)

In this case ß '3' is the ratio of the longitudinal to transverse cross section only if RD^ has
no dependence on /.

Analysis of equation 13 reveals that in order to make a measurement of RD independent of
Ff at least two ep cross sections must be compared at the sarne values of x, Q2 and xp but
differcnt values of y. This is achieved by varying the ep centre of mass energy, ^/s. There are
of course many possible running scenarios for which either or both beam encrgies are changcd
to a variety of possible values. A füll discussion on this point is given in [23j. For the present
study we examine the case when the proton beam is roughly halved in energy from 820 GeV to
500 GeV and the electron beam remains at a constant energy of 27.5 GeV so that data is taken
at the 2 values of s of s = 90200 GeV2 and s ~ 55000 GcV2. This Setup allows for a reasonable
luminosity at the low proton beam energy and enables systernatic uncertainties concerned with
detection of the scattered electron to be minimised. In this scheine we make a measurement
of the ratio of the ep differential cross sections, r — ff^/rjj^, for two values of y, j//,, and y\
(corresponding to the high and low values of 3) for fixed x, Q2, xp and (if measuring RD^) t.
Equation 12 or 13 is then used to determine RD',

It is also apparent from equation 13 that in order to have the greatest. seiisitivity to RD

measurements must be made at the highest j//0 possible (and thus lowest electron energy). This
is illustrated in figure 3, where it can be seen that for values of yi„ = 0.5 (or lower) there is
l i t t le change of r for differcnt values of R . The upper limit in yia is crucially dependent on
the ability of the detectors to discriininate and veto against phötoproduction events in which
a pion is misidentified äs an electron. Experience has shown, however, that for the diffractive
events the low mass of the final state reduces the chance of faking electron when compared to
the more energetic no n-diffractive events. For this study we take a central value of yto ~ 0.8
with a lower (upper) bin limit of 0.75 (0.85) so that good electron identification for encrgies
above 4.15 GeV is assumed.

The kinematic ränge of the measurement projected onto the x~Q2 plane is shown in figure 4
for both CMS energies. To ensure that the scattered electrons are well contained within the
backward detectors we place a maximum 6e cut of 174°. This restricts us to Q2 > 5 GeV2

and x > 10~d. In order to ensure good acceptance in the forward region we impose a cut of
XF < 0.01.

For low electron energies the kinematic variables are well reconstructed and have good
rcsolutions if the electron only method is used [25, 26]. Since the major problem with this
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Figure 3: Dependence of the ratio, r, of the ep cross sections at s - 90200 and s — 55000 with
RD for various values of y at s - 55000.

Ep=500 GeV Ep=820 GeV

Figure 4: A projection of the kinematic ränge onto the x-Q2 plane for a) a proton beam of
Ep = 500 GeV and b) a proton beam of Ep = 820 GeV for au electron beam of 27.5 GeV. The
shaded region represents the proposed region of study. Also shown is the restriction on the
kinematic ränge irnposed by a maximurri 6e cut of 174°.

measurement will be in reducing the statistical error we select bins äs large äs possible whilst
maintaining enough bins to investigate any Variation of RD with the kinematic quantities. A
suitable choice would be 4 bins per decade in x, 4 bins in ß and if the LPS is used 2 bins in t.
The bins in Q and i are optimised so äs to contain approximately equal numbers of events at
each x value. Identical bins in these variables are used for both CMS energies.

In order to estimate the statistical errors on the measurement we used the RAPGAP gen-
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l°gio *

-4.125
-3.875
-3.625
-3.375

Number of Events
without LPS

EP = 820 GeV
41
36
19
9

EP = 500 GeV
28
25
13
6

Number of Events
with LPS

EP = 820 GeV
0.82
0.72
0.38
0.18

EP = 500 GcV
0.56
0,50
0.27
0.12

Table 2: The estimated number of events in each bin for an integrated luminosity of l pb *
for the 2 proton beara energies and an electron beam energy of 27.5 GeV, assuraing 4 bins per
decade in x, 4 bins in ß and (for measurement s with the LPS) 2 bins in f. R was set to 0.5.

erator [27] with a fit to the measured Hl F2D(3) [3] at s = 90200 GeV2 and used equalion 12
to determine the statistics at s = 55000 GeV2. We assumed 100% efficiency for nieasurements
made without any LPS and 4% efficiency for those with. The expected number of events per
integrated luminosity in each bin is summarised in table 2 for an example RD — 0.5.

For systematic errors we estimate an error of S(r)/r of 5%. This error is conservatively
evaluated by taking the estimated error on F2D (see above) and assuming any improvement that.
arises from taking a ratio is offset by increased uncertainty in the photoproduction backgrouiid
and radiative corrections.

An example of the sort of precision which may be obtained for a measurement of R ' ' and
RD^ is shown in figure 5. For this study we assumed that many more data would be obtained
at the high CMS energy. It can be Seen that for an integrated luminosity of 10 pb"1 at the
lower s value a measurement of RD^y> is statistically dominated with an error around 60% if
/jD(3) = Q 5 fnr t^e ]owest value of x. For an integrated luminosity of 50 pb"1 at the lower s
value statistical and systematic errors become comparable and /f15'3' can be measured to 40%
accuracy. For measurements of RD^ very high integrated luminosities are required - at least
a factor of 50 is needed for a similar precision to flD'3'.

7 Measuring F»charm

Since the leading mechanism in QCD for the production of charm quarks is the boson gluon
fusion process, the diffractive charm structure function Ff c)iarm is very sensitive to the gluonic
component of the diffractive exchange. It is important to establish whether the measured
F2Ddiarm is consistent with that expected from a QCD analysis of the scaling violations in
F2 • In addition, it has already been observed in the photoproduction of J jtp mesons that
the charm quark mass provides a sufficiently large scale to generate the onset of hard QCD
dynamics. The extend to which the charm component of F2D(3' exhibits a different energy
( x p ) dependence to that of the total will provide insight into the fundamental dynamics of
diffraction.

The method used here for tagging charm events uses the D~+ decay3 D'+ -» ö°jr^OI1, -¥
(A'~7r+)7r^OUJ. The tight kinematic constraint imposed by the small difference between the D*+

'Charge conjugate states are henceforth implicitly incluclcd.
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Figure 5: The estimated errors for an example central value of RD = 0.5 for a) 10(500) pb ' at
s = 55000 GeV2 and 50(2500) pb"1 at s = 90200 GeV2 and b) 50(2500) plT1 at .s = 55000 GeV2

and 250(12500) pb'1 at s = 90200 GeV2 for a measurement of RD^ (RDW). The inner error
bar represents the statistical error and the outer the statistical and systematic error added in
quadrature.

and D° masses means that the mass difTerence A A/ — M(K-mr,iow) — M (K-n] is better resolved
than the individual masses, and the narrow peak in AM provides a clear signature for D'+
production. The chosen D° decay mode is the easiest to use because it involves only charged
tracks and because the low multiplicity means that the combinatorial background is small and
that the inemäency of the tracker does not cause a major problem.

A prediction of the observed numbcr of events is obtained using RAPGAP with a hard
gluon dominated pomeron structure function taken from a QCD analysis of F2 [3]. The
cross section predicted by this model for D** production in diffractive DIS is compatible with
the value measured in [4j. The acceptance of the dctector is simulated by applying cuts on
the generated direction (6} and transverse momentum (pi) of the decay products and on the
energy of the scattered lepton (E'e). The p± cut used is 150 MeV, which is approximately
the value at which the Hl central and forward trackers reach füll efficiency. This cut has
a major influence on the acceptance for Ö*+ mesons, because the momentum of the slow
pion 7Tj|ou, is strongly correlated with that of the D'+, so a D"+ with pi much less than
150 yieVxMrj-+/Mx+ « 2 GeV cannot be detected. The pj_-dependence of the acceptance is
shown in figure 6a. There is no obvious way of extending the tracker acceptance to lower pj.,
so this cut is not varied.

Figure 6b shows the average acceptance for a D'+ over the region 10 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV'2
and all values of ß and for pi > 2 GeV. It can be seen that extending the angular covcragc
from the present 25 < B < 155° ränge in the backward direction to 170° in conjunction with
lowering the scattered lepton energy cut used in present analyses significantly improves the
acceptance, especially at low xf. Figure 7 shows the number of Z?"± which one might expect
to detect in the low- and high-Q2 regions with a total integrated luminosity of 750 pb"1. It can
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25°<8</i5° E'>IOGtV
25°<6<I7tP £'> 10 GeV
25°<ü<155° £*'>JCeV

(b)

pf D*) /GeV i
pam

Figure 6: The acceptance for D'+ in the region 10 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2, shown äs a function
of (a) pj. and (b) XF. The contmuous line in (b) shows the results with central tracking only
and a requirement E'e > 10 GeV. The other lines show the effect of extending track coverage
in the backward direction and including E'f down to 5 GeV.

be seen that even with this large integrated luminosity, cross section measurements can only
be niade with an accuracy of 10% in this binning.

E'9lO GeV
E"' > 10 GeV
E\'>5 GeV
E?:>5 GeV

Figure 7: The number of Df± expected to be observed in 750 pb l in the ränge (a) 10 GeV2 <
Q2 < 25 GeV2 and (b) 50 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2, predicted using RAPGAP with a hard-
gluon-dominated pomeron.

Whilst one waits for 750 pb"1, it may be worthwhile attempting to increase the statistics
by investigating other decay modes which are experirnentally more demanding. The D*+ decav
to D°x*lou, has a branching fraction of nearly 70% [28] and is the oniy decay mode giving a
charged track in addition to the D° decay products. However, the D° decay to K~ir+ has a
branching fraction of slightly less than -1% [28], so there is clearly room for a large improvement
in statistics if other channels can be used. For example the use of a silicon vertex detcctor
close to the interaction point, such äs that already partly installed in Hl, should enable the
secondary vertex from the decay of the D°, which has a decay length er — 124 ßm [28]. to be
tagged. This could be used to extend the analysis to other channels, including semileptonic
decays, which are otherwise difficult to use. The gain in statistics, neglecting the vertex-tagging
inemciency, can be up to a factor of ~ 20 (if all channels are used), with a further factor of ~ 2
available if inclusive D° production is used rather than relying on the D"+ decay.
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8 Summary and Conclusions

We have argued that a precise hadron level definition of the cross section to be measured is
essential in ordcr that future high precision measurements of diffractive structure functions may
be treated in a consistent theoretical manner. Although 20pb"1 of integrated luminosity will be
enough to achieve precision in the measurement of F2 at moderate Q2, in excess of 100 pb"1

is necessary to make a comprehensive survey of diffractive structure within the kinematic limits
of HERA. An attempt to determine FL will be an important tool in establishing the validity of
both factorisaüon and NLO QCD in diffractive interactions. A direct measurement of /?D'3> is
shown to be feasible with lOpb"1 of integrated luminosity taken at lower proton beam energy.
A substantial integrated luminosity is demonstrated to be necessary to complete an exhaustive
study of the diffractive production of opeu charm. although statistics can be markedly improved
by exploiting the füll ränge of possible charm decays.
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Figure 5: The estimated errors for an example central value of RD — 0.5 for a) 10(500) pb l at
s = 55000 GeV2 and 50(2500) pb'1 at s = 90200 GeV2 and b) 50(2500) plT1 at s = 55000 GeV2

and 250(12500) pb'1 at s = 90200 GeV2 for a measurement of RD^ ( /?D<4>). The inner error
bar represents the statistical error and the outer the statistical and systematic error added in
quadrature.

and D° masses means that the mass difference AAf = M(Kmr,toul) — M(Kir) is better resolved
than the individual masses, and the narrow peak in AM provides a clear signature for D~+

production. The chosen D° decay mode is the easiest to use because it involves only charged
tracks and because the low multiplicity means that the combinatorial background is small and
that the inefEciency of the tracker does not cause a rnajor problem.

A prediction of the observed number of events is obtained using RAPGAP with a hard
gluon dominated pomeron structure function taken from a QCD analysis of F2 [3]- The
cross section predicted by this model for DM± production in diffractive DIS is compatible with
the value measured in [4]. The acceptance of the detector is simulated by applying cuts on
the generated direction (0) and transverse momentum (pjj of the decay products and on the
energy of the scattered lepton (E'e). The pi cut used is 150 MeV, which is approximately
the value at which the Hl central and forward trackers reach füll efficiency. This cut has
a major influence on the acceptance for D'+ mesons, because the momentum of the slow
pion TV,IOW is strongly correlated with that of the Z)*+, so a D'+ with ;ij_ much less than
150 MeVxA/£i-+/A/^+ SÄ 2 GeV cannot be detected. The pi-dependence of the acceptance is
shown in figure 6a. There is no obvious way of extending the tracker acceptance to lower pj_,
so this cut is not variecl.

Figure 6b shows the average acceptance for a D*+ over the region 10 GeV2 < Q* < 1 00 GeV2

and all values of ß and for p± > 2 GeV. It can be seen that extending the arigular coverage
from the present 25 < 0 < 155° ränge in the backward direction to 170° in conjunction with
lowering the scattered lepton energy cut used in present analyses significantly improves the
acceptance, espedally at low xf. Figure 7 sliows the number of Df± which one rnight expect
to detect in the low- and high-Q2 regions with a total integrated luminosity of 750 pb""1 . It can
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p,(D*)/GeV

Figure 6: The acceptance for D"+ in the region 10 GeV2 < Q2 < 100 GeV2, shown äs a function
of (a) p± and (b) xf. The continuous line in (b) shows the results with central tracking only
and a requirement E'e > 10 GeV. The other lines show the effect of extending track coverage
in the backward direction and including E'e down to 5 GeV.

be seen that even with this large integrated luminosity, cross section measurements can only
be made with an accuracy of 10% in this binning.

Figure 7: The number of Df± expected to be observed m 750 pb"1 in the ränge (a) 10 GeV2 <
Q2 < 25 GeV2 and (b) 50 GeV2 < QJ < 100 GeV2, predicted using RAPGAP with a hard-
gluon-domiiiated pomeron.

Whilst one waits for 750pb""1, it may be worthwhile attempting to increase the statistics
by investigating other decay modes which are experimentaily more demanding. The Z)*+ decay
to D°Tr+loa, has a branching fraction of nearly 70% [28] and is the only decay mode giving a
charged track in addition to the D° decay products. However, the D° decay to I\'~TT+ has a
branching fraction of slightly less than 4% [28], so there is ciearly room for a large improvement
in statistics if other channels can be used. For example the use of a silicon vertex detector
close to the interaction poirit, such äs that aiready partly installed in Hl, should enable the
secondary vertex from the decay of the Z)°, which has a decay leiigth er = 124 um [28], to be
tagged. This could be used to extend the analysis to other channels. including semüeptonic
decays, which are otherwise difficult to use. The gain in statistics. neglecting the vertex-tagging
inefficiency. can be up to a factor of - 20 (if all channels are used), with a further factor of - 2
available if inclusive D° production is used rather than relying on the D*+ decay.
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8 Summary and Conclusions

We have argued that a precise hadron level dennition of the cross section to be measured is
essential in order that future high precision measurements of diffractive structure functions may
be treated in a consistent theoretical manner, Although 20 pb"1 of integrated luminosity will be
enough to achieve precision in the measurernent of F2 at moderate Q2, in excess of 100 pb~L

is necessary to rnake a comprehensive survey of diffractive structure within the kinematic limlts
of HERA. An attcmpt to deterraioe F£ will be an important tool in establishing the validity of
both factorisation and NLO QCD in diffractive interactions. A direct measurement of RD^ is
shown to be feasible with 10pb~' of integrated luminosity taken at lower proton beam energy.
A substantial integrated luminosity is demonstrated to be necessary to complete an exhaustive
study of the diffractive production of open charm. although statistics can be rnarkedly improved
by exploiting the füll ränge of possible charrn decays.
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The LPS in diffractivc physics with HERA Upgrade.

T. Massam

August 27, 1996

The fimctions of the LPS in the analysis of diffractive events are twofold:

1. To measure the transverse momentum of the proton and thus obtain a direct measurernent
o f t .

2. To measure the mass, MX of the difTractively produced state and/or tag its diffractive
nature.

To perform either of these tasks well requires a good geometric acceptance for the proton.

This contribution contains an updated summary of the verbal presentation and further
information is appended to the ZEUS interaction region study.

l Transverse momentum measurement

The conclusions are that a HERA upgrade with a low-/? solution will introduce serious and
probably unacceptable systematic errors in mcasurements of t—slope parameters. Because
these uncertainties are due to the transverse momentum spread (??) within the emittance of
the incident proton beam, they will be present in any method of measuring t — distributions so
measurements of slope parameters should be completed before the Upgrade.

There may remain some possibilites of measuring lower slopes if they are found above
j?j = IGeV since in the low-bcta Upgrade the LPS acceptance will extend above IGeV, but
with reduced acceptance.

Table 1: Emittance parameters of the proton beam

Quantity
ß

Horizontal
3.00

0.131
0.0437
0.036

Vortical
0.15

0.0293
0.1953
0.160

units
metre
mm
milli radian
GeV

2 MX measurement.

Measurements of XL on the other hand will not deteriorate with the Upgrade. At lower values
of MX the kinematics are such that a measurement showing that the proton momentum is
close to 1.0 (e.g. i.0.99} gives a clear tag of a quasi two-body low-t event. At higher values of
M,, and provided that Q2 is not very high, MX can be measured using the LPS momentum
measurement.

These Statements are quantified by the expression:

x -XL) + t - :lp^atonpTelectron i H

where x and y are the deep inelastic parameters, XL is the leading proton momentum/incident
proton momentum, pT are the momentum components transverse to the incident beam.

The uncertainty in Mx resulting from the transverse momentum spread in the beam is then

(2)

3 Statistical accuracy

Geometrical acceptance in the spectrometer is restricted by the aperture between the beam and
the vacuum system. Detectors cannot be placed closer to the beam line than the beams 10a
Profile. When a low-,d optics is introduced. it modifies the phase space in such a way that the
minimum pT which can be accessed by the detectors is increased and for the proposed Upgrade
this results in about a factor of two loss in events rate. For events which will need pre-scaling
with the higher luminosities, this can be recuperated by introducing a suitable trigger and
reducing the scaling factor.

The upper limit to the aperture affects the upper limit of t which can bc reached, It
depends on the details of the magnet and vacuum chamber design and this is being studied in
collaboration with the upgrade designers.
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Abstract: The measurements that can be achieved with the use of the ZEUS
Leading Proton Spectrometer are reviewed, focussing on the diffractive physics.
Estimates of the systematic errors on some of the measurements are given, together
with an estimate of the integrated luminosity needed.

l Introduction

The two experiments Hl and ZEUS at HERA are equipped with forward spectrometers to
detect the scattered proton in ep interaction. This study concentrates on the physics program
in diffractive physics achievable with the ZEUS Leading Proton Spectrometer (LPS).

The LPS consists of six stations of sih'con microstrip detectors placed along the proton
beam line at distances of 23 to 90 m from the interaction point. The LPS detects protons
scattered at small angles with respect to the beam, corresponding to proton transverse momenta
PT ä l GeV. The HERA beam magnets are used to determine the proton momentum. The
resohition on the fractional longitudinal proton momentum, XL — p'/p, where p is the incoming
proton beam momentum and p' is the momentum of the scattered proton measured in the
Spectrometer, is 0.4% at high XL. The PT resolution of 5 MeV is less than the beam transverse
spread at the interaction point of <C 100 MeV. The LPS selects a clean sample of single difFractive
dissociation events ep —> epX and measures the square of the four-mornentum transfer t at the
proton vertex directly.

The fitst physics results achieved are based on the 1994 data [1], [2], when the three stations
S4, 35 and S6, extending from 63 to 90 m, were operational. In this configuration the LPS
geometrical acceptance extends approximately from XL ̂  0.5 to XL = l and from pr — 0 to
Px = 0.8 GeV, and it varies äs a function of XL and p?, For XL > 0.97, that ig for single
photon difFractive dissociation events, the ( ränge covered is between 0.05 and 0.4 GeV2, with
t ~ — PT/XL- In this ränge the geometrical acceptance is approximately 6%.

With the complete Installation of all six stations, the LPS can measure in an extended
region and the acceptance in the region at high XL is approximately a factor two larger. The
resulting acceptance is shown in figure l, and it will be used in the estimation of the integrated
luminosity needed for the LPS measurement.
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Figure 1: Acceptance table in the XL,PT plane for coincidences between any two stations of the
LPS out of six.

2 Measurements with the LPS

The list of topics oF interest in hard difFractive scattering is long and is discussed in detail in
the summary [3]. Among all the processes of interest there are some which cannot be explored
fully without the use of the LPS.

The t distribution is claimed to be the testing ground for the hardness of difFractive processes.
The LPS is the unique tool for measuring the t distribution for all inclusive processes in which
the pr resolution achieved with the main calorimeter is larger than the typical width of the t
distribution itself.

Another area which cannot be explored without heavy use of Monte Carlo Simulation is the
large mass difFraction, where the existing detectors, except for the LPS, loose their sensitivity
to the presence of large rapidity gaps.

Thus this report concentrates on the measurement of the diffractive structure function F2 (
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and of the t dependence in DIS. The numbers presented here for these specific cases can then
be easily rescaled to estimate the luminosity requirements for any diffractive processes.

3 Diffractive Cross Section in DIS

The differential cross section for diffractive DIS events can be «ritten in terms of the diffractive
structure function Fz ( ' äs:

(1)
dßdQ2dx

where a is the electromagnetic coupüng constant, y is the fractional energy transferred to the
proton in its rest frame; in the expression above the contributions of the longitudinal structure
function and of Z° exchange have been neglected. Assuming that diffractive interactions are
due to pomeron exchange, xp is the momentum fraction of the proton carried by the porneron
and ß is the momentum fraction of the struck quark with respect to XF.

Diffractive DIS events are selected in the LPS requiring a well reconstructed proton track
with XL > 0.97. The uniqueness of the LPS for the determination of the diffractive cross section
is due to four reasons:

• the abih'ty to select a clean sample of single diffractive dissociation events through the
proton tagging (estimates are that the background due to other physics processes is below
5%);

• the abih'ty to measure t directly;

• good resolution in ß and xf, in the region 0.001 < ß < 0.1;

• the ability to determine the background to diffraction by extending the measurement of
the proton at low XL (XL < 0.97}.

As shown in the formula above, the differential cross section is a function of four variables,
Q3,t,xp and ß. The quantities Q2 and y are reconstructed from the electron variables (electron
angle and energy) or from the double angle variables, äs for the inclusive F2 measurement. The
quantities xf and ß are reconstructed from the variables at the electron vertex and from the
mass MX of the final hadronic system into which the virtual photon diffractively dissociates:

—• ^^1 - T» r'ß- L (2)

where W is the 7"? centre-of-mass energy and x the Bjorken scaling variable. With the LPS,
the measurement can extend to higher masses (therefore to lower values of ß and higher values
atz P) compared to measurements based on rapidity gap selection. In the high mass region, Mx

can be reconstructed from the momenta of the electron and the proton, MX = sy(l — x — XL),
achieving a very good resolution (for Mx ^,25 GeV the resolution is 15%, for MX - 80 GeV
it is 6%).
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3.1 Measurement of da/dt

One of the first measurements performed with the LPS has been the determination of the t
dependence in diffractive DIS events. The measurement was performed integrating over the
kinematical region 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2, 70 < W < 210 GeV, 0-02 < ß < 0.4 and XL > 0.97,
and for 0.07 < t < 0.35 GeV2. The resulting distribution is exponential and expressed äs
d(TJd\t\" exp(— b\t\) leads to a value of b which is within errors in agreement with what is
expected for the soft pomeron, although on the low side.

One of the prediction of models based on the soft pomeron is the shrinkage of the diffractive
peak with increasing c.m. energy. Measuring in two W bins around 50 GeV and 200 GeV, at
an average Q2 of 10 GeV2 and an average mass of 10 GeV, one expects:

6 (W) ~ &„ + 4- Q2)) GeV2 - 6 GeV £3J

b(W~ 200) - b (W ~ 50} - 2a'ln(2002/50z) ~ 1.4 GeV2, (4)

where i0 ~ 4.5 GeV2 and a' ±± 0.25 GeV2 is the slope of the soft pomeron trajectory.
For the hard pomeron the expectations are that a' ~ 0 (no shrinkage), which means that
b (W ~ 200} = b (W -50).

In order to measure a difference between the two values at the 3<r level in these two W bins,
the error on b should be of the order of 0.3 GeV1, i.e. of the order of 5% for 6 ^ 6 GeV2.
With 20 pb"1, about 4000 tagged LPS events can be collected for each W point, obtaining a
statistical error on b (W) of 3 -f- 4%. The dominant systematic errors are due to the alignment
of the LPS with respect to the beam and to the unfolding of the proton beam transverse
momentum spread, The estimate is that, with the present configuration, a systematic error of
3% on 6 could be achieved, giving the possibility to measure the shrinkage with the required
precision. The HERA luminosity Upgrade by means of low-/3 quadrupoles would restrict the
ränge in t where there is acceptance for the LPS, moving the lower \t\t from 0.07 GeV2

to 0.27 GeV2 [4], reducing the statistics. In addition the low ß quadrupoles increase the beam
dispersion in transverse momentum at the interaction point, thus increasing the systematic
error on b. The effect is shown in fig. 2. The observed t distribution is a convolution of the
p? exponential folded with the pr dispersion caused by the beam emittance represented by a
2-dimensional gaussian in transverse momentum space, whose width increases slowly during the
lifetime of the beam. Therefore, the observed p2- distribution is also a 2-dimensional gaussian
and can be approximated by an exponential whose slope changes with time. The size of this
effect is shown in fig. 2 for the 1994 HERA optics (ß, = 7;ßy = 0.7} and for the proposed
low ß quadrupoles configuration (ß, = 3;/3y = 0.2); for a slope of 6 GeV2 in the proposed
configuration, the beam emittance would change the slope by äs much äs 20%, with a strong
dependence on the size of the emittance of the beam. The systematic error on b induced by
this correction is estimated to increase to 7 — 12%.

3.2 Measurement of F2Ö4

The systematic errors on F$ are limited by the kinematic reconstruction of x, Qz, the MX
reconstruction, the background subtraction and the LPS acceptance. The systematic errors due
to the acceptance of DIS events and i, Q2 reconstruction are the same äs for the inclusive F2

measurement. In the intermediate y region a systematic error below 5% has been achieved [5]
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Figure 2: Effect of the low ß optics on the measurement of the diffractive slope b with the LPS.
The bands are the ränge of Variation induced by the growth ofthe emittance during the lifetime
of the proton beam.

and could be reduced to 3% with a better measurement of the electron and hadronic variables
in the next years. The MX reconstruction, äs already mentioned, is well under control at
high masses, MX Si 10 GeV, where the LPS Information is used, and should provide a precise
measurement for ß < 0.1. A systematic error of 3% could be achieved. The background is due
mainly to two processes. The beam halo background comes from interactions of beam protons
with the residual gas in the beam pipe or with the beam coüimators, accidentaJly overlapping
with genuine DIS events. This type of background can be easily subtracted and estimated
requiring energy and longitudinal momentum conservation and can be controlled at the level
of 1%. The second type of background is due to processes where the proton does not remain
intact, like proton dissociation, Reggeon exchange other than the pomeron and non-diffractive
interactions. In this case the XL spectrurn peaks at low values, and study of the low XL data
can shed üght on the nature of the remaining background under the diffractive peak. An error
due to this background of 2% could be achieved. Finally the error due to the LPS acceptance
(LPS alignment and calibration and run-to-mn dependence of the acceptance) can reach an
ultimate precision of 5%. Summing in quadrature all the above contributions, a systematic
uncertainty of 7% could be achieved in each bin. The HERA Upgrade would severely affect the
LPS acceptance increasing the systematic error due to this contribution.

Tlie LPS allows measurement ofthe structure function F2 l ' in thefour variables t,zpß,Q2.
If a measurement were made in two t bins (0.07 < \t\ 0.12 GeV2, 0.12 < |t] < 0.35 GeV2),
in three Q2 bins in the ränge 4 < Q2 < 30 GeV2, in seven ß bins in the ränge 0.001 < ß < 0.5
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and in three to six xp bins in the ränge 4 x 10 4 < x„ < 3 x 10 3, 70 events on average
per bin are expected with 20 pb"1 (in those bins within kinematic ränge at HERA). This
results in an average statistical error of the order of 12% for each bin, to be compared with the
systematic error of 7%. Fitting the XF dependence with (l/zp)" for every Q2,t and ß interval,
the statistical error on the slope a could be measured with a statistical precision of 5 to 15%
and a systematic precision of less than 3%, testing if factorization holds in the mentioned ß
ränge. Table 3.2 shows the error on a in individual ß bins. The ertor at low ß is larger because
the HERA kinematics limit the accessible ränge in xp.

ß
s; 0.01

-0.1
-0.3

Number of xp bins

3 (10-2 <xp < 3 x lO"2)
3 (2 xlO"3 <XF < 3 x 10-2)
5 (4 x 10"1 < xp < 3 x 10~:)
5 ( 4 x IQ'4 <xp < 3 x 10-*)

Number of events per bin
50
70
70
70

Statistical error (in%) on a

±15%
±10%
±6%
±5%

Table 1: Estimated number of events m ß intervals for W pb l of collected LPS data, for 3 Qy

bins, 2t bins and 3-5 xp bins, and relative statistical error on the power a ofthe xp dependence.

4 Summary

The LPS provides a very powerful tool to study diffraction at HERA. In particular it provides
the direct measiirement of t, it allows the selection of a clean sample of single diffractive
dissociation events and it extends the measurement to low ß and high xp. The proposed
HERA Upgrades would severely limit the LPS acceptance, especially at low t äs shown in [4]. An
estimated integrated luminosity of 20 pb"1 coDected with the LPS would allow a measurement
of the differential diffractive structure function F.3 in a reasonable binning in xr,ß,Q2,t for
Qz < 30 GeV2, with a statistical error of 12% and a systematic error of the order of 7%. Note
that the LPS efficiency compared to the luminosity delivered by HERA is of the order of 50%:
20 pb"1 collected by the LPS correspond to 40 pb"1 delivered by HERA. The factorization
breaking could be tested with a precision of 5 - 15%. The shrinkage of the diffractive peak
could be tested unambigously in two W bins, integrating over Q2, with 4000 events per bin,
obtaining a precision of 0.3 GeV~2 on the slope b and of 0.1 GeV~2 on a'.
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Diffraction in Charged Current DIS
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Abstract: Following the observation of one large rapidity gap CC DIS event by
ZEUS in 1994 dedicated studies were made on theoretical and experimental as-
pects of diffractive CC scattering, The theoretical estimate of the cross section is
afp—vx(xF < 0-1) = 2-1 to'j pb. Monte Carlo study shows that the signature of
these events is sufficiently unique to enable good background rejection at about 35%
signal efficiency. With l fb"1 of integrated HERA luminosity measurement of the
diffractive CC interaction should give a significant contribution to our understand-
ing of diffractive phenomena.

l Introduction

Within the ZEUS sample of charged current DIS events. selected from the 1994 e+p data,
one event was found satisfying a large rapidity gap (LRG) selection äs used in the NC DIS
analysis [1]. This corresponds to the cross section [2]:

(LRG) 200&W2 = (1)

This event is intcrpreted äs a diffractive charged current DIS event, where the W+ exchange oc-
curs between positron and pomeron. Following this observation dedicated studies were made on
both theoretical and experimental aspects of diffractive CC scattering. Perspectives of precise
diffractive CC DIS measurement after the planncd HERA Upgrade were also investigated.

2 Cross section estimate

The cross section for diffractive CC DIS can be expressed, similarly äs in the case of NC DIS,
in terms of the diffractive structure functions F,, n and F» n ,
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where xf is the fraction of proton niomentum carried by the pomeron, whereas ß is the fraction
of the pomeron momentum carried by the parton coupling to the W. The cross section is
integrated over the undetected four-momentum transfer to the proton system.

In the studies presented here factorization of diffractive structure functions is assumed, i.e.
they are decomposed into a pomeron flux factor independent of the hard scattering process and
into parton distributions in the pomeron. The calculations were performed in QPM approxima-
tion, neglecting higher order QCD contributions äs well äs any scaling violation of difFractive
structure functions.

Assuming that the pomeron contains an equal amount oF up and down quarks and antiquarks
the F3 D structure Function vanishes and Fs D can be related to the difFractive structure Function
measured in NC DIS,

cc 18 D
*2D = y r2 - (3)

In the Following the parameterization oF the ZEUS diffractive structure function measurement[1]
was used,

(4)

where the values of parameters fitted to data are

a = 1.30 ± 0.08

b = 0.018 ±0. 001 (atat)± 0.005 (sys),

c = 0.57 ± 0.12 (stot)± 0.22 (sys).

Integration of the cross section formula 2 using relation 3 yields1

(5)

The error on the cross section is dominated by the uncertainty in the slope parameter a, to
which the cross section is very sensitive. This is shown in figure l, together with the error band
on the value of a measured by ZEUS. Precise measurement of the diffractive CG cross section
can significantly constrain the description of the pomeron flux factor.

The Integration of the cross section was limited to IF < 0.1, äs for higher XF diffraction is
not well defined. In case of difFractive CC DIS this is a significant constraint, since, due to the
W mass in the propagator term (eq. 2), the difFractive CC cross section decreases very slowly
with XF, approximately like (^r-)""1. It also means that, in contrast to what we observe in NC
diffractive scattering. the cross section is dominated by events with high Mx (invariant mass of
the pomeron-W system).

3 Experimental Signatare

In 1995 a dedicated trigger was implemented at ZEUS to select diffractive CC events. The
selection is based on two basic requirements: the event should have a rapidity gap in the

'The assumption of equal u and d Contents of the pomeron also implies that the e p and e+p CC diffractive
cross sections are equal.

-Qa

10

2.r1-°Pb
-0.7

Figure 1: Total cross section for diffractive CC scattering äs a function of the pomeron slopc
parameter a. The arrow indicates the value of aCc corresponding to a measured by ZEliS [1].
The vertical dashed lines indicate the quoted error on a.

forward direction (to select diffractive events) and a significant missing transverse momentum
(to select CC events).

Due to the high diffractive masses involved, the expected rapidity gap is much smaller than
in diffractive NC DIS. Hence we require a minimal rapidity gap observable in the main detector,
corresponding to no energy deposits in the calorimeter cells adjacent to the beam pipe hole.
This cut can be slightly released, thus increasing the selection efficiency, if the contribution of
non diffractive events is additionally suppressed by use of scintülator counters placed behind
the main calorimeter very close to the beam pipe. This so called Proton Remnant Taggcr tags
charged particles produced in the pseudorapidity interval 4.3< T} <5.8.

To select CC events it was required that there is missing transverse momenturn of at least
4 GeV. Monte Carlo studies showed that both photoproduction and NC DIS background can
be very efficiently suppressed by additional cuts based on the transverse momentum - PT and
the transverse energy2 - ET of the event, measured both in the calorimeter and in the tracking
detectors:

PT 3 Ge.V2

Tracktng

With the additional requirement that the direction of the transverse momentum measured
in the calorimeter and from the tracking detectors agree, the efficiency of the diffractive CC
selection is of the order of 35% with a purity of the final sample of about 60%. Most of the
background comes from non-diffractive CC DIS.

2The transverse energy ET 's defined äs the scalar sum of the transverse momenta over all calorimeter energy
deposits, or over all tracks coming from the primary vertex, respectively.
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Figure 2: Seltction efficiency (indicated in percents) of diffractive. CC DIS events äs a function
of the kincmatic variables Q2 and ß.

Figure 2 shows the efficiency of the proposed diffractive CC selection äs a function of the
kinernatic variables Q"1 and ß. The efficiency improves significantly towards high ß. The
proposed cuts select events in a relatively narrow Q2 ränge of about 102 — IQ3 GeV2.

4 Perspectives

With the proposed Upgrade schedule, HERA should be able to deüver about 1000 pb~ L of
luminosity unül the year 2005. This would open a wide ränge of posslbilitics in studying
diffractive CC interactions. Figure 3 shows the expected number of events observcd after
selection cuts, äs a function of the kinernatic variables Q2 and 0. The total cross section could
be measured with precision of the Order of 5%, which corresponds to an error on the pomeron
flux parameter a of the order of 2%. This measurement will be very sensitive to the pomeron
flux description at high XF äs well äs to the assumed factorization of the diffractive cross section
itself.

With 11)00 pb"1 of data also the measurement of the difierential cross section becomes
possible. The cross section in ß can be measured with 20-30% statistical error, äs shown in
figure 4. Although the diffractive CC DIS events populate (after selection cuts) a relatively
narrow Q2 ränge, this measurement can be used to test the evolution of the diffractive structure
function, when compared to low Q2 NC DIS results.

High statistics of diffractive CC events should also allow a precise jet rates study. The
fraction of two jet events should be sensitive to the gluon contents of the pomeron. äs they are
expected to result from the W-gluon fusion.
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Figure 3: Cross section in fb, after selection cuts. for diffractive CC DIS in bins of the kinernatic
variables Q2 and ß. The values correspond to the expected number of events for an integrated
HERA luminosity of I000pb~j.
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Figure 4: Measured diffcrential cross section for diffractive CC DIS äs a function of Q. Only
statistical errors are. shown. corresponding to an integrated HERA luminosity of lOQOpb .

5 HERA Upgrade

Results presented in the previous section wereobtained with the assumption that the efficiency
for the diffractive CC event selection after the HERA Upgrade will remain the same äs be-
fore. Using the Monte Carlo Simulation it was checked that the proposed HERA and dctcctor
modifications should not have much influence on the measurement of CC events in the ZEUS
detector. However, the proposed modification of the HERA magnet system is incompatible
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with the present design of the Proton Remnant Tagger. It is not clear at the moment if the
Installation of ncw tagging device will be possible, nor if its efficiency in vetoing nondiffractive
events will be compatible to the present design. If the proton remnant can not be tagged,
strenger selection cuts will have to be applied in the central detector, resulting in the reduction
of selection efficiency by a factor of about 2.
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Abstract: The potcntial of the HERA colliding experiments for studies of diffrac-
tive proton dissociation is investigated. T wo measurement methods are considered.
The first one relies on a set of tagging devices detecting particles emitted from
the proton dissociation, while the second one involves a calorimetric measurement.
The possible accuracy of the measurement of the dissociated mass spectrum and the
measurement of the fraction of diffractive events where the proton did not dissociate
is estirnated. The effect of lowering the proton beam energy is also studied.

l Introduction

The processes under consideration are ep —> eVY, eXY, where V denotes a vector meson, X is
a dissociated photon System and Y is the excited nucleonic state. They compete with reactions
where the proton stays intact, namely ep —> eVp, eXp. An efficient way of separating the t wo
classes of events is essential for the measurements of the elastic and photon dissociation cross
sections. It is also of primary importancc to test the factorization of the diffractive proton
vertex, i.e. to verify whether the probability for the proton to dissociate to a system of a given
mass, My-, is the same in ep äs in pp collisions and whether it depcnds on Q^ or MX-

In a naive approach, it should be easiest to study the proton dissociation in processes
involving the production of vector mesons which decay into charged particles. One could
estimate the energy, momentum and the mass of the nucleonic System from the difference
between that of the initial and scattered electron and the vector meson decay products measured
in tracking devices. One could also distinguish events with an intact proton by means of a simple
mass cut. Unfortunately, the kinematics at HERA strongly disfavors this method. The only
other possibility is by measuring the particles from the proton dissociation or the protons that
stayed intact in the scattering process. The scattered protons are already measured by ZEUS
using a leading proton spcctrometer [l]. The acceptance is limited for geometric reasons and
the momentum ränge restricted. The leading proton spectrometer can be used to select events
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with intact protons or to describe qualitatively proton dissociation events, but it is not suitable
äs a tagger of proton dissociation.

In the following we investigate the potential accuracy that may be reached in measurernents
of the proton dissociation by recording the particles originating from the Y System in detectors
installed in the proton fragmentation region. The fraction of thc events where the proton
stayed intact may be estimated by selecting the events where no particles were detected in
these devices. The predsion of such rneasurements is also analyzed.

2 Modelling the proton dissociation

The creatlon of the Y System may be modelled äs a collision of the proton with the pomeron.
Since the proton momentum is fixed the mass and the total momentum of the dissociated
nucleonic state is determined by the energy and the momentum of the pomeron. The trans-
verse momentum of the pomeron is pracücally zero compared to the longitudinal momenta
involved, äs p? & t, where ( is the exponentially suppressed squared four momentum of the
pomeron. Therefore in practice the kinematics of the nucleonic system is solely determined by
the longitudinal momentum of the pomeron or equivalently by the mass MY ~ -l • pp • PF-

The properties of the hadronization of the dissociated proton system depend mainly on the
mass My. Within the discussed model it corresponds to the centre-of-mass of the pomeron-
proton collision. Fig. l shows the dependence of the average total transverse energy and the
average charged multiplicity on the dissociated proton mass, according to PYTHIA 5.7 Monte
Carlo program [2].

At HERA the particles from the proton dissociation are emitted undcr small angles in the
direction of flight of the proton beam due to the strong Lorenz boost of the whole Y system. The
angular distrlbutions of final state hadrons, expressed in ternis of pseudorapidity J for different
intervals of the dissociated proton mass are shown in fig. 2. These distributions were obtained
using the EPSOFT [3] MC program. It models the proton dissociation äs a soft hadronic
collision of the pomeron and the proton. The following assumptions dehne the properties of
the final state:

• charged multiplicity according to the parametrization of pp —* pA' data;

• exponential suppression of transverse momenta with (p?) a: 300 MeV;

• longitudinal momenta uniformly distributed in phase space.

Fig. 2 shows also how the distributions change if the average multiplicity is lowered by 30% or
the average transverse momentum is increased by 30%. The reduction of the proton beam en-
ergy to £p = 450 GeV shifts the distributions towards lower pseudorapidities which is equivalent
to larger opening angles.

'The pseudorapidity, r/, is derived from the relaüon T? = ~log(tan(6/Z)), where 6 is the polar angle calculated
with respect to the proton beam direction
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Figure 1: Dependence ofthc average transverse energy (top) and the average charged multiplicity
(bottorn) on tke dissociated proton mass in events generated with PYTHIA 5.7.

3 Tagging the proton dissociation

In this section we investigate the possibility of tagging events with diffractive proton dissociation
by detecting particles from the Y system with tagging devices installed in the forward region.
For this study it was assumcd that the central calorimeter, CAL, measures up to i) < 4. The
forward region was assumed to be instrumented with two counter rings Symmetrie around the
beam axis covering the angles 4 < ij < 4.9 (tagger 1) and 4.9 < TJ < 5.9 (tagger 2). There is
a significant amount of inactive material in front of the taggers (up to one interactkm length).
concentratcd mainly at Z fti 2.5 m, where in the present design of the ZEUS interaction region
the C4 collimator is installed. The preshowering efFects may lead to significant distortions of
the spectra in thc taggers. This was simulated assuming that a shower of 7 cm radius rnav Start
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Figure 2: Pseudorapidity distributions of particles from proton dissociation for different inter-
vals oj My (solid histogram) according to EPSOFT. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines correspond
to the distributions obtamed ifthe charged multiplrcities are reduced by 30 % or ifthe transverse
momenta are increased by 30 %, respectively. The dotted line corresponds to lower proton beam
energy, Ep = 450 GeV.

at that place. Since the preshowering effect ensures high multiplicity of secondaries reaching
the detectors, a 100 % efRciency for tagging such events was assumed. Fig. 3 shows the fraction
of the proton dissociation events tagged by these devices äs a function of the mass My. Most
of the events with My < 2 GeV escape the detection in any of the devices, however masses
My > 4 GeV will almost certainly produce particles within the geometrical acceptance of the

The most straightforward application of forward taggers is the selection of diffractive pro-
cesses where the proton stayed intact. This is done by rejecting all events with a signal in the
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Figure 3: The fraction of the proton dissociation events tagged by the counting devices cover-
ing different pseudorapidity regions äs a function of the mass My (solid histogram) according
to EPSOFT. Dashed and dashed-dotted lines correspond to the distributions obtained if the
charged muUiplicities are reduced by 30 % or i f t h e transverse momenta are increased by 30 %,
respectively. The dotted line corresponds to lower proton beam energy, Ep = 4^0 GeV.

forward detectors. Assuming that the probability for the proton in a diffractive ep interac-
tions to stay intact or to dissociate to a given mass My is tbe same äs in the pp collisions one
can estimate the fraction of the events with proton dissociation with no signal in the taggers.
If only the central detector with r? < 4 is used äs veto, the contamination of siiigle photon
diffractive processes by proton dissociation is 16 ± 5 %. The error was estimated by varying
the multiplicities and the transverse momenta assumed in the hadronization model by 30 %.
The result is a large fraction known with a relatively poor precision. This uncertainty directly
translates into a large error on the measured cross sections for the processes ep —> eVp, eXp.
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The fraction of events with untagged proton dissociation may be reduced to 5.7 ± 1,4 %, if all
the tagging devices at 77 < 5.9 are used. A significant reduction of the remaining proton disso-
ciation fraction is possible only with devices reaching smaller polar angles, or by rtmning with
a lowered proton beam energy. The geometrical acceptance of the taggers for the beam energy
of Ep = 450 GeV is also shown in fig. 3. In that case only 2.1 ± 0.6 % of the accepted events
are accompanied by an untagged proton dissociation, allowing for very precise measurements
of the cross sections for the single diffractive processes ep —> eVp, eXp.

To conclude, the fraction of single diffractive dissociation events contaminated by untagged
double dissociation can be reduced by factor 3 by extending the forward tagging capabilities
from r; — 4 down to i\ 5.9. A 30% uncertainty in the average multiplicity and transverse
momenta of particles in proton dissociation results in similar uncertainty in the contamination.

4 Measuring the da/dMy spectrum using taggers

It is also of interest to measure the mass spectrum of the diffractive proton dissociation in
ep collisions at HERA and verify the factorization in diffractive process by comparing to pp
interactions. Such a measurement is very difficult at HERA due to the strong forward boost
of the whole Y system. Nevertheless one may attempt to estimate the behaviour of the MY
spectrum even if only tagging devices are installed in the forward rcgion. For example, one can
measure the ratio of the number of proton dissociated events detected only in tagger 2 covering
4.9 < TJ < 5.9 to the number of events tagged only in the main CAL, j? < 4. As shown in fig. 3,
the former cut selects events with c.a. 2 < MY < 5 GeV, while the latter picks up those with
roughly MY > 8 GeV. Assurning the distribution of the nucleonic mass in the form.

da l (i)

it is possible to estimate the value of a from the measurcd ratio of the events. However, the
region of Y masses selected by requiring signals in the tagging devices depends strongly on the
assumptions of the fragmentation model. We have verified, that if the assumed average multi-
plicitiesareoff by 30 %. theobtained value of a will be shifted by 0.11. This should be compared
to 1.08, which is the absolute value expected for a from triple-pomeron phenomenology [4, 5].
The sensitivity of a to the pr of the produced hadrons is similar. Therefore. considering the
ideal case of 100 % efficient taggers the error on the measured value of a is <7a > 0.13 due only
to uncertainties in the hadronization process. If the energy of the proton beam is reduced to
Ep = 450 GeV the acceptance of the tagging improves, but the uncertainty on a due to model
assumptions does not.

5 Measuring the dff/dMy spectrum using calorimeters

The Situation can be improved by installing calorimeters instead of the tagging devices in the
forward region. To evaluate the potential of this solution we performed a MC study assuming
that the region 4 < r; < 5.9 is instrurnented with a calorimeter having a resolution of aE/E =
60 %/^/E. The granularity is assumed to be such, that one cell corresponds to A0 = 7 mrad
for angles & < 28 mrad and A0 = 40 mrad beyond that. Additioiially, a position reconstruction
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Figure 4: Relation between the reconstructed and the true mass of the dissociated proton Sys-
tem according to EPSOFT MC program: a) taking into account only the effect of geometrical
acceptance of the forward calorimeters, &) assuming in addttion that particle momenta are ap-
proximated by their energy, c) after including the energy smearing due to losses in inactive
material and calorimeter resolution, d) and after the position reconstruction smearing is also
indude.d.

smearing due to the transverse size of the hadronic shower was included. The showers were
assumed to begin at the C4 collimator at Z % 2.5 m and have a radius of 7 cm. The large
amount of inactive material in the forward beam pipe region may also significantly distort the
energy measurement. This was simulated assuming that every second particle may lose some
energy before entering the calorimeter. This energy loss was generated from a flat distribution
spanning from 0 to the particle energy. The rough estimate is based on the measurement of
energy lost by hadrons in the EMC section of the ZEUS calorimeter [1]. The main calorimeter
covering T/ < 4 was assumed to have a resolution of o-g/E = 40 %l\fE and a granularity
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of A0 — 40 mrad. The following relation was used to reconstruct the invariant mass of the
nucleonic system Y:

(E - Pz} • (E + Pz) £,(1 - - 2E (2)

where the summation runs over all the energy deposits measured in the forward region. Fig. 4
illustrates the expected quality of the dissociated proton mass reconstruction. The four plots
show how the different factors degrade the mass resolution. Based on this simpüned MC
Simulation one can estirnate the resolution expected for the A/y reconstruction of UMV!My &
100-120 %/i/A/y- However, if the energy of the beam is reduced to Ep — 450 GeV the resolution
can improve to about <TMy/A/y ~ 70-80 %/\/A/y, since the particles are emitted under larger
angles.

Given this quality of the dissociated proton mass reconstruction we estimated the systematic
precision one can achieve in rneasuring the mass spectrum. We assumed that the experirnental
method 1s similar to that considered for the case of taggers, namely by measurmg the ratio of
the number of events with mass 2 < My < 5 GeV and those with A/y > 8 GeV. This time, the
events were selected by requiring the reconstructed mass to fall into the intervals 0< A/y REC <
3 GeV and A/y /JEC > 7 GeV. The thresholds applied on the reconstructed quantity are lower
than what is expected for the true masses. since MY REC 's not corrected for energy lost in
inactive material and carried by the particles that escaped the detection.

Assuming the form of Eq. l for the nucleonic mass spectrum we estimated the sensitivity
of the measured value of a to the details of the hadronization of the Y System. Assuming
that the average multipücities and the transverse momenta are known to 30% the systematic
uncertainty on a can not be smaller than 0.09. However, if the beam energy is reduced to Ep =
450 GeV the precision on the measurement of a improves significantly, to about 0.03.

In this analysis we have not considered the uncertainties of the acceptance due to irnprecise
Simulation of the effects of the dead material which may be large, Most probably, it is easier
to control these effects if a calorimeter is installed in the forward region, äs the calorimet-
ric measurement is less sensitive to preshowering effects. A more realistic comparison of the
two scenario would require further investigation of these aspects äs well, äs the questions of
calibration, aging, radiation damage, etc.

6 Conclusions

We investigated the potential of forward detectors covering the pseudorapidities of jj < 5.9
in the HERA colliding experiments for the studies of diffractive processes involving proton
dissociation and those where the proton stays intact.

The processes with an elastically scattered proton, ep —* eVp, eXp, are measured by select-
ing events with no signal deposited in the forward detectors covering a ränge in T; up to 5.9
units. Due to limited tagging acceptance, 5.7 ± 1.4 % of the events may still involve proton
dissociation. If lower proton beam energy of Ep — 450 GeV was used the contribution from
proton dissociation would reduce to 2.1 ± 0.6 %. For this type of studies the Instrumentation
of the forward region with tagging devices is äs good äs the calorimetric measurement since the
geometrical acceptance is the decisive factor,
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If the mass spectrum of the dissociated nucleonic states is to be measured. instrurnentingthe
forward region with a calorimeter is preferable. The power a of the dtr/dMy a (1/A/y)0 form of
the mass spectrum may be measured with an error of 0.10 using calorimeters compared to that
of 0.15 if tagging devices are used. The real potential of calorirnetry with respcct to tagging
becomes apparent only if the beam energy is reduced. At Ep ~ 450 GeV the calorimetric
resolution becomes ffMY/MY « 70-80 %/\/My instead of 100 - 120%/\/A/y at the nominal
beam energy and the systematic error on a may be reduced to roughly 0.03. The precision of
the measurement using taggers does not significantly improve if the beam energy is reduced.
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Abstract: It is suggested to Upgrade the forward ZEUS Calorimeter in the current
bearn hole by a FPLUG calorimeter. The foreseen layout of the FPLUG would
increase the acceptance of the ZEUS detector in the forward direction by 1.6 units
in pseudorapidity. The calorimetric properties of the FPLUG are studied and its
potential for diffractive physics and jet physics is analyzed.

l Introduction

The complete coverage of phase space in the physics of lepton-proton scattering at HERA is
one of the objectives of a multipurpose detector such äs ZEUS or Hl.
Since the observation of diffractive processes in deep inelastic scattering events with rapidity
gaps have been interesting in various ways. An increase in acceptance is advantageous for the
study of these processes. The very forward detection by the forward neutron spectroscopy
(e.g. FNC at ZEUS) and the leading protoii spectrometers (e.g. LPS at ZEUS) is successfully
implemented. Their acceptance covers typically small momentum transfers. since they are
integrated into the beam guiding Systems. However, the transition region of forward calorimetry
and the beam guiding Systems is more difficult to equip with detectors because a number of
boundary conditions have to be met. One option is the Implementation of detectors wherever
the beam elements allow to do so. This has been pursued by Hl and realised äs a cascaded
version of calorimetry. The other Option is the implementation of the forward detection by
"smooth" continuation of the calorimetry ncar the beam mooüfying the beam pipe and sorne
of the vital elements äs collimators and pumps.
Here we present a part of the results of this activity. The possible realisation (section 2) and
the improvernent for the detection of scattering processes are discussed. Among a variety of
possible fields of interest we concentrate on the detection of diffractive DIS via the calorimetric
measuremcnt of diffractively produced masses (section 3) and the jet detection in the forward
direction (section 4).
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2 The FPLUG Calorimeter

2.1 Physics Requirements and Layout of the FPLUG Calorimeter

The requirements for a FPLUG calorimeter are:

• angular acceptance äs close äs possible at the protoii beam,

• energy resolution similar to the energy resolution of the main calorirneters,

• small distortiori of the response at the boundary of the calorimeters,

• small amouiit of dead material in front of the FPLUG.

The most efficient way to realise this is a FPLUG calorimeter integrated into the existing
calorimeter. Transition effects at the boundary between the calorimeters are minimized this
way. Shadowing effects äs would be the case in a cascaded version are avoided. The cross talk
due to Icakage, especially for the hadronic cascade, is intrinsically present. The closest approach
to the protoii and electron beam is limited by its sizes, the various injection conditions and
Synchrotron radiation fan accompanying the electron beam, in our case typically 2 cm.
The requircments for the angular resolution are moderate, since the invariant mass resolution
of MX is mainly determined by the energy resolution. However, the angular resolution and
granularity is of importance for the Separation of diffractively exclted proton System.

2.2 General Layout

The FPLUG calorimeter would bc positioned inside the current beam hole of the ZEUS forward
calorimeter (FCAL) with a dimension of 20 x 20 cm^. Leaving a hole for the beam pipe of
4 x 4 cm2 the acceptance in pseudorapidity 77 could be incrcased from 3.8 to 5.4 at the front
face of the calorimeter.

Figure 1: Layout of the FPLUG inside FCAL (DU-version).

The general layout of the FPLUG calorimeter inside the ZEUS FCAL is given in Fig. 1. A
possible rcalization of the FPLUG calorimeter could be a Spaghetti type calorimeter with
tungsten äs absorber medium. Tungsten has a very short nuclear interaction length A of 10.3 cm
which would allow for a rather compact hadron calorimeter. Space considerations would limit
the amount of fibres to 10%.
The scintillating fibres would ruri along the beam axis and could be read out both from the
direction of the interaction point and from the back, thus defining the electromagnetic and
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4cm(_ EMC 2U cm

Figure 2: Readout granularity of the FPLUG.
Oniy the lognitudinal layout differs between W and DU-version.

hadronic sections of the calorimeter. The electromagnetic part would have the length of l A,
the hadronic part of 4 A, giving a total length of 55 cm. This is two interaction lengths shorter
than the FCAL, but sufficient äs will be shown in Fig. 5
The usage of scintillating fibres wouid allow a flexible readout granularities. Our studies were
employing a cell structure of 5 x 5 with a square cross section of each cell of 4 x 4 cm2 and the
center cell replaced by the beam pipe. cf. Fig. 2.

2.3 Monte Carlo Studies of the Calorimetric Properties
General features of a W-scintillating fibres calorimeter such äs sampling fraction, energy res-
olution and leakage were studied by a "stand alone" Simulation. In order to save Computing
time the fibre geometry was replaced by a sandwich structure of alternating layers of 9 mm W
and l mm polystyrene äs scintillator material preserving the 10% of active volume foreseen.
The Simulation of the electromagnetic showers was performed with the GEANT 3.21 package [1].
For a detailed Simulation of hadronic showers we used the GEANT—GcALOR interface [2]. The
CALOR89 program package simulates hadronic interactions down to l MeV for micleons and
charged pions and into thermal regions for neutrons. for higher energies the FLUKA modcl [3]
is employed.
The transport of neutrons down to thermal energies and the use of cross section tables for the
various elements is expected to make the Simulation of the response of hadronic calorimeters
{which is especially sensitive to neutrons) rather reliable, cf. Ref. [4].
The response of the calorimeter was determined by hitting a very large calorimeter with mc-
noenergetic particles (electrons or positive pions), incident at the center, perpendicular to the
layer orientation. Sampling fractions are energy dependent and lie in the ränge of 0.7%, cf.
Fig. 3a, the calorimeter is süghtly overcompensating.
The electromagnetic energy resolution could be parametrized in the following form

(31.1 ±1.2)%
£

A detailed study that took into account the precise fibre geometry (l mm diameter, 3.2 mm
spacing) showed a more compücated behaviour due to the small number of fibres participating
in an electromagnetic shower. This was confirmed by test beam measurements [5].
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The energy resolution for hadronic showers was found to be

<JE (45.2 ±1.7)%
® (4.6 ±0.6)% ,

with the two contributions added in quadrature.
As the foreseen dimensions of the FPLUG are rather small for a hadronic calorimeter, especially
in lateral direction, leakage into the FCAL cannot be neglected. Fig. 4a gives the leakage1 for
various energies from the FPLUG into the FCAL. The different entrance positions of the beam
are indicated in Fig. 4b.
The energy resolution äs a function of the calorimeter length was also extracted from the
simulations. For this, no hole for the beam pipe was modelled, the particles were hitting the
FPLUG at the center (point 0 in Fig. 4b). The results for 10, 30 and 100 GeV are shown in
Fig. 5. One can see that there is no significant gain in the energy resolution for A > 5.

! Leakage always denotes the fraction of energy deposited in Ihe FCAL divided by the total energy deposition
both in FPLUG and FCAL.
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2.4 Simulation of the FPLUG within the ZEUS Detector

The physics results presented in the next sections werc gained with a Simulation routine where
the FPLUG calorimeter was implemented in the general ZEUS Monte Carlo routine MOZART.
As a detailed Simulation of hadronic showers in tungsten within the MOZART environment
would be too time consrnnmg and not reliable2 we chose the same DU -scintillator "porridge''
which is used äs tracking matcrial for the FCAL. The length of the FPLUG was adapted to
the larger interaction length of 23.3 cm by incrcasiiig it to 116 cm äs displayed in Fig. l, again
corresponding to 5 A.
To take into account dead material (pump and flanges), a laycr of 3 cm iron was situated just
in front of the FPLUG.
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Figure 6: a) Leakage from the FPLUG into FCAL for \V and DU-absorber.
b) Lcakage from a DU-FPLUG into FCAL for different energies.
For the be.am positions cf. Fig. fo.

An idea of the different behaviour of tungsten and uranium äs absorber can be obtained by
looking at figure Fig. 6a where the larger leakage of DU with respect to W for 10 GeV pions
1s displayed. The lower leakage of the W configuration is caused by the smaller shower spread
due to the higher density. The energy dependence of the leakage for DT" is plottetl in Fig. 6b.

2.5 Monte Carlo Programs

The relevant event generators are DJANG06 and POMPYT2.2 [6] for the non-diffractive and
diffractive events, respectivcly. DJANG06 2.1 (2.2) [7] is an Interface between LEPTO 6.1

2The GEANT vcrsion in MOZART is too old to be used with the GCALOR Interface.
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(6.3) [8] and HERACLES 4.4 (4.5) [9]. In this section the non-diffractive process ep -+ eX
is simulated with LEPT06.1. The following parameters for POMPYT were taken; slope of
the pomeron exchange to be 8 GeV~2, no excitation of the diffractive scattered proton system,
flat pomeron structure fimction F^(/3,Q2} = 1. Note, that for this investigation the proton
dissociation Option within POMPYT was switched OFF. The Version used for MOZART was
NUM12.3, which does include the C4 collimator for realistic comparison.

3 Diffractive Physics

Diffractive physics in deep inelastic electron-proton scattering has become populär since rapid-
ity gap events have been identified at HERA in 1993 [10].
The discrimination of diffractive events from normal D1S can be achievpd in different ways,
for example by rapidity gaps or by the invariant mass accepted by the detector being small äs
compared with "normal" deep inelastic events. In the following we assume the latter defmition.
The topology of diffractively produced events is of major interest because the exchange of a
pomeron at the proton vertex reveals QCD properties of the exchanged object.
The interest in the extention of the acceptance of the calorimetric detector has many reasons.
of which in this section mainly the diffractive physics is discussed. Aspects of non-diffractive
physics are insofar relevant äs they represent the major part of the cross section and cover in
certain kinematical raiiges the diffractive events äs background,

3.1 Outline of Physics Processes

3.1.1 Definition of the Variables used

The diagrams of the physics processes and some kinematic variables are indicated in Fig. 7.
The mass of the hadronic final state, W, can be expressed in tcrms of Q2 and Bjorken-x:

W2 = Q2(l./x--l) + m2pz=Q2/x for j « l . (1)

The following argumcnt uses the rapidity variable y approximated by the pscudorapidity r/:

and — — Intan —.

where tanö = Pt/Ps and &,E.p\\d pt are the angle with respect to the proton beam, the
particle energy. the longitudinal and transversal momcntum.

a) diffractive b) non-diffractive

W
W

rcmnant

Figure 7: Diagrams for the. subprocess of diffractive scattering (a) and non-diffractivc
scattering (b). The. MX and Mnondiff art the invariant masses accepted by the
detector for thf, respective procc$$.
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3.1.2 Deep Inelastic scattering in the Longitudinal Phase Space Model

Non-diffractive final s täte may be described äs a uniformly distributed particle density in ra-
pidity, dnjdy = const, except near the kincmatical limits ymin and ymax. In the centrai ränge
y may be approximated with 17, which is actually the measured variable.
The total hadronic mass W, äs given in Eq. l, can also be expressed in this description äs
W2 — c • exp(j/moi — t/,n,„), with c being a constant.
If the calorimetric detector provides good hermeticity in the backward direction but has an
acceptance limit in forward direction at ycAL ^ 3.8 < ymai the observed invariant mass is
^loadiff - c' exP(ycAL - J/min), where CAL denotes the total calorimetric detector. So the ob-
served mass is smaller than W by the amount lost within the forward beam pipe, corresponding
to the factor exp[(j/moj, - j/cxi)/2], cf. Fig. 8 (non-diffractive case).

CAL + FPLL'O

CAL

CAL + FPLUG

- CAL

Figure S: Sketch of the distributions in rapidity for diffractive, (lefi) and non-diffractive
DIS (right) for the ddector configurations with/without FPLUG calorimcter.

If the acceptance in the forward direction is improved by the insertion of a FPLUG by sä 1.5
units in rapidity the observed non-diffractive mass distribution is shifted by the amount of

A in ~ yCAL+FPLL'G -

where IJCAL+FPLUG means the maximum accepted rapidity of the combined System CAL and
FPLUG. In other terms M^f^^/M^g = 2.12. This way the invariant mass spectrum of
non-diffractive events is shifted. As will be shown below, the diffractive events having a rapidity
gap between the particles of the diffractively produced system and the scattered proton system
will not be affected by the increase of the acceptance [11], resulting in a considerably better
Separation of these two processes.

3.1.3 Deep Inelastic Diffractive Scattering

Diffractive inelasüc scattering is described by the subprocess -f'p -> Xp. The relevant variables
are Q2,x and MX- The events are characterised by the exchange of a colorless object between
the system A' and the proton. Ils signature is a large rapidity gap between the hadrons of A'
and the proton which is scattered with small momentum transfer, see Fig. 7a.
The rapidity gap is the essential feature of the diffractive scattering process, sce Ref. [12]. Due
to the rapidity gap the MX is virtually independent of the acceptance of the calorimeter in
the forward direclion ycAi. or ycAL+FPLUc-. sec Fig. 8 (diffractive case). In contrast to the
Eq. 2 one expects M%AL+FP VG JMXAL = i. Therefore the Separation between difTractive and
non-diffractive processes is the better the closer the acceptance of the detector approaches the
proton system.
Due to fluctuations. rapidity gap events do occur also in non-diffractive events. but they are,
with increasing rapidity gap. exponentiafly suppressed. The signature of diffractive events is
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that they are not suppressed with increasing rapidity gap. This results in a plateau-like be-
haviour of the MX -distribution in terms of In A/J for low values of MX for diffractive events [13].
The plateau is followed, for higher masses MX, by a peak which is due to non-diffractive DIS.
In the overlap region the non-diffractive DIS may be described äs an cxponential fall off with
decreasing MX-

3.1.4 Energy Dependence of Diffractive DIS

The differential cross section of diffractive events, extracted by subtraction of the exponential
fall off the non-diffractive DIS events, shows an almost linear rise with W. The W dependence
can bc formulated in terms of Regge exchange

where a^ is the t-averaged pomeron trajectory. Experimentally it is found that a/p = 1.23 ±
Q.Q2(stat.) it 0.04(,sj/s(.) [11]. which is substantially larger than expected from soft hadron-
hadron scattering.
In view of various models describing the energy dependence, see for instance Ref. [14], it is
of great importance to increase the mass ränge of MX to higher accessible values, in order to
explore whether there is a transition from hard to soft exchange äs MX increases.

3.1.5 Jet Structure of Diffractive DIS

The structure of the system X produced by the process

might be used to distinguish between diffcrcnt reaction mechanisms.
For instance in the aligned jet model [12], äs well äs in the LO process of POMPYT [6], a
two-jet final state is expected. On the other hand a hard gluon emission will result in a final
state of three partons. A clear distinction of a three-jet final statc from a two-jet final state
can be achieved onlv if the mass of the diffractive system MX is sufficiently large.

3.2 Diffractive and Non-diffractive Event Simulation

As shown above in See. 3.1.3 the Separation of the diffractive from non-diffractive events can
be accomplished by the size of the invariant mass accepted by the detector. The peak Position
of the non-diffractive invariant mass spectrum depends crucially on the upper bound of the
r;-acceptance. The applied cuts follow the evaluation of the ZEUS data from rcfcrence [11].
Especially the noise cut-off results in a correction of the detected mass. In the following a
correction factor of 1/0.68 was applied to the mass scale MX- The improvement of Separation
due to the insertion of the FPLUG can be seen in Fig. 9. The vertical line indicates MX, where
the signal to background ratio is near one. Tlie improvement due to the insertion of t he t PLUG
is a factor of two. This way, masses of 22 GeV for W = 150 GeV and 36 GeV for W = 2-15 GeV
are accessible. It should be mentioned that in this plot the events at W / 150 GeV are rescaled
in MX with the relation MX/W ~ const.
In order to demonstrate that these high masses are efficiently accepted for diffractive DIS by
the improved detector the maximum ?; of the most forward going hadron at the hadron level is
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Figure 9: The distribution o/ln(A/|) for diffractive (dashed) and non-diffractivc events (solid
line) for an average W - 150 GeV. M.v is corrected to the hadron level. Top: for the ZEUS
detecior with füll calorimetry. Bottom: for the ZEUS detector with the addition of the FPLUG
calorimcter. The gain for detection of diffractive events is a factor 2.0 in MX-

I V I X . Deteclor CAL->FPLUC

Figure 10: The distribution of pseudorapidity r/mai of the most forward going particte produced
at hadron level versus reconstructed Mx on detector level (CAL+FPLUG) in diffractive DJS.
See See. 2.5 for detaüs on the event generation.

plottedas a function of the reconstructed MX at the detector level, see Fig. 10. The distribution
shows that the most forward going hadron of a diffractive DIS event is accepted by the CAL
alone in 42% of the calculated events, but it is accepted in 75% of the calculated events if the
FPLUG is added and the acceptance limit is raised to ij - 5.4.
1t should be noted that the use of the FPLUG äs an anticounter, establishing a rapidity gap
between 77 = 3.8 and r, = 5.4, accepts only Mx < 18 GeV for U' = 150 GeV. The cut used
for vetoing minimum ionizing particles is 400 MeV. This is an important fact showing that
different selection criteria for diffractive events accept different topology.
Concerning the Simulation of a "cascadedv vcrsion of the plug calorimeter, which also has been
performed, the following facts have been observed. Dead material äs being present with the
collimator in front change also the vetoing efficiency. This in turn means a high scnsitivity to
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the detailed description of the dead inaterial in the Simulation.

3.3 Conclusion
There are a number of reasons to have an extended acceptance of the calorimetric ineasurement
of the final state for diffractive events. A FPLUG calorimcter inserted into the existing forward
calorimeter of ZEUS increases the Separation of diffractive from non-diffractive events dramat-
ically. It therefore woutd allow for the exploration of the W dependence and its Interpretation
in terms of pomeron exchange within the frame of Regge model and it would allow for the
investigation of the final states of the systein X through jet analysis.
The geometrical incrcase of the acceptance is 1.6 units in r/ for this Simulation. The effectivc
increase in InA/J amounts to 1.35 units, somewhat smaller t hau expected from the geometrical
acceptance. Remember that the Situation "without a plug" has an inert collimator in place of
the plug. The effects are absorption and rescattering changing the energy flow in this rapidity
Intervall by äs rrmch äs a factor 2. The main result is that masses MX up to 36 GeV are obtain-
able in diffractively produced events with the capability of the investigation of their topology.
It should be mentioned that the investigation of excitation of the diffractively scattered proton
is an additional subject of interest.

4 Jets in Deep Inelastic Scattering

In this section the infiuence of a FPLUG Galorimeter on forward jet physics in deep inelastic
scattering is investigated using the JADE algorithm [15] and the fxtended JADE algorithm [16],
In the following the JADE algorithm is applied in the reference frame of the ZEUS detector.
The extended JADE algorithm is Lorentz invariant, contrary to the JADE algorithm which is
applied in the rcference frame of the ZEUS detector. The jet rcsolution parameter is set to
t/r,,« = 0.02.
The jcts of an event are ordered with respect to their distance rf,,prot to the momentum of the
proton bearn. The jet with the smallest distance d^plot is called re.mna.nt jet. The forward jet is
defuied to be the non-remnant jet with the smallest distance to the proton beam. The forward
jet is also called first current jet.
At the hadron level the JADE algorithm and the extended JADE algorithin are applied to
the momenta of the particles of the hadronic final state (apart from the scattered lepton). At
the detector level they are applied to the momenta of the calorimeter cells not assigned to the
scattered lepton and to the momentum of the pseudoparticle which is given by the momentum
of the hadronic activity lost in the beam pipes.
Forward Jets are expected to be of importance, to find signatures of the BFKL evolution [17]
and "Hot Spots" [18].
The FPLUG improves the acceptance of the ZEUS detector with respect to the forward jet
of (2+1) Jets. To show this, wc study at the detector level the extension of the forward jet
with respect to the pseudorapidity rj using the JADE algorithm. In Fig. 11 a Monte Carlo
scatter plot of the pseudorapidity rjjet of the forward jet versus A?/ = ijceu — r?je[ is shown, where
i?cei] are the pseudorapidities of the detector cells which are recombmed to the forward jet. As
can be seen. the forward jets are reconstructed in the forward direction around r?jet = 4 and a
corisiderable part of cells of the forward jets belong to the FPLUG.
However, the improvement of the FPLUG on forward jet physics may be quite small. Consider
the transverse momentum of the forward jet dctermined by the JADE algorithm. In Fig. 12 a
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hadron CAL + FPLUG ATI

Figure 11: Scatter plot of the pseudorapidity r/jfi of the forward jet versus Arj — ijcen —
where rjce\i are the pseudorapiditics of the detector ceils which are recombined to the
jet. On the left hand side tht hadron levcl is shown, on right hand side the detector level, using
the Monte Carlo program DJANG06 (version 2.1). Also indicated are the acceptance limits of
the Rear Calorimeter (R), the Barrel Calorimeter (B), the Forward Calorimeter (F) and the
FPLUG Calorimeter (FPLUG). The kinematic ränge is restncted to Q2 > 7 GeV2.

JADE

v

^ 10l
3 l

b)

•^f!

extended JADE

Figure 12: Scatter plot of the transverse momentum of the forward jet: detector level versus
hadron level without (a, c) and with (b, d) a FPLUG, using the Monte Carlo program DJANG06
(version 2.2). For the scatter plots on the top the JADE algorithm is used, on the bottom the
eztendcd JADE algorithm. The kinematic ränge is restricted to Q2 > 100 GeV2.

Monte Carlo scatter ptot of the detector level versus the hadron level is shown without (a) and
with (b) the FPLUG. By comparing Fig. 12a with Fig. 12b it can be scen that the transverse
momentum is only vcry weakly influenced by the FPLUG.
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An influence of the FPLUG on the transverse momentum of the forward jet is clearly observable,
if the JADE algorithm is replaced by the extended JADE algorithm. Fig. 12c shows the Monte
Carlo scatter plot (detector level versus hadron level) of the transverse momentum of the
forward jet. A correlation is visible, but there are also many off-diagoiial evcnts in the left
upper part around ptihad - l GeV and pt,CAL = 10 GeV. They originale in events which are
identified äs (2+1) jets at the hadron level but äs (1 + 1) Jets at the detector level. The forward
jet of a (2+1) jet is mainly propagating into the forward direction, and it may happen that
most of its energy is lost in the beampipe. In this case the energy depositions in the inner
FCAL cells are too small to be identified äs a jet and are recombined with the calorimeter cells
in the central part of the detector to the current jet. This causes a Jump in the transverse
momentum of the forward jet between the hadron level and the detector level. Note that the
transverse momentum of the current jet of a (1 + 1) jet is balanced by the transverse momentum
of the scattered lepton and thus is of the order of Q.
The purity of the scatter plot of the transverse momentum of the forward jet is improvcd by
a FPLUG calorimeter: Fig. 12d shows that the density of the ofF-diagonal events in the left
upper part is reduced compared to Fig. 12c. On the other hand, an increase of off-diagonal
events in the right lower part is observed stemming from events which are generated äs (1 + 1)
jets but reconstructed äs (2+1) jets. Contrary to the off-diagonal events in the left uppcr
part, the oif-diagonal events in the right lower part can be removed by a cut on the transverse
momentum.
The JADE algorithm seems to have a tendency to recombine a lot of the forward directed
hadronic activity into the remnant jet. If the extended JADE algorithm is used, the forward
activity is more likely resolved äs a current jet.
In summary, an FPLUG Calorimeter improves forward jet physics, if the jets are determined
with a jet algorithm which is sufficiently sensitive to the hadronic activity in the forward
direction.

5 Summary

The investigation of improvement for physics detection by a FPLUG at the ZEUS detector
yields:

• The accepted invariant masses of the diffractively produced System increases by a factor
2.0. This way masses äs high äs 36 GeV become accessible for the investigation of event
topology in terms of jet analysis.

• Improved reconstruction of jets in the forward region using the JADE and the extended
JADE algorithm. The sensitivity of hadronic activity in the Jj-range between 3.8 and 5.4
seems to be larger for the extended JADE algorithm. In this region additional hadronic
activity by BFKL-processes and Hot Spots are expected.

There are a number of interesting topics not explicitly covered hcrc, of which we mention:
forward energy fiow, double diffaction, multiple scattering in hard photo production. accepting
events in hard photo production with larger rapidity gap than without FPLUG and Separation
of remnant jets from current jets.
In conclusion. the FPLUG will be very fruitfull for the understanding of various aspects of
forward physics.
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Abstract: The precise study of the nucleon spin structure has evolved over the
last years into a broad field allowing to test many different aspects of QCD, some
of them with outstanding precision, and most of them being unaccessible by other
means. With a polarized proton beam at HERA several of the crucial questions
in this field could he answered: the polarized gluon distribution &G(x,Q2) could
be deduced, primarily from jet production, spin asymmetries of charged current
events would clarify the quark spin decomposition, measurements of the polarized
structure function g\(x,Q2) in a previously unaccesible kinematic domain would
further constrain AG(i, Q2) and could detect deviations from DGLAP evolution,
polarized proton-proton collisions could open a completely new field of physics, and
a large number of relevant details could be clarified by other measurements. HERA
would be complementary to all prescntly planned lower energy experiments. To
exploit the füll potential of this Option requires. however, 200 pb~' of luminosity
with electron and proton polarizations of Order 70 percent. For 1000 pb"1 the
physics potential would increase substantially. for luminosities below 100 pb"1 it
becomes marginal. The availability of polarized deuteron and/or 3He beams is also
crucial to allow for a broad physics program. The charged current experiments
would profit greatly from the availability of electron and positron beams.

l Introduction

The understanding of spin-efTects in QCD has improved dramatically since the first surprising
data of EMC became available in 1988 [1]. On the experimental side the available data becarac
much more precise and on the theoretical side many quitc complicated questions could be fully
analysed. Most of this work focussed on the first spin structure function gl(x,Q2), which is,
however, only one of several structure functions, namely the one most easily accessible in deep
inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. As a result of this work we have nowadays a generally ac-
ceptcd ränge of models for the polariaed quark distribution functions entering gi(x, Q2). These
parametrisations imply that the quarks carry only about 30 percent of the nucleon spin. While
being consistent with the data, äs well äs with the results of lattice gauge studies [2], these
interpretations have not really been experimentally tested. Nearly all models predict a sub-
stantial polarization for both the gluons and the Strange quarks (the distinction between these

' two contributions is scheme dependent, the polarization of the stränge quarks is primarily due
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to the gluon poiarization). which has to be confirmed by direct experimental tests before the
present Standard interpretation of the data can be regarded äs established. The polarized gluon
distribution is of especial interest, because it could be surprisingly large. As aa(Q2)&G(Q2)
with AG(<32) = fo AG(x, Q2)dx is a renormalization group invariant, the reduction of as when
Q2 is evolved from a hadronic scale to a perturbative scale has to be counter balanced by a
strong increase in AG. Typical parametrizations predict e.g. that for Q2 = 4 GeV2 the total
gluon spin could be of order l to 2 although the nucleon äs a whole has only the spin i. This
astonishing prediction clearly has to be tested by dedicated direct experiments. Also, under
NLO-evolution thc parton distributions mix, such that the polarized gluons contribute also to
äi(x,Q2). This general featiire of NLO-calculations has attracted great attention dtie to the
fact, that the relevant graph involves the axial anomaly, which is probably the most important
graph in all of quantum field theory. Spin experiments can thus test our imderstanding of its
properties. In the unpolarized case the gluon distribution was determined by fits to DGLAP-
evolution, from jet production, from prompt photons, and from vector meson production. All
of these methods could be applied for AG(ar, Q2) at a polarized HERA, äs will be discussed in
detail in the next sections.
One crucially important point in spin physics is that the ratio of polarized to unpolarized dis-
tribution functions varies substantially with Bjorken-x, leading for the different observables in
some kinematic domains to unmeasurably small asymmetries (sometimes äs small äs 10~4) and
in other kinematical domains to very large ones (up to 60 percent). This alone requires differ-
ent experiments, sensitive to varions ic-ranges and makes most of the discussed projects rather
complementary. In section 2 recent theoretical progress is reviewed. In section 3 we discuss the
most favourable observables for HERA, primarily jet and charged current asymmetries. Sec-
tion 4 will be devoted to the possibility of investigating fixed target polarized proton-nucleon
collisions at HERA. In section 5 we try to put a polarized HERA in perspective to the various
other planned or already running spin experiments.

2 Recent theoretical progress

Let us start our revicw with the structure function gi(x,Q2). It is measured in inclusJve
collisions of longitudinally polarized nucleons and longitudinally polarized leptons. The latter
have always to be polarized longitudinally. For transverse lepton poiarization one cannot extract
any additional information, but all asymmetries are reduced by the factor 7 — Ee/me. However,
transverse nucleon poiarization gives accesss to new and even especially interesting information.
It tests various well defined higher twist effects. To get an Impression of the richness of structure
functions and correlators involved we refer to [3]. Here we shall only discuss the twist-2 part
of 9\(%,Q2} which can be written äs

(1)

with q^(x. Q2) describing the probability that the virtual photon hits a quark of flavour / polar-
ized in the direction of the nuclcon spin and carrying rnomentum fraction x at a given resolution
Q2. Under Revolution the singlet part of A.q(x, Q2) = q^(x, Q'2) - q]-(x, Q2) mixes with the
polarized gluon distribution AG(x,Q2) and in the limit Q2 —• co the relevant graph becomes
the well known triangle anomaly. It was realized early on, that this mixing could be strong
enough to play a cnicial role in the Interpretation of the data, so this spccific NLO-graph was
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added to the otherwise LO-analyses, creating quite a bit of confusion [4]. Over the last year this
Situation was clarified by the derivation of complete NLO evolution equations by Mertig and
van Neerven [5], which were rederived independently by Vogelsang [6]. This work constitutes
a major advance in our understanding of spin physics. Now the leading box-graph contribu-
tion to the anomaly is contained just äs one contribution among others in the NLO-evolution
equations. In principle it couäd still be that higher order, possibly completely non-perturbative
graphs change the mixing significantly, but presently there is no indication for this- However,
to know for certain that this is not the case one has to measure A(7(z, Q2) directly and confinn
that the result is in agreement with the expectation from NLO-evolution fits to existing data.
To do this would be one of the major aiins of the experiments with a polarized HERA. We will
discuss in the next section to which extent such HERA data would improve the NLO-fits and
how AG(ar, Q2) could be measured directly from jet-asymmetries.

One of the main aims of the unpolarized QCD program at HERA is to detect deviations
from DGLAP evolution at small x. So far no unambiguous results were obtained. The present
data seem to be compatible with DGLAP- äs well äs BFKL- and multi-reggon-behaviour. It is
natural to ask, whether the phenomenological differences between these three approximations
would be larger for the polarized structure functions in the HERA z-range. In fact in an
analyses by Bartels, Ryskin and Ermolaev [7] in the multi-reggon kinematics and using a fixed,
<22-independent coupling constant the authors reached the rather drastic asymptotic (x —> 0)
prediction

9i (x,1
Q''

Äitx.QT-*-""!^.^
(2)

suggesting a large deviation from NLO-bchaviour at asymptoticaly small x. However, within
this approach it is unclear how small x has to be to reach this behaviour and also everybody
agrees that using a running coupling constant could change the Situation substantially. We
would like to stress that besides the test of small-x asymptotics, data points at very small x are
very important to reduce the systematic error on the Bjorken- and Ellis-Jaffe sum rules. Let
us remind that the Bjorken .sum rule ist one of the most interesting firm predictions of QCD
which should be tested with the utmost accuracy.
Blümlein and Vogt [8] implemented the additonal terms into the evolution equations and found
that for the non-singlet part the deviation from NLO-DGLAP is unmeasurably small within the
HERA ränge, but that it is very large for the singlet part, see figure 1. Thero is sorne discussion
about the probable size of non-leading contributions, which presently cannot be calculated. but
at least it is safe to say that the deviations could be dramatic.
Let us add that for the third twist-2 distribution function fti, which is only accessible in nucleon-
nucleon collisions or semi-inclusive lepton-nucleon collisions. the differences are even larger. It
was shown by Kirschner et al. [9] that the leading double-logarithmic term of DGLAP is in this
case non-leading when compared to the multi-reggon result, which is a constant äs function of
x (for x -* 0). The same caveats äs for the case of g}(x,Q2) apply also here, but with all due
caution it seems clear that this would be a most interesting quantity to measure. Whethcr a
ineasurement of hi at small x would be feasible at a polarized HERA depends on the size of a
yet unknown parameter linking fragmcntation properties to the transverse poiarization of the



Fig. l

Figure 1: Predicted deviation for the singlet and gluon spin distnbution function between NLO-
evolution with and without the leading logx conhibutions.

leading quark (this parameter characterizes the so called Collins cffect [10]). If this pararneter
were sufficently large, this could open a field of investigation in addition to the measurements
described below.

Let us stress that the singlet and non-singlet part of the distribution functions have widely
different properties which have to be disentangled by measuring both the proton and neutron
polarized structure functions. This requires to have polarized proton, deuteron and/or 3He-
beams. If eq. (2) holds both cft(x) and g^(x) are dominatcd by the singlet part at vcry small
x. However, in the present SMC data the non-singlet part dominates. This makes it so very
interesting to follow both structure functions down to lower x values.

As is pointed out by Düren in his contribution, a polarized deuteron beam with the pos-
sibility to tag both the spectator proton or the spectator neutron would practically double
the effective luminosity and at the same time reduce systernatic errors- However, the machine
Problems encountered for this option are substantial.

3 The most promising experiments with polarized electron-
nucleon collisions

We shall discuss three main experiments to be performed at a poiarized HERA, namely the
measurement inclusive DIS, jet spin asymmetries and spin asymmctries for charged current
events.

The outstanding advantage of HERA is that it can measure structure functions for very small
x. For polarized reactions onc has to know, however, that the probability for the exchanged
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photon to be polarized, if the electron is polarized depends on y ~ q - P/p • P with the photon
momentum q^, the incoming electron momentum p^ and the Proton momentum P^. For small
values of y the measurable asymmetry simply scales with y. Knowledge of this fact, together
with the general smallness of the asymmetries for very small x, is crucial to understand why
a polarized HERA would do well in some cases and not so well in others and why in general
a much higher luminosity is needed than for the current mcassurements of the unpolarised
structure function. There is, however, also an advantage going along with this. At medium and
large x the values for Q2 become large resulting in large values of y. Therefore one can obtain
more precise results in this domain.
However, it is very difficult to make use of this for polarized DIS reactions because the spin
asymmetry for small x is very small e.g for x — 2 - 10~4 it is only of the order 10~3 unless
there are strong deviatkms from the predictions of present day NLO-fits, which is, however.
possible for such small x values äs discussed in the previous section. (Measuring such small
asymmetries requires polarimeters of a quality of order 10~2, a problern which is not yet solved,
but for which several methods have been proposed.) The low x behaviour is predicted to be
highly Q2 dependent. Lichtenstadt et al. have analysed the Situation in great detail and some
of their results are combined in figure 2. Here the expected asymmetry for various x and Q2

bins is shown, however, for the somewhat optimistic luminosity of 1000 pb~ l . The central curve
in each plot shows the prediction from the best present NLO fit, while the dashed and dotted
curve represent the expected signal for a very small respectively large (but not excluded) AG.
The unusual foature that the statistical precision increases with Q'2 for a given x is due to the
spin-dilution factor ra y. Obviously with this luminosity one would just have the sensitivity to
distinguish between the three cases, by combining all x - Q2-bins. In judging the quality of
these results one has. however. to realize that the NLO-fits which were used predict that the
asymmetry goes through zero close to x — 10~3 and this spoils the signal just in the rcgion of
highest statistical sensitivity, sce figure 3. If this would not be the case the signal would be far
more significant. This statement can be inverted. The increase in precision of typkal NLO-fits
due to the anticipated data is in fact quite significant [llj:

predicted total gluon spin from present day NLO-fit : 1.52 ± 0.74
predicted total gluon spin including the data from figure 2 : 1.29 ± 0.22
predicted total gluon spin including HERA data for 200 pb~ l : 1.29 ± 0.28

Such an experiment would be outstanding to check at high Q'2 and very small x that such a fit
is justified.
Let us add here that äs usually an important systematk: uncertainty comes from QED radiative
corrections, which are in principle well known, but for which the accuracy of the employed codes
has recently become a topic of discussion. We refer to the working group report on unpolarized
structure functions for details. For spin asymmetries the radiative corrections are much sinailer
than for the cross-sections themselves.
The statistical sensitivity would be substantially improved if the HERA proton energy could
be reduccd, keeping the same luminosity. This might interfere, however, with the two very
promising experiments to be discussed next.
We conclude that the measurement of gi (x. Q2) at HERA energies would provide an important
complement to high precision experiments at lower energy. proposed e.g. for CERN (COM-
PASS) and SLAC.
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Figure 2: Anticipated results of a 1000 pb l run for various x — Q2-bms. The errors are
statistical only. The solid line represents the, prediction from the best NLO-fit to present data.
The dashed and dotted curves show the predictions for an especially small respectively large
gluon polarisatton.

One domain in which the high HERA energies really pay off is the study of jets. (This
was already discussed at the last workshop [12].) Jets can in principle also be studied at lower
encrgy and in proton-proton collisions, however, the main problem of all such studies is the
control of higher order corrections. Thus the main emphasis for the determination of AG(a;, Q'2)
(respectively G(x,Q'2)) lies on the control of the theoretical systematic errors. In this respect
jet spin asymmetries at HERA are a very favorable case [13]. The studies of Mirkes et al. [14]
show that systematic uncertainties in the cross sections cancel to a large degree for the spin
asymmetries and in addition the large HERA energies allow to impose cuts (most notably on
the invariant jet-jet mass squared s3}) which further reduce these uncertainties.
The processes leading to two-jet events (we do not count the proton remanent jet) are shown in
figure 4. Luckily it turns out that for the Standard sets of NLO polarized parton distributions
the annihilation graph, which is proportional to AG(x) dominates over the Compton graph,
which is proportional to Ag(x). Therefore the 2-jet event rates are highly sensitive to the
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Figure 4:

polarized gluon distribution and already a relatively crudc measurement wonld allow to decide
between scenarios with large and small AG in the best accessible xg-range between a few times
IO"3 and several times 10~2. Note that for 2-jet events the mornentum fraction xg and the
Bjorken variable x differ strongly. With the total invariant mass squared of the outgoing jets
Sjj = (q + XgP)2 = -Q2 + 1xgv they are related by xg = x(l + s Typically xg is about

an order of magnitude larger than x.
We have studied the expected 2-jet events with the help of two Computer codes called MEP JET
and PEPSI2. MEPJET [14] was developed to describe unpolarized jet-production. It does not
yet contain hadronization and describes the physics only at the parton Icvel. but in its unpo-
larized version it uses either LO or NLO matrix elements and distribution functions, allowing
thus to estimate the size of higher order corrections and to sclect the most suitable kinematic
ränge to minimize systematic errors. PEPSI2 [15] is a polarized version of LEPTO 6.2 and äs



such a geiieral multi-purpose code. It contains hadronization and is altogether constructed in
a completely different inarmer than MEPJET. Comparing the results of both codes one should
therefore get a rather reliable feeling for the theoretical uiicertainties involved. It turns out
that the results for the asymmetries agree quite nicely. The predictions we can presently make
and which will be discussed in the following might still have a quite substantial theoretical
uncertainty (of the order 10 percent or so) but we expect that by the time experiments at
a polarized HERA u-ould Start, these uncertainties will be substantially reduced, allowing to
make füll use of the good expected statistical accuracy.
Figure 5 sliows the theoretical prediction for the spin asymmetry for three different scenarios.
the Standard one, one with an extremely small AG(x) and one with a very large AG(x). The
cross section for photon-gluon fusion contains a factor (2xg - 1), which is responsible for the
fact that in the accessible xg-mngc the resulting asymmetry is negative and cancels partly with
the much smaller positive contribution from the Coinpton graph.

Figure 6 shows the expected results for a run with 200 pb"1 respectively 100 pb"1 and

Figure 5: a) Dependence of the unpolarized two-jet cross section on Bjorken XB] for the guark
andgluon initiated sttbprocesses and for the sum. Both LO (dashed) andNLO (solid) results are
shoiun; b) Dijet invariant mass distribution m LO (dashed) and m NW (solid) for unpolanzed
dijet production; c) Same äs a) for the xa distribution, xa representmg the momentum fraction
of the incident parton at LO; d,e,f) Results for the LO polarized two-jet cross sections. Three
different scenarios were used, the Standard scenario (d), a scenario with a very small polarized
gluon distribution function (f) and with a larger one (e).
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Figure 6: Expected statistical accuracy for a Standard HERA run where P.L. Stands for a parton
level Simulation usiny MEPJET with a lummosity of 300 pb~l (Pe = Pp = 0.7'), and H.L. Stands
for a hadron level Simulation usmg PEPSI and the realistic acceptances of the Hl detector with
a luminosüy of 100 pb l.

Pf • PP = 0.5, and compares MEPJET and PEPSI2 predictions. Both agree reasonably well.
Most important are the expected statistival errors which clearly demonstrate that the polar-
ized 2-jet asymmetry would in fact determine AG(x) with quite good accuracy and woulci thus
answer the most important open question regarding the intenal spin structure of the imcleon.
For the second graph in figurc 6 a $3) > 500 GeV 2 cut was implemented to reduce the uncer-
tainties due to higher Orders. Obviously such a cut does not increase the relevant error, inainly
because it gives more weight to the larger xg cvents which have a larger spin asymmetry. The
fact that such cuts are unproblematic Supports our hope that one will be able to reduce the
systematic errors to a very small level such that one could even make füll use of a further
lurainosity increase. possibly up to 1000 pb"1.

Since in the unpolarized case many processes at HERA have first and most accurately been
studied in photoproduction, S trat mann and Vogelsang [16] have examined the photoproduction
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of jets and heavy flavors for the Situation with longitudinally polarized beams with regard to
their sensitivity to AG. \Vhile open-charm production turns out to be less useful to pin down
AG unless one can achieve very large luminosities (1000 pb"1). the asymmetry for the rapidity
distribution of the single-inclusive jet cross section shows a particularly strong dependence on
AG and is measurable even for 100 pb"1 (see fig. 7). Furthermore, polarized photoproduction
experiments may in principle allow to not only determine the polarized parton distributions
of the proton, but also to get a glimpse at those of the circularly polarized photon which
are completely unknown so far. For example, at larger rapidities the single-inclusive jet cross
section shown in fig. 7 becomes also sensitive to the hadronic structure of the photon. Definitely
photoproduction would bc one of the most interesting processes to be studied at a polarized
HERA.

. A

-0.02

-0.04 -

l-jet

fitted Ag

Ag=g input

Ag=0 input

GSC

Figure 7: Expectcd accuracy for photoproduction of large
polanzed gluon distribution, for the luminosity 100 p/r1

result becomes sensitive to the resolved photon structure.

jets for a Standard, small and large
For large vatues of the rapidity the

Its large energy allows HERA to study also charged current events through e.g. the reaction

e + p -> ye(missmg momentum} + X .

This requires high luminosity and was investigated in detail by the working group on 'Eleo
troweak Physics'. The great advantage of charged current reactions is that hcre the spin
asymmetries are large because W's couple only to left-handed currents. Thus the luminosity
required to study spin asymmetries is not much larger than for the rest of the charged cur-
rent program [17]. Also due to parity violation the chaiged current spin asymmetries couple
primarily to a different structure function called g^(x, Q2).

(3)<7r + (z ,Q 2 )=-(Acf-Aü + As-Ac + ...)(x,Q2
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More precisely the inclusive CC cross section asymmetry is given by

Arr —
??* + bF$

(4)

with a = 2(2 - 2y + y2) and b — y(2 — y). Obviously p5 has no singlet part and is therefore
not at all sensitive to AG. g\s a singlet part, but its contribution is strongly suppressed
(y is much smaller than one for most reactions). Therefore CC spin asymmetries would serve
primarily to extract information on the valence quark spin decomposition. Knowing the valence
quark distributions and the combined valence and sea contributions to g\a usual D1S fixes,
however, also the sea distribution functions and the associated anomalous gluon contribution.
Note that at HERA the valence quark distributions would be measured at very large Q'2.
whereas HERMES measures them at small Q2. This would open the very exciting possibility
to follow the Q2-evolution of the quark spin decompostion in detail, The expected statistical
accuracy is shown in figure 8 for various Q2 bins äs a function of x. Espccially the \V~
asymmetries, obtained for an electron beain look very good, because the polarized valence up-
quark distribution is much larger than the down-quark one. The imposcd Q2-cut depends on
the experimental requirements to detect unambigously the missing momentum carried by the
neutrino. Recent unpolarized experiments at ZEUS suggest that this cut could be chosen äs
small äs 200 GeV2 which would improve the statistics still further.

A possibility to obtain results for the singlet spin distribution in CC events is to detect
D mesons in the final state. The resulting spin asymmetries are proportional to —(As +
tan2(ec)Ad)/(s + tan2(Öc)d) respectively {As + tan2(0c)Ad)/(s + tan2(0c)d}. Here 6C is the Cab-
bibo mixing angle. A sensitive determination of these quantities requires, however, a luminosity
of 1000 pb"1 [17]. Let us finally add that by comparing semi-inclusive CC pion-asymmetries
and inclusive CC asymmetries one can investigate in a very clean manner the possiblc spin-
dependence of fragmentation. which is probably the principle theoretical uncertainty in all
semi-inclusive spin experiments.

There are many more interesting quantities one could investigate in principle. However, for
many of them the advantages of HERA with respect to planned lower energy experiments is not
obvious, so that we do not want to discuss them here in detail. However, they would be part
of the extensive spin program once a polarized HERA would be available. Such experiments
include the measurement of new, up to now basically unstudied structure and fragmentation
functions of leading and higher twist, an improved determination of the low-x contribution to
Bjorken sum rule, which will probably in the end serve to get a more precise measurement of as

(see the contribution by Gardi et al.), studies of spin dependent nuclear effects for deuterium
and 3He which would allow to test current ideas on shadowing (Strikman), and the search for
T-violating effect (Gehrmann). As an example let us mention that at a polarized HERA it
would be possible to study the spin dependence of diffractive processes, or loosly speaking the
spin-flip coupling of the pomeron. Existing models and expert opinions differ substantially
when it comes to the question how large the spin dependence could be for various observables.
This topic obviously needs much further study, see the contribution of Goloskokov.
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a positron and electron beam.

4 Polarized proton-proton collisions - HERA-jV

One idea entering the constmction of the presently nmning spin experiment HERMES at HERA
was the Option to eventually rotate it by 180 degrees and to use it äs spectrometer for fixed
target proton-proton physics, either double-polarized (target plus beam polarization) or single-
polarized (only target polarization) [18]. The Hermes detector could not, however, handle the
counting rates expected for a high-luminosity run and its angular acceptance would be too
small. For this purpose one rather needed a detector of the HERA-B type. High luminosities
are in fact indispensible for such an experiment to be competitive with the RHIC spin program
which investigates very similar physics at cornparable energies. see next section.
Polarised proton-nucleon collisions open a still wider field of phenomena than polarized lepton-
nucleon reactions. Even with an unpolarized proton beam one can investigate a quite large
number of single-spin asymmetries. the sizes of which are proportional to well defined twist-3
correlators. Knowledge of such correlators constraints strongly the internal micleon wave func-
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tion and thus can lead to a much better understanding of the nucleon structure. However,
presently one cannot make optimal use of this possibility because those higher-twist asymme-
tries which can be calculated rigorously from QCD turn out to be small, typically of the order
percent [19], and those which are found experimentally to be large, like single spin pion pro-
duction [20], see figure 9, involve complicated fragmentation effects and are not yet understood
theoretically. HERA would measure this latter effect up to rnuch higher transverse rnomentum.
The asymmetry which is for the present data still growing with pi should finally bend over and
go to zero. How and where this happens is crucial to understand this fascinating effect.

In the following we shall only comment on the twist-2 observables which are less difficult to
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Figure 9: The large observed single-spin pion asymmetry [20]

measure and Interpret, which require, however, both a polarized target and a polarized beam.
The main aira of such experiments is to extract information on the polarized gluon distri-
bution AG(i, Q2) just äs for the jet-spin asymmetries in polarized lepton-proton reactions.
The sensitive x-range lies in this case between 0.1 and 0-4, such that these experiments would
complement the jet-experiments in an ideal manner. Together they would cover all of the in-
teresting x-range. In principle there are quite a mimber of spin dependent observables, but
rnost of them are theoretically not very clean, more precisely the quality of the result is not
only a question of statistics but also of the theoretical uncertainties. One has to rely to a large
extent on the Monte-Carlo codes which are used and one can only compare the predictions for
different parametrizations of the spin dependent structure functions rather than extracting the
quantities of interest directly from the data. For the cnvisaged fixed target HERA experiment
we conrined our studies to reactions like p + p —> 7 + X and p + p— ' 7 + Jet + A'.

The physical origin of all discnssed asymmetries is very similar. In each case the dominant
contribution cornes fram the Compton processes g1" + G^ —> q + 7 and q^ + G^ — • q + G. In
both cases the polarized quark cannot absorb a gluon which is polarized in the same direction
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and this results in a spin-asymmetry. For direct photons the cross section reads e.g.

:/•
(5)

If also the Jet of the outgoing quark in the Compton graph is detected one obtains a signal which
is not only proportional to a convolution of AGfx), but to AG(x) directly. The corrections due
to misidcntifications of the quark-jet have to be calculated reliably enough with Monte-Carlo
to keep the systematic error sraaller than the statistical one. The resulting signal is shown
in figure 10. together with the expectation for RHIC. Obviously the anticipated accuracy is
impressive for the asumed luminosity of 320 pb"1. The limiting factor for the lumiiiosity is in
this case the degradation of the beam. Thus the scope of experiments which could be done
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f+jet+X,

with polarized proton-nucleon collisions at HERA is large and the expected results are quite
impressive. However, such experiments would require an additional dedicated detector rather
similar to HERA-B. Alternatively such experiments could be done in some far future, after
the original program of HERA-B is finished, using that detector, but by then most interesting
qucstions will possibly have already been answered by RHIC.

5 Comparison with other projects in spin physics

Hadronic spin physics is presently one of the most active fields of QCD which is also reflected
by the fact that nearly all great laboratories have running experiments and discuss improved
ones for the future. At DESY the HERMES fixed target experiment is running and shonld
provide very iiiterfsting results on the quark spin decoraposition by analysing semi-inclusive
reactions. Measuring spin asyminetries in TT* production will provide Information of the valence
quarks and the difference between inclusive asymmetries and semi-inclusive pion asyminetries

is sensitive to the sea quark Polarisation. Thus these experiments should provide combinations
of polarised distributioii functions, which are linearly independent from both <h (x) measured so
far and g*,(%), which could be measured in CC spin asyinetries. This possibility, especially open
charm production, is one of the major aims of the COMPASS project at CERN, which isplanned
to be an improved Version of SMC combined with a hyperon experiment. Such an experiment
would also improve the data on g\(x, Q2) and thus the precision with which AG(x, Q2} can be
predicted from NLO-fits, it could analyse A-polarisation äs a signal for As, it could improve
substantially the accuracy of g2(x, Q2), look for semi-inclusive asyminetries, and could possibly
determine h\. A similar project is discussed for SLAC. If realized these projects will provide
partial answers to the questions addressed by a polarized HERA. Depending on their outcornc
these experiments might lead to a still further increased interest in the HERA experiments
under discussion. It should be kept in mind that our present understanding of thc nucleon spin
structure is based on a consistent model but not on unambigoiiH facts. The detailed studies
planned for the future could very well lead to surprising results. Also these projects are not
yet funded. In any case, due to its high energy the HERA experiments are complementary to
these fixed target experiments.
This is also true for the RHIC spin program. Again the interest is concentratcd on AG(x),
however RHIC is rather sensitive in thc x-range of the fixed target lepton-expcriments fsce
figure 10) than in the low-x ränge covered by the HERA jet experiments. One should also
note that RHIC can investigate the production of W* via the Compton-graph. a process which
is theoretically much deaiier. We would like to stress, however, that it is a vital check to
show that both, DIS experiments and proton-proton experiments can be described by the
same distribution functions. Only this would prove that one really understands the physics.
Therefore, one definitely needs both types of experiments. According to theoretical predictions
and Monte Carlo studies and in view of the fact that it is already funded RHIC will eventually
measure AG(x) at large x. the inain open question is when it will happen. This is hard to
predict because it depends. in additon to all the usual impondcrabilities, on thc relative priority
given to the heavy ion experiments and the spin experiments. It seems realistic to assume that
the time scales of the RHIC spin physics experiments and experiments with a polarized HERA
would be rather similar.
Thus we conclude that in spite of the many other ongoing activitics HERA would provide most
relevant results, especially if polarization would be realized in the not too far future.

6 Conclusions

Spin physics provides possibly the best testing ground for QCD. especially if one is interested
in effects beyond Standard leading twist perturbation theory. This is mainly due to the large
number of observables and the possibility to extract well defined quantities by constructing
specific ratios or differences of ratlos. To the extent that HERA aims at a better understanding
of QCD the many options opened by a polarized nucleon beam are certainly most attractive.
Some of the informations which could be deduced from HERA experiments cannot be obtained
by any other existing or planned experiment and for many others HERA would be competitive
or complementary to experiments at lower energy.
To make füll use of these possibilities requires. however, very substantial machine Upgrades. One
needs about 200 pb~' of luminosity with electron and proton polarization fulfilliiig Pe • Pp — 0.5.
To use the füll potential of a polarized HERA one needs furthennore polarized proton, *He and
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(best of all but also most difficult) polarized deutcron beams. In addition the charged current
Experiments would profit from liaving an electron äs well äs a positron beam.
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Abstract: We present esthnates of possible data on spin-depcndent asymmetries
in inclusive scattering of high energy polarized electrons by high energy polarized
protons at HERA, including statistical errors, and discuss systematic uncertainties.
We show that these data would shed light on the small x behaviour of the polar-
ized structure function g\, and would reduce substantially the uncertainty on the
determination of the polarized gluon distribution.

l Introduction

Nucleon structure, particularly äs defined by its structure functions determined from lepton-
nucleon inclusive electromagnetic scattering, is of fundamental importance and has provided
crucial Information for the development of perturbative QCD. The history of such experiments
over the past forty years has shown that important new Information has been obtained when
measurements were extended to new kinematic regions. In the mid-1950's at Stanford, Hofs-
tadter [1] extended measurernents of elastic electron-proton scattering to a higher Q2 ränge of
l (GeV/c)2 and first observed that the proton has a finite size. In the late 1960's at SLAC
Friedman, Kendall and Taylor [2] extended measurements of inelastic inclusive electron scat-
tering to the deep inelastic region of Q2 > l (GeV/c)2 and discovcred the parton substructure
of the proton.

The subfield of polarized lepton-proton scattering was initiated with the Yale-SLAC E80
and E130 experiments [3] which measured the spin-dependent structure function of the proton
in the mid-1980's. These experiments were then followed up at CERN by the EM Collaboration

1 Support«! by the Department of Energy.
2Supported by the Israel Science Foundation of the Israeli Academy of Sciences.
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Figure 1: The current Status of the measurement of the spin structure function $. The sta-
tistical errors are shown with the data points, while the size of the systematic errors for SMC
measurement is shown by the shaded area.

which extended the kinematic ränge of the original measurements at SLAC to lower the x ränge
frorn x = 0.1 to 0.01 [4]. These data allowed a determination of the singlet component of the
first moment of 31, which in the naive parton model is the fraction of the proton spin carricd
by quarks: this was found to be compatible with zero, thcreby violating the parton model
Ellis-Jaffe sum rule at the three Standard deviation level. This surprising rcsult has stimii-
lated a large amount of experimcntal and theoretical work on polarized structure functions [5].
New measurements of the spin dependent structure functions of the proton and the deuteron
were made by the SM collaboration [6] at CERN and by E143 [7] at SLAC which extended
the kinematic ränge to lower x and also reduced the statistical and systematic uncertainties
significantly. Figure l shows all published measurements of the structure function g%. These
measurements, along with those made for the deuteron, allowed a better determination of the
first moment of the spin structure functions and verified the Bjorken sum rule. Furthermore,
they made a next-to leading order QCD analysis of the x and Q'2 dependcnce of g\,
thereby allowing a determination of the first moment of the polarized gluon distribution [8].

In view of this history it is important to consider in detail what measurements and accuracies
may be obtained at HERA. The priinary goal and motivation for HERA is to ratend the kine-
matic ränge of electron-proton scattering. Thus far HERA research and its discoveries were the
results of the new and vastly extended kinematic ränge in x and Q2 , both by a factor of about
100, provided by the collider [9, 10, 11, 12]. At present the 800 GeV proton beam at HERA is
unpolarized (although the 25 GeV electron/positron beam has a natural polarization). If the
proton beam were to bc polarized, it would be possible to measure polarization asymmetries
and thus explore spin dependent structure functions along with the spin-independent structure
functions in the HERA kinematic ränge. In this paper we discuss what rnight be achieved from
such a programtne. We show that the data HERA could provide are clearly unique and caiinot
be obtained by present day experiments.

In section 2 we estimate the data that could be obtained, including the statistical errors,
from inclusive polarized e-p scattering with HERA in the collider mode. We also discuss
systematic errors and argue that they can be controlled within adequate liinits. In section 3 we
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briefly review the relation of the structure function g\o polarized parton distributions and the
perturbative evolution equations satisfied by the latter, and summarize the Status of polarized
parton distributions extracted from presently available fixed target data. In section 4 we show
that new data from polarized colliding beam experiments at HERA would shed light on the
small x behaviour of g\d would substantially improve the determination of the polarized
gluon distribution.

2 Measurement of $(x, Q2) at HERA

2.1 Kinematic ränge and statistical errors for HERA data

Presently all measureraents of polarized structure functions are made using fixed target deep
inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering. Figure 2 shows the kinematic ranges in which polarized
lepton-proton data have been obtained at SLAC and CERN äs well äs the possible measure-
ments in the kinematic domain available at HERA with 800 and 25 GeV proton and electron
beams, respectively. Note the large extension in x - Q2 ränge compared to the present data.
Table l lists the x - Q2 values at which measurements can be made at HERA, the number of
events that would be measured and the associated statistical errors in thc measured asymmetry
SAm assuming an integratcd luminosity of L = 1000 pb"1 and etectron and proton polarizations
of 0.7 each3. Kineraatic cuts [11] on y and the scattered electron angle ffe used for data analysis
by the Hl and ZEUS collaborations were applied for the evaluation of the counting rates in
each x - Q2 bin. Standard deep inelastic scattering formulae were used to calculatc of the
kinematics and asymrnetries. They are given in the Appendix.

2.2 Systematic errors for HERA data

The systematic errors associated with spin dependent asymmetry measurements are of two
types: 1) normalization errors and 2) false asymmetries.

The normalization errors include principally uncertainties in the electron polarization Pe

and in the proton polarization Pp . These lead to a change in the magnitude of the measured
asymmetry but in practice by an amount which is small compared to the statistical error, and
hence they are important primarily when evaluating the first moment of fffCx).

Recsntly the HERMES collaboration has reported a incasurement of Pe by Compton scat-
tering, which yielded a relative accuracy of 5.5% [13]. It is expected that an improved acciiracy
will be achieved eventually.

Absolute measurement of the polarization of the high energy (800 GeV) proton beam
presents a new challenge and is presently under investigation. Several methods are being
considered:

1. p - p elastic scattering in the Coulomb-miclear interfcrcnce region[14].

3Accekrator parameters that were auggcsted by R. Klanner and F. Willcke for tiiis Workshop.
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0.13
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0.01
0.04
0.13
0.40
0.01
0.04
0.12
0.40
0.01
0.04
0.12
0.40
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.40
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.40

D

0.47
0.13
0.46
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47
0.01
0.04
0.13
0.47

Ntolal

5.0 x 10Ö

8.0 x 106

3.5 x 106

1.2 x 107

6.5 x 10G

2.0 x 10"
1.6 x IQ1

9.0 x 106

3.4 x 106

1.1 x 106

1.2 x 107

5.5 x 106

1.7 x 10fi

5.5 x 105

6.5 x 10"
2.6 x 106

8.0 x 105

2.3 x 105

2.2 x 106

8.0 x 105

2.6 x 105

6.5 x 104

5.9 x 105

1.9 x 10;j

5.4 x 104

1.3 x 104

2.9 x 104

8.3 x 103

1.9 x 103

4.2 x 102

6A,n

4.5 x 10~4

3.5 x 10~4

5.3 x 10~4

2.9 x 10~4

3.9 x 10-"
7.1 x 10-4

2.5 x 10~4

3.3 x IQ-4

5.4 x 10~4

9.5 x 10~4

2.8 x IQ-4

4.3 x 1Ü~4

7.7 x 10-"
1.3 x 10~3

3.9 x 10~4

6.2 x 1Ü~4

1.1 x IQ-3

2.1 x 10~3

6.7 x 10"*
1.1 x 10-;!

2.0 x 10~3

3.9 x IQ-3

1.3 x IQ'3
2.3 x 10~3

4.3 x IQ-3

8.6 x 10~3

5.9 x 10~3

1.1 x 10~2

2.3 x 10~2

4.8 x 10-2

Table 1: The, kinematic variables x,Q2,y, and D, along with the number of events expected
Ntotal, and thp- statistical uncertamty in the measured asymmetry SAm in the kinematical region
assuming an intearated lummosity L = 1000 pb~l and proton and electron beam polarizations
P„ = Pf = 0.7.
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Figure 2: Mensurable, x — Q2 region at HERA shown with the presently explored regions by
SMC(CERN) and E143(SLAC) experiments, and tke kmematic hmit of measurability at HERA.

2. p — p scattering using a stationary polarized proton jet target and comparing the
asymmetries Abeam — A)el, where Ahesu, is the asymmetry in the scattering of the
polarized beam from an unpolarized jet and .4jet is the asymmetry measured with
an unpolarized beam and a polarized jet target with a knowii polarization Pjet-
Adjusting the jet polarization to obtain the same asymmetry, one obtains the beam
polarization P^am = Pj« [15].

3. polarized e - p scattering in which a low energy polarized electron beam collides
with the polarized 800 GeV proton beam, with kinematics corresponding to the
polarized e — p elastic scattering measnrements at SLAC [16]. The theoretical values
for the asymmetry in elastic scattering are given in terms of the polarizations and
the measured electric and magnetic form factors of the proton. Hence the measured
asymmetry at HERA using a known polarized clectron beam would determine Pp.

We comment briefly on these possible methods. For method l the nuclear matrix element
may not be known well enough to provide a significant absolute determination of Pp. Method
2 appears quite attractive because only the invariance principle is needed frorn theory, and
it may be possible to use the stationary polarized target of the HERMES experiment for
this measurement. Method 3 is theoretically sound and simple, but may not be attractive
experimentally. These methods have still to be fully developed and tested experimentally. It is
reasonable to expect that a 5% accuracy will be achieved.

Inclusive 7r+ or TT~ production in collisions of 800 GeV protons with a fixed proton target
appears to be a simple method for a relative measurement of the polarization [17].
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Methods to measure Pp are presently considered and studied also for polarized protons at
RHIC. The method of measuring Pp at l TeV has beert distussed in some detail in a design
report entitled "Acceleration of Polarized Protons to 120 GeV and l TeV at Fermilab" [18] äs
well äs in the BNL proposal for RHIC SPIN [19],

The other type of systematic error comes from false asymmetries. These arise from variations
in counting rate due to time variations in detector efficiencies, beam intensities. or crossing
angles between the conditions of spins parallel and antiparallel. In view of the expected small
values of the true asymmetries expected in the HERA kinematic region, (Table 1), the false
asymraetries must be controlled at the level of 10~4. We note that medium and high energy
experiments which have measured parity violation have controlled false asymmetries to less
than IQ-5 to 10~8 [20].

False asymmetries can be avoided by frequent reversals of spin oricntatkms. In the HERA
collider the electronfpositron) spin reversal is difficult and time consuming (several hours) and
would lead to changes in beam intensity and beam emittance. Hence asymmetry data must
be obtained with a fixcd helidty for the electron beam by varying the proton helicity. Both
the electron and proton rings are filled with about 200 particle bunches. The proton ring can
be filled with bunches of protons with individually predetermined polarizations. Parallel and
antiparallel spin data would be obtained at successive beam crossings occurring at time intervals
of about 100 ns. Such alternations eliminate many errors in an asymmetry measurement.
However, differences in the intensities and the crossing angles at successive proton bunches
could still lead to false asymmetries and will have to be minimized.

The most important approach to avoid false asymmetries will be to use a spin rotator to
reverse the helicity of all proton bunches at adequately frequent intervals (perhaps once per 8
hours). The design of such rotators has been studied and appears practical without appreciable
change in the orbits, or in the magnitude of proton polarization [21]. Studies at the IUCF at
370 MeV have confmned these conclusions [22], With such approach the false asymmetries
could be controlled to less than 10~4.

3 Current Status of g\(x} Q2)

3.1 Perturbatlve evolution of <h(z,Q2)

The deflnition and properties of the polarized structure function g\n perturbative QCD closely
parallel that of its unpolarized counterpart F2 (see ref. [23] for a review). The structure function
31 is retated to the polarized quark and gluon distributions through

(1)

whcre (e2) = n T-1 Etii el, i = NQ2/A2)> AS and AgNS are the singlet and non-singlet polar-
ized quark distributions
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and Cfj'NS(aa(Q2)) and C3(as(Q2)) are the quark and gluon coefficient functions.

The x and Q2 dependence of the polarized quark and gluon distributions is given by AltarelH-
Parisi equations [24]:

(2)

•2-

fl dy
A T

y

(3)

(4)

where Pi7 are polarized Splitting functions.

The füll set of coefficient functions [25] and Splitting functions [26] has been compnted up
to next~to-leading order in as. As in any perturbative calculation, at next-to-leading order
Splitting functions, coefficient functions and parton distributions depend on renorraalization
and factorization scheine, while of course physical observables. such as g\, remain scheme-
independent up to terms of order a2. The scheine choice is arbitrary, and in particular parton
distributions in different factorization schemes are related to each other by well-defined linear
transformations.

The factorization scherae dependence is particularly subtle in the polarized case because of
the extra ambiguity related to the definition of the 75 matrix, i.e. to the way chiral symmetry is
broken by the regularization procedure. This is reflected in an ambiguity in the size of the first
raoraent of the gluon coefficient function Cs (which Starts^ at order as). Two widely adopted
choices [8, 27, 28], both compatible with the choice of MS renormalization and factorization,
correspond to either requiring the first moment of the gluon coefficient function to be C* = 0,
or imposing that the first moment of the polarized quark distribution be scale indepcndent,
which implies Clg = -f£. The first moment A^1 of the gluon distribution can be chosen to
be the same in the two Scheines, whereas the first moments of the quark distribution in the
two schemes differ by an amount proportional to c^Ag1. Because the evolution equations 2-4
imply that at leading order the first moment of the polarized gluon scales as ^ this scheine
dependence persists asymptotically and is potentially large if the first moment of the gluon
distribution is large [29].

3.2 Current status of polarized parton distributions.

Parton distributions can be extracted from experimental structure function data by parametriz-
ing them at a starting value of Q2, evolving this initial condition up to any desired value of
x and Q2 using Eqs. 2-4, determining g\e by means of Eq. l, and deterniining thc initial
parametrization which gives the best fit of pi(z,Q2) to the data [8, 27, 28], Here we follow the
procedure used in refs. [8, 30]: we give the initial conditions at Q2 = l GeV2 in the form

A/(i,Q2) = N ( a f , ß } . . a f ) •xfi(l + af x), (5)

where N(a,ß,a) is fixed by the normalization condition, N(a,ß,a) /„' dxxa(l-x)ß(i + ax) = l,
and A/ denotes AK, Ag^s- or Ap. With this normalization the parameters ijg^NS, Î1(i rls
are respectively the first moments of the gluon, the non-singlet quark and the singlet quark
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Figure 3: The NLO fit to proton g{ and deuteron gf data. The solid lines are fits to data at
the measured Q2 values, and the dashtd and the dotted tmes are fits evolved to Q2 — l and W

respectively.

distributions at thc starthsg scale. Evolution is performed within the AB factorization scheine
(which ha-s C' = — f£). Further details of the fits and analysis are given in ref. [8, 30].

Using the published data on proton and deuteron structure functions by SMC [6], and
E143 [7] thc best fit results obtained for such analysis [8] are given in column l of Table 2. The
data used for the analysis and the results of the NLO fit are shown in Fig. 3. Interestingly,
the data require the first moment of the gluon distribution to differ significantly from zero:
Tjg = 1.52 ± 0-74. This rcsult follows mostly from the observed scaling violations in the inter-
mediate and small x region. However, the statistical uncertainty on the size of the polarized
gluon distribution iü still rather large. Moreover, existing data only partially constrain the
small x behaviour of the various parton distributions (values of as, n9, and and do not
allow a precise determination of their asymptotic form for small x. Such Information, besides
its intrinsic theoretical interest, is requircd in order to obtain a precise determination of the
moments of g, [8, 30]. New data with an extended kinematic coverage in x and Q2 provided
by HERA could reduce these uncertainties.

Since the publication of ref. [8] , new data on the Q2 dependence of <?i have been published by
the E143 collaboration. The mclusion of these data in the NLO fits results in reduction of up to
20% in the errors on the fitted parameters. all the values of the parameters being consistent with
the published values. The value of the first moment of the gluon distribution at Q2 - l GeV2 for
example becomes rjg - 1.29±0.56. In the next two years both SMC (CERN) and E143 (SLAC)
plan to present new data on proton and deuteron spin structure functions and using these
data as well a more accurate determination of the parameters in the fit can be expected. It
can thus be anticipated that cventually the dominant uncertainty in the determination of the
first moments of >ji and the polarized gluon distribution will be due to lack of experimental
Information in the HERA region.
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4 The impact of polarized HERA data

4.1 The small x behaviour of gi

As shown in Fig. 2, measurements of gl at HERA will extend the a; region down to a; - 5.6xlO~5.
Knowledge of the small x behaviour of gt is obviously necessary in order to compute moments
of <?!, and indeed in the determination of the singlet component of the first moment of g\e
uncertainty related to the lack of knowledge of this behaviour is already comparable to the
statistical uncertainty [8, 30].

The extrapolation of gi from the measured region down to x ~ 0 is traditionally done by
assuming Regge behaviour of the structure function, which implies [31] g1 ~ xa äs x -> 0 with
0 < a < 0.5, i.e. a valence-like behaviour of g\. This behaviuur seems to disagree with the data
(see Table 2 and Fig. 3) which suggest instead that both the singlet and nonsinglet components
of gl rise at small x.

In fact, a valence-like behaviour of gl is incompatible with perturbative QCD, which at
leading order predicts instead that gi should rise at least äs 0, (x, Q2) ~ ^e2T<T, where a = vTC.

P = yf/C. <f = m ^j C = hi °^Qjy, and Q0 and x0 are reference values of x and Q2. This rise
is present both in the singlet and nonsinglet components of gi, but with different slopes 7,
calculable in perturbative QCD. The sign of this rise depends on the specific form of the quark
and gluon distributions, but for most reasonable fornis of Ag and Ag, and in particular if Ag
at moderately small x is positive definite, then gi will be negative. The onset of this behaviour
äs Q'1 is raised is dearly shown in Fig. 3. Higher order corrections lead to an even strenger
drop: at A>th perturbative order the rise of ~g± is enhanced by a factor of ajp2*"1"1. It has been
suggested [32] that these terms to all orders in a,, may exponentiate, thus leading to a rise of
gi äs a power of x; the sign of this rise is still predicted to be negative.

A non-Regge behaviour of the unpolarized structure function F2 has been observed and
accurately measured at HERA, in spectacular agreement with the perturbative QCD predic-
tion [11, 12]. The behaviour correspondingly predicted in the polarized case is even rnore
interesting due to the fact that higher order corrections are strenger, and also the polarized sin-
glet and nonsinglet quark and gluon distributions all display qualitatively the same behaviour,
whereas in the unpolarized case only the gluon dominates at small x.

An experimental measurement of the small x behaviour of g\d thus lead to significant
insight on the structure of QCD both within and beyond perturbation theory. In Fig. 4 we
show the expected accuracy of the determination of gl at HERA within the maximal extent of
Variation in the small x behaviour compatible with the requirement of integrability of g, (which
implies that at small x g\n rise at most äs l/(xln°x) with a > 1).

The füll coverage of HERA experirnents is shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, and 8, where projected
data with their estimated errors are given on the basis of the NLO fit of Table 2. The errors
are estimated assuming integrated luminosities L = 1000 pb~l and beam polarizations Pp =
Pe = 0.7. In Fig. 5 Si at the starting scale g2 = l GeV2 is shown using the best fit values
of the Parameters. This is then evolved up with different choices for the normalization of the
polarized gluon distribution, to give a feeling for the possible ränge of Variation. In particular,
we consider two cases: a) the first moment of the gluon distributions is fixed to be 0 at Q2 =
1 GeV2 (minimal gluon: dashed lines in Fig.6) and b) the first moment of the singlet quark
density was fixed to T/, = a8 at the same reference scale (maximal gluon: dotted lines in Fig.6).
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Figure 4: The structure function g\ at HERA for Q2 — 1.8 GeV2 with integrated
lummosity L = 1000 pb~l are shown. The SMC and E143 measurements are shown for com-
parison. Starting from the measured values of g\ SMC, the measurable values for HERA at
low-x are shown in two extreme cases: valence-hke behaviour gt_(x) ~ x~a with a — 0.14 or
strong powerhke positive or negative rises ff](i) ~ ±l/(x • (Inx)2)

Even though the current best fit value of r)g (Table 2) is very dose to the maximal case, the
minimal gluon is at present only excluded at 2 o level. Of course yet wider deviations from
these fits are foreseeable since the small x behaviour of the current best fit is only very looscly
constrained due to the lack of direct experimental Information at small x; also, äs discussed
above, higher order corrections beyond NLO may turn out to be important at very small x.

In Fig. 6 we show the statistical errors for each measurable data point in the complete
x — Q2 grid indicated in Fig. 2 and in Table 1. The bold solid lines are the predictions of
gi values in the HERA kinematic ränge using the best fit values of the NLO parameters for
the presently published data [6, 7], In Fig. 7 the projected values of g\d from the
NLO fit to the data are calculatcd for the lowest Q2 data point reachcd at that x bin, which in
turn has the lowest statistical error. The Q2 values are indicated in the figure. The measured
asymmetries Am and the corresponding statistical errors on the projected measurements at
HERA at different Q2 are shown in Fig. 8.

4.2 The determination of the gluon distribution

The measurement of scaling violations in inclusive structure functions providcs a theoretically
clean determination of the polarized gluon distribution. Because the gluon distribution is only
determined by the scale dependence of the moments of g\ reasonably wide kinematic coverage
is required in order to achieve such a determination with satisfactory accuracy: in particular.
since the gluon distribution is peaked at small x, data in this region for several values of Q2

such äs those obtainable at HERA would substantially improve the determination of £g(x, Q2).
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Figure 5: The. starting parametrization of g\ Q'2 = l Ge.V2 which gives best-fit to present-day
data is shown m the x ränge covered at HERA. Statistical errors on gl after combining all
measurements for each x are shotim for an integrated luminosity L — 1000 pb~l.

To assess the impact of these data we have repeated the fit described in scct. 3.2 with the
addition of the projected HERA data discussed in sect. 2.1. The valuesofthc best-fit pararneters
of course do not change, but using the estimated errors from acceptance considerations on
nieasurable g\, wc get an estimate of the extent of reduction in the ineasured uncertainties of
various parameters. In column 3 of Table 2 we shovv the results of a fits with HERA data for
integrated luminosity L = 1000 pb'1 and in column 4 we show the results for L — 200 pb~].
Note in particular the sizable improvement in the determination of the first rnoment of A^,
which is of greatest theoretical interest due to its role in the uiiderstanding of the proton spin
structure [5]: from ö(Agl) — ±0.74 (the present value) to ±0.22 or ±0.28 depending on the
luminosity available at HERA.

We have also performed fits with an additional parameter in the distribution functions of
Eq. 5

&f(x,Q*) = N(af,ßf,af) i; x°'(l-xf>(l + af x + b; ^), (6)

(i.e. a 14 parameter fit), in order to test the sensitivity of our results to the functional form
used for the parton distributions. The fits yielded a result for ijg — 1.0 ± 0-3 consistent with
the 10 parameter fit.

5 Conclusions

Inclusive DIS measurements at HERA with high integrated luminosity with high energy po-
larized electrons and polarized protons would yield siguificant and unique new Information on
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Figure 6: Predicted values for g^ from NLO fits together with estimated statistical uncertainties
for a future polarized DIS experiment with an integrated luminosity L=1QOO pb~*. The solid bald
lines are predictions based on fits to SMC and SLAC data extended in to the HERA kinematic
ränge while the dottcd and dashed lines are the maximal and minimal gluon predictions (see
text).
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Figure 7: The structure function (J( measumble at HERA shown in companson to the,
SMC/E143 measurements. The values of (fi(x. Q2) for each measurablt HERA point are taken
from the NLO fit and evolved to the Q2 value mdicated m the figure. Statistical errors on gi(x)
averaged over all Q2 for measurements at HERA with integrated luminosity L = 1000 pb~l are
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shown m previous figures.

7*9

Parameter

*fc
%

r]Ns
ftg

a,
&NS
ßg

ßq

PNS
a,q = ag

UNS

Published Best Fit

1.52±0.74
0.48±0.09

Fixed
-0.47±0.30
0.41±0.38
-0.68±0.15

2.6±4.8
3.3±1.4
2.2±0.3
0.1±3.0

16.0±17.0

HERA L = lOÖOpP1

1.29±0.22
0.45±0.04

Fixed
-0.64±0.11
0.42±0.26
-0.73±0.10
4.0 (fixed)
3.50±0.81
2.10±0.14

1.2±2.5
19.5Ü4.0

HERA L = 200 pb~l

1.29±0.28
0.45±0.05

Fixed
-0.64±0.16
0.42±0.30
-0.73±0.12
4.0 (fixed)
3.50±1.13
2.10±0.27
1.2±2.10
19.5±16.4

Table 2: Results of NLO fits: Column 2 for the published results for data availabie in 1995,
Column 3: estimated results for the available data in 1996 and data at HERA with integrated
luminosity L — 1000 pb~l, and Column 4-' estimated results using available data in 1996 and
the data at HERA with L — 200 pb~l. The parameter rjfjs is n°t fitted, its value is taken from
hyperon ß decay measurements.

<?i(z, Q2) over a much extended ränge in x and Q2. For such measurements the false asymmetries
should be considerably smaller than the true asymmetries to be measured, and norrnalization
systematic errors should be controlled to be less than 10%. Statistical errors on the points will
dominate.

There is a strong and broad current interest in the spin structure of the nucleon. Proposals
have been made and experiments are planned to study this problern at several accelerator
facilities. These include COMPASS at CERN, a possible experiment at SLAC, and RHIC
SPIN at BNL. A principal goal of all of these proposed experiments is to ineasure the polarized
gluon content in the nucleon from a study of semi-inclusive processes. Another experiment
involving a semi-inclusivc process is discussed in this volume where the determination of A<?
from a study of dijets from polarized e-p collisions at HERA is described. A measurement of
A£ frorn inclusive process has the advantage of being theoretically clean, but requires a wide
kinematic coverage in x and Q2. and could thus only be performed at HERA.

The inclusive measurements with HERA discussed in this chapter will also provide unique
Information on the behaviour <fi(x,Q2) over an unexplored kinematic ränge, which is of great
theoretical interest.

The fact that HERA is an operating facility with a plan for substantial increase in luminosity
and with two major operating detectors, äs well äs a polarized electron beam, raeans that
only the high energy polarized proton beam needs to be developed. The efforts to achicve
that seem well justified and data from such experiments at HERA would provide unique and
complementary Information to that from other prescntly proposed experiments.
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Figure 9: The dependence of depolarization factor D on y.

6 Appendix: Kinematics of polarized DIS at HERA

The polarized structure function g\f the proton is relatcd to the virtual photon asymmetry
A\ the relation [33],

F.j ^ t /7\n terms of the unpolarized structure function F2 and the ratio of longitudinal to transverse

photoabsorption cross sections R.A. The measured longitudinal asymmetry Am is related to AI

by, \ __ \
Am = yn ^ ; n - PpPeDAl (8)

where Pp(Pe) is the proton (electron) polarization. and D is the depolarization factor. The
arrows indicate the relative direction of the spins of the electrons and protons. D is calculable
from QED and is given by

y(2 - y)D =

where

i ' ) )

( 1 0 )

and s is the Mandelstam invariant of the electron-pro ton collision. The dependence of D on y
is shown in Fig. 9. The statistical uncertainty SAm in the measureinent of Am is given by,

l
(H)

'This result holds at leading twist.
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where JVn (n) represent the number of DIS events observed with parallel (anti parallel) proton
and electron polarizations, respectively. The sum in the denominator is then the square root
of the total number of events observed in the experiment at selected x ~ Q2 bins.

We estimate the yicld and the associated statistical error to be observed in a future HERA
experiment. The cross section for DIS is given by

4-xa2

dxdQ2 2{1 + Ä)
(12)

The depolarization factor D for each of the bins was calculated and used to estimate the
statistical uncertainty in the measurement of g\m Eqs. 9 and 11.
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Abstract: We discuss the contributions of experimental and theoretical errors to
the determination of (*s using data on the Bjorken sum rule at different values of
Q2. The experimental contribution to the error in QS generally decreases äs Q2

decreases, whereas the theoretical errors increase. Pade summation rednces the
theoretical contribution to the error to such an extent that the optimal value of Q2

for measuring aa may be quite low.

l Introduction

We have described previously [l, 2] a method of extracting as from the Bjorken sum rule
which uses Pade Summation (PS) to estimate the QCD perturbation series.1 In this note, we
analyze the error in as(Mz) that may be obtained from the Bjorken sum rule, äs a function
of the experimental error and various sources of theoretical error, including the summation
prescription, renormalization scale and scheme dependence, and highcr-twist effects. Our prime
aim is to estimate the dependence of combined theoretical and experimental errors in ots(Mz)
on the momenturn transfer Q2 at which the analysis is made. This Information may be of use
in the planning of future polarized electron-nucleon scattering experiments, äs it may enable
the beam energy to be optimized for the extraction of a.s(Mz}-

2 Propagation of the Experimental Error

The way in which a given experimental error in measuring the Bjorken integral F? - F? prop-
agates into a derived error in as depends on Q2. In experiments done at high Q2 (Q2h) where
as is small, the error in as(Qi) is given directly by the error in the measured value of F^ - F":

(1)

'For a raorc complcte list of references, see [3].
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since the QCD correction factor f ( x ) ^ l - x for small x = as/7r. On the other hand, for
experiments done at low Q2 (Q2) where cts is large.

1 1 6 " ' GTT

where. in MS with n — Q, Corr(x) is a positive correction function that results from the
higher-ordcr terms in the perturbative series for the Bjorken sum rule (see, for example, Fig. 2
in [1]), so that

\ mi\ \ r'i\tn2\s(y, - — ———— A f l ! - l - L ^ Q t ) (•$)
SA \l + Corr(x)J

Thus, in an experiment done at a lower momentum transfer, the same experimental error in
pp _ r^1 would propagate to a smaller error in as. Although this is the most important effect
on the comparison between the errors in as obtainable frorri experiments at different Q2, it is
not the whole story, since they must be evolved to the same reference value of Q'2, e.g,, M2,. As
is well known, this evolution renders large uncertainties in as at low Q'2 equivalent to smaller
uncertainties in ü, at higher Q2, reinforcing the previous effect.

To cvaluatc these effects in rnore dctail. we recall that to leading non-trivial order in the
MS reriormalization scheme:

(4)

Spedalizing to three colours, we obtain

which we mav invert to yield

A«,

9A

In order to compare the error in an experiment at Ql to that in an experiment at Q'2h, we use
renormalization-group evolution to evaluatP the error in as(Ql) obtained from an experiment
at Q2. At leading order. we have:

(6)

where t — In is positive, and therefore

l
Aa,

Thus, an experiment at low momentum transfer Q2 yields an uncertainty

±as(Ql) ~ |H / 27,L/V;!r <rSA \l + ± (4.o833 - |A/1 a s ( Q f r f

This demonstrates explicitly the two reasons why the slope of Ao:s as a function of A(P^ - P")
decreases with decreasing Q2: the positivity of the higher-order perturbative corrections to
the Bjorken surn rule makes the denominator larger than l, and the running of as makes the
numerator smaller than 1.
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3 Theoretical Errors

The above discitssion ignored uncertainties in the theoretical formula used to Interpret the
data, and we now turn to discuss how the various theoretical errors due to these uncertainties
contribute to the error in the extraction of as from the Bjorken sum rule. The rnain source of
uncertainty is simply that the perturbative QCD series for the Bjorkcn sum rule is known only
up to next-to-next-to-leading-order in os. Moreover. this series is expected to be asymptotic,
so the higher-order terms are signiflcant. In [l, 2] we examined the utility of Pade Summation
(PS) methods for the resummation of the series. We showed that. using PS to extract as yields
a resnlt that is much less scale [ij and scheme [2] dependent than if the naive partial sum is
used.

One method of evaluating the theoretical uncertainty in Q,S due to higher-order terms in
the series is to compare different summation prescriptions. In [1], we estimated this from the
difference between the values of QS extracted using the [2/2] PS (our preferred value) and nsing
the [2/1] and [1/2] PS's.

Another method of evaluation is to consider the scale dependence of the value of a, that is
extracted. As we have demonstrated in [1], this is reduced significantly by using the PS method.
We estimatc the scale-dcpendence error from the diffcrences between the values of as that we
find when setting the scale /i2 in the [2/2] PS of the MS series to be Q2 (our preferred value),
and when we set the scale of the same function to be (IQ)2 or (\Q)2, taking for defmiteness
the average of these two. A similar result is obtained when one considers the two-parameter
renormalization-scheme dependence of the PS [2].

A third theoretical uncertainty is in the size of the higher-twist effect, whosc contribution
to the Bjorken sum nile is currently estimated to be

0.02 0.01

Q2 W (9)

We note in passing that this magnitude is similar [1] to the estimated ambiguity in the Borcl
resummation of the perturbative QCD series.

All these three types of theoretical uncertainty are reduced at higher momentum transfer
for the simple reason that they are all assodated with the unknown higher-ordcr corrections,
which become smaller at higher Q2.

4 Combined Error

We see that the propagated experimental error in a, tends to increase with increasing momen-
tum transfer, while the theoretical errors have the oppositc effect - they tend to decrea.se with
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increasing momentum transfer. The interplay betwecn these different behaviours is such that
one must examine the combined experimental and theoretical error äs a function of both the
experimental error in F^ - F" and the momentum transfer.

We define the total theoretical error äs the sum in quadrature of the three theoretical errors
defined above, namely the prescription error, the scale- and scheme-dependence error, and
the higher-twist error. This cannot be exactly correct, but it is the best we can offer, until
the correlations between the different errors become clearer. Finally. we define the combined
error äs the sum in quadrature of the total theoretieal error and the experimental error. This
trcatment raay also be questioned. but again we do not have a better procedure.

0.010
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0.004

0.002

0.000
0.010

0.008

0.006

0.004

0.002

(a) with higher twist

(b) without higher twist

0-000
0.000 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008 0-010 0.012

Figure 1: (a} The error in a,(Mz) äs a function of the experimental error in AjF, " (Q2)],
for Q'2 = 3,4, 5, 10,30 GeV'2. (b) The same äs (a), but without the higher-twist correction.

We now present a figure that shows the dependence of the cnmbined error in as(Mz) <>"
the measurement error A(F^ — F"). Fig. l(a) shows the combined error äs a function of the
experimental error. We see that the slopes of the different Q2 lines become steeper at higher Q2.
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This is due to the propagation of the experimental error described in Section 2. The values of
Aas at which the lines for different Q2 cross the A(F? - F?) = 0 axis are the theoretical errors.
We see the expected general trend that at higher Q2 the theoretical error is lower. However,
we also note that this general rule does not hold when there is a change in the number of
contributing quark flavors, specifically äs we go from Q2 = 3 GeV2 to Q2 = 4 GeV2.

In Fig. l(b), both the magnitude and the error in the higher-twist effect arc set to zero. For
two reasons, this leads to a much sinailer combined error. In the abscncc of the higlier-twist
shift, the central value of as and hence its experimental error is reduced, and the absence of the
higher-twist error reduces the theoretical error. We see that, if there is no higher-twist effect,
the higher Q2 lines intersect the Q2 = 3 GeV2 line at much higher values of A(F? - F?).

5 Conclusions

This analysis indicates that, for a giveii error in F^ - F?, experiments at high momentum
transfer Q2 generally yield larger errors in as(Mz) than experiments of similar precision at low
momentum transfer. This conclusion is dependent on our claim to understand the theoretical
errors at the stated level, and will be true as long as the measurement error in A(F? - F?) is not
reduced, down to the level where the theoretical error lurks. Our analysis indicates that the
higher-twist effect is crucial for detennining the optimal momentum transfer for this particular
measurement. However, we emphasize that other values of the momentum transfer may be
better for other measurements.
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Abstract: The impact of the resummation of leading small-z terms in the anoma-
lous dimensions is briefly sumraarized for the evolution of non-singlet and singlet
polarized structure functions.

l Introduction

The evolution keinels of both non-singlet and singlet polarized parton densities contain large
logarithmic contributions for small fractionaJ momenta x. The leading terms in this limit are
of the form a^ln ~ x for both cases [l, 2], The resummation of these contributions to all
Orders in the strong coupling constant a. can be completely derived by means of perturbative
QCD. The appropriate framework for investigating the resummation efFects is provided by the
renormalization group equations.

The impact of the resulting all-order anomalous dimensions on the behaviour of the deep-
inelastic scattering (DIS) structure functions at small x thus depends äs well on the non-
perturbative input parton densities at an initial scale Q\. Hence the resummation efFects can
only be studied via the evolution over some ränge in Q2. This evolution rnoreover probes the
anomalous dimensions also at medium and large values of x by the M ellin convolutlon with
the parton densities. Therefore the sinall-z dorninance of the leading terms over less singular
contributions in the anomalous dimensions does not necessarily imply the sarne Situation for
observable quantities, such äs the structure functions.

In the following we present a brief survey of quantitative results which shed light on the
importance of these aspects. For füll accounts, including the discussion of theoretical aspects,
the reader is referred to refs. [3, 4] and [5] for the non-singlet and singlet evolutions, respectively.
A recent review covering also the unpolarized cases can be found in ref. [6].

2 Quantitative Results

In leading (LO) and next-to-leading order (NLO) perturbative QCD, the complete anomalous
dimensions are known. Hence the effect of the all-order resummation of the most singular parts
of the Splitting functions äs x —* 0 concerns only orders higher than a,. Due to the Meltin
convolution terms less singular äs x —> 0 may contribute substantially at these higher orders
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also. Since such contributions and further corrections are not yet known to all orders, it is
reasonable to estimate their possible Jmpact by corresponding modifications of the resummed
anomalous dimensions T(N,a,), where N denotes the Mellin variable. Plausible examples
inspired by the behaviour of the füll NLO results have been studied in refs. [3, 4, 5], including

r(N,at)
F( N, a.)

B: T(N,a,}^T(N,a,}(l-N)
(l)

Clearly the presently known resummed terms are only sufficient for understanding the small-x
evolution, if the ditference of the results obtained by these prescriptions are small.

2.1 Polarized non-singlet structure functions

This case has been investigated in refs. [3, 4] for the structure function combination g^F~g'n for
two parametrizations of the non-perturbative initial distributions, see Figure 1. Results on the
interference structure function g^z(xiQ^} can be found in ref. [6]. For the relatively flat CW
input [7], the resummation effect on gf - gfn reaches about 15% at x = 10~5. However, in the
restricted kinematical ränge accessible in possible future polarized electron-polarized proton
collider experiments at HERA [9], it amounts to only 1% or less. For the steeper GRSV initial
distributions [8], the effect is of order 1% or srnaller in the whole x ränge. Hence the results do
not at all come up to previous expectations of huge corrections up to factors of 10 or larger äs
anticipated in ref. [10'.

0.005

CW -

GRSV -

10 10 10 10 10
x x

Figure 1: The NLO small-i evolution of the polarized non-singlet structure function combination
g'P — g'n, and the relative corrections due to the resummed kernels, for the initial distributions of
refs. [7] and [8]. The dependence on possible less singular terms is illustrated by the prescriptions
'A', 'B', and 'D' of eq. (1). The figure has been adapted from ref. [6].
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2.2 Polarized singlet structure functions

The nurnerical consequences of the small-x resummation for the evolution of g*p'*n(x, Q2) and
the parton densities have been given for different input distributions in ref. [5]. Figure 2 shows
an example. The efFects are much larger here than for the non-singlet structure functions. Also
Ülustrated in these figures [by the results for the prescription '(B)' 'n e1- (1)1 's *ne possible
impact of the yet uncalculated teims in the higher-order anomalous dimensions which are down
by one power of 7V with respect to the resummed leading pieces äs JV —* 0. As in the non-
singlet case considered before, the effect of these additional terms can be very large, even the
sign of the deviation from the NLO evolution cannot be taken for granted.

0.02 -

0 B

10

Figure 2: The x and Q2 behaviour of the polarized proton and neutron structure functions gjp'"(i,Q2)
äs obtained from the GRSV Standard distribution [8] at Q2 = 4GeV2. The results are shown for
the NLO kernels (full), the leading small-x resummed kernels (dashed), and the modification 'B' of
eq. (1) of the latter by possible less singular terms (dotted). The figure has been taken from ref. [5].

3 Conclusions

The effects of the resumraation of the leading small-x terms in the polarized non-singlet and
singlet anomalous dimensions have been summarized. For non-singlet structure functions the
corrections due to those a,(a. In x)' contributions are about 1% or smaller, in the kinematical
ranges probed so far äs well äs the regime accessible at a polarized version of HERA [3, 4). In
the singlet case very large corrections are obtained. As in the non-singlet cases, however, pos-
sible less singular terms in higher order anomalous dimensions, are hardly suppressed against
the ptesently resummed leading terms in the evolution: even a full compensation of the resum-
mation effects cannot be excluded [5]. To draw firm conclusions on the small-x evolution of also
the singlet structure functions, the next less singular terms äs well äs the complete three-loop
anomalous dimensions are needed.
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Abstract: The measurement of the polarized gluon distribution function AG(j)
from photon-gluon fusion processes in electron-proton deep inelastic scattcring pro-
duclng t wo jets has been investigated. The study is based 011 the MEPJET and
PEPSI Simulation programs. The size of the expected spin asymmetry and corre-
sponding statistical tincertainties for a possible measurement with polarized beams
of electrons and protons at HERA have been estimated. The results show that the
asymmetry can reach a few percent. and is not washed out by hadronization and
higher order processes.

l Introduction

After confirmation of the surprising EMC rcsult, that quarks carry only a small fraction of
the nucleon spin, this subject is being actively studied by several fixed target experiments
at CERN, DESY and SLAC [1]. So far only the polarized structure functions gi(x,Q2) and
9i(x-, Q2) have been measured. These structure functions measure predorninately the polarized
quark distribution functions, which, äs usual. contain a scheine dependent ghion admixture.
A specific property of polarized structure functions is that this admixture can be rather large.
due to a rather large polarized gluon distribution function AG(x3), äs suggested by the fact
that as(Q2) f dxg^G(xg,Q2) is renormalization group invariant.

The direct measurement of thc polarized gluon distribution AG( xg, Q2) has becorne the key
experiment in order to understand the QCD properties of the spin of the nucleon. For a colüder
with polarized electrons and protons with beam energies such äs for HERA the measurement
of dijet events offers such a possibility[2],

The gluon distribution enters at leading order (LO) in the two-jets production CTOSS section1

in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) (see Fig. 1) . and the unpolarizcd gluon dis t r ibut ion G(xg, Q2)

'In the following the jet due to the heain renmant is not included in the number of jets.
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Figure 1: Feynman diagrams for thc dijet cross section at LO.

has indeed already been extracted from two-jets events by the Hl collaboration at HERA.
With a modest integrated luminosity of 0.24 pb"1 collected in 1993, first data on xgG(xg) were
extracted from dijets events (3) at LO, in a wide xg ränge 0.002 < xg < 0.2, at a mean Q2

of 30 GeV2. These results were found to be in good agreement with the gluon distribution
extracted at LO from scaling violatlons of the structure function t\. Presently this method
is being extended to NLO, a.nd first preliminary results were shown in [4, 5]. An initial study
of the feasibility of this measurement for AG at HER.A (mainly for a polarized fixed target
experiment) was prescnted in [6].

2 Jet cross sections in DIS

Deep inelastic electron-proton scattering with several partons in the final state,

p(P) remnant(pr) + parton parton n(p„) U)

proceeds via the exchange of an intermediate vector boson V = 7". Z. Z-cxchange and '/'/Z
interfcrcncc become only important at large Q2 (> 1000 GeV2) and are neglected in the fol-
lowing. Wc denote tlie momentum of the virtual photon, 7", by q — / — /', (minus) its absolute
squarc by Q2, and use the Standard scaling variables Bjorkcn-z XR3 = Q2/(2P • q) and inelas-
ticity y = P • q/P • 1. The general structure of the unpolarizcd n-jet cross section in DIS is
given by

where the sum runs over incidenl partons a — q,q.g which carry a fraction xa of the proton
momentum. ira denotes the partonic cross section from which collincar initial state singu-
larities have been factorizcd out (in next-to-leading order (NLO) ) at a scale fip and implic-
itly included in the scale dependent parton densities fa(xa,/^2F). For longitudinally polarized
lepton-hadron scattering, the hadronic (n-jet) cross section is obtaincd from Eq. (2) by re-
placing (a " ./„ ,ö-a) -n- (A<TAarf, A/a, Aäa). The polarized hadronic cross section is defined
by ACT " = Ujj"1 — <7|" , where the left arrow in the subscript denotes the polarization of the
incoming lepton wi th respect to the direction of its momentum. The right arrow Stands for
the polarization of the proton parallel or anti-parallel to the polarization of the incoming lep-
ton. Thc polarized parton distributions are defined by A/a(ja./4-) = fu](xa,fJ.2F) - f a i ( x a , n 2 F ) .
Hcre. /a i (/a i) denotes the probability to find a parton a in the longitudinally polarized proton
whose spin is aligned (anti-aligned) to the proton's spin. Air" is the corresponding polarized
partonic cross section.
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q + qIn the Born approximation, the subprocesses 7' + q —t q + g, 7* + q —>• q + 5i -y- + 9 -
contribute to the two-jet cross section (Fig. 1). The boson-gluon fusion subprocess Y + <J
dominates the two-jet cross section at low xBj for unpolarized protons (see below) and allows
for a direct measurement of the gluon density in the proton. The füll NLO corrections for two-
jet production in unpolarized lepton-hadron scattering are now available [7] and impleniented
m the ep -> n - jets event generator MEPJET, which allows to analyze arbitrary jet definition
schemes and general cuts in terms of parton 4-momenta.

First discussions about jet production in polarized lepton-hadron scattering can be found in
Ref. [8], where the jets were defined in a modified "JADE" scheme. However, it was found [7, 9]
that the theoretical uncertainties of the two-jet cross section for the "JADE" scheme can be
very large due to higher order effects. These uncertainties are small for the cone scheme and the
following rcsults are therefore based on the cone algorithm, which is defined in the laboratory
frame. In this algorithm the distance Aß = -/(A?;)2 + (Ap)2 between two partons decides
whether they should be recombined into a single jet. Hcre the variables are the pseudo-rapidity
i; and the azimuthal angle 0. We recombine partons with AR < 1. Furthermore, a cut on the jet
transverse momenta of pT > 5 GeV in the laboratory frame and in the Breit frame is imposed.
We employ the one loop (two loop) formula for the strong coupling constant in a LO (NLO)
analyses with a value for A^ consistent with the value from the parton distribution functions.
In addition a minimal set of general kinematical cuts is imposed on the virtual photon and
on the final state electron and jets. If not stated otherwise, wc require 5 GeV2 < Q* < 2500
GeV2, 0.3 < y < l, an energy cut of E(c') > 5 GeV on the scattered electron, and a cut on the
pseudo-rapidity j] = -lntan(0/2) of the scattered lepton (jets) of |)/| < 3.5 (|T;| < 2.8). These
cuts are compatible with the existing detectors Hl and ZEUS, and slightly extend the cuts of
the Hl gluon analysis from jets.

Let us brietly discuss the choice of the renorrnalization and factorization scalcs [IR and JIF

in Eq. (2). Both the renormalization and the factorization scalcs are tied to the sum of parton
&3-'s in the Breit frame,

l, and Olp is the angle between the parton and proton direction
m the Breit frame. £,- kj(i] interpolates between Q, the photon virtuality. in the naive parton
modcl hmit and the sum of jet transverse momenta when Q becomes negligible, and thus it
constitutes a natural scale for jet production in DIS [9].

Let us first discuss some results for unpolarized dijet cross sections. If not stated otherwise.
the lepton and hadron beam energies are 27.5 and 820 GeV, respectively. With the previ-
ous parameters and GRV parton densities [10] one obtains a LO (NLO) two-jet cross section
o-'mc((2-jet) of 1515 pb (1470 pb). Thus the higher order corrections aresmall. This is essentially
due to the relatively largc cuts on the transverse momenta of the jets. As mentioned before,
the boson-gluon fusion subprocess dominates the cross section and contributes 80% to the LO
cross section.

In order to investigate the fcasihility of the parton density determination, Fig. 2a shows the
Bjorken XBJ distribution of the unpolarized two-jet exclusive cross section. The gluon initiated
subprocess clearly dominates the Compton process for small xßj in the LO predictions. The
effective A'-factor is close to unity for the total exclusive dijet cross section which is the result
of compensating effects in the low x (I\ 1) and high x (K <1) regime.
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For the Isolation of parton distributions we are intcrested in the fractional momentum xa of
the incoming parton a (a = q,g, denoted p in Fig. 1). For events with dijet production xBj and
xa diffcr substantially. For two-jet exclusive events the two are relatcd by xa = XBJ ( l + Sij •
where s^ is the invariant mass squared of the produced dijet System. The sv distribution for
the kinematical region under study is shown in Fig. 2b. It is found to cxhibit rather large N'LO
corrections äs well. The invariant mass squared of the two jets is larger at NLO t, h an at LO
(the mean value of ss] rises to 620 GeV2 at NLO from 500 GeV2 at LO).

The NLO corrections to the XBJ and s;j distributions have a compensating effcct on the xa

distribution shown in Fig. 2c: the NLO and LO predictions have a similar shape. At LO a
direct determination of the gluon density is possible from this distribution, after subtraction
of the calculated Compton subprocess. This simple picture is modified in NLO, however, and
the effects of Altarelli-Parisi Splitting and low pj partons need to be takcn into account more
carefully to determinc the structvire functions at a well defined factorization scale fip in NLO.

In the following we discuss some results for polarized dijet production. Our Standard set
of polarized parton distributions is ''gluon, set A'' of Gehrmann and Stirling [11], for which
/0 &G(x)dx = 1.8 at Q"1 — 4 GeV2. Using the same kinematical cuts äs before, the LO polarized
dijet cross sections A<r(2-jetj are shown in the first column of table 1. The negative value for
the polarizcd dijet cross section (-45 pb) is entirely due to the cross section of the boson-
gluon fusion process (-53 pb), which is negative for xgj ^,0.025 whereas the contribution from
the quark initiatcd subprocess is positive over the whole kinematical ränge. Note, however.
that the shape of the x3 distribution in the polarizcd gluon density is hardly (or evcn not
at all) constrained by currently available DIS data, in particular for small xg. Alternative
parametrizations of the polarized gluon distributions in the small xg region, which are still
consistent with all present data [12], can lead to very different polarizcd cross-sections. The
polarized two-jet cross sections for such parton distributions 2 with J0 A.C(x)dx — 2.7 and
/0 AG(x)dx = 0.3 and at Q2 = 4 GeV2 are shown in column 2 and 3 in table l, respectively.

Table 1: LO polarized dijet cross sections for different polarizcd parton distributiotis (column
1-3). The contributions from the gluon and quark initiated subprocesses are shown in the last
two lines. See text for the detaüs on the kinematics.

J0' = 1.8

Aa2-jet
A<792-jct
A<7«2-jet

-45 pb
-53 pb

8 p b

-67.5 pb
-76 pb
8.5 pb

-3 pb
-10 pb

7 pb

The fractional momentum distributions xa of the incident parton (a — (/.g), shown in
Figs. 2d-f for the three sets of polarized parton densities, demonstrate the sensitivity of the
dijet events to the choice of these parametrizations. particularly in the lower xa ränge. Note,
that the fractional momentum distributions are again related to j&3 by xa = .r0j M -f ^J .
The corresponding XBJ and s;j distributions are not shown here.

2We thank T. Gehrmann for providing us with these parametrizations



Figure 2: a) Dependenoe of the unpolarized two-jet cross section on Bjorken ,rßj for the quark
andgluon initiated subprocesses and for thesum. Both LO (dashed) and NLO (solid) results arc
shown; b) Dijet invariant mass distribution in LO (dashed) and in NLO (solid) for unpolarized
dijet production; c) Same äs a) for the J„ distribution. xa representing the momentum fraction
of the incident parton at LO; d) Dependence of the LO polarized l\\o-jct cross section on ,rfl for
the quark and gluon initiated subprocesses (dashed) and for the sum (solid). Results are shown
for the polarized parton distributions "gluon. set A" of Gehrmann and Stirling [11], for which
/o1 &G(x)dx = 1.8 at Q2 = 4 GcV2; e) same äs d) for ß ±G(x)dx = 2.7 at Q2 = 4 GeV2; f)
same äs d) for J0' &G(x)dx = 0.3 at Q'1 = 4 GeV2.
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3 Experiinental asyinmetries

3.1 Parton level studies

In order to study the feasibility and the sensitivity of the mcasurement of the spin asymmetry
at HERA, we have assumcd polarizations of 70% for both the electron and the proton beams
and statistical errors were calculated for a total luminosity of 200 pb"1 (100 pb"1 for each
polarization).

The expected cxperimental asymmetry < A >= under these conditioiis is shown
fci"'(2-jet)

in Fig. 3a. äs a function of XBJ and in Fig. 3b-d äs a function of x3. Figures a) and b) correspond
to the nominal kincmatical cuts defined previously, except for the Q2 ränge which was extended
to lower values 2 < Q* < 2500 GeV2 and 10~3 < XBJ < l- The cross section integrated over
all variables is 21-10 pb, where 82% of the contribution comes from gluon-initiated events. The
asymmetry averaged over all variables is < A >— —0.015 ± 0.0015. It is negative at low XBJ
and bccornes positive at XBJ > 0.01 äs expected from Fig. 2.

In Figs. 3c,d a further cut was made: Q2 < 100 GeV2. This cut perrnits to reject the positive
contributions to the asymmetry coming from high Q2 fequivalent to high .r^j) events, where
the contribution of quark-initiated events is higher. All the remaining events were separated
in two bins in stj -the invariant mass of the dijet- and two bins in y. äs the asymmetry and
expected NLO corrections are very sensitive to these two variables. Fig.3c corresponds to low
invariant masses (stj < 500 GeV2), and Fig. 3d to high ones (s^ > 500 GeV2). Open points
show low y values ( y < 0.6), and closed points, high y values ( y > 0.6). In the best case, the
asymmetry reaches values äs high äs 12% (Fig. 3d).

Reducing the beam energy to 410 GeV, instead of the nominal 820 GeV. does not improve
the signal in average, although the mean value of y is higher. The asymmetry signal incrcases
only for a few points around x3 > 0.1, since a higher incident energy probes slightly higher
values of x„.

3.2 Hadronizatiou and detector effects

So far we discussed cross sections only on the parton level and to lowest order. While, on
the level of matrix elements, one can only calculate leading order and next to leading order
corrections. in real experiments onc always encounters a coherent superposition of contributions
of all Orders. It is therefore important to investigate next how the picture changes when one
takes the etfccts of higher Orders, the fragmentation of the Jets into hadrons and detector
smearing into account. These effects have been studied in two ways: i) a different program
called PEPSI (scc below) was used, which is a fül l LO lepton-nucleon scattering Monte Carlo
program for unpolarized and polarized interactions. including fragmentation; ii) parton showers,
to emulate the higher orders. and parton fragmentation have been added to the LO matrix
elements of MEPJET, PEPS1 was further used to study effects of detector srnearing.

The PEPS1 program is the polarized extension to the unpolarized lepton-nucleon Monte
Carlo program LEPTO 6.2 [13]. It adds lo the unpolarized cross section, which is a convoluüon
of the partonic cross section up and the unpolarized structure functions q(x, Q2)( the respective
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polarized cross section äs a convolution of the polarized partonic cross scction A(Tp and the
polarized parton densities xAq(x):

dx.
xp/x)da(xp, y) + POL

Here x is the Bjorken xBj, while xp is defined via XP = xB]/xa, with xa the fraction of the target
momentum carried by the initial parton, äs defined before. POL is a parameter which is +1 for
lepton and nucleon spiri being antiparallel to each other and —l in the case where the electron
and nucleon spins are parallel to each other. The unpolarized ieading order (LO) partonic
cross section used already in LEPTO is described in [14], the longitudinally polarized LO cross
section is given in [15]. The Ieading order polarized cross section contains two subprocesses:
the gluon bremsstrahlung and the photon-gluon fusion, see Fig. 1. The partons fragmerit into
hadrons via string fragrnentation äs implemented in JETSET[16]. For the polarized parton
density functions there are two different sets [11, 17] irnplernentcd which both appertain to the
nnpolarized parton density functions given in set [10].

Fvent samples corresponding to 200 pb"1 are generated with a similar event selection äs for
the partonic analysis in Section 3.1. The beam polarizations were taken to be Pf — Pp = 70%.
The kincmatic region 5 < Q2 < 2500 GeV2. 0.3 < y < 0.8 was selected (the cut in y corresponds
roughly to E(e') > 5 GeV). Jets are searched for with the cone algorithm (radius 1) with pr > 5
GeV in the pseudorapidity region —2.8 < T/ < 2.8, conform with for example the present Hl
detector. The LO 2-jet cross section thus calculated with PEPSI is 1511 pb, 82% of which
is contributed by the boson-gluon fusion process. These numbers compare well with those of
MEPJET, given in section 2.

To increase statistics we further study jets with pr > 4 GeV, and repeat the studies of
scction 3.1. This does not change the asymmetries significantly. In Figs. 4a.b the results for
the asymmetry are shown äs function of XBJ and xs for similar cuts äs in Fig. 3, using the
"gluon set A". For Fig. 4b the Q2 ränge has been limited to 100 GeV2. The calculations are
shown at the parton level (dashed and dotted lines) and at the detector level (open and closed
points). A calorimetric energy resolution of &E/E = 0.5/\/£(GeV) is used to simulate the
detector response.

The first observation is that the asymrnetrics produced by PEPSI are very similar to the
ones from MEPJET. Sccondly the asymmetry at the detector level is well correlated with the
asymmetry at the parton level. This means that present dctectors at HERA are well prcpared
to make this mcasurement. It was verified that this conclusion still holds with a calorimetric
energy resolution which is twice worse. Also a miscalibration of the energy scale of 2%. a numbcr
within reach at the time of this measurcment, does not disturb the correlation significantly.

The average asymmetry < A > amounts to —0.01 6 ±0.002 at the parton level and — 0.015 ±
0.002 at the detector level. For the selected kinematic region 40%. of the events accepted on the
parton level do not enter the detector event sample, and 15% of the final selected events havc
a parton kinematics outside of the measured region. When the region is restricted to s:j > 500
GeV2 these migrations are reduced to 25% and 12% respectively.

In Fig. 4c,d the results are shown for the asymmetry for a different set of polarized parton
distributions: ''gluon set C"[ll]. These exhibit a smaller asymmetry around xg ~~ 0.1 than the
"gluon set A", äs can be seen from the parton level curves. This differencc survives after the
detector smearing, and thus measurements of this quantity can help to discriminatc between
different sets of parton distributions.
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Figure 4: Expected asymmetries äs a function of XBJ (a,c) and xg (b,d) for a luminosity of
200 pb~! and beam polarizations Pe = Pf - 70%. The figures (b,d) have an additional cut
<22 < 100 GcV2 on top of the nominal cuts. cxplained in the text. Figs. (a,b) are for the
polarized parton set GS-A, Figs. (c.d) for GS-C [11].

3.3 Higher order effects

The studies above were based on a program that includes the LO matrix elements and frag-
mentation, but no higher order QCD effects. The effect of the latter, and the comparison
with the effect of fragmentation, was studied in a dedicated analysis whercby the leading order
MEPJET program used in section 2 and 3.1 was siipplemented by two packages. The first
one is the program PYTHIA57 [18] which simulates higher order effects in the framework or
initial and final state parton showering and the second one is the program JETSET74 [16] for
hadronization. äs used in the PEPSI Monte Carlo.
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Following a previous publication[7], the following cuts are used for the kinematic variables:
40 < Q2 < 2500 GcV2, l < W2 < 90000 GeV2, 0.001 < zBj < 1. and 0.04 < y < 1. We further
impose for the outgoing lepton a cut on the minimal energy of 10 GeV and on the rapidity
range \y\ 3.5.

Jets are generated via leading order matrix elements with the MEPJET program and then
fed into PYIITIA äs an extcrnal process. which adds initial and final state parton showering.
Thus all QCD processes are included except for four-gluon vertices. A more detailed description
of parton showering can be found in [19, 20]. For the showering scale, initial and final we used
both tiincs Q2. We will investigate scale dependence in a forthcoming publication. The parton
density functions set MRS D-1 [21] was taken. For the final hadrons and partons we also choosc
the rapidity cut \y\ 3.5. The jet scheme for detecting hadron and parton jets is the cone
scheme äs described before with the maximal cone distance one. A sharp cut off of 5 GeV for
the Jet transverse momentum was taken.

In the showering process jets with small pT can branch into jets with p? > 5 GeV. The
string fragmentation mechanisrn contributes in a similar way thus enhancing the magnitude of
the total cross section within the irnposed detector cuts.

Fig. 5 shows the unpolarized inclusive two-jets cross section for the surn of gluon and quark
initiated events. The solid histogram shows the differential cross section versus the maximum of
pr for the analyzed two-jet events after parton showering and hadronization. It is in magnitude
and shape comparable to the NLO order matrix element calculation by the MEPJET program,
represented by the open triangles. A small shift in the direction of small p-;',max is observed.
caused by the fragmcntation process. The dashed histogram shows the cross section for parton
showering without fragmentation. The absolute cross section is smaller than the NLO cross
section. but the shapes agree well, without any signincant shift. Hence we do not expect
that the results calculated with PEPSI, äs shown above, will bc strongly affected by higher
order processes. In comparison, the dotted histogram givcs the leading order result from the
MEPJET program.

The figure shows that the deviations are significant only for pr,max smaller than 15 GcV, i.e
for soft jets where also next to leading order effects are expected to be large. For larger pj-,max
the calculations are in good agreement. The differences betwcen the various curves can serve
äs a measure for the systematic errors. It has to be noted that the effects of showering and
fragmentation are iarge if and only if the NLO effects are large, too. First studies with higher
order effects included in PEPSI confirm that the the asymmetry survives in the presence of
parton showers. With the present analysis the asymmetry however reduces to < A >— 0.009 ±
0.002 (parton level) and the shape of the asymmetry distribution äs function of xs changes
somewhat with xs. Improved methods to determine xa may restore the original distributions
and are subject of a future studv.

4 Concluding Remarks

The results show that if the assumed luminosity and beam polarizations can be delivered at
HERA, the present detectors Hl and ZEUS will be in a cornfortable position to measure a spin
asymmetry of a few per cent in average, with a few per mile statistical predsion. using two-
jet events. The asymmetries survive at the hadron and detector level. In order to minimize
the experimental systematic uncertainties, it is desirable to have in the HERA ring bunch
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Figure 5: Simulation of higher order and fragmentation effects: triangles: NLO cross section,
solid histogram: LO + parton shower + fragmentation, dashed histogram: LO + parton shower,
dottcd histogram: only LO matrix elements.

trains of protons with alternating helicity. On the theoretical side, NLO QCD corrections
are needed. The NLO corrections reduce the renormalization //R and factorization scale fif.-
dependertce (due to the initial state collinear factorization) in the LO calculations and thus
reliable predictions in terms of a well defined strong coupling constant and scale dependent
parton distributions become possible. At the moment, these corrections are only available

for unpolarized jet production [7, 22]. One expects for the asymmetry < A >— "aj is"^ '
° (i-Jt;!)

that the scale dependence in the individual cross sections partly cancels in the ratio. In fact,
varying the renormalization and factorization scales bctwcen fj,2R = ft2F — 1/16 (£j fcf(j))2 and
I*R — PF = 4 (Y.3 ^r(J}) m *he LO cross sections introduces an uncertainty for the ratio A of
less than 2 %, whereas the uncertainty in the individual cross sections is much larger.

In conchision, the dijets events from polarized electron proton collisions at HERA can
provide a good measurement of the gluon polarization distribution for 0.002 < xa < 0.2. the
region where xg^.G(xg) is expected to have a maxirrmm.
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Abstract: We study photoproduction of jets and heavy flavors in a polarized ep
collider mode of HERA at \fs — 298 GeV. We exaniine the sensitivity of the cross
sections and their asymmetries to the proton's polarized gluoii distribution and to
the completely unknown parton distributions of longitudinally polarized photons.

l Introduction

HERA has already been very successful in pinning down the proton's unpolarized gluon distri-
bution g(x,Q2). Several processes have been studied which have contributions from g(x,Q2}
already in the lowest order, such äs (di)jet and heavy davor production. Since events at HERA
are concentrated in the region Q2 —)• 0, the processes have first and inost accurately been stud-
ied in photoproduction [1-6]. As is well-known, in this case the jquasi-real) photon will not
only interact in a direct ('point-like') way, but can also be resolved into its hadronic structure.
HERA photoproduction experiments like [1-4] have not merely estabhshcd evidence for the
existence of such a resolved contribution. but have also been precise enough to irnprove our
knowledge about the parton distributions, f, of the photon.

Given the success of such unpolarized photoproduction experiments at HERA, it seems
most promising [7] to closely examine the sarne processes for the Situation with longitudinally
polarized beams with regard to their sensitivity to the proton's polarized gluon distribution
Ag, which is still one of the most interesting, but least known, quantities in 'spin-physics'.
Recent next-to-leading (NLO) studies of polarized DIS [8, 9] show that the x-shape of A§
seems to be hardly constrained at all by the present DIS data [10], even though a tendency
towards a sizeablc positive total gluon polarization. J0 Ag(x,Q2 — 4 GeV2)dx > 1. was found
[8, 11. 9j. Furthermore, polarized photoproduction experiments may in principle allow to not
only determine the parton, in particular gluon, content of the polarized proton, but also that
of the longitudinally polarized photon which is completely unknown so far. Since, e.g.. a
measurement of the photon's spin-depcndent structure function gf in polarized e+e~ collisions
is not planned in the near future, HERA could play a unique role here, even if it should only
succeed in estabüshing the very existence of a resolved contribution to polarized photon-proton
reactions.

Our contribution is organized äs follows: In section 2 we collect the necessary ingredients
for our calculations. Section 3 is devoted to open-charm photoproduction. In section 4 we
examine polarized photoproduction of (di)jets. Section 5 contains the conchisions.
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Polarized Parton Distributions of the Proton and the
Photon

Even though XLO analyses of polarized DIS which take into account all or most data sets [10]
have been published recently [8, 11, 9], we have to stick to LO calculations throughout this
work since the NLO corrections to polarized charm or jet production are not yet known. This
implies use of LO parton distributions, which have also been provided in the studies [8, 9].
Both papers givc various LO sets which mainly differ in the x-shape of the polarized gluon
distribution. We will choose the LO 'valence' set of the 'radiative parton model analysis' [8],
which corresporids to the best-fit result of that paper, along with two other sets of [8] which
are based on either assuming Ag{;r,/j2) — g(x,fi2) or Ag(x,/i2) = 0 at the low input scale fi
of [8], where g(x,^2) is the unpolarized LO GRV [12] input gluon distribution. These two sets
will be called 'A</ — g input' and 'A<? = 0 input' scenarios, respectively. The gluon of set C
of [9] is qualitatively different since it has a substantial negative polarization at large x. We
will therefore also use this set in our calculations. For Illustration, we show in Fig. l the gluon
distributions of the four different sets of parton distributions we will use. taking a typical scale
Q2 — 10 GeV2. Keeping in mind that all four LO sets provide very good descriptions of all
present polarized DIS data [10], it becomes obvious that the data indeed do not seem to be
able to significantly constrain the j-shape of A§(x, Q2).

t xAg(x,Q-=10GeV ;)

0.5

• 1 4

0.3

0.2

Ag=g inpu t

Figure 1: Gluon distributions at Q2 - 10 GeV 2 of the four LO sets of polarized parton distri-
butions used in this paper. The dotted line refers to set C of [9], whereas the other distributions
are taken from [8] äs described in the text.

In the case of photoproduction the electron just serves äs a source of quasi-real photons
which are radiatcd according to the Weizsäcker-Williams spectrum [13], The photons can theri
interact either directly or via their partonic structure ('resolved' contribution). In the case of
longitudinally polarized electrons, the resulting photon will be longitudinally (more precisely,
circularly) polarized and, in the resolved case, the polarized parton distributions of the photon,
A/^J;, Q2), enter the calculations. Thus one can define the effective polarized parton densities
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at the scale M in the longiludinally polarized electron via1

(1)

(/ = 17,3) where Af7/e is the polarized Weizsäcker-Williams spectrum for which we will use

(2)

with the electron mass mE. For the time being, it seems most sensible to follow äs closely äs
possible the analyses succcssfully performed in the unpolarized case, which implies to introduce
the saine kinernatical cuts. As in [2, 4, 5, 14] we will use an upper cut2 Q^ax — -i GeV2,
and the y-cuts 0.2 < y < 0.85 (for charm and single-jet [2] production) and 0.2 < y < 0.8
(for dijet production, [4]) will be imposed. We note that a larger value for the lower limit,
i/mim of the allowed y-interval would enhance the yield of polarized photons relative to that
of unpolarized ones since AP^/e(y)/P^/e(y), where P^/e is the unpolarized Weizsäcker- Williams
spectrum obtained by using [(l + (l — J/)2)/3/] instead of the square bracket in (2), is suppressed
for small y. On the other band. increasing ymin would bc at the expense of reducing the
individual polarized and unpolarized rates.

The polarized photon structure functions A/^(x^,M2) in (1) are completely unmeasured
so far, such that models for them have to be invoked. To obtain a realistic estimate for
the theoretical uncertainties in the polarized photonic parton densities two very different sce-
narios were considered in [15, 16] assuming 'maximal' (A/7(x,^2) — f ( x , f i 2 ) ) or 'minimal'
(Af(x,fi2) — 0) Saturation of the fundamental positivity constraints |A/"*(z,/.i2)| 5- /"'(a'iA'2)
at the input scale /i for the QCD evolution. Here // and the unpolarized photon structure func-
tions /T(x,//2) were adopted from the phcnomenologically succcssful radiative parton model
predictions in [17]. The results of these two extreme approaches are presented in Fig. 2 in
terms of the photonic parton asymmetries A'', = Af/f, evolved to Q2 — 30 GeV2 in LO.
An ideal ahn of measurements in a polarized collider mode of HERA would of course be to
determine the A/7 and to see which ansatz is more realistic. The sets presented in Fig. 2,
which we will use in what follows. should in any case be sufficient to study the sensitivity of
the various cross sections to the A/"1, but also to see in how far they influence a determination
of Ag.

We finally note that in what follows a polarized cross section will always be defmed äs

the signs denoting the helicities of the scattering particles. The corresponding unpolarized cross
section is given by taking the sum instead, and the cross section asyrnmetry is A = Au/tr.
Whenever calculating an asyrnmetry A, we will use the LO GRV parton distributions for the
proton [12] and the photon [17] to calculate the unpolarized cross section. For consistency, we
will employ the LO expression for the strong coupling as with [8, 9, 15, 16] AgCD — 200 MeV
for four active flavors.

1 We include hcre the additional defimtion A.ff.c-,, A/2) = (5(1 — r-,) for the direct ('unresolved'j case.
;ln Hl analyses of HERA photoproduction data [l, 3. 6] the cut Q^nl — 0.01 GeV2 is used along with

slightly djfferent t/-cuts äs compared to the corresponding ZEt'S measurements [2, 4, 5], which leads to smaller
rates.
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Figure 2: Photonic LO parton asymmetries A] = Af'/f" at Q'2 — '30 GeV2 for the two
scenarios considered in [15, 16] (see text). The unpolarized LO photonic parton distributions
were taken from [17].

3 Charm Photoproduction at HERA

For Illustration, we first briefly consider the total cross section. In the unpolarized case it has
been possible to extract the total cross section for -yp -¥ cc from the fixed target [18] and HERA
[5, 6] lepton-nucleon data, i.e., the open-charm cross section for a fixed photon energy without
the smearing from the Weizsäcker-Williams spectrum. To LO, the corresponding polarized
cross section is given by

dx- (4)
imä/^S,,

where M is somc mass scale and s = x^xpS./P. The A/p stand for the polarized parton
distributions of the proton. In the direct case, the contributing subprocess is photon-gluon
fusion (PGF). jg —> cc, whose spin-dependent total LO subprocess cross section A<rc(s) can be
found in [19, 20]. In the resolved case, the processes gg —t cc and qq —)• cc contribute; their cross
sections have been calculated in [21]. Needless to say that we can obtain the corresponding
unpolarized LO charm cross section &C(S-,P) by using LO unpolarized parton distributions and
subprocess cross sections (äs calculated in [22]} in (4).

Tab. l shows our results [7] for the polarized cross sections and the asymmetries A<7c/ac for
the four different sets of polarized parton distributions, where we have used the scale M = 2m-
with the charm mass mc — 1.5 GeV. The resolved contribution to the cross section is rather
small in the unpolarized case. For the polarized case, we have calculated it using the 'maximally
saturated set for the polarized photon structure functions, which should roughly provide the
maximally possible background from resolved photons. The corresponding results are shown
individually in Tab. 1. The resolved contribution turns out to be non-negligible only for large
V^p, where it can be äs large äs about 1/3 the direct contribution but with opposite sign. Ab
becomes obvious from Tab. l (see also [23] and Fig. 4 of [7]), the asymmctry becomes very small
towards the HERA region at larger i/S^, ~ 200 GeV. Orie reason for this is the oscillation of



the polarized subprocess cross section for the direct part. combined with cancellations between
the direct and the resolved parts, More importantly, äs seen from (4), the larger 57P becomes,
the smaller are the xpi^ - values probed, such that the rapid rise of the unpolarized parton
distributions strongly suppresses the asymmetry. The smallness of the asymmetries and the
possibly significant influence of the resolved contribution on them will make their measurement
and a distinction between the different A<7 elusive3. Thc measurement of the total charm cross
section asymmetry in -fp -t- cc seems rather raore feasible at smaller energies, \/5^ < 20 GeV,
i.e., in the region accessible by the future COMPASS experiment [24] where also the unknown
resolved contribution to the cross section is negligible.

fitted A<? — 0 input es c
dir. res.
[nb] [nb]

.4
[%]

-K, 13.9 23.2 0.33 4.5 -0.56 0 ','2 -0.70 3.6
Ai 2.07 1.30 0.18 1.15 -0.53 0.18 0.61

-7.00 2.06 -O.Ü6 3.60 -1.96 0.44 .018

Table 1: Total cross sections and asymmetries A for charm photoproduction in polarized -yp
collisions,

From our observations for HERA-energies it follows that it could be inore promising to
study distributions of the cross section in the transverse momentum or the rapidity of the
charm quark in order to cut out the contributions from very small x p ~ t . We will now includc
the Weizsäcker- Williams spectrurn since tagging of the electron. needed for the extraction of
the cross section at fixed photon energy, will probably reduce the cross section too strongly.
The polarized LO cross section for producing a charm quark with transverse momentum pr
and cms-rapidity i) then reads

l
(5)

where p = mx/vS with mr = v/Pr "l" m?' ant^ XP — xfPe'1 l(xe ~ pe 7>)- The cross section can
be transformed to the more relevant HERA laboratory franie by a simple boost which implies
TJ = jjcrns = T)LAB — \'^e)i where we have, äs usual, counted positive rapidity in the proton
forward direction. The spin-dcpendent differential LO subprocess cross sections <fA<7/dt for the
resolved processes gg —>• cc and qq —j- cc wi th mc ^ 0 can again be found in [21]. For the
factorization/renormalization scale in (5) we choose M — mj/2; we will comrneiit on the scale
dependence of the results at the cnd of this section.

Fig. 3 shows our results [7] obtained for the four different sets of polarized parton distri-
butions for Ep = 820 GeV and EK = 27 GeV. Fig. 3a displays the pr-dependence of the cross
section, where we have integrated over -l < TJLAB < 2. The resolved contribution to the cross
section has been included, calculated with thc 'maximally' saturated set of polarized photon
structure functions. 1t is shown individually for the 'fitted A^'-set of polarized proton distribu-
tions by the lower solid line in Fig. 3a. Comparison of the two solid lines in Fig. 3a shows that

3As was shown in [23], the Situation at HERA energies somewhat iraproves if cuts on the produced charm
quark's transverse momentum and rapidity are imposed. However, the polarized resolved contribution to the
asymmetry was neglected in [23].
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Figure 3: a: pr-dependence of the (negative) polarized charm-photoproduction cross section
in ep-collisions at HERA, calculated accordmg to (5) (using M - m-r/2 and me = 1.5 GeV)
and integrated over -l < IILAB < 2. Thf linc drawings are äs m Fig. 1. For comparison the
resok-ed contribution to the cross section. calculated with the 'fitted Ag ' glvon distribution of
[8] and the 'maximal ly' saturated set of polarized photonic parton distributions is shown by the
lou-er solid line. b: Asymmetry corresponding to a. The expected statistical errors indicated by
the bars have been calculated according to (6) and äs explained in the t ext. c,d: Same äs a,b,
but for the iiLAB-dependence, integrated over p? > 8 GeV.

the resolved contribution is negligibly small in this case unless pT becomes very small. Fig. 3b
shows the asymmetries corresponding to Fig. 3a. It becomes obvious that they are much larger
than for the total cross section if one goes to pT of about 1 0-20 GeV. which is in Agreement with
the corresponding fmdings of [23]. Furthermore, one sees that the asymmetries are strongly
sensitive to the size and shape of the polarized gluon distribution used. Similar statements are
true for the J^^-distributions shown in Figs. 3c,d, where pr has been integrated over pT > S
GeV in Order to increase the number of events. Even here the resolved contribution remains
small, although it becomes more important towards large positive values of n;^B. We have in-
cluded in the asymmetry plots in Figs. 3b,d the expected statistical errors 8A at HERA which
can be estimated from

SA =

where Pe. Pp are the bearn polarizations, C is the integrated luminoslty and c the charm
detection efficiency, for which wc assume Pf * l'p = 0.5. C. = 100/pb and e = 0.15. The error
bars in Fig. 3b.d have been obtained by integrating the unpolarized LO cross sections der/dp?
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or dajdrjLAB over biris of Apj - 5 GeV or AT^/IÖ — l, respectively, and have been plotted at
the Centers of the bins. It becomes obvious that it will be quite difficult to distinguish between
different gluon distributions in our proposed charm experirnents. The Situation would, however,
become much better for a higher luminosity of, say, C = 1000/pb in which case the error bars
would decrease by a factor 3,

We now briefly address the theoretical uncertainties of our results in Fig. 3 related to the
dependence of the cross sections and asymmetries on the renormalization/factorization scale
M, Since all our calculations could be performed in LO orily, this is a partlcularly important
issue. When using the scale M — mT it turns out that the cross sections in Fig. 3a are subject
to changes of about 10% at PT < 15 GeV, and of äs much äs 20 - 25% at larger p?. Changcs
of in most cases below 10% are found for the T^ß-curves in Fig. 3c. In contrast to this (not
unexpected) fairly strong scale dependence of the polarized cross sections, the asymmetries,
which will bc the quantities actually measured, are very insensitive to scale changes, deviating
usually by not more than a few percent from the values shown in Fig. 3b,d for all relevant pr and
r!i.AB- This finding seerns important in two respects: Firstly, it warrants the genuine sensitivity
of the asymmetry to Aj?. implying that despite the sizeable scale dependence of the cross section
it still seems a reasonable and safe procedure to compare LO theoretical predictions for the
asymmetry with future data and to extract Ag from such a comparison. Secondly, it sheds
light on the possible role of NLO corrections to our results, suggesting that such corrections
inight be sizeable for the cross sections, but less important for the asymmetry.

4 Photoproduction of Jets

The generic cross sectionformulafor theproduction of asinglejet with transverse momentumpj
and rapidity r) is similar to that in (5), the sum now running over all properly symmetrized 2 —* 2
subprocesses for the direc.t (fb —t cd) and resolved (ab —t cd) cases. When only light flavors
are Jnvolved, the corresponding differential helicity-dependent LO subprocess cross sections can
be found in [25]. In all fotlowing predictions we will deal with the charm contribution to the
cross section by including charm only äs a final state particle produced via the subprocesses
7<j —> cc (for the direct part) and gg —*• cc, qq —>• cc (for the resolved part). For the values of
PT considered it turns out that the finite charm mass can be safely neglected. In all following
applications we will use the renormalization/factorization scale M — pr- We have again found
that the scale dependence of the asymmetries is rather weak äs compared to that of the cross
sections.

It appears very promising [7] to study the rjLAB-distribution of the cross section and the
asymmetry. The reason for this is that for negative T}LAB the main contribütions are expected
to come from the region x,, —> l and thus mostly from the direct piece at x., — 1. To investi-
gate this, Fig. 4 shows our results for the single-inclusive Jet cross section and its asymmetry
vs- 'tfLAB and intcgratcd over p? > 8 GeV for the four sets of the polarized proton's parton
distributions. For Figs. 4a,b we have used the 'maximally1 saturated set of polarized photonic
parton densities. whereas Figs. lc,d correspond to the 'minimally' saturated one. Comparison of
Figs. -la,c or 4b,d shows that indeed the direct contribution clearly dominates for TJLAB < —0.5,
where also differences between the polarized gluon distributions of the proton show up clearly.
Fiirthermore, the cross sections are generally large in this region with asymmetries of a few per-
cents. At positive TJIAB* we find that the cross section is dominated by the resolved contribution
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Figure 4: a: r/LAB-dependencc of the polarized single-jet inclusil'e photoproduction cross section
in ep-collisions at HERA, integrated over pr > 6 G e.V. The renormalization/factorization scale
was chosen to be M — pr- The resolved contribution to the cross section has been calculated
with the 'maximally' saturated set of polarized photonic parton distributions. b: Asymmetry
corresponding to a. The expected statistical errors have been calculated according to (6) and
äs described in the text. c,d: Same äs a,b, but for the 'minimally' saturated set of polarized
photonic parton distributions.

and is therefore sensitive to both the parton content of the polarized proton and the photon.
This means that one can only learn something about the polarized photon structure functions
if the polarized parton distributions of the proton are alrcady known to some accuracy or if an
experimental distinction between resolved and direct contribütions can bc achieved. We note
that the dominant contribütions to the resolved part at large nLAB are driven by the polarized
photonic gluon distribution A0\n we include in Figs. 4b,d the expected statistical errors
which we have estimated according to (6) with Pe * Pp = 0.5, C = 100/pb, t = l for bins of
A?/z..4B = 1. From the results it appears that a measurement of the proton's Ag should be
possible from single-jet events at negative rapiditics where the contamination from the resolved
contribution is minimal.

In the unpolarized case, an experimental criterion for a dis t inct ion between direct and
resolved contribütions has been introduccd [26] and used [4] in the case of dijet photoproduction
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at HERA. We will now adopt this criterion for the polarized case to see whether it would enable
a further access to A<? and/or the polarized photon structure functions. The generic cxpression
for the polarized cross section for the photoproduction of t wo Jets with laboratory system
rapidities TJJ. n? is to LO

. M'

vvhere
and

is the traiisverse momentum of one of the t wo Jets (which balance cach other in LO)

*< = £r (^ + fi"w) ' TP = £r <e"' + c"> • (s>
Following [4], we will integrate over the cross section to obtain dA&/dn, where r) = (r/i + r/2)/2.
Furthermore, we will apply the cuts [4] |Aj?| = \TJI — ̂  < 0.5 , p? > 6 GeV. The important
point is that measurement of the jet rapidities allows for fully reconstructing the kinematics of
the underlying hard subprocess and thus for determining the variable [4]

OBS _ ^jels.
. (9)

— y ^f

which in LO equals x-, = xf/y with y äs before being the fraction of the electron's energy taken
by the photon. Thus it becomes possible to experimentally select events at large x7, x^ > 0.75
[26, 4], hereby extracting the direct contribution to the cross section with just a rather small
contamination from resolved processes. Conversely, the events with x^ < 0.75 will represcnt
the resolved part of the cross section. This procedure should therefore be ideal to extract Ag
on the one hand, and examine the polarized photon structure functions on the other.

Fig. 5 shows the results [7] for the direct part of the cross section according to the above
selection criteria. The contributions from the resolved subprocesses have been included, using
the 'maximally' saturated set of polarized photonic parton densities. They turn out to be non-
negligible but. äs expected, subdorninant. More importantly, due to the constraint x,t > 0.75
they are determined by the polarized quark, in particular the u-quark, distributions in the
photon, which at large x-, are equal to their unpolarized counterparts äs a result of the Q2-
evolution (see Fig. 2), rather independent of the hadronic input chosen. Thus the uncertainty
coming from the polarized photon structure is minimal here and under control. As becomes
obvious from Fig. 5. the cross sections are fairly large over the whole ränge of fj displayed and
very sensitive to the shape and the size of Ag with, unfortunately, not too sizeable asymmetries
äs compared to the statistical errors for C — 100/pb. A measurement of Ag thus appears to
be possible under the imposed conditions only if luminosities clearly exceeding 100/pb can be
reached. Fig. 6 displays the same results, but now for the resolved contribution with x-t < 0.75
for the 'maximally' saturated set (Figs. 6a.b) and the 'minimally' saturated one (Figs. 6c.d). As
expected, the results depend on both the parton content of the polarized photon and the proton,
which implies that the latter has to be known to some accuracy to extract some Information on
the polarized photon structure. It turns out that again mostly the polarized gluon distribution
of the photon would be probed in this case, in particular at rj > 0.75. Contributions from the
Aq'1 are more affected by the x^-cut; still they amount to about 50% of the cross section at
rj — 0. We finally emphasize that the experirnental finding of a non-vanishing asymmetry here
would establish at least the definite existence of a resolved contribution to the polarized cross
section.
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Figure 5: a: f)-dependence of the 'direct' part of the polarized two-jct photoproduction cross
section in cp-collisions at HERA for the four differcnt sets of polarized parton distributions
of the proton. The experimental criterion x°BS > 0.75 has bccn applied to define the 'direct'
contribution (see text). The resolved contribution with x°BS > 0.75 has been included using the
'maximally' saturated set of polarized photonic parton distributions. b: Asymmetry correspond-
ing to a. The expected statistical errors indicaied by the bars have been calculated according to
(6) and äs explained m the text.
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Figure 6: Same äs Fig. 5. but for the resolved part of the cross section, deßned by x°BS < 0.75
(see text). For a,b: the 'maximally'saturated set of polarized photonic parton distributions has
been used and for c,d the 'minimally'saturated one.
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5 Summary and Conclusions

We have analyzed various photoproduction experiments in the context of a polarized ep-co]lider
mode of HERA. All of thcse have already been successfully performed in the unpolarized case
at HERA. All processes we have considered have in common that they get contributions from
incommg gluons already in the lowest order and thus look promising tools to measure the
polarized gluon distribution of the proton. In addition, they derive their importance from their
sensitivity not only to At?. but also to the completely unknown parton content of the polarized
photon entering via the resolved contributions to the polarized cross sections. As far äs a 'clear'
deterrnination of A<? is concerned, this resolved piece. if non-negligible, rnight potentially act
äs an obstructing background, and it is therefore crucial to assess its possible size which we
have done by employing two very different sets for the polarized photonic parton distributions.
Conversely, and keeping in mind that HERA has been ablc to provide much new Information on
the unpolarized hadronic structure of the phofcon, it is also conceivable that photoproduction
experiments at a polarized versionof HERA could be the place to actually look for effects of the
polarized photon structure and to prove the existence of resolved contributions to the polarized
cross sections and asymmetries.

In the case of open-charm photoproduction we found that the resolved contribution is gen-
erally negligible except for the total charm cross section at HERA energies. Furthermore, the
cross sections and their asymmetries are very sensitive to shape and size of Ap. We found, how-
ever, that very high luminositles, L — 1000/pb, would be needed to measure the asymmetries
with sufh'cient accuracy to decide between the various possible scenarios for Ag. Concerning
photoproduction of Jets, we find a generally much larger size of the resolved contribution. It
turns out that the rapidity-distribution of the single-inclusive jet cross section separates out the
direct part of the cross section at negative rapidities. In this region again a strong dcpendence
on A<; is found with larger cross sections than for the case of charm production. The corre-
sponding asymmetries clearly appear to be measurable here even for C — 100/pb. At larger
rapidities the cross section becornes sensitive to both the parton content of the polarized proton
and photon, and an extraction of either of them does not seein straightforward. The Situation
improves when considcring dijct production and adopting an analysis successfully perforrned in
the unpolarizcd case [26. 4] which is based on reconstructing the kinematics of the underlying
subprocess and thus effectively separating direct from resolved contributions. Wc find that in
this case the (experimentally defmed) direct contribution should provide access to Ag whereas
the resolved part, if giving rise to a non-vanishing asymmctry, would cstablish existence of a
polarized parton content of the photon. Again the corresponding measurements would require
high luminositics since the involved asymmetries are rather small. The measurements we have
proposcd seem a very interesting challenge for a fu ture polarized e:p mode of HERA.
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Abstract: Charged currents reactions offer the possibility to measure combina-
tions of polarized distribution functions which are linearly independent from those
appearing in g\'n(x,Q2}. It turns out that the expected accuracy for an effective
luminosity of 100 pb"1 is quite good. Also neutral current interactions offer in
principlc new information on the internal nucleon spin structure, however it is very
difficult to extract such information due to the dominance of electromagnetic contri-
butions. Also semi-inclusive D-production, which is a direct signal for the polarized
s-quark distribution is investigated. For practical measurcments onc needs for tliis
observable, however, a very high luminosity, of the order 1000 pb 1. To make füll
use of the possibilities offered by CC reactions reqmres electron äs well äs positron
beams.

A polarized proton beam at DESY would allow for the investigation of spin effects in
charged current (CC) reactions (and less favourably neutral current (NC) reactions). where
the outgoing neutrino is detected by its missing momentum. CC events probe a different
combination of spin-dependcnt quark-distribution functions than electromagnetic processes,
thus allowing to extract new information on the fiavor decomposition of the polarized quark
distribution functions. These experiments would yield results similar to those expected from
semi-inclusive fixed target experiments [l, 2]. The most importaiit property of CC reactions is
that they distinguish quark and antiquark flavours. allowing to extract the polarized valence
quark distributions Aui-, Adv äs well äs the stränge ones A.s. Als. The latter two are usually
assumed to be identical. If a difference between them were observed this could be related to
the fact that the virtual coupling of p to e.g. (K+ + baryon) is stronger than to (A"~4-baryon).
Including deep inelastic weak interaction processes, but neglecting lepton and quark masses the
hadronic scattering tensor can be decomposed into eight structure functions [3]:

2m N
-W —' r UV _«SLFl(I|Q2)

mA-p • q

S -
2p-q p-q (1)

Here the twist-2 contributions to 32 and </3 are related to the structure functions
respectively. The former relation is due to Wandzura and Wilczek [4]

dy

and

(2)

whereas the latter was only found recently in ref. [5]

Furtherrnore, in the dehnition of polarized structure functions introduced in eq. (1) Dicus'
H ' l a t ion G r<jrid:i

/
' du

—9s(y)-23:55(x), (4)

i.e. both gz(z) and (74(2) do not vanish in gencral. The structure functions gi to <?5 are compared
numerically in figure l [7] for the case of charged current interactions.

Clearly the stnicture functions gz(.r,Q2') = -g3(x,Q*) and g.t(x,Q2) = gt(i, Q'2) ~^(x, Q'2}
are small quantities if compared to c/, and g5. They vanish at small x and do not exhibit
strong (LO) scaling violations being non-singlet structure functions. In the present analysis
their contribution to the asymmetries is suppressed due to kinematical reasons. However, they
yield equally important contributions in transverse polarization asymmetries. Particularly the
structure function g3 would be interesting to measure since it contains aside of its twist 2
contribution given in eq. (3) a twist-3 contribution [7],

To a good approximation one may assunie g4 RS 0 (in the parton model g$ = 0), for which
eq. (4) results into 2xg5(x) = g^(x] [5. 6, 9. 10, 11] in the subsequent treatment. Contracted
with the leptonic scattering tensor the differential cross section reads for the CC reactions with
longitudinally polarized targets [12. 13]

dxdQ- 47T

where GF ^ Fenni's constant and Mw the W-Boson mass. A is -l for e~ and +1 for e+, and
S denotes the longitudinal polarization of the nucleon antiparallel (+1) or parallel (-1) to the
polarization of the lepton. The y dependence is absorbed in the two constants a = 2(y3 — 2y-f-2)
and b = y(1-y).

The asvmmetrv is defined bv

A: = Mt

>n
(6)
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It is interesting to note that for relatively low Q2 (=s l O3 GeV2) and in the kinematically allowed
region, a 3> b, so that the asymmetries are dominated by the parity violating form factor
05. This hints to the possibility of a direct extraction of this interesting quantity frorn the
asymmetry. In the framework of the quark parton model the eight combinations of distribution

functions tested by CC asymmetries read:

Ac + Ad + A^

= Au + Ac - Ad - As

— 2(d+ s — u — c) ,

f+ - Ad + As + Aü 4- Ar:

-r+- A d + A s - Aü- Ac (8)

Rewriting (4) in terms of the parton distributions we get for the inclusive asymmetries:

Aw~ -

Aw+ - (9)

In figure 2 [13] we show the expected asymmetries for HERA euergies (E[ = 27.6 GeV. En =
820 GeV) with integrated cross sections in the Q2 ränge 600 -1000 (GeV)2 and 1000 (GeV)2 -
maximum. We split the data into these two Q2 ranges, because it might not bc obvious.
that the detectkm of missing momentum in the ränge \/600 GeV - >/1000 GeV is absolutely
reliable. (Usually already Q2 > 600 (GeV) is regarded äs safe). Fig. 2 shows that the low-Q2

data do not dorainate the statistics. So even if one would be very restrictive 011 the criteria
for identifying CC events our conclusions would be hardly affected. Probably one can safely
combine all data down to Q2 « 400 GeV2 to improve the statistics. For the polarized parton
distributions we use the set "Standard scenario, LO" given in [8], for the unpolarized ones those
of [14]. The error bars are calculated according to

AA =
l-A2

(10)

where C, denotes the effektive luminosity. da is the unpolarized cross section. We assumed C
— 200 pb"1 (100 pb"1 per relative polarization) and fully polarized beams. We notice that
the CC asymmetry is proportional to the degree of polarization of the proton only, while the
statistical error scales äs l/\/l/2(l - Pf). The remarkable features of our results are that the

asymmetries are sizable in the ränge x € [0.01.1] and that even for 100 pb~' the expected
statistical accuracy for W~ cxchange is rather good.

In figure 3 [13] we compare the contribution of the sea quarks and valence quarks to the asym-
metries using two different parton distribution sets. One is again the LO Standard scenario [8]
the other one is LO Gluon C [15]. The main distinction between the two sets is the fact that the
polarized valence quark distribution given in [8] is nearly proportional to the nnpolarized valence
quark contribution, whereas in [15] the fit shows larger deviations. For the pararaetrization of
[15] the spin asymmetry is even larger than for that of [8]. Obviously the expected accuracy
should allow to distinguish the two scenarios. Besides these single W boson asymmetries one
can form four combinations whicli are dctermined by pure valence contributions and by valence
+ sea contributions:

A,
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beams using the parton distnbutions of [8j.

Here the first ± accounts for the numerator and the second for the denominator. With this
definition we write:

- [(y - l)2][Aar + AdT]

Auv + (12)

Here we defined for the quark distribution functions

9/,tt
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Figure 3: Asymmetnes Aw+ and Aw in the Q2 ränge 600-max (GeV)2, companson between
valence and sea quark contnbutions using set "Gluon C, leading order "[15], and "Standard
scenario, leading order " [8].

1f,T = (13)

While the inclusivc asymmetries are mainly sensitive to tlie u- and d- quark flavour it is possible
to extract direct Information on the stränge and antistrange sea hy scmi-mclusive CG current
mcasurements. As usual, we define the fragmentation function D" (z), which describes the
probability that a quark with flavor / Fragments into a hadron H which carries the fraction z
of the whole energy transferred to the nucleon. The most interesting process turns out to be
D-rneson production. In this case the relevant fragmentation functions are

D? (z) = D'c}(z) = DP (z) . (14)

The fragmentation of any other flavour into a D meson is strongly suppressed. The onlv relevant
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contributions come from s + W+ —* D+, or D°. Also we set

r>Lf(7\<i^ ~- 1 M ̂j-\ flL£ ."̂  J. \L<J t

because each c-quark fragments in at least one charmed hadron. Furthermore the fragrnentation
functions are assumed to be spin independent. The resulting formulas read [13]

_ do^-D-da%-tD
-^itr- •— *i -^

AT -r f -

d(TW+,D

s + t'2d

As + <2Ac/

s + t2d
(16)

where t = tan3 BC contains the Cabbibo-angle. These asymmetries are obviously a direct
signal for the stränge and antistrange polarization and figure 4 [13] shows that the anticipated
statistical accuracy for £ — 101)0 pb~' should allow at least for an approximate experirnental
determination.

Au(W+>

exact value
As set to z«ro

exacl valuc
As set to zero

Figure 4: Charmed asymmetries A!#+, and A^v_ in the Q2 ränge 600-max (GeV)2 using "stan-
dard scenano, leading order'' [8

In principle, one might easily extract Information 011 parity violating polarized structure
functions also by considering a single spin asymmetry in neutral current (NC) processes with
longitudinally polarized protons and unpolarized leptons [10, 16]. The spin asymrnetry for
unpolarized electrons reads [10]

- 2£ + i)o?)l -b\q?z

where

o F

(18)
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Figure 5: Neutral current e p single spin asymmetry, Eq.(17) of text, forQ2 = 1000 GeV2 at HERA
e.nergies with fuüy polarized protori beams. The. statistical errors culculate.d for C = 500pb~ for euch
Polarisation and AQ2 = 500 Gf.V2 are shown.

sw is the sine of the Weinberg angle, and we have neglected in the denorninator the purely weak
contributions, of O[(r)''z)2} and negligibie in most of HERA Q2 ränge where rfz is still rather
small. The expression for the strurture functions g~<z and gz in terms of quark distributions
can be found in Ref. [10].

For the numcrical aiialysis of NC events we impose the following kincinatical cuts: 0.01 <
y < 0,9, x < 0.7. In addition, we demand Q2 > 500 GeV2. The le-ading order polarized parton
distributions are taken from Ref. [8] (here we use the set "Standard scenario'', eventually
extrapolated to Q'2 values greater than 104 GeV2; the "valence" set yields very similar results);
the unpolarized ones are taken from Ref. [14]. We have assumed fully polarized beams, and we
emphasize again that ,4lv'T are independent of the degrce of polarization of the lepton beam,
and proportional to the polarization of the proton: Pe < l would only inarginaliy decrcase
the available statistical precision, while Pp < l would simply reduce the asymmetries by the
corresponding factor. A high degree of polariaation of the proton beam, more than that, of the
leptons, would be a most welcomc fcature.

In figures 5 and 6 [12] we show the expected asymmetries äs functions of x bot h at fixed
Q2 = 1000 GeV2 and averaging over all the kinematically allowed Q2 region. that is summing
all detectable events in a given x-bin. The statistical errors shown in the figures have been
calculated from Eq. (7) assuming that for each longitudinal proton polanzation an integrated
luminosity L = 500 pb'1 can be collected. [To cakulate the errors at fixed Q2 we take AQ2 =
Q2/2.] For NC events the spin asymmetry is probably too small to be meaningfully measured
at HERA, äa an effect of the dominant parity conservmg electromagnetic contribution.

In summary, we have clearly shown that measurements of charged current proccsscs in deep
inelastic scattering of longitudinally polarized or unpolarized leptons off longitudinally polarized
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protons at HERA energies offer a unique and viable way of reachirig more information on the
quark spin content of protons.

This work has been supported by DESY, the Polish Committce for Scientific Research
(J.K.), DFG, BMBF and MPI für Kernphysik (A.S.).
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Abstract: The physics of polarized nucleon-nucleon collisions originating from an
interna] polarized target in the HERA proton beam is investigated. Based on 240
pb"1 integrated luminosity at 40 GeV c.m. energy, statistical sensitivities are given
over a wide (:CF,pr)-range for a variety of inclusive and exclusive final states. By
measuring single spin asymmetries tmique Information can be obtained on higher
twist contributions and their pj-dependence. From double spin asymmetries in both
photon and J/i/1 production it appears possible to ineasure the polarized gluon dis-
tribution in the ränge 0.1 < ifl;um < 0.4 with a good statistical accuracy.

l Introduction
There is a widespread general consensus, much grown in the last years and based both on
surprising experimental results and intense theoretical activity, that the spin structure and the
spin dynamical properties of nucleons and hadrons in general are far from being understood;
a satisfactory knowledge of hadronic structure and dynamics and their correct description in
terms of constituents cannot ignore the spin subtleties and more experimental Information is
badly required.
An experiment ('HERA-N' [l]) utilising an internal polarized nucleon target in the 820 GeV
HERA proton beam would constitute a natural extension of the studies of the nucleon spin
structure in progress at DESY with the HERMES experiment [2]. Conceivably, this would be
the only place where to study high energy nucleon-nucleon spin physics besides the dedicated
RHIC spin program at BNL [3j supposed to start early in the next decade.
An internal polarized nucleon target offering unique features such äs polarization above 80%
and no or small dilution, can be safely operated in a proton ring at high densities up to 1014

atoms/cm2 [4]. As long äs the polarized target is used in conjunction with an unpolarized
proton beam, the physics scope of HERA-N would be focused to 'phase T, i.e. measurements of
single spin asymmetries. Once later polarized protons should hecome available, the same set-up
would be readily available to measure a variety of double spin asymmetries. These 'phase II'
measurements would constitute an alternative - fixed target - approach to similar physics which
will be accessible to the collider experiments STAR and PHENIX at the low end of the RHIC
energy scale (,/s ^ 50 GeV) [6].

We shall briefly discuss here the physics motivations to measure single and double spin asym-
metries in several pN inclusive and exclusive processes; more details and further discussions,
together with a complete list of references, which we cannot give here for lack of space, can be
found in Ref. [5]. We recall that the integrated luminosity calculation is based upon realistic

-mall: nowakw@ifh.de

figures. For the average beam and target Polarisation PB = 0.6 and PT — 0.8 are assumed,
respectively. A combined trigger and reconstruction efficiency of C ~ 50% is anticipated. Using
IB = 80 mA = 0.5 • 1018 s~l for the average HERA proton beam current (50% of the design
value) and a rather conservative polarized target density of nT = 3 • 1013 atoms/cm2 the pro-
jected integrated luminosity becomes C • T = 240 pb~l when for the total running time T an
equivalent of T = 1.6 • 107 s at 100 % efficiency is assumed. This corresponds to about 3 real
years under present HERA conditions. However, proton currents much higher than the original
HERA design value of 160 mA are envisaged in the HERA luminosity Upgrade ptogram. In
addition, experience from UA6 running at CERN shows that after having gained some practical
running experience it presumably becomes feasible to operate the polarized gas target at about
3 times higher density without seriously affecting the proton beam lifetime. Hence in a few years
500 pb~' per year will presumably become a realistic figure.
We note that, except in the case of single spin asymmetries, we took into account major accep-
tance limitations and jet detection efficiencies. Hence it can be anticipated that the sensitivities
shown in the rest of the paper are realistic for an about one year's running of a future polar-
ized nucleon-nucleon scattering experiment at HERA. Any better estimate requires considerably
intensified efforts to be invested along many different directions, like machine and target limita-
tions, detector capabilities versus rate, acceptance, costs etc.

2 Single Spin Asymmetries
Single spin asymmetries in large p-p inclusive production, both in proton-nucleon and lepton-
nucleon interactions, have recently received much attention (for references see [5]). The naive
expectation that they should be zero in perturbative QCD has been proven to be false, both
experiment all y and theoretically. It is now clear that higher twist effects are responsible for these
asymmetries, which should be zero only in leading twist-2 perturbative QCD.
Several models and theoretical analyses suggest possible higher twist effects: there might be
twist-3 dynamical contributions, which we shall denote äs hard scattering higher twists; there
might also be intrinsic kL effects, both in the quark fragmentation process and in the quark
distribution functions. The latter are not by themselves higher twist contributions - they are
rather non-perturbative universal nucleon properties - but give rise to twist-3 contributions when
convoluted with the hard scattering cross sections. The dynamical contributions result from a
short distance pari calculable in perturbative QCD with slightly modified Feynman rules, com-
bined with a long distance part related to quark-gluon correlations.
An intrinsic k±_ effect in the quark fragmentation is known äs Collins or sheared jet effect; it sim-
ply amounts to say that the number of hadrons h (say, pions) resulting from the fragmentation of
a transversely polarized quark, with longitudinal momentum fraction z and transverse momen-
tum &j_, depends on the quark spin orlentation. That is, one expects the quark fragmentation
analysing power A<,(k±) to be different from zero:

, =

91 ̂ '
(1)

where, by parity invariance, the quark spin should be orthogonal to the q — h plane. Notice also
that time reversal invariance does not forbid such quantity to be ^ 0 because of the (necessary)
soft interactions of the fragmenting quark with external strong fields, i.e. because of final state
interactions. This idea has been applied to the computation of the single spin asymmetries
observed in pp' —> irX [7].
A similar idea appües to the distribution functions, provided soft gluon interactions between
initial state partons are present and taken into account, which most certainly is the case for



hadron-hadron interactions. That is, one can expect that the number of quarks with longitudinal
momentum fraction x and transverse intrinsic motion fej_ depends on the transerve spin direction
of the parent nucleon, so that the quark distribution analysing power Nq(k±) can be different
from zero: _

""" "" (2)

This effect also has been used to explain the single spin asymmetries observed in ppt —* nX [8].

Note that both Aq(k±) and Nq(k^) are ieading twist quantities which, when convoluted with
the elementary cross-sections and integrated over k_i, give twist-3 contributions to the single
spin asymmetries.

Each of the above mechanisms might be present and might be important in understanding twist-
3 contributions; in particular the quark fragmentation or distribution analysing powers look like
new non-perturbative universal quantities, crucial in clarifying the spin structure of nucleons. It
is then of great importance to study possible ways of disentangling these different contributions
in order to be able to assess the importance of each of them. We propose here to measure the

single spin asymmetry ^AB'-CX _ A„AB^CX

'cY (3)

in several different processes AB^ —> CX which should allow to fulfil such a task. To obtain a
complete picture we need to consider nucleon-nucleon interactions together with other processes,
h'ke lepton-nucleon scattering, which might add valuable information, For each of them we
discuss the possible sources of higher twist contributions, distinguishing, according to the above
discussion, between those originating from the hard scattering and those originating either from
the quark fragmentation or distribution analysing power.

• pA71 —* hX. In this process all kinds of higher twist contributions rnay be present; this
asymmetry alone could not help in evaluating the relative importance of the different terms.

• pN^ —» -yX, pJV' —* /i+/i~X, pAr' —* jets + X. Here there is no fragmentation process, and
we remain with possible sources of non-zero single spin asymmetries in the hard scattering or
the quark distribution analysing power.

• IN^ —> hX- In such a process the single spin asymmetry can originale either from hard
scattering or from k<_ effects in the fragmentation function, but not in the distribution functions,
äs soft initial state interactions are suppressed by powers of aern. Moreover, this process allows,
in principle, a direct measurement of the Collins effect, i.e. of the quark fragmentation analysing
power, via a measurement of the leading-twist difference of cross sections for the production of
two identical particles inEide the same jet, with opposite k±.

• IN^ _ 7x, 7JVT -» -}X, HV' -» f i + / i - X , JA" -> jets + X. Each of these processes yields a
single spin asymmetry which cannot originale from distribution or fragmentation k±_ effects; it
may only be due to higher-twist hard scattering effects, which would thus be isolated.

It is clear from the above discussion that a careful and complete study of single spin asymmetries
in several processes might be a unique way of understanding the origin and importance of higher
twist contributions in inclusive hadronic interactions; not only, but it might also allow a deter-
mination of fundamental non-perturbative properties of quarks inside polarized nucleons and of
polarized quark fragmentations. Such properties should be of universal value and applicability
and their knowledge might be äs important äs the knowledge of unpolarized distribution and
fragmentation functions.
In the following we discuss the capability of HERA--/Y to investigate some of these processes.

Inclusive pion production p'p —* ir0±X at 200 GeV exhibits surprisingly large single spin
asymmetries, äs it was measured a few years ago by the E704 Collaboration using a transversely
polarized beam [9]. For any kind of pions the asymmetry Äff shows a considerable rise above
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Figure 1: Single spin asymmetry in
sive pion production p + p — > TT
measured by the E704 Collaboration [9]
and shown for two subregions ofpr-

Figure 2: Contours of the asymmetry sen-
sitivity levels for ir+ production in the
(PT-, %F) plane- Lines of constant labo-
ratory angles of the pion are shown.

xf > 0.3, i.e. in the fragnientation region of the polarized nucleon. It is positive for both TT+

and 7T° mesons, while it has the opposite sign for w~ mesons. The charged pion data taken in
the 0.2 < PT < 2 GeV ränge were split into two samples at px — 0.7 GeV/c; the observed rise

is strenger for the high px sample, äs can be
seen from fig. 1. Contours characterizing different
HERA-JV sensitivity levels (SAN = 0.001, 0.01
and 0.05) for an asymmetry measurements in the
reaction pp1 —> x+X are shown in fig. 2. Note
that in the large PT region the contours calculated
with big Api x Apr bins are appropriate, since
usually a larger bin size is chosen where the statis-
tics starts to decrease. We can conclude that the
accessible PT values are significantly larger than
those E704 had; the combined pj dependence of
all involved higher-twist effects can be measured
with good accuracy (SApj < 0.05) up to trans-
verse momenta of about 10 GeV/c in the central
region XF < 0.2 and up to 6 GeV/c in the tar-
get fragmentation region. This corresponds to an
almost one order of magnitude extension in the
PT ränge in comparison to E704. The capabih'ty

of HERA-Ar to really prove a predicted pT dependence is shown in fig. 3, where the curve was
obtained assuming a non-zero quark distribution analysing power (cf. eq. 2) according to Ref.
[8]-
Inclusive direct photon production, pp1 —t -yX, proceeds without fragmentation, i.e. the
photon carries directly the Information from the hard scattering process. Hence this process

Figure 3: Capability of HBRA-N to discrim-
inate predictions for different PT-
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measures a combination of initial fcj. effects and hard scattering twist-3 processes. The first and
only results up to now were obtained by E704 Collaboration [10] showing an asyrnmetry com-
patible with zero within large errors for 2.5 < PT < 3.1 GeV/c in the central region \XF ~ 0.15.
The experimental sensitivity of HERA-A' was determined using PYTHIA 5.7 by simultaneous
Simulation of the two dominant hard subprocesses contributing to direct photon production, i.e.
gluon-Compton scattering (qg —» T<j) and quark-antiquark annihilation (qq —> 75), and of back-
ground photons that originale mainly from TTO and TJ decays. It turns out that a good sensitivity
(about 0.05) can be raaintained up to pj < 8 GeV/c. For increasing transverse momentum the
annihilation subprocess and the background photons are becoming less essential; we expect to
be able to detect a clear dependence on pj-, of the direct photon single spin asymmetry.
Inclusive J/i/1 production was calculated in the framework of the colour singlet model [11].
Our calculations at HERA-TV energies [5] show an asymmetry less than 0.01 in the region

< 0.6, i.e. the effect is practically unobservable.

3 Double Spin Asymmetries
Perturbative QCD allows sizeable lowest order double spin asymmetries for various 2—»2 par-
tonic subprocesses. Relying on the factorization theorem a rieh spectrum of asymmetries at the
hadronic level can be predicted which constitute the backbone of the RHIC spin physics pro-
gram. When both incoming particles are longitudinally polarized, the insufficient knowledge of
the polarized gluon distribution makes the predictions for double spin asymmetries ALL to some
extent uncertain. Conversely, the measurement of ALL in certain final states seems to be one of
the most valuable tools to measure the polarized gluon distribution function in the nucleon. The
presently most accurate way to do so is the study of those processes which can be calculated
in the framework of perturbative QCD, i.e. for which the involved production cross sections
and subprocess asymmetries can be predicted. Both direci photon (plus jet) and J/V" (plus j e t )
production are most suited because there are only small uncertainties due to fragmentation.
In the following we discuss tbe corresponding capabilities of HERA-./V, operated in doubly po-
larized mode ('Phase II'), to perform such measurements.
Inclusive photon production with HERA-A7 was the subject of a very recent study [12].
Basing on a NLO calculation rather firm predictions were obtained including an assessment of
their theoretical uncertainties; the latter turned out to be of rather moderate size. In fig. 4 three
different predictions for the asymmetry are shown in dependence on p? and pseudorapidity 17, in
conjunction with the attainable statistical uncertainty of HERA-Ar. We note that the dashed
line is rather close to the prediction of Ref. [14], set A. As can be seen, there is sufficient sta-
tistical accuracy up to transverse momenta of about 8 GeV/c to discriminate between different
polarized gluon distribution functions (cf. fig 4a). At px = 6 GeV/c there is sufficient accuracy
to check the asymmetry prediction for photon pseudorapiditles between -1.5 and 1.5 (cf. fig 4b).
In photon plus jet production the away-side jet is measured äs well and the complete kine-
matics of the 2—>2 subprocess can be reconstructed. In this case the asymmetry ALL can be
directly related to the polarized gluon distribution if a certain subprocess can be selected. Using
this approach photon plus jet production was discussed in Ref. [5] äs a tool to directly measure
AG/G. The quark-antiquark annihilation subprocess is suppressed relatively to quark-gluon
Compton scattering because of the lower density of antiquarks (of the polarized sea) compared
to gluons (polarized gluons). The absolute statistical error of ^.G(xg]jG(xg] was obtained äs
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Figure 4: Inclusive photon production: Double spin asymmetry vs. a) px and b) t] for the
NLO 'valence set' of Ref. [IS] (füll lint), shown in conjunction with the HERA-N statistical
sensitivity. The dotted Ime corresponds to set C of Ref. [13] and the dashed line is close to set
A of Ref. [14]

Here ADIS and Ö.LL are to be taken at the appropriate values of XF and xa, respectively. In
calculating the r.h.s. of eq. 4 we had to take into account the influence of the acceptance, äs
described in [5].
In fig. 5 the calculated HERA-A' statistical sensitivity, on the present level of understanding,
is shown vs. Xgiwm in conjunction with predicted errors for STAR running at RHIC at 200 GeV
c.m. energy [15]. The errors demonstrate clearly that in the region 0.1 < xg < 0.4 a significant
result can be expected. This statement will very probably remain valid if once the systematic
errors will bave been estimated. As can be seen, the measurement of AG/G from photon plus
jet production in doubly polarized nucleon-nucleon collisions at HERA can be presumably per-
formed with an accuracy being about competitive to that predicted for RHIC.
At this point we note that the HERA-W fixed target kinematics causes additional problems for
the jet reconstruction when compared to a collider experiment. As obtained from rather preHmi-
nary investigations [5], the number of photon events accompanied by a successfully reconstructed
jet decreases considerably when approaching lower values of pj and, correspondingly, of xg;uan.
To have a more realistic statistical significance than that shown in Ref. [5] we now inchide
these preliminary jet reconstruction efficiencies. As a tesult, the statistical error bars became
somewhat larger for smaller transverse momenta.

J'jtl> Production. Compared to direct photon production the production of quarkonium states
below the open charm threshold is a similarly clean tool to measure the polarized gluon distribu-
tion. Hence many statements made in the previous section apply here, äs well, and the principle
of analysis is very similar. Because of the relatively large quark mass the cc production cross
section and the expected asymmetry are supposed to be calculable perturbatively.
Quarkonhim production has traditionally been calculated in the color-singlet model (CSM) [16]
where the quark-antiquark pair is produced in a color-singlet state with the quantum numbers
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of the corresponding hadron. This heavy mass pair then creates the hadronic state with a prob-
a.biuty determined by the appropriate quarkoniutn wave function at the origin. It is assuraed
that for heavy quarks soft gluon emission is negligible, äs also other non-perturbative effects like
higher twist contributions. While this model gives a reasonable description of J/ifr production
cross section shapes over p? and XF, it completely falls in the explanation of the integrated cross
section; a K factor of 7 -=- 10 is needed to explain the data. The anomalously large cross section
[17] for J/^> production at large transverse momenta found at the Tevatron reveals another bad
feature of the CSM; it is not able to explain the large i/1' and direct J/i/> production rates at
CDF. All these observations led to the understanding that fragmentation and hadronization of
color-octet [18] qq pairs are essential in the heavy quarkonium production process.
Within the framework of the color-octet mechanism the quarkonium production piocess can be
sepatated, according to the factorization hypothesis, into a short and a long distance part. The
former describes the quark-anti quark pair production at small distances and can be computed
perturbatively, The latter is responsible for the creation of a particular hadronic state from the
quark-antiquatk pair; its matrix elements can not be calculated perturbatively.
The shapes of the pT distribution of short distance matrix elements calculated within the color-
octet model indicate that the new mechanism seems to be able to explain the Tevatron data for
direct J/ip and $' production at large pr [19]- We note that unlike color-singlet matrix elements
being connected to the subsequent hadronic non-relativistk wave functions at the origin, color-
octet long distance mattix elements are unknown and have to be extracted from the experiment.
As it was shown recently [20, 21] the color-octet mechanism gives the dominant contribution in
J/T/)-production at HERA-N energies. This concerns not only the total cross section [20], but
also JJ4> production at non-zero pj-, i.e. at those values of transverse momenta which are not
due to internal motion of partons inside the coUiding hadtons, pT £ 1.5 GeV/c [21].
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For inclusive J/i/> production we calculated the double spin-asymmetry within the frame-
work of the color-octet model using the value of the color-octet matrix elements frora [21]. It is
interesting to note that the magnitude of the asymmetry does almost not depend on the choice
of the color-octet matrix elements, if one assumes that the transitkm matrix elements of octet
3Pj-states into J/^ are negligible compared to those of the 150 state. This is the most likely
scenario since only in this case it is possible to establish a consistence between different combi-
nations of the above two matrix elements, äs exttacted from CDF data [19] and photo- [22] or
hadroproduction [20] data. We underline that the measurement of the double spin asymmetry in
J/i/j production would allow to extract information about the color-octet matrix elements sepa-
rately, whereas from unpolarized experiments jt is only possible to extract combinations of them.
In fig. 6a we present the expected asymmetry versus p? for two different sets of polarized gluon

Pr(GeV) r,

Figure 6: Inclusive J/TJ) production: Double spin asymmetry vs. a) pT and b) t] for the LO sei A
(füll line) and the set C (dotted line) of Ref. [14], shown m conjunctwn with the HERA-N
statistical sensitivity.

distributions taken from [14]; the solid curve corresponds to set A and the dashed one to set C.
For set A the asymmetry appears sumciently large to be observed and its measurement would
allow to extract information about the polarized gluon distribution function in the nucleon. As
can be seen from fig. 6b, a very good discrimination between set A and set C is possible over the
whole HERA-./V pseudorapidity iriterval. For the mass of the charm quark we chose me = 1.5
GeV/c!, äs it was used for extraction of the color-octet matrix elements from experimental data
[19, 20]. We found that unh'ke the J/tjj production cross section the asymmetry does practically
not depend on the charm quark mass; if we vary the charm quark mass from 1.35 to 1.7 GeV/c2

the magnitude of the asymmetry changes by about 3 -^ 5% over the whole considered pT region.
In J/V1 plus jet production the study of the double spin asymmetry would allow to access di-
rectly the polarized gluon distribution function, similar to the case of photon plus jet production.
For the absolute statistical error of AG(xs}/G(zs) an expression similar to eq. 4 is obtained:

SA,
G(*g

with
O-LL =

____

[AC7/G]-ä t I

» J/il> g)

(5)

(6)

Here the quark-gluon subprocess was neglected, since its contribution to äLL amounts only to
about 10% compared to the gluon-gluon fusion subprocess.



Unfortunately, taking into account the acceptance limitations äs it was done for photon plus jet
production, the J/tp production cross section for HERA-A^ decreases significantly. Following the
same principle of analysis äs in Ref. [5], it turns out that the measurement of AG(x)/G(x) in
J/t/s plus jet production is feasible only for xg — 0.1 4 0.2, i.e. for J/t/> transverse momenta
of about 2.5 GeV/c. This prediction is shown äs an additional entry jn fig, 5. Although being
a single point only, we underline that this is a very important measurement, because the lowest
lying point from photon plus jet production is obtained for rather small values of pr where
perturbative QCD is not expected to give reliable predictions. We note that the nature of the
gluon-gluon subprocess has rather similar consequences for jet plus jet production at RHIC; the
prediction [15] consists of only one single point at a similar value of xg, äs well (cf. fig. 5).

4 Elastic Scattering
Large unexpected spin effects in singly polarized proton-proton elastic scattering p + p1 —> p + p
have been discovered many years ago and remain unexplained up to now. The singie spin
asymmetry AN was found significantly different from zero in the region l £ p\. ~ 7 (GeV/c)z

äs it is shown in fig. 7 in conjunction with the HERA-.V statistical errors.

At HERA-A7 energies the detection of the recoil
proton for -p\s in the ränge 54 12 (GeV/c)2 0.6
requires a very large angular acceptance (up to 40 n 5

degrees) [5]. The forward protons for the same in-
terval in pj- have laboratory angles of the order
of a few milliradians and require a dedicated de- 0.3
tector very close to the beam pipe. Note that Q 2

although the accessible f>\e would be simi-
lar to the ränge explored at low energies the c.m. £ '
scattering angle detected amounts to a few de- 0
grees at HERA-jV energies, only. .Q <
The transverse single-spin asymmetry Afi in elas-
tic pp scattering at HERA-A^ and RHIC ener-
gies has been calculated in a dynamical model
that leads to spin-dependent pomeron couplings
[23], The predicted asymmetry is about 0.1 for „. „ „ .. ,. r . , , , ,

7 , _, ,„ ,,, ,, .,, , , , rieure 7: Lompilahon of expenmentai data
PT = 4 4 5 (GeV/cr with an expected sta- ,, , . , ,
, . , „ „ „ on the asymmetry in elastic proton-vroton

tistkal error of 0.01 4 0.02 for HERA-AT, i.e. „ • ,* ,. / a , j , - . -' scattering äs a junchon oj pj-. in addition

-0.2

HERA-fl projected stat. errors

*++« 24GeVCERN
* 28GeVAGS
o 24 Ge V AG S

,2l 2

a significant measurement of the asymmetry
the projected statistical errors attainable with

can be performed to test the spin dependence of u^n , ,7 ,
. . * . , , HERA-N are shown.

elastic pp scattering at high energies.

5 Conclusions
The physics potential of polarized nucleon-nucleon collisions originating from an internal target
in the 820 GeV HERA proton beam has been investigated. Single spin asymmetries, accessible
already with the existing unpolarized beam, are found to be an almost unique and powerful tool
to study the nature and physical origin of twist-3 effects; even more so when taken in conjunction
with results of other experiments at HERA. When measuring the polarized gluon distribution
through double spin asymmetries in photon (plus jet) and J/ifr (plus jet) production - requiring
a polarized HERA proton beam - the projected statistical accuracies are found to be comparable
to those predicted for the spin physics program at RHIC. In addition, significant results can be
obtained on the long-standing unexplained spin asymmetries in elastic scattering.
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Drell-Yan asymmetries at HERA-N
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Abstract: The production of Drell-Yan pairs in the double polarized mode of
HERA-N is studied at next-to-leading order in QCD. It is found that a measure-
ment of this observable could yicld vital Information on the polarization of the light
quark sea in the nucleon.

l Introduction

Structure functions ineasured in deep inelastic lepton-nucleon scattering probe a particular
combination of quark distributions in the nucleon. The mere knowledge of these structure
functions is therefore insufficient for a distinction between valence and sea quarks and for a
further decomposition of the light quark sea into different flavours. These are only possible if
additional Information froin other experiinental observables is taken into accoimt.

Fits of unpolarized parton distributions (see for example [l]) obtain this Information from
two sources. The weak structure functions measured in neutrino-niicleon scattering probe
differcnt cornbinations of parton distributions than their electromagnetic counterparts. The
inclusion of these structure functions in a global fit can therefore constrain The ftavour structure
of the unpolarized sea. A direct probe of the antiquark distributions in the nucleon is given
by the production of lepton pairs in hadron-hadron collisions [2], the Drell-Yan process. It
is in fact the inclusion of data from both processes in the global fits that leads to a precise
detcrmination of the distribution of antiquarks and its flavour decomposition.

Recent fits of polarized parton distributions [3, 4] h ave to rely entirely on the available
data on the polarized structure function tff' 'n(x,Q2). The distinction of valence and sea quark
contributions to this structure function is possible to a certain exteiit if additional Information
from sum rules is taken into account. The flavour structure of the polarized sea is, however,
completely unknown at present. It seems rather doubtful that more precise measurcments of
this structure function will be able to provide more informatioii on these two issues.

Polarized neutrino-nucleon scattering experiments will not be feasible in the foreseeable
future, although a measurement of polarized weak structure functions may be possible from
charged current interactions at HERA [5] if polarization in the collider mode can be achieved.

An experimental study of the polarized Drell-Yan cross section would be possible with the
HERA-N experiment [6], operated with a polarized proton beam on a polarized nucleon target.
Wc will examine the prospects of such a measurement in this article.
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2 The polarized Drell-Yan process

The production of lepton pairs in hadronic collisions can be understood äs annihilation of a
quark-antiquark pair to a virtual photon, which decays into a lepton pair of invariant mass
M2. The polarized and unpolarized cross sections for this process are conventionally defined
to be [7]

i da++ - dff+~ , Aa = <1(T

where ( + + ) and (H—) denote the configurations of aligned and antialigned hadron spins.

In the QCD-corrected parton model, these hadronic cross sections can be expressed äs a
convolution of parton-level coefficient functions with the appropriate parton distributions:

tidxydz &(x\xiz — T) V_̂  e*
9sA/2

„M2)[A]ä2(:^M2) + ( l ~ 2 ) } (h ]Ä( l -
2?T

2)
27T

with the scaling variable T = M2/s. The parton distributions in the (not necessarily identical)
hadrons are denoted by fi^(xi, M2).

The next-to-leading order corrcctions to the unpolarized coefficient functions h ave been
calculated in [8], and the polarized corrections are given in [7, 9]. It turns out that inclusion of
these corrections is crucial at fixed-target energies, äs they contribute about 30% of the total
cross section. A fully consistent study of the Drell-Yan process at next-to-leading order was
until now only possible in the unpolarized rase, äs the polarized parton distributions could only
be determmed to leading accuracy. With the recently calculated polarized two-loop Splitting
functions [10], the polarized distributions can now be determmed to next-to-leading order from
fits to structure function data [3, 4].

Using these distributions in combination with the unpolarized distributions (set A') from [l],
we have calculated the total Drell-Yan cross section da/dM and the expected asymmetry

for proton and (idealized) neutron targets at centre of mass energies v/s = 40 GeV (HERA-N)
and v/s = 25 GeV. The latter could be achieved by operating HERA-N with a proton beam
energy of about 330 GeV. Figure l shows the unpolarized Drell Yan production cross section
äs a function of the invariant mass of the lepton pair. It should be noted that invariant rnasses
M < 4 GeV and 9 GeV < M < 11 GeV must be excluded from the experimental measurement,
äs lepton pair production in these mass regions is dominated by the decay of quarkonium
rcsonances. An experiment with ^s - 25 GeV will clearly be restricted to the invariant
mass ränge 4 GeV < M < 9 GeV; depending on the available luminosity. a measurement for
AI > 11 GeV could bc possible at ̂  = 40 GeV.

The Drell-Yan cross section at HERA-N (./s = 40 GeV) is about two Orders of magnitude
larger than at RHIC-SPIN (Js = 200 GeV) when evaluated at fixed T.
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Figure 2 shows the asymmetries obtained with the polarized NLO parton distributions of [3]
(GS(A,B,C)) and [4] (GRSVs,v). The spread in these predictions reflects the present lack of
knowledge on the behaviour of polarized sea quark distributions in the region x > 0.1. Not
even the sign of the asymmetry at large M is predicted. A sizable asymmetry of morc than
±10% can be expected in proton-proton collisions; the asymmetry in proton-neutron collisions
is considcrably smaller.

We have checked the perturbative stability of thesc results by varying the mass factorization
scale; we find that the absolute value of the asymmetry is decreased (increascd) by a maximum
of 1.5% if we take //F = 2M f/iF = M/2). This Variation is significantlv smaller than the

difFerence between the different parton distribution fuiictions.

3 Conclusions and Outlook

A measurement of the polarized Drell-Yan cross section in the double polarized mode of HERA-
N appears feasible, given the antidpated luminosity of 240 pb~' [6]. Such a racasurement
would provide important information on the polarization of the light quark sea at large x,
a region which cannot be probed with measurements of polarized weak structure functions.
Such a rneasurement would be unique to HERA-N, äs the polarized Drell-Yan process cannot
be studied at the RHIC. Furthermore, HERA-N could measure Drell Yan asyrnmetries off
different targets, which could in principle be used to infer the flavour structure of the polarized
sea. Such a rneasurement would howcver require rauch higher luminosity due to the small
asymmetries on the (idealized) neutron target.

In this study we have only examined the invariant mass distribution of the Drell-Yan pairs,
which is already able to discriminate different parametrizations for the polarized sea quark
distributions. Even inore information can be gained from rnore differential distributions (e.g. in
the lepton-pair rapidity), which could be obtained with higher luminosity.
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Study of the Pomeron Couplings in Diffractive
Reactions at HERA

S.V.Goloskokov
BLTP, JINR, Dnbna, Russia

The study of diffractive reactioris has attractcd considerable interest due to the observation of
high pt Jets in diffractive collisions [1], The diffractive high pt jet production can bc used äs a
test of the Pomeron structure. The question about the spin structure of the Pomeron arises for
the reactions with polarized particles.

The Pomeron is a vacuum (-channel exehangc that contributes to high-energy diffractive
reactions. The Pomcron contribution to the quark-proton amplitude can be written in the form

where P is a "bare" Pomeron contribution, VAP and VBP are the Pomeron vertices for particles
A and B, respectivcly.

It has been shown that in niodels (see e.g. [2]) the Pomeron -proton vertcx is of the form

+ yß(r). (1)

where m is the proton mass.

The quark-Pomeron vertex has been calculatcd perturbatively [3]:

V^/,(r) = -vi0 + 2rn,1kt,ui + 2k$u? + in^^k^ßj^ + im,u4<7'J(1rQ. (2)

Here k is the quark momentum. r is the momentum transfer, m, is the quark mass.

Note that in the cases (1,2) the spin-flip effects do not vanish äs s — > .00 in contrast to The
Standard Pomeron couplings in the models [4]

The new form of the Pomeron couplings (2) should modify various spin asymmetries in
high-energy diffractive reactions. The magnitude of the spin effects is connected with the ratio
™?\A\/\B\r (1) or m2 u3|/|u„ for (2) found to be of the order 0.2-0.3 for |/| about few GcVz.
Thus, the spin effects may be not sinall. We shall discuss the effects which can be used in the
future polarized diffractive experiments at HERA to study the spin structure of the Pomeron.

The transverse single spin asymmetry in polarized diffractive QQ production in proton-
proton scattering has been calculated in [5]. It was shown that the asymmetry is different for
the Standard and spin-dependent Pomeron vertex at the HERA-A' energy v/s = 40GeV [6j. In

the first case it is about 5% and approxirnately constant; in the second case the asymmetry is
larger than 7% and depcnds on the transverse momenta of the produced jet.

It was shown that the asymmetry obtained from the cross sections of diffractive QQ produc-
tion integrated over transverse momenta of the produced jet depends mainly on the Pomeron-
proton coupling structure. It can be used for studying the spin structure of the proton-Pomeron
coupling. The singlc-spin transverse Av asymmetry in elastic pp scattering can be studied at
HERA-TV äs a test of the spin dependence of the proton-Pomeron coupling too. The predicted
asymmetry is about 10% for pf, = 4 - 5(GeV)2 [7], Thus, the single-spin asymmetries can be
very uscful in the determination of the structure of Pomeron couplings.

The effects in diffractive deep inelastic scattering connected with the spin-dependent quark-
Porneron coupling have been studied. It was shown that the double longitudinal spin asymmetry
in diffractive QQ production for the Standard quark-Pomeron vertex is very simple in form [8]

(4)

This asymmetry is about 8% for y = 0.7 and xp — 0.1. For the spin-dependent Pomeron
coupling the asymmetry is dependent on k]_ of Jets and smaller than for the Standard Pomeron
vertex, by about 5%.

The spin effects in diffractive reactions for the quark-Pomeron coupling in the form (1) have
been studied in [9], Strong sensitivity of asymmetries was found in diffractive meson production
to the form of the Pomeron vertex at HERA energies.

We can conclude that the discussed single and double spin asymmetries depend strongly
on the spin .structure of the Pomeron coupling. However, to obtain the Information about the
Pomeron-coupling structure, the relevant asymmetries should be measured with an accuracy
less than 1%. The values of cross sections in diffractive QQ production are larger than lOOOpb,
which permits one to perform these investigations at the integrated luminosity about 200(pö)~1

. So, the diffractive polarization experiments at HERA allow onc to study spin properties
of quark-Pomeron and proton-Pomeron vertices. This gives an important test of the spin
properties of QCD at large distances.
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Spectator tagging in electron deuteron scattering
and the measurement of the Bjorken Sum Rule
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Abstract: The tagging of spectator nucleons in polarised and unpolarised electron
deuteron scattering offers the possibility to measure proton and neutron structure
functions separately in the same nuclear environment. In contrast to fixed target
experiments, the spectator in collider mode has large rnomentum and is therefore
rather easy to measure. In a polarised deuteron beam proton and neutron are
both polarised, Tagging offers the ideal figure of rnerit, superior to any subtraction
method of H, D and 3He beanis. As the proton and neutron asymmetries are mea-
sured simultaneously in one experiment many systematic uncertainties cancel and
provide optimal conditions to measure the Bjorken Sum Rule. From the machine
point of view, the acceleration of polarised deuterons compared to protons has both
advantages and difficulties. It is not clcar if deuteron Polarisation can be handlet!
at high beam energies. It might turn out t hat. a common solution to the luminosity
and Polarisation problems is to significantly reduce the HERA deuteron energy.

l Physics Motivation

HERA is a tool to investigate the structure of the nucleon. For a complete picture of the nucleon
the scattering off protons alone is not sufficient, a neutron target is required. In unpolarised
fixed target experiments, the neutron structure functions are derivcd from the difference of
deuterium and hydrogen scattering processes. Nuclear effects in the deuteron are small. For
nuclei with higher atomic mass nuclear effects beconie larger. They are known äs the nuclear
EMC effect.

In polarised DIS in a similar fashion the difference of the deuterium and hydrogen spiri
asymmetries are used to derive the neutron spin strucUire functions. The spins of proton and
neutron in a vector polarised deuteron are aligned parallel. However, there is an approximately
5% D-state probabüity in the deuteron wave function which has to be taken into account in
the derivation of the neutron spin structure function. In polarised DIS there is an alternative
possibility to derive the neutron spin structure by using a 3He target. The 3He nucleus contains
two anti-aligned proton spins. The 3He spin asyinmetry is directly related to the neutron spin.
This is strictly true only for the S-state of the 3He wave function. With about 10% probability
the nucleus is in the S'- or D-state. In these states the spin asyinmetry is dominated by
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the proton spin. In principle a 'spin-nuclear EMC effect, i.e. the modihcation of the spin
distributions of quarks in nuclear matter, may add some uncertainty to the measurement.

Spectator tagging in deuteron scattering offcrs a unique experimental approach to measure
differences of the proton and neutron scattering, i.e. to rneasure non-singlet distribution func-
tions. Spectator tagging means that the nucleon which is not involved in the DIS scattering
process is identified in the detector, so that for every DIS event on deuteron it is experiinentally
known if it happcned in the proton or the neutron. This method cannot or can only very poorly
be applied to fixed target experiments as the rnornentum of the spectator in the rest framc of
the deuteron is defined by its nuclear Fermi momentum, i.e. it is in the 100 MeV ränge.

The Situation is completely different in a collider experiment. The spectator is boosted
to half of the beam energy and can in principle be easily detected. For an 820 GeV deuteron
bcam the spectator proton has a rnornentum of 410 GeV and is separatcd from thc electron and
deuteron beams by the first dipole field as shown in figure 1. The 410 GeV neutron spectator
is not bent and can be detected in a neutron calorimcter downstream the interaction point.

IP

Figure 1: The spectator nucleon m electron deuteron scattering at HERA can be detected in
comcidcnce with the deep inelastic event. The, proton and neutron tagging offers the possibdity to
measure proton and neutron spm structure functions simultaneously without switching targets.

Tagging a polarised deuteron bearn allows the measurement of the fundamental ßjorken
Sum Rule in one nuclear environment and in one single experiment without switching targets.
It has been pointed out that a precision measurement. of the QCD corrections involved in
the Bjorken Sum Rule allows a determination of the QCD coupling constant as(Q2) [1]. The
verification of the running of as with Q2 and the comparison with results from jet, physics would
be fundamental tests of the Standard model.

The spectator tagging method can be extended by measuring the angle and momentum
of the spectator and correlating it to the kinematics of the DIS process. This way semi-
inclusive (spin-)structure functions can be obtained which contain information about the nuclear
structure of the deuteron. By comparing the results with the known structure functions of the
free proton, nuclear corrections can be tested and possible new nuclcar effects can be measured.

2 Experimental Aspects

The most striking advantage of the spectator tagging in polarised deuteron scattering is the
high figure of merit which can be obtained. Assurning the Ellis-Jaffe Sum Rule for proton

and neutron and thc Bjorken Sum Rule should be measured in the experiment. The precision
which can be obtained is compared for the following three scenarios: deuteron tagging (I),
p/d subtraction (II) and p/3He subtraction (III). The maximal achievable Polarisation and
lurninosity may be different for the different beams but due to lack of better knowledge it is
assumed that the polarisation is identical and that the luminosity Cr_ (in units of charge/cm2/s)
is (l : 0.5 : 0.5) for the proton compared to the deuteron and 3He beam. The nucleonic
luminosity £„ (in units of nucleons/cm2/s) which is relevant for the number of DIS events is
then (1 :1 : 0.67). In order to have the same statistical error on the neutron as on thc proton
asymmetry the following data taking timcs are required approximately:

deuteron tagging (I): 2 time units deuteron beam with half of the data protons and neu-
trous.

p/d subtraction (II): 3 time units proton beam. 6 units deuteron bearn. The error on the
neutron asymmetry is derived according to 5A" ~ \/(2<S,4f)2 + (6A\)2.

p/3He subtraction (III): l time unit proton beam and 32/0.67 = 13.5 time units on 3He.
Thc factor 32 comcs from thc dilution of the neutron asymmetry by the two unpolarised
protons in 3He.

To concludc: the time required for the sarne statistical precision on the spin asymmetries for
proton and neutron is (l : 4.5 : 7.25) for the scenario (I : II : III). Statistically, the deuteron
tagging method is clearly favoured.

Assuming 100% tagging efficiency the advantages of deuteron tagging in systematics are
obvious:

proton and neutron are measured in one experiment. without changing targets, with
identical luminosity. with identical beam polarisations, with identical acceptance and
efficiency for the registration of thc DIS event.

the CMS energy of the electron nucleon System are the same for proton and neutron in
case of deuteron tagging. It is important to mention that that is not the case for the p/d
or p/3He subtraction methods if the beam energies are the same for the p, d and 3He
beams. Each nucleon carries only a fratiion of thc beam energy, i.e. thc nucleon in 3He
carries only a third of the energy compared to the nucleon in the proton beam. This leads
to completely different energies and angles of the DIS event in the lab frame for a given x
and Q2. On the other hand, if one wants to kcep the lab kinematics identical, the beam
energies of the p, d and 3He beams have to be different and therefore the Polarisation,
the lurninosity and the luminosity mcasurernent will be very different, leading possiblv to
large systematic errors in the subtraction methods (II) and (III) .

The nuclear environment of proton and neutron are identical in the tagging method (III),
Therefore some of the nuclear effects will cancel in the ratio of the proton and neutron
cross sections and asymmetries. The remaining nuclear effect can be determined bv the
comparison with the results from the free proton. If thc tagging detectors have the
possibility to measure the momentum and angle of the spectator. nuclcar effects can be
checked by sclecting special kinematics, e.g. spectators at rest in the deuteron rest system
or spectators at the tails of the nuclear momentum distributions.
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All the above considerations assume that the DIS scattering occurs incoherently on one of
the two nucleons of the deuteron and that the tagging efficieiicy is 100%. Both assumptions are
certainly not strictly true. The incoherent scattering on nucleons does not necessarily apply at
very low x and to diffractive events. This is howcver a generic featurc of the scattering process
and is also present in the subtraction methods (II) and (III). It is not necessary a limitation but
can be regarded äs a possibility to learn about nuclear structure especially if the momentum of
the spectator is ineasured. Additionally, diffractive events can be identified by a rapidity gap
in the hadronic final state.

The tagging efficiency has physics and technical limitations. In first order, tagging incffi-
ciencies cancel when the spin asymmetry is formed, äs long äs the tagging efficiency is spin
independent. However the asymmetry may be diluted by other processes. The physics limi-
tations come from the fact that Charge exchangc and diffractive processes may dilute a clean
DIS tagging. Detailed Monte-Carlo corrections are needed to take these processes into account.
Technical limitations come from the restrictions in space dne to machine elements, from parti-
cle background and frorn the beara divergence. The scatteriiig angle of the spectator is below
0.2 mrad for a typical Fermi-momentum of 100 MeV/c. Due to the divergence of the beam at
the interaction point the angular distribution is smeared. This limits the possibility to precisely
determine the transverse Ferrai momentum of the spectator. The longitudiiial momentum of
the Fermi motion is boosted with the 7 factor of the beara. This raakes is rather casy to mea-
sure. A ±100 MeV/c longitudinal motion translates to a spectator energy of 410 ± 41 GeV.
The precision with wliicli the spectator momentum can be determined depends on the energy
spread of the machine (~ 1%) and the resolution of the spectator detector.

The design of the neutron spectator detector is rather simple, it just requires a neutron
calorimeter downstream the interaction point with the possibility to identify neutrons compared
to charged particles and photons. The calorimeter has to be able to handle background from
photoproduction. The design of the proton detector is more complicated. The protons are bent
by the first Separation fields of the off-axis HERA quadmpoles. In the current beam lattice
the spectators with large transverse Fermi momentum are beut by the quadrupole components
and cannot be properly separated. The existing proton detectors of ZEUS and Hl have an
insnfficient acceptance for the spectators. A clean Separation of the proton spectators from the
deuteron beam requires a special design of the interaction region. The optimal solution would
be a dipole Separation without quadrupole components. This dipole field could be part of the
spin rotator and would be used äs spectromcter magnet for the momentum measurement of the
proton spectator at the same time.

3 Machine Aspects

The injection and acceleration of polarised protons and the maintenance of Polarisation at
HERA energies is regarded äs a very difficult task which is currently being studied in detail.
The task to produce longitudinally polarised deuterons at HERA is certainly very different. If
it is easier or more difficult is hard to predict äs there is not much cxperirnental and thcoretical
experience with polarised deuterons. The reason why it is so different is due to the srnall gyro-
magnetic anomaly of the deuteron (gd-2)/2 = -0.14 compared to the proton (0p-2)/2 = 1.79.
This leads to the effect that the number of depolarising resonances, which are the main difficulty
in the proton polarisation. is reduced by a factor of 25. The deuteron spin tunc at 820 GeV
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is only vs — 62 for the deuteron compared to fs — 1600 for the proton. The spin tune of the
deuteron beam is similar to the spin tune of electrons at 27.5 GeV (i/s — 62.5) which have been
successfully polarised at HERA.

The main difficulty of a polarised deuteron beam is the manipulation of the spin. A spin
rotator or a Siberian snake requires much stronger magnetic fields for deuterons than for pro-
tons, again due to the small gyro-magnetic anomaly. As the spin tune of the deuteron and the
electron beam are similar, the geometry of the rotator burnp could be sirailar too äs it is only
determined by the spin tune of the beam and not by its energy. Therefore a design like the
HERA-e mini-spin rotators would allow to rotate the deuteron spins by 90° if the warm coils
would be replaced by strong superconducting magnets.

Due to the smallness of the spin tune, it inight be that a deuteron beam would not require
Siberian snakes, however this has to be studied in detail.

4 Conclusions

Tlie tagging of proton and neutron spectators in unpolarised and polarised electron deuteron
scattering offers unique possibilitics to study the difference of DIS cross sections and asymme-
tries in proton and neutron. The tagging offers a statistical figure of merit which is superior by
a factor of about 5. ..7 for the measurement of the proton and neutron Ellis-Jaffe and Bjorken
Sum Rules. The experirnental conditions are ideal in the sense that proton and neutron can
be measured in the same nuclear eiivironment with identical experirnental conditions. The
main concern is the question how efficient the tagging is and whether it is possible to maintain
high deuteron Polarisation at HERA- First experiences were obtained at the KEK-PS where
polarised deuteron beams have been successfully accelerated in a storage ring up to an energy
of 10.2 GeV.

Concerning the aim to measure the Bjorken Sum Rule and the spin structure functions at
small x (x < 0.01) with high precision, in principle the high energies at HERA are not needed.
If it would be possible to collide the polarised HERA electrons at 27.5 GeV with polarised
deuterons at 10. ..40 GeV, the center of mass energy would be large enough to cover the relevant
kinematic ränge (s = 1100.. .4400 GeV2). The energy would also be still high enough for gluon
spin studies using jet and charm production. At these energies also deuteron Polarisation is a
much smaller problem and electron cooling of the stored deuterons and/or continuous injection
of deuterons into the storage ring would possibly allow for low emittance and high luminosity.
As the DIS cross section increases at lowcr energy, a much higher statistical precision could be
obtained.
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Nuclear effects in extraction of g\(x-> Q2) at small x
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Abstract: We consider nuclear structure uncertainties in extraction of gin(x,Q2)
from inclusive l-D(AHe) data at small x. Theoretical uncertainties in extraction of
§in from ID data are small äs far äs g^(x,Q2) w — <7ip(:c,Q2) at small x. In case of
3He combination of effects of the spin depolarization, interactioii with nonnucleonic
degrees of freedom, and nuclear shadowing is likely to reduce gi»ne(x < 0.05) by
~ 15% and significantly enhance g\*i\ at x — 0.1.

1 Introduction
Knowledge of gin at small x is crucial for learning whether currently observed experimentally

regime of dominance of nonsinglet contribution to giN(x, Q2) would be followed by dominance of
singlet contribution at x < 10~3. Measurcment ofpi„(i,Q2) involves use of polarized deuterium
and 3He targets. Hence one has to address two question: How large are nuclear effects for
g1A(i,Q2)? What is theoretical uncertainty in evaluation of these effects? We focus hcre on
the region of small x which is relevant for this workshop. In this kinematics three major
effects are present: (i) spin depolarization due to presence of higher orbital States in nuclei, (ii)
nonnucleonic degrees of freedom in nuclei. (iii) nuclear shadowing.

2 Spin depolarization and Fermi motion
In the many-nucleon approximation where non-nucleonic degrees of freedom in nuclei and

nuclear shadowing are neglected the Fermi motion, and the relativistic spin rotation effects are
small at x < 0.5 [1]. As a result, the static approximation exprcssion for the deuteron

(1)

provides very good approximation for x < 0.5. Here PD = 6 ± 1CA is ihe probability of t.lie
D-wave in the deuteron. Similarly, in the case of A = 3 targct approximately 8% depolarization
effect is present. It is due to depolarization of the neutron (which in the case of S-\vave 3He
would be 100% polarized), and from a small proton polarization [2, 3, 4, 5].

3 Nonnucleonic degrees of freedom
The EMC effect has unambiguously demonstrated that nonnucleonic degrees of freedom are

present in nuclei, though this effect does not allow to identify what particular nonnucleonic
degrees of freedom are responsible for the effect. However the EMC effect is small for 0.05 <
x < 0.3. so naively one would expect that such effects are not important in extraction of f/in at
medium and small x. It is possible to check the relevance of nonnucleonic degrees of freedom
by considering the ratio of the Bjorken sum rules for the A = 3 and ,4 = 1 Systems. The QCD
corrections to the sum rule which are proportional to a"(Q'2) cancel out and one obtains:

(n)
(2)

independent of Q2, wherc we have ignored the higher twist effccts. Nonrelativistic expression
for R = Ps - |PS, + \Pi> = l - (0.0785 ± 0.0060) is perfectly consistent with the Stan-
dard nonrelativistic exprcssion for G /i(3H). Howcver both these relations contradict the data:
^^ = l - (0.0366 ±0.0030).

Hence we conclude that the use of the convolution model, combined with the S-nudeon
description of A = 3 nucleon System, le.ads to a ̂  4% violation of the Bjorken sum rule for the
scattering of the A = 3 Systems. This is consistent with the general expectation that noticeable
nonnucleonic degrees of freedom should be present in the A = 3 Systems. Inconsistency of the
convolution models and three nucleon description of A — 3 System with the Bjorken sum rule
was first pointed out, in Ref. [6],

We observe that consistency of nonrelativistic results for thc Bjorken sum rule and the
G A ratio can be used äs a guide to identify \vhat nonnucleonic effects are responsible for the
discrepancy in eq.2 [7]. Gurren: analyses of G^(3H) indicate that the major nuclear correction
to the Impulse approximation calculation of GA(A = 3) is due to A —)• N transitions. Thus a
natural mechanisra for resolving the discrepancy between the Bjorken sum rule for .4 — 3 and
for .4 — 1 targets which is present in the irnpulse approximation, is the necessity to account for
the nondiagonal transitions 7*JV —> 7'A. No theoretical investigations of this structure function
have been done äs yet. For the simple case of g™„' one can expect the same low x behavior for
this structure function äs for the diagonal transitions since Regge trajectories with ratner closfi
value of intercept couple in this case. Based on S U (6) symmetry, for average x ~ 0.2 -=- 0.3 we
can expect a behavior similar to the diagonal nonsinglet matrix elements. Consequently, we
estimate that the contribution of the -j'.V —*• 7* A transition to S"A=^ leads to a change in the

ratio ffir'^ff for x < 0.5 from 1-(0.0785 ± 0.0060} to GA(3H)/GA(n) = l - (0.0366±0.0030).
Moreover, treating the A-admixture äs a porturbation we ohserve that main contribution to g\d originate in the 3He case from the n —*• A° nondiagonal transition and in the 3H casc froin

the p —» A* nondiagonal transition. In the SU (6) limit, which seetns reasonable at least for the
valence quark contribution ' gl n->&°(x,Q2)/9in(x,Q2) = 9\2)/giP(x,Q'2). Thus up
to a small corrcction due to contribution of g\(x, Q2) combined effect of nucleon depolarization
and nondiagonal contributions is approximately the same for gi$He(x>Q2)/gin(x:Q2) and for
ST,A=3(X-. Q2)/9iN'(xi Q2)- Wp catl write in this approximation

GA(n)
'-gln(x,Q-2) + '2pp(glp(x,Q2)+9ln(x,Q2)), (3)

where pp ÄS -2.8% is polarization of a proton in 3He. We neglect here contribution of A' —> p
nondiagonal terms since they effectively result inerely in the rcnormalization of pp by a factor
~%$S?- Experimentally, |5lp(j. Q2) + gln(x,Q2)\ |fl i„(i.g2) | , \gln(x, Q'2)\r x < 0.1 and
hence the last term for these i is a very small correction. In the sea region gu? and 3iv-+i
may have different x dependence. This leads to < 4% theoretical uncertainty in extraction of
3i»(x < 0.05)

Overall, the uncertainties in extraction of g\„ from this source due to poor knowledge of x
dependence of nondiagonal matrix elements is likely to be of the order 4% for small x. For the
deuteron case this effect is much smaller sincc nonnucleonic degrees of freedom are significantly
smaller and also AA: adrnixture is forbidden. 860

'Note that the SMC semi-inclusive data indicatc that the sc.a. cont.ribution tu ijj is small down to x



4 Nuclear shadowing effects
At srnall x, when the coherence length / = ^~ far exceeds the nucleus radius, the virtual

photon converts to a quark-ghion configuration h well before thc targct. In the case of nucleon
targets this leads to diffraction in deep inelastic Hcattering which has recently been obscrved at
HERA. For the nuclear targets this leads to the shadowing phenomenon which is well established
experimentally, for review and refcrences see report of Group 8.

The phenomenon of shadowing rcflects the presence of quark-gluon configurations in 7*
which can interact with cross sections comparable to that of hadrons. A quantitative descrip-
tion of nuclear shadowing phenomenon in deep inelastic scattering was developed in the coior
screening models, where 7" converts to a quark-gluon state h which interacts with the nuclear
target via multiple color singlet exchanges. The effect of shadowing is determined in these

models primarily by the value of the ratio ae// — ̂ -, whcre averaging is taken over differ-
ent strengths of interaction, that is, over different quark-gluon configurations involved in the
transition 7* —> "kadron state''. Numerical analyses of nuclear shadowing for A > 12 give
i7eff ^ 17 rnb. Similar mimber follows froin the estimate based on the generalization of the

optical theorein to the diffractive processes aef; = — f ' .+-p' l =—. As soon äs this parame-
ter is fixcd all color singlet models give very similar results for x <C j—-5- especially for light
nuclei.

It follows from the forrnulae of the eikonal-type approximation that for the case of cross
sections which constitute a small fraction of the total cross section, the shadowing effects
should be larger. Several cxamples include shadowing in the parity violating pA scattering
[8] and shadowing for valence quarks [9]. The same is true for shadowing of giA [7]. For
light nuclei Hke 2H and 3He the screening effect for glA is ^ 2 larger than for Fy,\. Numer-
ically, we find the reduction effect due to shadowing is gi3{ff(x,Q2)/gin(x,Q2) ~ 0.90, and
3i2f{(x, Q2)/(9ip(x, Q2) + g\n(x, Q2)) ~ 0.96, with spin depolarization effects and nonnuclconic
degrees of freedom effects entering multiplicativcly. This estimate probably has 50% uncer-
tainty due to due to unccrtainties in the value of the real part of thc spin dependcnt amplitude,
and spin dependent diffraction. etc. Thc Bjorkcn sum rule indicates that shadowing effccts gen-
crate an enhancement of giA(x,Q2) at x ~ 0.1. Overall one expects significant modifications
of 9\,A=3 for T, < 0.15, see Fig.l.

To summarize, at small .T nuclear corrections lead to

±0.07; 0.86 ± 0.0-1,

with errors reflecting our guess of the theoretical unccrtainties involved in calculating discussed
nuclear effccts. Smaller error in the deuteron case reflects smaller shadowing effects and sup-
pression of nonnucleonic degrees of freedorn due to smaller energy bindirig and zero isospin
which forbids Ar^ states. Hence in the discussed i-range 2H targets may have certain advan-
tages in terms of theoretical uncertaintics. Besides, in the first approximation, experimentally
9ip(x,Q*) ~ -Öia(x-,Q2) for x ~ 10""2 in which case shadowing does not affcct the extraction
of 9in fr°m the gid data and does not lead to noticeable enhancemcnt effects at x ~ 0.1. If. on
the other hand, at very small x ~ 10""3 gln ancl OIP become comparable, theoretical uncertainty
in extraction of gln would be ~ 8%. Experimcnfal error is usually larger in the deuteron case
since one has to combine experimental measurernents of g\ and gip.

impulse approx.

shadowing-f

the Bjorken sum rule

Figure 1: ffiA=3/9w' ^ a function of x. Dash-dotted curve is nonrelativistic calculation of
Refs.[2-5], The solid curve is result of calculation [7] which includes nuclear shadowing, spin
depolarization, A —> jV nondiagonal contributions, and the Bjorken sum rule constraint.

Note also existence of specific nuclear effect for thc scattering off the polarized deuteron.
which is analog of the Germond and \Vilkin effect [10] for TTC/ total cross sections: due to thc
presence of D-wave in the deuteron, the cross section of shadowing for scattering off deuteron
with helicities \ — ±1 and A^ = 0 differs leading to approxhnately \% difference of the
cross sections of unpolarized clectron scattering off the dcuteron in different helicity states for
x < 10~2 [11]. Experimental study of this effect would check the basic ideas about mechanism
of nuclear shadowing. Unfortunately, the effect is qmtc small inaking its rneasurement nearly
impossible.
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Abstract: It is proposed to build an absolute Couloinb-Nuclear Interference (CNI)
polarJmeter for measuring the proton beam polarization at HERA. An alternative
use of a polarized (unpolarized) proton beam with an unpolarized (polarized) Jet
target would allow to determine the beam polarization with about 5% accuracy free
of theoretical unceitainties. Consistency checks of polarization measurements would
be done by using different combinations of beam and target polarization. Several
realization schemes of such a polarimeter are discussed.

The beam polarization in a polarized HERA proton ring should be measured and monitored
either continuously or frequently during the experiinental runs. There are three stages to be
considered during acceleration [l]:
- Filling the HERA ring by polarized protons of 38 GeV
- Acceleration from injection energy of 38 GeV up to the final energy of E/in = 820 GeV
- Colliding regime. This is the main regime for running experiments.
The proton beam filling time is about 120' including 30' for accumulation at 38 GeV. We have to
be able to check the beam polarization at this stage before ramping up the energy. The accelera-
tion frorn 38 GeV to 820 GeV passes several steps and takes about 40M-50'. This stage is crucial
for initial tuning ofthe beam polarization, since the strongest depolarization resonances are to be
crossed. Frorn the polarimetry point of view it is desirable to maintain the intermediate plateau
in the magnetic fie!d during about 30' or more to reach the necessary precision in beam polar-
ization measurements. A point of interest is at 200 GeV, where the E704 experiment discovered
a large analyzing power in inclusive pion production [2 -j-4l. A relative pion polarimeter might
be used for rapidly checking the polarization of the internal beam at this specific point (or at

820 GeV, if a dedicated nucleon-nucleon polarization experiment, like HERA- N [5], would have
delivered calibration data, already). Another important feature desirable to be implemented at
HERA is the possibility to decelerate the beam, say from 820 GeV to 200 GeV, in order to check
the consistency of the spin depolarization theory. For example, the correct siberian snake func-
tion presumes the conservation of beam polarization in acceleration and deceleration processes,
which might be checked directly by this rnethod.
Possible polarimeters, both absolute and relative ones, and their figures of merit have been dis-
cussed elsewhere [6 4- 8]. As concerns HERA, we discuss in the following several scenarios for
an absolute CNI polarimeter [9j:
Scenario 1: CNI polarimeter with detection of only recoil protons.
Scenario 2: CNI polarimeter with detection of only forward particles. It appears to
be very attractive since this approach may allow to gain one or even two Orders of magnitude in
the azimutha] acceptance, A <(> /(2 TT), compared to the previous case.
Scenario 3: CNI polarimeter with detection of both protons. Evidently, in this case
the time of polarization measurements will be of the same order äs for scenario l, but the events
will be cleaner due to smaller background.

^e-mail: nurusheTi@mx.ikep.su
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In fact, all three scenarios might be operated in parallel if three separate triggers were realized.
In order to avoid any theoretical uncertainty we intend to perform the polarization measurement
in two steps: In the first step we measure (calibrate) the analyzing power by using the unpo-
larized beam and a polarized target. In the second step, knowing the analyzing power from the
previous experiment, we determine the beam polarization by measuring the left-right asymmetry
with the polarized beam and an unpolarized target.
If, instead, both beam and target are polarized such a measurement constitutes an independent
way of measuring the beam polarization gaining an additional factor 2 in running time. Simul-
taneously the observable ANN may be measured in this case, too.
Scenario l has several advantages:
- It is simple and occupies little space around the polarimeter target, only. Several solid state
detectors would be used for measuring the coordinate and energy of the recoil particle
- It is a fast and reliable detector äs it was demonstrated in an experiment [10]
- It is not sensitive to the initial energy
- No severe constraints are imposed on the beam parameters
To calculate the statistical accuracy for scenario l we consider two versions: i) Realistic Version
[Sj: Unpolarized beam of I - 80 mA, polarized jet target of density n = 3 • 1013 atom$/cm2. The
luminosity is L = 1.5 • 1031 cm~2 • s~l. In the region of interest t = !0~s + 1Q-* GeV*,
the average differential cross-section is da/dt - 80 mb/GeV2 and the mean value of the
analyzing power is Afj = 3%. The geometrical acceptance for a one arm apparatus is
A t = 10-2(GeV/c)2, A $ /{27r) = 4.5 - 10'3. The anticipated combined trigger and
reconstruction efficiency is assumed to be 50%. Then the counting rate is expected to be N = 27
ev/s and the CNI analyzing power of AAfr/Aff - ±5% precision may be reached during 7 hours
of data taking assuming PT — 0.8 äs target polarization. ii) Optimistic version: Unpolarized
proton beam of 1—160 mA (which is one goal of the HERA Upgrade program), polarized jet
target of density n = }014 atoms/cm* (which is acceptable according to [11]), and addition of a
second recoil arm. Finally we gain a factor K — 2 • 3 • 2 = 12. With all above parameters the
counting rate is expected to be N = 324 ev/s leading to A AN/AN = ± 5% precision after a
T — 0.6 hour measurement.
The second step consists in measuring the beam polarization by using the polarized proton
beam and an unpolarized target, The beam polarization, Pfl, is defined through the relation
e = PB • AH, where AX is taken from the previous measurement. The factor £ is mea-

sured in this second step. Then A PB/PB = y(Ae/£}2 + (A AN/AN)* is the precision of
the beam polarization PB- Assuming for simplicity the same error bars in both steps we get:
APg/Pß ^5 \/2 • A A N/An. The ideal case will occur when the luminosity of the polarized
beam with an unpolarized target is the same äs above or better (since we can use the unpolarized
target with higher density). If the beam polarization is also PB = 0.8 the 5% precision might
be reached in the same time äs above, i.e. for T= 0.6 h. Then the final precision of the beam
polarization will be A PB/PB = \/2 • 5 = ~ 7%.
The technique of Scenario 2 (forward arm polarimeter) was demonstrated to work reliably in
colliders [12]. This polarimeter detects the forward scattered particles moving very close (sev-
eral mm) to the main internal circulating proton beam. The detectors sit in Roman Pots. The
measured particle position transforms directly to the scattering angle if one puts some restric-
tions on the lattice function (see below). The accelerator lattice serves äs a powerful magnetic
spectrometer suppressing strongly the background. The Synchrotron radiation from the nearby
electron ring has to be taken into account. The following features of internal beam dynarnics
are to be fully exploited:
- The jet target must be positioned in a region of a large /3-function (target position "TP"V the



beam particles are essentially parallel to each other in this region
- The parallel particles coming from the TP region should be focused in the focal plane. The
Roman Pots with strip or pixel detectors will be installed at this position (detector position
"DP")
- The difference between advanced phases at these two positions, T/JTP and V'DPi raust be
A ij} = (2k + 1) • 7T/2, where k is any integer number
- the betatron parameter a — —1/2 • dß/ds should be zero in the TP region.
In general, if the proton was scattered at the TP region under the angle 0 — i/t/Efi„, it will
be detected in the DP region at the position d = L,ff • 0, where £,// is the effective length
in the lattice. For the following calculations we selected the s ~ 1500 m region in HERA and
interpolated into the TP region to get the condition a ~ 0. In order to fix the detector position
we looked for phase advance difTerences A ifc under the above condition. For k = 0 the cal-
culated parameters at TP and DP show a small difFerence between X- and Y-planes, preferring
slightly X. In order to calculate the size and the angular divergence of the beam at both positions
we used the Standard formulae assuming the normalized emittance e^ = 4?r mm - mrad. The
calculations show that to reach the point t — 10~3 GeV2 the detector should be positioned
at 4.0 mm from the beam axis in the X-plane. This is about 20 times bigger than the beam
dimension. Background problems must be carefully studied together with the radiation level.
If no spin rotator will be foreseen for polarimetry, we must stick to the horizontal plane. For
the forward detector alone, the azimuthal acceptance might be 10 or 100 times bigger (for a
4x4 cm2 detector), compared to the recoil detector. Hence one can expect counting rates of
103 -f- 104 ev/s. Therefore a 5% precision might be reached in several minutes.
We conclude that the CNI polarimeter may become a useful tool in the process of acceleration
and storage of a polarized proton beam at HERA. It was shown that a recoil polarimeter or a
forward polarimeter, or a combmation of both of them may fit to the requirements: fast and
absolute measurements of beam polarization of HERA . Additionally, new Information can be
obtained from such measurements (e.g. AJVJV).
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Absolute Polarimetry for the Proton Beams of the RHIC
Spin Collider and HERA
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Abatract

Measurements of spin dependent structure functions m a colliding beam
environment will require absolute beam polarimeters.

There is considerablc interest in the spin physics Community to develop polarime-
try methods for beams in the multi-100 GeV/c ränge. In the beginning of the next
century, polarized proton beams in the ränge, 100-250 GeV, will become available
at RHIC used in the p-p collider mode. A workshop at DESY this year studied the
Option of polarizing the 820 GeV proton beam of Hera to support programs on deep
inelastic spin and di-jet physics. Polarized proton beams might become available
after the year 2000. Both fadlities, RHIC and HERA, wonld rcquire polarimeters to
measure the absolute value of the beam polarization with high accuracy (5 percent
at RHIC). Inclusive production of pions exhibits large analyzing power and high
count rate at 200 GeV/c2, an excellent Option for measuring relative vahies of the
beam polarization. A polanmeter for measuring the absolute value of the beam
polarization should satisfy the oiteria: 1. Large analyzing power; 2. Extrac-
tion of the beam polarization from the measured asymmetry should not dopend on
knowledge of hadronic amplitudes subject to theoretical uneertainty. 3. High
count rate capability is a desirable but not neccssary property since use would be
liraited to occasional (but essential) periods to calibrate the inclusive piou polarime-
ter. With these conditions in mind, two types of polarimeters suggest thcmselves.
The first is based on the longitudinal asymmetry in electron-proton (e-p) polarized
deep inelastic scattering (PDIS) and elastic scattering. In the case of the former.
PDIS asymmetry data1 at 9.7 GeV provide the analyzing powcr. For example, the
kinematics to prodvice the same center of mass energy requires the collision of a 250
GeV (RHIC energy) beam with a 19.7 MeV clectron beam. The 9.7 Gev data taken
at SLAC exhibits a virtual photon asymmetry in the ränge of 0.05-0.31. The second
Option of polarimetry is based on the equality of analyzing power and polarization
in elastic p-p scattering. The method involves ihe measurernent of the analyzing
power (using a polarized target) and the asyinmetry at -t — 1.7 (GeV/t)2, the second
maximum in the analyzing power.

[1] K. Abe et al., Phys.Lett.3364(1995)61
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Tracing the origin of the left-right asymmetries observed
in inclusive single-spin hadron-hadron collisions
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Abstract: 1t is shown that the origin of the striking left-right asymmetries observed
in single-spin inclusive hadron production processes in high energy hadron-hadron
collisions can be traced by performing suitable Experiments at HERA. The possible
outcomes of these cxperiments are summarized. It is pointed out that the results
of such a set of experiments will not only be able to differentiate between existing
theoretical models, but also be hclpful in locating the source(s) of the observed
asymmetries.

Striking left-right asymmetries (AN) have becn observed [1-3] for hadron production in
single-spin high energy hadron-hadron collisions. A number of niechanisms [4-11] have been
proposed recently which can lead to non-zero /i^'s in the framework of quantum chromody-
namics (QCD) and/or quark or qnark-parton models. Among the competing theoretical models
the followirig two classes of models enjoy tlic privilege of being simple — so simple that the
basic ingrcdients of these models can be directly tested by performing suitable experiments: (1)
perturbative QCD based hard scattering models [4-9] and (2) non-perturbative quark-fusion
models [11].

In the pQCD based hard scattering models [4-9], the cross section for inchisivcly produced
hadrons in hadron-hadron collisions is expressed äs convolution of (i) the cross section for the
relevant elementary hard scattering (ii) the momentum distribution functions of the constituents
of the colliding hadrons; and (iii) the fragmentation function of the scattered constituent which
desciibes its hadronization process. The asymmetry can originale from any ont> or more of
these three factors.

In the second type of models [11], the basic elementary process is quark-antiquark fusion
— which is a process that cannot be calculated by using perturbative QCD. The asymmetry
originates from the orbital rnotion of the valence quarks in transversely polarized nucleons and
the hadromc surface effect in single-spin hadron-hadron collisions.

Both kinds of model can give significant left-right asymmetry for inclusive hadron production
in single-spin hadron-hadron collisions. 1t is iinpossible to teil which one is more appriciate to
describe the aboveraentioned data[l-3]. In particular, it is impossible to teil which factor in
the type one model is asymmetric since one observes always the convolution of all the three
factors. In a recent paper [12], we proposed several new experiments and pointed out that
the results of such experiments together wifh those of othcrs [7.11] will not only be able to
differentiate between the abovementioned models, but also be helpful in locating the source(s)
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of the observed asymmetries. The experiments we have proposed and/or chosen for this purpose
are the following:

(A) Perform t + p(T) -+ l + x + A' for large XB (> 0.1, say) and large Q2 (> 10 GeV2, say)
and measure the left-right asymmetry in the current fragmentation region with respect to the
jet axis. Here, l Stands for charged lepton e~ or p,~- XB = Q'2/(2P • q) is the usual Bjorken-
x, Q2 = -g2, and P,k,k',q = k - k' are the four momenta of the proton, incoming lepton,
outgoing lepton and the exchanged virtual photon respectively. The transverse momenta of the
produced hadrons with respect to this axis come solely from the fragmentation of the quark.
Hence, by measuring this transverse momentum distribution, we can dircctly find out whethcr
the fragmentation function of this polarized quark is asymmetric.

(B) Perform the same kind of experiments äs that mentioned in (A) and measure the left-
right asymmetry of the produced pions in the current fragmentation region with respect tu the.
photon direrMon in the rest frame of the proton, and examine those events where the lepton
plane is perpendicular to the polarization axis of the proton. In such events, the obtained
asymmetry should contain the contributions from the intrinsic transverse motion of quarks in
the polarized proton and those from the fragmentation of polarized quarks, providcd that they
indeed exist.

(C) Perform the same kind of experiments äs that in (A), but measure the left-right asym-
metry in the target fragmentation region with respect to the rnoving direction of the proton in
the collider (c.g. HERA) laboratory frame. By doing so, we are looking at. the fragmentation
products of "the rest of the proton" complementary to the struck quark (from the proton).
Since there is no Kontribution from the elementary hard scattering processes and there is no
hadronic surface effect, AN should be zero if the existence of left-right asymmetries is due to
such effects. But. if such asymmetries originate from the fragmentation and/or from the in-
trinsic transverse motion of the quarks in the polarized proton, we should also be able to see
them here.

(D) Measure the left-right asymmetry _4.v for II and/or that for W*- in p(}} + p(0) —•
II or W* + X. Here, there is no contribution from the quark fragmentation. Hence, non-zero
valucs for A,\n such processes can only originate from asymmetric quark distributions —
including those due to orbital motion of valence quarks and surface effect.

The results of different models for these experiments are summarized in the table.
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Table: Predictions for left-right asyrnmetrics in the discussed cxperiments if the asymmetries
observed in inclusive hadron production in hadron-hadron collisions originale from the different
kinds of effects rnentioned in the text.
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Time-reversal-odd asymmetries at HERA

T. Gehrmann0

Department of Physics, University of Durham, South Road, Durham, UK

Abstract: Longitudinal polarization of the HERA electron bcam allows the study
of spatial asyminetries in the final state of single indusive hadron production in
ep-collisions. We estimate the size of a particular production asymirietry which is
related to the time reversal properties of the underlying parton level subprocess.

Despite the experimental success of QCD, some of its basic interaction properties are yet
undetermiued. In particular, only little is known about the behaviour of QCD interactions under
discrete symmetry operations. It was shown in [1] that time-reversal properties of a particular
interaction can be tested by measuräng experimental observables which are odd under the time-
rfiversal Operation. Assuming invariance under T, these T-odd observables vanish at tree level
but receive contributions from the absorptive part of higher order loop corrections, yielding in
general a non-zero efFect. The first measurcment of a T-odd QCD observable was carried out in
hadronic Z° dccays by the SLD collaboration [2]. Due to the presence of T-odd contributions
from QCD and electroweak interactions [3] at ./s = Mz, this measurement fails to provide a
clean probe of the 7"-propertics of QCD. A complimentary measurement of a T-odd observable
in deep inelastic scattering at rnoderate Q2 would on the contrary be insensitive to electroweak
effects. Such an observable is suggested in [4, 5]: the azimuthal angle betwcen the momenta of
the outgoing electron and an outgoing hadron in the plane transverse to the current direction
in the target rest frame. This angle can be expressed äs a triple product

s x h' • PT

where s denotes the incoming electron spin, k' the momentum of the outgoing electron and PT

the transverse momentum of the outgoing hadron relative to the current direction. The leading
non-zero contribution inducing a sin<p-dependence into the single hadron inclusive cross section
arises from the absorptive part of the one-loop corrections to the "fq —• qy and 7*3 -» qq
subprocesses and was calculated in [4], The average angle (sin<p) is

dxdijd<i> (D

As the numerator is O (a*) while the denommator is (9(1), one should expect (sin <£} to be rather
small. The non-vanishing of (sin^J is manifest äs asymmetry between the left and right eveiit
hcmispheres in a frame defined by the current direction and divided by the lepton scattering
plane. It has to be kept in miud that this asymmetry is subleading to the up-down asymmetry
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Figure 1: Expected angular asymmetry m single incluswe hadron production with a beam of
lefi-handed electrons.

in the same frame. which arides from a cosö dependence of the cross settion at O(as) [6]. In
order to estimate the expected asymmetries at HERA and at HERMES, we have evaluated
the average angle {sine?} in the single inclusive prodnction of charged pions and kaons, using
the LO parton distribution functions of [7] and the LO hadron fragmentation functions of [8].
To suppress higher twist contributions which can yield si-zable T-odd asymmetries [5], we have
restricted the final state to Q2 > 5 GeV2 and W2 > 5 GeV2. The resulting average angle (sin <p}
for left-handed electrons is shown in Fig. l äs a function of the longitudinal hadron momentum
z = (P • P'}I(P • q). The asymmetry for right-handed electrons would be eqnal in magnitude
but opposite in sign. Although the asymmetry appears small at Erst sight, a measurement
might still be possible. The denominator of (l) can be snppressed to O(as) by induding only
hadrons above a minimal transverse momentum in the measurement. A realistic estimate with
a transverse momentum cut has to take effects due to detector resolution and geometry into
account and is beyond the scope of the present study.
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Cosmological Spin-offs *
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Abstract: We review the implications of polarized structure function measure-
ments for experiments to scarch for cold dark matter particles, such äs the the
neutralino and the axion.

l Gold Dark Matter Particles

Many astrophysical observations suggest that the visible baryonic matter is accompanied by
larger amounts of invisible dark matter, Mainstream theories of cosmological inflation suggest
that the total density of matter in the Universe should be close to the critical density required
for its futurfi collapse in a Big Cniiich. The upper limits on the baryon density roming from Big
Bang Nucleosynthesis calculations suggest in this case that at least 90% of the matter is dark.
Models of structure foraiation based on inflation suggest that most of this dark matter was non-
relativistic at the epoch when galaxies and clusters began to form. There are many candidates
for this Cold Dark Matter, of which the two particles that are most prominent are the lightest
supersymmetric particle. presumably a combination of the supersyrnmetric partners of the
photon. Z and neutral Higgses called a neutralino, and the axion, which is invoked to explain
the fact that the strong interactions conserve CP to a very good approxiniation. Measureroents
of the quark contributions A<j to the proton spin are relevant to experiinental searches for both
of these Cold Dark Matter candidates. äs we now discuss.

2 Searches for Neutralinos

Several strategies to search for cosmological rclic neutralinos have been propoaed. One is to
look for the products of their annihilations in onr galactic halo [2]. Limits on models from
the present experiinental measurements of the cosmic-ray p. e+ and 7 fluxes are not yet very
constraining.

A second LSP detection strategy is to look for xx annihilation inside the Sun or Earth.
Here the idea is that a relic LSP wandering through the halo may pass through the Sun
or Earth [3], collide with some nucleus inside it, and thereby lose recoil energy. This could

'Based on chapter 3 of Ref. [l].



convert it from a hyperbolic orbit into an elliptic one, with a perihelion or perigee below the
solar or terrestrial radius, If so, the initial capture would be followed by repeated scattering
and energy loss, resulting in a quasi-isothermal distribution within the Sun or Earth. The
resulting LSP popnlation would grow indefinitely, ä la Malthus, unless it were controlled either
by ernigration, namely evacuation from the surface, or by civil war, nainely annihilation within
the Sun or Earth. Evaporation is negligible for x particles weighing niore than a few GeV [4],
so the only hope is annihilation. The neutnnos produccd by any such annihilation events would
escape from the core, leading to a high-energy solar neutrino flux (E» Z l GeV). This could be
detected either directly in an Underground experiment, or indirectly via a flux of upward-going
rnuons produced by neutrino collisions in the rock.

The polarized structure function measurements enter in the estimate of the x capture rate,
which enters in the following general formula [5] for the neutrino flux:

XP) Px
0.3 GeV cnr

300 km s-

where we have simplih'ed to the case of capture by the Sun, where proton targets prcdominate.
Here / is a kinematic function, px and vx are the local density and mean velocity of the halo
LSPs, and F„ represents factors associated with the neutrino interaction rate in the apparatus.
The factor which interests us here is the elastic LSP-proton scattering cross section a(xP ~*
XP)-

To see how the polarized structure functions enter into the estimation of the elastic scattering
cross section [5], first note that the LSP interacts with hadrons via an effective four-fermion
interaction of the general form XX<N> which is mediated by the exchanges of massive particles
such äs the Z°, Higgs bosons and squarks q. äs seen in Fig. l. This four-fermion interaction

Figurc 1: The exchanges of massive partide such äs the Z°. Higgs boson and squarks give rise
to an effective. fuur-ffinmon interaction between the neutralmos X and quarks inside. a proton
target.

is similar in many ways to the original Fenni four-fermion weak interaction mediated by W±

exchange. The matrix elements of the latter interaction between nucleon states are governed
by the familiär /3-decay constant gA, which may be written in the form

\gA =&u-Ad (2)

Analogous expressions in terms of the &q exist for the spin-dependent part of the x-nucleon
scattering matrix element. For example. if the x were to be a pure photino state. we would
have

4 ' ! - ' I A IV^ (3)9
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It is amusing to note that this is exactly the same combination of the AI? that appears in
charged-lopton scattering off a proton target [5j. In a sense, the E.WC and its successors have
been measuring 7-nucleon scattering!

The EMC and subsequent measurements indicate values of the Aq that are rather different
from those predicted by the naive quark model, which means that the dark matter scattering
matrix elements are also rather different, and hence also the upper limits on the halo dark
matter density that can be deduced from a giveti search for high-energy neutrinos from the
core of the Sun or the Earth. By now, äs discussed in the first lecture, the determination of
the A? is quite precise, and, äs discussed earlier in this lecture, we no longer believe that the
LSP x can be a pure 7. Consider, for example, the plausible case of an essentially pure (7(1)
gaugino LSP B: its scattering matrix elements on protons and neutrons are given by [6]

(Au (4)

We see that, in this case, the uncertainties [6] from polarized structure measurements are likely
to be much srnaller than thosc from other components in equation (1). In the long run, it seems
that a search for upward-going neutrino-induced muons with a l km2 detector could almost
certainly detect LSP annihilation [7], if rnost of the cold dark matter is indeed composed of
LSPs.

The third LSP search strategy is to look directly for LSP scattering off nuelei in the labo-
ratory [8]. It is easy to see that the typical recoil energy

keV
UOGe

deposited by elastic x-nudeus scattering would probably lie in the ränge of 10 to 100 keV.
The type of spin-dependcnt interaction. mediated by Z® or q exchange, that we discussed in
previous paragraphs is likely to dominate for light nuclei [9], whcreas coherent spin-dependcnt
interactions mediated by H and q exchange are likely to dominate scattering off heavy nuclei
[10]- As we have already discussed, the spin-dependent interactions on individual nucleons are
controlled by the A?: translating these into matrix elements for interactions on nuclei depends
on the decornposition of the uuclear spin, which must be studied using the shcll model [9] or
sorne other theory of nuclear structure [11]. The spin-independent interactions on individual
nucleons are related to the different quark and gluon contributions to the nnclcon mass, which
is also an interesting phenornenological issue related to the jr-nucleon a-term. Again, the issue
of nuclear structure arises when one goes from the nucleon level to coherent scattering off a
nuclear target.

We will not discuss here the details of such nuclear calculations, but we see in Fig. 2 that
the spin-independent contribution tends to dominate over the spin-dependent one in the case
of Germanium, though this would not be the case for scattering off Fluorine [9].

3 Couplings of Axions

The axion [13] is another favoured candidate for the cold dark matter, whose mass and couplings
to matter are scaled inversely by the axion decay constant /„:

4- (6)
fa,
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Figure 2: A comparison of the spm-dependent and spm-mdependent interaction rates of reite
neutralinos x WiA Germanium m a sampling of supersymmetric models [l&j.

The fact that no axion has been seen in any accelerator experiment teils us that

A Ä l TeV (7)

and hence that any axion must be associated with physics beyond the scale of the Standard
Model.

Axions would have been produced in the early Universe in the form of slow-moving toher-
ent waves that could constjtute cold dark matter. The relic density of these waves has been
estimated äs [14]

0.6 x 10-5eV\6 /200Me\V'' /7^
m,.

tta ~

which is less than unity if
/„S 1012GeV (9)

In addition to these coherent waves, there may also be axions radiated from cosmic strings [15],
which wotild also be non-relativistic by now, and hence contribute to the relic axion density
and strengthen the limit in equation (9).

The fact that the Sun shines photons rather than axions, or, more accurately but less
picturesquely, that the Standard solar model describes most data, implies the lower limit [16]

This has been strengthened somewhat by unsuccessful scarches for the axio-electric effect. in
which an axion ionizes an atom. More stringent lower bounds on fa are provided by the
agreements between tlieories of Red Giaiit and \VInte Dwarf stars with the observations [17] :

/„Ä10 9 GeV (11)
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Between equations (9) and (11) there is an open window in which the axion could provide a
relic density of interest to astrophysicists and cosrnologists.

Part of this window may be closed by the observations of the Supernova SNT987a, which is
where the polarized structure function measurements come into play. According to the Standard
theory of supernova collapse to form a neutron star, 99% of the binding energy released in the
collapse to the neutron star escapes äs neutrhias. This theory agrees [18] with the observations
»f SN1987a madc by the Karniokande [19] and IMB experiments [20], which nieans that most
of the cnergy could not have been carried off by other invisible particles such äs axions.

Since the axion is a light pseudoscalar boson, its couplings to nuclear matter are related by
a generalized Goldberger-Treiman relation to the corresponding axial-current matrix elements,
and these are in turn detcrmined by the corresponding A<? [2l]. Specifically, we find for the
axion couplings to individual nucleons that

Cap = 2[-2.76Au- 1.13 Ad + 0.89 AÄ-cos 23 (Au- Ad- As)],

(12)

Can = 2[-2.76Arf- 1.13 Au + 0.89 As-cos2^ (Ad-Au-As)]

Evaluating the Ar? at a momentum scale around l GeV, äs is appropriate in the core of a
neutron star, we estiniate [6] that

CQp - (-3.9 ±0.4) - (2 .68 ± 0.06) cos20

(13)

C„„ = (0.19 ± 0.4) + (2.35 ±0.06) cos 2/3

which are plotted in Fig. 3(a). As in the case of LSP scattering, the uncertainties associated
with polarized structure function measurements are by now considerably smaller than other
uncertainties, in this case particularly those associated with the nuclear equation of state. The
total axion emission rate from the core of a neutron star is approximately proportional to the
combination

Can2 + 0.8 (C\ + Capf + 0.5 Cap2 (14)

which is plotted in Fig. 3(b), together with the associated with the errors in the A?. Estimating
axion ernission rates in this way [22], it seems that part of the previous axion window is still
open, and an experiment [23] is underway which shoiild be able to detect ha!o axions if they
occupy part of this window.

4 Polarized Scattering and Cosmology

The above exarnples show how measurements of the spin decomposition may not only deepen
our understanding of nucleon structure, but inay also help resolve important issues in cosmology,
Thcy are essential if one is to make reliable calculations of the nuclear interaction and detection
rates for cold dark matter particles, which would be needed to confirm directly the emerging
picture of structure formation in the Universe.
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function data. (b) The total axion emission rate from the core of a neutron star, proportional
to the combination Can2 + 0.8 (Can + Cap)2 + 0.5 C'ap2, äs determined in Ref. {6}.
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Probing dissociation of space-like photons at HERA

C. Büros. Z. Liang and T. Meng (presented by T. M.)

Institut für theoretische Physik, Freie Universität Berlin, Arnimallee 14, 14195 Berlin, Germany

In this talk, I briefly summarize some of the experiments my collaborators and myself
pioposed in a recent paper [Ij. We show: By using the characteristic spin-effects observed in
high-energy hadron-hadron collisions äs indicators, hadronic dissociation of space-like photons
can be directly probed by performing measurements in the fragrnentation region of transversely
polarized and nnpolarized proton bcams at HERA.

It is kno\vn already for a long time that hadronic dissociation of space-like photons may play
a significant role in deep-inelastic lepton-hadron scattering — especially in diffractive processes
[2,3]. People seem to agree that, viewed from the hadrnn- or nucleus-target. not only real, but
also space-like photons (Q2 = -<f > 0, where q is the four-momentum of such a photon) may
exhibit hadronic structure. But, äs far äs the following question is coiicerned, different theoreti-
cal models (see e.g. Refs. 2-5 and the papers cited therein) seem to give different answers. How
do such hadronic dissociation processes depend on the Standard kinernatic variables of deep-
inelastic lepton-nudeon scattering, Q2 and XB = ~q2/(2pq). where p is the four-momentum of
the struck nucleon? In particular, do virtual photons indeed behave like hadrons in the small
XB and large Q2 region ?

Viewed from the rest frame of the struck nucleon mentioned above, the lifetime 77 of the
virtual hadronic system is of the order 2v/Q2 = l/(M-1:3), where v is the photon-energy and .U
is the proton-mass. This means, the corresponding formation/coherence length is of the order
100 Fermis for x& = 10~2. Furthermore, we note that T-, is function of XB, independent of Q2.
Does it imply that the hadronic dissociation of a photon always takes place — independent of
its virtuality Q2? Is it true that we are practically always dealing with hadron-hadron collisions,
when XB is sufficiently small (XB ~ 10~2, say)?

Some of the dynamical models based on such a photon-dissociation picture (See e.g.[4])
have been used to describe the proton structure function F$(xB..Q2) in the small IB region
and the obtained results are in reasonable agreement with the existing data [G,7]. Can we, on
the basis of this agreement, say: "Experiments show that space-like photons j"(Q2} always
dissociate into hadronic Systems — independent of their virtualities (Q2-values)" ? Is it correct
and/or appropriate to say that the question whether space-like photons dissociate hadronically
depends entirely on the choice of reference frames ?

A large number of inelastic lepton-nuclens experiments have been performed in which the
hadronic properties of the space-like photons have been studied. But, probably due to the
complicated nucleon structure which h äs to be taken into account, the data can be reproduced
by different models based on different physical pictures [4.5], Can hadronic dissociation of
space-like photons be probed without using nuclear targets ?
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Having the present and the future experimental possibilities at HERA in mind, we think
it would be useful to consider the characteristic spin-effects observed — and only observed —
in the fragrnentation regions of hadron-hadron collisions at comparable energies and use them
äs indicators to probe space-like photon 7*(Q2,xß) at given values of Q2 and XB. To be more
precise, we propose to measure the left-right asyminetry Afi of produced charged mesons in
thc fragrnentation region of the transversely polarized proton p(|), to measure A-polarization
PA of the unpolarized protons p at HERA in the small-iß region for different Q2-values, and to
compare the obtained results with those obtained in the corresponding hadron-hadron collisions.

In order to demonstrate in a quantitative manner how the Q2-dependence of such disso-
ciation processes may manifest itself, we examine the F|(.Tß,Q2)-data [6,7] in the small-xg

region. In Fig.l, we separate the well-known vector-dominance eontribution (See e.g. [4,5])
from "the rest" which may be identified äs "the part due to quark-antiquark continuum" or
"the rest of the contributions due to the generalized vector-dominance rnodeP, and we consider
the following two extreme possibilities which correspond to two very much different physical
pictures: (i) The hadronic dissociation of virtual space-like (Q2 > 0) photons take place for
all possible Q2-values. In other words, in this picture ~}*(Q2) should always be considered äs
a hadronic system — independent of Q2. (ii) The hadronic dissociation of such photons de-
pends very much on Q2. In terms of a two-component picture (See e.g.[2-5]) the virtual photon
f*C22) is considered to be either in the ''bare photon'' state or in a hadronically dissociated
state ("hadronic cloud") described by the vector-dominance modcl. In other words, only the
latter can be considered hadronic; and the probability for 7*(Qa)to be in this state is the raüo
between the values shown by the dashed and the füll lines.

Let us h'rst look at the left-right asymmetry data [8] for 7r±-production in p(|) + p and
see what we may obtain by replacing the unpolarized proton-target p by a photon with given
Q2, 7*(Q2). It is clear that the corresponding asymmetry which we denote by AN(xF\Q2) will
have the following properties: If scenario (i) is correct, we shall see no change in A^(xF\Q'2}
by varying Q2. If scenario (ii) is true, there will be a significant Q3-dependence. The results
are shown in Fig.2a. Similar effects are expected also for J\"+-mesons. In order to emphasize
the model-independence of this test the curve which goes through the existing proton-proton
data points [8] should be considered äs an empirical fit, althongh such an asymmetry-data can
be described by a relativistic quark model [9].

10 10
Q2(GeV/c)2

Fig.l: StTucture function F|(a:ß,Q2) 05 a
function ofQ2, Thc, data-points are taken
from [6,7]: and they are parametnzed (shown
äs solid line,) m order to carry out the quanti-
tative calculation mentioned in the text. The
dashed line is the contnbution from the vec-
tor me'son dommancc. The difference, which
is called ''the rest", is shovm äs dotted line.

We next consider the A-polarization P.\(x.F,Q2) in the process p + 7*(Qa) —^ A + A' in
which unpolarized proton beam is used [10]. Also here, we expect to see no Q2-dr;pende;nce for
scenario (i) but a significant Q'2-dependence for sccnano (ii). This is shown in Fig.2b,
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Fig.2: (a) Left-right asymmetry for pton-production m p(|) + 7* — * TT± + X äs function of XF at
different values ofQ2. The data are for p(}) +p — • x± + X and are from [8]. (b) Polarization
for fi-production mp + ~f' — *• A+X äs function ofx? at differentQ2. The data are from [10].
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Abstract: A study h äs been made of the physics interest and feasibility of ex
periments with nuclear beams in HERA, It is shown that such experiments widen
considerably the horizon for probing QCÜ compared to that from free nucleon tar-
gets. In addition there is some sensitivity to physics beyond the Standard model.
Hence the Option to include drculating nuclear beams in HERA allows a wide ränge
of physics processes to be studied and understood.

l Introduction

The successes of QCD in dcscribing inclusive perturbalive phenomena have moved the focus of
investigations to new frontiers. Three fundamental questions to be resolved are the spacc-time
structure of high-energy strong interactions. the QCD dynamics in the nonlinear, small coupling
domain and the QCD dynamics of interactions of fast, compact colour singlet Systems.

The study of electron-nucleus scattering at HERA allows a new regime to be probed exper-
imentally for the first time. This is the regime in which the virtual photon interacts coherently
with all the nucleons at a given impact parameter. In the rest fiame of the nucleus this can be
visualized in terms of the propagation of a small qq pair in high density gluon fields over much
larger distances than is possible with free nucleons. In the Breit franie it corresponds to the
fact that small x partons cannot be localized longitudinally to better than the size of the nu-
cleus. Thus low x partons from different nucleons overlap spatially creating much larger parton
densities than in the free nucleon case. This leads to a large ampHfication of the nonlinear
effects expected in QCD at small x. The HERA ep data have confirmed the rapid increase
of the parton densities in the small x limit predicted by perturbative QCD. However the lim-
ited a; ränge available at HERA makes it difficult to distinguish between the prcdictions of the
DGLAP evolution equations and the BFKL-type dynamics. Moreover, the nonlinear effects
expected at small x are relatively small in ep scattering in the HERA kinematk domain and
it may be necessary to reduce x by at least one order of magnitude to observe unambiguously
such effects. However, the ampüfication obta'med with heavy nuclear targets allows an effec-
tive reduction of about two orders of magnitude in x making it feasible to explore such
nonlinear effects at the energies available at HERA. The question of nonlinear effects is onc

of the most fundamental in QCD. It is crucial for understanding the kind of dynamics which
would slow down and eventually stop the rapid growth of the cross section (or the structure
function.Fs) at small x. It is also essential in order to understand down to what values of z the
decomPosition of the cross section into terms with different powers of -^ remains effective. It
is Iniportant for the understanding of ihe relationship between hard and soft physics. One can
also study the dynamics of QCD at high densities and at zero temperatures raising questions
complementary to thosc addressed in the search for a quark-gluon plasma in high-energy heavy
ion collisions.

Deep inelastic scattering from nuclei provides also a number of ways to probe the dynamics
of high-energy interactions of small colour singlet Systems. This issue started from the
work of Gribov [1] who demonstrated the following paradox. If one makes the natural (in
soft physics) assumption that at high energies any hadron interacts with a heavy nucleus with
cross section '2nR2A (corresponding to interactioo with a black body), Bjorken scaling at small
x is grossly violated - <J-,-A cc InQ2 instead of ^T. To preserve scaling, Bjorken suggested,
using parton model arguments, that only configurations with small pt < ptü are involved in the
interaction (the Aligned Jet Model) [2]. However. in perturbative QCD Bjorken's assumption
does not hold - large p, configurations interact with finite though small cross sections (colour
screening), which howcver increase rapidly with incidcnt energy due to the increase of the gluon
density with decreasing x. Hence again one is faced with a fundamental question which can
only be answered experime-ntally: Can small colour singlets interact with hadrons with cross
stdions comparabk to that of normal hadrons'? At HERA one can both establish the x,Q*
ränge where the cross section of small colour singlets is small - colour transparency, and look
for the oiiset of the new regime of large cross sections, perturbative colour opacity.

Another fundamental question to be addressed is the propagation of quarks through
nuclear matter. At large energies perturbatlvc QCD leads to the analogue of the Landau-
Migdal-Pomeranchuk effect in quantum electrodynarnics. In particular Baier et al. [3] find
a highly nontrivial dependence of the energy loss on the distancc. /,. travellcd by a parton
in a nuclear medium: the loss instead of being x L is <x l?. Several manifestations of this
phenomenon can be studied at HERA.

There is also an importanl connection to heavy ion physics. Study of e.4 scattering at
HERA would be important for the analysis of heavy ion collisions at the LHC and RHIC.
Measurements of gluon shadowing at small x are necessary for a reliable Interpretation of the
high p, jet rates at the LHC. In addition, the study of parton propagation in nuclear media is
important for the analysis of jct quenching phenomena. which may be one of the most direct
global signals of the formation of a quark-gluon plasma.

Current fixed target data on lepton-nucleus scattering only touch the surface of all these
effects due to the limited Q2 ränge of the data at small x. Indeed the Q2 ränge of these data
is too small to distinguish the contribution of the vector meson dominance behaviour of the
photon from its hard QCD behaviour at small x. The ränge of x and Q"1 in experiments with
nuclci at HERA compared to the fixed target experiments is shown in Fig. 1. It can be seen that
at HERA the kinematic ränge will be extended well into the deep inelastic scattering region.

To address the questions discussed above we identify the primary experimental programme
for nuclei in HERA äs:

• Study of the x and Qa dependence of nuclear shadowing over a wide Q2 ränge.
This will allow the processes l imit ing the growth of F2 äs x tends to zero to be studied in detail.
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Figure 1: The kinematic region covcred by expcriments at HERA compared to fixed target
data (shaded region).

• To establish the difference between the gluon distributions of bound and free
nucleons. This will allow the part played by gluon Fusion in the shadowing process to be
studied directly.

• Study of diffractive processes: to see if the pomeron generated by nuclei shows any
difference frorn that generated by frce nucleons. Processes such äs vcctor meson production
can also be used to search for co!our transparency.

• Study of hadronic final states. This allows the propagation of partons in the nuclear
medium to be studied äs well äs the multiplicity fluctuations discussed later.

The proceedings of Working Group 8 are organised äs follows. First we give an experimental
overview in which we demonstrate the feasibility of carrying out this experimental programme.
Then we give a theoretical overview in which we explain the relevance of the Programme to
QCD. Finally, we give the detailed contributions on different toplcs which demonstrate the
depth of the physlcs interest. The proposed measurements in the inain will be possible with
the existing detectors Hl and ZEUS measuring down to low Q2 and with luminosities at the
level of 1-10 pb~' per nucleon. The contribution of Chwastowski and Krasny [4] shows that if
the detectors could extend their rapidity coverages various experiments of interest to nuclear
structure physicists become feasible.

SS9

2 Experimental Overview

2.1 Introduction

In the following subsections the feasibility of the measurements defined above äs the primary
experimental Programme is investigated. The nuclear targets should each have Z/ A of 1/2.
Hence the energy of each nucleon in a deep inelastic collision will be half that of the HERA
proton energy of 820 GeV i.e. 410 GeV. The electron energy is assumed to have the Standard
value of 27.6 GeV. We show that most studies can be carried out with the existing detectors
requiring luminosities between 1-10 pb'1 per nucleon. While the possibility of storing heavy
nuclei up to Sn and Pb is very attractive, a program covering the light isoscalar nuclei (D, 4He,
C, S) would by itself have a major discovery potential. The necessary radiative corrections are
described in the contributions of Kurek [5] and of Akushevkh and Spicsberger [6] who show
that such corrections can be kept under control using suitable cuts on the data. In most of the
experiments it is proposed to measure ratios of yields. Hence, in order to minimise systematic
errors, it is desirable to störe different nuclei in HERA simultaneously. Otherwise frequent
changes of the stored nucleus in the beam will be necessary.

2.2 Shadowing Measurements Using Nuclei in HERA

The accuracy of shadowing measurements for an experiment in which nuclear targets are stored
in HERA is calculated, It is shown that for luminosities of 2 pb"1 per nucleon the measurements
would extend considerably the accuracy and ränge of the existing data.

The x dependence of the differences in the nucleon structure function between bound and
free nucleons has been well measured in recent years in fixed target experiments [7, 8, 9, 10.
11] following the discovery of the differences in the 1980s [12, 13, 14, 15, 16]. The present
experimental Situation on this x dependence is briefly summarised in Fig. 2. However, the Q2

dependence is not well measured. In the shadowing region the data are at such low Q2 values
that they are arguably not even in the deep inelastic regime.

There are many different models [17] for the effects in the different regions shown in Fig. 2
which are all compatible with the existing data. In the shadowing region the Q2 ränge of the
data is insufficient to separate the different contributions frorn the vector dominance behaviour
of the photon and QCD effects such äs parton fusion. Measurements over the extended .r and
Q2 ranges, which would become possible at HERA, will give more Information to help separate
the models and help us understand the phenomena which limit the rise of the nucleon structure
function F2 at small x; e.g. see references [18, 19].

Is it feasible to study shadowing in HERA?

To answer this question we assume that nuclear beams can be stored in HERA and lumi-
nosities of 2 pb'1 per nucleon, shared between 2 nuclear targets, can be achieved (i.e. 2/A pb"1

per nucleus, where A is the atomic weight). With this definition of luminosity, rate computa-
tions should use cross sections per nucleon. The counting rates in bins of Q2 and x are then
estimated to assess the statistical errors on the measurements of the ratios of F^/Ff where
the nuclear targets are assumed to be He, C or S. The cross sections are calculated frorn the
one photon exchange formula

•S90
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Figure 2: Partial compilation of results for F*/Ff (from [8]}. Note that below x fs 0.01, the
average Q2 value of the data is smaller than 2 GeV^.
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The nucleon structure functions, F% and R, are computed from the MRS(A) set [20]. Deep
inelastic scattering events are assumed to be detectable with 100% efficiency if the scattered
electron encrgy E' > 5 GeV and its scattering angle is more than 3 degrees to the clectron
beam. Alternatively events are assumed to be detectable with 100(X efficiency if a quark is
scattcred out by an angle of more than 10 degrees to the proton beam and with an energy more
than 5 GeV. Nuclear cffects on the structure functions are neglected. Such effects, which are
at the 10% level, will have little effect on the statistical accuracy of measurements of ratios of
-structure functions. F*/Ff.

Fig. 3 shows the estimated statistical errors on the ratios (averaged over Q2}, with these
assumptions, together with the measuremeiits of the NMC [8]- In many cases the statistical
errors are < 1% i.e. smaller than the sizes of the points. It can be seen from Fig. 3 that this
statistical precision will allow high accuracy measurements of the shadowing ratios down to
lower x values than in fixcd target experiments and over a much wider ränge of Q2.

Fig. 4 shows the statistical precision of the slopes d(F£/F®)/dlnQ'i estimated at HERA
compared to the NMC data. Imprcssive prerision is possible at HERA, presumably due to the
much larger Q2 ränge covered. Measurements over such a large Q2 ränge wi l l allow the predse
predictions of the parton fusion model to be lest ed.

If at least two different nuclear targets can be stored in different bunches in HERA during
experimental running the systematic errors should be similar in magnitude to those in fixed

89]

target experiments [7]. Radiative corrections for deep inelastic scattering from heavy nuclear
targets will be necessary and these will be applied with the appropriate cuts on the data äs
discussed in these preceedings [5, 6].

In conclusion. measurements of the ratios ( F ^ / F f ) at HERA will extend the data to smaller
values of x and much larger values of Q2 than in fixed target experiments. Impressive precision
on the Q2 dependence will be possible from which the mechanism which leads to the limitation
in the rise of Fi at small x and large Q2 can be studied.
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Figure 3: Ratio of the nucleon structure function in carbon to that in deuterium äs a function
of x. The NMC data [8] (open squares) are showii in comparison to data with the estimated
statistical accuracy of an experiment of luminosity l pb~' per nucleon at HERA.

2.3 The Accuracy of The Gluon Density Measurements Using Nu-
clei in HERA

2.3.1 Introduction

The major contribution to shadowing from nonlinear QCD effects is thought to arise from
multigluon interactions such äs gluon fusion effects. Such effects are amplified at higher x in
nuclei duc to the larger target size so that they should become vjsible in the HERA kinematic
ränge. Similar effects are expected to liinit the growth of the nucleon structure function F2

at high Q2 and low x. Hcnce it is interestlng to look for such effects directly on the gluon
distribution by looking for differences between the gluon density in bound and free nucleons.
Different ways of doing this are sttidied below.
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a) b)

Figure 5: The processcs giving rise to 2 + l Jet topology. P denotes herc the projectile particle,
a proton or a nucleus, Q2 is the four-momentum transfer and x is the Bjorken variable.

2.3.2 Determination of the Gluon Density in the Nucleus from the Jet Rates

In the majority of largc Q2 dcep inelastic electron-nucleus scattcring events, at HERA, the
scattered quark and the rcmiiant of the nucleus will hadronize to form t wo jcts. Such a topology
is often called the l + l jet configuration. Occasionally. however, more Jets will be produced.
In Fig. 5 the partonic processes giving rise to the 2+ l jet topology are shown. These processes
are called "boson-gluon fnsion" (process a) and ''the QCD Compton scattering" (processes b).

The 2 + l jet events can be related to the partonjr. processcs shown in Fig. 5 if the invariant
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mass of the system of two jets s — (pjfti + Pjen)2 's significantly larger than the typical scale
of the strong interactions, so that perturbative QCD can be used. The contribution of these
processes to the total cross section depends upon the vahie of the coupling constant Q5 definiiig
the strength of quark-gluon coupling and upon the momentum distribution of the incoming
gluon (quark). The fractions of the parent bound nucleon momentum carried by the incoming
partons, xp,_, are constrained by the value of x, the total hacironic mass, W, and the invariant
mass of the two jet system s:

For values of 's/W''' > 0.01 , the values of xp,s must be large. [n this kinemat ic dornain the par-
tonic distributions in bound nucleons have been well measured in fixed target experiments [17].
Thus, the coupling constant, Qa, can be derived from the measured rate of 2 + l jet events.
In turn, we shall be able to use this QS value to determine the gluon momentum distribution
at smaller xg. corresponding to small values of both j and s/W2 (note that at small x the
contribution of the QCD Compton processes (Fig. 5b,c) to the total '"2+1'' jet cross section is
expected to be small). Such an analysis has been recently carried out by the Hl collaboration
[21] using deep inelastic electron-proton scattering data collected at HERA. The systematic er-
rors of the resulting gluon density are large and to sonne extent uncertain. They are dominated
by the uncertainties in relating the measured rate of observed jet topologies to the basic QCD
processes involving quarks and gluons. Unfolding the gluon densities involves modelling the
hadronisation of the quarks which is necessary for simulating the detector effects but is only
weakly constrained by the data. In addition several jet algorithms can be used leading to differ-
ences in jet counting. There exist äs well ambiguities in the QCD calculation of the processes
shown in Fig. 5. The amplitudes of the processes -,'g -> jeli + jeii and f*q -j- jett + jcti
have poles corresponding to the collinear emission of jets with respect to the direction of the
incoming gluon (-,") and to the emission of jets of small invariant mass. Since one must use
fixed order perturbatlve QCD, jets reconstructed in phase space close to the poles must be
avoided to diminish the sensitivity to higher order terms which have so far not been calculated.
This can be achieved by using only jets of high invariant mass (s > 100 GeV2) and by rejecting
events in which one of the jets is emitted at a small angle with respect to the incoming proton
direction. In the region of small s the jet rates calculated using leading order and next to lead-
ing order approximatioris are significantly different [22] indicating that higher order corrections
are necessary for an unambigous determination of the gluon density.

Will it be possible to use the jet method to determine the gluon density in nuclei given
the uncertainties described above and at the same time adding the extra ambiguity related
to jet formatkm in the nuclear medium? Most likely it will be dimcult to obtain satisfactory
precision in measuring the absolute gluon distributions in the nuclei. However. we expect that
good precision can be achieved in measuring the ratlos of gluon distributions for various nuclei.
The uncertainties due to the jet finding algorithms and to the modelling of the hadronisation
processes will largely cancel In the ratlos if high energy jets are used. High energy jets are
expected to be formed outside the nucleus. In addition we shall be able to select jets m the
restricted phase space region where the effects of rescattering of slow particles belonging to the
jet but formed inside the nucleus are small. The energy loss of quarks and gluons traversing
the nuclear medium prior to hadronisation is expected to bc below 350 MeV/fm accordmg to
the estimation of [3] and should not give rise to large errors on the gluon density ratio. The
expected statistical precision of the measurements of the ratio of the gluon densities for two
nuclei of atomic numbers AI and A2 is shown in Fig. 6. 1t corresponds to a luminosity of 10
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Figure 6: Statlstical precision of the ratio of gluon densities in t wo nuclei
xNG(xw, Ai)/xG(xw , A2) at Q2 = 30 GeV2 determined from the "2 + l" jet sample.

pb~l/.4 for each nucleus. In estimating this statistical precision we have followed the jet and
kinematic region selection of [2l] and neglected all nuclear effects. We also assurne t hat the
contribution of the QCD Compton process can be unambigously subtracted. The x,\ variable
is the fraction of the bound nucleon momentum carried by the gluon. It is clear that good
statistical precision on the measurement of the ratio of the gluon densities can be achieved at
modest luminosities.

2.3.3 The Gluon Distribution in Nuclei from Scaling Violations

The gluon distribution can also be determined from the dcviations from scaling of the structure
function Fj. We estimate the accuracy of such a determination of the gluon density for bound
nucleons in an experiment with nuclear beams in HERA. The scaling violations of F2 are
strongly related to the gluon distribution of the target nucleon at small x values. The quantity

is sensitive to the differences of the gluon distribution in bound and free nucleons and is roughly
proportional to 6G/G where G is the gluon density at a particular x valuc and SG is the
difference in gluon densities between bound and free nucleons. Hence it would be interesting
to measure this quantity in an experiment with nuclear beams stored in HERA.

To estimate the feasibility of such a measurement the accuracies of the determinations of
the slopes dF2/d}nQ'2 have been estimated from the expected counting rates for a 2 pb"1

per nucleon run using the MRS(A) set of s truclure functions [20]. The slopes were obtained
from a Hnear least squares fit to values of F2 using the statistical errors calculated for such an
experiment with the assumptions described in section 2.2. The error in the quantity v was
then obtained assuming equal statistical errors for the nuclear and dcuteron targets with a l
pb"1 per nucleon run for each. The error on the slope dF%/d\n Q2 for the proton was neglected
since this should be well determined from high luminosity proton runnmg.
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Figure 7: Accuracy of the difference between the slopes of F2 between nuclei and deuterium äs
a function of x. The smooth curve shows the calculated slope for the free proton.

The results are shown in Fig. 7. For the purpose of this figure we assume that the gluon
densities for bound and free nucleons are the same so that 0—0. The estimated statistical errors
are then superimposed on these values and the smooth curvc shows dF$/dln Q"1 for comparison
computed from the MRS(A) set. Comparison of the errors on •§ with the values of the slope
for the proton shows that this method will be sensitive to differences in the gluon densities
between bound and free nucleons of the order of 5 per cent of the total gluon density at x in
the vicinity of IGT15. Hence the measurement will be qulte sensitive to nuclear effects on the
gluon density.

2.3.4 Determination of the Gluon Density in the Nucleus from Inelastic J/ii~ pro-
duction

The expected accuracy of the determination of the bound to free nucleon gluon density ratio
zG\A/xG\D using nuclei in HERA is estimated for inelastic photoproduction of J/ifa mcsons at
Q2 < 4 GeV2 (c.4 -> eA'J/0).

Inelastic production of J/i/' mesons has been used for a lorig time to extract or constrain
the gluon distribution in the nucleon (see c.g. [23]-[28]), assuming that the dominant mecha-
nism is the photon-gluon fusion [29]-[32], Wi th in this framework, the cross section is directly
proportional to the gluon density. These calculations have been affected in the past by large
normalisation uncertainties (up to factors of 2-5). which however have been greatly reduced
recently [33]. Inelastic J/ip production dominates at values of z. the fraction of the photon
energy rarried by the meson in the nucleon rest frame, smaller than sä 0.9. In the framework of
the colour singlet model [32]. the gluon distribution is probed at a vahie of i, the fraction of the
proton's momentum carried by the gluon, x — [m'^^/z + pf/z(l - z)}fW3, where pt is the J/if>
transverse momentum with respect to the virtual photon direction and W is the photon-nucleon
centrc-of-mass energy. The scale probed by this process is approximatcly m2 , , , ^ 10 GeV2.



Fig. 8 shows the expected statistical accuracy äs a function of Iog10x for an intcgrated
luminosity of 10 pb^/A. Decays into e+e~ or n+(i~ pairs have been assumed. The plot refers
to the kinematic region Q* < 4 GeV2, z < 0.9. Nuclcar efFects have been neglected in the
evaluation of statistical accuracies.

Possible sources of systernatic uncertamties are the luminosity, the branching ratio, the
global acceptance (including trigger and reconstruction efficiency, muon or electron Identifica-
tion etc.), the feed-in from (/>' production and the contamination from resolved photon events.
In the recent Hl [26] and ZEUS [27] anaiyses, the total systeinatic uncertainty is approximately
10-20%. By and large all the above contrjbutions would cancel in a ratio for simultaneously
stored nuclei, with the partial exception of the luminosity. In practice, for an integrated lumi-
nosity of 10 pb"1, the statistical uncertainty dominates.

Figure 8: Expected statistical accuracy (vertical error bars) on the ratio xG\/zG\u äs a
function oflog lo zusing inelasticphotoproduction (Qä < 4 GeV2) of J/0 mesons. An integrated
luminosity of 10 pb~'/,4 for each nucleus has been assumed. The horizontal bars indicate the
size of the bins.

2.4 Diffraction from Nuclei in HERA

2.4.1 Introduction

The measurements of the ZEUS and Hl collaborations [34, 35] of deep-inelastic electron-proton
scattering have revealed the existence of a distinct class of events in which there is no hadronic
energy flow in an interval of pseudo-rapidity, 77, adjacent to the proton beam direction i.e.
events with a large rapidity gap. Such events are interpreted äs deep inelastic scattering from
the pomeron, P. Studies of events with a large rapidity gap from nuclear targets will allow the
structure of the pomeron from a different source than the free nucleon to be dctermined. It will
be interesting to see if these structures differ. In addition, the study of diffractive vector meson
production will be interesting to search for the phenomenon of colour transparency. Such a
phenomenon has not yet been convincingly seen although St is predicted in QCD.

2.4.2 Expected Accuracy of the Measurements of the Pomeron Structure

We commence by describing the terminology surrounding measurements of the Pomeron struc-
ture. In our studies we shall use the four variables ßA, Q2, XA and iA, or equivalently ßA, Q2,
xp<A and t.4, which are defmed äs follows:

XA =
IP-q q-P Zq-(P-P')
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Here g, P and P' are, äs indicated in Fig. 9, the 4-momenta of the virtual boson, incident
nucleus and the final state colourless remnant Y respectively. The latter can be either a
coherently recoiling nucleus or any incoherent excitation of the nucleus carrying its quantum
numbers. The variables in equation (4) are related to each other via the expression:

xA-QAxp,A. (5)

We also introduce, in order to allow the comparison of measurements with nuclei of diflcrcnt
atomic number .4, the variables:

(6)x = xA- A XP = XF.A -A 3 = ßA t = t A.

Note that relation (5) rewritten in terms of the above variables still holds i.e.

x = ßxp. (7)

The A-rescaled variables can be directly related to the variables defined in [36, 37] retaining
their Interpretation, äs was given therc, for processes in which only one nucleon of the nucleus
interacts with the electron and the nucleon's Fermi momentum can be neglected.

The variables x/>?^, xp and ß can beexpressed in terrnsof the invariant mass of the hadronic
System X, MX, the nucleus mass, MA, and the total hadronic invariant mass W äs

r>: i a /2 t n2 , nn
(S)

XP (9)

(10)

In the kinematic domain which we shall consider herc (M\£ H'2 and \ <g; Q2, t |<g; M\]
may be interpreted äs the fraction of the 4-momentum of the nucleus carricd by the P

and ß äs the fraction of the 4-momentum of the f carried by the quark intcracting with the
virtual boson. Note that in the interactions in which only one nucleon takes part, xg> ran be
interpreted äs the fraction of the 4-momentum of this nucleon carried by the P.

We shall follow in our analysis the formalism defined in [36, 37] and introduce the diffractive

structure function F2<A äs a function of three kinematic variables, derived from the structure

function F2A . This latter structure function dcpends upon four kinematic variables chosen
here äs: x, Q2, xp and t and is defined by analogy with the decornposition of the unpolariscd
total eA cross section. The total cross section can be expressed in terms of t wo structure

functions am! in the form

47TQ5

(H)

in which y = Q2/sx^ and s is the eA collision centre of mass (CM) energy squared. We shall
discuss here the low y region and neglect the term containing /?,, .
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Figure 9: The diagram of the process with a rapidity gap between the system X and Y. The
projectile nucleus is denoted here äs p.

We shall consider in the following measurements of - ̂ ^s—, from which the structure

function f\ (/?, Q^,xp) — / F2J (ß,Q2.xp. t) dt can be derived. The Integration is over the
ränge |fm,-„ <|( |<|( |i;m where tmin is a function of Q'1, W'*. Q and the mass of the the system
Y, and | t|i,m is specified by the requirement that all particles belonging to the system Y remain

undetected. The structure function F2A will thus be derived frorn

dV.4- = A-

The structure function F2iA ( ß j Q ^ - x f ) can be measured at HERA using a sample of "ra-
pidity gap'' events i.e. events in which t here is no hadronic energy flow over a large TJ interval.
These events originate from coherent diffractive scattering (eA —> e.4 + Xdijj) and from inco-
herent diffractive scattering (eA —» e(A— ;V) + N + Xdij})- A7 denotes here the nucleons ejected

from the incoming nucleus. The measurement of F2 A (3, Q2, xp) for several nuclei, separately
for coherent and incoherent processes [4], will provide an important lest of the quark parton
interpretation of diffractive processes and a unique ineans to find out how universal is the
concept of the pomeron.

\Ve propose to measure the ratio of the structure functions

where AI and A2 denote the atomic numbers of the two nuclei, T'his ratio can be measured at
HERA with a very high systematic accuracy. The statistical precision of such a measurement
will be of the order of 5 %, if luminosities of 10/.41 and 10/-42 pb"1 are collected for each
nucleus. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 where we show, äs an example, R AI,AI at Q2 = 12 GeV2

äs a function of Q and xp. In ordfir to estimate the statistical precision of the incasurement we
have used the RAPGAP [38] Monte-Carlo and have assumed the event selection procedure of

[36, 37]. We have not tried to niodel the nuclear depc-ndence of the F2,A2 (x- Q2^ XP} resulting
in the ratio shown in Fig. 10 to be equal 1.

Several distinct hypotheses concerning the deep inelastic structure of the diffractive pro-

cesses can be verified (rejected) by measuring the RAI.AZ'-

• universal (independent of the source) pomeron structure and an .4-independcnt pomeron
flux leading to

RM.A2(3,Q2.xr) = l ; (14)
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Figure 10: The ratio ÜAi.A^ß-Q2^ xl') plotted äs a function of XP for fixed values of 0 and Q2.
The error bars correspond to a luminosity of 1Ü//11 and 10/.42 pb~' for each nucleus.

• universal pomeron structure and an A-dependent pomeron flux leading to

# ,4-independent pomeron flux and a parent nucleus dependent pomeron structure. In a
model of this type [39] the ratio RAI,AI can be expressed using the riuclear structure
functions F2,A(x,Q2) measured in inclusive electron nucleus scattering

2.4.3 Measurement of the ,4-dependence of the Fraction of Rapidity Gap Events

One of the simplest measurements which could discriminate between the t wo pictures of pomeron
forniation proposed in [39, 40] and unresolved by the diffractive ep scattering data, is the mea-
surement of the .4-dependencc of the fraction of the number of rapidity gap events with respect
to the total number of deep ioelastic scattering events:

(l'

In the model of [39] the pomeron is replaced by multiple soft colour exchanges between the
quark-antiquark pair into which the vjr tual photon h äs fluctuated and the target nucleus. In
this model the ratio Rgap(Al,A2) is expected to be 1. This is in contrast to the prediction
of the colour singlct exchange model [40] in which the ratio Rgap(AI,A2) can reach a value of
3 between nuclei with atomic numbers AI and A2 differing by 200. In order to illustrate the
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Figure 11: The integrated ratio Rgap(Al,A2) plotted äs a function of xp. The error bars
correspond to a lummosity of l/AI and 1/A2 pb~' for each nucleus.

statistical precision of such a measurement we show in Fig. 11 the values of Rgap(Al. A2) and
their statistical errors.

The statistical precision of Rgaf(A}, A2) is dominated by the statistical precision of Ngap(Al)
and JVsap(A2) and was determined with help of the RAPGAP [38] Monte Carlo by counting
events generated within the kinematic domain defined by the following boundaries: Q2 > 1
GeV2, \t\ 0.5 GeV2 and ß > 0.05. The ratio shown in Fig. 11 was set to unity äs we have
not tried to model the nuclear dependence of the Rgap(Al,A2). Wc observe that statistical
prccisions of — 2 % can be reached by collecting integrated luminosity of l/A pb~ l for each

nucleus. The systematic errors. äs for the measurement of F^\ &re expected to
be smaller than the statistical errors if t wo nuclei are stored simultaneously al HERA. This
measurement, even if carried out for two light nuclei, can easily rule out one of the two models
of pomeron Formation.

2.4.4 Elastic Vector Meson Production

We present the accuracy expected for exclusive photoproduction of J/ip mesons at Q2 < 4 GeV2

(e.4 —> eAJ/0) and exclusive production of p° mesons at Q2 > 4 GeV2 (eA —^ eAp°).

As discussed in detail later, elastic (or exclusive) production of vector mesons in the reaction
ep -> epV', where V" is a vector mcson (p". -J. <i, Jfij>...), is thought to be of a diffractive nature.
Recent calculations (cf. e.g, [41, 42,43, 44. 45]) indicate that the cross section for these processes
may depend on the gluon momentuin distribution xG(x) probcd at a value of x, the fraction
of the nucleon's momentum carried by the gluon, x ~ (Q2 + m?/)/W2, where m v is the vector
meson mass and U' is the photon-nuclcon centre-of-mass energy,

We have determined the statistical accuracy with which the ratlos
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l da*ldt\c
fiV — -TTT' (18)

can be determined for 4He, 1JC, 32S and 208Pb. Fig. 12 shows the results for J/y production.

Figure 12: Expected statistical accuracy (vertical error bars) on the ratio R\/2 for elastic
photoproduction (Q2 < 4 GeV2) of J/tj? mesons. In all cases a luminosity of l pb~' /A for each
nucleus was assumed. The horizontal bars indicate the size of the bins.

We used DIPSI [46], a Monte Carlo generator based on [4l] that describes the available
ZEUS data on J/0 photoproduction. Events were generated in the ränge Q2 < 4 GeV2 and
30 < W < 300 GeV; the J/ip was assumed to decay into c+e~ or /*+>r pairs. Events in which
the decay leptons were outside the coverage of the barrel and rear tracking detectors of III and
ZEUS (approximately 34° < rf < 164°) wcre rejected. A further rcduction in 1hc number of
accepted events by a factor 0.2 was applicd to account for cfficiency and acceptance cffects; Uns
factor was taken to be independent of x.

Only statistical uncertainties are shown. I'ossible sources of systematic uncertainties are
the luminosity, the branching ratio, the global acceptance (including trigger and reconstruction
efficiency, muon or electron identificatioti etc.), the contamination from incoherent events. the
feed-in from inelastic J/i/' production (ä la photon-gluon fusion) and the feed-in from </•' pro-
duction. AU the above contributions would largely cancel in a ratio for simultaneously stored
nuclei, with the partial exception of the luminosity. In practice. for an integrated luminosity of
l pb~', the statistical uncertainty is expected to dominate.

Fig. 13 shows the expected statistical uncertainty for p° production at Q2 > 4 Ge\. Here äs
well we used DIPSI, and the parameters were chosen so that the generator describes the ZEUS
data [47]. Events were generated in the ränge 4 < Q2 < 100 GeV2 and 30 < \V < 300 GeV.
The p° was assumed to decay into TT+TT" pairs; pairs with masses between 0.3 and 1.4 GeV were
considered. Events in which the decay pions were outside the coverage of the tracking detectors
of Hl and ZEUS (approximately 15° <: J < 164°) were rejected. A further reduction in the
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Figure 13: Expected statistical accuracy (vertical error bars) 011 the ratio Ry for elastic
production (Q2 > 4 GeV2) of p mesons. In all cases a luminosity of l pb-1/.4 for each nucleus
was assumed- The horizontal bars indicate the size of the bins.

number of accepted events by a factor 0.6 was applied to account for cfficiency and acceptance
effects; this factor was independent of x.

One can see from the figures that the accuracy of the measurements would be sufficient to
discriminate between the colour transparency expectation of a ratio close to unity and the vector
meson dominance expectation of the ratio RY ^ A~2/3; cf. also the discussion in section 3.6.

2.5 Parton Propagation in Nuclei

This has been studied in various fixed target experiments in the past [48, 49]. It is investigated
by measuring the final state hadrons in the deep inelastic scattering. Since there will be many
more than one hadron per event in experiments at HERA the statistical errors are not expected
to be a limitation and high accuracy should be possible. This subject is considered in more
detail in section 3.7 and in [50],

2.6 Other Physics

In addition to the primary programme for nuclear beams in HERA outlined above there will
be additional experiments which have not been explored in these studies. For example, there is
physics interest in studying photoproduction from nuclear targets in the HERA energy ränge
äs well äs sensitivity to physics beyond the Standard model. Such sensitivity arises in e-nucleus
collisions via coherent two photon interactions allowing production of positive C parity states
which will be inhibited at LEP. This is discussed by Kraivczyk and Levtchenko [5l].

3 Theoretical Overview

3.1 Introduction

In this overview we describe those aspects of the phenomenology of QCD which lead to the
nonlinear effects referrcd to earlier. These effects are thought to be related to the mcchanisms
which will eventually limit the growth of the nucleon structure function äs x decreases at finite

3.2 Space-time Picture of DIS off Nuclei at Small x

3.2.1 The Rest Frame

In the rest frame of the target nucleus the life-time of a fluctuation is given by the formula

Q (19)

where ß = Q j ( Q ~ 4- M ) < 1. M is the mass of the qq System

M' = l̂ f <2»>
where 2 is the light-cone momentumfraction, k, the transverse momentum and mq the mass of
the quark. Perturbative QCD studies show that the rnost probable configurations are those for
which M2 =s Q2. In the case of transversely polarised photons both configurations with small kt

and highly asymmetric fractions z and configurations with comparable z and l — z contribute
to the cross section. For the case of the longitudinal photons the asymmetric contribution is
strongly suppressed.

In the language of noncovariant diagrams this corresponds to the virtual photon fluctuating
into a quark-antiquark pair at a longitudinal distance lc — —^— from the nucleus which far
exceeds the nuclear radius. The distance lc is referred to äs the "coherence length''. The pair
propagates essentially without transverse expansion until it reaches the target. QCD evolution
leads to a logarithmic decrease of ß with increasing Q2. At HERA coherence lengths of up to
1000 fm are possible, so that the interaction of the qq pair with nuclear matter can be studied
in detail - notably its transparency to small size pairs - colour transparency.

At HERA riew features of colour transparency should emerge: the incident small size qq
pair resolves small x gluon fields with virtualities ~ Q2. If the transverse size of the qq pair is
r, = bq — bq , the cross section for interaction with a nucleon is [52]

7T2 a a 2

o \

where Q2 K, ^,A(z RJ 10 3 ) ^9,x = ^^E—- Since the gluon density increases rapidly with
decreasing x, even small size pairs may interact strongly, leading to some sort of perturbative
colour opacity - the interaction of a small object with a large object with a cross section
comparable to the geometric size of the larger object (Fig. 14).

Unitarity considerations for the scattering of a small size system [44] - i.e. the requirement
that <7;ne;(</<y. target) < TjR2targ(t - indicate that nonlinear effects (i.e. effects not accounted for
by the Standard evolution equations) should become significant at much larger values of x in
eA scattering than in ep scattering.
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Figure 14: Colour-dipole cross section, &qqN(x,b) of Eq. (21), äs a function of the transverse
size of the qq pair for various values of x and for the GRV94 parametnzation of the nucleon's
gluon density.

3.2.2 The Breit Frame

In the Breit frame, srnall x partons in a nucleon are localized withln a longitudinal distance
~ I/X.PN, while the distance between two nucleons is ~ r,v,vmjv/P,v (nv/v is the distance
between nucleons in the rest frame and p,v is the nucleon momentum). Therefore partons with
x < l/(2mjvr /j), where TA & roA1'3 fm is the nuclear radius and r0 — 1.1 fm cannot be localized
to better than the whole nuclear longitudinal size. Hence low x partons emitted by different
nucleons in a nucleus can overlap spatially and fuse, provided the density is high enough,
leading to shadowing of the partonic distributions in bound nucleons with respect to the free
nucleon ones and to nonlinear cffects already at values of x "~ 10~4 -± 10~3. For example, in the
simplest model of nonlincar ehrects corresponding to the fan diagrams of Fig. 15, the additional
contribution 8gA(x,Q2) to g^x, Q2) due to the nonünear term in the equation for the Q2,x
evolution of the gluon density is [19]:

d 81 A1/3

öQ2 A

The analogous equation for the gluon density in the nucleon has a much smaller coefficient -
approximately by a factor r^/r^A1 '3, where r\- 0.8 frn it, the nucleon radius. Once again
one can see then that the ^-range where nonlinear efTects become significant differs for a heavy
nucleus and for a nucleon by more than two ordcrs of magnitude. assuming xg<v(x,Q2} oc x"
with n 0.2.

Thus clectron-nucleus colüsions at HERA can
QCD effects.

seen äs efficient amplifiers of nonlinear
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Figure 15: Typical fan diagrams leading to nonlinear evolution of ̂ (x, Q3}.

3.3 Theoretical Framework for Small x Phenomena in cA Collisions

3.3.1 Perturbative and Nonperturbative Shadowing

At small x the DIS cross section per nucleon in a nucleus is smaller for a bound nucleon than for
a free one, the so called shadowing phenomenon, Shadowing is determined by a combination of
non-perturbative and perturbative effects. In the DGLAP evolution equations one can express
shadowing at large Q2 through the shadowing at the norrnalization point Q%. This type of
shadowing is connected to the soft physics. It can be visualized e.g. in the aligned jet model of
Bjorken [2], extended to account for QCD evolution effects [53], A virtual photon converts to a
qq pair with small transverse momenta (large transverse size) which interacts with the nucleus
with a hadronic cross section, leading to shadowing. The effective small phase volurne of these
configurations (oc ̂ 7) leads to Bjorken scaling and it is due to colour transparency [53].

At large Q2, these qq pairs evolve into Systems with gluons, leading to a shift of shadowing
to smaller x, which is equivalent to the Standard Q2 evolution of parton distributions. These qq
pairs, which interact with the target nonperturbatively, seern to be responsible for most of the
shadowing at intermediate Q2 and x - 1(T2 which has been studied at fixed target energies,
This mechanism of shadowing is effective for ar only s'mce for aL the aligned jet contribution
is strongly suppressed. For a L (äs well äs for the production of heavy quarks) one is more
sensitive to the shadowing due to the interaction of small size qq pairs with the nuclear gluon
field which can be shadowed.

At smaller x the Situation may change rather dramatically because, äs the recent HERA data
indicate, already for Q3 ~1.5 GeV2 ata:- KT4 perturbative contributions to F-ip(x,Q2} appear
to become important, leading to a rapid increase of the structure functions with decreasing x,
Hence contributions of various perturbative mechanisms which may generate shadowing for
configurations of a size smaller than the hadronic size may become important. Perturbative
QCD may be applicable to those small size pairs. Typical contributions involve diagrams of
the eikonal type, various enhanced diagrams, etc. (Fig. 15,16).

3.3.2 Shadowing and Diffraction

In practically all rnodels it is assumed that nuclei are built of nucleons. So the rondition that
the matrix element < A|T[JM(y)^(0)]|A > involves only nucleonic initial and final states is
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Figure 16: Examples of tvpical perturbativc QCD diagrams contributing to nuclcar shadowing.

implemented1. Undcr these natural assumptlons one is essentially not sensitive to any details
of the nuclear structure, such äs short-range correlations etc.

]n the case of scattering off the deuteron and light nuclci the same diagrams contribute to
the cross section for diffraction in ep scattering and the cross section for shadowing - hence
similar nonlinear phenomcna like those described by eq.(22) are involved in each case. For
example for the deuteron [l j :

-R,
0tol(eD)-2alot(eN)

<7(eN)

where R = | ~.;|, A = ReAjJmA sä f-g^j for the amplitude A of -y'p scattering and RD
is the deuteron radius. For small x, A may be äs large äs 0.5, leading to R ~ 0.5 especially
for the case of the longitudina] cross section. So already for light nuclei the study of the
total cross sections of scattcring from nuclei would allow to establisk a fundamental connection
between the two seemingly unrelated phenomena of diffraction at small i in ep scattering and
nuclear shadowing. With the increase of A more complicated nonlinear interactions with several
nucleons become important, see e.g. Fig. 16b.

Nuclear shadowing for the total cross sections has a simple physical meaning - it corresponds
to a reduction of cross section due to screening of one nucleon by another f äs well äs by several
nucleons for A > 2). If one treats the deuteron äs a two nucleon System it is possible to apply
the Abramovskii, Gribov. Kancheli (AGK) cutting rules [55] to elucidate the connection
between nuclear shadowing, diffraction and fluctuations of multiplicity. Oneobserves
that the simultaneous interaction of the •)" with the two nucleons of the deuteron modifies not
only the total cross section but also the composition of the produced final states. It increases
the cross section for diffractive scattering off the deuteron due to diffractive scattering off both
nucleons by öadijf = <r?w- At the same time the probability to interact inelastically with one
nucleon only is reduced since the second nucleon screens the first one: <5<rsin3je = —^„hij- In
addition, a new process emerges in the case of the deuteron which was absent in the case of
the free nucleon - simultaneous inelastic interaction with both nucleons which leads to a factor
of two larger multiplicity densities for rapidities away from the current fragmentation region:
VdoMt = 2i7shai. Altogether these contributions constitute —a,^. the amount by which the
total cross section is reduced 2.

'The condition that nuclei are built of nucleons is not so obvious in the fast frame picture. However it is
implemented in most of the models [19, 54].

2For simplicity we give here relations for the case of purcly imaginär}1 ->*.Y amplitude j^ = 0.
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To summarize. there is a deep connection between the phenomena of diffraction observed at
HERA in ep scattcring and nuclcar shadowing äs well äs the A-dcpendence of diffraction and
the distribution o} the multiplicities in DIS.

It follows from the above discussion that it is possible to get information about the dy-
namics of nuclear shadowing and hence about nonlinear effects by studying several key DIS
phenomena such äs: nuclear shadowing for inclusive cross sections F/, 5-L, pAcharm.^ ^e cross

section for nuclear diffraction; the multiplicity distribution for particle production in the central
rapidity ränge; diffractive production of vector mesons. The advantage of the latter process is
that one gets a rather direct access to the interaction of a small colour dipole with matter. It
is in a sense an exclusive analogue of <TL which is easier to measure.

3.4 The A-Dependence of Parton Distributions at SinaU x

As discussed above, the nucleus serves äs an amplifier for nonlinear phenomena expected in
QCD at small x. The simplest example of such effects is given by equation (22) where the
nonlinear term is proportional to the square of the nucleon gluon density. If shadowing were
absent the parton densities per unit transversc area would be enhanced by a factor A1^ äs
compared to the free nucleon case. Hence even just an upper ümit on the parton densities
based on unitarity - that the cross section for the inelastic interaction of a small dipole with
a nucleus may not exceed <r,-ne| ~ ^R\ leads to the expectation of nonlinear phenomena -
shadowing of an observable magnitude - already at z ~- 10~3 4- 10~4 [44].

Hence. frorn detailed studies of the ,4-dependence of the parton densities it would be possible
both to check the dominance of the two-nucleon screening mechanism for x ~ 10~2 [56, 57] and
to extract information about the coherent interaction of the virtual photon with three (four)
nucleons at x < 10~3.

For x > 10~2 for any nucleus and for all x for light nuclei, the main contributiori to shadowing
is given by the interaction with two nucleons of the target. Hence in this regimc there is a
relatively simple connection with the diffraction of a virtual photon off a proton - which is the
simplest nonlinear effect in the perturbative domain in QCD. For smaller x and heavy nuclei,
when essential longitudinal distances becorne comparable and ultimately exceed the diameter
of the nucleus, several nucleons at the same impact parameter contribute to the screening.
It is worth emphasizing that these multi-vacuum cxchange processes cannot be singled out
unambiguously using a nucleon target. The relevant QCD diagrams for the total cross section
of 7* A interaction are rather similar to higher-order nonlinear diagrams for the proton target -
except that in the nuclear case one has to impose the condition that couplings to the individual
nucleons are colour singlets. see e.g. Fig. 10.16,

In a sense, the studies of nuclear shadowing at small x and large Q2 can be considered äs a
simpler model of nonlinear effects which occur in the case of a nucleon target. In the latter case
it is not easy to relate the coupling of say two vacuum exchanges (or a ladder with 4 gluons
in the t-channel) with a nucleon to the coupling of one vacuum exchange with a nucleon. In
fact the region of 10 3 > x > 10~4 may be optimal in this respect since nonlinearities for
the nucleon case are still small though nonlinearities for the nuclear case are already quite
substantial. It is worth emphasizing that experience of the studies of the total hadron-nucleus
scattering indlcatcs that interaction with bound nucleons for the total cross sections can well be
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Figure 17: .4-depcndence of nuclear shadowing and probability of rapidity gap events in the
colour screening model of shadowing; dot-dashed curve assumes /1-independent probability of
rapidity gap events.

approximated by the intcractions with free nucleons (for a recent analysis see [58]). Therefore
nuclear structure effects do not obscure the Interpretation of nuclear shadowing effects.

Using current Information from HERA on diffractive production in ep scattering it is
straightforward to estimate the amount of nuclear shadowing at small x taking into account
interactions with 3 or more nucleons using the eikonal approximation with an effective cross
section determined from diffractive data, see eq.(24) below. The result of the calculation [40]
is shown in Fig. 17 for Rc/Im - 0; for ,4 > 12 it wcakly depends on the value of Re/Irn.
Since the data on diffraction indicate that the fraction of diffractive events in DIS weakly de-
pends on x, Q2 these considerations show that signincant shadowing effects should be present
for F*(x,Q2) in the wide small x ränge of HERA. Note that the shadowing effect in DIS is
expected to be much smaller than for the case of real photon scattering since the etfective cross
section for interaction of the hadron component of quasi-real photon at HERA is a factor of
~ 3 larger than for a highly virtual photon (we use here the HERA data on diffraction for real
photons [59]).

Since the interaction of the octet colour dipole gg is a factor of 9/4 stronger than for the
qq dipole, nonlinear effccts are expected to be rnore important for gluons. So gluon shadowing
would provide even more direct access to nonlinear phenomena. Note that in this case there is
no simple relation of shadowing with diffraction in 7" + p DIS, so any Information about gluon
shadowing would be complementary to the Information from ep DIS. There are very few data
on the gluon distribution in nuclei. Among them, the enhancement of the gluon distribution
at x ~ 0.1 indicated by the inelastic J/V1 production data [25]. Also the analysis [60] of
the scaling violation for the ratio Ff"/Ff [11] under the assumption that higher twist effects
are not important in the Q2,x ränge of the data allows to extract information about the A-
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dependence of gluon distributions, indicating some nuclear shadowing for G A f°r x < 0-01 and
an enhancement at x ~ 0.1. see Figure in [60]3. Theoretical expectations for gluon shadowing
discussed in the üterature are quite different - from a larger effect than for Fj4 [63], to an effect
comparable to that of quarks [62, 61, 64, 65] to substantially smaller shadowing [66]; see also
contributed papers to these proceedings.

Comparison of different determinations of shadowing of gluons and measurements of the
scaling violation for the F^/Ff ratios will allow to determine the ränge of applicabilil,y of the
DGLAP evolution equations and hence provide unique eines to the role of nonlinear effects.

It is worth emphasizing also that knowledge of parton distributions in bound nucleons at
these values of x will be cruciai also for studies in heavy-ion physics at the LHC and RHIC.

3.4.1 BFKL Pomeron

One can envision several strategies for the study of the BFKL Pomeron in DIS. The main
requirement is to enhance the contribution of scattering of small transverse size configurations
in the ladder. It is natural to expect that screening for these configurations would be minimal.
Hence for heavy nuclei the contribution of the BFKL Pomeron can be enhanccd.

1. A procedure can be envisioned to study the ,4-dependence of F*(x,Q2) at small x to
extract the term in the structure functions oc A and then study its x dependence. Based
on the above argument A.Mueller has suggested [67] that the x dependence of this term
(linear in A) would be closer to BFKL type behaviour.

2. One promising direction to look for the BFKL pomeron is the Mueller-Navalet process of
prodticing two high pt jets with large a rapidity difference [68] to suppress the contribution
from small transverse momenta (large transverse distances) in the ladder. In the case of
a nuclear target large distance contributions would be screened out to a large extenl.

3. Another possibility is the production of p mesons at large \i\n inelastic diffraction. To
enhance the contribution of the BFKL Pomeron it is desirablc to increase the contribution
of small configurations in the p meson, i.e. quark-antiquark pairs with small transverse
Separation. Large size configurations can be filtered out by exploiting the fact that they
are absorbed on the nucleus surface. Once again extracting the term in the cross section
<x A would allow to enhance the contribution of the BFKL Pomeron.

3.5 Diffraction off Nuclei

3.5.1 Introduction

Diffraction studies have been defined äs one of the primary goals of nuclear beams in HERA.
Such processes can be interpreted using two complementary languages depending on whethcr
the rest frame of the nucleon or the Breit frame are used:

• Scattering of electrons on colourless components of the proton [36, 37]. Such scattering
may be identified. for the very low x events dominated by diffraction, with the interaction with

3The shadowing for gluons ahoiild be accompanied by a significant enhancement at larger x since the total
momentum fraction canied by gluons in nuclei is not suppressed and is probably slightly enhanced [61].
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the vacuum (-channel exchange which is often referred to äs the Pomeron, JP. This object
is not necessarily the same äs the Pomeron of the Gribov-Regge high-energy soft interactions
(see report of the diffractive group). Deep inelastic electron scattering leadlng to the presence
of a rapidity gap can thus be considered äs probing the intcrnal parton structure of the P
originating from the proton.

One of the questions of primordlal importance which may be addressed within the future
electron-nucleus scattering program at HERA is then "how universal is the internal structure
of the Pomeron?" or. more precisely: "Is the internal structure of the Pomeron originating
from various hadronic sources (protons, neutrons, nuclei) the same?". \\ shall show below
how nuclei may help in answering these questions.

• The diffractive interaction of different hadronic cornponents of the virtual photon with
the target via vacuum exchange. Diffraction predominantly selects the •)* cornponents which
interact with sufficiently large cross sections such äs large transverse size qq, qqg colour dipoles.
Therefore the study of diffraction plays a very important role in determining the relative impor-
tance of small and large size configurations and addressing the question whether small white
objects interact weakly or not. Indeed if the interaction with a target becomes sufficiently
strong at small impact parameters the cross section for diffraction (which includes both elastic
scattering and inelastic diffractive dissociation) would reach the black body limit of 50% of the
total cross section.

3.5.2 Theoretical Expectations

Diffraction off a micleon (including dissociation of the nucleon) constitutes about 15-20% of
the deep inelastic events. Therefore the interaction is definitely far from being close to the
scattering off a black body. Even this number canie a surprise in view of the large Q2 value
involved. Using the generalized optical theorein äs formulated by Miettinen and Pumplin, one
can estimate the effective total cross section for the interaction of the hadronic cornponents of
the 7* äs

This cross section is significantly smaller t hau the pN cross section which at the HERA energies
can be estimated to be close to 40 mb using the vector dominance model and the Landshoff-
Donnachie fit 69 :

where n K, O.Q8,s0 = 200 GeVs, 0f0*($0) - 25 mb. However it is sufficiently large to result in a
substantial cross section of diffraction for small x - it can reach 30-40% for large A (Fig. 17)[40].
For large A the coherent diffraction dominates when the incoming wave is sufficiently absorbed
at small impact parameters which, by virtue of Babinet's principle. corresponds to scattering
beyond the nucleus. In such processes the nucleus remains intact and the average momentum
transfer is very small (((} oc A~2/3).

One expects t hat hadronic configurations interacting with different strength contribute to
diffraction (cf. Fig. 14). The parameter uf!! characterizes just the average strength of this
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interaction, while the distribution over the strengths is expected to be quite broad. The study
of diffraction off nuclei allows to separate contributions to diffraction of large and small size
configurations due to the filtering phenomenon: with the hicrease of A the relative contri-
bution of more weakly interacting (smaller size) configurations should increase since they are
less shadowed, leading to a relative enhancement of the colour transparent subprocesses.

Exainples of promising processes are:

• Diffractive production of charm. The A-dependence of this process would be interesting
already at low Q"* since the essential transverse distances are, naively, of the order of
l /m r , \vhcre mc is the charm quark mass. Since the cross section for the interaction
of a colour dipole of such size is small for x ~ !0~2, the cross section for diffractive
charm production at these values of x is small and practically not shadowed, leading to
a cross section a A4/3. At the same time the cc — N cross section increases rapidly with
decreasing x (increase of energy) for fixed Q2. Therefore at HERA energies diffractive
charm production in ep collisions may become a substantial part of the total diffractive
cross section, At this poirit one expects the emcrgence of shadowing in diffractive charm
production in e.4 collisions, Icading to slowing down of the A-dependence of diffractive
charm production äs comparcd with the A dependence at x ~ 10~2.

One can go one step further and study the A-dcpcndence of p, distributions for diffractive
charm production. Smaller size cornponents will be less absorbed and so their relative
contribution may increase with A.

• Diffractive production of two high pt jets.

Sclection of large pt jets enhances the contribution of diffraction of small size configura-
tions. Hencc, one expects broader ps distributions in the case of nuclear targets (smaller
Jet alignment) with nontrivial dependences on W and Q2. For example, if we fix the p,
of the jets, the A-dependence of dijet production should beconie weaker with incrcasing
energy reflecting the increase of the absorption (which can be studied this way). If on
the other band we fix W and consider the A-dependence äs a function of p(, a stroriger
A-dependence is expected. Fffectjvely, this would be another way to approach colour
transparency via filtering out of the soft cornponents.

To summarize, a study of inclusive di f f ract ion will givc better insights into the structure
of the Pomeron. The interplay of soft and hard contributions will lead to a breakdown of
factorization for the structure function of the Pomeron. Stated differently, the check of the
degree of "universality" of the Pomeron - i.e. whether the "'nuclear" Pomeron is different from
the Pomeron observed in ep diffraction will provide a very sensitive test of QCD dynamics.

An important aspect of the diffractive studics is the colour transparcncy phenomenon. In
view of its special interest we will discuss this separately below.

3.5.3 Multiplicity Fluctuations

As we explained in section 3.3.2 diffraction off nuclei and nuclear shadowing are closcly related
to the simultaneous inelastic interactions of the vir tual photon with several nucleons. Such in-
teractions produce events with large multiplicity dcnsitics in the central rapidity ränge, leading
to a much broader distributiori over multiplicities in cA collisions than in the ep case. Study
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Figure 18: ,4-dependencc of distribution over multiplicity calculated in the colour singlet model
for a luminosity of l pb !.

of this effect will provide Information complementary to that obtained from nuclear shadowing
about the structurc of the vacuum exchange at small r. Interesting phcnomena to look for may
be:

1. Local fluctuations of multiplicity in the central rapidity region, e.g. the observation of
a broader distribution of the nuiriber of particles per unit rapidity, nf AI;), than in ep
scattering [40], see Fig. 18.

2. Long ränge rapidity fluctuations - i.e. positive correlation of the incrcase of multiplicity
in one rapidity interval with the increase of multiplicity several units away.

3. Correlation of the central multiplicity with the multiplicity of neutrons in the neutron
detector (most effective for heavy nuclei).

3.6 Colour Transparency Phenomena

An important property of QCD is that small objects are expected to interact with hadroris
with small cross section [70]. This implies that in the processes dominated by the scattcr-
ing/production of hadron s in "point-like" (small size) configurations (PLC) when embedded in
the nuclei, the projectile or the outgoing hadron cssentially does not interact with the nuclear
environment [71, 72]. In the limit of colour transparency one expects for an incoherent cross
section a linear dependencc on .4, for cxample

da(e + A^t + p + (A-\T) dtr(e + p ̂  e + p)

0.1
100

[GeV2]

Figure 19: Average transverse size of the qq components effective in A-/~.\'^,v\r p— and
J/ifr-mcson production and ÜL. The probed Q'1 scalc is inverscly proportional to i2.

while for coherent processes at t = 0 one expects

.4-+X + A) A' + Ar

ji ji \- • sdt dt

No decisive experimental tests of this property of QGD were performed so far since in most of the
current experirnents the energies wcrc not sufhciently high to prevent expansion of the produced
small System. The high-cnergy Eö65 experiment [73] at FNAL has found some evidcncc for
colour transparency in the p meson production off nuclei. However. the data havc low statistics,
cover a small x,Q2 ränge and cannot reliably separate events without hadron production.

A quantitative formulation of colour transparency for high-energy proccsscs can be based
on eq.(21). For the case of nuclear targets it implies that for a small enough colour dipole,
the cross section of its interaction with nuclei is proportional to A up to the gluon shadowing
factor. As a result the colour transparency prediction for 2 jet and vcctor meson diffractive
production is [74, 42] 4:

Gluon shadowing constitutes a rather small effect for :r ~ 10~2 (see earlier discussion). For
smaller x it increases but it is in any case much smaller than the screening effect expected
in the case of lack of colour transparency if the produced system interacts with cross section
comparable to apN ~ '30-40 mb. For such values of <r one expects the cross section to behave
äs ex A4f3 for ( = 0 which would be possible to test using diffractive production by quasi-real
photons.

Coherent diffractive p,J/tl'-mcson production

''In writing eq.(28) we neglect the difference of Q'2 scales for different processes which is reflected in a different
dependence of the essential transverse size of the qq state on the process (see Fig. 19). For a discussion of the
appropriate scale for dijet production see [75],



The most straightforward fest of colour transparency can be made using cohercnt production
of p or J'/V'-mcsons at sinall t using nuclei with A > 12. The p/ resolution of the currcnt
detcctors is good cnough to single out the diffractivc pcak which is concentrated at pf < 0.1
GeV. In the higher x end of the ränge which could bc studied at HERA for vector meson
production, x «- 10~2, one expects at large Q2 nearly cornplete colour transparency since gluon
shadowing effects are rather small and decrcase rapidly with iticrease of Q2. while the transverse
scparation.6, bctwcen q and q is of the order of 0.4 fm for Q? ~ 10 GeV2 and further decreases
with increase of Q2 (Fig. 19 [44] ). Study of coherent J/tfr meson production would allow to
probe colour transparency for propagation of cven smaller dipoles since (bcS(Q2 - 0)} — 0.2 fm.

On the other hand äs discussed earlier at the smallcst values of x of the HERA ränge,
screening effects should start to play a role even at large Q2 so a gradual disappearance of
colour transparency is expected - the emergence of colour opacity. Noticeable screening is
expected already on the basis of unitarity constraints. Qualitatively one may expect that the
rise of the cross section for vector meson production with increasing cnergy at fixed Q2 will slow
down at significantly lower energies than for the case of the ~/"-\-p reaction. Currently theoretical
calculations of vector meson production by transversely polarised photons are difflcult because
the nonperturbative large distance contribution is not äs strongly suppressed in this case äs in
the longitudinal case. If contribution of pairs with large transverse size is indeed important for
<7j, it would be filtered out with increasing A leading to larger values of (TL/CTJ for large .4.

Let us enumerate several other effects of C'olour Transparericy (CT) in diffractive production.

1. Production of excited vector meson states p',4>'.

In the CT l imit . QCD predicts a universal A-dependenct' of the yields of the lowest mass
and excited states ( this includes the effect of gluon shadowing in eq.(28)). This is highly
nontrivial since the sizes of the excited states are much larger, so one might expect larger
absorption. On the othcr hand, for lower Q2 average transverse distanccs, b, are not
small. At these distances the wave functions of ground and excited states difTer. So in
this Q2 ränge the relative yields of various mesons may depend on .4.

2. Production of high pt dijets.

The unc.ertainty relation indicates that coherent production of dijets wi th large p,, car-
rying all the momentum of the diffractlvely produced system is dominated by distances
TI ex — . Hence filtering out of soft Jets is expected. leading to a broadening of the pt and
thrust distributions. At the same time the study of the .4-dcpcndence of low pt jets would
allow to address the question of colour opacity. Another fcature to look for would be the
distribution over the electron-two jct plane angle äs suggested in [76].

3. Coherent diffractivc production at -t > 0.1 GeV2 for .1 = 2,4.

An important question here is the possibility to observc the "disappearance" of colour
transparency for p-meson production and the emergence of ''colour opacity" - due to
nonlinear screening effects at x ~ 10 4. Manifestations of CT would be the increase of
the differential cross section ^ below the diffractive minimum (\tmin(4Ht)\s 0.2 GeV2

and suppression of the cross section in the rcgion of the secondary maximum. A gradual
disappearance of CT in this region wi th increasing energy would appear äs a very fast
increase with energy of the secondary maximum of the t distribution. Remarkably, in this
region the cross section for the process is proportional to [G,v(z, Q2)]'*, where CA< is the

gluon density in the nucleon [77, 78]. The present beam optics would allow measurements
of quasielastic processes with ''He in the region of the secondary maximum ( | /(4He)| =
0.4 GeV2). For a luminosity of 10 pb"1 it would be possible to measure the p-meson
production cross section up to Q2 ~ 10 GeV2.

4. .4-dependence of rapidity gaps betweenjcts in photoproduction.

Rccently photoproduction events which have two or more jets have been observed in the
ränge 135 < W^p < 280 GeV with the ZEUS detector at HERA [79]. A fraction of
the events has little hadronic activity between the jets. The fraction of these events,
/(Ar?), reaches a constant value of about 0.1 for large pseudorapidity intervals Ar/ >
3.The observcd number of events with a gap is larger than that expected on the basis of
multiplicity fluctuations assuming the exchange of a colour singlet. This value is rather
close to estimates in perturbative QCD [80, 81, 82] neglecting absorptive effects due
to interactions of spectator partons. It is much larger than the values reported by DO
[83] and CDF [84], Small effects of absorption are by no means trivial in view of the
large interaction cross section for many components of the hadronic wave function of the
real photon. They may indicate that colour transparency is at work here äs the ZEUS
trigger may select point-like configurations in the photon wave function [85]. To check
this idea it would be natural to study the A-dependence of rapidity gap survival. It is
demonstrated in [85] that this probability strongly depends on the effect i ve cross section
of the interaction of the photon with the quark-gluori configurations involved in producing
rapidity gap events. One would be sensitive to cross sections äs small äs ~ 5 mb.

3.7 Parton Propagation in Nuclear Matter

3.7.1 Introduction

Measurements of final state hadrons allow to investigate the effects of partons propagating
through nuclear matter. In the present section we discuss some of these possibilities. The
discussion is rcstricted to incoherent phenomena (coherent nuclear inleractions were discussed
in previous sections).

There are essentially two types of measurements which can be useful: (a) energy loss of high-
energy partides and (b) increase of their transverse momentum, both studied äs a function of
the nuclear number A and/or number of nucleons emitted from the target nucleus. They are
sensitive to different aspects of the interactions. Energy loss reflects the properties of inelastic
collisions: the value of the inelastic parton-nucleon cross section and of the inelasticity. The
increase of transverse momentum and emission of the nucleons from the target can be induced
by elastic äs well äs by inelastic collisions and thus can provide Information on both.

At this point we emphasize the importance of the measurement of the distribution of the
nucleons (protons and neutrons) emitted from the target nucleus diiring or after the interaction.
Such measurements give direct access to the number of secondary interactions inside the target
[86], äs was already reaüzed (and used) in numerous emulsion experiments where protons with
momenta 250 < p,v < 700 MeV/c wcre measured [87]. Related information can be inferred
from the measurement of the production of soft neutrons (£„ < 10 MeV) which was studied
recently by the E66Ö collaboration [88]. Measurements of the emitted nucleons and of their
energy spectrum should thus be considered a high priority. They allow to improve greatly the
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analysis of the data in three respects: (a) by studies of the distribtition of nucleons themselves
one obtains Information of the strength of the secondary interactions and - more essentially- on
the fluctuations which are expected to be large and would otherwise hamper the interpretation
of the data; (b) By studying the interactions äs a function of the number of the emitted nucleons
one can obtain not only a larger lever arm in terms of the number of secondary interactions
but also, at a ßxed nuclear number. a ciean sample, free of possible biases related to the use of
different targets; fc) a really exciting possibility is to develop a trigger for events with a large
number of emitted nucleons (or highly reduced charge of the nuclear remnant). This would
allow to study in detail the rare events with particularly strong secondary interactions. Further
quantitative studies (both theorctlcal and experimental) of this problem are necessary to clarify
the relation between the emitted nucleons and number of secondary interactions. Some work
r i i , : | I ; > M > ! i : i r - was alread\d during this v . . \ , i k ^ l u j [ ) - • > . l. 90 Phe dete< tion o.' such
nucleons at HERA will be simpler than in fixed target experiments since they will be boosted
by the motion of the target nucleus [4].

As we discussed previously there should be a substantial difference between the nuclear
eiTects observed in the region of "finite" x (x greater than, say, 0.05) and the region of very
small x (x smaller than, say, 0.001). The reason is the different nature of the photon-nucleon
interactions in these t wo regions caused by the difference in life times of the relevant photon
fluctuations into a qq pair.

One sees from eq.( 19) that at finite x the life timc of a fluctuation is rather short (smaller
than 2 fm). This has two consequences: (a) the interaction of the photon rrmst take place inside
one of the nucleons of the target (nuclear coherence suppressed) and (b) the high-energy pari
of the interacting photon fluctuation can be well approximatcd by a simple ''bare" quark. This
can be seen äs follows. The time necessary to produce a high-energy gluon from a quark is
given by

2ß
'i = -T t29)9/

where E3 is the gluon energy and qt its traiisverse momentum (with respect to the quark).
From the obvious condition T„ < r we thcn obtain

E„ <

We conclude that at finite x there is sirnply 110 time to produce the cnergctic gluon cloud.

For DIS nuclear collisions this picture implies that after the first interaction of the virtual
photon the nucleus is penetrated by one bare quark (following approximately the direction
of the virtual photon). Alternatively one can consider the process of production of two high
Pi jets in photon-gluon fusion. In this case one studies propagation through the nucleus of a
colour octet state. Thus the observed nuclear effects mcasure interactions of a bare parton (or
a System of bare partons) in nuclear matter.

The Situation is rather different in the region of small x. In this case there is enough time
for the qq System coupled to the virtual photon to ildress" itself into a cloud of energctic gluons
and qq pairs (in the Hmit XB^ -t 0 the condition (30) is not restrictive). Consequently, the
system traversing the nucleus is a complex multiparton System resembling in some respects
an "ordinary" hadron. The observed nuclear effects measure interactions of this multiparton
system (dressed quark or qq dipole) in nuclear matter. 1t should thus not be surprising that
the expectations for the region of small x are rather different from those at finite x.
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3.7.2 Current Experimental Situation

Two major manifestations of the interaction of a parton propagating through the nuclear
medium which were studied experimentally so far are the parton energy loss and the broadening
of its transverse momentum distribution.

The measurements of the leading hadron spectrum in deep inelastic lepton-nucleus scattering
have the biggest sensitivity to the energy loss. Measurements at incident energies below 50-
100 GeV find a depletion of the leading particle spectrum which may be interproted äs due
to the energy loss. At higher energies the effect nearly disappears [49]. indicating that energy
losses for partons propagating through nuclear matter are definitely smaller than AE/dz < l
GeV/fm. This is in agreement with the observed low multiplicity of low energy neutrons in
/iPb interactions at high energies [88], which is consistent with knockout of one nucleon from
lead [90]. This makes it impossible to address directly the question of energy losses at high

energies.

The phenomenological Situation with transverse momentum broadening is somewhat con-
fusing at the moment. The ^-pair production experiments [91] which measure the broadening
of the incident quark find rather small broadening: Ap2 ~ 0.1 GeV2 for the distance, L ~ 5
fm. At the same time the transverse momentum broadening for the jets produced by outgo-
ing partons in photon-nucleus interactions seems to be much larger [92]. Theoretically this
difference is not understood [93],

3.7.3 Perturbative QCD Expectations for Finite x

All estimates of nuclear effects in this region of x accept that the interaction of a bare quark
in nuclear matter is dominated by colour-exchange processes which lead to break-up of the
"wounded" nucleon in the target but do not slow down significantly the energetlc quark. This
is based on the argument that the quark in question can only emit gluons satisfying the condition
Tg < AJ where A/ is the distance between the subsequent collisions. From eq.(29) we deduce
that the energy loss in one secondary collision is limited by

AE (31)

i.e., by a value which is independent of the energy of the quark. Consequently, a high energy
quark can lose only a small fracüon of its energy. A precise evaluation of the energy loss in a
collision with one target nucleon is not possible at the present stage of the theory.

However recently a slgnificant progress was obtained in the analysis of the propagation
of a virtual parton through the nuclear medium [3]. It was demonstrated that the Landau-
Porneranchuk-Migdal effect in QCD is qualitatively different from the case of QED. It was
argued that for sufficiently large distances, L, traversed by a parton the process is dominated
by perturbative QCD though the momentum transfers in the individual collisions are small.

A simple relation was found between the p, broadening and the energy loss

which corresponds to substantially smaller energy losses than those implied by the inequahty

in eq.(31).
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Probably the most striking predictiori is the quadratic dependence of the energy loss on the
traversed distance. L, äs compared to the nonperturbative models where it is approximately
proportional to /,. Numerically the authors find for a quark

neglecting the z dependence of the nucleon gluon dcnsity (and a factor of ~ 2 larger energy
loss for gluons). If this effect is included the i-dependencc is even steeper. The numerical
coefficient is cstirnated here from the Information on the nucleon gluon densities and consistent
with eq.( 32) if one uses experimental data on pt broadening of the //-pair spectrum [91].
Alternatively, if one uses the pt Information from 7 A data a much larger energy loss is predicted.
However even m this case the expected energy loss is too small to be observed directly in DIS
at collider energies.

The energy loss occurs (for realistic nuclei) via the emission of one or t wo gluons with
energies ~ A£. So it would be the best to look for the energy loss effects by studying the
production of hadrons in the nucleus fragmentation region. Quadratic dependence on L will
be manifest in the -4-dependence of the number of knocked out nucleons, äs well äs in the
fluctuations of the nurnber of emitted soff protons and neutrons in the case of heavy nuclei,
Current HERA detectors have good acceptance for such nucleons.

Broadening of the transversc momenturn spectrum may be rnore easy to access. The trans-
verse momentum of a parton increases äs a result of multiple collisions. Since the momentum
transfers in the subsequent collisions are independent, the increase of the (average) transverse
momentum squared is proportional to L and hence to the number of secondary collisions. One
expects for the quark

(34)
L

lOfm
while for gluons broadening is about a factor of 2 larger.

A word of caution is necessary here. For distances typical even for heavy nuclei the average
momentum transfer is rather small so application of perturbative Q(.'D may be difficult to
justify. Also it is not clear whether it is safc to interpolate from fixed target energies to collider
energies assuming that the momentum transfer in individual collisions is energy independent.

To study these effects at HERA in a clean way one needs to consider processes dominated
by relatively large x > 0.1. They include processes of dijet production similar to those studied
at FNAL [92]. An advantage of HERA is that it would be possible to use information about
the decay of the nucleus to check the correlation betweeu transverse momentum broadening
and the nurnber of fitruck nucleons.

3.7.4 Parton Propagatlon at Small x

This region is more relevant for HERA but, urifortunately. theoretical estimates are difficult and
uncertain because the system traversing the nucleus is fairly complicated. Hence its interaction
with nuclear matter not easy to evaluate. Perturbative QCD leads to the simple prediction
that at large Q2 and large incident energies, due to QCD factorization, the spectrum of leading
hadrons [72] is given by,

1 dn''"+A-th+X(x O2 z'}
aa \-t-W ,*•! ri . i . _ /~>1\)

which does not depend on A- (Energy losses we discussed above do not change the z spectrum
in this limit). However, it is far from clear if perturbative methods are applicable at all -
even at large Q2 [94]. The incoming system can experience several soft interactions with the
nucleons of the target nucleus. However, the AGK tedmique which can be used to relate nuclear
shadowing with the A dependence of diffraction and the fluctuations of hadron production in
the ce.ntral region, does not allow any predictions for the ,4 dependence of the spectrum of
leading hadrons in the current fragentation region since these effects depend on the details of
the virtual photon wave function. In view of these difficulties it is not possible to give unbiased
quantitative predictions and we restrict ourselves to a discussion of qualitative expectations
and possible interpretations of the future measurernents.

As we have already mentioned, at small x the virtual photon fiuctuates into a qq pair a long
time before it enters the nucleus, This has several consequences. First, it opcns the possibility
of coherent phenomena in which the nucleus participates äs a whole which were discussed
in a previous section. They should be carefuily separated from the incoherent interactions
we are concerned with. Second, there is enough time for this fluctuation to ernit a large
nurnber of gluons and new qq pairs before it enters the nucleus. The cross-section of such a
''dresscd" fluctuation is gencrally fairly large. leading to substantial "shadowing" effects, äs
already discussed. Finally, the system produced in the first collision is by no means a single
bare quark but rather a multiparton conglomerate - result of a quark-gluon cascade of length
equal to the available rapidity. i.e. very long at small values of x. Studies of interactions in
nuclear matter provide an opportunity to obtain information about this object.

The cascade origin of the system travelling through the nucleus implies strong correlations
between partons. Consequently. large fluctuations are expected in its physical properties and
thus also in the observable nuclear effects. For example. the cross section for secondary in-
teractions is expected to vary widely from event to event. This Variation may or may not
be correlated with the fluctuations of the parton multiplicity and energy distributions. For a
clean interpretation of the results it is therefore crucial to obtain information on the niimber of
secondary interactions inside the nucleus which is the most important parameter determinirig
the strengt h of the interaction. Fortunately, äs we have already explained, this information is
accessible through measurementsof the distribution of nucleons (protons and neutrons) emitted
by the colliding nucleus. Fhey seem thus crucial for the success of this investigation.

The distribution of the number of collisions gives straightforward information on the fluc-
tuations of the cross section for secondary interactions inside the nucleus. Its change äs Q'2
increases from Ö to the deep inelastic region should give information on the extent to which the
structure of parton bound states (i.e. hadrons) differs from that of the "dressed" qq pair.

Similar rcmarks apply t o measurernents of the energy loss (which measures the energy
distribution inside the parton system in questiori). Correlation between the observed energy
loss and the nurnber of collisions gives information on clustering phenomena inside the parton
system. It will be interesting to look for possible effects of constituent quarks at Iow Q2

and to see when they disappear äs Q2 increases. Fig. 20 jllustrates the possibility of such
an investigation. It shows the ratio of the total energy loss of the incident virtual photon in
the nucleus to that in collision with one nucleon, assuming that the photon fiuctuates into K
constituents which interact independently (losing energy) with the target. One sees that the
curves corresponding to different values of K are substantially different. This seems to give a
chance to see possible effects of constituent quarks (A' — 2) at Iow Q'1 which should gradually
disappear {K —^ oo) äs Q* increascs. It should be remembered. however, that variations in
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Figurc 20: Energy loss of the incident virtual photon in nuclei assuming that the photon
fluctuates into A' constituents iiiteracting independently in nuclear matter with an interaction
cross section of 20 mb.

the cross-section of the photon fluctuation in question will srnear out this clean effect. It is
therefore neccssary to rely on an independent estimate of the nuinber of collisions äs we already
emphasized at the beginning of this section. In this case the ratio in question is given by

(36)

(.V is the number of collisions) and one can easily see that this is indeed a much better way to
analyze the data, particularly at high A1'.

1t should be noted at this point that, in contrast to the Situation at h'nite x, in the present
case the energy loss is expected to be a finite fraction of total available energy, äs explained
above. Consequcntly, there seem to be no particular difficulties in this measurement.

To summarize, one expccts a dramatic increase of the energy loss in nuclear matter when
one goes from finite to small values of x. If confirmed by future data this should allow to study
details of the parton structure of the QCD cascade. Investigation of the transition rcgion of
.r fa 0.01 is also of great interest. HERA is very well suited for this task.

3,8 Connection to Heavy-ion Collisions at High Energies

The interplav between the physics which can be studied in high-energy eA collisions at HERA
and that to be studied in the heavy ion physics was discussed at the dedicated workshop
"Nuclei at HERA and Heavy Ion Physics1' which was held at Brookhaven National Laboratory
in 1995. It was concluded that the measurements of eA collisions at HERA can provide crucial

J2I

Information necessary for unambigous Interpretation of the heavy ion colllisions at RHIC and
LHC for establishing whether a quark-gluon plasrna is formed in these collisions.

Three major links are

• Nuclear gluon shadowing

One needs ygA(x,Q2) for x ~ 10'2, Q2 ~ l - lOGeV2 and x ~ 10~3, Q2 - lOGeV2 to
fix the initial conditions at RHIC and LHC respectively. This is cspecially important for the
LHC slnce mini-jet production determines the initial conditions for ,/s > lOOGeV A. The bulk
of the particles produced at central rapidities in AA collisions at the LHC is expected to be
generated due to this mechanism [95]. Currently uncertainties in nuclear shadowing transform
into at least a factor 2-4 differences in the final transverse energy flow [96].

• Jet quenching

Recent QCD studies [97] have demonstrated that the medium induced energy losses and
pt broadening of a high energy parton traversing a hot QCD medium are much larger than in
the case of a cold rnedium. This provides a unique new set of global probes of the properties
of the state formed during AA collisions [96]. To Interpret unambiguously this effect it is
necessary both to measure the nuclear gluon shadowing and to study the parton propagation in
cold matter in D1S to conn'rm that the energy losses (prbroadening) remain small at energies
comparable to those to be studied at RHIC and LHC.

• Testing of sofi dynamics of interactions with nuclei

Study of eA interactions at HERA in the same energy ränge äs that to be studied
in pA and AA collisions at RHIC (^/s ~ 200 GeV) will provide a unique testing ground for
the modern models of interactions with nuclei which aim at describing on the same footing
ep, eA,pp,pA,AA collisions [89]. It would allow to be established whether or not the same
dynamics determines hadroproduction in eA collisions and in central AA collisions.
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Abstract: This letter is a digest of the result of Ref.[l], preparcd for the DESY Workshop.
The Glauber (Mueller) approach has been developed to calculate the gluon distributions in a
nucleus. This approach includes shadowing corrcctions due to gluons rescatterings iriside the
nucleus. It is shown that the shadowing correctioris are essential in the region of small x, As
the second order corrections to the Glauber formula are sizable, we improve this description
deriving a nonlinear evolution equation. and solving it in the semidassical approach. The
results are shown and discussed.

l Introduction.

The gluon structure function is the obscrvable that governs the physics of the high energy
processes in QCD [2]. In this letter. we will show how the space-time picture [3] can be used
to describe the interaction of a probe with the nucleus and obtain a nuclear gluon distribu-
tion function from Glaubcr (Mueller) approach. This approach was first suggested in Ref. [4]
and extensively developed in Ref.[l]. In Glauber (Mueller) approach [5j, a high energy virtual
probe creates a GG pair with momentum Q2, which penetrates the nucleus and suffers multiple
interactions with the nucleons. These reseattehngs of the gluon pair generate the shadow-
ing corrections which could be taken into account in a dosed formula, based on the GLAP
evolution[7] at low x ( high energy). \Ve show that these corrections are relevant and modify
the gluon distribution and the anomalous dimension in the regiori of small gluon x. \Ve discuss
also the kinematic regiori where this approach is valid and a possible improvcment.

2 The Glauber approach to high energy in QCD

The mairi features and the kinematics of the Glauber approach to high energy processes have
been discussed in Fig.l. The virtual probe with virtuality Q'* decays in a GG pair with trans-
verse Separation r± and transverse momentum k±. This pair interacts with a nucleon due to
exchange of a gluon ladder diagrarn. /j_ denotes the transverse moinent of the gluon in the
ladder attached to the GG pair. The Bjorken x is defined äs XB} = ^-, where -fs = W is the

* E-mail: ayala@if.ufrgs.hr
" E-mail:gay@if.ufrgs.br
t E-mail: levin@lafex.cbpf.br;lcvm@ccsg.tau.ac.il
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Figure 1: Kinematics of the Glauber approach.

c.m. energy of the incoming gluon. In DLA . the change in rj_ during the passage of the GG
pair through the nucleus may be neglected. Indeed, rj_ can vary by an amount Arj_ oc R^-
where E denotes the energy of the pair in the target rest frame and R is the sizc of the target.
The transverse momentum is fcj_ « 1/rj.. Therefore

-, kl
A T-.L <x R -± <

E

which in terms of Bjorken x has the form:

l

2m R

(1)

(2)

In Glauber (Mueller) approach, the nuclear gluon distribution is given by

«fr,
rl)S(>>*

'} (3;

The term in curly brackets is the total cross section of the interaction of the gluon pair with
nucleus in the eikonal approach. This term is the solution of the *'-channel unitarity coiistraint
[6] if the elastic arnplitude of the gluon nuclei scattering is purely imaginary at high energy and
the structure of the final state is mostly the uniform distribution of the produced gluons.

In DLA perturbative QCD, the GG pair cross section with the nucleon aGc(r\} can be
written (for Nc — 3)

(4)

This expression is valid in DLA since it was obtained considering l,^ <C k± and neglecting
the kmgitudinal part of the momentum /,. The factor l/r]_ comes from the wave function of



the two gluons in the high energv probe, after the Integration over the fraction of energy of
the probe carried by the gluon. Using the Gaussian parameterization for the nucleon profile
function S(b±), we can take the integral over bj_ and obtain the answer (Nc = Nj - 3)

OR2 rl dr' t\2

^ l ̂  K ?±
7T Ji X J - T

where C is the Euler constant and Et is the exponential integral (see Ref.[9] Eq. 5.1.11) and

l
~i
L

'l -•GLAP/ l _^_\ N \' i 2 l (6)

where A is the number of the nucleons in a nucleus and R2A is the mean nuclear radius. If
eq. (5) is expanded for small K, the first term will correspond to the usual GLAP equations in
the small x region (Born approximation of Mueller formula), while the other terms will take
into account the shadowing corrections (SC).

3 pQCD calculations from Mueller approach.

To calculate the nuclcar gluon distribution xGA(x,Q2) we use the GRV parameterization [10]
for the nucleon gluon distribution. The GRV distribution is .suited for our calculation because
its initial virtuality is small and we can estimate the SC for large distance (r2 a 1/0.25 GeV~2),
In this distribution, the most essential contribntion comcs from the region where otsln(l/z) ^ l
and as/nQ2 =s l, which allows the use of DLA, where the Mueller formula is proven,

As the DLA does not work quite well in the accessible kinematic region (Q2 > l GeV2 and
x > 10~4) and the Mueller Formula is proven in DLA, we develop a more realistic approach
subtracting the Born term of the Mueller formula and adding the GRV gluon distribution. This
proccdure gives

xGA(x,Q2 = xGA(x,Q2)(eq. (3)) +

asNc [l [Q* dx' dQ'2
kl x' Q'2

- A (7)

The above equation includes also AxG%RV (x. Ql) äs the initial condition for the gluon distribu-
tion and gives AxG(jJRV(x, Q2) äs the first term of the expansion with respect to KG- Therefore,
this equation is an attempt to include the füll expression for the anomalous dimension for the
scattering off each nucleon, while we use the DLA to take into account all SC

In order to investigate the general features of the nuclear gluon distribution given by eq. (7),
we calculate the ratio

xGA(x,Q*)(eq. (7))
J T I —

which is shown in Fig.2. From this ratio we can see the general behavior of the SC äs a function
of ln(\jx) and Q2- The suppression due to the SC increases with ln(l/x). For A = 4L) (Ca)
and Q'1 — WGeV2, the suppression varies from 4% for ln(l/x) = 3 to 25% for ln(l/x) - 10.
For A = 197 (Au) the suppression is still bigger. going from 6% to 35% in the same kinematic
region.

Figure 2: R\ a function of ln(\/x) and Q2

In the semiclassical approach (see
Q2 and x dependence äs

), the nucleon structure function is supposed to have

(9)

where < ^ > is the average value of effective power of xG_\r x — > 0 and < 7 > is the average
value of the anomalous dimension . We can calculate both exponcnts using the definitions

dln(xGA(x,Q2))
9\n(l/x)

d\n(xGA(x,Q'2))
d\n(Q2/Q20)

(10)

(11)

Fig.3 shows the calculation of < u > äs a function of x and Q2 for GRV distribution and
for Au. We can see that the SC give rise to a flattening of the nuclear distribution äs .4 grows
in small x region.

Fig.4 shows the results for < 7 > äs a function of i n ( l / x ) and Q2 for GRV distribution and
Au. As x decreases, the anomalous dimension presents a sizeable reduction and goes to zero
for ln(l/x) > 15, unlike the GLAP evolution.

We can estimate what distances work in the SC calculation from the average value of the
anomalous dimension. Let us consider the expansion of eq. (5) in respect to K ( see eq. (6)).
From semiclassical approach. K, may be written K oc (Q2)V22 anc^ ^ ^ -; ^ tne integral
over n in cq. (5) becomes divergent. If l < 7 < 1/2 only the second term of the expansion
(first SC term} is concentrated at small distances. From Fig.4, we see that l < 7 < 1/2 for
Q2 > iGeV2 and even for Q2 — IGeV2 at very small values of x.

4 The generalization of Glauber Approach.

The Mueller formula (5) is not an evolution equation but an analogue of the Glauber formula
which gives the possibüity to calculate xGA(x, Q2) and the SC for nudeus from the solution of
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Figure 3: < u > äs a function of x and Q2 for G KV distribution a) and Au b)

Figure 4: < 7 > äs a function of x and Q2 for a) GRV distribution and b) Au

GLAP equations. In Order to investigate the corrections to this approach the second Iteration of
the Mueller formula must be calculated. The second iteration takos into account the rescattering
of tlie next to the fastest gluon in the gluon-nucleon process. This ta«k was done in ref [l] and
the main conclusion is that the second iteration gives a sizable contribution for x < I0~2 and
becomes of the order of the first iteration for x < 10~3. It occurs because the second iteration
gives correction of the order of a^lniQ2/Ql)ln(\ xt l for the DLA.

In order to improve the calculation of the nuclear distribution iG^fz, ö2) we suggest to
derive the Mueller formula in respect to y = ln(\/x) and £ = l^Q"2), and write it äs an equation
for K. The rcsult reads

where K i.s given by

(12)

(13)

This is a generalized nonlinear evolution equation for nuclear gluon distribution. This equation
.sums all contributions of the order (as!/f)™ ab.sorbing them in xG^(y,^), äs well äs all con-
tributions of the order of K". This equation provides the correct matching both with the GLR
equation and with the Glauber ( Mueller ) formula in the kinematic region where o-s^f S !•

\Ve solve eq. (12) in semiclassical approach for QS constant using the method of charac-
teristics ( see ref [1] for a detailed discussion ). In semiclassical approadi, we write K in the
form

K = es (14)

where the partial derivatives dS/dy = u and dS/d^ = 7 are supposed to be smooth functions
of y and £. The initial condition for the characteristics is given by

where «,-„ is

f=6>

Nc äs n

(15)

(IG)

and xGA is given by the Mueller formula. The GLAP equation for K is obtained taking the
term in the curly in r.h.s of eq. (12) equal to K.

Fig.5 shows the general features of the solution, calculated for XQ = 10"2 and several values
of Q2 dose to l GeV2; Fig.Sa shows the characteristic cun'es in the y v. s. f plane; Fig.Sb
shows the evolution of the 7 values with y. When the value of 7 goes to zero, the nonlinear
effects play an important role and tlie solution goes to an asymptotic solution (Kasymp(y))
which is f independent and satisfies the equation: -K*^w = F(K.) ( see [1] for details).
When 7 goes to a constant value, the nonlinear efferts disappc-ar. and the solution tends to
the usual GLAP evolution- This figure also shows the lines with definite value of the ratio

R = x C ( l ' Q ™ d a t l ° n } (horizontal lines). These lines give a way to estimate how big
are the SC, which are rather big.
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Shadowing in the deuteron
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Abstract: Shadowing correction to the deuteron structure function is calculated in
the HERA kinematic region. The double interacUon formalism relat'mg the shad-
owing to inclusive diffractive processes is used. Both the vector meson and parton
contributions are considered for low and high Q2 values. The QCD corrections with
parton recombination are included for high Q2.

Accelerating deuterons at HERA will give an opportunity to rise a precision of the QCD
analysis of the structure functions (F2 contains alrnost completely a flavour singlet quark dis-
tributions) and to measure the neutron structure function, F2n (and thus the flavour non-singlet
F% — F2"). To these aims. shadowing in the deuteron has to be quantified in a wide interval of
kinematic variables. Shadowing in the deuteron. per se a very interesting low x phenomenon,
is well established experimentally. observed in the low Q2 (including the photoproduction) and
in the large Q2 region and apparently only weekly dependent on Q2 [l]. In this paper we sum-
marise the results of our earlier studies of the deuteron shadowing [2]. updated and adapted to
the HERA kinematics.

The deuteron structure function F$ is related in the following way to F2. Fj" and to the
shadowing term SF$, which is non-negligible for x less than, say. 0.1:

(F2 and ÄFj are normalised per nucleon).

Tlie shadowing term <5Fj(r. Q2) is related through the (double) pomeron exchange to the
diffractive structure function. d2F2t!! i&tfit

(2)

where S(k2} is the deuteron form factor, \Ve define ^ = ^kq/p^q where k. q and pj are the Cour
rnomentaof the pomeron, virtual photon and of the deuteron respectively; £o = x(\ ^xolQ )
where M2^ is the lowest mass squared of the diffractively produccd hadronic systeni. \\ also
have t = —k]_ ~ k?, where fcn = Af2£2 with M be'mg equal to the nucleon mass. The Integration
over £ corresponds to the Integration over M2 where A/r is the mass of the diffractively produced
system. The region of low Mj is dominated by the diffractive production of low mass vector
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mesons which is assumed to be described by the vector meson dominance rnechaniam. In this
model the contribution of the vector mesons to the nuclear shadowing is

£F2« = ̂
2" 47!

Mfa*

02 + A
(3)

where the sum extends over the low mass vector raesons p,u and <£. Mv are the rnasses of
the vector mesons v and -)t can be obtained from the leptonic widths of the vector mesons.
The double scattering cross section 6a^ is obtained from the Glauber model. with the energy-
dependent vector meson-nucleon cross sections. The contribution of large M* corresponds to
the partonic mechanisrn of shadowing, «JFjJ,, which is related to the partonic content of the
porneron. We used the parametrization of parton distributions in a pomeron from ref. [3]
which was constrained to descrlbe the data on deep inelastic dilfraction from HERA [-4],

Results of the calculations of 8F$(x, Q2) are shown in fig.l.

Figure 1: Shadowing contribution, SF$(x,Q'1}, to the deutcron structure function: a) continuous
line: x=O.ÜQQl, broktn line: x=0.01, dotted Hilf.: x=Q.l: b) continuous lirie: Q2=0.2 ffeV2.
broken line: Q2 = l GeV2, dotted line: Q2 = !0 Ge\*.

In fig.2 plotted is the quantity 2F$(z,Q2)/F$(x,Q2) - l which in the absence of shadowing
would be just equal to F2"(,r, Q2)/F%(z, Q2) and is often referred to äs a ratio of neutron and
proton structure functions. The F2J has beeil calculated according to eqs (1) and (2) where the
structure functions for the proton and the neutron were calculated according to a model [5].
In this model the contributions from both the parton model with QCD corrections suitably
extended to the low Q2 region and from the low mass vector mesons were taken into account.

The model describes the data fairly well. Thüs a quantitative method to obtain the shadow-
ing contribution to the deuteron structure function is available. It should be used in extracting
the neutron structure function from the F% and F% mcasurements äs well äs in the QCD analysis
including, in particular, measurements of F2d. A shadowing model of ours, extended to encom-
pass the meson exchange effects, [9j. gives the same results for the 6F2. Other approaches,
generally sirnilar to ours, [10], predict larger values of the efFect.
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Figure 2: F?/F$ = 2F*/F£-l äs a function of x. The line shows a result oj nur calculations,
[2], with MRS(Ä), [6], äs asymptotic function. Data come from the E665, [7] and from the
NMC, [8]. Brrors are statistical, band at the bottom shows the magnitude of the E665 systcmatic
uncertainty.

The curve in fig.2 has been calculated for the (x.Q2} points corresponding to the E665
experiment results. i.e. at lowest values of x, x - 10~5, Q2 «- 0.005 GeV2. It vvould be
desirable to measure the shadowing in the region of similarly low values of ;r but at higher
srales in order to check its possiMe Q2 dcpendence (anticipated to be weak). This would be
possible uniquely at HERA.

HERA might also permit detection of the shadowing modifications due to the QCD effects:
(mild) logarithmic scaling violations induced by the QCD evolution and recombination of par-
tons from different nucleons in the deuteron [2]. Influence of these effects on 6F* is shown in
fig.3.

Fortran codes to calculate &Ft(x,Q2} and Fj/F£(x.Q*) are available upon request from
badclek'äfuw. edu.pi

This research has been supported in part by the Poiish Cornmittee for Scientific Research
graut number 2 P03B 184 10.
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Longitudinal and Transverse Nuclear Shadowing
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Abstract; Nuclear shadowing arises from multiple scattering of the hadronic fluc-
tuations (JiJ<?}, lq<j<?---}) of the virtual photon in a nucleus. We predict different
longitudinal and transverse shadowing and an A-dependence of R = <TLjaT which
can be up to a 50% effect. The possibility of detecting nuclear effects on R, at BERA
is discussed.

While there are very different ideas on the nature of the EMC effect at intermediate and
large values of x, the Situation seems to be less controversial at small x, the region of nuclear
shadowing (NS). There is a general consensus that NS is due to the recombination of partons
belonging to different nucleons. A concrete and quantitative realization of this old idea has been
offered in [1] where NS is attrihuted to the multiple scattering of the hadronic fractuations
of the virtual photon in nuclei. One can thus speak of parton recombination in that the
multiple scattering diagrams involve quarks and gluons which do not belong to a single nucleon.
This approach leads rather naturally to the prcdiction of different shadowing effects in the
longitudinal and transverse channels and consequently to an enhancement of R H O"L/CTT m

nuclei [2]. In the following we shall sketch the derivation of this result and present some
quantitative estimates. We shall also study the possibility of measuring nuclear effects on R at
HERA.

In vjrtual-photon-nucleus scattering, using Glauber formalism, the nuclear cross section is
given by

1 l J —LJ r

(1)

A dt

where dvD/dt is the f*jV diffraction dissociation cross ücction integrated over the mass M2 of
the cxcited hadronic states

dt

The longitudinal form factor of the nucleus F(kl) appearmg in (2) suppresses heavy mass
excitations corresponding to non negligible longitudinal momenta of the recoil proton, /c;, =

Eq. (1) establishes a link between the leading nuclear shadowing correction and the pomeron
structure function which is proportional to da0/dt. This allows rclating the diffractive DIS
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currently under experimcntal s tudv at HERA, to
hopefully be a future chapter of the HERA p^am

In the Nikolaev-Zakharov picture of mq ('? -
can be calculated o. the bas.s of th Fock

which will

-J virtual photoabsorption cross sei
äs (focusing for the moment on the qq Fock component)

•N, ,~-
"" "

(3)

where 'Jj, •/- are the qq wave functions of the virtual photon, p the transverse Separation of the
pair, Q the momentum fraction carried by one of the components, and a(p, x) is the mteraction
cross section of the qq color dipole with the nucleon, which does not depend on the flavor and
on the photon polarization. Glauber's expausion, written in terms of the dipole cross section,
reads

fff*(x, Q2) = A (<T(P,X))L,T - ~ H"-J) V' l' d2b T'2(b) + ..., (4)
•4 /l J

where (&((>, X)}L,T = <TL,T ( x i Q 2 } - By comparing eqs. (I) and (4) one identifies the contr ibut ion
to d(TD/dt corresponding to the qq content of the photon (or of the pomeron. from another
viewDointl äs

dt 167T
, _ .

Forsmall/i. (r(p, x) has the color transparency behavior a ( p , x ) oc p2. Becauseof the structurc of
^L,T(Q2, P, &) the dominant contribution to o~lj comes from pairs of transverse size/?2 ~ [m3 +
^ofl-Q)]"1. Symmetrie pairs, with o - 1/2 and p2 ~ \JQ2. have oLiT ~ (l/<?2)log(<22 /»$),
i.e. scaling cross sections. Asymmetric pairs, with a ~ 0, l and large size p2 "~ ^/m2, have a
scaling transverse cross section 177- ~ l/(?2. but a vanishing longitudinal cross section a^.

Because of the color transparency property of &(p, x), the second and higher terms in the
series (4) contain powers of p2. As a consequence, Symmetrie pairs with p2 — 1/Q2 give a
l/((?2)2, i.e. negügible. contribution to the double scattering term, whereas asymmetric pairs
with p2 ~ l/"i, lead to a scaling l/Q2 screening. Since asymmetric pairs lead to a vanishing
ff L, we can conclude that shadowing in the longitudinal cross section is negügible at moderate
and large values of Q2, whereas it is significant and almost Q2 independent in the transverse
cross section. Thus, R is expected to be enhanced in nuclei for Q2 > 5 GeV2.

So far we have considered only the lowest Fock state of 7", yielding the component ex:
M2(A/2 + Q3)~3 of the mass spectrum. At large A/2 the triple pomeron component, related to
the qqg Fock state of the photon, becomes dominant. Its mass speclrum Is

D,ZI'
~L.T

= <Vl Ä3

(6)

Puttmg all terms together one ends up wi th

*ZTMa) = /l f f2'r(*.<?2)- —4.4
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A füll calculation of the 3f contrihution has been performed [4], which has confirmed the
behavior (6) both for the longitudinal and the transverse cross section and predicted a coupHng
A3r> substantially flavor and Q2 independent for Q2 J> 2 GeV2.

Our estimate of A/t1 = RA — R^ in [2] was based on eqs. (7) and (6), with A$p taken phe-
nomenologically frorn photoproduction data. Now, the A3p value computed in [4] is somehow
larger than the one used in [2]. This means that, since the triple pomeron contribution does
not discriminate between longitudinal and transverse cross sections, the results for A/? given in
[2] slightly overestimate the nuciear effects on R. We correct them here by an educated guess.
leaving a precise quantitative determination to a forthcornirig paper.

Thus our prediction for AR = RA - RN in the atomic mass ränge A — 30 — 80 (say
Cu-Pb), at x = 10~3 and Q2 = 10 GeV2 is: A/? ~ 0.10 - 0.15. that is a 30 - 50% effect
(with fi.v ~ 0.30 - 0.35). We found that at small Q2 ~ l GeV2 shadowing is shnilar in the
longitudinal and transverse cross sections. We expect the largest nuciear effects at x around
10~3 and Q2 largcr than few GeV2.

Let us address the problem of detecting nuciear effects on R at HERA. In order to extract
R one has to use nucleon beams with at least two different energies. We consider the possibility
of having two beams with nucleon energies E\ 410 GeV and E? = 205 GeV. The electron
cnergy is 27.6 GeV.

We estimate now the statistical error on A/?. By considering two targets 1̂ and B and the
cross section ratios p\ aB jaA and p? = a(B j/rA , corresponding to the two target energies.
one easily finds the relation

(S)

among AR = RA - RB, R = (RA + RB)ß, zlt2 = (l - yi.3)/(l - yi.t + J/,%/2), and the ratio
of cross section ratios p = Pi/pi- 1t is clear from eq. (8) lhat in order to extract Afl one needs
R. besides p. Since our purpose here is simply to evaiuate the expected statistical error on
A/?, we use (8) äs a constraint between R and A# [5]. In the following target B is assumed
to be deuleron. We choose x = 10~ , Q ^ 20 GeV2, let R vary in a reasonable ränge around
0.3 — 0.4, fix p so äs toget a Afi value around 0.10-0.15 (which is our estimate presented above),
and calculate the error on Afi. The statistical error on pi,2- with a luminosity of l pb~' per
nucleon, is taken to be &p\,i = 0.0090 (interpolating the values computed by Sloan [6]). We set
/)i s; 0.80 and. finally, assume a 30% error on R. The result of our evaluation is shown in Flg. l
where the solid line represents the central value of A/ü arid the dashed and dotted lines mark
the estimated statistical error with integrated luminosities of l pb~' and 10 pb"1 per nucleon,
respectively. The estimated statistical uncertainty 011 A/? is thus 30 — 35%. Our conclusion is
that the nuciear effects on R predicted by our model are visible at HERA and can be measured
with a reasonable accuracy.

Finally we would like to comment on a different approach to parton recombination [7]. In
the fusion model of [7] parton recombination is an initial state process and the shadowing of
nuciear structure functions arises from the shadowing of the glue density. which is universal,
not depending on the specific proccss or observable considered, Thus one would expect that all
gluon-dominated physical quantities, such äs F* and F/ at small x, should behave simijarly. at
variance with our finding. However no quantitative results for RA and Aß have been provided
so far for this class of rnodels. It would be interesting to work out their predictions to see
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Figure 1: A/? i-s. Ä at j = 1(T3 and Q2 = 20 GeVa.

whether a possible HERA measurernent of HA ai'd Afi can also discriminatc between different
models of nuclear shadowine,
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Nuclear Effects at HERA
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Abstract: The development of a nuclear beam facility at HERA would allow the
study of fundamental features of quark and gluon interactions in QCD. I bnefly
review the physics underlying nuclear shadowing and anü-shadowing äs well äs
other diffractive and jct fragmentation processes that can bc studies in high energy
electron-nucleus collisions.

The use of nuclear targets and beams in high energy collisions provides a practical way to
vary the external parameters of QCD. At HERA, one can employ nuclear beams to probe deep
inelastic lepton scattering on nuclei in the small x regime where mm-additive nuclear ei
are large reflecting the space-time propagation of quark, and gluons. One can also lest
important nuclear effects, such äs the energy loss of quarks propagatmg m nuclear matte
color transparency phenomena in coherent and quasielastic diffractivc processes, and imcle

photoabsorption.
In the conventional infinite momentum frame parton model picture of D1S, the electron

scatters on a quark constituent of the target. In the corresponding description m the nucle
rest frame, the incident transversely polarized virtual photon first sphts mto a pair 7J - qq
and the anti-quark is absorbed in the target. The scattered quark then appears äs a je
aligned with the incident virtual photon [1]. Thus from the laboratory frame perspec
nuclear dependence of the transverse nuclear structure function F7 (x, Q*)A d.rectly refle
nuclear dependence of the quark-nucleus cross section <r„A($) at a corresponding
squared s = Otfjx) [2]. Here jfc^. is the mean square transverse momentum of the interacting
quark At very small x the effective laboratorv energies can reach 105 Ge\ and thus the
nuclear dependence of the transverse structure function reflects the Pomeron-like uiteract
of the quark, including its elastic and inelastic interactions within the nucleus
expects that the dominant quark interactions to occur on the front surface of the nucle
and FT(x QT)A < AFT(x.Q*)x [3]. At moderate x ~ 0.15. the Rcggeon contnbu
the quark'nucleon scattering become important: because of their phase structure the multi-
scattering amplitudes can lead to constructive interference. and thus to anti-shad
FT(x Q*)A > AFT(x Q2).v [4], For electron scattering on light nuclei, such äs
one can also generate non-additive contributions from the "hidden color" non-nucleon F,

components of the nucleus [5].
Examining the nuclear dependence of the final hadronic state is also illuminatmg. The

hadronization and fragmentation of the Jet which is produced aligned along the photon
will reflect the energy loss mechanisms and multiple scattering of the quark äs it propag
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through the nucleus. ön general quantum mechanical grounds. the high energy outgoing jet
can only lose a finite amount of energy so that the fragmentation fimction still factorizes in
leading twist—even though the quark transits the nucleus [6]. More recently, Baier et al. have
argued that the energy loss can scale äs the square of the nuclear length becaiiae of specih'c
non-Abelian effects [7]. Bjorken h äs also discussed the predktions for rapidity gaps in deep
inelastic electron-ilucleiis collisiona [l].

In contrast, the leading-twist contribution to the longitudinal structure function FL(x, Q2)/\s from the Interaktion of a approximately Symmetrie qq component of the virtual photon

wavefunction with relative impact Separation 61 ~- O(ljQ). The specific nuclear effects at low
j then reflect the interactions of a small-color singlet system. thus lf?ading to decreasing nuclear
absorption with increasing Q2. Thus the study of shadowing äs a function of photon polarization
and Q^ can illuminate the basic mechanisrns underlying short-distance QCD processes.

It is also interesting to measure the shadowing of the charm and bottom cross scction. The
basic underlying subprocess at low x is photon-gluon Insion. Thus the nuclear dependence of
the heavy quark structure functions measures the shadowing of the gluon distribution in the
nucleus. which in turn reflects the shadowing of the gluon-nucleus cross section.

It is also very interesting to measure the nuclear dependence of totally diffractive vector
meson production da/dt(~t*A —t VA) [8] at HERA energies. For large photon virtualities (or
for heavy vector quarkonmm). the small color dipole moment of the vector system implies
minimal absorption; i.e., color transparency, The interacting qq system stays sinall over the
entire nuclear length at HERA energies. Thus, remarkably, QCD predicts that the forward
amplitude fM —* VA at ( —* 0 is nearly linear in .4. One also is sensitive to corrections froni
the nonlinear A-dependence of the nearly forward matrix element that couples two gluons to
the nucleus. which in turn reflects the square of the nuclear dependence of the gluon structure
function of the nucleus [9]. Because of color transparency. thc integral of the diffractive cross
section over the forward peak is thus predicted to scale approximately Aa/fl^ ~ A4'3. A test
of this striking prediction could be carried out at very small tmin at HERA and would provide
a striking test of QCD in exclusive nuclear reactions. Evidence for color transparency in quasi-
elastic p leptoproduction 7* A —» p°N(A — l) has recently becn reported by the EG65 experiment
[10) at Fermilab.

In QCD. the proton is represented at a given light-cone time r = t + z äs a superposition of
quark and gluon Fock states \uud >, \uudg >, \uudgg >, uudQQ >, etc. Thus when the proton
is expanded 011 a free quark and gluon basis. it is a fluctuating system of arbitrarily large parti-
cle number. The liglit-cone wavefunctions v„(znki;,X) are the probability amplitudes which
describe the projections of the proton state on this Hubert space. The structure functions
measured in deep inelastic lepton scattering are directly related to the light-cone x moment um
distributions of the quarks and gluons deterrnined by the jj/v 2. An equally interesting mea-
sure of the proton's structure is to examine the system of hadrons produced in the proton's
fragmentation region when one quark is removed; i.e., the proton's "fracture functions". At
HERA the particles derived from the spectator 3~c system which are intrinsic to the proton's
structure are produced in the proton beam direction with approximately the same rapidity äs
that of the proton at relaüvely small transverse mornentum. Thus in high energy ep collisions.
the electron resolves the diffractivelv-excited proton, revealing the correlations of the spcctator
quarks and gluons in its light cone Fock components with invariant mass extending up to the
energy of the collision.
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It is of particular interest to examine the fragmentation of the proton when the electron
strikes a light quark and the interacting Fock component is the \uudcc > or \uudbb > state.
These Fock components correspond to intrinsic charm or intrinsic bottom quarks in the proton
wavefunction. Since the heavy quarks in the proton bound state have roughly the same rapidity
äs the proton itself. the intrinsic heavy quarks will appear at large XF• One expects heavy
quarkonium and also heavy hadrons to be fonned from the coalescence of one (or rnore) heavy
quarks writh the valence u and d quarks, since they have nearly the same rapidity[ll]. Since
the heavy and valence quark momenta combine, these states are preferably produced with
largc longitudinal momentum fractions. A recent analysis by Harris, Smith and Vogt of the
excessively large charm structure function of the proton at large x äs measured by the EMC
collaboration at CERN implies that the probability P^ that the proton contains intrinsic charm
Fock states is of the order of 0.6% [12]. In the case of intrinsic bottom, PQCD scaling predicts

Pbl = PccHraWmH' more t hart an order of magnitude smaller. A discussion of the physics of
T * V c|

intrinsic heavy quark states and the dependence of thc resolution of intrinsic heavy particle
Fock states on photon virtuaüty Q2 is presented in Ref. [13].

It is also illuminating to study the target fragmentation region at HERA with nuclear
targets [13]. The spectator system evolves äs 3c of color if a single quark is removed in the
D1S process. One then can examine the composition and fragmentation of this system. Some
of the main issues in the nuclear case are nuclear modifications of leading particle effects due
to increased density of comovers [8], nuclear modifications of intrinsic sea distributions in the
target fragmentation region, particularly intrinsic charm. production of heavy quarkonia at
large xp, etc.

The forward proton fragmentation regime is a challenge to Instrument at HERA, but it may
be feasible to tag special channels involving neutral hadrons or muons. In the case of the gas
jet fixed target cp collisions at HERMES, the target fragments emerge at low velocity and large
backward angles. and thus may more be accessible to precise measurcmcnt.

l thank J. D. Bjorken, P . Hoyer. A. Hebecker, A. Mueller, E. Quack. and R. Vogt for helpful
discussions. Work supported by thc Department of Energy, contract DE-ACQ3-76SFOQ515.
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Abstract: Coherent electrOproduction of vector mesons off 2H and 4Ha is consid-
ered in the kinematics of deep inelastic scattering, Special emphasize is given to
the —t ~ 0.8 - IGeV2 region whcre cross section is dominated by the interaction
of qq configuration in ")* with two nucleons. This kinematics provides unique pos-
sibilities to study quantitatively onset of Color Transparency in the vector meson
production with increase of Q2 äs well äs its graduate disappearance at very small
x- perturbative Color Opacity.

l Introduction
The recent theoretical analyses [l, 2, 3] have dernonstrated that in the limit of large Q2

exclusive production of vector mesons in the process y'L + p —> V + p is controlled by the
calculable interplay of hard-perturbative QCD and nonperturbative QCD. Recent experimental
data [4] seem to indicate that the hard mechanism Starts to dominate already at Q2 > 5 GeV2.

In the small x region the vector rneson production is essentially three stage process in the
target rest frame. First, at the distancc /, ~ ~— before the target y'r transforms into a small

2rt>NX llj

transverse size qq pair: i^ = r9t — fqt ^ 3/Q b^Q2 ~ lOCeV2) ~ 0.4/m; then the small qqj q — Tqt T

pair interacts with the target with amplitude [5]:

(1)

where GT(I, Q2) is the gluon density of the target. The third stage - transformation qq —*
V occurs long after the target at distances ~ 2qo/niy. The use of the conipleteness over
diffractively produccd states allows to express the result in terms of bare parton distributions
within a target and within the vector meson similar to the DIS processesfl] äs: A"1 7

$T-"rt ® A(qqT) ® ^«-*v, where ^T*-*« is the wave function of •)' -> qq transition, ^~*v' is
the qq component of the V wave function. A(qqT) describes the qq scattering off target T with
cross section given by eq.(l).

The use of the miclei allows to check QCD prediction that cross section of interaction of
small qq with a nucleon is indeed small - Color Transparency, and whether it can reach (due to
increase of the gluon density at small x) values comparable to those for the interaction of light
hadrons (pions) - perturbative Color Opacity. One possible stratogy is to study coherent vector
meson production of heavy enough nuclei at ( ~ 0. Another possibility which we consider
here is to use the process 7* -+• .4 —> V + A with the lightest nuclei (A=2,4), V — p, P',UJ, &...
at x < 10~2 and focus on the region of compfifUitively large |(| whcre interaction with two
nucleons dominate. We restrict by the coherent channel because this case can be singled out
expcrinientally in an unambiguous way. There is clear experimental evidence for the dominance



of the rescattering diagrams in the cohcrent production off the deuteron at \t\ 0.6GeV2(see
Ref.[6] and references therein), Due to the quadrupole contribution the diffractive minimum is
filled up. This is the reason why our iiext choicc is the *He target, which is a spherical iiuclcus
without quadrupole form factors for which diffractive miniinum occurs at -t ~ 0.2GeV2 and
where, äs a result, one is sensitive to rescatterings at considerably smaller \t\.

2 Cross Section
At small x, and large Q2 where average bqq- is small, nuclear effects are generated through

the double rescattering of the qq pair off the target nucleons. As a result of QCD cvolution
parton wave function of a compact configuration can cvolve to normal hadron transverse size.
Such a configuration will lead to shadowing effects in the leading power of Q?. This effect is not,
too small at t = 0 at sufficiently small x [2].Thus in QCD there is no direct relation between
smallness of cross section and smallness of secondary interactions. Strict QCD prediction is that
double scattering effects should decrease with Q'2 increase rnorc fastly t hau single scattering
amplitudes [1] but actual cakulation of double scattering term is model dopendent at the
rnoment. Hence we account for double scattering of qy pair which is numerically large and
neglect leading twiat effects due to QCD evolution of the (\q pair to normal hadron sizo which
decrease with t rnorc rapidly, For the deuteron we obtain (snppressing spin indices):

dt 167T

where t ss ~q\d Sd(k) - Fc(q) + 3 - l /g(g)/V2 and Fc and FQ represents the
Charge and quadrupole deuteron form factors. Similarly for t.he coherent scattering off ''He \ve
obtain:

l
16ffdt

where <E>(f) is the charge form factor of 4He ($(t) « exp(3at/3) for small t). \Ve restrict
ourselves by the calculation of double scattering amplitudes since multiscattcriiig amplitudes
violate energy-momentum conservation in respect to production of multiparticle states. So their
contribution should be 0 (S.Mandelstam cancelation) within the approximatkm when only a
qij pair is considered. In Eqs.(2) and (3) the multiple scattering amplitudes are dcfincd äs:

where aqq is given by eq.(l). Because of the small size of qq the slope of the clementary
arnplitude. B sä 2.5 GeV~a[4] is inainly determined by the two-gluon nucleon form factor

3 Onset of Color Transparency (CT)
The onset of CT leads to a rather nontrivial dependence of the coherent production cross

section on x, t and Q2. To estimate the effects we analyze the ratio R(t) = ^-(t)/4~(t = ü).
It follows frorn eqs.(2-4) that at -t > -f0 - 0.5 Gel"2 (> 0.2GeV'2 for A = 4) when coherent
cross sections are dominated by rescatteringc^ms. the R(\t\ |f0|) ~ £2G«(:c,Q2)eßYQ4'
Therefore one should expect the strong decrease of R with increasing Q2. At the same time
for fixed Q2 one expects a fast increase of the cross section with decrease of x. This increase

Figure l: The. R(t) äs a function of t at different x. Solid curves - QCD calculation explainc.d
in teit, dotted curves are VMD predictions, dased curtie is for Q* = 0, which for 4 He indude
n > 2 rescattering terrn.

is restricted by unitarity condition[3]. An observation of a slowing down of such an increase at
small x would be a clear signature of the onset of color opacity. For Q2 ~~ 5GeV'2 such effect
could occur already at HERA energies.

In Fig.l we present. R(t] for fixcd Q2 and different T, calculated for coherent scattering off
d and 4/fe. \Ve show also in this figure expectation of the Vector Dominance rnodel (VMD)
in which />meson is produced in the first interaction and scatters off the nucleons with cross
section similar to 7rAr cross section. In the case of *He target one expects a clean minimum
which is very sensitive to amount of rescattering terms in eq.(4). Investigation of the depth of
diffraction minima would allow to check anothcr prediction of QCD. namely the large value of
the real part of the production amplitude ReF/ImF ~ 0.3 - 0.4.

3 Critical Assessments and Conclusions
In this discussion we assunied that the only mechanism that generates the nuclcar effects are

double rescatterings and neglected the leading twist mechanism of multiple scattering related to
the leading twist nuclear shadowing, It may compete with the mechanism we discussed above
in a certain x, Q2 ränge. This question requires further studies and detailed experimental
study of f. x Q2 dependences at large kinematical ränge is necessary. However the important
signature which will be held at the wide kinematical ränge is that relative contribution of the
secondary rescatterings would be strongly suppressed äs compared to the case of the real photon
projectile. If such a suppression will disappear at very small i dose to unitarity bound, this
would estahlish the x, Q2 ränge for onset of the Color Opacity phenomenon.
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Abstract: We argue that the probability of gap survival in dijet production in yp
scattering äs rncasural by ZEUS may be due to the color transparency phenomenon
and suggest ways to test this hypothesis in the future -fp and -yA processes.

The interaction of spatially small Systems with a hadron has becn the subject of discussions
for a long time now (for the long and somewhat contradictory history of the theoretical and
experimental investigations of this phenornenon see ref [1]). One expects that small color sin-
glets interact weakly if energies are not extremely high - color transparency (CT). The current
HERA data are in the kinernatic region where the coherent length lc = l/2mjVx significantly
exceeds the nucleon radius. In this kinematic ränge color cuherent effects should reveal them-
selves rnost clearly. Here we explain a practical idca how to search for CT in high pt dijet
production at HERA both in fp and jA collisions.

l Gap survival for ">p case

In order to study soft, interactions which accornpany a hard scattering, Bjorken [3] suggested to
investigate the ratio of the cross sections of the high pt dijet production with a large rapidity
gap (LRG) to that of dijets without a rapidity gap:

, = 0(0- + c -> (jetjpt) + A'J + LRG + (jet(-Pt)
+ jet(-pt) + Z)

y})
(1)

Here c can be a protori or a nuclear target. To account for the differerice between scales of hard
and soft processes quantify the role of soft physics Bjorken evaluated far äs the product of 2
factors:

fa, = K.PRGS. (2)

Factor K is the probability of producing a rapidity gap in hard subprocess, while PROS character-
izes probability of gap survival due to soft interactions of constituents which do not participate
in the hard collision.

Natural mechanisin for the colorless hard collision is the exchange by 2 gluons. At first sight
thit^ contribution should be 0. Really it follows from the QCD factorization theorern that the
exchange by an extra gluon between the partons involved in a hard collision is canceled out
for the total cross section of dijet production. Hmvever for diffractive processes the presence of
the LRG trigger in the final state destroys the cancelation between diffcrent terms, leading to
the factorization theorem breaking[7j. In perturbative QCD K. can be cstimated äs the ratio

of cross sections of hard collisions of partons due to a double gluon color singlet exchange to
that due to a single gluon exchange [3, 4, 5], give K ~ 0.15 cf.discussion in [6] which depends
rather weakly on pt of the jets. Account for the leading as Inx corrections may lead to a certain
increase of K. with the length of rapidity gap, K is different for the liard collisions of partons
belonging to the different representations of SU(3)coi,rr. This leads to a certain dependence of
K on the kinernatics and to a weak dependence on a projectile.

Within the frarnework of conventional soft dynamics PRGS should be approximately inde-
pendent of the projectile. This is because of the different geometry of collisions characteristic for
soft and for hard collisions. Hard collisions are concentrated at small irnpact parameters which
are characterized by the average slope of the diffractive cross section: a + b —¥ X\ X2, where
Xi, KI are diffractive states. ön the contrary, soft interactions are predominantly peripheral.
at impact Parameters increasing with energy. This has been established cxperimentally via the
observation of the diffractive cone ahrinkage with increase of the energy. Thus a reasonable
approximation is that PKGS is determined by collisions at zero impact parameters. Within the
eikonal approximation used by Bjorken [3] the eikonal phase at zero impact parameters is a
function of the dimensionless ratio otot(ac}/Bac, where B„c is the slope of the differential cross
section for the soft ac scattering, We observe that this ratio is practically the Harne for proton
and photon projectües. Here for a photon projectile we use äs a guide the vector dominance
model where BJC ?s B*c aud 0inei Ä; crnc. Hence in the eikonal approximation:

PRGS(PP) = (3)

This projectile independence is because a collision at central impact parametcrs is alrnost black.

A second possible source of filling the gap between the Jets can be radiation from the t\vo
gluon exchange. This radiation should be a small effect since both gluoiis are located at the
sarne parameter. In this case radiation of gluons with transverse momenta •*£ pt is cancelled
out because such a gluon can not resolve colorless exchange, cf.[8j. Radiation of hard gluon
is suppressed by the smallness of the coupling constant. Besides, this radiation is projectile
independent since it is dctermined by the properties of the 2 gluon exchange.

Very recently photoproduction events which have two or more Jets have been observed in
the Ww ränge 135 < Wyp < 280GeV with the ZEUS detector at HERA [2]. A dass of the
events is observed with littlc hadronic activity between the jets. The valne of/7P = 0.07±0-03
is reported based on the last bin: Ar/ > 3. This value is rather close to the estimates in
perturbative QCD [3, 4, 5] neglecting absorptive effects due to interactions of spectator partons
in colliding particles, i.e.assurning PKGS ~ 1. It is significantly larger that the values reported
by DO [9] and CDF [10] at v/ä=1.8 TeV: fpp = 0.0107 ± 0.0010(sia(.)^;ggf|(5//.s.) [9], and
0.0086 ± 0.0012 [10]- The diffcrence in the gap survival probability is another Manifestation of
the lack of factorization in the hard processes when extra coustraints are irnposed on the event
selection, see review in fllj .

Wc thus conclude that the probability of gap survival seeins to be an effektive probe of soft
interactions which accompany hard interactions. Specifics of the photon projectile is that its
wave function contains a significant qq component with large transverse momenta where color
is screened. For such configurations, CT would lead to significant enhancement of PROS- I"
the ZEUS experiment the requirement of observing two high pt jets in the acceptance of the
detector have led to an effective selection of jets carrying a fraction of more than 0.7 of the
photon rnomentuin. This component of the wave function is dominated by the small size qq



Figure 1: .4 dependence of the rapidity gap snrvival probability on <7eff-

component of the photon wave function since the soft component is suppressed at least by a
factor l —z. Hence the larger value of/-,p observed in this cxperiments äs coinpared to jw maybe
a manifestation of CT. In other words, kinematics of of the ZEUS experiment rnay effectively
suppress the soft component in the parton wave function of photon. ünc of the
ways to check this Interpretation is to investigate the dependence of PKGS äs a function of the
fraction of the photon momentum carried by the jet. The prediction is a significant depletion
of f^p when this fraction decreases to valucs below 0.5. One should also try to introduce a cnt
for the jet fraction langer that 0.7, but to avoid kinematics when the jet from accompanying
quark would fill the gap. This may increase the color transparency effect.

2 A-dependence of gap survival

Another way to check the color transparency Interpretation of the ZEUS data would be to
study the .4-dependence of PRGS- One can address here in a quantitative way the key
question of hoiu large. is the cffective cross section for the interaction of the photon in the
configuration tnhich leads to the production of events with rapidity gaps between Jets? Is it close
to the average value of aejf ^20 rnb or maybe much smaller. äs the CT Interpretation of the
ZEUS data suggests.

Let us define

HA) = MM. (4)

for AT; > 3 where /p (Ar;) flattens out. It is easy to calculate the .4-dependence of R(A) using
the eikonal approximation [12]:

d 2 B f ( B ) exp(-<re/,f (B)).
951

Here f(B) is the Standard nuclear thickness function: f ( B ) = !™MdzpA(^/B*~+ z*}, where
the nuclear density PA(T} is normalized according to / pA(r)d?r — 1. at// is the cross section

of inelastic soft interaction of the hadronic component of the photon wave function, excluding
diffractive cross section. The results of the calculation of R(A) are presented in Fig.l äs a
function A for several values of ae//. One can see that measurements with nuclear targets
could provide a quantitativ!; measurement of CTP// and hence shed a new light on the dynamics
of strongly interacting color singlct object responsible for the jet events with rapidity gaps. If
one would observe ae// < lOmö this would provide a clear evidence for CT in the production
of dijets with LRG. It seeras that the optimal ränge of the targets is A < 40 since for larger .4,
R(A) depends rather weakly on A.
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The Ratio of Gluon Distributions in Sn and C
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The investigation of nuclei with deep inelastic lepton scattering has produced very accurate
data on nuclear structure functions F£(X), Espedally the mcasurement of the ratio of tin to
carbon structure functions has been carried out recently with very high statistics [1]. It shows
shaclowing for x < 0.05. Antishadowing (< 2%) is visJble around x = 0.1. In the interval
0.25 < x < 0.8 the nuclear valence quark density is reduced. By measuring three difTerent
/i-beam energies (120, 200 and 280 GeV) NMC has also been able to determine the weak \nQ2

depeodence of the structure function ratio. Using perturbative QCD evolution equations one
can extract from this dependence the little known underlying gluon densities [2]. Measurcments
of the gluon distribution in nuclei give experimental Windows viewing the partonic structure of
nuclear binding. Currently there is a discussion to use nuclear beams in HERA. The study of
the gluon distribution in nuclei at small x would be one of the outstanding new opportunities
to investigate nuclei on the parton level. Also the forthcoming heavy ion experiments at RH1C
and LUC necd a good underslanding of the nuclear parton distributions to calculate the cross
sections for hard processes init.iated by nuclear collisions.

At Leading-Log (LL), the structure function per nucleon is the sum over active flavors
of quark and antiquark dcnsities weighted by the corresponding charge squared F2(x, QT) =
•r£,'£,2?;(-':><22)- As usual, we defme the Bjorken variable relative to nucleon kinemaLics x ~
Q2/2>\I,\i', with M N the nucleon mass, v the virtua! photon energy in the rest-frame of the
nucleon or nucleus, and Q2 = -q2 its virtuality. The LL (Revolution of F2 reads

( i )

where G is the gluon density in the nucleon or in the nucleus. The Splitting functions are
denoted by Pqq and Pqa. It is understood that distributions. structure functions, äs well äs 05
are Q^ dependent.

For x sufficicntly small, the second term in the evolution equation of F2 is small in compar-
ison with the first. Furthcrmore, the first term can be approximated in a simple way to easily
extract the gluon distribution from the evolution of F2. One has

dF-,
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The second term, A(z, Q~). is a certain integral over F2 [2] which can be computed from F%
data. Due to the steep rise of <7, A becomes a small correction äs soon äs x < 0.1. so that only
an approximate knowledge of F2 is needed to estimate A. In the following, we shall take into
account both contributions to the evolution equation.

We can now turn to the study of the new NMC data on tin to carbon ratio of structure
functions. Namely, measurements of

F,Sn d F?"

have been performed [1].
distributions

Using Eq. (2). it is easy to relate the tin to carbon ratio of gluon

to /i and /z, and one finds

where

(4)

9 In/1,0 ö In/1,1
Td\uQ2 dlnQ* d\nQ2 Ff

In this analysis, we use the fact that the ratio of carbon to deuteron structure functions shows
practicaily lio Q^ dependence, so that we can drop the second term in the right hand side of
Eq. (5), and use for /3 the deuteron data.

We plot the ratio r(x) in Fig. l together with fi(x). One observes a signal for a strenger
antishadowing in fhe gluon case (f»8%) t hau in the quark case (=äl%). In the shadowmg region,
there is no evidence for a difference between quarks and gluons. It is, however, prescntly
impossible to draw a firm conclusion in this region.

There are theoretical approximations. Ncglect of NLL corrections together with the use
of Eq. (2) lead to an approximation presumably better thari 20% for an absolute extraction
of gluon density. Because the ratio r(x) remains close to l in the whole ränge of x being
considered, they are hopefully even far better for the ratio we are evaluating.

For the discussion of the accuracy reachable with HERA using nuclear beams there are two
scenarios. If the present Hl systematic errors are added independently for each nucleus, the
ratios fi = F2l J F*2 of nuclear structure functions would have prohibitively large errors (10%)
of the same size äs the EMC-effect. Drastically reduced errors, however, can be obtained if two
nuclei can be stored and/or measured simultaneously. Then the leading error on the ratio of
nuclear gluon densities would be the error in f-2 = d(F^ / F^2}ld\n Q2. The Situation would
be similar to the NMC measurements, but with a much extended ränge in Q2 and x. Note in
Fig. l only the statistical crrors have been included, a consideration of systematic errors ( at
small x mostly from radiative corrections) would increase our uncertainty by 50%.

The LL approximation becomes insufficient at very small x. An extension to XLL has
been proposed for the proton case and can be carried out for the nuclear case äs well. In the
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Figure 1: The ratio r(z) = GSn(x)/Gc(x) of tin to carbon gluon density äs a function of x together
with the ratio of structure function, f^x) = F%D(x)/F£(x). The statistical error on /i is less than 1%
in the whole ränge of z. We also show theextraction of r, (r) = 1.13±0.08, from J/j/ielectroproduction
data äs a re 11 angle the sides of which are the .r-range of the data and thc errorbar in (r).

miclear case, additionnal merging terms are expected to play an important role in the evolution
equation with the increase of the gluon density. These non-linear effects are expected to appear
at very small x (< 10~2). With such possible contrihutions, it is necessary to carry out the
measure of the gluon density in other channels. In this respect, the ratio of longitudinal to
traiisverse virtual photon cross sections at small x provides a direct Information on G(x). It,
is also important to extend the inclusive measurements of FI and FL to jet, open charm and
charmonium productions.

Apart from its own interest, the gluon density is a basic input in heavy Ion collision ob-
servables. The ränge of x values accessible via thc NMC F2-measurements 0.01 < x < 0.2 is
sum'cient to cstimate the importance of shadowing for the minijet production rate at RHIC.
One needs, however, much smaller .r Information, down to .r K 10~4. for heavy ion collision at
LHC. To cover this ränge. HERA with nuclear beams would be very helpful.
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Abstract: The effects of nuclear binding on nuclear structure functions have so
far been studied mainly at fixed target experiinents, and there is currently much
interest in obtaining aclearer understanding of this phenomenon, We use an existing
dynamical model of nuclear structure functions, that gives good agreement with
current data, to study this effect in a kinematical regime (low x, high Q'2) that can
possibly be probed by an Upgrade of HERA at DESY into a nuclear accelerator.

The ratio of the structure functions of bound and free nucleons is smaller than one at x < 0.1;
this h äs been observed previously and is called nuclear shadowing [1], Nuclear shadowing
and its scaüng proporties are generally regarded äs the shadowing effect arising from gluon
recombinations in thc partonic model. A surprising fact of the HERA data is the rapid risc
of the structure function F2 of the proton äs x decreases. The expected shadowing effect of
gluon recombinations is not visible at least down to .r ~ 10~3 [2]. On thc other hand, one of us
(WZ) [3] has pointed out that the effect of shadowing due to gluon recombinations on a steep
gluon distribution will be weakened by momentum conservation; in particular, gluon fusion
can be neglccted in the QCD nonlinear evolution equalion in the small-x rcgion where the
gluon density rises ükc thc Lipatov i !'2 behavior. Obviously, reconsideration of the partonic
shadowing model is necessary. We have t hu s evolved a new approach to nuclear shadowing,
which explains available data without needing Glauber rescattering [4]. On the olher hand,
there is a strong likelihood of HERA being upgraded to a nuclear accelcrating machine [5]. We
therefore apply our model and obtain predictions for the nuclear structure functions in the
kinematical regime of the HERA mach ine.

The Model : Wc quickly revicw thc model. We consider the DIS process in the Breit frame,
where the exchangcd virtual boson is point-like and the target consists of partons. The z-
component of the momentum of the struck quark is flipped in the tnteraction. Hence, due to
the uncertainty principle, a struck quark carrying a fraction x of the nucleon's momentum,
/Vi during the interaction timc rmt = \jv. will be off-shell and localized longitudinally to
within a potentially large distance &.z **> \j(1xP^). which may exceed the average two-nucleon
Separation DA for a small enough x < JTO — l/m.\-DA.

The struck sea quark with its parent will return to its initial position within Tjnt if the target
is a free miclcon. However. in a bound nucleon target. it can interact with other nucleons in
the nucleus and so loses its energy- momentum. Since it can bc randomly distributed outside



the target nucleon, and interacts Jncoherently with the rest of the nucleus, we regard this efiect
äs an additive (second) binding effeet rather than äs a Glauber rescattering.

A simple way of estimating the second binding effect is to connect this new effect with the
traditional binding effect, which influences the parton Jnput distributions at the starting point,
Q2 = /i2, of the QCD evolution. At such low scales, we picture the nucleon äs being composed
of valence quarks, gluons, and mesonic sea quarks. For example, we identify the GRV (LO)
parametrisations [6] äs the input parton distributions of the free nucleon at /(2 = 0.23 GeV2.

\Ve considcr that the attractive potential describing the nuclear force arises from the ex-
changc of scalar mesons. Hence the energy required for binding is taken away solely from the
mesonic component of the nucleon. and not from its other components. We identify this with
the sea quarks (and antiquarks) in the nucleon. Therefore. we assume that the nuclear binding
effect only reduces the sea distributions of the nucleon at Q2 — /i2.

For a binding energy, 6, per nucleon, this corresponds to the reduction of the bound nucleon
sea densities from the free-nucleon value, Sfi(x,(j?), given by GRV at Q2 — fj2 to

(1)

Here (5W}2 is the momentum fraction (second moment) of the sea quarks and we assume that
the decrease in number of sea quarks due to the binding effect is proportional to their density.

We assume that the energy loss of sea quarks, U,(Q2), due to the second binding effect is
also proportional to the density.

and thc strength of this interaction is similar to eq. (1), viz,,

AM£*(<?2))S

(2)

(3)

U(l>?) = «voi/6 being the binding energy between each pair of nucleons. In consequence, we
have, due to the second binding effect. a depletion of the sea quarks, given by

SA(x,Q'2} ~ S'A(x,Q*) = 3SA(x.Q2) . (4)

Combining the above meiitioned two kinds of binding effect s and the swellirig effect on a bound
nucleon, which was discussed in ref. [7], we are able to explain recent data on the EMC effect
in a broad kinematical regiori using only a few fundamental nuclear parameters [4],

Predictions for HERA : Our model predicts correctly the .4-, Q1 and x-dependences of the
nuclear structure fuuctions (and not only the ratio of cross sections) measured by the NMC in
the ranges of x < 0.8. Q2 > 0-5 GeV2. However, being a fixed target experiment, thc available
Q2 ränge is Ümited. It would therefore be interesting, äs well äs instructive. to obtain more
results and predictions in the small-.r region. and in a larger Q2 ränge.

We have done this for the case of a few typical nuclei, the results for wrhich are shown in
Fig. 1. We see that the srnall-x shadowing is weakly depcndent on Q2 and is dominated by the
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second binding effect. Due to this. there is hardly any x-dependence, äs Saturation has already
set in by x — 10~2. However. the rnagnitude of the shadowing is large for heavicr nuclei.

We therefore conclude that it would be definitely worthwhile to make the effort to study
such processes at HERA in an attempt to understand better thc naturc of the binding of nucleons
in nuclei.

Figurc 1: The structure function ratios äs functions of x and Q2 for He/D, C/D. Ca/D,
and Sn/D. The füll, broken, and long-dashed curves correspond (o Q2 = 4,30, and 100 GeV
respectively.
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Abstract: Nuclear shadowing corrections are dominated by soft interaction and
grow äs function of \jx more slowly than the single scattering term. which has an
essential contribution from hard mteraction. Therefore we predict vanishing nuclear
shadowing at very low x provided that Q2 is high and fixed. At the same time, at
medium and low Q2, nuclear shadowing grows with l/.T äs is well known for soft
hadronic interactions.

Experimental observation [l, 2] of nuclear shadowing in deep-inelastic scattering at low x was
probably the first signal that this process is subslantially contaminated by soft physics even at
high Q2. Since nuclear shadowing is closely related to diffraction [3], it is not surprising that
recent measurements at HERA fonnd diffraclion to be a large fraction of the total cross section.

The structure function F2(x,Q2) is proportional to the total cross section of interaction of
a virtual photon with the target. This invites one to consider deep-inelastic lepton scattering
in the rest frame of the target, where the virtual photon demonstrates its hadronic properties.
Namely, the hadronic fluctuations of the photon interact strongly with the target [4]. Such a
process looks quite different from the partonic Interpretation of deep-inelastic scattering. The
observables are Lorentz-invariant. but the space-time Interpretation depends on the refcrence
frame.

The observed virtual photoabsorption cross section on a nucleon is an average of total
interaction cross sections ofjj1" of hadronic fluctuations welghted by probabilities IV£ ,

*\-^ w f l x . Q 3 ) *% = (&). (1)

In the case of a nuclear target the same procedure leads to [5],

(T} F2A(gL) +

Here T(b) = J^dz PA&Z) '5 the nuclear thickness at impact parameter b and (T) =
(l/A) fd*b T2(6) is its mean value. p.±(b.:) is the nuclcar density dependent on b and longi-
tudinal coordinate z. The longitudinal nuclear formfactor

dz
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takes into account the effects of the finite lifetime tc ?s I/QL (the coherence time) of hadronic
fluctuations of the photon, where, <JL — (m^+Q2)/2mjv" is the longitudinal momentum transfer
in -j*,Y —* hN. At large qL > 1/fi^, the nuclear formfactor (3) vanishes and suppresses the
shadowing term (2). This is easüy interpreted: for large 5;, the fluctuation lifetime and its path
in nuclear medium are shorter, and shadowing is reduced. For further estimations we assume
that the mean mass squared of a photon fluctuation is Q2, leading to (//, = I

Thus. all the factors in the first-order shadowing term (2) are known, except ( ( f ^ ) 2 } - First,
let us analyse the Q2-behaviour of this factor. It is known that (<T^} a l/Q2 according to
Bjorken scaling. In QCD this is usually interpreted äs a consequence of color screening: the
higher the value of Q2, the smaller the mean transverse size squared (p2) ~ \JQ2 of its hadronic
fluctuation. Due to color screening the cross section of interaction of such a fluctuation with
external gluonic fields vanishes äs ~ 1/Q2. However. the Situation is more complicated, äs a
finite adrnixture of soft fluctuations having large size is unavoidable [6, 7, 8]. We classify in a
simplified way the hard and soft mechanisms of deep-inelastic scattering in Table 1.

Table 1. Contributions of soft and hard fluctuations of a virtual photon
to the DIS cross section and to nuclear shadowing

Fluctuation

Hard

Soft

»r
i

~ »2/Q2

*%
~i /Q 2

~ l//'2

wr<?
~1/Q>

~ i /Q 2

^7>w
~w
~ l/^ö2

As previously statcd. the mean fluctuation of a highly virtual photon is hard and has a small
transverse size — \/Q2. This is why we assign to it a weight close to l and a small ~ l/Q'2 cross
section in Table 1. On the contrary, a soft fluctuation having a large size ~ l/^2, where // is a
soft parameter of the order of AQCD> is expected to be quite rare in the photon, suppressed by
factor ~ fi^/Q2.1 On the other band, such a soft fluctuation has a large ~ l///2 cross section.
Therefore, the soft contribution to (fft^} has the same leading twist behaviour ~- l/Q2 äs the
hard one. Thus, according to Table l one cannot say that Bjorken scaling results from the
smalliiess of the interaction cross section of hard photon fluctuations, that also arises from the
rareness of the soft components of a virtual photon.

The last column of Table l summarizes the Q2-dependence of hard and soft contributions to
((f,^ )2}, which sets the size of nuclear shadowing and diffraction effects. In this case the hard
component turns out to be a higher twist effect, and the leading contribution comes from soft
interaction. This is why the applicability of pure perturbative calculations to nuclear shadowing
or diffraction is questionable.

Since ((ff tot)2) 'ls dominated by soft interactions. we can parameterlze it äs [5],

l

'This is shown to be truc for a iransvprse photon by perturbative calculations [8], but in a longitudinal
photon soft fluctuations have an extra suppression — 1/Q" [8]. Therefore shadowing is a higher twisi effect.
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We are interested in the behaviour üf this factor at very low T and assume for the numerator
dorninance of the soft Pomeron with intercept ap(0) = l + A(//2), where A(/i2) ss 0. l is known
from Regge phenomenology of soft hadronic interactions. This explains particularly why a
soft Pomeron intercept was found in diffraction at high Q2 [9], while the intercept describing
r-dependence of /£(x, Q2) at high Q2 is much larger, A/>(<?2) =s 0.3 4- 0.4 [5].

The proton structure function was fixed in [5] by fitting available data. The only unknown
Parameter N is universal for all nuclei and is fixed by the fit at N = 3 GeV~2 [5].

Now we are in a position to predict nuclear shadowing down to low z. The fact that
'2A/>(p'2) < Ap(Q2) at high Q2 leads to the unusual prediction of vanishing nuclear shadowing
at very low x. That is, the fir&t shadowing correction in (2) decreases with l/z provided that
the nuclear formfactor saturates, F\(x) —> 1. This is demonstrated in Figs. 1-2, where we
have plotted our predictions for carbon and tin versus x at fixed values of Q2. Note that
formula (2) does not include the small (a few percent) effect of nuclear antishadowing. We have
renormaüzed all curves by factor 1.03 in order to incorporate this effect, which we assume to
be A-independent for simplicity.

Figure 1: Normalized ratio F£(x,Q2)jFf(x,Q'1) catculatcd for carbon
using (2). The data points are from [!].

Figure 2: Tht same äs in Fig. l but for tin. Tht data points are from [10J.

Note that comparison with data [l] in Fig. l is marginal, since Q2 substantially varies from
point to point. To make the comparison with data more sensible it was suggested in [5] to plot
the data against a new variable.

-(T(b))f*M - 1 0 .

One may expect according to (2) - (4) that nuclear shadowing is .4-, x- and QMnclepentlent at
fixed n(x, Q2, A). Data from the NMC experiment plotted against ri(r,Q2,A) in Fig. 3 nicely
ronfirm such a scaling. Note that the data points for different nuclei may differ within a few
percent due to the antishadowing effect, if it is A-dependent.
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Figure 3: Nuclear shadowing versus scaling variable n(x,Q2,A) (see
text). The data for Li, C and Ca are from [l, 2], other data points
are from /10].

Figure 4: Logarithmic Q2-derivative of the ratio of structure functions
for tin to carbon. The data are from [II].

The results depicted in Figs. 1-2 demonstrate a substantial Variation of nuclear shadowing
with Q2, espccially at low x. C?2-dependence of shadowing was obscrved recently by the NMC
experiment [11]. Their data are plotted in Fig. 3 together with our predictions, which reproduce
well the order of magnitude of the efFect. We cannot ciaim a precise description, since the data
represent the results of averaging over large interval of Q2 down to quitc low values, where our
approximation may not work. It is irnportant that all Q2-dependence of shadowing originales
in formula (2) only from the proton structure function in the denominator. Consequently, this
effect in (2) has no relation to shadowing of gluons in nuclei.

To conclude. we would like to comment on the approximations used.

First of all, in saying that (of^) is dominated by soft interaction wc neglected the higher
twist corrections — l/Q2 presented in Table 1. Thus, one should be cautious using this approx-
imation at low Q2.

Although we use a double-leading-log type parameterization for F%(x,Q2), which provides
a vanishing effective A;> at x —> 0. it is alniost a constant in the ränge of x under discussion,
i.e. is compatible with the BFKL solution [12].

It is easy to show that the higher-order shadowing corrections omitted in (2) are soft äs well.
However, the x-dependenceof the n-fold correction is governed by the power nA,-(/i2)-AP(Q )
which raay be positive for n - 3 or 4 and so on. A question arises, whether the growth of higher-
order shadowing corrections can change our conclusion about the shadowing decreasing with
l/z. We think it cannot. Irideed, let us consider an eikonal shadowing where the first tenn
correspond to the hard Pomeron with a large A,>(Q2), but all other terrns correspond to the
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soft Ap(/;2). Eikonalization of formula (2) leads to the füll shadowing correction, which reads

(6)

where we assume x small and fix F% = 1. The first term in curly brackets is bigger than the
second one and both grow with 1/x. For this reason, the right hand side of (6) decrcases with
l/x more steeply than (l/x)Afj |u )-Af> 'Q '. Thus, addition of higher order shadowing corrections
makes vanishing of the shadowing for x -» 0 even stronger.

In order to estimate qi in (2)-(3) we assumed (m2k) K Q2. This rnay not be a good approx-
imation for so called triple-Pomeron term in shadowing, which provides a mass distribution
in diffractive dissociation tx \jm\, not steep enough to neglect the high-mass tail. The nu-
clear formfactor in Gaussian form, convoluted with this mass distribution, results in a modified
formfactor ,

*M = —^^M—- ' (7)
where Ei is the integral exponential function, qmtn = m/v(x + )n^iin/2m,vt') and qm,,x = m.\-(x +
ni^^jlm^ij), The limit of Integration over m^ are mm,-n and mmax. In contrast to fonnfactor
(3), the modified one (7) grows logarithmically with \/x. However, with a reasonable choice of
the mass interval. this growth does not stop the power decrease (4) of the shadowing correction,
even if the triple Pomeron contribution (i.e. gluon fusion) dominatcs nuclear shadowing.

Summarising. we predict the unusual phenomerion of vanishing nuclear shadowing for x —> 0
at fixed large Q2.
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Comments on Electron-Deuteron Scattering at HERA,

M.W. Krasny
L.P.N.H.E IN2P3-CNRS, 4, pl. Jussieu, T33 RdC 75252 Paris Cedex 05, France

Abstract: While storing of deuterons in the HERA ring is relatively easy. designing
precision measuremcnts for electron-deuteron scattering turns out, äs discussed in
this note, to be difficult.

l Electron-Deuteron scattering at low and high x

The deuteron structnre function F2 can be exprcssed (following the notation of [1]) in terma of
the proton structure function F% and thc neutron strncture function F2" äs follows:

•>Fd = Fp 4- F" — 'M, C\\ ~ r-i T r2 /o,j, (i)

where 64 represents a correction, which includes the square of the double scattering amplitude
äs well äs all interference terms of single and double scattering amplitudes. The structure
functions F2 and F2" can be determined froin the measured diffcrential cross scctions in cd and
tr-p scattering. Their difference provides an iniportant constraint on thc nonsinglet structure
function Fvs which describes the valcnce quark momentum distribution:

F.v.c = F-,

The NMC collaboration has measured [2] the F2P — F^ asymmctry in the x > 10~2 region with
a precision, which will be difficult to match at HERA, where, due to to the difference of the
magnetic rigidities, protons and deuterons can not collkle simultaneously with the same beain
of electrons. In the region of x < 10~a and Q2 > 2 GeV2 such a mcasurement can be done
only at HF.RA. Can we rcach saüsfactory precision in this "exclusively HERA'1 x-region?

The cxpected fjp — F$ difference, if cxtrapolated to low x using the NMC data. is below 0.01
[2] i.e. below 2 % of the F2p(F2d) values. This difference is thus of the size of Sd äs calculated
in [l]. The estimation of Äj is however model dependent and to a large extent uncertain.
Similarly, äs has been pointed out in [3], there exists significant theoretical uncertainty of the
low-x behavior of the F,\s- ÖJ' measuring the F% — F2 difference at HERA one may hope
to provide only weak constraint on the (^-F,Vs) plane. We are afraid, that by repeating the
NMC "fully inclusive measurement", we shall be able nelther to constrain the size of nuclear
effects nor to provide a constraint on the F:vs sufficiently st roiig to improve the precision of
deterniination of the gluon density at low x. Can we do better and try to pin down the size of
Ä,j by measuring thc spectator nucleon?
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2 Tagging of the spectator nucleon in the low-x electron-
deuteron scattering

The effective longitudinal momentum distribution of nucleons bound in the deuteron stored at
HERA at the energy of 820 GeV is shown in Fig. 1.

p nucleon (GeV/c)

Figure 1: Distribution of the effective longitudinal momentum of nucleons in the deuteron.

We have used in the calculation the "Bonn wave function" of the deuteron. If an electron
scatters off the proton the above distribution reprcsents the longitudinal momentum distribu-
tion of the spectator neutron and vice versa. Can we teil, on the event by event basis, which
nucleon has interacted by measuring the longitudinal momenta of the nucleons? The relative
change of the longitudinal momentum of the nucleon which has interacted with an electron can
be expressed by the following forrnula:

Q'2
(3)

where x is the Bjorken variable, Ql is the 4-momentum transfer frorn the electron to the
deuteron and MX Stands for the mass of the hadronic system, excluding the scattered nucleon
and the spectator nucleon. In this forrnula we neglected the transverse momentum of the
interacting nucleon. For the large x values the change of the rmdcou longitudinal momentum
is large and the spectator can be tagged unambigously. This is no longer the case in the low
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x region (e.g. the nucleon of the effective initial momentum of 420 GeV/c gets its momentum
reduced by 10 GeV in the interaction in which x = 10~3 and MX/Q2 — 30). Such a "change of
the longitudinal momentum is significantly smaller than the momentum spread of the spectator
and the interacting nucleon can not be identified unambigously in such a case.

Can we improve the efficiency of the spectator tagging by measuring not only the longitudi-
nal momentum but, äs well, the transverse momentum of the nucleons? In Fig. 2 we show the

Zero divergence of öeutron beom

0 0.05 0 1 0.2 0.25
pttGeV/c)

Figure 2: The pt spectra of the spectator and the diffractively scattered nucleon for a "pencil-like
beam ".

distribution dN/dp* of the spectator nucleon ploted äs a function of its transverse momentum,
pt, for a fraction of events, in which its longintudinal momentum is contained within ±10% of
the peak value of Fig. 1. By doing this selection we choose a specific conhguration of nucleons
in the deuteron in which nucleons movc perpendicularly to Ihc inroming electron direction. \\
show, äs well, for comparison. the corresponding distribution for diffractively scattered nucleon.
The distributioiis are significantly diferent allowing for a clean Identification of the spectators
in the p, < 50 MeV domain and diffractively scattered nucleons in the pt > 150 MeV do-
main. If however, we inciude in the calculation the efFect of intrinsic divergence of the deuteron
beam, than the identification efficiency deteriorates significantly (both diffractive and spectator
nucleons coritribute to the whole pt domain shown in Fig. 3). The plot presented in Fig. '
corresponds to the mini 8 optics with the p, spread at the interaction point of v/60!~-{
Me\'/c. It is clear that it will be difficult to achieve. in the "shape fit", l % precision of sub-
traction of the diffractive contribution, We thus conclude that within the presently considered
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D O.D5 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.25 0.2

Figure 3: The p, spectra of the spectator and the diffractively scattercd nuclcon for the mini ß
optics.

collision optics it will be difficult to resolve the the nuclear effecls with respect to the effects of
low x behavior of the nonsinglet structure function at the satisfactory level of precision.
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Q2 evölution studies of
nuclear structure function F2 at HERA

S. Kumano, M. Miyama
Department of Physics, Saga University, Saga ), Japan

Abstract: Q2 dependence of nuclear structure functions is important for under-
standing perturbative QCD in nuclear environment. However, current experimental
data are not sufficient for studying nuclear dependence in the Q'2 evölution because
the data are limited in the small Q2 region at small x. The future HERA program
can study the evolution in the large Q2 region, and it provides us crucial Informa-
tion on recombination effects and on higher-order a, effects in the nuclear structure
functions.

Nuclear modincation of the structure function Fa has been an interesting topic since the
discovery of the EMC effect in 1983. Although most studies discuss x dependence of the modi-
ncation, Qa dependence becomes increasingly interesting. It is because the NMC measured Q'2
variations of the ratio F^/F® [1]. Furthermore, it is found recently that there exist significant
differences between tin and carbon Q2 variations, d\FJ!n/F£}/d{\nQ2\ 0 [!]• However, the
NMC data are taken in the limited small Q2 ränge at small x, so that they are not sumcient
to lest nuclear Q2 evolution. The Q2 dependence is important for understanding perturba-
tive QCD in nuclear environment, and the future HERA nuclear program can make important
contributions to this interesting topic.

The Q"1 dependence of stiucture functions can be calculated by using the DGLAP equations.
They have been successful in dcscribing many experimental data. However, äs it becomes
possible to reach the srnall x region by high-energy accelerators, it is necessary to investigate
the details of small x physics. The longitudinal localization size of a parton exceeds the average
nucleon Separation in a nucleus in the small x region (x < O.l). It means that partons in different
nucleons could interact in the nucleus, and the interaction is called parton recombination (PR).
This mechanism is used for explaining nuclear shadowing. There are a number of studies on
the recombinations. Among them, we employ the evölution equations proposed by Mueller and
Qiu. They investigated gluon-gluon recombination effects on the evolution. The DGLAP and
PR evolution equations are given by (see Ref. [2] for the details)

l recombination terms
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+ I recombination terms et (16)

where the variable ( is defined by ( = -(2//30) In [a, (<?2)/a, (<?§}]. In the PR evolution case,
there is an extra evolution equation for a higher-dimensional gluon distribution. The first two
terms in Eqs. (la) and (Ib) describe the process that a parton p- with the nucleon's momentum
fraction y splits into a parton pf with the momentum fraction x and another parton. The
Splitting function P (;) determines the probability that such a Splitting process occurs and
the p^-parton momentum is reduced by the fraction z-

Although the DGLAP equations are well tested by various experimental data, the PR
equations are not well established yet. An interesting problein is possible nuclear dependence
in the Q2 evolution. There are two possible sources for the nuclear dependence in the evolution
equations. One is the input parton distributions. and another is the recombination effects. The
modification of the input x-distributions in a nucleus affccts the Q2 evolution through Splitting
functions. The recombination contributions enter into the evolution equations äs additional
higher-twist effects.

In studying the Q2 evolution, it is very important to have correct input distributions. Fortu-
nately, there are many data on the x dependence of F^/Ff, so that we could have reasonable
nuclear input distributions. We employ a hybrid parton model with recombination and Q2

rescaling inechanisms in Ref. [3]. However, it does not matter in the Q2 evolution studies
what kind of model is used if it can explain the experimental x dependence of F*/Ff. In the
hybrid model, we first calculate Q2 rescaled vaience-quark distributions at Q^, Sea-quark and
gluon distributions are simply modified by a constant mount so äs to satisfy the momentum
conservation. Then, obtained distributions are used äs input distributions for calculating the
recombination effects. In this way, nuclear parton distribution with the rescaling and recom-
bination effects are obtained at Q\. Because the recombinations are higher-twist effects, final
distributions are very sensitive to the choice of Q2. It is fixed so that obtained shadowing agrees
with the NMC ratios F^/Ff at small x. In the following, we discuss two topics on the Q2

evolution. The first is Q2 Variation of Ff/Ff [2, 3] and the second is d[Fjn/F£}/d[ln Q2} [4].

We rompare calculated evolution results with the NMC
data in Fig. l at £=0.0085 [2]. The initial distributions
at Qg=0.8 GeV2 in the nucleon and the calcium nucleus are
taken from Ref. [3]. In Fig. l, the dotted, solid, and dashed
curves are obtained in the leading-order (LO) DGLAP, next-
to-leading-order (NLO) DGLAP, and NLO evolution equa-
tions with parton-recombination contributions respectively (A
=0.2 GeV and jvy=3). As shown in the figure, NLO and re-
combination contributions to the ratio are conspicuous at such

Figure 1: <?' Variation et Ff'/Ff. a sma]1 x If we evolve ̂  from g2=0-8 GeV2( the recombi-

nation effects are larger than the NLO ones. It is interesting to find such large recombination
contributions in Fig. 1. However, the recombination cannot be tested at this stage because we
do not have the data in the wide Q2 region H}<£mall x. The future HERA nuclear program

should be able to study the large Q2 region, so that the parton recombination mechanisrn could
be tested.

Next, Q2 evolution differences in various nuclei could also be investigated at HERA. There
are significant differences between tin and carbon Q2 variations according to recent NMC anal-
ysis. It is the first indication of nuclear effects on the Q2 evolution of F2. The phenomena are
worth investigating theoretically.

The Q2 evolution of the structure functions F% in tin
and carbon nuclei is investigated in Ref. [4]. As the input
distributions, we employ those in Ref. [3]. F2 is evolved
by using LO DGLAP, NLO DGLAP, and PR equations with
the help of a Computer program in Ref. [2], Calculated re-
sults for d[F/n/Ff}/d[lnQ2] at Q2=ö GeV2 are compared
with the NMC data. The DGLAP evolution curves agree
roughly with the experimental tendency, but the PR results
are significantly different from the data. However, it does not
mean that the recombination mechanisin should be ruled out
because there exists an unknown parameter KUT Associated

Figure 2: Nuclear dependence in
Q2 evolution of FI-

with the higher-dimensional gluon distribution in the recombination. In order to discuss the
validity of the PR evolution, the constant K^T niust be evaluated theoretically.

In this way, the NMC experimental result d[FJn/Ff]/d{ln Q2} ^ 0 could be essentially
understood by the difference of parton distributions in the tin and carbon nuclei together with
the ordinary DGLAP evolution equations. However, we find an interesting indication that
"large" higher-twist effects on the Q2 evolution could be ruled out. As shown in Fig. 2, there
are large differences among three evolution results at small x (ss 10~4)- The future HERA
program can study nuclear dependence of the Q2 evolution (d{Ff/Ff}/d[lnQ2]) in this small
x region, and it provides us crucial Information on recombination effects and on higher-order
af effects.
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Diffraction and Shadowing in Deep-lnelastic Scattering
from Nuclei1

G. Niesler. G. Piller and W. Weise

Physik Department, Technische Universität München. D-85747 Garching, Germany

Abstract: Shadowing effects in deep-inelastic photon and lepton scattering from
deuterimn probe the mass spectrum of diffractive photo- and leptoproduction from
nucleons. For heavier nuclear targets diffractive hadron-nucleon transition ampli-
tudes can be studicd in addition. At sinall Q2 ̂  l GeV2, äs in the recent data from
the NMC and E665 collaboration. shadowing is due to the coherent interaction of
low mass vector mesons. Nuclei at HERA would yield the opportunity to investigate
shadowing effects at large Q^ where the diffractive excitation and coherent multiple
interaction of hcavy hadronic states is important.

Diffractive photo- and leptoproduction of hadrons from nncleons and shadowing effects in
high energy (virtual) photon-nucleus scattering processes are closely related [1]. Their con-
nection is displayed most clearly if one considers the scattering of high energy (virtual) pho-
tons from deuterium. The total photon-deuteron cross section can be split into two parts.
First, it receives contributions from incoherent photon scattering off single nucleons inside the
deuteron. This yields twice the photon-nucleon cross section. Secondly, at high photon energics
v > 3 GeV, or for lepton scattering at small values of the Bjorkcn variable o- < 0.1, the photon
can interact coherently with both nucleons inside the target. This double scattering process
reduces the total photon-deuteron cross section, i.e. causes shadowing. ft is driven by the
diffractive excitation of the photon on the first nucleon into a hadronic state X. which subse-
quently interacts with the second micleon and converts into the ovitgoing photon. Neglecting
the real part of the diffractive photon-nucleon amplitude one obtains the double scattering
correction to the total photon-deuteron cross section [l]:

= -4?r
dM\di (D

Here tao is the forward differenüal cross section for diffractive photoproduction of

hadrons with invariant mass MX- The latter requires a minimalmomentum transfer kL = (Q2 +
M\)j1i' parallel to the momentum of the incident photon. Contributions with a momentum
transfer kL larger than the inverse of the typical target size are siippressed by the longitudinal
dcuteron form factor jFj(A-L). As a consequence. shadowing from diffractive excitation of large
mass intermediate states will onlv be seen at sufficiently high photon energies v.

'Work supported in pari by grants from BMBF .

High precision data on shadowing in deep-inelastic lepton-nucleus scattering have recently
become available from experiments at CERN (NMCJ and Fermilab (E665) [2]. To investigate
which diffractively excited hadronic states dominate the observed shadowing, one has to know
the diffractive leptoproduction cross section (see Eq.(l)). However. in the kinernatic regime
of the NMC and E665 experiments such data are available only for the resonance region,
MX 5; 3 GeV2. Nevertheless, since in these fixed target experiments the average momentum
transfer is small (G;2 < l GeV2) for small values of x < 0.005. we may, for a qualitative analysis,
study shadowing effects for real photon beams at corresponding photon energies 50 GeV <
v < 300 GeV. Here the diffractive photoproduction cross section is measured in the region
4ml < MX < 18 GeV2 [3]. At MX £ 3 GeV2 it receives large contributions from vector
mesons, while for MX > 4 GeV2 it drops like ~ Mx2. This is consistent with the expected Regge

behaviour 5i6fd(lr~o ~ ^X^ ~ ^Y "F ' where Qp(0) is the intercept of the pomeron trajectory,
Qf(t = 0) PS t.08. In Fig.l we show the shadowing correction for deuterium. ^(7-,j, caused by
the diffractive excitation of all kinematically allowed hadronic states and compare it with the
contribution from low mass vector mesons. Wc observe that vector mesons are dominant
for photon energies v < 300GeV. This is in agreement with results from the gcneralized
vector ineson dominance model [4], where it is found that the shadowing observed by NMC
and E665 is mainly due to the coherent multiple scattering of low mass vector mesons. Also
note that according to Rcgge phenomenology, the diffractive photoproduction cross section
rises äs ^4(a^(°'~l) which leads to an increase of the shadowing correction proportional to
. .2(Q p(ü)- l) -, ..0.16

1000 100 10
v in GeV

x 0.0001
v l GeV 125000

Figure 1: Shadowing correctioji £<TT(( in high
energy photon-deuterium scattf.ring. Tht
dasked line shou-s Ihc. contribution from low
mass vc.cior mesons.

Figure 2: Shadowing comction 6ff^-d for
deep-inelastic scattering form deuterium at
Q^ = 25Ge\'3. For the füll (dashed) line tht
diffractive kptoproduction cross section from
Hl. (ZEUS) was vsed.

At large momentum transfers, Q2 > 10 GeV72, the Situation is different. Herc shadowing is
caused by the coherent interaction of heavy hadronic states. This can be shown by using
rer.ent data on diffractive leptoproduction from nucleons measured at the HERA collider [5].
They cover the kinernatic region of large Q2 •> 10 GeV2 and very small x (10~4 < y < 0.02).
However, the dependence of the production cross section on (, the momentum transfer to the
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nucleon target, is not yet available. We construct the for ward diffractive production cross
section by assuming a ^-dependence similar to diffractive hadron-hadron collisions. Vector
meson contributions to the diffractive cross section are strongly suppressed, e.g. a(j'N —*
p N ) Ä= l/<24-2 [6]. At large mastes one finds ̂ ^ (=0 ~ (Q2 + Af£)~". where a ̂  1.3 (Hl) or

a K 1.3-1.5 (ZEUS) respectively. In Fig.2 weshow the shadowing correction 8a~,*d calculated for
Q2 = 25GeV2 and a = 1.3(1.5). We observe that the vector meson contribution to shadowing
is negligible in this kinematic regime. The main effect is caused by large mass hadronic states:
MX ~ Q2. The energy dependence of the calculated shadowing effect is proportional to v*~l.

To conclude: We have iovestigated the relation between shadowing effects in deep-inelastic
scattering from nuclei and diffractive photo- and leptoproduction from free nucleons. We find
that the momentum transfer Q2 selects the diffractive states which dominate the observed
shadowing effect. As a consequence shadowing äs observed in recent measurements of the
NMC and E665 collaboration is controlled by the coherent multiple scattering of low mass
vector mesons. If nuclei would become available at the HERA collider, shadowing effects could
be explored at large Qz > 10 Gel'2, where the high mass tail of the diffractive production cross
section is relevant. Therefore the investigation of shadowing effects in deep-inelastic scattering
from deuterium over a large ränge of Q2 probes the M\- and Q2-dependence of the diffractive
leptoproduction cross section. For heavier nuclear targets shadowing is sensitive not only to
double scattering but also to the multiple interaction of diffractively excited hadronic states.
This offers the possibility to study both diagonal and off-diagonal diffractive hadron-nucleon
amplitudes.
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Abstract: We discuss the impücations of a strorig enhancement of diffraction for
multiproduction in DIS off nuclear targets. The predicted efFects are large and
observable at HERA. We present the prediction of a large tensor structure function
i2(^) of the deuteron which does not vanish at small .r.

Diffractive DIS on nuclei is a huge effect
At the DESY Mini School in May 1994 one of the present authors (NNN) presented a predic-

tion of a strong nuclear enhancement of diffractive DIS (DDIS), which on a strongly absorptive
nuclei must reach fo ~ 50% of the total DIS rate (!]! The participants may remember how it
has been ridiculed by fellow experimentalists äs an utterly useless prediction and at the Round
Table discussion some of the fellow theorists stated it must be wrong. It took slightly morc
than a year for a serious discussion on the electrori-nucleus Option at HERA to be on the floor.

The detailed evaluation of nuclear enhancement of DDIS is published in [2], The argument
for the enhancement goes äs follows: The rnicroscopic QCD mechanism of DDIS is a grazing.
quasielastic scattering of multiparton Fock states of the photon on the target proton, which is
best described viewing these Fock states äs Systems of color dipoles spanned bctween quarks.
antiquarks and gluons [3]. The crucial finding is that for transversc photons DDIS is dominated
by the contribution from soft dipoles r ~ l/m/, still the l/Q2 leading twist behavior of a% is a
rigorous QCD result [3j. The rest of the story is simple: DDIS on nuclei essentially amourits to
an elastic (coherent DDIS) and small admixture of quasielastic (incoherent DDIS} scattering
of soft dipoles off a target nucleus. For soft dipoles and strongly absorbing targets

Here ND stand for the non- diffractive and/or non-LRG DIS. In the conventional A° parameter-
ization of nuclear cross sections. we find Q s; 0.9 for the total DIS at moderatcly small .r ~- 1 0~-

(or a ft; —0.1 for the structure function per bound nucleon) and very large Q£A «0.25-0. 3 for
the coherent DDIS per bound nucleon. Finally, for the incoherent DDIS per bound nucleon we
predict af^ Ä: —0.4. For the rcference, for the carbon target a^oil : a^c xs 2.2 : 1.

Coherent DDIS eA -* t'XA is at work for X.XJP < 0.1 • ,4^1/3 which is prcrisely the kine-
matical ränge of the eA collisions at HERA. What are the consequcnces of this striking nuclear
enhancement of DDIS? Are they observable at HERA?
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DDIS and .4° physics in multiproduction off nuclei
The multiproduction off nuclei is usually discussed in terms of the normalixed Feynman z

atid/or (pseudo)rapidity rj distributions R(z) - [dn/dz\/[dn/dz}N and R(ij) - [dn/di]]A/[dn/7j}_\n the hadron-nucleus collisions, the more hadronlike is a hadron, i.e., largcr is tr^ the strenger

is the shadowing in of0f, the higher is the average multiplicity, the larger is R(r;) > l at mid-
rapidity, the stronger is nuclear attenuation of the projectile fragments R(z ~ 1) < l, the
stronger is the hadronic activity in the target nucleus region (for the review see [4]. \Ve pre-
dicted a striking rcversal of this trend when going from pointlike photons in the nonshadowing
(NS) region of x ^ 0.1 to the hadronlike photons in the shadowing (SH) region of small
x < 0.03-0.01 [2].

Indeed. in coherent DDIS the target nucleus remains in the ground state, there is vanishing
hadronic activity in the nucleus region and coherent DDIS falls into the LRG category. Incoher-
ent DDIS also contributes to LRG eveiits but the fraction of incoherent DDIS rapidly decreases
with A [2]. Because the DDIS rate increases at small x, hadronic activity in the nuclcus region
must decrease with the decreasing x. i.e.. for more hadronlike photons. The predicted [2] effect
is large, ~ 30%. and has been fully confirmed by the E665 fiXe scattering data [5]. The very
sharp ( distribution permits an unambiguous selection coherent DDIS. HERA experiments can
extend these measurements to a much smaller x and higher Q2 on a broad ränge of nuclei.

Figure 1: Our predictions for atte.nuation of/orward hadrons in .\D ÜIS off nuclet äs a function
ofxbj.

Now consider R(z) for the generic, DD1S/ND unseparated, DIS off a nucleus. The very
forward hadrons with z ~- l are predominantly the diffraction dissociation products [6]. It is
precisely the part of the phase space usually discussed in terms of the fragmcntation of the
isolated struck quark and the Landau-Pomeranchuck-Migdal effect (for the quantum thcory of
the LPM effect see [7]). Our point is that DDIS completely invalidates this Interpretation in
the S H region of small x. Indeed, because of (1] for heavy. strongly absorbing nuclei we predict
a universal ty of the --distributions, R(z) - 1. which derives from the nuclear enhancement
of DDIS, the Landau-Pomeranchuck efFect is irrelevant for this prediction. The corrections to
R(z) ~ l for slight nuclear distortions of the mass spectrum in DDIS must be marginal with
one subtle exception: because of the M2 dependent factorization scale [S] and related effects of
color transparency [9] DDIS into small masses M2 <C Q2 the vector mesons included will have
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a much steeper A° dependence with the exponent a «1.35-1.4. Thercfore, in the narrow rcgion
of z ~t l to which only the small mass excitations can contribute, we predict R(z] > l !

The ND DIS is the counterpart of inelastic hadron-nucleus scattering and our principal
prediction is that nuclear effects in ND events must be similar to those seen in xA.pA collisions:
RND(Z] < l at z ~ l and R(tj) > l in the mid-rapidity region. In particular, hadronic
final states will be a superposition of subprocesses with the f-fold average multiplicity (j/ cut
pomerons along the lines reviewed in [4]. Only the u = l subprocesses contribute to production
of large-c parücles. In Fig. l we show the expected x dependence of nuclear attenuation of
forward hadrons with z > 0.5. in the parameterization R(z) s; A0^ for the very forward
hadrons and for a sufficiently small x ~ 10~3 — 10~4 we predict a ( z ) ~ -0.15. For the
central, mid-rapidity rcgion we predict R(n) ~ A0lls. The mean multiplicities in the ND DIS
are dominated by central production and must exhibit similar A dependence. Such a strong
nuclear effects can easily be observcd at HERA.

Nuclear enhancement of coherent DDIS implics enhancement of low multiplicities, whereas
the enhancement of central production implies the enhancement of high multiplicities. Con-
sequently, we predict a substantial broadening of the multiplicity distributions, although the
overall nuclear increase of the average multiplicities can be relatively weak.

DDIS and the tensor spin structure functious of the deuteron
For DIS of unpolarizcd leptons off the spin-1 deuterons one can define the tensor spin

structure function [10]

where +. — ,0 refer to the deuteron spin projection on for instance the •)" D collision axis. One
can similarly define the longitudinal tensor structure function b^x^Q2).

In the usually discussed impulse approximaüon the tensor parton densities vanlsh for tlie
S-wave bound state. The S — D interference makes the nucleon momentum distributions and
foldirig corrections to structure functions different for ±.0 polarizations, but at moderatcly
small x the corresponding tensor asymmetry is a per mill and even srnaller effect and vanishes
at j--» 0 [11].

An interesting finding is that an order in magriitude larger tensor spin structure function
is generated by DDIS via shadowing corrections [12], Our point is that nuclear shadowing
depends on the alignment of nucleons in the deuteron. which because of the S — D interference
is different for ± and 0 polarization states. The striking finding is that unlike all other spin
asymmetries which are well known to vanish in the limit x — » 0. the tensor spin asymmetry
is finite and even risea at small x, Besidcs the spin-alignment dependent shadowing for DDIS.
another source of the tensor asymmetry is DIS off pions in the deuteron. The number of
pions in the deuteron also depends on the deuteron spia state. Our predictions for the tensor
asymmetry are shown in Fig. 2. The pion effects have a sign opposite to that of the diiTractive
NS effects and doininate at x :> 10~2. diffractive NS takcs over at j- ,̂ 10~2.

We predict a nonvanishing
similar to the familiär ratio crt

0.2 and is very.Q2). Typically, the ratio RLT = &L/
for the nucleon target.
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Figure 2: Our predictions for the tensor asymmetry in D1S of unpolarized leptons off tensor
polarized deuterons (Q2 = 10 Ge\).
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Two-photon raechanism production of the Higgs boson,
SUSY particles, hadrons and lepton pairs

in eA Collisions at HERA
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Abstract: We present prospects for the study of a light neutral Higgs boson, SUSY-
particle, hadrons and leptons production in the two-photon coherent eA collisions.

l Introduction

Particle production in the two-photon processes in lepton-lcpton, hadron-hadron arid nucleus-
nucleus collisions has been already discussed in the literature [l]-[5]. One of the goals of (hc
present analysis is to study the discovery potential of electron-nucleus collisions at HERA in the
case of coherent electromagnctlc particle production. Preliminary results were presented in [6].

Requirement of coherency impües that the collision is quasi-elastic, the impact parameter b
is larger than the nuclear radius and the nuclear charge acts äs a whole. For such collisions the
hadronic background froni ~i'q and f " g (dlrect and resolved) subprocesses will bc abseilt offering
a better experimental environment for studying new particle production.

Due to the large charge Z of heavy ion and the strong contraction of the electromagnetic
fields in a high-energy collision we expect in such an electron-nucleus interaction a large particle
production rate by the two-photon Fusion mechanism. It turns out that the cross sections, which
is scaled with Z2, are comparable or even large than the total cross sections expected in e+f-.~ ,
ep and pp collisions of the same incident energy per particle.

An important characteristic of eA collider js its discovery ränge: how heavy produced particles
can be and how large will be production cross sections for thcm. In the equivalent photon
approximation the invariant mass squared of the two-photon system, denoted by M'2, is fixed
by the photon cnergies ue and UJA- As it well known [4], [5] that the time duration of tlie
electromagnetic pulse, produced by a charge moving with a relativistic 7 factor, corresponds
to field frequencies of ui < -,/b. In the case of a heavy-ion beam the largest photon eriergy is
MA — IA! RA although for photons emerged from an electron beam the photon energy can be
dose to the electron energy u.-F < Ee. Thus the discovery ränge of the cA HERA collider for
coherent processes extends to masses:

W (1)

This means the invariant mass values accessible at HERA energies are up to 86 Ge\ 71 GeV
and 54 GeV for eC, eCa and ePb collisions. respectively.

The paper is organized äs follows: In the next section we compare the discovery ranges of
eA (HERA). e+e~ (LEP2) and ep (HERA) colliders using the two-photon luminosity function .
In Sect.3. we evaluatc cross sections for coherent production of lepton and slepton pairs (c+c~.
f t + H ~ , T+T~, /+/-) , charged pion pair, pseudoscalar (Jc = 0+) resonances and 2HDM light Higgs
boson. Conclusion is given in the last section.
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2 Two-photon luminosity function

The equivalent photon approximation [l], [2], [7] allows to cxpress the cross section for the
production of a final state with the effective mass M in two photon collision äs a product:

dW.
" " d\V

where the cross section oy describes the -}-, —> / transition for real non-polarized photon and
a differential two-photon luminosity function (TPL} dL-^jdW is introduced1. Results presented
here were obtained with usc a particular form of dL^-,/dW [6] derived for untagged scattered
electron and nucleus

dL.
dir

with t* = T- A ,-= • Eq. (3) is valid in the leading logarithm approximation.
*~MVfleA

Figure 1: Spectra of the two-photon lumi-
nosity function for c+e~ (LEP, WO GeV).
epfHERA, 300 GeV), and eA (HERA,
SÜOAGcV) colliders.

In Fig. l shown the dependence of TPL on
the two-photon invariant mass for differcnt
colliding beams. The TPL function for e+e~
(LEP2 ) was calculated with using Eq.(6) of
ref. [7], äs for the ep collision (HERA) the
elastic part of the photon spectra from the
proton was taken from [8]. Because of the
used approximation the ränge of allowed \V
values in (3) is narrow (see Fig.l) äs com-
pared to (1) and defined by the condition

/(*')> 0-
The advantage of eA collisions over e+e~ and
ep colüsions lies in the Z2 factor, which en-
chances the photon flux up to a factor 104.
This altow, in the ränge of W below 40 GeV.
the study of 'new phe-nomena' at HERA with
l arge statistics.

3 Particle production processes

In this section we present a few examples of particle production in eA collisions through the two-
photon mcchanism. Processes with production of the 'old' particles (light hadrons and leptons)
will create a background at search of 'iiew' particles (like Higgs bosons and sleptons). Cross
sections prcsented here were calculated at Ee — 27 GeV and EA — EpA with Ep — 820 GeV.

'Lyy is a dimcnsionless quantity. To get the production rate Eq. (2) have to be multiplied by the machine
luminosity CeA [cm~2sec~1]. For ion beams CCA ~ A~lCep.
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Pb

Ca

Figure 2: Differential cross section for production of C-nvent pseudoscalar hadrons (a) and a
TT+TT" pair (b) äs a function of W and a nucleus size.

Resonances and pions

A region of the low mass in the two-photon system is the resonance region. C-even pseu-
doscalar hadrons - TTÜ . ?y, n', j/c. Xco - will be produced copiously at IV < 4 GeV. Their production
cross section oy is well known [1]. Therefore, Eqs. (2) and (3) allows easily to evaluate depen-
dence of the production rate on H7. Fig. 2a shows a resonance structure of the differential cross
section (2) in that region. As another example the cross section (2) for pair production of charged
pions is plotted in Fig. 2b. W hat can be measured in the above processes and how is discussed in
details in [1]. We note here only, that the study of the angular and energy correlations between
pions allows, in pririciple, to extract components of the amplitude A/a(, (a, b — +, -, 0) for the

"H ~^ f

l.cpion

The Bethe-Heitler process is a source of lepton pairs with extremely high yield (Fig. 3). Copi-
ous production of r-leptons provide an opportunity to study QCD in T decay [9]. However it will
also to complicate the Higgs boson search in lepton decay modes because the main background
above the T threshold is due to -;"-}" -)• r+r~ (see below and Fig. 4c), How to suppress the
Bethe-Heitler background is discussed in [10] (see also [14]).

Non-strongly interacting sypersymmetric particles'- sleptons and charginos- can be detected
at the c.-l collider discussed here if their masses lies in the ränge Mai < 30 GeV. Chargino couple
to photons in the Standard way of spln 1/2 fermions and sleptons are spin-zero particles. The
two-photon cross section for production a pair of tliern can be found in [11], [1]. a(-yf -> /+/") is
not logarithmically enhanced thus the production rate for sleptons is signincantly lower than the
chargino rate. As an example , the total cross section for slepton production versus the mass of
the produced particle is shown Fig. 4a. At an integrated luminosity of 103/-4pb"'1 only sleptons
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Figure 3: Same äs Fig. 2 for production of BH leptons in coherent t A coihsions.

with masses not heavier 29 GeV, 25 GeV and 20 Ge\ can be detected in eC, eCa, ePb collisions
respectively.

Light neutral Higgs boson

The current mass limits on the Higgs particles from LEP data [12] restrict a class of models
of spontaneous symmetry breaking available for analysis at HERA. The SM Higgs scalar and the
MSSM scalar and pseudoscalar Higgs particles should be heavier than 66 GeV and 45 GeV, re-
spectively. Minimal extension of the Standard model like the general two doublet model (2HDM)
[13] may yet have a very light (^ 40 GeV) scalar h or pseudoscalar A[12, 14, 15]. The model
Parameters tanß and a regulate coupling of Higgs particle to the "up" and "down11 components
of fermiori doublets. We further restrict ourselves to the scenario with a large tanß ~ ^- 3> l

Figure 4: Cross sections for skpton (a) and 2HDM light Higgs boson (b) production through
two-photon fusion. The cross sections arc ploüed versus the mass of the produced particle. Also
shown (c) the partial decay widths Jor h for tan Q = 30 (a — ß).

and Q — ß. This leads to the enhancement of the coupling to down-type fermions by factor tanß2

for both h and A. We focus here on the resonant production of very light Higgs scalar h in the
two-photon eA collisions2.

The cross sections for the production of the h decaying into leptons versus the Higgs boson
mass are presented in Fig. 4b. A specific structure of the curves }s due to the Variation of the
h branchings (Fig.4c) with increasing the mass. Fig. 4b shows that at an integrated luminosity
of 10/Apb"1 there is a chance to observe the Higgs boson at HERA for A/A <5 GeV, 8 GeV,
10 GeV in eC\ and ePb collisions respectively. However, at C,eA ~ l/A pb"1 only ions with
A — 200 produce sufficient photon flux for h production with mass ~ 2MT.

4 Conclusion
Analysis of the last section shows that in the two-photon cohcrent eA collisions a number of the
traditional processes (with hadron and lepton production) can be studied at HERA with high
statistics. However, at £e_^ ~ l/A pb"1 only the restricted mass ränge Mf < 13 GeV can bc
explored in processes with SUSY particle production [6],

The general two Higgs doublet model provide a chance to study the Higgs production at
HERA, since in framework of 2HDM light neutral Higgs particle is not rule out by present
data. Therefore the search for the Higgs in the two-photon coherent eA interactions should be
performed. Taking into account all results presented above it seems at an intergated luminosity
~ IQ/A pb~~ l and higher beams of light-to-medium size ions (A ~ 40) will produce photon flux
sufficient for study new phenomena in e.4 collisions at HERA .
Acknowledgmcnt. We are grateful to W. Krasny for stimulating discussions and help.
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Leading Baryon Production
in ed Interactions at HERA

G. Levman
Univcrsity of Toronto, Toronto, Canada

Abstract: With a Forward Neutron Calorimeter and a Leading Proton Spec-
trometer, experiments at HERA have the possibility of detecting both the scat-
tered and spectator baryons in ed collisions. The deuteron stripping channels
ed -> eX(p)(n), eX(n)(n). eX(p)(p) have becn studied by modifying the HER-
WIG Monte Carlo program. For double tagged events rnost ambiguities are brokcn;
howevcr, an essential ambiguity remains between diffractive proton scattering with
a neutron spectator. and diffractive neutron scattering with a proton spectator.

l Introduction

Both the ZEUS and the Hl coilaborations possess a Leading Proton Spectronicter (LPS)[1]
and a Forward Neutron Calorimeter (FNC)[2j for the detectiou of energeüc, low transverse
momentum baryons produced in ep collisions. This note contains some remarks on the usc of
these deteetors, especially the FNC, in the study of cd stripping channels. \vhere oue or both
of the spectator/produced baryons can be detected.

The FNCs for both experiments are similar. They are compensating, transversely seg-
mented, lead-scintillator calorimcters with excellent energy and position resolution, located
approximately 100 m downstream of the main detector at a scattering angle of 9 - l). The
scattering angle covered. from 0 to 7 ^r. is dctermined by the aperture of the proton machinc
beam line elernents. The acceptance covers only a portion of the azimuth and is a complicated
function of 0[3], The transverse niomentum measureinent is limited by the intrinsic pr of the
beam.

2 Double Tagged Stripping Reactions

In this note it is assumed that the HERA machine will be essentially unchanged for ed running
and that the beam energy will be 820 GeY for denterons. The HERWIG[4] Monte Carlo
program was modified to allow the generation of ed stripping reactions. In addition. diffractive
baryon production was introduced[5][6n: non-diffractive baryori production through mechanisms
such äs reggeon or meson exchange, or excited baryori production and decay, was represented
by one pion exchange[7][8]. The reaction types'Ue shown in Table L

1
2
3
4
5
6

Target nuclcon

n

P

cd -*
enXps

enXps

epXps

cpXn,
epXns

enXn,

Process
P cxchange
0 exchange
- exchange

IP exchange
0 exchange
+ exchange

Signatare
fast n/fast p
slow n/fast p
slow p/ fast p
fast p/fast n
slow p/fast u
superfast n

Table 1: Double tagged leading baryon reactions in cd collisions. Generic diffractive scattering
is represented by P exchange; non-diffractive scattering, +/0/- chargc exchange, by TT exchange.

The distribution of momentum p of the spectator baryons was rnodeled with the Hulthcn
distribution [9]: in the rest frame of t!ie deuteron.

l
(1)

where a = 46 MeV and b = 260 MeV. In the HERA frame the energy distribution is strnngly
peaked at E—413 GeY with an RMS width of 23 GeY (Fig. 1). Because the average p-r of the
spectator is only 63 MeV, 87% of the spectators are detected in the FNC.

Figure l shows that the energy spectrum of spectator neutrons is not separated from that
of diffractively produced neutrons whose distribution peaks at 395 GeV with a width of 26
GeY; however because the pq distribution is mueh broader only 22% of diffractive neutrons are
detected. In contrast, the energy distribution for non-diffractive neutrons is clearly separated
although the acceptance for these is only about 10%. Note that reactions 3 and 6 in Table l
produce either two protons or two iieutrons. In the LPS the protons will appear äs two separate
tracks; in the FNC the energies will add and reaction 6 will have an energy distribution like TT
exchange of Fig. l, but on a 'pedestal' of 410 GeV.

3 Conclusions

The FNC and the LPS will be essential for sorting out the stripping channels in ed collisions at
HERA; however. an iniportant ambiguity will reinain between diffractive proton and neutron
production when the struck nuclcon cannot bc distinguished from the spectator. althoiigh the
difference in their pr spectra might be helpful.
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The observed cross section is averaged over the values of XBJ given approximately by

where p" is the longitudianal momentum of the neutron in the deuteron system, mn the
neutron mass and the last term is the value of xgj if the neutron carries just half the deuteron's
momentum. For constant Q2. the relativeimportanceof the momentum distribution is increased
at the high momentum end through 2 and the ~ term in the ep inelastic cross section.

The deuteron wave function is well determined at low momentum, but the high momentum
part which depends on the re.pulsive core part of the nucleon-micleon interaction is not so well
known[l]

2 Stripping

Half a Century ago the interactions of ncutrons with nuclei was being studied, using kriown-
energy deuteron beams, ineasuring the spectator protons and making various corrections for
nuclear effects[3j. The aim now would be to build an cfficient stripping channel to measure the
spectrum of protons around 410GeV, aimingat a fractional momentum resolution Ap/p -- 10~3

compared to the value Ap/p ~ 10~4 for the deuteron beam. Tagging the spectator proton would
be equivalent to making a neutron beam with momentumresolution 0.1% - apart from "nuclear
effects'', i.e. rescattering, shadowing and so on.

This however defines only the kinematics. To obtain a cross section measurment requires
knowing the neutron luminosity äs a function of momentum which in turn requires a good
knowledge of the deutron's momentum wave function. Supplementary Information on the
high momentum tails of the fermi distribution might be obtained by studying the transversc
momentum distribution of the spectator. but this would require high-tf Operation of HERA
to keep the transverse momentum spread of the deuteron beam low enough. (The transverse
momentum spread of the present beam is 25A/eV horizontally and 90.1/eV" vertically.)

3 A first design trial

Dcsigning a stripping channel is essentially an accelerator design problem, with specifications
requiring high acceptance for 0.35 < XL < 0.65 and pT < O.SGfV. These ranges would allow
the measurement of background outside the ränge containing the majority of the spectator
protons. The present beam optics has been used to gain some insight into the problem. The
impact of the proposed HERA low-.3 optics is not discussed[4j.

Fig.2 shows a section of the present beam line with the vacuurn chamber limitations and
trajcctories which span niost of the spectator proton phase spate. After the Station 53 particles
with XL — 0.5 diverge strongly from the beam line so t hat the acceptance of a typical sllicon
detector area becomes small. To understand the possibilities. assume that there is a detector
Station at S3 to measure position and that another Station 57 is added some drift-distance
after S3 to measure the track direcüon. This Information together with the position of the
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VERTICAL
VACl'UM VESSEL -1 -V

Figure 2: The present beamline showing the vacuum chamber limits and some spectator proton
orbits which span the expected transverse and longitudinal momentum rangcs.
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interaction vertex allows the momentum of the particle to be recoristructed using the two-
station reconstruction method which was developcd for the LPS-

Limitations arise because of the finite size of the beam because detectors cannot bc placed
closer than the 10<r profile of the beam. There are also limitations because of blind-spots on
the detectors where there is no momentum dlspersion in both horizontal and vertical planes.
Consider the vertical projection of the beam before S'3. There are no vertical bending magnets
so a particle on the horizontal plane through the quadrupole axes sees no deflecting field and
so no momentum dispersion. In the horizontal projection there are bending magnets and then
the cornbined affect is to displace the blind-spot off axis by an amount which depends on the
beam energy.

Py /GeV

FATR6M

PERM l-M

HANGE

.10 DET6CT10N WmilN

n-SIGMA BEAM PROFILE

Figure 3: The transversc phase space plane at the interaction point showing the various limi-
taions to the acceptance.

Fig.3 gives a summary of the djfferent factors influencing the acceptance. Everything has
beeil mapped back onto the transverse momentum plane at the interaction point using a particle
momentum of 410GcV to perform the tracking. The features to note are:

1. The circle containing the wanted events defined by the fermi-momentum spread. Note
that the population of this area is sharply peaked at px = py ~ 0.0 so the picture gjves
an optimistic Impression.

2. The part lost because the detector at 53 cannot be put in the bearn.

3. The limits of \% and 0.1% resolution for independent momentum measurements in the
horizontal plane and in the vertical plane, calculatcd assuming 15/im position resolution
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and 2firadian angular resolution. (The latter would require a much longer drift space
after 53 than is at present available.) Where the resolution is good in both planes there
are two independent momentum measurements. Only when the measurement is poor in
both planes must the track be rejected with cuts which mUst be included in efficiency
calculations. If accuracy of 1% is adequate, the loss frorn this cause is negligible.

4. The region with poor XL resolution in both planes is inside the cut which is imposed by
the Wo size of the beam at 53.

5. Limitations by the beam's vacuum vessel. This has not been included.

4 Conclusions

It looks encouraging to study further a HERA stripping channel, but serious design problems are
evident. Though the beam and the spectator protons from the deuterons are widely separated
m longitudinal phase space there is not enough deflection to separate the two "beams" and at
the 53 Station position so the detectors cannot be placed at the position of maximmn intensity
of the spectator protons. Further Station positions must be investigated to reach an optimum
solution.

Ideally, to fully tmderstand ed events, there should be high acceptance for both forward pro-
tons and forward neutrons. A comparison of the proton and neutron spectators and ambiguities
which can arise is given in [2].
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What can we gain by detecting nuclear fragments in
electron-nucleus collisions at HERA?

J.Chwastowski"6, M.W. Krasnyc
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Abstract: Detecting nuclear debris in deep inelastic electron-nucleus scattering is a
challenge at HERA collider, wheie the energies of ions could reach 400 GeV/nucleon.
If realized. it may provide a very useful tool to tag the number of nucleons which
interacted with the virtual photon. In this note we point out that such a tag could
be of prirnordial importance in searches for nonlinear QCD cffects and in measuring
the structure of the Ponieron in coherent electron-imcleus collisions.

l Introduction

The nuclear opt.ion for HERA, if realized in the future. could provide new and unique possibilily
of studying electron-nucleus interactions in the new. so far unexplored, energy domain of v/s ~
3 TeV. To reach such an energy in interactions with elcctrons of 30 CeV the nuclei have to
be accelerated to a very large energy. excecding the binding energy of nucleons in the nucleus
by 5 Orders of magnitude. The nuclear debris will thus emerge at very small angles, which
will be typically of the fraction of iniliradians. The detection of these debris is a difficult task,
especially for charged fragments with Z/A equal to that of the bcam nucleus. In this paper we
leave out the discussion how this can be done but rather try to point out why designing such
a detection system could be of importance.

One of the challenges of the nuclear Option at HERA is to discover nonlinear QCD effects
which are responsible for taming the growth of the partonic distributions at low x [1]. These
effects are expected to be amplified in the electron-nucleus collisions by t.hc factor A1/3 with
respect to electron-nucleon collisions. provided that j- is sufficiently small and the collisions are
central. In the central collisions the virtual photon can interact with partons originating from
several nucleons ejecting these nucleons from the nucleus. The number of thesc ''wounded1'
nucleons may thus be a measure of an effektive density of the partonic system which interacted
with the virtual photon. By analyzing events in which large number of wounded nucleons is
detected we expect to increase the discovery potential of the nonlinear QCD effects.

The unexpectedly large cross section for deep inelastic diffractive scattering measured at
HERA allows for a precise measurement of the Pomeron s t ruc ture at modest luminosities. One
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of the question of primordial importance, which could be addressed within the nuclcar program
of HERA is: how universal is the concept of the Pomeron? In particular; is the structure of the
Pomeron which originales from the nucleon the same äs of the Pomeron which originates from
the nucleus? Within the present HERA optics it will be difBcult, if not impossible, to detect
coherently recoiled nucleus in diffractive deep inelastic electron-nucleus scattering. It may turn
out however, that incoherent processes give rise to large multiplicities of neutrons which are
evaporated from the nucleus. If a large fraction of evaporation neutrons 1s detected we could
use their signal äs an anü-tag to select coherent processes with respect to incoherent ones.

in this note we present Monte Carlo studies which illustrate the ideas sketched above. In
section 2 we describe a model of nuclear evaporation which we use in our studies. Section 3
is devoted to the discussion of merits of wounded nucleons tagging while in section 4 we show
that with help of the Forward Neutron Counter [2], [3], we may be able to filter out cohcrent
from incoherent diflractive processes.

2 A model of nucleus evaporation and its Implementa-
tion in the VENUS Monte Carlo

\Ve use, in our analysis, the Venus Monte Carlo [4] to sirnulate the cA interactions. We
incorporated into this Monte Carlo the PDF library [5] and chose the GRV 94 HO structure
function set for our studies [6]. In order to investigate the nucleus fragmentation processes we
have developed a toy model of nuclear evaporation. This model is based on parametrisations
of the proton-nucleus [7] and muon-nudeus [8] scattering data and includes the productiori of
the following fragments: p. n. t,a,Li, Bc, B. C, The fragment multiplicities are fixed using the
data of [9]. Their spectra are described by:

- 125A/eV\

were TO/ is the fragment dcpendent characteristic temperature, given in Table l, and T/ is
the fragment kinetic energy. The neutron spectra are described by a combination of thrce
exponentials äs suggested in [8]. The evaporation spectra are. in this simpleminded model,
uncorrelated with the type and kinematics of the primary interaction.

Table 1: Characteristic lemperatures of evaporations.

fragment
r0/(A/eV)

P
45

n
0.7, 5, 45

d, t, a, Li. Be. B. C
1 35

In Figure l we show the pseudorapidity distribution of all particles emerging from in-
tcractions of 30 GeV electrons with lead nuclei of 410 GeV/imclcon. We rcquested that:
Q'2 > iGtV2 , 0.05 < yB] < 0.5, 0.05 < ^5j < 0.01 and the angle between the momenta
of the incident and scattered electron greater than 3. We observc an abundant production of
evaporation fragments in the nucteus hemisphere. These fragments are emitted at small angles.
The wounded nucleons (represented on this plot äs a difference of the spectra of nucleons and
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Pb - Venus Mt^t Evqporation

Produc«d port
Nucleons
Antinucleons
Evop, frag.

Figure 1: Pseudorapidity distribution of all particlcs in ePb interactions in the HERA referenct
frame.

antinucleons) are emitted at larger angles (larger r/). In Figure 2 we show the correlation be-
tween the particle (fragment) energy and its pseudorapiclity. This plot shows a clear Separation
of various nuclear fragments in the (£,rj) plane. It is wort h pointong out that the fragments
can be identified unambigously, owing to an apparent quantization of their energies in units of
410 GcV.

3 Wounded nucleon tagging of multiparton processes

The experimcnts at HERA [10], [11] discovered slrong rise of partonic density in the low x
dornain. The challenge for HERA 1s to find a mechanism responsible for dumping the growth
of partonic distributions such that the unitarity constraint is preserved. As St has been shown in
[12], the HERA electron-proton scattering data will likely be insuffiüent to establish a presence
of such mechanism because the effective partonic densities are still relatively low down to the
x values of 10~4.

In electron-nucleus scattering the effective partonic densities are, for the central collisions
and .r < l/(2RAmp), aniplified by a factor ,41/3. Therefore, already in the z-domain accessible
at HERA we reach the limit of Saturation of partonic densities and may observe a break-down
of the applicability of linear QCD cvolution equations [13], [14] to the dense partonic systcm.

It is clear, from the above arguments that, the heaviest nuclei are the best for searches
of noti-linear QCD phenomena (provided that the luminosity achievable at HERA is inverse-

Produced

p,n d t a Li Be B C

1000 2000 3000 4000 5000 6000 7000
Energy (GeV)

Figure 2: Correlation between particle energy and rapidity.

proportional to the atomic number and that the measurement crrors of partonic densities are
independent of the accelerated ion type). It may however turn out that the two above conditions
can not be fulfilled and high statistical and systematic precision can be achievcd only for the
isoscalar nuclei. Can we produce a high partonic density fluctuations in interactions of the
electrons with the heaviest of isoscalar nuclei - Calcium. In Fig. 3a we show the correlation
between the "thickness of the nucleus" (/l1/3) and the number of wounded nucleons which have
been ejected from the nucleus, äs predicted by the VENUS model. The apparent high degree of
correlation, if confirmed experimentally, would allow to use Lhc collision dependent number of
wounded nucleons äs a measureof an effecti ve density of partons in the nucleus. The multiplicity
spectrum of wounded nucleons is shown in Fig. 3b for ePb and eCa scattering. It is apparent
that the large multiplicity tau for eCa scattering is extended towards multlplicities which
are significantly larger than the average multiplicity of wounded nucleons for ePb scattering.
There are two reasons for fluctuations of wounded nucleon multiplicities. The first is related to
the dispersion of the impact parameter of the virtual photon (central collisions lead to larger
multiplicities). The second is related to the fluctuations in the final state rescattering processes.
We propose a way to disantangle these two sources of fluctuations by looking at the multiplicities
of hadrons produced in the central region. We are aware that the efficiency of relating a. large
multipjicity fluctuation to the a large partonic density fluctuation will remain most likely to
some extent uncertain. Nevertheless. we expect to increase significantly the sensitivity to high
partonic density effects already for light nuclei by using the wounded nucleon tag. \Ve consider
this approach äs a back-up solution if it turns out that only light nuclei can be accelerated at
HERA.
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Figure 3: a) Avzrage multiplicity of wounded nucleons tw. A1'3. Solid line corresponds to
< n > = A1/3, b) Wounded nucleon multiplicity distribution for Lead and Calcium.

4 Evaporation of neutrons from wounded nucleus and
selection of coherent diffractive processes

Tcsting universality of the Pomeron structure by using "Poineron sources" of different partonic
compositions is onc of the challenges of the nuclear program for HERA. We propose a test in
which the Pomeron structure function F3D [15] measured in the electron-nucleus scattering is
compared with the one measured in electron-proton scattering. The electron-nucleus diffractive
scattering can be coherent (eA —» eA + X&ff) or incoherent (eA -> f ( A ~ N) +N + Xdiff. where
N is thc number of ejected nucleons from the initial nucleus) providing t wo distinct "classes
of Pomeron sourccs" for universality test. Is it feasible to tag coherent diffraction events in
electron-nucleus scattering at HERA? The rnost natural way would be to tag coherently recoiled
nucleus, (Jnfortunately, in particular for heavy nuclei. if one uses the low ,3 beam optics, an
identification of low transverse momentum recoil is difficult to realize. The idea we present here
is to tag instead the incoherent processes by detecting neutrons evaporated from the nucleus. In
Fig. 4a we present the integrated number of neutrons emitted in the ePb incoherent scattering

within a circle of the radius R at the distance of 100 m from the ePb interacüon point, äs
predictcd by the evaporation model described in section 2. The distance of 100 m corresponds
to the position at which both Hl and ZEUS experiments installed their Forward Neutron
Counters (FNC). Owing to the Lorenz boost almost all neutrons can be detected within the
acceptance region of the FNC of 10 cm, As it is shown in Fig.4b the probability of zero neutron
multiplicity events in incohcrent deep inelastic eCa events is below 2 % while for the ePb
scattering this probability in negligible. If these probabilities turn out not to be significantly
larger for a subsample of incoherent deep inelastic events with rapidity gap. we may be able to
select incoherent with respect to coherent events using the neutron tag.

Venus +_ Evoporotion neutrons

Cumulative <n>

,4

12

10

8

6

4

2

_a) Lead

^ Evaporated

s- Wounded

^^^^^^_0 0,05 0,1 0.15 0.2 0,25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0,5
R (cm)
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Figure 4: a) Thc integrated multiplicity of wounded and evaporated neutrons within a circle of
R (m) at the distance of 100 m from the ePb intcraction point. b) The multiplicity distribution
of ei-aporated and wounded neutrons for ePb and eCa scattering.

5 Conclusions

The two exarnples of processes shown above illustrate what wc may gain by detecting nuclear
debris, in particuiar wounded and evaporated nucleons, in eA interactions. Wliile detection of



evaporated neutrons can be realized using the existing Hl and ZEUS sctup. the detection system
of charged fragments require designing a new detection scheme and, most likely, a riew beam
optics for the interaction point. We hope that the qualitative prelhninary studies presented in
this contribution will trigger further studies on both the physics and detector issues related to
detection of nuclear fragments in deep inelastic clectron nucleus collisions at HERA.
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Hadron Distributions in Deep Inelastic Electron-N ucleus
Scattering at Collider Energies

Nikolaj A. Pavel
Imperial College, Blackett Laboratory, Prince Consori Road, London SW12BZ

Abstract: Electron nucleus scattering at very high cnergies reached in collider
machines allows to search for new nuclear effects in the deep inelastic scattering
process. Here sorne physics topics which could be investigatcd with future eA col-
lider machines running at high luminosities are discussed.

Introduction

Electron-nucleus scattering experiments ofTer sorne strong advantages over other high energy
physics experiments when studying nuclear effects in the hadronic final state produced. The
electron is a pointlike particle and its coupling through the electro-weak forces is well described
in the Standard Model. No deconvolution of projectüe and target fragments is necessary. Thus,
by comparing the results of scattering on nuclei with different size the influence of nuclear matter
on the DIS process can be studied most directlv.

In order to do high precision electron-nucleus (eA) scattering experiments. not only high
luminosities are needed, but also an excellent control of all svstematic errors which do not cancel
when taking the ratio of distributions from scattcring on different nuclei. Therefore efTects of
multiple scattering and external bremsstrahlung in a target, difference in the acccptance and
detector efficiciency between data sets with different targets have to minimised.

At low encrgies this can be most casily achieved by using an intensive electron beam and
an internal gas jet target, äs planned by the HERMES Collaboration. In this experiment the
upper limit of the energy transfer v l is about v — 25GcV since the electron ring at HERA

variable

^ !/= (P q)/(P k)

description
square of the four momentum transfer

energy of the boson exchanged
Bjorken scaling variable

inv. mass of the hadronic final state
inv. mass of the had. final state in LRG events

Table 1: Kinematic variables in DIS used in this text: the four momenta are defined in Fig.l

'the kinematic variables are defined in Tab.l and Fig.l
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram of the particle production in DIS events without (a) and with a
large rapidity gap (b) (callcd in text NRG and LRG events respectivcly). With k, k' and P
the four momenta of the incoming and scattered electron and the proton beam are denoted
respectively; q — (k — k'} is the Four momentum of the virtual photon exchanged. \V \s the
invariant mass of the ','p System, MX denotes the invariant mass of the hadronic final state
observed in LRG events and A'/jv represents the scattered proton or a low mass nuclear state.

operates at 27.5GeV; a cut on y (y < 0.9) to reduce the systematic uncertainty from coherent
radiactive correction on nuclei, is here already considered.

In Order to access the higher energy ränge one has to work with an eA collider where onc
also meets conditions which allow to minimise the systematic errors for measurement of ratios
of cross sectlons äs much äs by using an internal gas Jet targets. At the present time two options
for the realisation of such an experiment are discussed: The first Option is to injcct üght and
heavy nuclei into the proton ring of HERA and to use the existing dctector of the ep collision
Experiments for the measurement s. The second Option is to bmld two storage rings for electrons
and heavy ions at the GSI, where a lower center of mass energy of the colüsions is envisaged.
In this article the first experiment will be labelled by 'HERA-N' and the second by 'GSI-N',

The kinematic ränge covcred in Q2,XB} and v for both options in the current phase of plan-
ning is shown in Fig.2, where cuts on the scattered electron energy and angle are imposed which
are necessary to ensure a reüable identifkation of the neutral current DIS events and a precise
determination of the event kinematic. Also the kinematic region which will be investigated
by the HERMES experiment is indicated by the hatched arca. One can see that the three
experiments together cover a vast ränge in v,Q2 and j-ßj, where the GSI-N experiment fills
in the gap between the HERMES and HERA-N experiment. By small variations of the beam
energies of the collider experiments a partial ovcrlap of the kinematic ranges can be achieved.

Physics Aims

The physics qiiestions which are primarily addressed in the t A collider experiments will be
somewhat different from those in past analyses of hadron distributions in cA scattering, where
intranuclcar hadron- and quark-reinteraction effects were studied from which one can infer
Information about the space-tirne structure of the hadronisation process, The arguments going
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Figure 2: The comparison of the kinematic ränge covered by electron-nucleus collider experi-
ments linder study (HERA-N and GSI-N experiment). A cut on the scattered electron angle
(&'e < 175°(17Q") for HERA-N and GSI-N resp.) is considered to ensure a reliable identification
of a DIS neutral current event and the precise determination of its kinematics. The region
covered in the fixed targct experiment HERMES is also shown.

along with these ideas are briefly sketched elsewhere in these proceedings [1] Measurements
with electron [2], muon [3. 4. 5] and neutrino [6] beams had been performed in the ränge of v
from 10 — 200 GeV. \Vhile at very low v (i/£25 GeV) sizeable nuclear effects have been observed,
at higher v {K£70 GeV) the effects were found to be very small. But the errors on the ratio
of distributions were of the order of several percent and the distributions had to be integrated
over large intervals in z h äs well äs in Q2 and x^j (for a more detailed review see [7, 6]).

Much more precise data are required not only in the low v ränge which will be covered by
HERMES but also in the higher energy ränge to c.omplete the invcstigation of the space-time
structure. This could be done best in the e.A collision experiment GSI-N, where one aims for
luminosities äs high äs 1032cm~'!s~1.

At sumciently high vahies of i/, where hadronic intranuclear rescattering effects should
vanish, one can search for effects of a possible interaction of the struck quark with the nuclear
matter. The energy loss or broadening of trausverse momentum of a quark during its passage
through nuclear matter has been estimated in many publications e.g. [8]. This question is
closely related to the phenomena observed in heavy ion collisions. Fxperimental Information
on this topic is very important for a better understanding of the hadron production in such
complex reactions and for the identification of the quark gluon plasma, which one wants to
create in high energy heavy ion collisons. Also the investigation of more subtle relationships
between the hadron distributions in eA scattering and the EMC effect, which has been initiated
in [3], should be pursued. in earliei studies of this problem only weak conclusions could bc
drawn since the statistics were not sufficient to study the effects äs a function of XB_,.

With the HERA-N colüder e.4 scattering can be investigated at eveii higher values of u,
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where thc above questions can be fiither studied. The major part of the events populate the
very low-xgj region (.Fßj.SlO"3). It is evident that the ex p er i mental analysis will be focusscd
on the parton dynamics at very low XBS and high parton densities. Here, however, aiiother
topic will be briefly discussed for which the measurement of the hadronic final state is essential
and whcre again the nucleus is uscd äs a kind of 'tool' for the invcstigation,

Recently a class of DIS events has been observed at HERA which is characterised by a large
rapidity gap between the observed hadronic final state and (he proton beam direction [9. 10].
which will be called here 'large rapidity gap (LRG)' events. The fraction of these LRG events
in the total DIS event sample has been found to be independent of Q2, which shows that the
production mechanism for LRG events is a leading twist effect. The qualitative difference in
the event topology for non-rapidity-gap (NRG) and LRG events is sketched in Fig.].

One possible Interpretation of these events is that there is a coloiirless partjcle, with which
the photon interacts, while the proton remains unaflected like in a diffractive ep interaction.
This particle could be identified wi th the pomeron, since diffractive scattering processes amongst
hadrons have been successfully described by the pomeron exchange picture. One could fürt her
assume that the pomeron is a short üved quantum state with some partonic substructure, which
is probed by the virtual photon such that the photon couples to a pointlike constituent in the
pomeron [11].

On thc other band the leading twist behaviour of the cross section for thc LRG events
can also be explaincd in the model of Buchmüller [12], which is not based on the pomeron
exchange model. In that model the LRG events are interpreted äs beiug produced by the
boson-gluon-fusion (BGF) process (i.e. a leading twist. non-diffractive DIS process), where the
qq cluster evolves with a certain probability into a colour singlet parton cluster, which fragments
indcpeiidently from the rest of the nucleon into hadrons.

Since the latter model involves soft colour interaction it is to be expected that thc arnount
of nuclear matter surrounding the vertex of the primary RGF process strongly influences the
probability of the production of a LRG event and thus the fraction of LRG events observed.
The relevant scalc for this nuclear effect would bc the size of the nucleus, i.e. thc atomic
numbcr A. All other kinematic dependcncies should be same äs those found in f-.p scattering.
In the Pomeron bascd models, nuclear effects rnay be Jnduced by multi-pomeron exchange or
by additional higher twist contributions due to coherent scattering on more than one nucleon
in the nucleus. In this case a different XBJ and Q* dependence of the LRG event in scattering
on different nuclei is expected.

Besides the measurement of the LRG event rate, the hadron distributions themselves should
be studied. Experirnentally it was found that the transverse momentum spectra in LRG events
in ep scattering resemblc thosc of DIS at the an invariant mass of the hadronic final state W of
W = MX [13], This observation supports the hypothesis that the scale of the the phase space
available for thc particle production is given by MX rather than by W. In that case it should be
possible to investigate the space-time structure of the hadronisation in diffractive dissociation
processes in a similar way to that done for DIS events without a large rapidity gap at lower
cnergies [7], The Import an t question lo be answered in this context would be, whether the
hadrons are formed at a larger distance from the the primary hard scattering vertex or whether
this process is universal äs far a.s thc space-time structure and the nature of the preconfined
states are concerned. This aspect of the diffractive multiparticlc production has been only
poorly if at all studied in the past.
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Conclusions

Electron-nucleus collider machines offer the unique possibility to measure with high precision
hadron distributions in electron-nucleus scattering at energies, at which the effects of intranu-
clear hadron rescattering are expected to be neglibly small. In that kinematic regime one can
search for the effect of quark interaction in dense nuclear matter. This Information would be
most valuable for the undestanding of the hadron production in high cnergy heavy Ion collisions.
Also the relationship between the hadron production in eA scattering and the EMC effect can
be investigated in order scrutinize the origin of the EMC effect. Moreover it will be possible
to study the mechanism of diffractive scattering at high scattering in detail usirig the nucleus
äs a kind of test medium. The Information from these analysis is expected to contribute to
discriminate between the various models for this kind of process.
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Abstract: We shortly summarize results which wc have recently obtained on the
radiative energy loss of high energy quarks and gluons suffering multiple collisions
in a QCD medium of finitc length. These results are also generalized to the case of
nuclear matter .

l Introduction

Gluon radiation induced by multiple scatterings of a vcry energetic incident quark or gluon
propagating through QCD matter becomes coherently suppressed compared to mdcpendent
ernission [1. '2. 3. 4]. In the case of QED the analogous suppression of photon radiation is
known as the Landau-Pomeranchuk-Migdal (LPM) effect [5, 6],

In ordcr to calculate the soft gluon radiation intensity static and screened scattering centres
are assumed [7j. This leads to a probability dislribution in terms of the transverse scattering
momentum oj_.

.,2

(D

It is reasonable to assume (hat successive scatterings are independcnt. As a conscqucnce the
inean free path A of the parton has to be large comparcd to t l ie chararteristic ränge /t"1 of the
"Coulomb potential" (1), i.e. A 3> /("'.

We may actually generalize this treatment to the case of cold nuclear matter and define a
probability distribution V(<fj_2) related to the gluon distribution function [4],

'Supporied in pari by the U.S. Department of Energy uudcr graut DE-FG02-9-1EH-40819
^Permanent address: Petersburg Xuclear Physics Institute, Gatchina, 188350 St Petersburg. Russia
3I,aboratoire assoeie au Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
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2 Gluon radiation spectruni

For a fast quark of energy E, which e.g. is produced through deep inelastic scattering and
which propagates through a hot medium of length L, the induced gluon intensity (per uni t
length of propagation) reads in leading Order of the strong coupling as.

3a,.Vc

* L
In

(T/.)
(2)

where w denotes the energy of the soft gluon, ̂  < E, and A is the mean free path of the quark.
Here the number of colours Nc is assumed to be large (for a more detailed discussion see [l , 3]).

The quantity w0 charcterizes the spectrum, ^0 = JiKv(l/^/K). The value of the dimeiisionless

parameter K = *— determines the shape of the radiation intensity. £, rclatcd to the Fourier
transform of the potential V(q±) in the impact parameter späte B. is given by

for B2 —> 0. The parameter n may be viewed as the typical phase difference between neighbour-
ing scattering centres. The interesting coherent phenomena for which the medium propcrties
are important show up for K < l, because then a group of Nroh ~ 1/v^ centres radiate
coherent l v.

For large L the spectrum (2) approaches [1. "2. 3;

U.Y// ^ 3«SA"C ///

d£jrf2 ~

when pu t t ing

d^dz 2-

r « <£ 1. Modulo logarithms (4) is valid for

(4)

as long as L < Lcr = O(J E\ p2) for E —t oc. For ̂  > u.'fa,-t the radiation is totally suppressed.
It is important to state that the spectra (2) and (4) , respectively, do not depcnd on the parton

We note tha t the matter properties enter in the spectra (2) and (4) via the ratio q = [i2v/\.
Effeclively q plays the role of the transport coefficient [6],

(6)

with p the density of the scattering centres and d/jjd^q^ the "parton-centre" cross-section,
where A = 1//9U, Within logarithmic accuracy the jct broadening is thercfore given by

A

after the parton's passage through matter of length L. i.e. (7) is effectively a random walk
result.
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3 Energy loss in finite length media

In [3] the radiative eiiergy loss in a hot medium of finite cxtcnt Z, L < Lcr is derived. For a
quark jet the resiilt is

-dE/dz ~ ^-^ql, (S)

which amouiits to the total loss of -AL'(^) — ̂ j^-qL2, i.e. it is increasing quadratically with
the length L [8] and independent of E for E —t oo. This rernarkablc dcpendence on the length
/. can also be heuristically obtained by integrating the spcctrum given by (4) over w and z,
with 0 < u.1 < ^fact and 0 < z < L. This result may actually be generalized to cold nuclear
matter [4]: the relation (8) between the energy loss and the jet broadening (7) is shown to be
valid in general and indced docs not depend on the parameters of thc model.

The energy loss per unit distance (8) may be cornpared to the one for an infinite medium
L — > co. with E largc but fixed. which is obtained in [1] by

-dE/dz ~a,Nc^E, (9)

i.e. depending on the incident quark energy.

4 Phenomenology

In order to estimate the energy loss e.g. of a very energetic quark in cold matter of finite extent
[9] one has to know the cocfficient q in (8). One possibility [4, ff] is to use jet broadening
(7), which e.g. is measured by thc momentan! imbalance of Jets in deep inelastic production of
dijets [10]. The analysis by Luo et al. [10] determines q ~ *Klas(Al'3/L }\1QS, w i t h L ~ \R
exprcssed in terms of the nuclear radius R c± 1.2.41/3/<". With A£gs- ~ 0.05 - O.IGeV2 [10],
this gives the estimate [11]

g -(3.7 -7.4) ft.GeV//ma. (10)

( i i )
where j is small and estimatcd to be T ~ O(l / (Am p r o t o n )} — O(0.1 ).

Depending on ,rG'(,r) ~ l — ö in the region of intcrest of small .r, and with the nuclear
density p ^ 0.17/m 3, one fuids [4, 11]

which gives an energy loss —dEjdz < 0.35 GeV//?n, i.e. a significantly smaller value than the
one quoted above!

In case of hot matter a corresponding estimate yields —dEjdz ~ 3 GeV//ni [l].
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Not only because of thesc uncertainties careful mcasurements of the energy loss of partons
at HERA's future experiments using different nuclei are indeed an important c.hallenge. It is
especially crucial to look for possible diffcrences of the parton propagation in cold versus hot
matter, which are expected on the basis of the above (still crude, because asymptotic) estimates
[1,3, 4. 11].
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Abstract: Radiative corrections to deep inelastic scattering on heavy nuclei at
a possible future HERA experiment are calculated. We discuss the contributions
from the elastic, quasielastic and inelastic radiative tails and their sensitivity to
experimental cuts.

l Introduction

The physical Interpretation of the data of experiments on deep inelastic scattering requires
the Separation of the Born cross section from background contributions known äs radiative
corrections. Radiative corrections receive contributions from loop diagrams and from processes
with the emission of additional photons. Some of the radiative events can be identified and
removed from the event sample by experimental methods. However, a substantial contribution
with soft or collinear photons can not be separated from non-radiative events. Thus, radiative
effects have to be calculated theoretically and subtracted from measured cross sections. In this
paper the FORTRAN codes HERACLES [I j and POLRAD [2] are applied for the calculation of
radiative corrections to the scatteting of leptons off heavy nuclei at a possible future modined
HERA collider.

2 Physics of radiative corrections

There are three basic channels for the scattering of electrons on nucleii elastic, quasielastic
and inelastic processes. Their contribution depends on the kinematic region which we describe
with the help of the four momentum transfer Q2, the Bjorken scaling variable XA and the
invariant mass of the hadronic final state W\ Q2(l - XA)!XA -r M\e MA is the mass
of the nucleus)2. For WA -- MA. only elastic scattering is allowed. Quasielastic scattering,

'now at NC PHEP, Bogdanovich str.153, 220040 Minsk, Belarus
2We use kineraatical variables defined in teims of both nuclear and nucleon masses and momenta. The former

set (MA, XA, WA) is used for elastic scattering; the latter set (M, x, W) is better suited for the description of
the kinematies of quasielastic and inelastic processes.
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corresponding to direct collisions with individual nucleons inside the nucleus, occurs at fixed
XA ^ M lMA where M is the mass of the hit nucleon. Inelastic scattering sets in when the pion
threshold is reached (WA > MA 4- mT, mT is the pion mass).

At the Born level, both XA and QJ, and consequently WA, are fixed completely by the
measured momentum of the scattered lepton. Therefore it is also fixed which of the three basic
processes contributes to the cross section. Including radiative corrections, however, a radiated
photon may remain unobserved and the true values of x and Q: depend on the unknown
momentum transported away by the photon. Then all processes contribute to the measured
cross section. The total radiative corrections of order 0(a) are obtained äs the sum of these
radiative contributions and, in addition, loop corrections. The latter are, first of all, due to
the vacuum polarization, but also vertex and box graphs contribute, in particular at large
Q . The former can conveniently be separated into initial state and final state radiation and
the so-called Compton peak. Initial (final) state radiation is dominated by events which have
a photon collinear to the incoming (scattered) lepton. The Compton peak is characterized
by events with small true momentum ttansfer reached due to the emission of a hard photon
although the scattered lepton mimics large Q2.

The radiative corrections can be large and even exceed the Born cross section in the inter-
esting region of small x. In a tealistic experimental Situation, part of the events with a radiated
photon can be tagged in the calorimeter or be rejected by applymg cuts on kinematic variables
of the hadronic final state. An important example is the hadronic transverse momentum, pr.had-
Since pT,had is a measure of the true momentum transfer, a cut pT.had > pT,min will remove the
Compton peak almost completely. In particular, such a cut has a large infiuence on the tails
from the elastic and quasielastic processes since these are dominated by the Compton peak.
The effect of cuts on the inelastic radiative tail is more complicated and can, most easily, be
analyzed with the help of Monte Carlo methods.

The FORTRAN codes HERACLES and POLRAD are used to ohtain radiative corrections
for HERA kinematies with lepton and nuclear beam momenta equal to 27.6 GeV and 410 GeV,
resp. We will present results for beams composed of nuclei with A = 2Z ( D, 4He, 1!C, 32S and
208Pb) which can be stored in the HERA ring with the same energy per nucleon at the same
machine setup.

POLRAD is a program for radiative correction calculations in deep inelastic scattering of
polarized leptons on polarized and unpolarized nuclei of spin 0, 1/2 and 1. The explicit formu-
lae were introduced and discussed in [2]. The contributions to the total radiative corrections at
lowest order were obtained on the basis of the covariant method for radiative correctiori calcu-
lations, offered by Bardin and Shumeiko in [3] and developed in [4j. Soft photonic higher-order
effects are taken into account by the exponentiation prescription described in [5j. POLRAD
includes routines for the calculation of the elastic and quasielastic radiative tails. Since the
code is based on an analytlc Integration of bremsstrahlung contributions, it is restricted to the
evaluation of inclusive cross sections.

In contrast to this, HERACLES [l] is a Monte Carlo event generator and can therefore be
used to obtain cross sections in almost arbitrary phase space regions. It includes the complete
QED corrections of O(a) and, in addition, the complete Standard model one-loop electroweak
corrections. Some higher-order effects are included, but soft photon exponentiation is not
performed. The program allows the use of either parton distribution functions or, for the purely
leptonic QED corrections. of arbitrary structure functions. It therefore allows the inclusion of
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the longitudinal structure function, which is in our calculation obtained from the Standard
QCD expiession.

3 Numerical results

The results of HERACLES and POLRAD are shown in Figs. l and 2. The investigated quan-
tities are defined äs

dt7Aldy l

l + $RC(D} -l,
where d&A/dy and dtr^/dy are the observed and the Born cross sections of deep inelastic scat-
tering on the nucleus A, resp. The flrst quantity SRC describes the correction of the cross
section itself, whereas the second one, 6(A), describes the correction of the ratio of cross sec-
tions d<rA[d(7D which is expected to be accessible with better accuracy by the experiments.
These correction factors are obtained from the cross sections after integrating x in the region
10~4 < x < 10""3. Results for larger values of x are discussed in the text below. For the
explicit calculation, nts or models of inelastic and quasielastic structure functions and elastic
formfaetors for each nucleus are needed. A traditional model for parton distributions, MRS(A)
[6j, modified by shadowing effects äs described in [7] is used for the deep inelastic structure
functions. Quasielastic suppression factors and elastic nuclear formfactors were calculated in
accordance with the models of Refs. [8]3 and [9], respectively.

Figure 1: Radiative corrections ÖRC{A) and 6(A) for 10 4 < x < 10 3, äs a function o f y , with
füll lines showing the inelastic contribution, dashed lines showing the total incluswe radiattve
correction. The curves from bottom to top correspond to the nuclei D, He, C, S, Pb.

The results for eRC(A) and 8(A) obtained from POLRAD are presented in Fig. 1. These
quantities are shown with and without the contributions from the elastic and quasielastic tails.
The radiative correction Snc(A] due to the inelastic tail grows rapidly with increasing y and
reaches values of 100% for y — 0.8. Both the elastic and quasielastic tails give large additional
contributions- The A-dependence of the inelastic cross section is contained only in the shadow-
ing correction factor and is therefore weak. In contrast to this, the elastic tail depends much

3Stein's and Bernabeu's approaches foi D and *He, and the Fermi-gas model for heavier nuclei.
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stronger on the type of the nucleus since the correpsonding squared form factor is proportional
to Z2/A. At larger values of x the corrections are süghtly smaller, reaching 100 % only at values
of y above 0.9 for 1(T3 < x < 10~2. Moreover, the cross section both at the Born level and
including radiative corrections has a smaller A dependence at large x because the shadowing
correction factor tends to l for large x and becomes larger than l for x "- 0.07.

( a ) (b)

Figure 2: Inelasttc contribution to the radiative corrections Snc(A) for 10 4 < x < 10~~3 , äs a
function of y, for the nuclel D, He, C, and S (corresponding to the lines from bottom to top)
obtained from HERACLES. The füll lines show the corrections without cuts, dashed lines are
the results after cuts äs explained in the text.

Fig. 2 shows the results for the inelastic contribution äs obtained from HERACLES. The
füll lines in this figure do not fully agree with the füll h'nes of Fig. l, since here we included
the contribution from the longitudinal structure function FL according to the Standard QCD
formula. The dashed lines exemplify the influence of experimental cuts on the radiative cor-
rections. We did not attempt to apply the füll set of cuts äs are presently being used in the
experimental analyses of Hl or ZEUS for structure function measurements since this would re-
quire a Simulation and analysis of the füll hadronic final state. Rather we simply rcjected events
which have a radiative photon of energy £T > lOGeV emitted in the cone of half-opening angle
Qmax = 3° around the direction of the incoming electron beam. Most of these photons can not
be observed directly. However, they reduce the amount of the total energy minus longitudinal
moinentum, E — p3, which can be reconstructed from the observed final state. In addition, a
cut on the transverse momentum PT + PT > 0-5 GeV was applied which has little efTect on the
inelastic tail, but would remove inost of the constributions from the elastic and quasielastic
tails. The results in Fig. 2 demonstrate that a cut of this type reduces the corrections due
to the inelastic radiative tail to the level of 15 to 30 %. In particular, the strong increase of
corrections t o Ward s increasing y does not appear anymore. We also remark that the same cut
eliminates the contribution from the elastic and quasielastic tails practically completely. Fig.
2b shows that the corrections of the cross section ratlos are reduced äs well.

In obtaining our results for the contributions of radiative tails to the measured cross section
we used specific model assumptions for structure functions and form factors. In particular. we
used the extrapolation of the fit from [7] for the shadowing corrections into the region of very
small values of x. It is just this quantity (and parton densities, of course) whose measurement
is aimed at with possible future experiments at HERA and an iterative procednre specifying
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fit parameters for shadowing corrections will be used to improve the precision of predictions
for radiative cortections. However, not the complete required input for radiative correction
calculations can be verified by the experiment and there will remain a residual uncertainty
from tails extending into kinematical regions outside of what is experimentally accessible. The
elastic and quasielastic tails are basically dominated by the values of form factors in the region
of very small Q^ (the Compton peak). Different models or fits of expeiimental data practically
coincide in this region. Also, no marked effect coming from the resonance region fit of structure
functions and the Fermi-motion term in the shadowing corrections was found. It was also
checked that a modification of the \ovi-Qz behaviour of the inelastic structure functions äs
proposed in 'L10j changes the results for the radiative corrections by a few per milk only.

In conclusion, our calculations have shown that radiative corrections to the cross section for
scattering of leptons off heavy nuclei may be large and should be properly taken into account.
Simple experimental cuts will, however, allow to reduce them considerably.

Ackliowledgemeilt. I.A. is very grateful to N.Shumeiko for useful discussions and sup-
port.
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Abstract: Elastic radiative tail corrcctions and beanistrahlung process are dis-
ciissed in the context of heavy ions mode at HERA collidcr. The contribution of
the radiative elastic tail are calculated without the use of the Born approxirnation
and the multiphotons mteractions with heavy nuclei/ions are taken into account.
The numerical results for the cross sections are presented for the scattering on lead
and tin for the lowcst x-bins. where these contributions are important. A romment
on beamstrahlung process is givcn. The effect is strongly machine design dcpcndent
and is found to be negligible for planned heavy ions mode at HERA.

l Introduction.

The heavy ions mode at HERA colüder which is actually considered äs a one of the future
possibilities will allow to stiidy deep inelastic electron scattering on heavy targets with very high
energy. The determination of the one photon cross section from the data demands excluding
of a contribution from the other electroweek processes. These other contributions must be
calculated theoretically and subtracted from the measureti cross section. The set of theoreücal
calculations needed to experimental analysis is called radiative. corrections scheine. There are
many radiative corrections schemes on the market, ready to use in the DIS on heavy ions at
HERA (see e.g. [l, 2] and references therein).

In this paper I discuss these radiative processes which are not includcd (or included in
Born approxirnation which is not corrcct in the case of heavy targets) in the Standard radiative
corrections schemes. There are two types of such procesess:

• The radiativf tlastic tail, the bremsstrahlung process from electron current in the elastic
channel.

• The beamstrahlung process . originally considered for e+e~ linear collider with TeV rance
of energy, where clcctron crossing a very high density posit.ron bunch thus suffer st roiig
acceleration and radiale a sizeable fraction of incident energy. In the case of heavy ions
the electron is affected by heavy ions burich. The heavy ions bunches (due to high electric
charge ) äs well äs dense positron bunches are a source of strong field in which electron
can radiate.
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The papcr is organized äs follows. In Section 2 the cross sections of the elastic tail for planncd
HERA heavy nuclei/ions mode are calculated for lead, tin and calcimn in the Born one photon
approximation äs well äs using the method in which the multiphotons interactions with heavy
nuclei are taken into account. Section 3 contains a comment about bcamstrahlung process.
Finally, the smnmary is givcn in Section 4.

The contribution of the elastic radiative tail.

It is wellknown that the one of the more important contribution to the cross section nieasured in
the D1S experiments in the s m all x bins procecds from elastic tau. In the Standard approach the
on]y Born cross section is taken into account what means that the only one photons processes are
considcred (one photon eniitted from Icpton and one photon transmitted to targct particle),
To find the corresponding formulae the reader is reffered to the original papers [l, 2]. For
the scattering on the heavy target the Born approximation is not correct becausc the efTective
coupling belween virtnal photon and heavy target particle is very strong due to the high electric
chargc Ze. of the heavy nuclei/ions. Therefore the one photon exchange approximation is not
valid and multiphotons exchange processes should be taken into account. The calculations
prescnted in this paper are based on the method dcscribed in dctail in [3] where the elastic
radiative tail was calculated for NMC fixed target experiment for the nmon scattering on heavy
targets [4].

The basic concept of the method is to calculate the electron wave function in the presence
of the '"external" field generated by the heavy ion (Furry wave function). It can be done in
the high energy approximation (Bethe et al., [5]). The cross section of the elastic. radiative tail
calculated using Furry electron wave function is given by the famous Bethe-Heitler formula [6]
modified by extra factor R and multiplied by the formfactor of heavy ion [5, 3]. The calculations
were done in the rest frame of the heavy ion's bunch using the potential approximation (the
recoil effect of nuclcus was neglected). Both uscd approximations (high energy and potential)
are exellent approximations in the case of heavy nuclei at HERA . The one photon Born cross
section in potential approximation is given exatly by Bethe-Hcitler formula (R = l ) with heavy
ion's formfactor.
The formulae for the elastic radiative tail cross section for the heavy targets are given in [3]. 'Ihe

numerical calculations wcre done for scattering electrons with energy 27.6 CJeV on the heavy
nuclei/ions bearn with energy -110 GeV per nucleon. The corresponding "fixed target" energy
(energy in the heavy ion rest frame) is about 22 TeV. The cross sections for the elastic radiative
tail for different x and y bins for lead and tin are presented in Fig. l and 2, respectively. For
comparison the Born cross sections are also presented. The numbers in the brackets in Fig. l
and 2 show how important the effect of multiphotons interactions is. The calculations were also
done for the lighter nuclei (calcium) and the cross sections are very close to the cross sections
calculated with Born approximation. The efTect of multiphotons processes is really important
only for the heaviest nuclei. The cross sections were calculated for the smallest x bins (0.0001
to 0.01) planned to reach at HERA, where the elastic tail is the important corrcctioii.

To calculate R factor which modihed Bethe-Heitlcr formula in the case of heavy targets the
pure Coulomb potential was assumed [öj. For the case of nuclei the pure Coulomb potential
is modified by the nuclear charge dcnsity (which is not point-like) and thereforc the square of
formfactor F(q}2, the Fourrier transform of charge density. appeared in front of the formula
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Figure 1: The differential cross sections for the elastic radiativt- tail for lead nuclei/ions in
Born approximalion (open points) and with the multiphotons interactions taken into account
according with the method proposed in [3]. Numbers in brackets show how largc the. differences
between Born and multiphotons cross sections are.

(12) in [3]. To takc into account the nuclear charge density the Furry wave function should be
calculated in the presence of modified Coulomb field. Unfortunately for real nucleus density it
is not possible to solve the Dirac cquation for the Furry wave function. The presence of F in
formula (12) in [3] is justified only for Born one photon cross section. When the multiphotons
processes are taken into account (R factor) it is not clcar how the formfactors should be put into
the cross section formula. L However the formfactor is not taken into account correctly therc

are some arguments that the obtahied results for the cross seclions are correct [3j. To check how
important for the cross section's calculations the shape of formfactor is. the different shapes of
formfactor was probed in the cross section's multiphotons pari (the difference between Born
and the multiphotons cross section; such difference of cross sections contains also interference

'e.g. if it is formally considered double photons e.xcliange Feynmann diagrams instead of !•' the combination
of three F's (interference terms) and four F's should he integrated. In Ihe presented method all diagrams

(processes) are summed u p and such procedure is not possible.
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terms) whilc the Born part become unchanged with truc. physical formfactor, F.

Comparison of the resiilts allowed to estimate how cmcial thc shape of formfactor is in thc
cross section calculations. The numerical results were obtained for Icad and arc presented in
Fig. 3. The formfactor's fornmla used in calculations was laken from [7 .

To varying shape of the formfactor thc -> parameter was changcd (see [7]). Kor two cases
the shape was assumed to be only exponential factor; the .sum of the oscillations were neglected
(modified in Fig. 3).
From Fig. 3 it is clear that the differences (numbers in brackets) are smaller than 1% except
two unphysical situations where the formfactor is nearly tonstant (point like charge density)
and very "narrow" (flat charge density in the nucleus). In these cases the differences are a l i t t l c
larger for higher x bins where the contribution from elastic tai l is smaller äs it is seen from
Fig. l and 2. The obtained results jus t i fy thc multiphotons formula for the tail cross section
with the formfactor treatment äs in the Born approximation.
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Figure 3: Thc differeni shapes (determined by t) of the Icad formfactor uscd m the estimation
of the uncertainties of the proposed method of calculations. The two curves with labet modified
are only the exponential te.rm (ste [7]). The numbers in brackets show the differences between
the cross scctions u-ith difftrent formfactor's shape taken into account in the multiphotons in-
teractions.

3 Comment on beamstrahlung process in the heavy
ions mode at HERA.

The beamstrahlung process is a radiation of photons due to interactions between electron cross-
ing target particlcs bunch. Thc wholc bunch is a source of strong electromagnetic field which
affects the electron. Thc cffect was estimated to be quite largc in the case of very dense electrons
and positrons bunches which were considered in thc context of the fnture electron-positron lin-
ear collider in TeV ränge of energy (see [8, 9] and references therein).
The question is if the beamstrahlung effcct cari bc important in the case of the electron scatter-
ing on heavy ions bunch. The bunches of ions at HERA will not so dense äs in planncd e+e~
linear colliders but - duc to the high electric chargc the heavy ions bunch maybe siönih'cant
source of classical electromagnetic field.
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The effcct depcnds strongly on the machinc designe: the shapes of the bunches, density and
energy. The machiue's parameters determin also lf the classical or quantum bearnstrahlung
should be considered. In both cases the set of neaded fornmlac is known. In the quantum case
the calculations were done in one photon Approximation (one real photon emission) äs well äs
the real multiphotons emissions were taken into account [9],
To distinguish whirh case (classical or quantum) should be considered in the case of heavy ions
at HERA the paramcter T was defined:

T = ̂  =3p l

wherc p , E , r f , X f and m are monientum. energy. classical radius. Oomptcm wavc length and
mass of electron; <r„ ax and <7V are the parameters of the heavy ion's bunch (elliptica!) and N is
a number of ions inside the bunch. The uc is a classical so-called critical frequency up t o which
the spectmm of radiated photons is irnportant. The mcamng öd the T is the classical average

ratio of the radiated energy and electron incident energy. The T parametcr should be much
smaller than one in the classical case. If the T is greater than one the quantum calculations
are needed. It is exactly the case in planned future e+e~ machines.
The assumed pararneters of HERA heavy ions beani for calculating T wcrc the following:

energy of ions - -110 GeV/nucleon .
bunch spacing - 160 bunches/ 96 ns ,
typical current - 50 mA .

ai,crT.ffy - 0.11 m. 70 ftm , 300 am

These parameters give N c± 10'° ions and T 2^ 10~' . 1t is now clear that the HERA is operating
in classical regime. The energy loss due to bearnstrahlung process can bc calculated using t ho
following classical formula

_ - .
3 V 3m CT., ((Tr + <7y}2

This result shows that the beamstrahlung process at HERA with heavy ions beams is not
irnportant in contrast to the collisions of very dense clectrons-positrons beams considered in
the new generation of the linear electrons-positrons folliders.

4 Summary

In this paper the elastic radiative tail correction and the bearnstrahlung process were calculated
for the fu ture DIS process with electrons and heavy ions at HERA collidcr. The multiphotons
intcrac.tions. which are irnportant in the heaviest nuclei, were taken into account and compared
with Born Standard approach. The method originally proposcd by Bethe et al. [5] was modified
and applied to improve the Standard radiative corrections Scheines in the case of heavy targets
[3], The effect is quite large in the HERA kinematics (up to 19%). The uncertainties connected
with the formfactor trcatment were discussed and cstimated to be less than 1% .
The beamstrahlung process was also discussed. The HERA machine parametcrs and kine-
matics allow to consider this process classically. The nurnerical results show that the electron
interactions with the whole heavy ions bunch (beamstrahlung) is negligible.
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VN 13.1 is a Monte Carlo Implementation of aquantum kinetk approach to the descrip-

tion of high energy particle collisions, induding e~ l ~e~ , deep-inelastic ep and eA, hadron-

hadron, hadron-nucleus and nucleus-nucleus collsions. In the case of deep-inelastic electron

scattering off a proton or nucleus at HERA, the basic concept is the following l\: The

history of the triggering photon-proton (nucleus) hard scattering is traced back to the ini-

tial hadronic (nuclear) state and forward to the formation of colour-singlet pre-hadronic

chisters and their decays into hadrons. The time evolution of the space-like initial-state

shower and the time-like secondary partons are treated similarly, and cluster formation is

treated using a spatial criterion motivated by confmement and a non-perturbative model

for hadronization.

The central element in this approach is the use of QCD transport theory [2] and quan-

tum field kinetics [3] to follow the evolution of a generally rnixed multiparticle System of

partons and hadrons in 7-dimensional phase-space d2rd3kdk°. Included are both the pertur-

bative QCD parton-cascade development [4, 5], and the phenomenological parton-hadron

conversion model which has been proposed previously in Refs. [6, 7], in which a dynam-

ical parton-cluster formation is considered äs a local, statistical process that depends on

the spatial Separation and colour of nearest-neighbour partons, followed by the decay of

clusters into hadrons. In contrast to the commonly-used momenturn-space description, in

the present approach the microscopic history of the dynamically-evolving particle System

is traced in space-time and mornentum space, so that the correlations of partons in space,

time, and colour can be taken into account for both the perturbative cascade evolution and

the non-perturbative hadronization. One strength of this approach lies in the possible ex-

tension of its applicability to the collision dynamics of complicated mult i-particle Systems,

äs in eA, pA and AA coUisions, for which a causal time evolution in position space and

momentum space is essential.

The model contains three main building blocks which generically embody high-energy

colh'sions involving leptons, hadrons, or nuclei in colliders (for DIS ep colhsions, the model

components are illustrated in Fig. 1):

a. the initial state associated with the incoming collision partners (the beam particles),

in particular the phenomenological construction of the hadron (nucleus) in terms of

quark and gluon phase-space distributions;

b. the parton cascade development with mutual- and self-interactions of the System of

quarks and gluons consisting of both the materialized partons from parton showers,

and the spectator partons betonging to the remnants of the collided beam particles;

c. the hadronization of the evolving system in terms of parton coalescence to colour-neutral

dusters äs a local, statistical process that depends on the spatial Separation and colour

of aearest-neighbour partons, followed by the decay of clusters into hadrons according

to the density of final hadron states.

düster ri

formaiion aecay

l state jfi, f* J
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Such a pragmatical division, which assumes complex interference between the difTerent

physics regimes to be negligible, is possible if the respective dynamical scales are such that

the short-range hard interaction, with its associated perturbative parton evolution, and

the non-perturbative mechanism of hadron formation occur on well-separated space-time

scales. For DIS, this condition of validity requires min(W2 ,<32) > L~2 > !\?OCD, rneaning

that the characteristic mass scale for the 7p hard scattering and parton shower development

(W2, Q2, or a combination of the two) is larger than the inverse 'confinement length scale'

Lc — 0(1 /m) separating perturbative and non-perturbative dornains, Specifically, for DIS,

in the small-z regime probed at HERA (10~4£ x < 10~3), one has 60^ W £300 GeV for

10 5 Q <• 300 GeV2, so that the above requirement is well satisfied. it is important to

realize however, that in this model the interplay between perturbative and non-perturbative

regimes is controlled locally by the space-time evolution of the mixed parton-hadron system

itself, rather than by an arbitrary global division between parton and hadron degrces of
freedorn. 1020



Recently the approach discussed above has been applied [1] in detail to deep-inelastic

ep scattering at HERA, and will be appüed in the future to more comphcated situations,

in particular the extension to eA collsions at HERA energy, It allows to map the history

of the particle densities and associated spectra, including the rapidity, longitudinal and

transverse distributions of particles, so that these may be compared with intuitive pictures

of the space-time development of hadronic final s tat es in DIS. They will also form the basis

for investigating the effects of multiple parton scattering, energy-loss phenomena, parton

shadowing, and other mteresting effects in eA scattering which are not present in ep.

The aforernentioned application to ep shows encouraging results for, e.g., inclusive

hadron spectra in xp- and pr, and the transverse energy flow, or, distributions of the
mass MX of the observed hadronic final state in events without a large rapidity gap, which

can be used to estimate the background to the cross-section for LRG events.

As already mentioned, the new features of this approach open the way to future appli-

cations of the model to eA, pp, pA and AA collisions, where the novel features associated

with high parton densities will become more marked. In this respect the possible eA ex-

periments at HERA can play a key role since these collisions provide the 'cleanest' way of

probing parton- and hadron- evolution in a nuclear medium, rather than in vacuum.
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Experiments with Light and Heavy Nuclei at HERMES
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P.O. Box 41882, NL-1009 DB Amsterdam. The \ctherlands

Abstract: The physics prospects for «sing light and hcavy nuclear targets in fixed-
targct experiments at HERMES are discussed. The kinematics of such experimcnts
imply that the measurements can be used äs a sensitive probe of the space-time
dynamicü of deep-inelastic scattering (DIS). enabling investigations of quark prop-
agation and colour transparency. Moreovcr. the dilute internal gas targets used at
HERMES make it possible to detert Iow-energy recoil products, that can be used
to tag certain classes of DIS events. In this way neutron structure function data
can be measured that do not suffer from ambiguities related to the structure of
the deuteron. Morcover, uew Information on the origin of the EMC effect and the
brcaking of the Gottfried Sum Rule can be obtained.

l Introduction

The HERMES experiment makes use of the HERA polarized electron (or positron) beam,
which is interacting with a (fixed) polarizcd internal gas target flowing through a thin-walled
storagc cell. The deep-inelastic scattering events are observed with the HERMES (forward-
angle) spectrometer, which also enables a fairly good Identification of the hadronic final state.
HERMES has started to produce first data on the. neutron spin-structure function in 1995.

By injecting (polarized) nuclear targets into the storage ccll, the HERMES set-up can be
used for l wo new classes of experiments: (i) measurements in which the nucleus acts äs a
'fcmtometcr' detector; and ( i i ) measuremeiits in which the deep-inelastic structure functions
are tagged by detecting an additional hadron in the final state. The first class of experiments
enables the study of quark propagation in the medium and the possible observation of colour
transparency. The second type of experimcnts inakes it possible to measurc neutron structure
functions without uncerlainties related to nuclear corrections. Moreovcr, Information can be
obtained on the origin of the EMC effect, and the break down of the Gottfried Sum Hulc. These
experimentfi are discussed in more detail in sections 2 arid 3. respectively.

The conditloiis for electro-nuclear fixed target experiments at HERMES are uniquc. The
kinematics are well-matched to the length scales involved in hadron formation (scc section
1.1), and the use of internal gas targets makes it possible tu detect Iow-energy recoil products.
which is impossiblc at other deep-inelastic scattering facilitics (sec section 1.2). Togethcr these
conditions are well fit for measurements that address the unknown transition from the region
where perturbative QCD applies (at high Q'2) to the non-perturbative domain at lower-Q2

values.
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In this report the prospects for using nuclear targets at HERMES an? summarized. The
discussions are Brief when dedicated contributions exist that provide all necessary detail (section
2). In other cases thc summaries are longer, in particular when the specific contributioris do
not include any count-rate estimates (section 3). Sorne practical considerations concerning the
realisatioii of such experiments at HERMES are presented in the last section of this report.

1.1 Kinematics

Thrce Icngth scales enter the description of thc semi-inclusivc processes in deep-inelastic scat-
tcring that are at thc basis of most of thc physics issues addressed in this report:

Thc coherence leiigth describes the hadronic qq fhictuation of a vjr tual photon

'2hcv hc hc

c * Q^^L " ~ ~~ ' - l

where v reprcsents the energy transfcr, Q2 thc four-momentum transfer, m^ the mass of

the hadronic fluctuation and x is the usual Bjorken-scalirig pararneter (^~). Note tha t

the last equality sign only holds in the high-Q2 l imi t . A typical valuc of l(- for HERMES
kinematics is 3 fm. whereas lc is much larger ( l ü - 30 fm) for the deep-inelastic lepton
scattering expcriments at CERN (NMC) and Fermilab (E665).

Thc Formation length describes the distance belween the in i t ia l lepton interaction vertex
and the hadron formation poirit:

_ 2fict/

with (5m?/ the charactcristic squared-mass ditfcrence between low-lying vector-meson states
(5m2/ ~ l GeV2). A typical value of 1F for HERMES kinematics is 5 fm. whereas 1F is
much larger (50 fm) at NMC and E665.

The transvcrse sizc of the hadronic fluctuation is mainly relevant for colour-transparency
studies:

"i/l r

(3)

Depending on the Q2-range selected the values for rL ränge from about 0.3 fm to 0.7 fm.
but usually considerably smaller than the radins of a nucleon.

It is seen that thc sizes of 1F and lc are commcnsurate with nuclear dimensions for deep-inelastic
scattering at HERMES energies. Hence. experiments that want to exploit the nuclear medium,
and thus want to maximize its influence, are best carried out at HERMES (äs compared to
E665, SMC. NMC, etc.)
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1.2 Internal nuclear targets at HERMES

The advantages of using an internal target in semi-inclusivc deep inclastic scattcring are twofold:
(i) a high level of undiluted target polarization c.an bc obtained; and (ii) the use of a dihite gas
allows the detectron of low-energy recoil products.

In order to study the feasibility of elcctro-nuclear experiments at HERMES, the type of
nuclei that can be used and the maximum luminosity that can be obtained rnust be determined.

The HERMES set-up h äs alrcady bcen operated with polarized and unpolarized 'H, 2H. and
' Ilc targets. For heavier targets thc exact species is not important äs the experiments discussed
only require a certain (varying) ainount of nuclear matter. Hence, the only requirement is that
a fairly large A-range is covered.

To avoid heating the target, considerations are restricted to the gaseous elements 4He, N.
O. F. Ne, Ch Ar. Kr, Xe, and Rn. These have boiling points at atmospheric prcssure of 4.2,
77, 90. 85, 27, 239, 87, 121. 166. and 211 K. respectively. The elements F and Cl have to be
excluded, äs they are highly reactive with steel and human lung tissue. Moreover, the elements
oxygen (0) and radon (Rn) are not considered either. Compared to oxygen the nearby elernent
nitrogen (N) is much easier to handle, while Rn is radioactive and dimcult to provide.

It is worth noting that the DESY machine group will resist effbrts to use a ''ITe target
because they use 4He for leak cherking and any 4He contamination will reduce their sensitivity.
Thc rernaining elements (3Hc, ' 'N, 20Nc, I D A r . 8l|Kr. and 131Xc) cover a large enough A-range,
and their use is not expected to be opposed by thc DESY machine group. provided that the
beam üfe time is not affccted.

Atomic bremsstrahlung of bcam positrons in thc HERMES target reduces the beam lifetime.
In the absenre of other beam-loss mechanisms, thc lifetime would be:

(4)

Figure l exhibits the corresponding luminosity LA for a bcarn currcnt of 35 mA (taken
from ref. [4]). 1t is concluded that the nucleon luminosity is not decreasing stecply with A.
Therefore, the luminosity that is avaüable for nuclear targets at HERMES is not expected to
be a streng l imit ing factor.

2 A femtometer detector in deep-inelastic scattering

The space-time evoluüon of hadron-formation in deep-inelastic scattering cannot be described
from first principles in QCD. Hence, several models have been developcd to describe this non-
perturbative process. In order to calibrate and selcct among these models it is desirable to
perform cxperiments in which hadron formation is actually modified by cmbedding it in a
medium of varying density, i.e. using nuclear targets.
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Figure 1: Maxinmm (/beam = 35 in A) obtainable huninosity in
nucleons/cm2-s for 1H, 2II. 3He. "He. N. Nc, Ar, Kr, and Xe [4]. For 'H
and 2H the opcn Symbols are the beam lifetime ümits for unpolarizcd
running and the closed circles are the ABS limits for polarized running.

2.1 Quark Propagation

By comparing the production of Ifading hadrons (such äs pions. kaons, lambda's and protons)
in deep-inelastic scattering off nuclei to the production off nucleons. one can determine the
attenuation of those hadrons in the nuclear mediurri. In the kincmatic domain accessed by
HERMES these attentuation ratios RA can be measured for various nuclei and hadrons in such
a way that /;.- ~ Knucieus. Consequently, the results are expect.ed to be extrernely sensitive
to the mode] assumed for the formation process of the hadron. In fact. such data can be
used to determine the hadron formation time Tyorm. Moreover. the good particle Identification
capabilitics offered by the HERMES spectrometer (especially if it is also equiped vvi th a ring-
imaging cherenkov (RICII)). allows a separate determination of attenuation ratios for differcnt
hadrons. As the formation time models strongly depend on the hadron mass, the results for
different hadrons provide additional constrainls on such models.

Few measurements of RA cxist. A l high v some data have been rcported by EMC [2], which
are all very close to unity. In the low cnergy domain (2 < v < 20 GeV), a significant ha.dronic
attenuation has been obscrved in a single poor-statistics measuremeiit taken at SLAC [3] (wlth
hardly aiiy particle idenh'cation). Hence, HERMES can makc a unique contribution to this
field by performing predse measurements of RA in the energy domain which is cxpectcd to be
most sensitive to the hadron formation process. and by measuring the hadron formation time.
Detaüed count-rate estimates for such experirnents are prescnted in ref. [4], while Kopeliovich
et al. [5] and Pavel [6] discuss various models for hadronizalion processes in nuclei.

Further information on the hadron formation process can be obtained by searching for slow
protons and/or neutrons (g,2 GeV) that are produced in semj-inclusivedeep-inelastic scattering
events. If these nucleons are normal hadronization products the yield should bc proportional
to A, but if thev result from secoodary interactions of leading hadrons the rate will increase
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fastcr. Hence, the measurement of slow protons and neutrons can be used to determine the
number of secondary interactions m deep inelastic scattering [8],

To date only one result has bcen reported on the observatlon of slow neutrons in deep
inelastic scattering. At Fcrmilab [7] a snrprisingly low number of slow neutrons was observed,
suggesting that only few reinteractions occur at high energy. At HERMES we expect a larger
number of neutrons per DIS-event, because of the increased influence of the nuclear medium on
the quark propagation proccss. A simple count rate estimate shows that one can expect about
1000 slow neutron events in 3 months of running time using a Xenon target at a luminosity of
3 1031 N/cm2/s and a 100 msr time-of-flight scintillator array.

2.2 Colour Transparency

C'olour transparancy (CT) represents one of the few QCD-based predictions that have not been
verified experimentally (the other well-known one beiiig the quark-gluon plasma). In the case
of CT it is predicted that a hadron propagating through a medium will cxperience hardly any
(final-state) interactions if the hadrons are produced in configurations vvith srnall transverse size
rj_ and have a long enough expansion time. The kinematics at HERMES imply that rj_ ~ 0.3
fm, while the coherence length is still sma.ll such that the interactions occur inside the nuclear
medium. Moreover, the (missing) energy rcsolution (< 0.5 GeV) offered by the HERMES
spectrometer enables the observation of (almost) cxclusive reaction channels, which makes
the Interpretation of the data considerably less ambiguous. These unique properties of the
HERMES set-up are exploited in scveral proposals for CT-measuremeiits that are summarized
in this section.

Traditionally, exclusive (high z) production of protons has been used for CT studies. How-
ever, HÜfner and Kopeliovich [9] have argued that it rnay be very difficuly to obtain i ir iain-
biguous cvidence for CT from such measurements. Instead thcy advocate the use of p13 or 6
production. It turns out that exclusive coherent or incolierent ( low-/) production of vcctor
mesons is highly sensitive to the occiirrence of CT. In ref. [4] it is shown tha l a modest 30
fills per target could already provide significant data on colour transparency in the exclusive
p° channel. Moreover. these data can bc used to determine the time it take.s for an in i t i a l
point-like configuration to expand to its füll physical size (expansion time).

Apart from the aforementioned unpolarized measurenients, Frankfurt et al. [10] have argued
in favour of using a tcnsor polarized dcuterium target for CT studies. They have demonstrated
largc effects on the tetisor analyzmg power in proton productkm on dcuterium. Fhis cffect can
be attributed to the fact that at high i the relative importance of CT is larger for the d-state
äs compared to the s-state in deuterium.

Finally. it would be desirablc to isolatc the coherent /;° production channel. which is tlieo-
retically easier to approach. Expcrimentaily, one could isolate the (exclusive) coherent channel
from the dominant incoherent channel by detecting a recoiling light target nucleus [11], which
can only be achieved with an internal target such äs is available at HER.MES.
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Fignre 2: Deuteron wave fimctioii, p(p)p2 ~ \ti'(p)\!>2- as a function
of the nucleon momentum. The hatched area indicates the relevant
monientum ränge for a nevitron tagging experiment.

3 Tagged Structure Functions

3.1 Neutron Structure Functions

The (spin) structure functions of the neutron are usually measured by subtracting 2D and HI
data. The evaluation of the neutron s t ruc ture functions fvom such a subtracted data requires
the application of nuclear corrections tha t account for the dynamics of the neutron inside
the deuteron. These corrections are reasonably well under control for unpolarized structure
functions provided that x <, 0.5, but are less well known for the spin structure functions.
Hence, there is interest in an unambiguous determination of the unpolarized structure function
F£(x) for x —» l and g"(x) in the entire .r-domain.

AUernatively, the neutron struc.turc functions can be measured in deep inelastic scattering
(DIS) off a deuteron target with simultaneous detection of a recoiling proton. i.o the proton
acts as a spectator which tags a DIS-events off a neutron [16]. The method assumes the
dominance of the spectator mechanism. Simula [17] has investigatcd the re la t ive merits of
various scaling variables that can be used to identify the spectator mechanism for deep-inelastic
electron scattering off a deuteron target.

The cross section for the observation of a spectator proton in deep-inelastic scattering off a
deuteron target reads:

^coü ~ F2n(-—)K';(cwi)i2- (6)
2-0

where the neutron structure function F2™ is evaluated at a rescaled momentum fraction wi th a
the lightcone momentum fraction carried by the spectator:
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The sccond term in the cross-section expressioii, y(a.p±), esscntially represents the nucleon
wave function of the deuteron, which is illustrated in figure 2.

The yield of a neutron-tagging experiment is determined by the lower and upper liraits of the
integral / |0(j»)|V4p- The lower limit is set by the detection threshold of the low-momentum
recoü detectors that will be placed dose to the storage cells in the HERMES vacuuni chamber.
The exact value of the lower limit will depend on the wall thickness of the storage ccll. In a
100 /im aluminum wall, äs is presently used at HERMES, a proton fpassing under 45 degrees)
of-12 MeV, i.e. 88 MeV/c momentum, will be slopped. Hence, it is not unrealistic to use a
lower limit of 100 MeV/c. The upper limit is determined by the unccrtainty in the knowledge
of the deuteron wave function. for which usually 300 MeV/c is taken, i.e. the domam where
the d-state Starts to dominate.

Under the assumption that recoil detection equipment covers 40U msr of the non-forward
acceptance of the HERMES storage cell, the count-ratc of a neutron tagging experiment has
been estimated. The proton kinctic-energy acceptance is assumed to ränge from 2 to 30 MeV.
A target thickncss of l - 101"1 atoms/cm2 has been taken. and an average positron current of 30
m A. With a typical target polarization of 80% and a beam Polarisation of 50%. we arrivc at the
error bars for F2" and the asymmetry A" listcd in talile 1. The uricertainties shown correspond
to 400 hours (or 50 fills) of data taking for cach spin direction.

Table 1: Estimated statisticat uncertainties in F? and A™ for somt sclected j-bins in a neutron-
tagging experiment off a polarizrd '2H target. Tht statistical uncr.rtainties associatfd with the
traditional 2D - ' H subtraction method (also for 800 hours of btam Urne) arc disptayed in the
last column.

From table l it is seen that the recoil method leads to small error bars for F£, which is of
pa r t i cu l a r interest at high values of x. A measurement in this domain is of partlcular interest in
viewof theexistingpredictionsfor thera t io F f / F ? . whi rh in the l imi t of .r ->• l should approach
the valne 3/7 according to pQC' l ) . w l i i l e modcls based on the dominance of a scalar valence
di-quark component in the nucleon prcdict this ratio to approach the value 1/4 [IS]. Because of
the relatively large nuclear corrections at large values of j, the cxisting data r.annot distinguish
betwcen fhese conflicting prcdictions. The recoil method will enable a precise measurement of
FI/FZ Hl mgh :i'- as 'r' docs, not suffer from such uncertainties [19].

The statistical errors anticipated for A\\ are sigriificantly larger than tho^e obtained in
the D - //-subtraction method (taken from [12]). This is to be experted from the fact that
the recoil proton cannot be detected o\'er its fü l l 4?r phasc space. Howcvcr, the systematic
uncertainty is expccted to be considerably less. This can best be seen from ref. [13], where
it is shown t h a t the difference between the asymmetry for a free neutron and one bound in
deuter ium can be as large as a factor of 2 (dependirig on j). Moreover. if a laser-driven source
comes available for HERMES the (polarked) target thickness can be improved by a factor
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of 4, yielding error bars fbr A" that are similar to the ones quoted in [12] for the (2D - 'H)
subtraction method.

It is concluded that neutron tagging, which is virtually absent of nuclear-physics complica-
tlons, can provide important neutron structure function data in the nearby future.

3.2 The origin of the EMC EfFect

The neutron-tagging technique can be extended to study the possible origin of the EMC ef-
fect, i.e. the unexplained observation of an A-dependence of the unpolarized structure function
Fj(x). The concept is based 011 the knovvn importance of nucleon-nucleon correlations in nu-
clei. As a conscquence the momentum of a recoiling backward-going proton in dcep-inelastic
scattering is a direct measure of the momentum of the struck neutron. The dominance of this
mechanism for backward-going protons has been demonstrated in rcf. [H] for deep-inelastic
neutrino scattering off 2H (also see ref. [16]). Using the neutron-tagging technique it is thus
possible to measure the dependence of /^"(x) on the momentum of the parent neutron in which
the struck quark resided.

The nucleon-momentum dependence of F-^(x) can be instrumental in discriminating among
models that have been devcloped toexplain the EMC effect in the r -ränge between 0.1 and 0.8.
While models assuming an intrinsic modification of F'AX) in general predict a strong incrcase
of the EMC-effect with nucleon momentum (or effectively the nucleon density). models based
on nuclear dynamics do not predict such effccts.

There are essentially two proposals for studying the origin of the EMC effect in this way.
Melnitchouk, Sargsian and Strikman [19] have suggested to use a JH target. As the high-
momentum tail of the nucleon wave function is expected to be roughly the same for all nuclei.
it is advantageous to use a ';H target for which thc wave function is well known fsee figure
2). Alternatively, thc tagged structure functions are measured on various target nuclei, which
enables the Variation of the nuclear density involved. However, a word of caution is appropriatc
in the latter case äs part of the slow protons may be due to hadronization or rescattering
of fragmcntation products [20]. Simula has considered soine of these complications in his
contribution to the workshop [21].

In order to assess the feasibility of such taggcd-structure function mcasurements, we have
evaluated the error bars to be expected for 800 hours of data taking, i.e. about 100 fills,
at a luminosity of 1.25 • 1032 nucleons/cm2/s on a 14N unpolarized gas target. Assuming the
availability of 800 insr of rccoil-detection equipniPnt onc arrives at the results displayed in figure
3 for thc ratio of the semi-inchisive over the inclusive deep-inelastic cross scction [23].

It is seen that precise data can be obtained in about half a year worth of data taking.
Measurements of this type do not exists nor are foreseen at any other laboratory.

3.3 The break-down of the Gottfried S um Rule

In the quark-parton niodcl one can relate the difference betvveen the structure functions of the
proton and the neutron to the diiTerence between thc u and d sea-quark distributions:

"
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p > 350 MeV/t

Figure 3: Ratio of cross sections for semi-incluslve and inclusive deep
Inelastic. scattering off a HN target. The solid circles represent the data
tagged by a proton of a momentum between 150 and 350 MeV/c, while
the triangles correspond to events with proton momenta larger than
350 MeV/c [23].

Under the assumption that the sea is u-d flavour Symmetrie, the Gottfried Sum Rule is obtained
[24], i.e., SG = |- H came äs a surprise when XMC and SLAC [25] found that Sc = 0.240±0.016,
implying that the sea is flavour asymmetric, i.e. d(x) / u(x).

Meson-cloud models [26] turnetl out to bc able to reproduce the lovv value of 5c, i.e.
Solmeson-doud ~ 0,1 — 0.2. This result gives rise to the question whether or not the nucleon has
an explicit mesonic component. In order to study the validity of these meson-cloud models.
several expcriments have been proposed that could be carried out at HERMES.

Tn dcep inelastic scattering (DIS) off a 3He target. for instancc, the observation of recoiling
3H nuclei identifies a possible DIS-evcnt off a positive pion. As opposed to the nucleon casc
there can hardly be any contamination from target fragmentation äs the fragmentation function
of a quark leading to a 3H nucleus must be vanishingly small. i.e. Dq"(z) = 0. The kinematics
and cross section for such an cxperiment are discussed by Dieperink [22].

It has also been proposed to measure the polarization of a scini- inclusively produced A++

or a A from the angular distribution of the decay products. In simple models of di-quark
fragmentation processes this polarization is very close to zero, while meson cloud models predict
a very strong polarization signal [27].

For either of these measurements extcnsions and changes have to be made to the HERMES
set-up, including - once again - thc option to detcct low-mass recoil products outside the
acceptance of thc forward spectrometer.
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4 Outlook

A considerable number of different measurements havc bccn proposed that coulcl make use of
light or heavy nuclcar targets at HERMES. More details are givcn in the contributions to thc
Workshop, which are also included in the proceedings. For many of the proposed measurements
count-rate estimates exist, that show the feasibility of most of the proposed experiments.

In order to fully cxploit the idcas discusscd in this report (with the various contributions
attached to this report). several additions to the HERMES sct-up nced to be considcrcd:

• Gaseous targets 3Hc, '''N, 20Nc, 4('Ar, and K"Xe need to be available and be allowed to
use.

• A ring-imaging cherenkov counter should replace thc cxisting threshold Chcrenkov counter
in order to improve the particle Identification of the hadronic final statc in HERMES. A
RK'H will be of particular intcrest for studics of quark propagation in nuclei. (Al terna-
tively, a sccond threshold cherenkov counter could be used.)

• Large solid-anglc recoil detection equipment is needed. As protons with cxtrcmcly low
proton momenta need to be detected, it would be natural to consider detectors that will
be mounted inside thc scattering chaniber. A large neutron time-of-flight wall could be
of similar interest in order to tag the proton structure functions.

• For some of the measurements -especially those of tlie neutron spin structure function
through recoü tagging- a high-intensity polarizcd deuterium target needs to available. i.e.
a laser-driven source or an upgraded ABS systein .

A full-scale programmc investigating the non-perturbativc domain of QCü by exploiting
light and heavy nudear targets at HERMES, could Start äs carly äs 1999. Test experiments
can be preparcd during the on-going progrannne of spin-structure functions measurements.
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Color Transparency and Quark Propagation
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Abstract: Experiments with unpolarizcd nuclear targets at HERMES can be uscd
to obtain data on exclusive/)0 eiectroproduction and semi-inclusivc hadron produc-
tion. The A(e, e'/>°) data have the potential of providing evidence for the color
transparency hypothesis. The semi-inclusive data can provide detailed Information
on the e.ffcct of the nuclear medium on quark propagation. Estimates are presented
of the data quality that can be obtained for a ränge of nuclear targets.

l Introduction

During its first year of Operation the HERMES experiment. has demonstrated its capability for
measuring nucleon spin-structure functions in deep-inelastic scattering. The same apparatus
can also be used for mcasurements on uripolarized A > 3 nuclear gas targets, in which the
nuclear medium acts äs a probe of non-perturbative QCD effects. In partlcular, the effect of
the nuclear medium on hadron production in deep-inelastic scattering can be studied. The
prospects for two such experiments at HERMES arc discussed in this paper.

In semi-inclusive deep-inelastic scattering the struck quark will propagate over a certain
distance (and time) before interactions vvith other quarks (and gluons) lead to the production
of the detcctcd hadron. When the quark propagation process is cmbedded in the nuclear
medium, the number of hadrons produced will depend on the interaction of the propagating
quark vvith neighboring nucleons. Experiments at SLAC [l] and CERN [2] have yielded first,
evidence for a modification of the quark-propagation process in the nuclear medium. Semi-
inclusive measurements at HERMES on various nuclear targets wi l l enable a systematic study
of quark-propagation. thus providing the first quantitative data on the formation time rform.

Exclusive p° electroproduction on nuclei is expected to be a sensitive rneans of scarching
for color transparency, the proposed reduction of initial and final state interaction effects in
nuclei due to the formation of a hadron of small initial transverse size. Data from the recent
Fermüab deep-inelastic rmioii scattering experiment E665 contain a hint of color transparcncy
in the reaction A(/i,,/i'p0) [3]. Compared to E665, A(e,e'/>°} measurements at HERMES have
the advantage of higher statistical precision and considerably better missing energy resolution
(~ O.SGeV instead of 5 GeV), which should allow improved exclusion of contamination from
other reaction channels. Moreover. at HERMES the data can also be used to determine rexp. the
time it takes for an exclusively produced p° meson to expand from an initial color-transparent
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point-like configuration to its usual size. The cxpansion time is closely related to the hadron
formation time Tfor[ri, and is probably similar in magnitude. The proper times rform and rpsp

are fundamental propertics determined by hadron internal dynarnics. and should not vary with
kincmatics or target.

2 Color Transparency in A(e,e'p(

The nuclear transparency TA is defined äs the ratio of the measured exclusivc cross section to
the cross section in the absence of init ial and final state intcractions (ISI and FSI). It can be
measured by taking the ratio of nuclear per-nucleon to free nucleon cross sections:

TA =
Aa_\l

Elastic and inelastic ISI and FSI can move llux out of the experimental acceptance or from
exclusive to non-exclusive channels. resulting in TA < 1. In 19S2 Mueller and Brodsky [4]
proposed the color-transparency effect: the ISI and FSI should be suppressed at high Q2 and v
because the exclusive reaction selects or produces hadrons in a spatially small, non-interacting
state (the point-like configuration or PLC). Three experiments have searched for the resulting
increase in the nuclear transparency, using the reactions A(p, 1p) [5], A(e, e'p) [6], and A(ft, ft'p0)
[3], None has yielded a consistent, unambiguous confirmation of the phenomenon.

There are three necessary conditions for color transparency: (i) the exclusive reaction mech-
anism nmst select or produce hadrons of reduced transverse size (the point-like configuration):
(ii) the small hadrons must cxpcricncc reduced initial and final-state interactions (color screen-
ing); and ( i i i ) the hadrons must rcmain small long cnough to produce a dctectablc enhancement
of nuclear transparency. Color scrccning is fairly well-justificd cxperimentally and theoretically
for all three reactions [4]. Dominanre of the point-like configuration in the reaction mecha-
nism at moderate Q2 values is on much stronger theoretical ground for the reaction A(e,e'p°)
than for the reactions A(p,'2p) and A(e.e'p). Qualitatively this can be understood from the
mechanism that is assumed to dominate the exclusive, incoherent A(e,e'pa) reaction. i.e. a
p° mcson is produced äs a fluctuation of a short-wavelength virtual photon into a small-sized
quark-antiquark pair.

Count rates for exclusive, incoherent p° production were estimatcd on the basis of the
preüminary analysis of the 1990 HERMES data for p° production on ''He. The A-dependence
observed in the Fermilab E665 A(n,n'p°) [3] experiment were used to extrapolate the rates to
different nuclei. Figure l shows the expected precision for nuclear transparency measurements,
assuming that CT.V is determined frorn the 'H and 2H data only (we expect TJH ~ 1). A rnonth
of data taking for each target is assumed. where one month is assumed to contain 30 fills of 6.7
hours each. with an average current of 20 mA. For the target thickness the maximum number of
nucleons per cm2 commensurate with a HERA positron lifc time of 45 hours is takcn. Expected
improvements in the extraction of A(e,e'p ) events should lead to significantly bcttcr s ta t i s t ica l
accuracy than shown in the figure.

If color trarisparency is observed, the nuclear transparency TA(Q2,v) at high Q2 will exhibit
a dcpcndencc on v. At low u the ISI a.nd FSI correspond to thosc of the p -meson, while at
high v, TA probes the much weaker interaction of the point-like configuration. The midpoint
in the Variation in TA occurs at lab frame expansion time iesp = -)TFXp £= RA- For typical
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PLC expansion models, this is approximately where dT,\/dv is largest and sensitivity to rexp is

maximal:

Therefore, HERMES not only has the potential of observing cvidence for color transparcncy,
but also first measurements of the expansion tinic rf:rp can be obtaincd.

3 Quark Propagation

The process of hadron formation in deep inelastic scatteririg cannot be calculated from firsr
principles äs it occurs at energy-momentum scales where pQCD is not applicable. Consequently
phenomenological models have been developed to desrribe thc process. In these models a
formation time rform is introduced representmg the timc betwcen the primary hard iiiteraction
and the actual formation of the observed hadron. By embedding thc hadron-formation process
in the nuclear medium. one obtains an cxperimcntal tool to rnodify the formation process
and thus nblain Information on rform. In this section the prospects for such measurpments at
HERMES are discussed.

ExperimenUl studies of quark-propagation insidc the nuclear medium involve (among other
observables) measurenients of thc "attenuation'' rat io RA of hadrons produced in semi-inclusivc
deep inelastic scattcring off nuclear target A and the same yield measured on deutcrium (D):

a A dz a D

where da/dz is the cross section for the production of a hadron wilh fraction z of thc energy
transfer. and aA is the cross section for production of all hadrons. Note thal /?,4 is thc semi-
inclusive analogue of the nuclear transparency in cxdusive reactions such äs A(e,e'p°). Due
lo reinteractions of the propagating qiiarks with the surrounding medium the quanti t j- R.\(z)
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will be less than unity. The probability of such reinteractions is determined by the product of
the quark-nucleon cross section alj\d the pathlength /form traversed. Hence. a systematic
study of RA(Z) for various nuclei should provide quanti tat ive Information on a^ and l(OCmi
or -equivalently -the time 7furm.

In thc literature quite a fcw models have been proposcd to describe quark propagation in
the medium. Good overviews can be found in refs. [7], [8], and [9]. For our present purposcs
we will only consider the formulation proposed by Low and Gottfried [10]:

where 7 is the I.orentz factor. and Eh and .M h reprcsent thc energy and mass of the detccted
hadron. In order to ensure t hat the detected hadron is a fragmentation product of the struck
quark a leadiity hadron rmist be selectcd, i.t. z — Eh/v > 0.5. Using this expression for
'form (and assuming (T7.v = 0) thc experimental prospects for measurcmentsof RA(z) have been
investigated .

Monte-Carlo simulations were performed with a modified vcrsion of the PEPS1 code for
selected nuclear targets. The acceptance of HERMES was only crudely implernented, omiUing
all details incorporated in a füll Monte Carlo. On the basis of these simulations we have
evaluated attcnuation ratlos for all gaseous nuclear targets mentioned in section 2. Selected
results arc displayed in figure 2 for leading pions and protons. The error bars displayed are based
on thc equivalent of 30 h'lls of running time at 20 m A beam average current and the maximum
target thicknesses allowed by electron beam üfetime considerations. Hence, the simulated data
correspond to the same running conditions äs were used in section '2. The uncertainties also
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include a contribution from the 2H data, i.e. it is assumed that the equivalent of 30 fills of
unpolarized ^11 data at n = 1.0 x 10l5atoms/cm2 is available.

In doing thesimulationsthefollowing cuts were imposed: (i) z > 0.5; (ii) Q2 > 1.0(GeV/c)2;
and W > 2 GeV. These cuts ensured the selection of semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering
events with a leading hadron that can be associated with the current quark.

As expected from the chosen expression of t(ocm the results show a strong dependence on the
hadron type. In particular the protons are very sensitive to the mediurn effects. We conclude
that data of the quality displayed in figure 2 will be a sensitive tool in selecting the appropriate
model for quark-propagation processcs.

4 Conclusion

The quality of the data that can be obtalned at HERMES under Standard beam conditions
for measurements of transparency factors for exclusive incoherent p° production and semi-
inclusive production of leading pions and protons has been evaluated. It has been shown that
the equivalent of one month of data taking will yield data that could provide evidence of color
transparency. At the sarne tirne the f-distributions of semi-inclusively produced hadrons will
provide information on the influence of the nuclear medium on quark propagation. Such data
can be used to determine the hadron expansion and formation times.
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Abstract: We present a space-time description of hadronization of highly virtual
quarks originating frorn a deep-inelastic electron scattering (ÜIS). Important in-
gredients of our approach are the time- and energy-dependence of the density of
energy loss for gluon radiation, the Sudakov's suppression of no radiation. and thc
effect of color transparency, which suppresses final state mteraction of thc produced
colorless wave packet. The model is in a good agrcement with available data on
leading hadron production off nucleons and nuclei. The optimal energy ränge for
study of the hadronization dynamics with nuclear target is found to be a few tens
of GeV. particularly energies available in the experiment HERMES-

A quark originated from a hard process. converts into colorless hadrons owing to confine-
ment, Lorcntz dilation Stretches considerably the duration of this process, Whilc hadrons carry
a little Information about the early stage of hadronization, a nuclear target, äs a set of scattering
centres. allows us to look inside the process at very short times after it starts. The quark-gluon
systern produced in a hard collision, interacts while passing through the nucleus. This can
yield precious information about the structure of this system and the space-time pattern of
hadronization.

The modification of the quark fragmentation function in nuclear matter was considered for
high-/)?- hadron production in [l, 2], for deep-inelastic lepton scattering in [3. 4. 5], and for
hadroprodur.tion of leading particles on nuclei in [6. T]. Thc data are usually presented in thc
form.

/? - DCJ}(Z^PT]
KA/N = -rrr; --- T'

where D(X,PT] and D e f f ( x , p r ) are the quark fragmentatjon function in vacuum and in a
nucleus, respectively.

We treat hadronization of a highly virtual quark, perturbatively a gluon bremsstrahlung and
the deceleration of the quark äs a result of radiative energy loss. We assume that subscquent
hadronization of the radial ed gluoris, which includes the nonperturbative stage, does not affcct
the encrgy loss of the quark.

The radiation of a gluon takes the time
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This cxpression follows from the form of the energy denomiiiator corresponding to a fluctuation
of a qiiark of energy v into a quark and a gluon, having transverse momenta kj and relative
shares of the initial light-cone momentum a and l — a, respectivdy. If one calculates radiatcd
energy taking into account condition (2) one arrives at the density of energy loss per unit of
length, which turns out to be energy and time independent [3] like in the string model.

In the case of inclusive production of leading particles at c/, —*• 1. howevcr, energy con-
servation forbids the radiation of gluons with energy greater t h an (l — Z h } v . Then, the time
dependence of the radiative energy loss can be written äs

dn„ „..

where dn3/dadkj- — e/ak? represents the distribution of the number of gluons. The factor
L = 4as(4)/3jr.

Although soft hadronization is usually described in terms of the string model, we model
it by radiation äs well, choosing the bottora limit A2 in (3) small. We fix the QCD running
coupling as(fcj) — Ö$(&Q) at k\ fc^, in the rcgion which is supposed to bc doniinated by
nonperturbative effects. the parameter kQ K 0.7 GcV is chosen to reproduce tlie density of
energy loss for radiation of soft gluons (k'j- < !?$} corresponding to the string tension, dE/dt —
) ss l GeV/fni. This value of k0 is consistcnt with the transverse size of a string corresponding
to the glüon-gluon correlation radius, Rc «- \/ka "- 0.3 fm suggestcd by QCD lattice rcsults,

After integrating eq. (3] in the soft radiation approximation, we gct

A/?„,<{(} -

(4)

Here we havc set (i — (l - s/O/^ßjttijv and f > = 'i Q2/^2, where .röj i s the Bjorken variable.

Eq. (4) shows that for t < /] . the density of energy loss is constant, dE/dt — ~cQ2/2,
exactly äs in the case with no restriction 011 the radiated energy [4. 5). At longer tirne intervals,
( > t\e energetic gluons can be radiated and the restriction a < l — z h becomes important .
As a result, the density of energy loss slows down to dE/dt = —iv(\ Zh}jt which is a new
result cornpared to what was known in the string model. At still longer / > t2. no radiation is
permitted, but obviously a color charge cannot propagatc a long time without radiating which
must be suppresscd by a Sudakov's type formfactor. Assuming a Poisson distribution for the
number of emitted gluons we get the fonnfactor. F(i) — exp [—ns(i)], where ng(t) is the number
of non radiated gluons.

n,(t) = e [l-l -In (1
Ui \(i

In order to calculate a time interval for the leading hadron production (or, better, a colorless
ejectile which does not loose energy anymore), one needs a model of hadronization and of color
neutralization. In the large A"e limit, each radiated gluon can be replaced by a qq pair, and
the whole system can be treated äs a system of color dipoles. It is natural to assumc thal
the leading (fastest) hadron originales from a qq dipole made of the leading quark and of the
antiquark coming from the last emitted gluon. This dipole is to be projected into the hadron
wavc fmiction. $(J. /•/-)• where 3 and l - ß are the relative shares of the light-cone momentum
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carried by the quarks, and ij is the relative transverse momentum of the quarks. The result of
this projection leads to the fragmentation function of the quark into the hadron, which reads

D(zh}= l dt\V(t,v,zh), (6)
Jo

where H'(( , i>, z^) is a distribution function of the leading hadrons over the production time t.

1v

(t)

(7)

Here the quark energy Eq(t) — v — A£roij(/). We have chosen a hadronic wave function in
the light-cone representation which satisfies the Regge end-point behaviour. |4f 'h( l \ ß)\  ex
\fß\/^ — ß(\. + 'rrft/^) l- w'ncrc rh is the charge radius of the hadron.

Fig.l shows function W(t) for several values of z^ and cxhibits the approximate (l — ~h) f -
scaling of the mean production time, tpr — f dt t W(t), which depends weakly on Q2 and
vanishes at ^ äs 1.

Our predictions for the fragmentation function D(zh) depicted in Fig. 2 niceh
the EMC data [9],

Q* = 6 de\
0.96 v = 30 deV

(i/J = 60 ÖeV

D.6 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.010
(fm)

Figure 1: Distribution of the hadron production thne at v — 30 GeV,
Q2 = 6 GeV2 and zh = 0.70-r 0.95

The production of the leading colorless wave packet with the desired (detected) momentum
completes the process of hadronization. Any subsequent inelastic interaction is forbidden,
otherwise a new hadronization process begins and the leading hadron energy falls to lower
values. Such a restriction means a nuclear suppression of the production rate.

On the other hand, soft interactions of the leading quark during the hadronization in nuclear
matter cannot stop or absorb the leading quark [!()]. Although rescatterings of the quark in
the nucleus result in an additional induced soft radiation. [10, U], at the same time the quark
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looses much more energy due to the hard gluon radiation following the deep-inelastic scattering
just äs in vacuuin. Thus, the induced soft radiation caii be treated äs a small correction to the
energy loss and can be neglected, provided Q2 is high enough.

The transverse size of the colorless wave packet produced in a hard reaction can he small,
therefore the nuclear suppression is weaker due to color transparency. We take inlo account the
evolution of the wave packet during its propagation through the nuclens using the path integral
techniquc developed in [12]. Figs. 3 - 5 sho\ quite a good agreement of our parameter-free
calculations with availabie data [13, 9] on the f-, z^- and Q:-dcpendence of nuclear suppression.
Unfortunatcly, there is still no data in the region. zh > 0.8.

Note lhat, at high cnergies many of interesting effects go away or are difficult to observe.
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Nuclear suppression integrated over Zh vanishes (see Fig. 3). The region of high 2^, where
nuclear suppression is expected to be enhanced (see Fig. 4) squeezes at high v towards z/, — 1.
where the cross section vanishes. There is almost no Q2-dependence at high v and modcratc
values of Q2 (see Fig. 5}.

We present in Figs. 5 and 6 our predictions for the Q2 and zh dependence of nuclear sup-
pression for the energy ränge of the HERMES experiment. We expcct the onset of miclear
effects at rnoderate values of Q2 (Eig. 5) äs well äs in the region of zk > 0.8 (Fig. 6). which can
be tested by the HERMES experiment.

To conclude. we havc developed a phenomenology of electroproduction of leading hadrons
on nuclei which is based on the perturbative QCD. Our parameter-free model is in a good
agreement with availabie data. We stress that the energy ränge of the HERMES experiment is
especially sensitive to the underlymg dynarnics of hadrouizalion.
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Study of Hadronisation in
Deep Inelastic Leptoii-Nucleus Scatterinj

at HERMES
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Abstract: Precise experimental data on hadron distribution from deep inelastic
electron-nucleus (eA) scattering in the ränge of relatively ]ow transfcred energy
i/^25 are needed Lo investigate thc spare-time structure of thc hadronisation proccss
and to test models concerning quark interaction in nuclcar matter. An answer to
thcses question is of fundamental interest and would help to better understand the
hadron production in more complex rcactions c.g. heavy ion collisions. Here the
idea and aims of such experiment at HERMES are discussed.

l Introduction

The production of hadrons from excited quarks. which is obscrvcd in high energy collisions, is
a process, which still cannot be cakulated by any theory. Although Q('D is well established
äs the theory to describe the interaction between quarks, thc hadron formatlon process itself
cannot be approached by cxisting techniques of pertubatjve QCD, since Q'2. thc square of The
four-momentum transfer is much smaller than the QCD-scale A.QCD- Various models have beeil
dcveloped to circumvent tliis problem. They reproduce maiiy details of the hadron distribu-
tions measured in deep inelastic scattering (DIS) and c+c-"annihilation. However. for a deeper
understanding of this process it is necessary to answer fundamental questions such äs of thc
space-time structure of the hadronisation and the nature of thc quantum state just beforc thc
final state hadrons exist in thc form, in which thcy are obscrvcd them in the detector.

Rcsults from c+e~collision and lepton-protoii deep inelastic scattering (DIS) experiment s
are well suited to study correlations amongst the final state hadrons and to test fine details
of the models, but not to address the above quesitons. In DIS on nuclei. howcver. one ran
benefit from secondary interaction of the final state particles for the investigation. Hadrons
produced instantaneously at the -)"-partori interaction point would would undergo rescattering
in the miclear matter and the observed hadron spcctra would become softer. If the hadrons
are in parts produced outsidc the nuclcus bccausc of a finite hadron format ion f i m c T;,, this
softening becomes smaller and eventually vanishes.

Thc picture becomes more compücated, it one also considcrs a possiblc interaction of thc
consütuent quarks of the hadron with the nuclear matter and a finite timc T,, a f tcr wh ich thesc
constituent quarks appear (see Fig.l for an i l lus t ra l ion) .
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Figure 1: Illustration of thc diffcrent tinie scales and interaction cross sections involved in
space-time structure of the hadronisation. <Jh is assumed to be the 7r-nucleon cross section
above the resonances (K 20 mb), <rc and a" are the cross section of constituent qnarks and for
a possible interaction beforc the constituent quarks exist. k, k' are the four momenta of thc
incoming and scattered lepton.

variable
Q3 = -(k -k')2 = -93

v = ( P q ) l ( P k ]

x = Q2/(2Pq) = Q*/(2M„»c!euonv)
Zh = fchzdlv

dcscription
square of four niornentuni transfcr

energy of the boson exchanged
(energy transfcr in targct rest frame)

Bjorken scaling variable
fraction of the photon energy carricd by a hadron,

where £Vid is the hadron energy in thc target rest frame

The target nucleus in DIS can be used is äs a k ind of passive 'detector' at the scale of
sorne fermi to tcst the various models of the space-time structure and quark reintcraction. . In
contrast to hadron scattering no deconvolution of the distributions of the projectile and target
fragrnentation particles has to be made, so t hat differences in the hadron distributions in DIS
on differerit nuclei can most directly rcticct nuclear eflects in the hadronisation.

2 Experiments 011 Lepton-Nucleus Scattering in the Fast

Hadron distr ibutions in lepton-mideus scattering have beeil invcstigated in several DIS exper-
iments in the ränge of the energy transfer v between ~ S and ~ 400 GeV (for a review see
[l, 2]). (The kincmatic variables uscd in th i s paper are explained in Tab.l.) Fig.2 shows the
v dependence of the ratio of forward chargcd hadron rnulitiplicities (zh > 0.2) on copper and
deuteriurn. For v < 2öC>eV a strong reduction of the hadron multiplicity in DIS on copper
is observed which can bc explained by inelastic intranuclear rcaction of final state hadrons so
that the z h spectra of hadrons for lepton-nuclcus scattering becomes softer äs compared to DIS
on free nucleons. This effec.t vanishes at i '>,100GeV.

The data are compared with the several predictions for the space-tirne structure (see [3,
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Figure 2: The ratio of the hadron multiplicity integrated over Zh > 0.2 for coppcr and deu-
terium äs a function of v. The data are comparcd with prcdictions of models for intranuclear
reinteraction. (1): model with Th « £had, &q — Omb : (2-4) model with two scales Th. TC (string
model [10]): (2) aq = O m b (3) u, = 20mb in both cases u* = Omb (4) (dashed-dotted line)
oq = 20 mb and a* = 0.75mb.

l, 4] for details). The model with two time scales (rft,rc) äs extractcd from the Lund string
fragmentation model [10] fits the v dcpcndence best. Datc from /./-nuclcus scattering [2] in the
energy ränge from 8 < v < 64 GeV qualitatively confirm this result. In the mean time inore
eiaborated models have becn developed to calculatc the cnergy loss of quarks by gluon radiation
[5 ,6 ,7 ] .

All experiments so far suffer from insurficient statistics. so that the distributions had to
be integrated over large intervals of Q^,x and/or zh. In particular in the low energy ränge
between v 5 ~ 30 GeV, where large nuclear effects have been observed, more precise data are
requested to discriminate between the various theoretical concepts and ideas concerning the
hadron formation time and a possjble interaction during ihe preconfinement state.

3 HERMES äs an Electron-Nucleus Scattering Experi-
ment

It has been already pointcd out earlier in time [1. 8. 9] that electron scattering experiments
using a gas jet target in an intensive electron beam offers ideal conditions to mcasure hadron
distributions in e.4 scattering wi th high statisticai accuracy and minimal systematic errors.
The gas Jet target used in the HERMES experiment has a small longitudinal extension and the
sort of gas (i.e. target nucleus) can be very easily and frequently changed so that systematic
errors due to different detector acceptances for different targets are minimized. The effects of
reinteraction of the final state hadrons inside the target and external Bremsstrahlung are small
because of the density being much sinaller in gas jet target than in any other kind of targets.
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classes of models :
models with 1 time scale :

Th et v or ex z^v
free parain.'s; ac

model with 2 time scales
Th-T, from string model [10]

free param.'s: (Tc.u*

gluon radiation from quark
Th OC ^(1 - Zh)

K — cnergy loss of quark
per uni t of path length

K is Q2-dependent
experimental test:

rA(zh) \* Jixed

zh > 0.4

RA(V)\Q* /i**
zh > 0.5.0.7

RA(V] Ql lized

zh > 0.5, 0.7
determination of ac, a'

(A-dependence)

?\4(-fc) v.Qt fixfd

;h > 0,1
RA(Q3)\*ji**

z h > 0.0.0.7

Table 2: Models for spacc-tirne structure of the hadronisation process and proposed measure-
ments to investigate them. By rA(zh] (RA(-)) the ratio of Zh distributions (l/A"et,j * dNh jdzh)
and the ratio of integrated z h distributions f^imin l/:Vev( * dNhjdzh are denoted respectively.

At the HERMES experiment the achievable luminosities allow to ineasure hadron multiplic-
ities with < 1% statisitical errors for zh > 0.5 in bins of AI/ — 2 GeV and AQ; - 2 - 3 GeV2

up to Q2 = 30 GeV2 in about 500 h data collecting time . which correspond to several months
running time (sce [11] for details). This comfortably pcrmits to perform all the measurements
outlined in Table 2. In addition valuable information about the interact ion merhanisru can be
extracted from the measurement of the nuclear broadening of hadron transversc momentum p,
distributions (i.e. measuring < p\ in e.4 scattering). Static forces which retard an undressed
quark should lead only lead to cliange of the energy, whereas rescattering of either hadrons or
quarks inside the nucleus would increase the value of < p\.

The list of concepts concerning the space-time structure of the hadronisation and necessary
mcasurernents to test them. which is given in Table 2, is not meant to be complete but iodicates
the way how the data from a eA scattering experiment at HERMES would contribute to study
the problems and questions rised in the introduction.

4 Conclusions

Measurernents of hadron distributions from eA scattering in the HERMES experiment wi l l
provide most valuable and precise information about nuclear effccls in the hadron production.
The data are very much needed and important to investigate the question on the space-time
structure of the hadron formation process and possible quark interaction in nuclear matter,
since existing data are not precise enough or cover a higher cnergy ränge where nuclear effects
are small. A better understanding of these aspects of the hadronisation is important not only on
its own but also for the Interpretation of the results from heavy ion collisions at high cnergics.
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Abstract: Interference hetween vector mesons electroproduced at different lon-
gitudinal coordinates leads within Glauber approximation to a Q2-dcpendence of
nuclear effects siinilar to vvhat is expected to be an onset of color transparency
(C'T) . We suggest such a mapping of the photon energies and virtualities. which
climinates the undesirable Q2-variation and allows to measurc a nct CT effect,

We develop a multichannel evolution equation, which for the first tirrie incorpo-
rates CT and the effects of the coherence length in the exclusive clectroproductioii
of vector mesons,

1. Vector Meson production. Coherence length

\*ector mesons electroproduced at different points separated by longitudinal distance Az
have a relative phasc shift qfJ\z, wherc qt — (Q2 + my)j1y is the longitudinal momentum
Transfer in ")m.V —> V" .V. 0'* and v arc the virtuali t} ' and energy of the photon, respectively.
Taking this into ac.count one arri\-cs at the well known formiila for nuclear traiisparericy. Tr —
(7,.i//4(T.v, for the cohercnt production of vector mesons off nuclei [l].

(1)

In the low-energy liniit '/,- 3> 1/H-A and dcstructive intcrference climinates the cohercnt
production. Howevcr, nuclear transparcncy (1) monotonically grows with energy and reaches
value Tr,uh, = vFiA/A°~,!~ • Xumerical examples for nuclear transparency in coherent production
can be found in [2, '1. 1],

Formula for nuclear transparcncy for incoherent quasielastic photoproduction of vector
nicsons in Glauber approximation derived only recently [4], reads
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In contrast to coherent production nuclear transparency (2) decreases with energy from
Trinf = trYn*/A<T™ at low energ>' (qc » l/RA) down to value Trinc = rfef/AtT%N at high
energies (qc -C 1/RA), where a^f is the cross section of quasielastic VA scattering. Numerical
examples are presented in [2. 3, 4].

Such an cnergy dependence is easily interpreted in terms of lifetime of the photon fluctua-
tions. which propagate over the coherence length lc — l/qc- at low energy (lc <£ RÄ) thc vector
meson appears deep inside the nucleus and covers thcn about a half of the nuclear thickness.
At high energy the vector meson preexists äs a photon nuctuation long time and propagates
through the whole nuclear thickness, resulting in a more of absorption.

Variation of lc may be caused by either its v- or Q^-dependencc. In the latter case lc

decreases with Q2 and the nuclear transparency grows, what is expected to bc a siguature
of color transparency (CT) [5], a QCD phenomenon related to suppressed initial/final state
mteraction in a nucleus for a small-size colorless wave packet [6]. Examples for incoherent
electroproduction of p-meson. on xenon are shown in Fig. l (more examples are in [2, 3, 4]). Thc
predicted Cjp-dependence is so steep that makes it quite problematic to observe an additional
Q2-dcpendence generated by the color transparency effects.

Xote that the cross section of photoproduction of the vector inesons on nuclei is encrgy-
dependent at low energy due to quark (Reggeon) exchanges. This is very easy to includc in our
calculations, but wc neglect the energy-depcndence for the sakc of simplicity.

2. Beyond Glauber approximation. Formation length.

According to the unoertainty principlc one needs ( format ion) time to resolve different, levels,
V, V.... in the final state. Corresponding formation length lj K. 2f/(njj- , — m2/) is longer than
the coherence length. It has a close relation to the onset of CT [7, 5], which is possible only if
lf > RA- Note that a füll CT effcct at Q2 3> m2,- irnposes astronger condition ljm\- j\/Q2 3> RA-
This is because a small size, ~ 1/Q2- wave packet, decomposcd over different V'-mcson states.
includes all states up to M2 ~ Q2. Such a decomposition must be frozen by Lorentz t ime
dilation up to the heaviest states. what leads to above condition wi th in oscillatory model.

At medium energies and Q2 one can expect only an onset of CT, i.e. a monotonic growth
of Tr(Q^) with Q2, which results mostly from interference of the two Iowest states, V and
V. Inclusion of the second channel in the case of coherent production is quite simple and the
results are presented in [3]. Wc conceritrate on the incoherent electroproduction here. For the
first time we present the evolution equation and its solution incorporating both the coherence
and formation length effects, what is of a spccial importance in the intermediate energy ränge.

Thc solution of the general mul t i channel equation will be prescnted elsewhere. Here we
consider the two-coupled-channcl case. Since wc have to surn over all final states of the nucleus,
the propagation of the charmonium wave packet through thc nucleus is to be described by

}|i'j} + . The wave function |i^) has three componcnts. 7", V and V.

= QP- PQ+ - -a,™ (rP + PT'

Hcrc

(3)

(4)
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are the longitudinal momeiitum transfer and scattering amplitude operators, respectively, where
fi((f} = (mviv\ Q2)l'~v. For other parameters we use notations from [8]. r — ff}^tNJ<j}'0™,
(- - /(V'.V -^ V'N}lf(VN -> VN) and R - f(-,N -> V-\)lf(~.;N -> VN). The value
of parameter A - f ( f N -> V'A')//(l /A r -> VN) is inessential. since it cariccls in nuclear
transparency. The boundary condition for the density matrix is PIJ(Z —)• — oc) — i5,u^;o. Note,
the same eq. (3) reproduccs Glauber approximation (2) when c = 0. It also calcuiates coherent
production when one fixes <T',:V — 0.

Cornbination of the two effects of cohercnce and formation (onsct of CT) lengths may
providc an unusual energy behaviour of nuclear transparency. An example is shown in Fig. 2
for real photoproduction of p and p' on lead predicted by eq. (3). We try two inodels for
the p and p' wave functions, the nonrelativistic oscillator and a relativized version: i) r —
1.5, e = -O.ö. R'2 = 0.074 (Q2 = 0) for the nonrelativistic oscillator; ii) r - 1.25. t =
-0.14, R2 — 0.22 for the relativized wave function [3]- We calculate the Q2-dependence of
/?2 in accordance with [3]. Our prcdictions for energy dependence of nuclear transparency for
incoherent photoproduction of p and p' are shown in Fig. 2 for the two scts of parameters.
While both variants give similar rcsults for the p. we expect a nontrivial energy dependence for
thc p', which results from interplay of the effects uf coherence and formation lengths. It turns
out to be extremely sensitive to the form of the wave funct ion . Thus, such k ind of measurement
may bring unique Information about the structure of vector mesons.
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Figure 1: Q2 -depcndcncf of nuclear transparent//for p-meson eitelroproduction on xenon
at photon energies v = 5. 10,20 and 30 GW. Dashfd curves correspond i.o Glauber
approximation, solid curves arc calculated with the evolution equation cq. ( 3 ) .

Figure 2: Nuclear transparcncy versus v for real photoproduction of p (solid curves) and
p' (dashed curves) on lead. Upper curves correspond to tht nonrelativistic oscillatory wave
functions, whilc the bottom curves are calculated with relativized variant [9]

Note that at low energy, where the eikonal approximation is exact. l he nuclear transparency
for the p' is about the same äs for the p despite the biggcr raclius and stronger absorplion of
the p'. This is because the transitions p ̂  p1 are possible even without interference, but their
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For this reasoii it is very rnuch suppressed for J/$. but
not for />.

We havc arrived a t the main point: how to scarch for a signal of CT? The t wo coupled
channels arc supposed to reproduce well the onset of CT. which is expected to manifest itself
äs an additional growth of nuclear transparency with Q1. The results obtaincd with eq. 11 and
relativized vvave functions arc shown in t ig. l by solid curvcs. \Yc sce that V a r i a t i o n of t l i e
transpareiicy with Q2 due to the coherence Icngth effcct predicted by Glauber model is ralher
steep and makes it very difficult to detect a CT signai even with high-Statist i es measurements.

In Order to single out the effcct of CT one shoutd rcmove the /,--dcpcndence of nuclear
transparency. This can be done mapping valucs of Q'2 and v in a way, which keeps, lc =
2i//(my + Q*) constant. Our predictions for Q3-dcpendcncc of nuclear transparency at different
values of lr are plotted in Fig. 3 bot h for single- (Glauber) and double-channel approaches. The
Former, äs we expected, providcs a constant nuclear transparency, while the latter results in a
rising Tr(Q2). Observation of such a dependence on Q2 should be grated äs an onsct of CT.
Wc show L-dcpendence of transpareney in Glauber model in Fig. 1.

3. Onset of CT in (e.e'p)

The principal difference of (e.e'p) reactiont. from the above discus.sed photoproduction of
vector incsons is a strong corrclation between the values of Q2 and l he eriergy of the recoil
proton, Ep K itip + Q2/'2mp. Therefore, while onc wants just to increase the proton energv
in order to freeze its sniall size. one unavoidable has to increase Q' to suppress the cix»
section. This is why 110 CT effect is still detected in th i s rcaction. As was demonstrated
above. in order to freeze size ~ \IQ2 of tlie cjectile during propagatiou th rough t t i e nuclcus.
its energy must be v > KA\fQ^~. wherc _• =s 0.3 Gc\' is the oscillatory parameter. This
demands unreachable values of Q1 of a few Inmdrcd G'cV'2 . The same problem concerns (/). '2p)
quasielastic proton scattering at large augles.
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On the other hand. a growth of Q2 causes an increase of the ejectile energy. It is known,
however, since [10] that nuclear matter is more transparent at higher energies due to inelastic
shadowing corrections. This effect is general and independent of color dynamics or whether
the CT effect exists or not. The growth of nuclear transparency in (e.e'p) with energy, and
consequently with Q2, was estimated in [11], assuming a simplest "anti-CT'' scenario: a regulär
proton, rather than a small-size fluctuation, is knocked out in (e, e'p) reaction. The predictcd
Q2 dependence turns out to be similar to what one expects to bc an onset of CT up to about
Q"1 & 20 GeV2. Therefore, one should be very cautious intcrpreting the growth of Tr(Q2) äs a
signal of CT in this region. It can be safely done only at quite high, still unreachable Q2.

4. Conclusion

We have devcloped for the first time a multichannel approach to incoherent exclusive electro-
productlon of vector mesoiis off nuclei, which incorporated effcct of the coherent and formation
lengths. It is based on a multichannel evolution equation for the density matrix of the produced
wave packet. Variation of the coherence length with the photon energy and Q2 causes substan-
tial changes of the nuclear transparency even in Glauber approximation. This fact makes it
very diff icult to observe an onset of CT. We suggest such a mapping of i/ and Q2 values. which
keeps the coherence Icngth constant. in This case the nuclear transparency cannot change
within Glauber approximation. We provide estimatcs of the onset of CT w i t h i n t wo coupled
channel model.

One faces even more problems searching for a signal of CT in (t, e'p) quasielastic scattering.
due to its specific kinematics. It is very difficult to Interpret the growth of nuclear transparency
with Q2 äs an onset of CT at Q2 < 20/ fVcV 2 .
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Abstract: \\ discuss the eoherent leptoproduction of vector rnesons from po-
larizcd deuterium äs a tool to investigate the evolution of small size quark-gluon
configurations. Kinematic regions are determined where the final state interaction of
the initially produced quark-gluon wave packet contributes dominantly to the pro-
duction cross scction. Two methods for an investigation of color coherence effects.
which are appropriate for future expcriments at HERMES, are suggested.

l Scales in color coherence

High energy exclusive production processes from nucleon targets are determined by the tran-
sition of init ial partonic wave functions to final hadronic statcs. Interesting details about such
transition amplitudes can be obtained by ernbedding the production process into nuclei. whcrc
the formation of a particular final state hadron is probet! interactively via the interaction with
spectator nucleons ffor a review see [ 1 ] ) ,

In this coritext. wc discuss the eoherent photo- and leptoproduction of vector inesons from
polarized deuterium at large photon energies i> > 4 GcV:

V + d. l

The corresponding amplitude can be split into t wo pieces: In the single scattering term only one
nucleon participates in the interaction. This is in contrast to the double scattering contribution.
Here the (vi r tual ) photon interacts with one of thc nucleons inside the targct and produces an
intermediate hadronic state which subsequently re-sratters from the second nucleon before
forming the final state vector meson. At small Q2 < l Cc\"2 c-xclusive vector meson production
from deuterium is well understood in terms of vector meson dominance. In this framework thc
final state vector meson is fonned instantaneously in the interaction of the photon with one

'Work supported in part by grants from BMBF, GIF and the DoE.
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of the nucleons from the target [2]. On the other hand. in the limit of large Q2 3> l GeV2

perturbative QCD calculations show that photon-nucleon scattering yields rather a small size.
color singlet quark-gluon wave packet (ejectile) than a soft vector meson [3]. At high energics L>
the final state interaction of such an ejectile with the second nucleon should differ substantially
from the final state interaction of a soft vector meson. Therefore the magnitudc of thc final
state interaction contains interesting informations about the initially produced ejectile and its
evolution while penetrating through the larget.

The ejectile wave packet and its propagation are characterized to a large extent by the
following scales: The average transverse size of the ejectile wave packet. fetj-, which for the case
of longitudinal photons is ft; 4 ... 5/Q for Q"1 > 5GeV2 for the contribution of the minimal Fock
space component [4]. For these Q2 it amounts to less than a quarter of the typical diameter of
a p-meson (KI 1.4 fm). Furthcrmore the initially produced small quark-gluon wave packet does
not, in general, represent an cigenstate of the strong interaction Hamiltonian. Expanding the
ejectile in hadronic eigcnstatcs one finds that inside a nuclear targct all hadronic components.
except the measured vector meson, are filtcred out via final state interaction after a typical
formation tirne: TJ & '2i//5my. Here 5rtiy is a characteristic squared mass difference bctween
low-Iying vector meson states, which is related to the inverse slopc of thc corresponding Rcgge
trajectory (S m2- ~ 16'cl'2). If the formation tiine is larger than the nuclear radius. the ejectile
will rescmblc an approximate cigenstate of the strong interaction while penetrating through the
nuclear target. Therefore final state interaction should decrease with rising Q2 at large photon
energies. This phenomenon is usually called color coherence.

However the coherent vector meson production cross section. including its contribution from
double scattering, is sensitive also to the coherence length: X = 2*//(m2/ + Q2). The latter
charactcrizes thc minimal longitudinal momentum transfer (.:/_ R= A~ l rcquircd for the coherent
production of the vector meson. (Here we omit thc i-dependence of A and kf, which is discussed
in details in ref.[5j.) Since the deuteron h äs to stay intact. one finds dominant coritributions to
the production cross section for A > /?^, where R<j ES 4 fm is the deuteron radius. Consequently
vector meson production amplitudes from nucleons at a similar impact parameter but at dif-
ferent longitudinal positions will interfere and add up coherently. A decrease of the coherence
length leads to a decrease of the coherent vector meson production cross section. Therefore
if one investigates the double scattering contribution in diffcrent kinematic regions one should
bc careful in interpreting a Variation of the final state interaction äs a modification of the the
ejectile wave function. First possible effects arismg from a change in the coherence length have
to be accounted for.

2 Single versus double scattering

In the single scattering contribution the vector meson is produced off one of the nucleons in
the target, while the second nucleon does not participatc in the interaction. The corresponding
Born amplitude is determined by the vector meson production amplitude /"" p|v'' "' from
the proton or neutron, rcspectively, and the deuteron form factor Sd (where j indicates thc
dcpendence of the form factor on the target polarization):
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The precenccof k_ — k ^ - k f , in theformfactorsaccounts for tlie recoilof the deuteron. If the tar-
get polarization is choscn pcrpcndicular to the momentum transfcr k, at large v only the diffcr-
ence of the monopole and quadrupole form factor, SJd — 5° —5j, entcrs in (2). In termsof the 5-
and D-components of the deuteron wave function these are S%(k) — /0°°dr jo(kr)[u*(r) + w'2(r}]
and S'j(k) = v/2/o™ dr J2(kr)w(r)[u(r) -w(r)/\/8]. It is important to realize that the monopole
and quadrupole form factor are equal at k = \k\ 0.35 Gel'. This generates a zero in 5° — S%
and consequently a node in the single scattering contribution to the vector meson production
cross section at i = td ~ — k2 ~ —0.5 GeV'2 [5] (see also the discussion of elastic hadron-
deuteron scattering in ref.[6]). It should be emphasized that the latter is determined solely by
the deuteron wave funclion and does not dcpcnd on dctails of the nucleon production ampli-
tude, y"?"pi"Hv'p<'l>. Thus we have identificd a kinematic window where the single scattering
contribution vanishes and the double scattering contribution can be investigated to high ac-
curacy. A similar bchavior of the single scattering amplitude can be achievcd for a deuteron
polarization along either K = (2q -f k)/\2q -f k or n = k x k, where q Stands for t.he pho-
ton three-momentum. On the other hand. for an unpolarized deuteron target the sum of the
monopole and quadrupole form factor enters in the Born amplitude. As a consequence the
single scattering contribution always dominates the vector meson production cross section at
moderate —t < l GeV'2, leaving no favorable kinematic window for an investigdtiori of final
state interaction.

The double scattering amplitude stems from the final statc interaction of an initially pro-
duced hadronic state. Expanding the l a t t c r in hadronic eigenstatcs h yiclds:

The transfered momentum is split between both in teract ing nucleons. Therefore if the re-
scattcring amplitude of the ejectile /'""'(P)' '"'<rl is sizable, double scattering will bc important
in the region of moderate and large — ( £ OAGcV .

In Fig.l we show the differential cross section for the coherent /j-production from deuterium
polarized perpendicular to the momentum transfer,

dt

calculatcd wi th in vector meson dominance [5], In this Framework the double scattering am-
plitude accounts for the sizable re-scattering of the soft p-meson. The energy and momentum
transfer are taken within the kinematic dornain of the HERMES experiment. Figure l demon-
strates that the minimum of the single scattering amplitude (at -t K 0.5 GeV"2) is completely
filled by final state interaction. Furthermore double scattering exceeds the Born contribution
bv a factor - 5 at -t > 0.5 GeV'2.

3 Signatures for color coherence

Of course vector meson dominance is appropriatc for small Q2 < l GeV'2 only. However we want
to study the dependence of the final state interaction on Q2 and i> to obtain informations on
the cjectile wave function and its propagation through the nucleus. For this purpose we suggest
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Figure 1: The differential production cross section for coherent p-productton from polarized
deuterittm for different values of Q2 and u. The target polarization is chosen perpendicular to
the momentum transfer. The füll line is the rcsult for the production cross section within vector
meson dominance. The. dashed curve. shows the Born contribution.

invcstigations which are to a large cxtent indepeiident ori details of the ejectile production
amplitude.

In this respect it is most prornisiiig to study coherent vector meson production from deu-
terium polarized perpendicular to the momentum transfer k (or parallel to K or n) at t ~- t^.
Here the single scattering contribution to the cross section is very small and even vanishes at
t — tj äs discusscd above. Exploring the production cross section in this kinematic window for
different Q2 and v yields direct informations on the ejectile wave function. Since the transvcrse
size of the ejectile shrinks with rising Q2, perturbatlve QCD suggests that the vector meson
production cross section should decrease and ultimately vanish at t = t^ for Q2 3> l Gel'2 and
v £ Rd 5my/2 KI 10 GeV. The lattcr rcquircment cnsures that the formation tirne of the vector
meson exceeds the deuteron size. TJ > R^.

Furthermore Fig.l dcmonstrates that in the domaiii of vector meson dominance (Q2 —

Ql < l GW2) double scattering is by far dominant for -* > 0.5GeV2: \^S/S^l * 5" If

final state interaction vanishes at large Q'2 = Q\> l GeV2 and large energies u £ 10 GeV",
we expect the above ratio to approach unity. Assuming that the Q2-dependence of the initial
ejectile production ampl i tude factorizcs, and is approxirnately equal to the C/2-dependence of
the vector meson production cross section from free nucleons da^jdt, we obtain:

In both cases it is important to keep the coherence length constant or to account for its possible
modification.
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4 Summary and Outlook

We discussed the coherent production of vcctor mesons froni polarized dcuterium äs a tool
to investlgate thc propagation of small size quark-gluon configurations, which arc initially
produced in high cnergy lepton-nucleon interactions at largc Q2. A kinematic window was found
where the diffcrential cross section stems only from contributions of thc final state interaction of
the ejectile. T\vo raethods for an investigation of color coherence cffccts, which are appropriatc
for futurc cxperiments at HERMES, were proposed. Note that also the incoherent, diffractivc
production of vector mesons from polarized deuterium provides a variety of possibilities for
detailed investigations of color coherence effects at HERMES [5]. Especially detecting the
recoü nucleon frorn deuteron break-up yields a possibility to explore the evolution of small size
quark-gluon configurations at diffcrent. well defined l engt h scales.
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Investigation of the neutron structure function via
semi-inclusive deep inelastic electron scattering

off the deuteron
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Abstract: The production of slow nucleons in semi-inclusive deep inelastic electron
scattering off thc deuteron is investigated in the region r ^ 0.3 for kincmatical
conditions accessible at HERA. Within the spectator mechanism the semi-inclusive
cross section exhibits a scaling property, which can bc used äs a model-independent
test of the dominance of the spectator mechanism itself. providing in this way
an interesting tool to investlgate the neutron structure function. Thc possibility
of extracting model-independent Information on the neutron to proton structure
function ratio from semi-inclusive cxperiments is also illustratcd.

Untill now, ex per i mental Information on the structure function of the neutron has been in-
ferred from nuclear (usually deuteron) deep inelastic scattering (DIS} data [1] by unfolding
the neutron contribution from the inclusive nuclear cross section. Such a procedure typically
involvcs the subtraction of both Fermi motion effects and contributions from different nucleai1

constituents ( i .e . , nucleons. mesons, isobars, ...), leading to non-trivial ambiguities related to
the choice of the modcl uscd to descrlbe the s tructure of thc target and the mechanism of the
reaction. An interesting way to get Information on the neutron structure function could be
the investigation of semi-inclusive DIS reactions of leptons off the deuteron. In Ref. [2] thc
process ^H(ß, (' N)X has bcen investigated at moderatc and largc values of thc Bjorkcn variable
T = (52/2.\/i^ (x > 0.3) wi th in the so-callcd spectator mechanism, according to which, after
lepton interaction with a quark of a nucleon in the deuteron. thc spectator nucleon is cmittcd
because of recoil and detected in coincidence with thc scattcred lepton. It has bcen shown
[2] that the semi-inclusive cross section corresponding to such a mechanism exhibits a scaling
property (the spectator scaling), which can be used äs a model-independent tcst of the domi-
nance of thc spectator mechanism itself. In the spectator-scaling regime the neutron strncture
function can be investigated from semi-inclusive data and, morcovcr. thc neutron to proton
structure function ratio /?'"/p'(x,Q3) = F,^(x,Q'2)/F^(x. Q2) can bc obtaincd directly from the
ratio of the semi-inclusive cross sections of the proccsses *H(e,e'p)X and 2 / /(e. t'n)X.

The aim of this contribution is to address the issue of the spectalor scaling in rase of
electron kinematical conditions accessibk at HERA. To this end, let us bricfly remind that
the semi-inclusive cross section of the process 2H(e,e'N)X reads äs follows

dE„i dflf- dE-) dfl-:
(1)
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whcre Ee (£e.) is the initial (final) energy of thc clcctron; Q2 = -q2 = \q\ - v2 is the squared
four-momentum transfer: i = {L.T.LT.TT} identifies the different typcs of scmi-inclusive
response functions (WtD) of the deuteron; p2 is the momentum of the detected nuclcon; £2 =

v/A/2 + p\s energy (p2 = I P a l ) an<^ ^i is a virtual photon flux factor (see [2]). Within the
spectator mechanism thc virtual photon is absorbed by a quark belonging to the nucleon N\n thc deuteron and the recoiling nucleon A j is emitted and detected in coincidence with thc

scattered electron. Thus, Eq. (1) can be written in terms of the structurc function F^ l ( x * , Q 2 )
of the struck nucleon äs [2]

(D= K M p2np

where n | D > is the (non-relativistic) nucleon momentum distribution in the deuteron, x" ~
Q2/(Q2 4- A/J"2 — M'1} and A/j" is the invariant mass of the struck nucleon, given through the

energy and momcntmn conservations by: A/j" — J(v + MD - Ez)'2 — (<? — Vi}2-. with A/D being
the deuteron mass. In Eq. (2) A' = (2M'x*E,Et,/nQ2) (lxa2/Q4) (l - y + (y2/2) + (Q2/4E2}},
with y = i/lEt, and the quantity DNl (x. Q2:p:) depends both upon kinematical factors and the
ratio HL\ of the longitudinal to transverse cross section off the nucleon (see [2]). The relevant
quantity, which will be discussed hereafter. is related to thc semi-inclusive cross section (1) by

l </V
A' dE,,

= M lh n'
X'

where A" is a kinematical factor given by A" = A' [D A l ( r . Q2; Ä)]„.VI _0 and D:VI (

DNl(x.Q*;p2) l [ D N l ( y . Q 2 ; p 2 ) ] ß f l l _n . Eq. (3) differs from the definition of F^ given in
"i/r~u

[2], for A', which incorporatcs kinematical factors depending o;i ;>>. is used instead of A . which
depends only on the electron kinematical variables.

In the Bjorken limit one would expect R'L\ —>B; 0, so that /)Al ->BI l- which implics

/•"^•'•'(j-.Q2;^) ->BJ- A/ p? n |D)(p2) FZ'(J:~)/X~, whcre f2N '(a:*} Stands for the nucleon structure
function in the Bjorken limit (apart from logarithmic QCD corrections). Therefore, in the
Bjorken limit and at fixed values of pi the function (3) does not depend separatcly upon
.i- and the nucleon detection angle 02. but only upon the variable .r" —>-Bj x/(2 — ^2)- wi th
z-i ~ [Ei — p2cos(02)]/A/ being the light-cone momentum fraction of the detected nuclcon. In
what follows, we will refer to the function F' s p l( J ' "-Q2-p2) and variable x", given explicitly by

(4)

äs the spectator-scaling function and variable, respectively. The cssence of the spectator scal-
ing rclics on the fact that the variable j' gathers different electron and nuclcon kinematical
conditions (in x and 02), corresponding lo the same value of the invariant mass produced on
the struck nucleon. The deuteron response will be the same only if the spcctator mechanism
dominates and, therefore. the experimental obscrvation of the spectator scaling rcpresents a
test of the dominance of the spectator mechanism itself.
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Fiy. 1. (a) The. function fl"-1-)(x, Q2,p2) (Hq. (3)) for the process 2H(e,e'p)X plotted versus
the spectator-scaling variable x' (¥.q. (5)) at Q2 — 10 (GeV/c)2 and pi — 0.5 GeV/c. The
valufs of x haue been varied in the ränge 0.20 -^ 0.95, whfreas Iht various markers correspond
lo different values of the nucleon detection angle 8? ("hosen in Iht: ränge 10J^- 150°. The solid
line. f.s- the spectator-Kcaling function F1-*^ (x', Q2, p?) (Eq. (4)) calculated using thc deuteron
momentum distribution corresponding to the Paris nucleon-nucleon interaction [5] and to the
parametrizaüon of thc neutron structure function of Ref. [3]. (b) The samt äs in (a), but
including the. effects of thf. taryet fragmentation of thc struch nude.on, evaluate.d äs in Ref. [G].
äs well äs the coninbuhon of the proton emission arismg from virtual photon absorption on
&q düster configurations in tltt deutfron, evatuated follounng Ref. [9] and adopting a 6q bog
probability equal to 2%. In particular. thc open dots and squares, which exhibit large violations
of the spcctator scaling, corrfspond to 9-^ — 10^ and 30Ü, respectively.

Eq. (3) has bccn calculated considering electron kinematical conditions acccssible at H EH A
(i.e.. Ee = 30 GeV and Q2 - 10 (GcV/c)*) and p2 = 0.1. 0.3. 0.5 GeV/c. The Bjorken variable
T and the nucleon detection angle Q-i have bccn varied in the rarige 0.20 — 0.95 and 10° -=-150°,
respectively (for sake of simplicity. the polar angle cpi has been chosen equal to 0). As for
the nucleon structurc function. the paramctrization of the SLAC data of Ref. [3], containing
R^]T ^ 0.18, has been adopted. The results of the calculations, perforrned at p2 = 0.5 GeV je,
are shown in Fig. l(a) and compared with the spectator-scaling function (1). 1t can clearly be
seen that at Q2 - 10 (GeV/c}2 the spectator scaling is almost complelely fulfilled (wi thin 10%)
in the wholc x-range, including the region at x' :> 0.8, where (smail) contributions from nucleon
rcsonances are still visible. Using the new definition (3). the spectator scaling is fulfilled not
only at p2 < 0.3 GcV'/c, äs shown in [2], but also at higher values of p2.

In the spectator-scaling regimc the measurement of the semi-inclusive cross section both
for the 2 l f ( e , e'p)X and 2H(e,e'n)X processes would allow the investigation of two spectator-
scaling functions, in\-olving the same nuclear part. Mp2"|D'(pj)' an^ the neutron and proton
structure functions. respectively. Thereforc. assuming R^/T = fi£/T (as 'T' 's suggested by

recent SLAC data analyses [4]). both tlie nuclear part and the factor DNt(x,Q2;pi) cancel
out m the ratio R(^(.r.Q2,p2} = dAa{2H(e, e 'p)A']/rf4ff[2 / /( f .e'n)A']. which provides in this
way dircctly the neutron to proton s t ruc tu rc function ratio fl'"/p*(x", Q2). 'With respect to the
function F(s''-)(:r,<22,pb), the ratio K (5 l l ' '(-"' '- Q2-,P'i) exhibits a more general scaling propcrty, for
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Fig. 2. The ratio R^s''^(x,Q2,p2) of the semi-inclusive cross sections for the processes
2H(e,e'p)X and *H(t,c'n)X, calculatc.d at Q2 = 10 (GeV/c)2 and p? = 0.1,0.3,0.5 GeV/c.
The calues of x have been varied in the ränge 0.20 -r 0.95. Forward (ff2 < 90°,) and backward
(8? > 90") nucleon emissions an shown in (a) and (b), i-espectively. The solid line is the neu-
tron to proton structure function ratio /?'n'p'(.r*, Q2) calculated using the purametrization of the
nucleon structure function of Ref. [3].

at fixed Q2 it does not depend separately upon .r, p? and 03, but only on .r*. This means that
any p2-dependence of the ratio /E(a-'-> would allow to investigate off-shell deformations of the
nucleon structure functions (see below).

The results presented and. in particular. the spcctator-scaling properties of (*•'•) /?'*

could in principle be modified by the effects of mechanisms different from the spectator one, likc.
o.g.. the fragmentation of the struck nucleon, or by the breakdown of the Impulse approximation.
In order to estimate the effects of the so-called target fragmentation of the struck nucleon
(which is thought to be responsible for the production of slow hadrons in DIS processes), we
adopt the approach of Ref. [6], where the hadronizatiori mechanism h äs bcen parametrized
through the use of fragmentation functions. whose explicit form has been chosen according
to the prescription of Ref. [7], elaborated to dcscribe the production of slow protons in DIS
of (anti)neutrinos off hydrogen and deuteriutri targets. Furthermore, the effects arising from
possible six-quark (6</) cluster configurations at short internucleon separat ions, are explicltly
considered. According to the mechanism first proposed in Ref. [8], after lepton interaction with
a quark belonging to a 6q cluster. nucleons can be formed out of the penta-quark residuum
and emitted forward äs well äs backward. The details of the calculations can be easily inferrcd
from Ref. [9]. where S<; bag effects in semi-inclusive DIS of leptons off light and complex
nuclei have been investigated. The estimate of the nucleon production, arising from the above-
mentioned target fragmentation processes, is shown in Fig. l ( b ) for the function f's-'-* and in
Fig. 2 for the ratio /t1 '5 '1. It can clearly be seen that: i) only at x' <C, 0.4 the fragmentation
processes can produce relevant violations of the spectator scaling (see Figs. l(b) and 2(a)); ii)
backward kinematics (see Fig. 2(b) ) appear to be the most appropriate conditions to extract
the neutron to proton ratio fl'"/p). Moreover, explicit calculations show that the relevance of
the fragmentation processes drastically decreases when p2 < 0.5 GeV/c.
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Fig. 3. The ratio /?'s'[''(.c. Q", p?) of the semi-inclusive cross sections for the processes
2H(e,e'p}X and 2H(e,e'n)X. calculated considering the. off-shell effer.ts proposed in Refs. [13]
(a) and [14] (b), respectively. Backward nucleon kinematics only (&i > W) have been consid-
ered. The. dots, squares and triangles eorrespond to p2 = 0.1, 0.3, 0.5 GeV/c, respectively. Tltt
solid linc is the same äs in Fig. 2-

As far äs the impulse approximation is conc.erned, it should be reminded that our calcula-
tions have been performed within the assumption that the debris produced by the fragmentation
of the struck nucleon docs not interact with the recoiling spectator nucleon. Estimates of the
final state interactions of the fragments in semi-inclusive processes off the deuteron have been
obtained in [10], suggesting that rescattering effects should play a minor role thanks to the fmitc
formation time of the dressed hadrons. Moreover, backward nucleon emission is not expected to
be sensitively affected by forward-produced hadrons (see [11]), and final state interaction effects
are expected to cancel out (at least partially) in the cross section ratio TJ'*S-'-)(J, Q2,p2). Besides
fragmentation processes and final state interactions, also nucleon off-shell effects [12] might pro-
duce violations of the spectator scaling, in particular at high values of p2 (^0.3 Gel /c). The
results of the calculations of the ratio /?ls-'-'(j.Q2,p2), obtained considering the off-shell effects
suggested in Refs. [13] and [14], are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). respcctively. It can be seen
that the measurement of the ratio R^-'-^x, Q2. p2) represents an intercsting tool both to inves-
tigate the ratio of free neutron to proton structure function. provided p^ — 0-1 -j-0.2 C f \ and
to gct Information on the possible off-shell behaviour of the nucleon structure function whcn

p2 £0.3 GeV/c.

In condusion, the production of slow nucleons in semi-inchisive deep inelastic electron
scattering off the deuteron has been investigated in kinematical regions accessible at HERA.
Within the spectator mechanism the semi-inclusive cross section cxhibits the spcctator-scaling
property. which can be used äs a modcl-independent test of the dominance of the spectator
mechanism itself. In the spectator-scaling reginie both the neutron structure function and the
neutron to proton structure function ratio can be obtained directly from semi-inclusive DIS
data off the deuteron. Finally, the pattern of possible spectator-scaling violations could providc
relevant Information on the off-shell behaviour of the nucleon structure function in the medium.
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Abstract: We dernonstrate how rneasurernent of tagged Structure functions of the
deuteron in (e.e'.'V) semi-inclusive reactions at hackward kinematics can be used
to discriminatc bctwcen diffcrcnt models of the nuclear EMC effect. A procedure
for extracting the large-x neutron to proton Structure function ratio from (e,e'N)
reactions is also outlined,

l Objectives and Theoretical Framework
More than a decade after the discovery of the nuclear EMC effect [l] and many fine mea-

surements of the ratlos of Structure functions of nuclei and deuterium. no consensus h äs been
reached on the origin of the effect. The observed effect is approximately proportional to the
nuclear density and the x dependence of the effect. \vhile non-trivial, has the same basic shape
for all nuclei, making it easy to fit in a wide ränge of models with very different, underlying as-
sumptions. Proportionality to nuclear density suggests that one should expect a rnuch smallcr
EMC effect in the deuteron compared to that in heavy nuclei . By virtue of the unccrtainty
principle, however, one may try to enhance the effect by isolating the configuration where the
t wo nucleons in the deuteron arc close togcthcr. For example, it if, easy to check that the
main contributions to the deuteron wave funct ion for nucleori momenta p > 300 MeV/c come
from distances < 1,2 fm. In order to encounter such a Situation, new cxpcriments, which allow
control of the inter-nucleon distances in the deuteron, are necessary.

The aim of this discussion is to dernonstrate that use of semi-inclusive processes off the
deuteron,

e + D->e + N + X, (1)

where a nucleon is detected in the deuteron fragmentation region. could meet the above re-
quircments, and may help to boost our understanding of the origin of the EMC effect. In
particular. one may be a.ble to distinguish between models in which the EMC effect arises from
hadronic degrees of freedom (nucleons and pions). and models in which the effect is attributed
to the explicit deformation of the wave function of the bound nucleon itself. Using heavier
nuclei äs targets in the reaction (1) may be problernatic due to the contribution of secondary
interactions. therefore the deuteron is a more ideal target for our purpose.

The cross section for the semi-inclusive (e. e'N) reaction off the deuteron can in general be
expressed through four invariant structure functions:

M

Q*
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wherc the semi-inclusive structure functions FL.T.TL TT(X-. °* -P?-Q 2 } are rclatcd to the compo-
nents of thc deuteron electromagnctic tensor W p" by [2j:

The kinematic variables in Eqs.(2) and (3) are x = Q^j'ZMv, W2 — — Q2 + 2:\/i/ + M2, where v
is the energy of virtual photon in the target rest framc and M the nucleon mass (we define the
photon three-momentum q to be in the +z direction). The squared four-momentum transferred
to the deuteron is Q2 = lE(E~i/)sin*(0/2), with E the beam energy and y = vjE. The angles
& and tj> are the elcctron scattering and deterted nucleon azimuthal angles, respectively, and
sin 8 — Q /q . The spectator nucleon momcntum is denoted by pa = (psT-Ps;)' ail(l the
mteracting nucleon momcntum by p, so that in the deuteron rest framc ps = —p. The variable

as = 2 (JM2 + p2 — p,-} /Mo is the deuteron's light-cone momentum fraction carried by the

detected nucleon. The "-" components in Eq.(3) correspond to the projection in the z — t
direction on the light-cone.

In a microscopic description of the process (1) thc tensor \Vp" describes both thc deep
inelastic scattering (DIS) froin a bound nucleon in the deuteron, as well as the dynamics of
the nuclear interaction, which are in general not factorizablc. However, by considering specific
kinematics one can obtain approximate factorization of thc two subprocesses, and thus allow
for a quantitative treatment of the reaction (1). The kinematics required for factorization
are: (I) Q2/q2 ~ 4Mx/Q2 « l, Q2 < E(E - u}, and (II) a, > l - x, pT ss 0, p,| < 500
MeV/c. The requirement (I) enhances the contribution of the longitudinal structure function,
FL, which is expressed through the ''good" component of the electromagnetic current, Eq.(3).
This component is less influenced by effects of final state interactions (FSI), thus allowing
a Separation of FSI from the dynamics of DIS from a bound nucleon. Thc conditions (II)
suppress contributions from the direct production of nucleons in the -j'.V interaction. These
restrictions allow oneto write [2]: \Vp"(x,as.pr. Q2) = ^S(as.pj')-W^1' c'^(x,as.pr,Q'2), where
7; represcnts to the factored out FSI effect (i/ K \r the above kinematics), and 5(as,p7-) is
the nucleon spectral function in the deuteron. Note that 11""" e (x.as,pT,Q2) coincidenccs
with the free nucleon tensor Wif," in the liinit a> —> l and £7- —> 0.

Lsing the kinematical constraints (I) and ( I I ) one can express thc cross section in Eq.(2) as:

- ,PT.<2'?pT Q"

Though the factorized form in Eq.(4) is quite universal for any self-consistent relativistic ap-
proach describing nuclear dynamics and DIS from a bound nucleon, the particular form for the
spectral function S(a,,pr) or the bound nucleon structure function F%1/ could be very different.
Since the goal is primarily to study nuclear effects on F^ . one therefore needs to minimizc any
effects coming from uncerlainties in the deuteron wave fuiiction (or spcctral function) itself.
This can be achieved by measuring the ratio of cross sections at large x to that at x "- 0 .1--Q.2 ,
where the observed EMC effect ]b small [2, 3. 4]. If both cross sections are measured at the
samc QS and pj, the nuclear effects paramcterizcd by the deuteron spectral function cancel [4]:
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This ratio is therefore the ideal experimental quantity to mcasure since it is not biascd by any
theoretical normalization of thc deutcron wavc function.

2 Predictions for G(as,prjXi,X2,Qz)
To assess the expected EMC effect which could be identified in thc measurement of G in

Eq.(5) we apply several theoretical approaches to the possible modification of the bound nucleon
structure functions.

2.1 Binding Models

In the so-called binding inodels, the bulk of the EMC effect at j- ~ 0.6 comcs from the
fact that the typical value for the mteracting nucleon light-cone fraction is less than unity, i.e.
the average spectator light-cone momentum fraction is {<is} > 1. Contributions to thc EMC
effect from deformation of the bound nucleon structure function in this approach is minimal
— indeed, in most versions of this model the explicit dependence on the nucleon vir tual i ty p2

in F£f/ is ignored, and only recently have the first attempts [5, 6] to account for this possible
dependence been made. In any generic quark-parton model, F^N can be expresscd through Üie
quark spectral function p äs [5. 6]: F|jy (x,p2, Q2) - / dp* p(p2,p2,j-.Q'2), where pq is thc quark
four-momentum. A simple microscopic quark-"diquark" model of the nucleon was discussed
in Ref.[5j, where the quark spectral function was determined from the dynamics contained
in the iiucleon-quark-spectator "diquark" vertex function, F(p .p 7 ) . With in the instant-form
approximation [ö], taking the positive energy nucleon projection.

["i (6)

where mq is the quark mass. The simplest approximation is to assume that the vcrtex function
is independent of the nucleon virtuality. The momentum dependence of the vertex function
can then be pararneterized äs f (p ,p ? ) ;x (m2 — p^)/(A2 — p2)", which allows one to account
for thc bound naturc of the nucleon state [5]. The parameters A and n are then fixed by
comparing with the quark distribuüon data. with the overall normalization fixed by baryon
numbcr conscrvation [5J. The rcsult for the QS dependence of (•! is shown in Fig.l by the dot-
dashed curve. The values of j': and x-i are selected to fulfill the condition ,ri/(2 — as) — 0.6
(large EMC effect in inclusive measurements) and x^/(2 — os) - 0.2 (essentially no EMC effect
in inclusive measurements). The relatively wea.k QS dependence reflects the assumption that
the vertex function F is independent of p2 — inc lud ing such dependence would lead to a steepcr
slopc.

2.2 Suppression of Point-like Configurations in Bound Nucleons

A significant EMC effect in inclusive (f.,e') rcactions occurs for .r ~ 0.5-0.6. which corre-
sponds to the high-momentum component of t l ie quark distribution in the nucleon wherc 3
quarks are likely to be close togcther [3. 4], It is a.ssumed in th is model that for large .r thc
dominant contribution to F2,v(.r,(52} is givcn by the weakly interacting point-like configurations
(PLC) of partons. The suppression of this component in a bound nucleon is predicted to l^c
the main source of the EMC effect. To calculate this suppression one can usc a pcrturbation
series over a small parameter. K =\A)/AEA , which controls corrections to the description
of a nuclcus as a System of undcformed nucleons. Here ((',,} 40 MeV is the average poten-
tial energy per nucleon, and AE,, RS M*-M ~ 0.6-0.7 GeV is the typical energy for nucleon
excitations within the nucleus. Thc esümation of the deformation of the bound nucleon wavc
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Q1 = 5 GeV3

Figure l The QS dependcnce of
G(ots,pr,xi,X2,Q2). Ge** \s normalized
t o G calculated with the free proton structure
function. Dashed, dot-dashcd and doted curves
represcnL the PLC suppression, binding and
delocalization models, respectively.

(7)

where F^ (x,Q2.as,pr) = 6 ( k ) F 2 \ ( x / ( ' 2 — as).Q2), The je dependence of the suppression
effect is based 011 the assumption that the PLC contribution in the nucleon wavc function is
negligible at x < 0.3, bul gives the dominant contribution at x > O.ö [4. 7], The result for G' is
illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig.l. which in this model has a somewhat larger magnitude
for the slope compared wi th the binding model.

2.3 QCD Radiation, Quark Delocalization

It was observed in Refs.[8, 9] that the original EMC data could be roughly f i t ted as:
t\A(x,Q2)IA = F2D(x,Q^A(Q2))/-2, with ^(Q3} = 2 for Q2 K 20 GeY2, the so-called
dynamical rescaling. The observation has been interpreted as an indicat ion that gluon radiation
occurs more efficiently in a nucleus than in a free nucleon due to quark delocalization, cither in
a bound nucleon (or in two nearby nucleons). or in the nucleus as a whole. The Q2 dependenre
of f (Q 2 ) follows from QCD evolution equations. In the leading logarithmic approximation one
has: £.4(Q2) — ̂ _.!(Q^)Q«("D!Ö0)/ogcDlQ l ]f the confinement size in a nucleus. A ,4, is larger than
that in a free nucleon, one may expect that the Q2 evolution may start at Q\(A) < (2o(-V). i.e.

- l/£(Qo(A)).'On dimensional grounds Ql(A}\\ Ql(\)X\-. thiis \/XN =

Since in thjs model the delocalization is approxirnately proportional to the nuclear density.
one can expect that the effect iy also proportional to the k- of a bound nucleon. Fixing
the parameters of the model to fit the Fe data, and assuming Ä ( k 2 ) / A — l + «k2 we obtain
a zs 0.4/ < k'2 >!-,.• whcrc < k2 >f> — 0.08 GeV2/c2. Using this expression for A ( k 2 ) one can
calculate the £o(Q2i k2), and express the effective slructurc function of a bound nucleon äs:

r^U.Q.-W.Q2) = Fis (?.Q2t(Q2.k2)) , (S)

where k is defmed through as and pr acrording to Fq.(7).
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In Fig.l the prcdictioris of the delocalization model for the a, dependence of G are denoted
by the dotted curvc. The predictions are noticeably diffcrent for the various models, which
suggests that measurement of this ratio for the reaction (1) will be valuable for understanding
tlie origin of the EMC effect.

3 Extraction of the n/p Structure Function Ratio
Aside from providing insight into the origin of the nuclear EMC effect per se. the rneasure-

ments of tagged events may also be useful in connection with the problem of extracting the
neutron structure function from deuteron data. A large ambiguity exists in the asymptotic
value of Fin/Fip as x —> l extracted from inclusive ep and c.D data: inclusion of the EMC
effect in the deuteron when extracting F%„ leads to significantly larger values for F2n/F;p than
the 1/4 value obtained in analyses in which only Fermi motion is accounted for [10]. Unlike
in inclusive measurement s, where the nucleon structure function in the deuteron is smeared by
a inirleon inomentum distribution in the deuteron. semi-inclusive reactions allow one to select
specific values of as and pT in the spectral function 5(as.pr), thereby giving the opportunity
to minimizc the nuclear pffects in the deuteron. By selecting backward produced nucleons with
QS s= l and PT ~ 0, one can approxirnately detcrmine the free neutron to proton ratio,

For non-zero pj. deviations of this ratio from the free lirnit are proportional to p2 with a good
accuracy [2]. Henoe, if one samples the data as a function of p1. Interpolation to the pole
p2 — .l/2 — 2Mc, where t is the deuteron binding energy, should be smooth as long as the
momentum of the spectator nucleon is £ 100-200 MeV/c.
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Tagged nuclear structure functions with HERMES

Silvano SIMULA

INFN, Sezione Sanitä, Viale Regina Elena 299, 1-00161 Roma, Italy

Abstract: The production of slow nucleons in scmi-inclusivedeep inelastic electron
scattering off nuclei, .4(e, e'A').Y. is analyzed for kinematical conditions accessible
at HERA with the HERMES dctector, The sensitivity of the semi-inclusive cross
section to possible medium-dependent modifications of (he nucleon structure func-
tion Ss illustrated.

The investigation of dcep inelastic scattering ( D I S ) of leptons off the nucleon and nuclei is a rel-
evant part of the experimental activity proposed bot h at present electron facilities, like HERA
and TJNAF, and at possible future ones. like ELFE and GSI. As is well known, existing
inclusive DIS data [1] have provided a wealth of Information on quark and gluon distribulions
in the nucleon and nuclei. However. important questions, concerning, e.g.. the mechanism of
quark and gluon confmement äs well äs the origin of the EMC effect, are still awaiting for more
clear-cut answers. To this end, the investigation of semi-inclusive DIS processes is expected
to be of great relevance. Recently. in [2]-[5] Ihc production of slow nucleons" in semi-inclusive
DIS processes off nuclei, A(t. l'N)X, has been analyzed within the so-called spectator mech-
anism, according to which, after lepton interaction with a quark belonging to a nucleon of a
correlated nucleon-nucleon (NN) pair, the recoiling nucleon is emitted and detected in coinci-
dence with the scattered lepton. The basic idea is that the momentum of the recoiling nucleon
carries Information on the momentum of the struck nucleon before lepton interaction, allowing
to tag the structure function of a nucleon bound in a nucleus. In Ref. [5] the semi-inclusive
reaction *H(t,i'N)X has been analyzed. showing that the experimental investigation of this
process can be an effective tool to get Information on the neutron structure function äs well
äs on the neutron to proton structure function ratio. The aim of this contribution is to show
that, at kinematical conditions accessible at HERA w i th HERMES, the semi-inclusive cross
section of the process A(e,e'N)X. for A > 2. exhibits an appreciable sensitivity to possible
mcdium-dependent modifications of the nucleon structure function.

In case of electron srattering the semi-inclusive cross section reads äs follows

dEt

"By slow nucleons we mean nucleons with momentum up lo ~ 0.7 GeV/c in a frame ivhere the t arge t is al
rest (lab System).
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wherc ,r = Q'2' 1'lMv is the Bjorken variable; Q2 ~ -q2 - q2 - v1 > 0 is l.hc squared four-
momentum transfer; V\s a kinematical factor; W-A is the serni-inclusive nuclear response; p2 '3
the momentum of the detected nucleon and E? ~ v/AP + p| its energy (p-i = \pi\)-

Let us consider the process in which a virtual photon interacts with a nucleon of a correlated
NN pair, and the recoiling nucleon is emitted and detected in coincidence with the scattered
electron. Within the Impulse approximation and in the Bjorken limit, the semi-inclusive nuclear
structure function F*(x.p?) is given by the following convolution formula (cf. [2])

where Zp(n) is the number of protons (neutrons); k\d k? are initial nucleon momenta in

the lab system before interaction with c.m. momentum £c.m. = &i + ^'2; P\. — ^i + <? and
p'i ~ ^ are nucleon momenta in the final statc; F2 is the structure function of the struck
nucleon. In Eq. (2), xfz\s the Bjorken variable of the struck nucleon having in i t ia l light-
roiie momentum z\ kf /M; z^ — (E^ — p2 cosß^/M is the cxperimentally measurable light-
cone momentum of the detected nucleon (f>i is the detection angle with respect to q}] ^,\~i =

(v(A/;J_2)a + k'*m + (^€.m.)||)/A/i-2 is the light-cone momentum of the residual (A-2)-nucleon
System with final mass M^_2 = A/^_2 + £^__2 and intrinsic excitation energy E\_2- The relevant
nuclear quantity in (2) is the two-nucleon spectral function P^\^^. which represents the joint
probability to find in a nucleus two nucleons with momenta k1 and k^ an<^ removal energy
E^. For deuteron it simply reduces to the nucleon momentum distribution and for 5Hc to
the square of the wave function in momentum space, times the removal energy delta function
6(EW — Elhr), with Ethr — 2A/ + A/,t_2 — A7.4 being the two-nucleon break-up threshold. In casc
of 4He and heavier nuclei, the two-nucleon spectral function is not yet available in the exact
form; however, realistic modcls taking into account those features of the two-nucleon spectral
function which are relevant in the study of semi-inclusive DIS processes, have been developed
[2]-[4j. In this contribution the 2A'C model of Ref. [6]. where the c.m. motion of the correlatcd
pair is properly taken into account. is adopted, viz.

where njv'jv and TI^™Y are the momentum distribution of the relative and c.m. motion of the
correlated Ä^A^ pair. respect i vely. \Vc point out that the 2A"C model rcproduccs the high
momentum and high removal energy componcnts of the single-nucleon spectral function of 3//<r
and nuclear matter, calculated using many-body approachcs. äs well äs the high momentum part
of the single-nucleon momentum distribution of light and complex nuclei (see [6]). Thercfore,
in the kinematical region 0.3 GcV/c ä, pj S, 0.7 GfVjc for the momentum of the rcroiling
nucleon. the non-relativistic description (3) of the nuclear structure is expected to be well
grounded. Using the 2A'C model, the nuclear effects on the energy and angular distr ibutions of
the nucleons produced in semi-inclusive A(e, e'A')A' processes have been extcnsively investigated
[2]- [4], showing that backward emission is strongly cnhanced when the efiecls due to the c.m.
motion of the correlated pair are taken into account.

Besides the spectator mechanism. thcre are other reaction mechanisms which could lead to
forward äs well äs backward nucleon emission. like. e.g., the so-called targct fragmentation of
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the struck nucleon (see [2]) and the hadronization processes following leplon interactions with
possible six-quark (6</) düster configurations at short A'A' scparations (see [3, 4]). Furl.hcrmore.
it should be considered that within the spectator mechanism the virtual boson can be elastically
absorbed by the struck nucleon. The contribution from this process, which involves the nucleon
form factor instead of the nucleon structure function. vanishes in the Bjorken limit, but it can
affect the semi-inclusive cross section at finite values of Q'2 and for x -> 1. In what follows, we
will refer to such a process äs the quasi-elastic (Q&] contamination.

The semi-inclusive cross section of the process 12C(e. c'p}X has been calculated including in
( l ) all the nuclcar response functions and considering electron kinematical conditions accessible
at HERA with HERMES (i.e., Ef = 30 GeV and Q2 in the ränge 5 4- 15 (GeV'/c)2). Thc
relative and c.m. momentum distributions adopted in the calculations are taken from [6]. As
for the nucleon s t ructure function, the parametrization of the SLAC data of Ref. [7] has bccn
considered. In case of backward proton emission the results obtained for the contributions
resulting from the spectator mechanism, the (above-mentioncd) hadronization processes and
the QE contamination are separately shown in Fig. l äs a function of the kinetic cncrgy TI of the
detected nucleon. It can clearly be seen that for 50 MeV < 7^ ^,250 MeV (corresponding to
0.3 GeV je <^pi <^ 0.7 GcV/c) backward nucleon emission is mainly govcrned by the spectator
mechanism (cf. [2]-[4]). Therefore, in what follows, we will limit ourselves to the case of
backward nucleon emission.

In [2] a ratio of semi-inclusive cross sections. evaluated at difierent values of y but keeping
fixed both Q2 and the nucleon kinematical variables, has been introduced. viz.

The ratio R\s out to be ahnest independent of the effects due lo the rescattering of the
recoiling nucleon with the residual (.4 — 2)-nucleon system (cf. [2]): such an important feature is
mainly due to the fact that the nucleon kinematical variables arc the same in the numerator and
dcnominator of the cross section ratio R\. In order to investigate the sensitivity of R\o possible
medium-dcpendent modifications of the nucleon structure function, three models available in
the üterature have been considered. In the first one [S] the valence-quark distributions in the
nucleon are expected to bc supprcssed when the nucleon is bound in a nucleus. since point-like
configurations (plc) in thc nucleon should interact weaker in the medium with respect, to norrnal-
size configurations. In [S] the suppression factor is expected to bc a function of the momentum
of the struck nucleon. The second and third models are Q2-rescaling models [9, 10], where thc
rescaling is driven by nucleon swelling [9] or by the off-shellness of the struck nucleon [10]. The
results obtained are reported in Fig. 2 in terms of the ratio of the quantity R}. evaluated using
the medium-modified nucleon structure function. to the quantity R\, calculated with the frec
F% • It can clearly be scen that the ratio R\s remarkably sensitive to possible deforrnations
of the nucleon structure function.

Another useful cross section ratio can be defined äs

where both j- and the nucleon kinematical variables are kept fixed. The ratio RI is expected
to be mainly dominated by the Q2 behaviour of thc nucleon structure function. As a matter
of fact. explicit calculations show that R? is alrnost indcpendent both of p2 and of the mass
number A, when the free nucleon structure function is adopted. Be.sides the three models
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Fig. L Thc ffini-inclush-e cross section (1) of thc proctss ] 2 C ( c , e'p)X, evaluated at Q'2 =
10 (GeV/c) and for backward proton emission at #2 = 140°, versus thc kinetic energy T2 o}
thf detecttd nucleon at rarious values of the Bjorken variable i. l'hc solid lines nre the results
obtained u'ithin tht spectator mechanism. l'hc dashtd lines correspond to the proton emission
arising both from thf target fragmentation of tht struck nudton, iraluated äs in [2], and from
i-irtiinl photon absorption an 6q düster configurations, evaluated a.s in [3, 4]. The. dotted lines
an the contribution from the QE contamination fs(€ teitj.

!-ig. 2. The ratio of the quantity Rl(x0 =
0.3, a-; Q2, p2) (Eq. (/,)). calculated using
medium-modified and fne nucleon structure
functions. The calculations have been perforrned
in case of the procest, l2C'(f,e'p)X at Q2 =
10 (G'tV/c)2. P2 = 0.4 GtV/c and for backward
proton kinematics (ö? = }4G°). The dotted,
dashed and solid lines correapond to the models
of Refs. [8], [9] and [10], respectivtly.
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Fiff. 3. The ratio of the quarttity R2(Ql = 4 (Gel'/c)2, Q2; ,T,p2) (Eq. (5)), calculated vsing
medium-modißed und fret nucleon structure functions. The calcitlations havc. bcr.n pr.rformrd in
case of the process l2C(e,e'p)X a! x = 0.6 and for backward nucleon kinematics (&^ — 140°J.
The solid, dashed. dotted and doi-dash(d lines correspond to p2 - 0.3, 0.4,0.5 and 0.6 GeV/c,
respectively. The models adopted for ihe descriplion of the medium-dependent modifications of
/•"'2V are from [S] (a), [9] (b). [10] (c) and [11 j (d), rr.npectivr.ly.

to the st ruck nucleon. The results are shown in Fig. 3. It can bc secn that also the ratio H2 is
appreciably affected by possible deformations of the nucleon structure function and. morcovcr.
the p^-dependence of the deviations with respect to the predictions obtained using frce F f .
could provide relevant informatlon on ihe type of medium effects on F£'.

Before ciosing, it should be reminded that our calculations have been performed withln
the assumption that the debris produced by the fragmentation of the struck nucleon does not
interact with the recoiling spectator nucleon. Bstimates of the final state interactions of the
Fragments in semi-inclusivcprocesses off the deuteron have been obtained in [12], suggesting that
rescattering effects should play a minor role thanks to the fmite Formation time oF the dressed
hadrons. Moreover, backward nucleon emission is not expected to be sensitively affected by
forward-produced hadrons (cf. [13]). and the effects due to the final state interactions of the
Fragments are expected to cancel out (at least partially) in the cross section ratlos fij and R^-

In conclusion. the production of slow nucleons in semi-inclusive deep inelastic electron scat-
tering off nuclei. A(e.e'A')A', has been investigated in kincmatical rcgions accessible at HERA
with the HERMES detector. It has been shown that backward nucleon production is mainly
governed by the spectator mechanism, provided the Bjorken variable x and the kineüc energy
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of the detected nucleon are in the ränge 0.2 -f- 0.8 and 50 -i- 250 A/eV, respectively. The ratios
(4) and (5) of the semi-inclusive cross sections, evaluated at, different electron kinematics keep-
ing fixed the nucleon oncs. exhibit an appreciablc sensitivity to possible medium-dependent
modifications of the nucleon structure function.
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Probing the nucleon meson cloud in semi-inclusive
deep inelastic scattering: Tagging of 3He

A.E.L. Dieperink

Kernfysisch Versneller Instituut, Zernikelaan 25, NL-9747AA Groningen, The Netherlands

Abstract: It is proposed to study the pion cloud component in the nucleon using
semi-inclusive deep inelastic scattering on light nuclear targets in which the tecoiling
target nucleus is detected.

l Introduction

The meson cloud model provides a convenient phenomenological model for treating the non-
perturbative sea effects. It has been applied successfully to explain both the SU(2) sea, (d — ü)
äs well äs the SU(3) flavor symmetry breaking (2s - ü — d) effects in the nucleon, observed in
inclusive dis and DY experiments. More detailed tests of the pion cloud model can be addressed
in exclusive scattering, äs originally proposed by Lusignoli [1] to determine the pion structure
function. This can be achieved in principle by detecting the slow recoiling proton (or isobar)
after dis on a proton target. However, it has been pointed out [2, 3n_ that the semi-exclusive
cross section at all but the smallest x values is dominated by background contributions from
di-quark (target) fragmentation.
Several ideas to isolate the meson process from the fragmentation contribution have been sug-
gested. First the measurement of polarization transfer using a polarized proton target [3],
In this note we discuss the semi-inclusive dis on a nuclear target [4] A(N, Z)

e + A(JV, Z) -* e' -r A(N', Z') + X.

We argue that in this case the target fragmentation process in which one nucleon is destroyed
will in general lead to breakup of the A System whereas in the meson cloud in principle there
is a chance to leave the recoiling nucleus .4 in the ground state. The deuteron has isospm
T = 0 and does not couple elastically to pions and neither does 4He. Therefore it is natural to
consider the process on a 3He target in which either 3He (corresponding to an interaction with
a TT°), or 3H (interaction with TT+ ) is detected.

2 The semi-inclusive cross section

For simph'city we neglect final state interactions between spectators and debris of hit hadron.
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2.1 Kinematics

We define the variables in the target rest frame and take ifalong the z axis.
Kinematics is defined by the I.e. variables z = ̂  , Q2 = 4EE' sin2(0/2), y = ^f- for the
photon, and p|. = p1 sin2 a, z = p~ /mA, for the observed nucleus (m = m.ff}.
Then the four-momenturn of the hit pion i(z,pr) = (max - p^/z, where imax = — m^(l - 2)2/z.
In terms of ( the three-momentum of the recoiling nucleus is Ipl = -^-./t2 - ̂ m\t.

^Tfl A V
Therefore the slowest recoil (in the trf) occurs when t is maximal (t — 0), i.e. if z = 1.
Also for given z no particles with target mass (mA) are produced beyond the kinematical limit

* > ̂ (l ~ 2 ) > i'e- for f™" = (™* =
In the trf the polar angle is cos a = a maximum value amax = arccos

2.2 Cross section

The semi-inclusive cross section for the reaction e-r-,4
over the azimuthal angle d)

is given by (after integrating

where H<(X,Z,PT) are the semi-inclusive structure functions.
Using the pion cloud model for Ö3, the Bjorken limit, HI = H2j2x, and integrating over y one
find s

dxdzdp2T Q< 167T2 (t-mlY

where the efFective pion Ic mornentum is x, = -zn--5-.
T*IA l — z

The nuclear pion form factor, F^AA^), can be related to the axial form factor FA(t), FrAA(t) =
F,AA(0)FA(t}/'F^(0)- We may assume that the t dependence of the axial nuclear form factor is
the equal to that of the vector one.
We note that the cross section is a delicate tradeoff between the ( dependence of the nuclear
form factor FA(t] which favors small values of |(| (and hencc z s= l, pr small) and the pion
structure function F£(^.*^,) which decreases rapidly with increasing z — > l -- ~x.

3 Estimates

Let us discuss the special case of a 3He target. The magnetic form factor for 3He is parametrized
äs |5] FA(t) = ( expAt- i -ß texpCt) , with A = 0.48 frn2, B = 0.18 fmz, and C - 0.85 fm2.
For concreteness let us consider x = 0.1 and a kinetic energy of the recoil of T = 10(25) MeV,
at a = 30° (in practice the smallest angle).
Then |pl - 237(375) MeV/c, P3 = 205(325) MeV/c, PT = 119(188) MeV/c, z = 0.93(0.89) Then
the corresponding values of t,x, are ( = -(237 MeV/c)2 and t = -(374MeV/c)2 , xr — 0.48
and xv = 0.30, respectively.
As an example we show in figure l the differential cross section äs a function of z and a for
i = 0.10 and x -0.15.
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Figure 1: Semi-inclusive cross section for x = 0.10 (left) and x = 0.15 (right). The angle
a = 30,40,50" (top to bottom )

4 Discussion

The reaction discussed above can be considered äs one example of deep inelastic diffractive
scattering on a nucleus in which the nucleus äs a whole emerges intact. At smaller vahies of
^i (x ^ 0-1) °ne would expect that heavier mesons or reggions will dominate the reaction.
Of particular interest are CT meson exchange, and at very small x one could even speculate on
a 'nuclear pomeron' exchange, characterized by vacuum quantum numbers. In principle one
could distinguish between the various processes by detecting different iso-spin Ta members of
recoih'ng nuclei or by using targets with various isospin T.
For example on a A ~ 3 target the ratio of 3He and 3H in the final state, or 4He and d targets
(T = 0) to check pion isospin selection rule.
In addition the dependence on Q2, the photon-target center of mass energy, W3 = (P + q)2 =
mA "+ (?2(V:C ~~ l)i or MX — (P + q ~P)2 1S expected to be different for the various processes.
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Meson Cloud Signatures in Semi-Inclusive DIS from
Polarized Nucleons
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Abstract: We invcstigate the possibility of identifying an explicit mesonic com-
ponent of the nucleon wavefunction through mcasurernents of polarizcd A++ and
A Fragments produced in deep-inelastic leptoproduction off polarized protoris. The
meson-exchange model prcdicts a high correlation between the polarizations of the
produced baryon and the target proton. in marked contrast with the compcting
diquark fragmentation process.

l Introduction

A number of rccent experiments have suggested quile non-trivial syrnmetiy brcaking efFects
among the nucleoif s quark distributions. The u — d asymmetry, for example, has been estab-
lished by the New Muon and NA51 Collaboratioris at CERN [l], an in tu i t ive understanding of
which is provided by a pionic cloud around the nucleon [2]. A non-perturbative kaori cloud. on
the other hand. inay also generate an asymmetry between the stränge and antistrarige quark
distributions in the nucleon. which the CCFR Collaboration [3] has recently investigatcd, äs
well äs a polarized stränge quark distribution. which may contribute to the cxplanation of the
observed violation of the Ellis-Jaffe sum rule ;4).

While strongly suggesting that non-perturbative effects play an Important role in nucleon
DIS, the results of these experiments do not rule out mechanisms other t hau meson clouds äs
those responsible for the symmetry breaking in the quark distributions. Indeed, the evidencc
for the meson cloud picture is rather mdirect, and it sccms a formidable challenge to seek direct
experimental eonfirmation of mesonic effects in inclusive DIS. The pertincnt question to ask
is whcther pions or kaons leave any unique traccs at all in other processes, which cannot be
undcrstood in terms of perturbative quark and gluon degrees of freedom alone.

We propose a series of experiments involving tagged structure functions in semi-inclusive
DIS on polarized protons, in which the nucleon's meson cloud may in fact give rise to rather
characteristic fragmentation distributions in comparison with the predictions of parton model
hadronization [5]. These differences will be significantly enhanced vvhen in i t ia l and final state
polarization effects are included [6]. With thqJffSh luminosjty beam. polarized internal target s
and 47r detectors capable of capturing slow moving baryons, one should be able to perform this

experiment at HERMES.

2 Kinematics of Target Fragmentation

We focus on semi-indusive production of polarized A++ baryons from a polarized proton,
ep —* e'A++A"~. Because the gl structure functlon of a pion is zero. an unpolarized electron
beam will suffice for this purpose. The choice of the A++ for the final state baryon reduces
the backgrounds that one would otherwise have to consider due to the decay of As themselves.
Furthermore, thc decay products of A+ or A° would include neutral hadrons whose detection
would be rnore difficult, thus incrcasing the overall experimental uncertainties. Studies of the
spin dependence of the fragmentation process here will require thc target proton polarization
to be parallel to the photon dircction, with the spin of the produced baryon quantized along
its dircction of motion, Experimentally, the polarization of the produced Ä++ (for the spin
projection ±3/2 and ±1/2 states) can be reconstriicted from the angular distribution of its
decay products (p arid K + ). For the case of the A" cloud. tlie relevant reaction to observe is
ep —* e'AA'+. Determining the polarization of the A hyperon is considerably easier because the
A is f-elf-analyzing.

In order to separate cleanly the target and current fragmentation regions requires high value.s
of Q2. With a 30 GeV electron beam at HERMES one wil l probe thc 0.05 < x £ 0.1 region.
which is relevant for the pionic contribution, up to Q2 ~ ü GeV2 and W2 = (P + q)2 <: 50
GeV2, where P and q are the target nucleon and photon four-momenta. rcspectively.

In the rest frame of the nur.leon the produced baryons will typically be slow, wi th three-
momentum given by:

l

2~Ä7 (1 )

where M is thc nucleon mass, MS the produced baryon rnass, and t — —/jj-/C — (A/| —A/2 ;")(! —
C)/( is the four-momcntumtransfer squared between the proton and baryon, with (, = p - q j P-q
the light-cone fract ion of the target proton's momentum carried by the baryon. The slowest
baryons will be those for which t is rnaximized. which occurs when ( , ' — * ! . As the upper limit on
( is l - x. slow baryon production also corresponds to thc z —t 0 l imit , and the slowest possible
particles produced at ( = l (at x - 0) wi l l have momentum |pmi„ - (Mg - M2}/2M zz 3-10
MeV for B = A. and = 193 McV for B = A. For the piori-cxchange process consldered here, the
peak in the differential cross section occurs at |p| -~ 600 MeV. which. for ( — 0.8, corresponds
to a missing mass of p2x = (P - p + q)2 ~ 5 Ge.\'2 for Q'2 ~ -l Gc\'2 at HERMES energies.

3 Pion Cloud Dynamics

The pion model is a dynamical rnodel of the nucleon where the dissociation of a physical nucleon
into a pion and an ''undressed" nucleon or A is explicitly witnessed by the probing photon. In
the pion-exchange model the differential cross section is:

d*<r 72

where F„& is the hadronic pion-nucleon forni^SOfoi". and /•'/ the pion structure function. Thc
quantity T" s(t) is the amplitude for a nucleon of spin 5 to emit a pion of four-momentum
squared t, leaving a A with .spin s.



Note that Eq.(2) is correct only on the light-cone — in the instant-form approach the
factorization of the f.'V cross section iiito -) TT and TT N cross sections holds only in the infinite
momentum frame [7]. The formulation on the light-cone also allows one to UKR thc on-mass-shell
structure function of the pion in Eq.(2) [8], without the need to extrapolate the pion structure
function into the (unknown) off-mass-shell region. For the ?r;VA form factor in Eq.(2) we take
the form suggested in earlier studies of the pionic content of thc proton in inclusive D1S [8]:

A2 + A/3

(3)

where s*& = (m* + p?r)/(l - () + (Ml + Pr)/C- Since the form factor on the light-cone is
not yet very well constrained, other forms for its shape are also possible, however the effects
discussed will be largely insensitive to the form factor details. and wi l l be dictated entirely by
the proton-pioii spin correlations.

Becanse it is emitted collinearly with the pion, production of A baryons with helicity ±3/2
is forbidden, which leads to the selection rule:

T

The yield of spin projection ±1/2 states is finite, on the other band, and given by:

12M1 (5)

Becanse thc production of A baryons is limited to forward angles in the target rest frame,
the factor (l ± cos Q) associated with the final state polarization will significantly suppress the
s — —1/2 yield relative to that of s = +1/2 final states.

The differential cross section, Q2d3a/dxdQ2dl^. for the individual polarization states of the
produced A++ (for DIS from a proton with S = +1/2) is shown in Fig. l (a) for typical HERMFS
kinematics, x - 0.075, Q2 - 4 GeV2 and E - 30 GeV. The pion-exchange model predictions
(solid curvcs) use the form factor in Eq.(3) with a cut-off A = 800 MeV, which is consistcnt
with the earlier studies of the contribution of thc pion cloud to the inclusive cross sections [8],
and which gives for the average number density of the ?rA component < n >riss 0.02. Thc
spectrum shows strong correlations between the polarizations of the target proton (5 = +1/2)
and the A++.

A potentially significant background will be that due to uncorrelated spectator fragmen-
tation. We can estimate the importance of this process within thc parton model framework.
in which the differential cross section is assumed to factorizc into a product of the polarized
quark distribution in the nucleon with the fragmentation function for the spectator System to
fragment into a baryon with polarization -s. For thc quark helicity distributions we can use
the parametrization from Ref.[9], whilc for the fragmentation functions we adopt the model of
Ref.[6], which combines empirical [10] Information on the unpolarized diquark fragmentation
functions together wi th Sl. (6) relations amongst the spin-dependent fragmentation functions.

In Fig.l(a) the parton model predictions (dashed) for the various polarization states of the
A are plottcd in comparison with the pion-exckajige cross sections. In the quark-parton model
the correlations are significantly weaker, with the ratio of polarized As being s — +3/2 : +1/2 :
— 1/2 : -3/2 s; 3 : 2 : l : 0. The comparisons assume that there is no significant interference

•̂  AQr 0

(a)
0.5

qq fragment.

Figure 1: (a) Differential electroproduction cross section Jor varioits polarization states of the
A++ (f°r x = 0.075, Q2 — 4 GeV^ and E = 30 GeV}. The ir-exckange model predictions (solid
curves: top s = +1/2, bottom s = —1/2) are für a cut-off mass A = 800 MeV. The quark-parton
model background estimates (dashed) are for .s — +3/2 (largest), +1/2 and —1/2 (smallestj.
(b) Poltirization asymmetry for thc -x-exchang? (solid) and diquark (qq) fragmentation (dashed)
rrtodfls. where <7tot is the sum over all polarization states.

between the parton fragmentation and pion-cxchange contributions. At small values of the
exchanged four-momentum squared t one may expect this to be a good approximation. since
the distancc scales at which the pion and diquark are formed are rather differeiit. Fbr larger
values of t this approximation may he less justifiable. and the possibility would exist that
interfcrence effccls could modify the above simple predictions. This problem would be most
pronounced for hard TrJVA vertices, however for relatively soft form factors (A <_ 800 MeV). äs
we have used. thc above predictions should bc a reliablc guide.

Although the total unpolanzed parton model cross sections are larger than the pion-exchangc
cross sections. even at larger values of ( where thc pionic effects are strongest, the differences be-
tween the pion-exchange model and fragmentation backgrounds can be enhanced by examining
polarization asymmetries. Note that frorn the angular distributions of the decay A++ —> px
one will be able to experimentally diffcrcntiate thc A — ±3/2 and s = ±1/2 coinponcnts of
the A. In Fig.l(b) we show the difference ff+3f2 - v+l/2. where as = Q^tPo^ jdxdQ2d(,, äs a
fraction of the total unpolarized CTOSS section. Thc resulting ( distributions are alinost Hat, but
significantly different for the two modcls. In particular, bccause of the selection rule in Fq.(-l)
the pion model predicts a large negative asymmetry. whilc the asymmetry in the diquark frag-
mentation model is small and positive. The ratios for /-dcpendent monopole and dipole form
factors [8. 11], are almost indistinguishable from those in Fig.l(b). Thereforc. a measurement
of the polarization asymmetry appears to lest only thc presencc of a pionic component of the
nucleon wave function, independent, of the details of the form factor.

Of course the two curvcs in Fig.l(b) represent extreme cases, in which As are produced
entirely via pion emission or diquark fragmentation. In reality we can expect a ratio of polar-
ization cross sections which is some average of the curves in Fig.l(b). The amount of deviation
from the parton model curve will indicate the extent to which thc pion-exchange process con-
tributes. Unlike inclusive D1S. which can only be used to place upper bounds on the pion
number, the semi-inclusive measurements could ßin down the absolute value of < n > T A.
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Pigure 2: (a) A production cross section in the K-etchange model, for a form factor cut~off
\ 800 Mf.V, for s = +1/2 (upper solid curve) and s = ~l/2 (Iower solid) final statt,*, (b)
Polarization tisymmetry for K~txchangt (solid) compartd with a kading fragmentation auprox-
imation estimate. for the parton fragmcntation process (dashfd). (The kinematic conditions are
äs in Fig.l.)

4 Kaon Cloud of the Nucleon

A direct tcst of the prcsence of a kaon cloud of the imclcon would be to observe also the
differential A production cross section at large (, and in particular the relative polarization
yields. Although some data do exist for A production in the target fragmentation region [12],
the large errors and limited kinematical ränge covcred do not permit one to unambiguously
discern the presence of K effects.

The differential hyperon // (= A. Ü°) production cross section (included in the observed A
cross section will bc contributions from H° recoil states. which subsequently deray to A-)) is
similar to the pion cross section in Eq.(2). with the trace factor here given by:

r, (6)

for a proton initially polarized in the positive-- dircction.

The A production cross section for the t wo possiblc polarizations in the A'-exchange model.
with a form factor cut-off A = O.S GeV, is shown in Fig.'2(a) äs a function of (. The target
and recoil polarizations are predictcd to be very strongly correlated. so t hat the asymmelry
shown in Fig.2(b) for the cross sections (CT+ I / : - <7~ 1 / - ) / (cr~M / 2 + a'11"1} is almost uni ty. The
A'-exchangp. ratlos are very similar to the jr-exchange results in Fig.l(b). indicating the similar
spin transfer dynamics inherent in the meson cloud picture of the nucleon.

This is in strong contrast with the expectation from the <jq —* A diquark fragmentation pic-
ture, in which the target recoil spin correlation is much weaker. In fact. to a first approximation
the A" yields in the quark-parton model are equal [6]. Sinre one has equal probabilities to
form a A' and A1 , in the leading fragmentation approximation the asymmetry will be zeio. Of
course, SU(6) symrnetry breaking effects. äs well äs non-leading fragmentation contributions,
will modify this result, äs will contributions from the production and decay of E011 hyperons.
However, the qualitative result that the asymjoggry is small should remain t nie. Therefore the
observation of a large polarization asyinmetry in the large-( region of the target fragmentation
region will bc evidence for a kaon-cxchange fragmentation mechanism.

5 Conclusion

We haveoutlined a series of semi-inclusivecxperimentson polarized proton target s that may for
the first time enable one to unambiguously estabüsh the presence of a pion and kaon cloud of the
nucleon at high energies. Instrumental in identifying the mesonic signature will be detection of
the polarizatioii of the slow fragments in the target. fragmentation region. which should largely
eliminate the backgrounds resulüng from the competing diquark fragmentation process, While
the experiments proposed here are difficult, requiring all the intensity and duty factor one can
obtain at HERMES, it does seem that they will provide quite clear Information on the role of
the pseudoscalar mesons in the nucleon.
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Abstract: We analyze the production of soft neutrons (En < 10 MeV) in deep
inelastic scattering and conclude that the recent E-G65 data indicatc strong sup-
pression of the final state interactions in DIS at high energies. Hence we suggest
that studies of the energy dependence of the soft neutron yields would provide a
sensitive probe of the dynamics of the final state interactions in DIS.

The final state interactions (FSI) in deop inelastic scattering allow us to probe the space-
tinie evolution of strong interactions. Observing these effcrts is a challenging Job. especially if
one wants to study their energy dependence. The soft neutron yield (E„ < 10A/eVF ) is one
of the very few observables which can be studied bot h at fixed target energies using Standard
detectors of low energy neutrons and at collider using a forward neutron calorimeter 1

The mechanisrn of soft neutron production is reasonably well understood - such neutrons
are produced by pre-equilibrium cmission and evaporation from the residual nuclear System left
after the cascade stage of the fast particle-nucleus interactions. In the ca.se of heavy nuclei these
neutrons provide the major channel of "cooling" of the residual system. For interrnediate ,4.
where the Coulomb barrier is not high, neutrons take away about half of the excitation energy,
with the rest carried by the charged fragments.

The total neutroii multiplicity is approximate.ly proportional to the number of nucleons
knocked out from the nucleus at the fast stage of interaction provided the nuinbcr of the
number of of knocked out nucleons is sufficiently srnall. Therefore, the measurcment of such a
multiplidty should provide a global measure of the nurnber of wounded nucleons. Thc Standard
Monte-Carlo cascade codes describe the neutron yields in the interrnediate energy reactions
(Emc < IGeV) reasonably well. We estimate the precision of current codes to be on the level
^ 20%, which includes all possible reasonable Variation of the input parameters such äs the
level density of nuclear states. etc.

Recently the E-665 collaboration [2] has reported the first data on the production of low
energy neutrons with kinetic energies En < 10 Me\ in DIS of high energy muons off a number
of nuclear targets: D. C. Ca. Pb. Relatively small average multiplicity of such neutrons.
{Nn(A}) was reported:

(Xn(Pb)(E„ < 1 0 M e V ) } ~ 5 ± l ± 0 . 3 . (1}

(y„(Ca)(En < 10 Me\')} c= 1.8 ± 0.5 ± 0.3. (2)

The second error reflects systematic errors associated with the method of background subtrac-
tion which assumcd that background is the Hamgjis for scattering off the deuteron. Obviously

'Note that. for collider kinematics. soft neutrons have energies « E^/A and very small transverse momenta.
As a result thc Hl and ZEUS neutron detectors have nearty 100% am'ptaiiw for these neutrons. [ij

this assumption is rnore important for the case of lighter targets where overaJl neutron multi-
plicity is srnaller. Hence we will concentrate on the analysis of the Pb data arid briefly comment
on the Ca data.

It appears that the only available high-energy data on production of soft neutrons were
obtained at ITEP [4] for the iuädent protons with 1.4 < p™1' < 9 GeV/c. We find that in
the overlapping energy ränge: 7.5 MeV < E„ < 10 MeV the spectra mca,sured in the two
experiments using lead target have similar shapes. However, the neutroii multiplicity is much
higher for the high-energy proton projectiles, which reflects the miicli larger number of wounded
nucleons in pA interactions. To compare the number of neutrons produced per wounded nucleon

we calculated x^liaN) ^ d^Jjr^^ ^or Protün anci muon projectiles, since in the Glauber type
models without secondary interactions this quantity does not depend on the projectilc [3j. We
still found about a factor of two larger value of this quantity for the proton case. indicating
that secondary interactions are more important for the proton projectile.

The DIS data were taken for small x where some nuclear shadowing is observed. Shadowing
leads to increase of the fraction of diffraction events in which no neutron is produced. However
at the same time shadowing leads to incrcase of contribution of events where 7* inelastically
interacts with > two nucleons. It is easy to check that the overall effect is a small increase in
the neutron inultiplicity. So for the rough estimates we will neglect shadowing in rhc furthcr
analysis.

It is geiierally assumcd that in DIS high-energy hadrons are formed beyond the nucleus
and that only hadroiis with energics < few GeV are involvcd in FSI. The rnost conservative
assumption scems to be that only recoiling nucleons reinteract in the nucleus. The spectrum
of these nucleons can be approximated at small x and not very large energies, where the triple
Pomeron contribution is still small, äs

with (pf) -^ 0.4 GeV/c. see discussion in [3], Here z is Feynman x for the nucleons. Thcrefore
the average kinetic energies of the produced nucleons in the nucleus rest frarne are of the order
300-400 MeV. Hardly any time forrnation argumcnts could be applicable in this case. So
production of soft nucleons through the creation of thc hole due to removal of one nucleon
and subsequent, interactions of this nucleon with the rest of the nucleus should be considercd
äs a lower limit for the rate of the soft neutron production. This limit obviously does not
inciude production of soft neutrons in the process of absorption of slow pions produced in the
elcrnentary lepton-nucleon DIS. for which timc Formation arguments do not apply äs well.

To estimate this lower limit we used a Monte Carlo code for the intermcdiate energy badron
-nucleus interaction for all stages of the process: cascade, which includes processes of knock-
out of nucleons, production and .subsequent interaction of pions, pre-equilibriurn emission and
evaporation of neutrons and charged particles. sce e.g. [5]. The total number of sirnulated
events in cvery case was 50000. We focused on the case of scattering off Pb, since the muon
data are more accurate in this case. We checkcd our version of the code using ITEP data [4].
and found a good agrceinent with these data, see Fig.l. confirming that we can trust predictions
of the code with stated above accuracy of aboilflSS) %. To calculate the rate of the soft neutron
production we considered the following model: (i) a nucleon was removed from any point in the
nucleus with a probability proportional to the nuclear density; (ii) An energy W was assigned to



it, (iii) Nucleon propagation in the nuclear medium and subscquent production of soft neutrons
was modeled using the Monte-Carlo code tested using pA data.

The multiplicity of the produced neutrons for different cutoffs in En is shown in Fig.2.
One can see that for kinetic energies of interest: 200 MeY < 11'' < 500 MeY the soft neutron
multiplicities rather weakly depeiid on W. \Ve estimate

= 6±1.5. (4)

which is reasonably close to the experimental number of 5 ± 1. Qualitatively, the shape of thc
energy distribution is also reproduced. However, the shape for En > IMeV is more sensitive
to the energy spectrum of the knorked out nuclcons. Thus a more detailed comparison with
the data would require niodeling of the initial spectrum of the knock out nucleons. This will
be reported elsewhcre. In the case of ßCa scattering our limit for the saine cuts is Nn(Ca] >
1.2±0.2 which is somewhat smaller than the numbc-r reported by E-665 (eq.2). However withio
the systematic errors the lower bound is not sigiiificantly below the data. Note also, that in
the case of A <£ 200 one needs to perform further tests of the codes since deexcitation process
is more complicated in this case: for Ca about 50% of the energy is released via cmission of
protons and heavier fragments, though for ,4 > 200 neutrons carry practically away practically
all excitation energy.

Let us briefiy discuss how mariy more extra neutrons one could expect from the secondary
interactions e.g. in the string models, where produced quark interacts with cffective cross
section <7e// ^ 20 mb, for discussion of these models and references see [G]. The total nninber of
nucleons knocked out by the quark can be easily calculated if the nucleon correlations in nudei
are neglected:

-4-1

where T(b) ~ J™00dzpA(b,z), and nuclear density p.\(r) is normalized to ^ d : i r p A ( r ] = A. For
20 < A < 200, A.V(A) oc A0 5 . For at}} = 20 mb: AA'(Co) - 0.7, A.V(Pfr) - 1.5. Xaivcly
this would lead to increase of our lower bound estirnate by a factor of 1.7 and 2.5 respectively.
Clearly. this would be hard to accommodatc at least in the case of scattering off Pb.

Thus \ve conclude that the E-GG5 data for neutron yield from Pb indicate substantial sup-
pression of FSI. To reconcile this with the data at lower energies where substantial FSI effects
were observed one would need to assume that FSI decrease with increase of the energy. This
is consistent both with the trend of the E-665 data for (Nn(Pb)(En < 10 MeV)) to fall with
increase of E„ic and with decrease of the probability for the produced fast hadrons to reinteracr
with nuclei which was also observed by E665 [7].

We conclude that a systematic study of the energy dependence of the neutron yield starting
from the incident cnergies available at HERMES is necessary. Since the absorption of the
leading hadrons is expected to decrease rather rapidly with increase of £{,„• in the HERMES
energy ränge, one can expect substantial decrease of the soft neutron yield in the HERMES
kinematics. It would be interesting to study correlation betwecn the soft neutron multiplicity
and the spectrum of leading hadrons (z-distribution, p, broadening, etc). It is necessary also
to repeat the E665 experirnent at higher energies to dieck the rather arnazing firiding of this
experiment of the low rate of production of sofLneutrons. If the decrease with Einc and low
neutron multiplicity at E p > 200 GeV are connrmed. the soft neutrons would provide a perfect
tool to look for relatively rare final statc imeractions in DIS at HERA collider at small :r by
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Figure 1: Comparison of the rcsults
of the. Monte Carlo cascade-evaporation
calculation of the neutron spfictra in
p + Pb —» n + X process -solid curves
with thc ITEP data [4] at Pp = lAGfV/c
and Pp = 2Ge\'/c - dashed lints with
open circles and squarcs.

w. GeV

Figure 2: Multiplicity of neutrons produced
m the process where a nucleon with energy W
was produced inside. Pb for differe.nt enenjy
intervah of the. neutrwi energy. Dotte.d, solid;
dashed curves are multiplicities of evaporated
nucleons forö<Tn<6 Me V, 0 < Tn < 10,
0 ^ T„ < 50 MtV dashed-dotted curve is the
total neutron multiplicity.

selecting events with much largcr than average neutron rniiltiplicity, The study of soft neutron
production at the electron machines for ,r ~ I and Q~ — 0.5 - IGeV2 would be also of hclp to
check dynamics of low-energy FSI.
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Abstract: The exclusive and inclusive electroproduction off the polarized deuteron
is considered at largc Q2 and x > 0.5. It is shown that the use of a polarized t arge t
will allow to emphasize smaller than average internucleon distances in the deuteron.
As a result, we expect amplification of all the effects fcolor t ran sparen cy, relativistic
dynamics, etc.) sensitive to small internucleon distanc.es. Numerical estimates are
given for the proccsses c + d —t e + p + n and c. -\- d —J- c + A'.

1 Motivation
The theoretlcal analysis [1] of the intermediate energy Q2 ~ l GeV2 electrodisintegration

of the deutcron at x ~ l indicates ihat there is a fast convergence of the higher (large /)
partial waves of the final pn continuum wave funr t ion . As a result, we can substitute the
(infinite) sum over the partial waves with the phenomenological amplitude for pn scattering.
This simplification allows to implement relativistic kincmatics of the final s täte interaction
(FSI) amplitude through the analysis of the corrcsponding (covariant) Feynman diagrarns [2].
The main theoretical conclusion [2] is that, at Q* > l GeV , there exists a unique schcmc
of legitimate calculatjons within the extended eikonal approxirnation which selfconsistently
accounts for relativistic dynamics, This enhances considerably the exploratioo potential of
the electroproduction reaction, cspccially off a deuteron target, whose wave function is well
establishcd at Fermi momenta < 400 MeV/c.

Based on this, we dlscuss two alternative studies:

• Investigation of the QCD prediction that the absorption of a high momentum virtual
photon by a nucleon leads to the production of a small size color singlet state, optimistically
called a point-like configuration (PLC). Such a study requires selection of kinematics where
small enough Fcrmi momenta dominate and where the transverse momenta of the spectator
nucleons are large enough so that the dominant contribution is given by the reinteraction of
the PLC with a spectator nucleon (see Scct. 2).

• Probing relativistic effects in deuteron electrodisintegration at moderate Q'2 < 4 GeV2 and
rather large longitudinal Fermi momenta. Such a study will provide a criticai cliscrimination
betwecn the different approaches to high energy scattering off deeply bound nucleons.

Both these studies would grcatly benefit froni the use of a polarized target. The reason
is that the use of a d allows to enhance the contribution of the D-state in the dcutcron's
ground state wave function. Due to the diminishmg probability of the U-statc at small Fermi
momenta, these reactions would be sensitive to smaller internucleon distances in the deuteron
äs compared to the unpolarized case, leading to an amplification of all the effects sensitive to
small internucleon distances.

2 Color Transparency Effects and Vanishing FSI
In QCü. the absorption of a high Q2 photon by a nucleon produc.es a PLC, which. at very

high energies, would not interact with the nucleons, thus eliminating FSI. This vanisMng of
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Figure 1: pt and Q2 dependence of the ratio
TGA/TCT fora = (Et-pz,)/m = 1.
a) quantum diffusion, b) three statt modcl.

Figure 2: Q2 dependence of Aj for a = 1.
Solid line - elastic eikonal, dashed - QD.M,
dashed-dotted - three state model. dotted -
PWIA.

the FSI has been termed color transparency (CT). At high but finite energies, a PLC is actually
produced. but it expands äs it propagatcs through the nucleus [3]. To suppress the expansion
effects, it is necessary to ensure that the expansion length. lh ~ 0.4(p/GeV), is grcater than the
characteristic longitudinal distance in the reaction. In the considered d(e.e'pn) and <f(e,e 'pA")
reactions, where one nucleon carries almost all the momentum of the photon while the second
nucleon (or its resonance) is a spectator. the actual expansion distances are the distances
betwecn the nucleons in the deuteron [1]. Thus, suppressing large distance effects through the
dcuteron's polarization, one effectively will diminish (he PLC's expansion. leading to an earlicr
onset of CT.

The scattering amplitude ,M, including the np final state intera.ction, can be written äs:

M=<p:..pt\d>-±[-^<pi.pt-kt\d>F»v(k}[i-iß], d)

whcre p^ = pj - (Es — m) Af(^"" and A'a = Jp* + m2 . Ilere, ps is the spectator momentum and
,Uj the mass of the deuteron. The diffcrcnce between 7)* and p, accounts for the longitudinal
momentum transfer. Spin indices are suppressed to simplify the notations. The function
Fnp represents the FSI between the outgoing baryons and its form depends on the model
describing the soft rescattering. Within the elastic eikonal (Glauber) approxirnation (GA),
F"P(k) ->• /np(kt), where At Q2 > 3 (GeV/c)2 . the quantities
an and bn depend only weakly on the momentum of the knocked-out nucleon. with crf", K 40
mb, an ss —0.2 and bn ss 6 — 8 GeV"2 for the kinematics we use.

The reduced interaction between the PLC and the spectator nucleon can be described
in terms of its transverse sizc and the distance z from the photon absorption point, i.e.,
in Eq.(l) we replace Fpn -*• /PLC'lV(2, kt,Q'2). For numerical eslimates of the reduced FSI
jPLC.N^^^Qi^ we use thc quantum diffusion model (QDM) [4] äs well äs the three state
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modcl [5]. Latter is based on the assumption that the hard scattering operator acts on a nu-
cleon and produccs a PLC, which is represented äs a superposition of three baryomc states,
\PLC) = Em=A' v*.v- Fm,N(Q2)l*T>}- In Fig.l, we compare the predictions of the elastic eikonal
and the t wo CT models for the transparency. T = &eßIp/&c$pIA, f°r ar> unpolarized target. We
consider so-called perpendicular kinematics, whcrc the light cone mornentum a — '~P; =s l
and pt < 400 MeV/c. It was demonstrated in Ref.[l] that these kinematics maximizc the
contribution from the FSI and minimizcs various theoretical uncertainties. One can see froin
Fig.l that, optimistically, one may expect 30% effects from CT at Q2 > 4 — G GeV2.

Using a polarized target emphasizes the role of the deuteron's D-state. allowing to probe
the space-time evolution at smaller space-time intervals. For numerical estimates, wc consider
the asymmetry Ad measurablc in electrodisiiitegration of a polarized deuteron with helcities
of ±1 and 0: A d ( Q 2 . p s ] = "^^^-^ • whcrc a ( x t ) = dh^'^j, and *. is the deuteron's

helicity. The Q'2 dependence of the asymmetry Ad for "perpendicular" kinematics, at pt — 300
MeV/c, is presented in Fig.2. One can see from t.his figure that CT effects can change Ad by
äs nmch äs factor of two for Q2 — 10 GeV2.

3 Study of the Relativistic Effects
Let us consider now different kinematics. namely Q2 < 4 GeV2. In this case we expect

minimal CT effects and therefore the consequences of the FSI arc well under control. The
kinematics, where the light-cone momentuni Q > l and pt fs 0. are most sensitive to relativistic
effects in the deuteron. There are several techniques to treat the deeply bound nucleons äs
well äs relativistic effects in the deuteron. One group of approaches handlcs the vir tuali ty
of the bound iiucleon within a description of the deuteron in the lab. framc (we will call
them v j r tna l nuclcon ( V N ) approaches) by taking the residue over the energy of the spectator
nucleon. One h äs to deal with negative energy states which arise for non-zero virtualities
(see e.g. Rcf.[6]). Due to the binding. current conservation is not automatic and one has
to introduce a prescription to implement c.m. gauge invariance (see e.g. R.ef.[7]). Another
approach is based on the observation that high energy processes evolve along the light-cone.
Therefore, it is natural to describe the reaction within the light-cone non-covariant frarnework
[S]. Negative energy states do not enter in this casc. though one has to uke into account
so called instantaneous interactions. For th is purpose one employs e.m. gaugc invariance to
express the "bad" electromagnetlc current coinponent (containing instantaneous terms) through
the "good"' component J+ ~ -q+/q^J^ [8]. in the approximation when non-nucleonic dcgrccs
of freedom in the deuteron wave function can bc neglected, one can unambiguously relate tlie
light-cone wave functions to those calculated in the lab. frame by introducing the LC pn relative

three momentum k =

Turning to numerical estimates. it is worth not ing that it is well established that. by usirig
a polarized deuteron target in (e, t'p) reactions. one can decisively discntangle the VN and LC
prescriptions (see e.g. [8]). Now using the recent advances in the FSI calculation. one can repeat
a similar comparison for the tensor asymmetry. T"20 = |((Ti'1 + (T1' -2er1'0), accounting also for
the FSI diagrams. The result of such a comparison is presented in Fig..'i for backward kinematics
(ö, — 180"). One can see that account of the FSI fürt her increases the differcnce between the
predictions of the VN and LC approaches, thus making their experimcntal investigation rnore
feasible.

The advantage of using a d target to enhance the contribution of small internucleon distances
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Figure 3: ps df.pendence of thf (e,e'p)
tensor polarization at Os — 180°. Solid
and dashed lints an PWIA predictions
of the LC and VN methods, rcspcctive
mtirked curves indude FSI.

Figure 4: Q2 dept.nde.net of the anpoiaiizt
and Sensor polarized cross sections. Solid
lirif. - LC approach with PLC suppression,
dashtd - LC, and dashcd-dotted - V.\.
Experimental dato from Ref.[9].

holds even for inclusive d(e, e1) scattering. In Fig. 4, we compare the predictions of the VN and
CT approaches for d(e,e') reactions with unpolarized and polarized deuteron targets. Yiclding
practically the same predictions for a unpolarized target at j < l, the two approaches d i ff er by
äs mnch äs a factor of two in the tensor polarization cross section.

3 Conclusions
We demonstrated that the usc of a polarized deuteron target allows to probe efiectively

smaller internucleon distances in the deuteron ground statc wave function for semiexclusive
(e, e 'A) and inclusive (f., t') reactions. This opportunity can be succcssfully used to gain a
better nnderstanding of the structure of (moderate) high energy, large Q2 e.A interactions. In
particnlar. we demonstrated that the use of a d target wonhl allow to observe the onset of Color
Irarisparericy at intcrmediatccncrgies äs well äs t o confront different desc.riptions of relativistic
effects in the deuteron and electromagnetic interactions with deeply bound nucleons.
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Abstract: Ways to increase the luminosity of HERA beyond the design luminosity
of L = 1.5 1031cm 2sec J have been explored and investigated: A new design of the
interaction region and Upgrade of the injector chain. Most proniising appcars to be a
redesign of the IR based on new types of septum magnets. This promises to increase
the luminosity by a factor of four if beam defiection and focusing components are
integrated in the colliding beam detector. The ronsequences of such elements for
the detectors have been studied.
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l Introduction

bv E. Lohrmann

1.1 Luminosity Upgrade

Thc HERA e-p storage ring started operating in June 1992. Since then the deüvered luminosity
has been steadily increasing: The integrated luminosities were lpb~l in 1993.6/ji"1 in 1994 and
12 pb-1 in 1995 In 1990 a peak luminosity of Lpeak = 7 • 1030/cm2/5 has been reachcd,to be
compared with the design luminosity of 1.5 • IQ31 fern'2/s. At bearn currents of up to 30m,4
for electrons and 55mA for protons,the specific luminosity is about two times larger than the
design value. As circulating currents increase, there is therefore a very good prospect to reach
or slightly siirpass the design luminosity. In addition, other irnprovements in the machine will
lead to an increase of the efficiency, so that in the end the machine could deliver an estimated
integrated luminosity of -10 — 5Qpb l/year, leading to 200 — 250p6 ' in a reasonable running
tirne. So far about 20p6 ' have been collected.

The experiments Hl and ZEUS have made good use of this luminosity. So far.for luminosity
rcasons,mostly phenomcna at values of Q2 « M(W)2 have been explored.which allows a wide
ränge of studier of QCD. Important results so far are the accurate measurement of Fa,the
structure function of the proton, covering four orders of rnagnitude in both x and Q2. I ts Q2

dcpendcnce can be described in terms of the OLAP evoluüon equations.which is a big step
forward in the understandmg of the proton. The large center of mass energy of HERA has also
allowed a new look at diffraction. hecause its spacelike structure can be investigated in great
detail.

A number of new QCD tests add to prove HERA a 'QCD-machine'. These results have
attracted wide attention. A large international Community of experimental physicists from 15
countries have driven th is program vigorously.and encouraged by the QCD physics resulls, have
improved the capabilities of the detectors for this type of physics. It must however be noted
that this is low Q2 -physics' compared with the electroweak scale of Q? = Mf IV)3. The physics
on the electroweak scale has so far been barely touched. This is the region HERA was built to
explorc. The unique features of HER.A.likeelectron polarization and the capability to conipare
electron and positron running are relevant only in the electro-weak regime. New important
tests of EW interactions will have to be done; in addition new phenomena outside the Standard
model are rnore ükely to appear.

VVhcreas th^ LEP experiments have explored the Standard model for time-like momcntum
transfers up to Q2 > SOOOGeV2, HERA will look into space-like momcntum transfers for
Q2 > lOOOOGeV2. This work has not really begun and it needs large luminosity. So far Hl and
ZEUS have each accurnulated about charged current (CC)-events, which are characteristic EW
interactions. This is to bc compared with the nurnber of events available in 'low Q2' physics
for the Fi studies, which is of ordcr of 0.5 Mio events. An integrated luminosity of 200pö-1

will givc about 4000 C'C events, which is still not a large number. In addition. increasing
the luminosity will enhance the discovery potential of the machine. Since one investigates
effectively electron-quark collisions, and since the quarks have their momentum distributecl
up to the proton momentum, an increase in luminosity makes statistically larger cm energies
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The cffective center of mass energy increascs about üke (/ummosify)°.25. E.g. an
increase of luminosity by a factor 4 beyond design will cffcctively increase the cm energy of the
machine from 300 GeV to -120 Gev.and by the same factor increase the mass ränge which can
be probed for discoveries.

All these questions have been studied in great detail in this workshop. They provide a
strong motivation to operate HERA at the largest possible luminosity. In addition, the Sci-
entific Council of DESY has, in its session of February 20, 1996, given a strong endorsement
for a program of luminosity increase, The following nieasures are considered to increase (he
integratcd luminosity:

i improve the efficiency of Operation

ü improve the ernittancc of the proton beam by a new protoii preaccelerator

iü decrease the beta function at the interaction point

Measures i) and ii) will allow to rnake Optimum usc of the machine in its present configuration.
Measure iii) can potentially increase the luminosity by another factor 3-4. However, it will
irivolve changes also in the experiments. It requires to position beam deflecting and focusing
elemeuls äs close to the interaction point äs possible. The schenie proposed here requires the
beam elements to be placed well inside the HI/ZEUS experiments. Apart from the need to
provide the Investment and planning for this project, it will require nontrivial changes in these
experiments. In addition it will impair certain instrumental capabilities which have been bullt
to investigate 'low Q2' physics. For exarnple the beam telescopes,which measure protons and
ncutrons at very small angles. will rernain important, and one would Üke lo keep äs much of
their capability äs possible in the new luminosity schenie.

Because of this interrelation of machine- and experiment issues, a jonit design team has
to work out the details of the proposed scheme. This should bc the next step following this
workshop.

1.2 Proton Beam Polarization

If polarized proton beams could be stored, this would, in conjunction wi th polarized electrons,
open a number of novel studies of the spin structure of the proton. The physics potential has
been studied in detail in this workshop. Accelerating and storing polarized protons in HERA
is exceedingly difficult.Progress has been achieved by the studies of the Spin Collaboratjon,
however it is prcsently not possible to assess realistically the feasibility and the cost of such
a developmcnt project. The interest of the physics program with such a facility will have to
be weighted against the large technical difficulties. If this looks favorable, it would encourage
further studies.

1.3 Light and Heavy Ions in HERA

The physics case for storing deuterium and heavier ions In HERA has been studied in detail
in this workshop.Deuterium is interesting, because it allows to study the neutron structure.
required to obtain a complete picture of the structure of the nucleon.Storing heavy nuclei
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would open the way to novel studies of nuclcar matter.The physics interest here calls for storing
relatively heavy nuclei.

It is in principle possible to störe nuclei with Z=A/2. In general, the luminosity will de-
crease with increasing atomic number A. The changes required in the rnachine are relatively
straightforward. They have not been worked out in great detail, but rough studies indicate,
that the cost of the modifications will be apprcdable. Ko schedule for such an upgrade is sct
at the present time.
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2 HERA Luminosity Upgrade Potential

bv F. Willekc

2.1 General Remarks

The HERA clectron proton collider is the first accelerator of its kind. Two species of charged
particles which are stored in two diflerent accelerator rings are brought into collisions. The
accelerator is designed for the collisions of 30G'eV electrons or positrons with 820GeV protons.
Maximum beam currenTs are 58mA and IGOmAv respectively. Since no experience on such
collisions was available, the HERA designers were conservative in The choice of the basic beam
Parameters and in the layout of the accelerator lattice. This was considered necessary to provide
Hexibility in case of unexpected difficulties with the collisions of unequal species.

The layout of l he interaction point was a particular concern of the designers. They were
faced with a number of difficulties and constraints. First, the luminosity depends on the beam
size at the interaction point ( IP) . This is limited by aperture and by chromatic cffccts of the
low /3-quadrupole magnets. The beam size thus can only be made small by putting the low-
3 quadrupoles close to the IP. However, it is obvious that the two beams have first to be
separated after collisions before focusing elements for the high energy proton beam can be
placed. Thus a quick beam Separation is important for high luminosity. But quick Separation
requircs considerable magnetic fields which lead to strong Synchrotron radiation from the lepton
beam. This is a potential large source of backgrounds for the collidmg beam detectors. A
number of additional constraints had to be taken into account. The unavoidable dispersion
generated in the Separators had to be kept to a minimum to avoid strong synchro-betatron
coupling by dispersion in the close-by rf cavities. Furthermore, the IR-straight section had to
be made spin-transparent to allow for longitudinally polarizcd lepton beams.

To achieve small proton beam sizes at the IP is thus difficult . The beam sizes of the Two
beams have to be matched at the IP in order to limit the iion-linearity of the beam-beam
interaction seen by the proton bearn. Given the rather small HERA lepton beam emittance,
it turns out to be rather easy to adapt the lepton beam to whatcver can be achieved by the
protons. The HERA luminosity is thus limited by The ability to strongly focus the proton beam
at the IP.

The compromise found between the various constraints to place the first focusing elements
for the proton beam at a distance of 22m from the IP which allowcd for 5-functions of ß* = 10™
and 3" — Im at the IP. With the normalized beam emittance of f-j — ̂ -mradmm and the
beam intensity of 10" protons per bunch which was expected from the proton injector chain
and the maximum lepton current of !f = 58mA which is limited by the installed rf power of
10.5MIV a peak luminosity of

was expected for HERA.

Experience of four years of collidmg beam Operation of HERA led to the following coridu-
sions; The Synchrotron radiation background in HERA is well tolerable if the beams and
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collimator positions arc well tuned. The main source of residual Synchrotron radiation back-
ground comes from tip-scattering from the upstream Synchrotron radiation rnasks. Thus if
the upstream Synchrotron radiation rnasks could be avoided. a considerably larger amount of
Synchrotron radiation generated in the interaction region could be tolerated. This means that
the beams could be separatcd more quickly, low /3-quadrupoles for the protons could be placed
closer to the IP and the luminosity could be increased by smaller /3-functions of the protons
at the IP. This is accornplished by Separator magnets which are Lwice äs strong äs the present
ones but which are placed inside the detector close to the IP. Then. the Synchrotron radiation
will pass through the IR and can be absorbed further downstream. No upstream masks need
to placed and one only has to worry about backscattcring form the downstream masks.

A second conclvision may be derived from reccnt HERA experience. The maximum tolerable
beam-beam tuncshift levcls assumed for the e-p collidcr in the original design are probably too
conservative. As long äs the proton beam size is well matched to the size of the lepton beam,
the proton beam lifetime in collision is morc than 100/iours and the background from lost
protons in the IR is low. The beam-beam tuneshift of the lepton beam is also rather low and
niight be further increased. Therefore. a brighter proton beam from the injector chain would
also help increasing the HERA luminosity.

Redesign of the interaction regions with stronger and earlier beam Separation in order to
further rcduce the /3-functions of the proton beam.
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2.2 HERA Performance 1992-1995 and its Limitations

After comrnissioning in 1991, HERA started to dcliver e-p luminosity to t l ie colliding beam
expcriments Hl and ZEUS in 1992. Since its first year of runniiig, the performance of HERA
was steadily improved and the intcgrated luminosity could be increased by large factors from
year to year, The maximum bunch intensity of the proton beam was always limited by the
performance of the injector chain and losses in the beam transfer line. Furthermore, the proton
bearn lifetime in HERA during the 30min injection period and duririg the early part of the
ramp is c r i t i r a l . Usually. the total amount of beam lost in HERA is 10%. Meanwhile. the
DESYIII booster Synchrotron, where the intensity and the brigthness of the proton beam is
limited by space Charge effects at injection energy operates at design parameters of 10" protons
per bunch and normalized beam emittances of e • 7 = Qitrnradmm (90% of the beam). The
PETRA accelerator has been steadily improved and is now able to deliver routinely about
80m/l of beam which corresponds to 6 - 1010 protons per bunch. 60% of the design value. The
transfer between HERA and PETRA suffers from the srnall aperture available in the 40CeV
proton beam line with a transfer efficiency of at most 90%. About 5% of the beam loss occurs
during injection into HERA. From the remaining intensity another 5% is lost due to a beam
lifetime of about Shours while HERA is waiting during the 20min f i l l ing procedure. The losses
during acceleration are usually srnall . As a result, presently 65m.4 which is 4.5 - IQ10 protons
per bunch (180 bunches) cari be rnade available for e-p colüsions on average which is about 45%
of the design value.

The intensity of the lepton beam suffered in the case of electrons froin a brcakdown of the
beam lifetime due to interactions of the beam with the ion pumps. This problem disappeared
when Operation was switched to positrons. The beam intensity at this point is limited at
about 45m.4 by rf power and reüability constraints. Thus the HERA intensity limitations are
well understood. There are not of fundamental nature and measures are beirig taken for a
step-by-step irnprovcmcnt programme.

The beam dimensions at the interaction points of both proton and electron beams are
smaller than the desing values. In both accelerators it was possible to give up safcty margins
in the apertures which allowed for stronger focusing and smaller /3-functions at the IP. The
3-functions achieved sofar are ß~p = 7m: ß~ = 0.7m; ß*e — Im; ,3" = Im which reduces
the beam sizes by about 30% of the design. The fact, t hat the proton beam intensity is still
below design has the side effect, t hat the proton beam emittance is also below design. Usually
emittances smaller than e/v = 2Ö7rmrad mm can be achieved in HERA in luminosity Operation.
This is the reason why the specific luminosity is in excess of the design value by almost a factor
of two and it gives luminosity peak values of Ipeot — 7 • 1030cm~2sec~1, which is half the design
values despite the low beam intensity.

The stability of both beams in collision is very good. This is true in particular for the
protons where the beam lifetime during luminosity Operation is in the order of several hundreds
of hours and there is very little emittance growth (e/v/'.v = 0.03/Aour). This however requires
well matchcd beam sizes at the IP in order to avoid an enhancement of the nonlinearity of the
beam-beam interaction. Luder these conditions and with beam-beam tune shifts in the order
of Af — 10~3. the proton beam seems to be not too close to the beam-beam limit.

The stability of the positron beam is very good äs well. Its lifetime is given by beam ga.s
brems Strahlung due to desorbed gas from the beam pipe walls. Due to unavoidable dispersion in
the rf regions which are located in each of the straight sections next to the iP, synchrobetatron
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resonances are qnite strong- They must, be avoided which limits the availabe tune space. Good
electron spin Polarisation requires a working point in between oiQx + '2Q, = 0 and Qx-\-3Qs = 0
which cavises the beam to bluw up somewhat in collisions which causes a loss of luminosity of
10%. If the tunes are chosen far from resonances, the leptons may also be considered to be far
from the beam-beam limit . The maximum tuneshift values in 1995 were around Ai/v — 0.025.

An important featurc of HERA are the spin polarized lepton beams. Since 1995 HERA is
operated with one spin rotators pair in the Fast straight sectlon for longitudmally polarized
beam for the HERMES experiments. The polarization degree is routinely above 60% and is
not noticeably affected by the beam-beam interaction

The biggest challenge in HERA luminosity Operation is to achieve reasonable reüability and
availabüity of the total accelerator complex. On average. the time spent in luminosity Operation
is only 35% of the scheduled time. The rest of the time is needed for injection, ramping tuning.
recovery from technical faults and trouble shooting. These results have to be compared to a
maximum possible efliciency of the order of 70%.
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2.3 HERA Luminosity Limitations and Constraints

The luminosily of the HERA e-p colüder may be writtcn äs

L = (2)

( A p is the number of protons per bunch A'f is the numbcr of leptons per bunch. NB is the
numbcr of bunches, frei is the revolution frequency. <7x,y,s,p are the rms beam sizes for protons
and leptons respectively). To show the limitations of the luminosity morc clcarly. this cxprcssioo
may be rcwritten in terms of limited quantities and taking into account additional constraints.
An important restriction is that thc beam cross sections of protons and leptons have to match
to lirnit the nonlinearlty of the beam-beam interaction. This is particularly important for
the proton beam to avoid emittance blow-up, bad lifetime and large backgrounds. Thus one
has <r"p — <7*e — u~ (z denotes horizontal or vertical. p and e denote positrons or leptons
respectively). Furthermore, the total beam current of the lepton beam will be always limited
by the available rf powcr A'c = If/(e • NB • /rei.). The number of protons per bunch will be
ultimately limited by spare charge effects in the injector chain. The maximum number of
protons per bunch is therefore related to a maximum beam brightness Ap/ f jV- Furtherrnore,
since the two beams have to be separated after collisions before focusing elemerits for the proton
beam can be placed, the beam size at the fP is expectecl to be limited by thc maximum ß-
function of the protons at the IR low ,3 quadrupole magncts. Taking these considerations into
account, the luminosity may be rewritten äs

L = (3)

One can see that the luminosity is independent of thc number of bunches äs long äs the beam-
bearn tuneshift l imitat ion of the proton beam is not touched

(-1)

Since we assume that we are not limited in the 3-function of the lepton-beam. the e-beam-beam
luneshift can be always controlled by an appropriate choice of the lepton beam emittance.
Fortunately HERA has a big bui l t - in flexibüity of focusing in the arcs.

In order to obtain polarized lepton beams, the vertical beam emittance of the lepton beam
must be äs small äs possible. Therefore, the beam cross section at the II* wi l l be flat (ar 3> a,,}.

Under these circumstances the vertical beam size could be reduced by reducing the emittance
of the protons with almost no increase of beam-bearn tuneshift.
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a is a constant geometrica.1 factor for a given lattice. Provided, that the loca.1 chromatic-
ity created in the low 3 quadrupole is not becomirig too large, the /3-functions in thc low ß
quadrupoles can be increased by the same factor and the 3-function at the IP can be corre-
spondingly m ade smaller without touching the aperture limitation. (ew/ß' ~ cortst == a)

These considerations lead to the following conclusions: HERA luminosity can only be in-
creased by

reducing the Ö-functions at the IP by a IR. geometry with the proton low-/j quadrupoles
closer to the IP. Improvement factors of up to four can be reached until a furthcr reduction
of the 5-functions is limited by the proton bunch length.

• increasing the vertical beam brightness NP/£VN by a reduction of the vertical beam emit-
tance of a factor of two.
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3 Study of a New Interaction Region for HERA

3.1 Parameters for Upgraded HERA Luminosity Operation

by F. Willeke

The Parameters for luminosity operations for an upgraded HERA are optimized around the
smallest achievable tf-functions namely

3- = 36m. (7)

The value of the vertical /Munction of the protons is limited by the proton bunch length. The
horizontal 3-function of the protons is limited by aperture and the /J-functions of the lepton
beam are limited by apertures and chromaticities. This will be shown in the following scctions.
In this study we require an aperture of 12.öa,-.,, for protons and leptons.

We will make the following assurnptions on beam intensities. nurnber of bunches, maximum
tolerable beam-bearn tune shift values and achievable beam emittances:
Electron/Positron Beam Intensity: The beam intensity in HERAe wi l l be always limited
by thc avaÜable rf power. The prescntly installed rf power does not allow to störe the design
current of 58rnA at a beam energy of ZQGcV. Therefore we plan for an 8th rf Station with 14
5-cell room temperature cavities which will provide additional 1.5MW of rf power. Wi th this
System, the rf power will be jus t sufficient for storing the design ciirrent at slightly below the
design energy of 306"c V. We assume. t hat wc wil l fill the machine with 180 bunches äs in present
Operation. Somc 174 are colliding bunches. Six non-colliding bunches are going to be used for
baclcground discrimination. Under these circumstances the rmmber of posilrons/electrons per
bunch will be .Ve = -1.25 • 1010.
Proton Beam Intensity: The DESYIII booster Synchrotron is presently ablc to deliver a
proton bunch intensity of up to 1.25 • 10" protons per bunch. Presently, the beam intensity in
HERA is limited by instabiüties and non-reproducibilities in PETRA and by tight apertures
in the beam lines. These are no principle problems. A programrne is underway to improve the
proton acceleration chain. It is reasonable to assume, that the design bunch intensity of 10"
protons per bunch will be reached in the HERA proton ring eventually.
Proton Beam Emittance: The beam brightness NPJEN is limited in DESYIII by space charge
effects. The brightness of the proton beams presently exceeds the design values only slightly.
We therefore think it is justified to assume the design emittance of £r.v = Syx = zxmradmm
for future HERA Operation.
Electron/Positron Beam Emittance: In the old lattice, the limitation of the beam sizes
at the IP is given by the limited ability to squeeze the proton beam at the IP. It wil l be shown
below , that one can find a favorable geometry for which the vertical ß function at the IP
can be made äs small äs the bunch length. The corresponding beam size is that srnall, that
matching the beam sizes can not be achieved by squeezing the electron ß function any more
unless one wants to place quadrupole magnets insidc the colliding beam detector. Therefore it
is necessary to make the electron beam emittance smaller by changing the lattice from 60° to
90° phase advance per FODO cell in the arcs. Under these circumstances, the emittance will
be ;„ = 16.65«m ra^- An emittance ratio of £ty/£e:r - 0.13 is necessary to match the vertical
sizes of proton and lepton beams at the IP. This should be easily achievable.
Beam-Beam Tuneshifts: The beam-beam tune shift of the protons does not exceed Ai/Tp =
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energy
bunch charge N
Beam Current

normalized emittance tjv
horizontal emittance

emittance ratio
horizontal 3 at IP $*

vertical i3 at IP 3*
beam size <rx x vy

beam-beam tune shift/IP Ai/^,,,
number of colliding bunches

luminosity
specinc luminosity

luminosity increase factor

e-beam
SOGeV

4.18 -1010

58m, 4
1.85- lO^'mG'eV'*2

lQ.7nmrad
0.13

0.75m
0.36)»

112/im x 28/jm
.039, .031

p- beam
820 Ge V
10- 1010

140m. 4
5^r;jm rad
6.1 n m rad

1
2.1077!

0.13m
1 10//m x 27/jm

.002, .0004
174

9.37 • 1031cm~2s~ l

•2.1 - lO^cm-^-^n^-2

4.63

Tablc 1: Parameters for Upgraded IR Lattice

0.002. This is considered within the limits. The vertical tune shift for protons is rmich less.
The necessity to reduce the lepton beam emittance however pushes the lepton bcam-beam tune
.shift close to Ai/re — 0.04 which is quite a largc number. It is considered to be close to thc
limit according to experience with other lepton colliders.

With thesc parameters, a luminosity of L = 9.37 • l O31 cm ~2scc~' can be achieved. The
Parameters described in this section are summarized in tablc 3.1.

3.2 Layout of the Lattice

by F. Willeke

The purpose of a riew HERA IR design is to achieve signincantly smaller /J-functions for protons
and electrons at the IP. This is only possible if the beams are separated more quickly so that
the low-ß quadrupoles for the protons can bc placed closer to the IP. Synchrotron radiation
background generated by the beam Separator magnets is the main concern if the Separation
field should become stronger. Since a large contribution from this background however comes
from tip scattering at the upstream Synchrotron radiation masks. the fields can be significantly
increascd if these masks can beavoided. This is the case, if thc Separation fields occur insidethe
colliding beam detectors. Then the Synchrotron radiation can pass through the ivholc detector
region without hitting an absorber. It then can be absorbed further downstream and one only
has to worry about backscattered radiation.

Consequently. an agressive luminosity Upgrade scheme is based on an air-coil dipole magnct
inside the colliding beam detector. With an outer magnet diamcter of 190mm we assume that
it can be put at a distance of 1.2m from the IP. The magnets have a length of L = 4.4m they
provide a bcnding angle of 6 — Smrad which corresponds to a bend radius of p — 550m. For
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the nominal beam energy of E — 30GeV'', a bending field of ß — 0.1827' is required. This fields
corrcsponds to about the maximum field which can be achieved by an air coil magnet.

In the two separater magnets. a Synchrotron radiation power of Psyn — [9.2kW is generated.
The critical energy is ECTl! = 109/rcV". The corresponding Synchrotron radiation fan must pass
through the detector and the downstream magnet s without striking any material. This requires
quite largc apertures in the Separator magnet. The distanre betwcen the Synchrotron radiation
fan and the centre of the beam at the downstream end of the downstream Separator is 90m ?TI.
At the end of the Separator magnet. the tvvo beams are separated by 17mm

Adjacent to the Separator magnet are the focusing elements of the clectron beam. The
focusing is provided by a low-3 doublet of conventional quadrupole magnets. These magnet s
are placed on the axis of the electron beam and they do not contribute to the Separation
dipolc field and only Httle Synchrotron radiation is generated. A special i ty of thes-e magnets
is that their coils inay not occupy any space in the magnet midplane in the ring-outward
direction. This space must be kept free for the Synchrotron radiation fan generated by the beam
Separation. This radiation must be absorbed furthcr away from the IP in order to minimize the
background from backscattered Synchrotron radiation. The Synchrotron radiation background
of this arrangemeiit will be discusscd below. For the vertical low 3 quadrupole. a pole tip field
of B = \ is required. The pole radius is 35ntm. The magnet 1.43m long and at its end.
the two beams are already separated by 29mm. The next element is the horizontal focusing
quadrupole for the leptons. Since proton and lepton beams are already strongly separated. a
large pole radius of 63mm is required to accomodate the proton beam. With a pole tip field of
B = l T a length of L = 2.07001 is sufficicnt to provjde the necessary focusing. At the end of
this magnet, the beams are separated by 47mm. The peak /2-functions in this low-J-doublet
are Qx-max = 300m and 8y-max = 100m. The local chromaticity generated in this doublet is
£r = —5.36 and £y = —2.17. The horizontal local chromaticity is quite largc. It gives rise to a
considerable off energy i^-beat vvhich must be carefully considercd especially since a 90° phase
advancc is foreseen in the arcs. In fig l the proton and electron beam cross sections are shown
respectively.

After lim distance from the interaction poiiit, the beams are separated by 58m'«. This is
already sufficient Separation for a septum-typc quadrupole which focuses the protons vertically.
This magnet is a new type of iron yokc half quadrupole wi th a cut in the mirror plate leaving
only very little material between the two beams. This quadrupole allows a pole tip field uf
B — 0.86 T. With a pole radius of 30mm. a A'-value of k — 0.01m"2 i.s achieved. A length of
7.42m is required to provide about 65% of the neccssary vertical focusing. In fig 2 the proton
and electron beam envelopes are shown at the entrance of th is magnet. The picture shows the
countors of the half quadrupole poles and the mirror plate with the cut schernatically. The
rest of the vertical focusing is provided by a quadrupole with a septum coil. l he electron
beam passes in between the septum and the re tu rn yoke. This quadrupole h äs a pole radius of
r = 33mm and a pole tip field of B = l T. A k-valuc of k = 0.011m 2 is achieved. With a
length of L - 6.36m, the vertical focusing is completed. At the begin of this magnets, the two
bearns are already separated by 122mm which leaves some 60mm thickness for the septum coil.
A current density of llamps/mm2 is required in this coil to generate the quadrupole field. Fig
3 shows the beam cross section at the entrance of this element. The 50mm wide septum coil
is shown schematically. The end of this magnet is at 25.3m from the IP. The beams are now
separated by 17Smm so that a conventional quadrupole magnet is forseen for the horizontal
focusing. This is accomplished by a teil meter long quadrupole magnet wi th a pole radius of
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Figurc 1: Beam sizes (12.öd) at the end of the e-beam doublet.

40mm and a pole tip field of l T. At 35.-l?i( from the IP the focusing of the proton beam is
accomplished. The maximum ß functions in the proton low-/? doublet are ßx-max = 1807m and
,-3y-max = 1639m. Thus the local chromaticity generated in the doublet compares well with the
valucs of the present HERA lattice. The apertures provide space for 12.5 rms beam sizes and
thus has the same margin äs the present beam optics.

A complete rnatching to the arc has not yet been performed. Bul no problems are expectcd
here. fig 4 shows the J-function in a distance up to 50m from the IP. The geometry with the
approximate dirnensions of the magnetic elements (top view) is shown in fig 5 in an extended
vertical scale.

In the present lattice, there is no compensation foreseen for the changing Separator field
if the positrons are ramped from 126'eV injection to the füll energy. This problem can be
solved in the following way: First, the proton rf frequency can be phase-locked to the electron
rf at a proton beam energy of 400GeV. The two beams have then to be ramped up togcthcr
to their füll energy for vvhich the geometry and the fields are matched. Since there is stil l
a Separator field rnismatch at electron injection energy because the ratio of 30GeV'/12<jeV is
diffcrcnt from 820t7eV//400GeV/, some additional compensation of ö = I7^rad is required. This
can be provided by the dipole component of the Separator half quadrupole field which must
bc increased by 2%. The corresponding excess quadrupole magnet has to be rompensated by
the sccond vertically focusing quadrupole, vvhich has a much smallcr dipole component. The
course of bei a-functions is shown is figure -l and a layout of the IR in extended vertical scale is
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shown in figure 5.
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Figure 5; Geometry of the upgraded tattice in the 1R. The plot shows the top view of thc 12.5(7
beam envelopes for proton and electron beam and the limiting magnet apertures. Thc IP is in
the middle of the picture. The boxes represent the magnets which are starting from the IP:
the separater magnet. the e-low /3-quadrupo]q]djpublct. the mirror-plate septum quadrupole,
the septum-coil quadrupole (both vertical focusing for protons) and the horizontally focusing
quadrupole for the protons. Note that the vertical füll scale is oiily 5ßcm, the horizontal scale
is 100m

3.3 Improved Lattice Design Using a Combined Function Separator
Magnet

by B. Parker and F. Willeke

A substantial improvement of the lattice dcsign can be achievcd by using a combined func-
tion magnet äs a Separator magnet. A magnet which provides some 35% of the necessary vertical
low-/3-focusing. A possible design of such a magnets is discussed below. The advantages of this
most recent design are:

• The chromaticity of the electron beam is reduced by a large factor. Chromaticity gcner-
ated in the IR is not an important issue any rnore.

• The fielt! of the Separator is concentrated in a voluine occupied by the beam. The vol-
urne occupied by the Synchrotron radiation fan has only low field. This allows a more
eeonomical magnet design.

• The particle beam enters the separator (upstream of the IP) in a high field (p — 450m),
Closc to the IP. the field is weaker since tlie beam has shifted transversely by 15mm(/j ~
650m). This reduces the Synchrotron light background for the luminosity measurement
considerably.

• The coils on the nng-outside have to be replaced to produce a quadrupole field. This
makes additional room for the Synchrotron radiation fan and rclaxes the tight aperture
conditions in this elemcut.

The disadvantage of thc proposed novel solution is an unconventional magnet design. and net
forces on the separator due to the detector solenoid field. Since this solution is rather new.
these issues have not been studied yet in detail.

Bascd on such a combined function magnet separater, a seif consistent design has been
produced which is described below. The ö-functions are somewhat relaxcd compared to the
lattice described in the previous section. Some tribute had to be paid to optics matching to thc
arcK and realistic magnet aperturcs. The luminosity improvement factor 4.55 which corresponds
to a peak luminosity of L = 9.2 x 1031cm 2sec J . A Table 2 vvith updated values is given below,
The actual lattices and optics used in defining the magnet design requiremcnts for the e-ring
are shown in Fig.6 and for the p-ring in Fig.7. The lattice layout and optics functions are
Symmetrie aboiit the IP HO only half of the interaction region rnagnets are presented.

In this subsection we give an overview of the lattice layout which is followed by rnore detail
descriptions of the magnet parameters and required apetures in later subsections.

The first accelerator magnet Starts 1.2 m from the IP and is a combined function (dipole
+ quadrupole) magnet to provide the horizontal bend for the e-beam to separate it from the
p-beam in subsequent magnets and to provide early vertical focusing to help reduce the e-
chromaticity. It is followed by a quadrupole doublet which is responsible for the main part of
the e-focusing. Care is takcn to pass all of the Synchrotron radiation generated in the separator
magnet completely through these quadrupoles.

The first dedicated p-focusing quadrupole starts at 11 m and incorporates a magnetic septum
which isolates the high magnetic field region seen by the p-beam from a very low field region
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energy
bunch charge N
Beam Gurren!

normalized emittancc £,\
horizontal emittance

emittance ratio
horizontal ß at IP /?*

vertical 3 at IP 3~
beam size a^ x <yy

beam-bcam tune shift/lP Ai/r>y

numbcr of colliding bunches
Inininosi ty

spccific luminosity
luminosity increase factor

e-beam
30 GeV

4.18' 101Ü

58 m.-i

1.85- 10-" rnGcV-'2
16.65 nm rad

0.13
0.83 m
0.35 m

117p»; x 27/zm
.04, .03

p- beam
820 GcV
1 0 - 10'°
140 m ,4

STT firn rad
5.72 nm rad

1
2.4 7n

0.13 m
\\lfim x 21 (im

.002. .0004
174

9.2 • 103i cm-V
2.Q.1030 cm-^-W-2

4.55

Table 2: Parameters for Upgraded IR Lattice with Combined Function Magnet

Figure 6: The e-optics for the near IP region arc shown here. The horizontal x vertical /?* are
0.83 x 0.35 m rpspectively and the interaction point is shifted iriward by 5 mm. Plotted here
is \f5nor (solid line), \fß\-er (dash üne) and horizontal beam offset (dash-dot line). In the IR
quadrupoles peak-,3//ür=74 m and peak-/3^er=337 m. The magnets beyond 26 m can be used
to help match to the optics and geometry of the arcs,

for the e-beam. This quadrupole is vertically focusing and is followed by a second vertically
focusing quadrupole with a special coil structure.

In this second p-quadrupole all of the excitation current for one coil is made to pass through
a l imitcd region between the e- and p-beams- The configuration required is sirnilar to that
plaimcd for the PEP-11 B-Factory [l] and this special coil configuration yiclds the quadrupole
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Figure 7: The p-optics for the near IP region are shown here. The horizontal x vertical 3" are
2.4 x 0.13 m respectively and the interaction point is shifted inward by 5 mm. Plotted here is
^/3Hor (solid line), \/$Ver (dash line). horizontal bearn offset (dash-dot line) and vertical beam
offset (upper solid line). In the IR quadrupoles peak-/?//or = 1900. m and peak-/?ver-l826. m.
Additional magnets at 28. m and beyond 40. m ran be used to help match to the optics and
geometry of the arcs. Note on this plot the sign has been revcrsed for the vertical deflection
given by the BU-dipoles starting at 63. m.

equivalent of a current septum for separating the high ficld region sccn by the p-beam froni the
reduced ficld seen by the e-beam.

Together thcsefirst t wo septum magnets provide the bulk of the vertical focusing needcd and
act together to comprise the first Jens of a focusing doublet for the p-beain. Tbc horizontally
focusing lens for the p-beam is made up from three already existing Standard type quadrupoles
which complete the horizontal focusing by 40 m.

T here are a few additional secondary magnets. quadrupoles and dipoles. which are useful for
optics matching and maintaining the present e- and p-ring geometry. These secondary magnets.
whose requirements are not äs stringent äs the main rnagnets discussed so far, are addressed in
a final subsection.

For aperture plots given in subsequent subsections we indicate the regions for ±20(7 for
electrons ±12.5<r for protons. ±(3<7-|-(i mm) for Synchrotron radiation and ±5(7 for neutral
vector radiation cone coming from the e-p IP for a luminosity signal. The beam spot sizes are
matched according to the parameters givcn in Table 2. The luminosity Upgrade improvement
achieved is a factor of 4.55. A vacuum beam pipe wall thickness no less than l mm is maintained

in all magnets.

The Synchrotron radiation criteria, ±(3(7+6 mm) used in these plots is ouly rneant to be
representative (i.e. äs a guide for the eye) äs thcre has been no opportunity to simulate the
actual distribution in the Monte Carlo. Thc Synchrotron radiation profiles are plotted coming
from the upstrearn edge of the first Separator magnct (gives extreme ring outslde l i m i t ) and
from the mlddle of this same magnet. As an indicator of wherc septum masks are required.
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Synchrotron radiation pronies are indicatcd frorn the downstream (gives ring inside Ümit) on
two of the Flgurcs.

3.4 Magnet Design

bv B. Parker

3.4.1 Combined Function Separator Magnet

A conccpUial design of an air coil dipole magnet is pari of the ZEUS rcport and will not be
further described here. Instead we dcscribe an air coil combincd function Separator äs necessary
for the improved solution.

An air-coil combincd function Separator magnet (CFS) provides the bending required to
separate the e- and p-beams. In addition if it some provides vertical focusing it is possible to
significantly reducc the vertical #-peak in the c-optics and reduce the vertical chromaticity.

A bend of 8.2 mr is assumed with a gradicnt in the ränge of 4 to 5 T/m (4.6 T/m used in
optics calculations) over a magnetic length of 4.4 m. The the beam Separation and Synchrotron
radiation spread at downstream end of this magnet are shown in Fig.8. A good field region of
±15 mm horizontally and vertically is requircd. Because of the 30/820 e/p magnetic rigidity
ratlos the CFS has only a small effect on the p-bearn.

The coil positions indicated in Fig.8 are derived from a brüte force approach to achicving
the needed field configuration and ran cer ta in ly be improved upon wi th fur ther optimization.
The required gradient of 4.6 T/m is achieved wi th a current density of 10.2 amps/mm3 and
has sufficient coil area that the power dissipated per magnet is 100 kW. Over the ±15 mm
horizontal region seen by the beam the gradient is constant to better than \7i_. It should be
possible to reduce the coil dimensions somewhat and thus to free up inorc physical aperture äs
indicated by calculations by Willeke for a somewhat more refined configuration. The example
shown is included äs a proof of prindplc.

•240 -200 -160 -120 -SO -40 0 40 80 120 160 30C

Figure 8: Aperture plot at downstream end of final separater dipole. On this and subsequent
plots the coordinate system is such that ring center is to the left (negative numbers) and ±20<r is
indicated for the e-beam and ±12.5(7 for the proton beam. The extreme ( r i n g outside) posiüon
of the Synchrotron radiation cone is indicated äs shown along with one intermediate position.
The coil dimensions shown are subject to change and will most likely be reduced in size and
nioved somewhat further from the bearns.

Note that cornpared to a pure dipole Separator it is cxpected to be possible to eliminate
the conductor at the magnet mid-plane on the r ing outside to providc extra space for the
Synchrotron radiation fan.
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Figure 9: A ö w / ß y äs a function of Position along the horizontal axis. Note that the field
qual i ty is only four times worse that the typical ±5x10 4 even for the preliminary configuration
shown. Sincc on average the tf-funcüons are much smaller in this magnet than in other o- and
p-ring magnets, the indicated criteria of ±20xlO - 4 might be a reasonable design target for this
magnet.

3.4.2 Horizontally Focusing e-Ring Quadrupole

After exiting the CFS the bearns enter a modified horizontally focusing quadrupole magnet.
This quadrupole is centered on the e-beam. The beam positions at the end of th is magnet
are shown in Fig.10. In order to pass the Synchrotron radiation frorn the Separator magnet a
gap must be provided in mid-plane of the ring outside coils. The magnetic aperture requircd
for this magnet is driven by the requircment to allow ±12.5<i for the protons at their outside
position.

-200 -160 -120 -80 -40 0 40 SO 120 160 200

Figure 10: e- and p-beam positions at end of the first horizontal!;' focusing e-ring dipole.
This quadrupole is ccntered on the e-beam however the p-beam is still wi th in the quadrupole
aperture. The assumed 35 mm pole radius is indicated äs well äs a ±8 mm vertical cutout to
pass the Synchrotron radiation frorn the separat or magnets.

It might be possible to construct this magnet from parts of cxisting HERA QR-type magnets
although with such a high pole lip field and compromised coil placcment it could be desirable
to design a new pole contour and larnination cross section for this magnet.
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3.4.3 Vertically Focusing e-Ring Quadrupole

The next magnet outward form the IP is a vcrtically focusing quadrupole. This quadrupole
is also centcred on the e-beam. The beam positions at the cnd of this magnet are shown in
Fig.11. As with the previous magnet the ring outside coil must be split along its mid-plane in
order to pass the Synchrotron radiation from the Separator magnet. He.re the magnet apeturc
requirements are completely dominaled by the ±12.5(7 for the proton beam.

Fjgure 11: e- and p-beam positions at cnd of the first vertically focusing e-ring dipole. This
quadrupole 1s centered on the e-bearn however the p-beam is still within the quadrupole aper-
ture. The assumed 50 mm pole radius is indicated äs well äs a ±8 mm vertical cutout to pass
the Synchrotron radiation frorn the separater magnets.

This magnet has a magnetic length of 2.0 m wi th a gradient of 15.9 T/m. With a pole
radius of 50 mm thc pole field rcaches 0.79 T.

It may be possible to construct th i s magnet using the laminations from existing HERA QS-
type quadrupoles. Since a QS lamination is half that required for this magnet, a füll magnet
can be constructcd that is half the length of a present QS quadrupoie. New shorter coils, with
the indicated mid-plane split, are however required.

3.4.4 Vertically Focusing Magnetic Septum Quadrupole

The e- and p-beams are separaled into two vacuum beam pipes at the rnagnetic septum
quadrupole (MSQ). The beam positions at the beginning of the MSQ are shown in Fig.12.
The MSQ provides the same functionality äs the QS mirror quadrupoles in the original HERA
design. That is it allows havjng the strongest carliest possible focusing possible for the p-beam
whilc providing an esscntially ficld frec region for the e-beam. The MSQ differs from the QS-
magnet in that it has a radically cut away mirror plate which enables its placement much closer
to the IP than is possible for a QS rnagnet. In addition because of its closer placement, where
the proton beam spot is not äs largc. it can have a smaller apeture and this translates to having
a higher gradient. Thus thc net result is to have a stronger quadrupole placed closer to the iP
which is precisely what is needed to achieve stronger more effective focusing of the p-beam.

The main challenge in designing the MSQ is to provide adequate ficld quality for the proton
beam which is positioned close to the cutout section of the mirror plate. A scheme for achieving
high field quality is outlined in the papcr by M. Marx et.al..[2] With proper shapingof the cutout
region. a modest ficld quality. at the few x lO~ 3 Icvel can be achieved at a fixcd excitation
currcnt. The trick for achieving Standard accelerator magnet field quality, AB/B sä 5 x 10~^
is to place a small correction coil in the vertex of the cutout äs close äs possible to the proton
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beam. In 2D filed calculations it is found that correction currcnts which are a very small
fraction of the main excitation current lead to good rcsults äs shown in Fig.13.

Several correction coil configurations have been studied and the levcl of achievable correction
is approximately the same for the various configurations. The main difference between the
different configurations is the optimum amount of trim current. Configurations with the trim
current deeper in the "notch" tend to require smaller correction currents for a given degree of
field compensation. Smaller currents are desirable because they require less conductor cross-
section and result in a thinner septum.

It is important to make the septum thin not only to reach the closest possible e-p beam
separations but to limit the solid angle covered by the septum mask needed upstrcam of thc
seplum to intercept Synchrotron radiation coming from the Separator magnet. Since this mask is
the closest point to the experiment at which Synchrotron radiation is absorbed thc unavoidable
backscatter from this mask could swarnp ccntral detector components if sufficient care is not
taken to minimize its size. MSQ prototype testing is planned to bc made at IHEP Protvino to
optimize the trim coil configuration and to provide feedback on mechanical construction and
end-field issues.

Figure 12: e- and p-beam positions at the start of the MSQ. The assumed 37 mm pole radius,
and cut-away mirror with trim coil are indicated äs well äs a ±8 mm vertical cutout to pass the
Synchrotron radiation from the Separator magnets. Also indicated is the edge of the Synchrotron
radiation which passes just inside a collimater/mask jus t upstream of the septum.

Figure 13: e- and p-beam positions at the end of thc MSQ. Thc assumed 37 mm pole radius,
and cut-away mirror with trim coil are indicated äs well äs a ±8 mm vcrtical cutout to pass
the Synchrotron radiation from the Separator magnets. Also indicated is the ±5(7 profile of the
neutral vector radiation cone coming from the IP with the divergence of the e-bearn at the IP.
This is intended to give an indicatioii of thc divergence allowed by the MSQ for particles which
could be used for a luminosity signal. Note that the ±12.5(7 p-beam + l mm assumed vacuum
beam pipe (not shown) wall-thickness fills the available magnetic aperture.
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Figure 14; Prototype MSQ with correction coils. The physical geomctry and lincs of magnetic
flux resulting from 2-dimensional calculations of a prototype MSQ. The prototype will be
oonstructed from an existing spare HERA quadrupole and only half of the magnet is shown
due to symmetry about the vertical axis. Please note that the coordinate System for this plot
is rotated 90'Vrc with respect to the orientation given in Fig.13. Positions are indicated for the
correction trim in the scptum notch äs well äs two locations (A and B) for the return loop. In
l he final magnet only position B is allowed in order to pass the Synchrotron radiation from the
Separator magnets.

This magnet has a magnetic length of 5.6 m wi th a gradicnt of 23.2 T/m. With a pole
radius of 37 mm the pole field reaches 0.86 T.

The magnetic apeture of this magnet is by defmition defined by the ±12.5(i for the proton
beam and the beam positions are shown in Fig.13 along with a ±3f for the neutral vector
radiation cone from the IP. Once again the ring outside coil \s opcned up along its mid-plane
to accommodate Synchrotron radiation form the Separator rnagnct. Monte Carlo sirnulations
indicate that is probably necessary to pass the Synchrotron radiation through t h e coil region in
order that it can be absorbed further away from the IP and thus to reduce the solid angle for
backscatter from the a.bsorber to central detector components.

It is noted here that due to the use of a combined function magnet. i.e. dipole plus
quadrupole. the e-beam initially sees a lower field äs it cnters the Separator magnet from the IP
and this results in a rauch softer Synchrotron radiation spectrurn impinging upon the septum
mask and headed along the proton beam direction. This helps to reduce backscatter froin the
septum mask and to ease filtering/pre-absorber requirements for the luminosity monitor.

The apeture available for the neutral vector radiation conc from the IP is limited horizontally
as shown in the MSQ to roughly ±750 prad and corresponds to ±5<J of the divergence due to
the angular spread of the e-beam at the IP- The MSQ defmes the acreptance available for a
luminosity monitor.

There is no existing HERA magnet lamination whirh adequately matches MSQ require-
ments. If the MSQ were tobe made shorter. then a QR-type. 35 nun. profile could be considered
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Figure 15: Typical results of MSQ field calculations for prototype configuration (pole radius =
50 mm) with trim correction of 2 .6x lO~ 3 of the main excitation rurrent . ^ = -g-1, in units
of 10~4. äs function of distance from origin. BI is field calculated for an ideal quadrupole given
by B[{d) = Gradicntxd.

( the same äs for the first horizontally focusing e-beam quadrupole); however, then the beam
Separation would be too small at the next magnet downstream. the current septum quadrupole.
On the other band, too large a pole radius, such äs obtained wi th a QC (or QS) 50 mm pole
radius lamination profile. yields too small a quadrupole gradicnt. Thus the MSQ is expectcd
to require an entirely ncw profile and shou.ld be optimized according to its own requirements.

3.5 Vertically Focusing Current Septum Quadrupole

The next magnet is a current scptum quadrupole (CSQ) of the PEP-1I type.[l] Here a füll
quadrupole apcture is available to the p-beam rather t hau being limited to a half apeture äs in
the MSQ case and thus the pole radius can be kept smaller for a higher gradient. The tradeoff
for this higher gradient is that the e- and p-beams must be separat cd inore than for a MSQ
in order to provide space for the fül l excitation current turns, typically tens of kiloamperes
cornpared to MSQ correction coils with tens of amps. Thus a CSQ cannot be used äs a one-for-
one replacement for a MSQ: however. when there is sufficient beam Separation to use a CSQ.
it will perform better.

The CSQ has a magnetic length of 5.6 m with a gradient of 29.2 T/m. With a pole radius
of 32 mm the pole field reachcs 0.934 T.

"I he beam positions at the start of the CSQ are shown in F i g . l f j along with the edgc of
the Synchrotron radiation that just misses the MSQ scptum mask. Note that an additional
septum mask is required to protect the septum coil from this Synchrotron radiation whlch is
not intercepted by the MSQ septum.

The beam positions at the downstream end of the CSQ are shown in Fig.17. It is assumed
that a Synchrotron radiation absorber is placed in front of the CSQ so äs to shadow the r ing
outside coils in the mid-plane. While it is conccivable to try to let much of the Synchrotron
radiation pass through this magnet also by adding a sccond septum at the ring outside position,
such a configuration would cause the magnet to use an excessive amount of electrical power
due to reduced conductor cross section.
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Figure 16: e- and p-beam positions at the start of the CSQ. The assumed 32 mm pole radius
is indicated. The Synchrotron radiation to the ring outside is assumed to be absorbed in a
collimator just upstream of this quadrupole so there is no need for a spit coil in the outside
mid-plane. Also indicated is the outline of the area available for the septum coi! and a projection
for Synchrotron radiation which just passes the MSQ septum mask shown in Fig.12. Note that
a second septum mask will bc necded to protect some of this coil region but the requirements
for this mask are not nearly äs severe äs for the MSQ rnask.

-4(1
x ( m

Figure 17: e- and p-bearn positions at the start of the CSQ. The assumed 32 mm pole radius
is indicated. Any Synchrotron radiation which would hit this quadrupole is assumed to be
absorbed in upstream collimators. The area available for the septum coil is indicated.

3.5.1 Horizontally Focusing p-Ring Quadrupoles

Ünce the e-p beam Separation is sufficiently large. it is found possible to reuse some of the
existing IR magnets to complete the horizontal focusing of the p-beam. Here we use three
HERA QR-typc magnets connected in series. The beam positions at the first QR quadrupole is
shown in Fig.18. The beam Separation at the front of this magnet is such that a small amount
of material will have to be ground away to make room for the c-varuum beam pipe.

The beam positions at the middle of the second QR magnet are shown in Fig.19. At this
point the e-beam completely clears the outside of the QR magnet. Xote also that the ±5ff
for the neutral vector from the IP for reference and it is well inside the region defined by the
proton aperture. Thus w i t h a sufficientlv large p-ring beam pipe downstrcam of this magnet it
should be possible to pass this cone to the present luminosity monitor location.

The magnetic length assumed for the three QR quadrupoles in series is 3x3=9 m at 24.3
T/rn. The QR pole radius of 35 mm then implies aO.85 T pole tip field.

3.5.2 Secondary e- and p-Ring Qudrupoles and Dipoles

Additional quadrupoles, not covered in the previous sections, are desirable for the e- and p-rings
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Figure 18: e- and p-beam positions at. the start of the first horizontally focusing p-ring
quadrupole. The assumed 35. mm pole radius for reusing a HERA QR-type quadrupole is
also indicated. Note that some of ihc material near the e-beam, in the mid-plane of this
quadrupole, will have to be cut/grinded away to make rooni for the e-vacuum beam pipc.

in£ Center

Figure 19: c- and p-beam positions at the center of the second horizontally focusing p-ring
quadrupole where the horizontal-/? reaches a rnaximum of 1900. in. The assumed 35. mm pole
radius for reusing a HERA QR-type quadrupole is indicated along with the ±5<r projection of
the neutral vector radiation conc from the IP äs shown in Fig.13. Note that to this polnt this
cone is alvvays wi th in the 12.5ir of the p-beam. The assertion that the solid angle available
for a luminosity monitor is solely limited by the MSQ is subjcct to a detailed analysis of the
aperture provided between this magnet and the present monitor location bcyond the vertically
bending BU dipolcs.

• Completing the IR focusing

• Aiding optics matching to the arc regions

For the e-ring it should bc possible to placc a HERA QL-type of quadrupole at 27 in which
is a position just upstreain of the p-ring QR quadrupoles discussed in the last sertion. Such
a quadrupole is useful for giving some additional vertical focusing which docs not. have to be
provided where space is precious closc to the IP and facilitates optics matching at an existing
QL magnet at about 41 m.

For the p-ring an additional quadrupole placed between 40 to 50 m is useful tu complete the
vertical focusing after the IR and to aid in optics matching lo the arcs. The exact placement
is not so critical and can be fixed at a later point in time. It is proposcd that a pair of HERA
QC-type quadrupoles may be sufficient for this purpose. An additional dipoie, not covered in
the previous sections is nceded in the e-ring to

• Close the ring geometry at an appropriate matching point

• Avoid problems due to Synchrotron radiation in the superconclucting rf cavitics.
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Thc scenario proposed is to reuse one of thc BH dipoles which is no loriger needed uear the IP
and place at 62 in ncxt to the superconducting rf region. Since the Separator magnct provides
8.2 of the present 10 m r Separation angle il is possible to close the ring geometry by adding
0.9 mr bend aiong with increasing slightly, by thc remaining 0.9 mr the bend at an existing
dipole in the middle of the rf section. Even it 0.9 mr is not found ideal for dispersion and
spin-matching purposes, it should ahvays be possible to find a combination of angles, yielding
a net 1.8 mr of bend that closes the ring geometry in the middle of the rf section. Ciosing the
ring at the rf section has the following advanlages by:

• Splitting thc difference between aperture demands due to a slighlly different clectron
trajectory and the demands duc to addiüona) Synchrotron radiation from bends close to
the rf

• And thus avoids having to rnove thc rf cavities

For thc p-ring geometry it is usefiil to placc a dl pole near 27 m in the otherwisc unused
space between the vertically focusing and horizontally focnsing p-ring quadrupolcs. A BS dipole
would fit here and provide 200 ftr of bend to partially compensatc the kick givcn to the beam
by the MSQ.
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3.6 Impact of the new Interaction Region on e+ /f Polarization

by E. Gianfelice-Wendt

The shrinking of the space availablc with the new IP region design involvmg the new scpa-
rator rnagnets has two important consequcnces for polarization:

1) the experima.ntal solenoids will not, äs at present, be compcnsated anymore by antisolenoids;

2) the experimental solenoids must overlap with the last machine magnets.

3.6.1 Effect of antisolenoid suppression

. A magnetlc ficld parallel to the polarization direction n0 does not changc TIO. So if rotators
are used to get longitudinal polarization at the IP. the solenoidal field does not affcct n0 (this
is not completely true, äs we will explain below). There is only a relatively small incrcase of
thc betatron resonances due to the betatron motion of the particles in the uncompensatcd field
of the solenoid. This rcsults in a lower polarization Icvel for the ideal machine but the loss is
probably negligible wrt depolarlzing effects due t o the unavoidable machine imperfections.

if rotators are not operating. i.e. TIQ is nominally vertical and thus perpendicular to the
solenoidal field, the field produccs a tut of ii0. For example the Hl solenoid (ßs=L5 T. L —
7.333 mt) would tut j?o around the longitudinal axis by about 110 mrad at 29 GeY.

Such a tut, if not. corrccted before entering the arcs, would dcstroy completely thc polariza-
tion build up mechanism, the Sokolov-Ternov effect.

We could perhaps overcome the tut by using the schcme invented by K.Steifen for PETRA
(1982) and actually applied at LEP. It consists of twu vertical bumps, one on each side of the
solenoid, involving horizontal bending magnets. For the same purpose one could also use the
vertical bending magnets of the rotators. The size of such bumps depcnds on beam energy and
on longitudinal field strength. The feasibility for HERA is still to be proved.

3.6.2 EfFect of field overlap

. As mentioned above, evcn if rotators are operating. the fact that the solenoidal field overlaps
wi th the magnetic field of the last machine elements has äs a consequence that HQ is not
already perfcctly longi tudinal when the particles cnter thc solenoidal field. In the following
wc will assume that the last CoSm magnets before the IP provide together the remaining 10
mrad. which. in the absence of the solenoid, closes the orbit and brings HO in the longitudinal
direction. Eor the ideal ease of a "curvcdv solenoid following the orbit curvature, no orbit
distortion is produced, but only a ÜQ distortion.

If the solenoid is straight then both orbit arid nu are affected; this is the reaüstic case that
we will discuss here. Thus we need to examinc sirnultanously orbit and spin motion.

ün the refercnce orbit the solenoidal ficld has a longitudinal äs well äs a radial component
ßr. As long äs the solenoid is Symmetrie wrt the IP the integral of Bx vanishes. The kicks in
the fringe field at the cntrance and exit of the solenoid cancel. Then t here is only a very small
effect on thc vertical closed orbit dne to motion in the solenoid itself smce thc design orbit is
not parallel to the magnet axis. The distortion of T"IO is negligible too.
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If the solenoid is not Symmetrie / dsB? ^ 0 and the kicks at the entrance/exit do not cancel,
The cffect is particularly important for the Hl solenoid, its center being shifted of 1,1 mt. In
this case the particles see a vertical kick of 0.2 mrad, whereas the TJO is tilted 28 mrad around
the radial direction.

This effect can probably be compensatcd by having different settings for thc rotator on the
left and right of the Xorth IP.

It remains to bc seen whether spin matcliing against spin diffusion in thc straight sections
is still possible.
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3.7 Investigation of Synchrotron Radiation Background

D, Pitzl

The Synchrotron radiation power emitted by the efectron beam in a dipok- magnct with bending
radius R and Icngth t is given by

with ,(? = r/c and -, - E/mec2. Using Q — f/R, the dipolc bending angle, the power may be
expressed äs

which is proportional to the inverse bending radius for a givcn bending angle. For / = 58 m A,
E = SOGeV, Q -8 mrad, arid R = 400 m the cmittcd power is 13.2kW (or 8 • 10(i GeV/BC) on
each side of the interaction region.

The Synchrotron radiation spectrum is characterised by thc critical energy

E - --Vt c ~ 7

R[m]

which amounts to Ec = 150 keV for the numbers used above. The photon spectrum is given by

with — ?e and the spectral funrt ion

where A'5/3 is a modified Bessel function, At \o\\- energies the photon spectrum diverges like
f"2''3. In all simulations a lower cutoff at 10 ke\ is applied. The rate of photon emission
is then 1.2 • lO^s"1 in the example given above. At high energies (£ 3> 1) the spectrum
falls exponentially. Note that half the Synchrotron radiation power is cari'ied by photons with
energies above the critical energy. In the Simulation the Synchrotron radiation is emitted
tangentially to thc path of indjvidual electrons that are tracked through the magnets. The
intrinsic angular spread of the radiation is of order 1/7 (0.017 mrad at :JO GeV). which is much
smatler than the divergence of the electron beam.

The number of photons rcaching the central detector components must be reduced by 10
orders of rnagnitude by a system of absorbers and collimators around the interaction region.
The central drift chamber of Hl, for example. can tolerate at rnost 10 Synchrotron radiation hits
per bunch crossing. before the hit occiipancy, after integrating over 12 bunch crossings, starts
to affect thc pattern recognition efficiency. A simüar value is obtained frorn ageing effccts
in the chamber. using a limit of 0.03C/cm of charge accumulated on the sense wires and a
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Figure 20: Layout of a high luminosiiy interaction regionfor the H! e.xptriment in tht horizontal
plane with the Synchrotron radiation fan front thc dipok magntts. The bcatns are displaced by
l cm horizontally relativt lo the dctfdor axis. \olc thc diffcrtnt fcale.fi for tkf z- and x-arct

lifetime of 10 years at high luminosity. In the silicon detectors close to thc bcam pipe a hit
rate of 0.01/cm2/BC ieads to an accumulated dose of 10 krad/y, which can be tolerated for a
lifetime of 10 years by Ihe CMOS front end electronics. For ihc Hl silicon vertex detector the
corrcsponding hit rate is 40/BC, which can be tolerated by the pattern recognition Software,
In both cases one hit is assumed to deposit 30keV, and one year of Operation is 10' .s.

3.8 Synchrotron Radiation Shielding

The design of the interaction region is guidcd by the principle that only doubly scattered
radiation may reach the cxperiment. Thc direct radiation niust not hit thc beampipe anywhere
inside the detector. 1t is absorbed by upstream collimators and downstream absorbers, These
must be placed äs far away äs possible to reduce the solid angle for backscattered radiation
to reach the central detector. Furthermore, a set of secondary collimators is needed to shield
against this backscattered radiation. A possible layout for a high luminosity interaction region
with dipole magiiets inside the collider experiments is shown fig 20.
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3.8.1 Synchrotron Radiation Absorbers

Absorbers for direct Synchrotron radiation must absorb up to 10 kW 011 an area of a few
squarc centimeters a.nd should have the lowest possible backscattering probability. A detailed
Simulation of photon intcractions in the energy ränge from 10 to 1000 keV was used to find an
optimal absorber. The albedo is defmed äs the number of backscattered photons devided by
the number of incident photons. Fig. 21 shows the albedo äs a function of the critical energy
of the incident Synchrotron spectrurn for three different absorbers: pure längsten, pure copper
and a tungsten absorber roated with 0.4mm silver and 0.2mm copper. The coated absorber
has the lowest albedo (by a factor of 3 at Ec — 150 keV) but it requires some development work
to ensure that the thin coating is not destroyed by overheating the absorber.

1t can be understood qualitativeiy by inspccting the energy spectra of backscattered photons
from the three absorbers (see figure 22). The spcctrum from a pure tungsten absorber is
dominated by the K„ and K,, fluorescence lines, while the copper absorber shows a Compton
continuum (the K-lines of copper are just below thc lökeV cutoff). For the coated absorber
the silver layer absorbs the tungsten K-lines and the copper layer in turn absorbs the K-lines of
silver (25 keV). The thickness of the layers is a compromise between absorbing the fluorescence
from the deeper layer and not generating Compton backscattering of the incident radiation. It
is found that the optirmim coating is independcnt of the incident spectrum for cr i t ical encrgies
between 30 and 200 keY.

Luminosity Monitor Shielding

3.8.2 Luminosity Monitor Shielding

The photon detector of the luminosity monitoring System is placed 100m downstream from
the interaction point. It has a diameter of about 20cm and äs is therefore exposed to the
Synchrotron radiation emitted in the last l mrad bend. The radiation power is about 2.5 kW, or
1.6-106 GeV/BC, which has to be reduccd by 6 orders of magnitude in front of the calorimetcr.
The present photon detector of Hl has a coppcr-lead-water absorber with a thickness of 3
radiat ion lengths. This thickness should not be increased in order not to further deteriorate
the energy resolution of the calorimeter.

Tfie non-absorbed energy fraction äs a function of thickness can be cstimated by integrating
the photon energy spectrum whcighted by the energy absorption length TE

whre -V is the integral over the incident spectrum. The integrand docs not represent the true
spectrum at a depth t, since the re-population of the low energy region by scattered photons
and fluorescence is not taken into account in detaü. However. the tabulated energy absorption
lengths include Ihe cffects of secondary radiation on average and give a correct description of
the overall energy flow. Note that the energy absorption length is larger than the photon mean
free path length by up to a factor of 2 in lead and by up to factor of 10 in carbon. A high-
Z absorber malerial is therefore prefered. Figure 23 shows the non-absorbed energy fraction
in lead for several critical energies. A reduction of 106 in less than 3X0 is only possible by
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introducing a 'soft bend' with a critical eriergy below 34keV for the first l mra.d. This result
is due to the Compton minimum in the photon cross scction. Between E-, = 200 and 10QOke\e photon mean free path length in lead is larger than than radiation leugth.

3.8.3 Interaction Region Layout

A possible high luminosity interaction region layout has been developed using Ihe follovving
Parameters and considcrations:

• The bending angle of 8 mrad is provided by air core dipole rnagnets inside the experiment.

• The magnet s start at ±1.6 m from the interaction point and extend to ±5.6 m. The bend
over the first l mrad is 'soff with a radius of 1200m, which requires a magnet length of
1.2m. The remaining 7mrad bend is achieved wi th a radius of 400m over a length of
2.8m.

• The w i d t h a\ailable for the dipole rnagnets is l imited at the outer radius to 11 cm by the
Hl compensator arid the liquid argon cryostat. The inner radius is determined by the
aperture required for the electron beam and by the outgoing Synchrotron radiation fan in
the horizontal plane.

• All Synchrotron radiation from the 8mrad bend passes through the in te rac t ion region and
is absorbed bchind the septum magnet at '21.'l m. The mirror plate of the septum magnet
is also exposed to direct Synchrotron radiation. Both surfates are coated for minimum
albedo.

• The vacuum tube inside the septum magnet extends 11 p to 20cm horizontally outward
from the beam axls to accomodatc the Synchrotron radiation fan.

• The central beam pipe section is shieldcd against backscattering from the absorber and the
septum by secondary collimators placed at z - -0.8, -l.-l , and -2.7m. These collimators
leave an aperture of 20mm radius required for proton injection and necd not be movable.

• The diameter of the central beam pipe is 90mm such t hat the cxis t ing central and back-
ward silicon tracking detectors of III ran be accomodated. The critical point is the
shielding of the backscattering from the septum magnet wi th collimators that nmst not
bc hit by direct Synchrotron radiation.

• The bcams are displaced by 1cm horizontally r ing- inwards relative to the axis of ihe
experiment.

This interaction region has been implemented in a Simulation program that tracks backscat-
tered photons from the absorber at 21 m and the face of the septum magnet at 12 m. The cmis-
sion angles are restricted to a solid angle fraction of 7 • 10"^ of 2rr towards the central detector
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region. Photons are tracked through any number of scatterings until they are absorbed. With
more than 106 trajectorics followed, an overall sensitivily of better than 10~n is achieved.

The Simulation was also performed for Hl interaction region layout of 1996 with a beam
ertergy of 27.5 GeV and for a current of 58mA. Here, the main absorber at -24m is a pure
copper absorber. The strongest source for scattered radiation is the inner edge of the upstream
collimator C3 at -5.6m.

Table 3.8.3 the summarizes the beam parameters and Simulation results. Two conclusions
may bc drawn. The absolute prediction for the number of hits in the central drift chamber and
the silicon detector are well below the tolerable limits, with a comfortable safety margin. The
relative increase for the high luminosity interaction region is roughly a factor of 10 for 58mA.
or a factor of 20 compared to the usual opcrating current in 1996. The Synchrotron radiation
background at present is very small and therefore hard to measure. At least. it does not severly
exceed the Simulation rcsult. It is therefore expected that the present detector can be safely
operated in the high luminosity environment.

E. [GeV]
Ie [mA]

8"x,e H
8* [my,e i '

bend angle [mrad]
bend radius [m]
Ec [keV]
Aot P<w]
N^E-, > lOkeV) ]l/s]
A; central BP [l/BC]
Nhit, CST. BST [l/BC]
AW CJC [l/BC]

HERA 1996
27.5
58
1.0
1.0
10
1260
36
7

1 - 2 - 101S

10
0.02
0.1

HERA Upgrade
30.0
58
0.4
0,4
8
400
150
27
2.2 - 10 18

120
1
2
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4 Upgrade of the ZEUS Interaction Region

HERA-ZEUS Upgrade Group:

D.Boschcrini. N.Brook. J.Butterworth. A.Caldwcll, C.Cattcrall,
R.Cashmore. C.Foudas, J.Hartmarin, U.Karshon. R.Klanner,

H.Kowalski. M.Kuze, E.Lohrmann, S.Magill, T.Massam,
N.McCubbin, K.Piotrzkowski, M.Riveline, R.Saunders,

U.Schneekloth, W.Schott. L.Suszycki, J.Tickner. K.Tokushuku.
D.C.Williams, F.Zarnecki

Editor: W.Schott

4.1 Summary

We rcport on the Status of the new design of the ZEUS interaction region äs
discussed in the frame of the HERA Luminosity Upgrade Group and on a first
evaluation of the impact on the ZEUS coinporients dose to the beam.

4.2 Introduction

As discussed extensive.lv at the Workshop, au increase in HERA luminosity ahove the design
value will allow the experiments to extend substantially the current fields of research and even
opcn up new rcgions of activity. However, most of the parameters that determme the luminosity
of the HERA accelcrator complcx are at their technical limits, and to push them further would
nccd a vcry major cffort of the laboratory. The most promismg Option is a reduction of the beta
functions at the interaction region. A scenario äs given in Table 3 would raise the maximum
luminosity by a factor of about five above the nominal value of 1.5 x 103i/c.m2s.

Technicaüy this requires a rearrangement of the HERA magnets in the experlmental arca.
A smaller beta function at the interaction point (IP) leads to a faster growth of the beam
envelopes between the IP and the first focusing magnet and the first quadrupole has to bc äs
close äs possible to the IP. Thcrefore the Separation of the beams (e, p) with bending dipole
magnets shtmld be done äs olose to the IP äs possible.

This means that accelerator magnets havc to bc installcd insidc the ccntral part of the
existing HERA detectors. This Working Group made a first study of the technical feasibility
and the consequences of this concept. The work done by ZEUS members was based on a
design study by F.VVilleke, that foresees äs innermost elements magnets with Smrad bending
angle, which Start at 5.6m distance from the IP and reach äs far äs possible into the detector
(minimum 1.2m distance from the IP).
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0T

PS
ßl
0l

Present
7m

0.7 in

I m

I m

Proposed
3 in

0.15m

0.4 m

0.4m

Table 3: Proposed scheine of beta functions.

The present report givcs a first preliminary assessment of the impact of the luminosity
Upgrade on the ZEUS detector. A more detailcd report is to follow.

4.3 The new HERA beam line inside ZEUS

Here we discuss the magnet system for the final Smrad bending of the electron beam within
±5.6 m of the IP. The concept of bringing HERA magnets inside the existing ZEUS detector
is subject to several boundary conditions:

• The transverse outer dimensions of the magnets are limited by the 20cm beam pipe hole
of the ZEUS calorimeter.

• The aperture of the magnets has to be wide cnough to accommodate the beams and the
fan of Synchrotron light from the bending of the electron beam.

• The front facc of the ZEUS calorimeter should not be shadowed by the magnets, i.e.
partides originating from the IP should reach the calorimeter unobstructed.

In addition to these general requirements. consideration has also to be given to aspects like
construction of beam pipe, absorption of reflected Synchrotron radiation, Installation, support
etc. Presently two options for the magnet layout are under discussion:

Option 1: An air coil dipole magnet is used on either side of the IP, however. in a somewhat
asymmetrical way (see Eig. 24). The magnet on the forward side (ZEUS coordi-
nale z > 0) has an outer diameter of 14cm, an inner diameter of 8cm, and a
length of 400cm. The magnet ends at z = 160cm. just bchind the line-of-sight
between IP and FCAL front edge.

The magnet on the rcar side (ZEUS coordinate z < 0) has an outer diameter
of 19cm. an inner diameter of 12cm, and a length of Ü O c m . The magnet ends
at z = -130cm in line with the RCAL front facc. It has a wider aperture and
is displaced in the horizontal plane by 15mm to accommodate the fan of direct
Synchrotron radiation.

Option 2: Here the magnet layout (see Fig. 25) äs compared to option l is different on the
forward side. The air coil dipole magnet has now the same inside and outside di-
ameter äs the rear onc. However, the length is only 340 cm, ending at z — 220 cm.
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A permanent SmCo maguet provides a dipole field between z — 220cm and
z = 150cm. The permanent maguet can be doser to the IP without shadowing
the forwarcl calorimeter because the diametcr gets smaller towards thc IP.

The field of the SmCo is relatively Iow (approx. 0.1 Tesla) such that it contributes
only a O.Smrad bend. This has the advantage of reducing the intensity of syn-
chrotron radiation t.hat hits the ZEUS himinositv detector,

4.3.1 Magnet design

Long dipole magnet. Both design optioris use long dipole magnets (with somewhat varying
dimensions). The homogeneous magnetic field is provided by a coil which has a currcnt dis-
tribution that is proportional to the cosine of the azimuthal angle. The conductors of the coil
are arranged in 3 laycrs such that they approximate this current distribution along the magnet
circumference (see Figs. 26, 27). The coil does not have an iroii yoke since it will be inside the
ZEUS cornpensator magnet.

Normal conduction technology is preferred because of space restrictions and in order to kecp
the infrastructure requirements simple. At a nominal field ofapproximately 0.2 Tesla the normal
conducting coil will use on the order of 10Ü kW of powcr. Cooling water is circulated inside the
hollow conductor. Several parallel cooling channels are needed to keep the temperaturc of the
magnet below a value that is acceptable for the ZEUS detector. The connections to the coil
will be made at the magnet head at z = ±5.6 m. Care must be taken to prevent heating of
detector components situated close to the magnet. Safety of this magnet also rcquires special
considerations.

Permanent magnet. The particular featurc of Option 2 is a permanent magnet on the
forward side of the detector. Permanent magnets built from rare-earth-cobalt alloys like SmCo
can provide high magnetic field strength at a very compact design. Fig. 25 schematically shows
the tapcred permanent magnet. It would actually be segmented in the longitudina! dircction
into several rings. Each ring is made up from blocks of SmCo material (see Fig. 28). The
arrangc-ment of the magnetised SmCo blocks in a ring produces a homogeneous dipole field
inside with atmest no fringe fields outside. One of the difficulties with this design is the need
to provide a temperature stabilisation.

4.3.2 Beam pipe

The bcam pipe in thc experimental area (see Figs. 24, 25) is divided by (langes in to three
sections. The construction of the front Hange is particularly delicate, because thc requirement
not to put too much inactive material in front of the sensitive ZEUS detector components leaves
little space. At least one bellow is needed to give some freedom for relative motion of the beain
pipe sections.

The size of the central beain pipe (outer diametcr 100 mm) is mainly detcrmined b\c
Synchrotron radiation. i.e. by the direct radiation and the radiation rcflected back from down-
stream absorbers. The Synchrotron radiation reflected back into the central ZEl 'S region has
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to be taken care of by dedicated absorbers at ~ - —140cm (rear flange), z — — 80 ein and at
z - 150 cm (front flange).

For a good vacuum pumps are needed inside the beain pipe (see Fig. 26). The magnetic field
and the space available inside the large air coil magnet is tbe same äs in the HERA electron
dipole magnets. Thereforc Standard HERA integrated ion getter pumps can be used. Possible
negative effccts 011 the electron beam life time, äs observed in the HERA electron ring, are not
expected, because there is no direct line-of-sight between the anodcs of the integrated pump
and the beam. The integrated pumps will be in Operation only when the air coil magnets
are on; additional holding pumps are therefore rcquired between the air coil magnets and thc
following quadrupole magnets.

The pumping speed can be inc.reascd by equipping onc of the puniping channels with NEG
pumps. The samc design can be used äs for the HERA dipole pumps, which are in preparation.
The advantage is a high pumping speed for active gases independent of the magnetic field.

4.3.3 Support structure

The long dipole magnets which go into the ZEUS intemction region have a mass of about 600 kg
each. The forces from the existing ZEUS magnets on the coüs are comparatively small (below
100 N).

There are only limited possibilitics to Mipport the new rnagnets, since the experiment has
a nurnber of mechanical constraints. As indicated in Figs. 29, 30 the magnets have to be
supported mainly from their outside ends. i.e. with relatively long lever arms. The Situation
is morc favourable on the rcar side due to the cryo tower s t ruc ture . On the front side some
weight may be supported inside the ZEUS detector by string conncctions to thc spokesplaie.

4.3.4 Installation

The magnets. their corresponding beam pipe elements, and related ZEUS detector components
will be installed äs pre-assembled units . They are installed frorn the forward side (see Fig. 31).
First the rear magnet with the rcar beam pipe part is lowercd with thc hall crane between
the opened ZEUS forward calorimeter halves. This unit is then pushed through the central
detector to the rear side. Nexl the central part of the beam pipe is inserted from the forward
side. A planned new silicon microvertex detector should have beeil assembled around the central
part of the beam pipe and will then be installed together with it. After installation it will be
dismounted from the beam pipe and attached to the CTD inner vessel. Finally the forward
magnet with the part of the beam pipe inserted and the FDET assembled around it will bc
put in place. Removal of the magnets, beam pipe parts. FDET. and microvertex detector will
have to be done in the same wav äs thc in s t a l l a t i on but in rcverse order.

4.4 Backgroimd conditions

4.4.1 Background from the protoii beam
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1995 value of 40mA. However, this increase will come with the general HERA improvement
iiidependent of the low beta scheme.

The low beta scheme should not make a big difference, because all aperttires near the
interaction point are the same äs at prcsent, except possibly a Synchrotron radiation absorber
at z = —80cm and at a horizontal djstance of 20mm from the beam.

The beam gas background will depend on the possibility lo install vacuum pumps inside
the Separator magnets.

4.4.2 Background from the electron beam

Since the collimators Cl, C2, C3 and C4 will no longcr be thcre, ihcy cannot be used to limit
background from stray electrons. The effect of stray electron on the ZEUS detector is however
smal], except for the present Beam Pipe Calorimetcr (BPC), which will no longer be there.

Again, independcnt of the low beta scheme, the general increase of the electron current from
30 mA in 1995 to the design value of 58 m A will have to be accommodated.

4.4.3 Synchrotron radiation

Synchrotron radiation is the most critical source of background. There are thrce potential
sources:

i] Backscattered radiation frorn the main Synchrotron radiation absorbers, which are at
distances of 12 • • • 20m from the interaction point.

ii) Edge scattering from absorbers near the interaction point which are installed to protcct
the experirnent frorn source i).

ü i ) Synchrotron radiation from the quadrupoles, which Start about 5.8m from the interaction
point. U n der normal circurnstances this is a negligible source. However. if the beam is
misadjusted. it can inake a large contribution.

In the following. we shall only consider source i), the backscattered radiation.

Fig. 24 shows the interaction region with the linc marking the boimdary of the direct syn-
chrotron radiation. 1t is not touched by any absorbers. unt i l it hits the main absorbers, which
are situated at distances of 12 • • • 20 m from the interaction point. In order to minimizc reflec-
tion from these main absorbers, they have to be covered by an anti-reflecting coating, e.g. 3 mm
W, 0.5mm Ag, and 0.13 mm Cu. The back reflected radiation constitutes the main background
for the detector. It delivers a dose rate of about 0.01 Gray/s, and therefore all sensitive parts of
the detector including the beam pipe have to be protected from it. This is done by absorbers
placed at —0.8m and - l . - l in (see Fig.2-1). All surfares hit by the reflected radiation need an
anti-reflection coating.

In order to assess the radiation load on the CTD. a comparison with the present Situation
is madc. In Table 4 the present Situation is compared with the low beta option. For this
comparison an electron energy of 30 GeV, an electron current of 58 mA and a field in the last
tleflcction magnet of 0.22 T have been assumed.
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The table shows that the background in the CTD will increase about 15-fold. Compared
with the Situation in 1995, where currents were about 30mA, onc has to expect a 30-fold
increase.

In a run with random triggers, Icss than l hit was observed on average in the CTD in 1995
at 30mA. The hits were distributed uniformly throughout the chamber. This would translate
into less than 30 hits on average for the low beta scheine.

In a similar way the number of hits in a Si detector at a radius of 5cm and of 0.4mm
thickness can be estimated. One gets 10"4 • • • 10~3 hits/cm2/bunch-crossing. This corresponds
to a dose rate of 10"tt • • • 10~5 Gray/s.

Total power (both sides)
Critical energy
Dist. of main absorber (weighted)
Reflected into Experiment
(arb. units):

Total power
(distance of main abs.)~2

Rcflection coefficient
Missing action of abs. Cl • • • 3
overall factor

present
9. 7 kW
44 keV
23.5 m

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

low beta
22 kW

126keV
16.3 m eff.

2.3
2.1
1.6
2.0
15

Table 4: Comparison of Synchrotron radiation background (present values scaled to nominal
electron beam parametcrs, i.e. 30 GeV" and 58mA)

4.5 Luminosity measurement and photon tagging

The consequences of the HERA interaction region Upgrade for the present ZEUS LU.MI system
and for photoproduction tagging are discussed in this section. Also the concept of a future
Beam Monitoring Station is proposed,

4.5.1 Present LUMI system

Synchrotron radiation and filter thickness. At an assumed bending radius of 475 m
the thickness of the carbon filter in front of the photon calorimeter of the luminosity monitor
would have to be increased from 2- - -3 radiation Icngths (r.l.) to 4 r.l. Thif. would deteriorate
the resolution from presently 23%/\/£ (for 2r.l.) to >35%/\/£ and increase the rninimum
energy that can be measured well from l GeV to about 3GcV, The expected uncertainty of
the luminosity measurement due to these cffects is about 2 % and is not compatible with <1 %
precision. If. however, a new detector were installed with a preshower detector arid better encrgy
resolutJon, then possibly a l % precision could be achieved. Another stcp to be considered is
the use of polyethylene instead of carbon äs an absorber.
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Event rate. The strongly increased event rate will constitute a. problcm.

• At a luminosity of 1032/cm'^s the rate of breinsstrahlung witti energy above l GeV is
17 MHz. This results in a very high occupancy: on average 2 photons per bunch crossing
and only 13% of bunch crossings without hard bremsstrahlung). Effects of such event
pileup, however, can be well simulated, measured and controlled by usage of different
encrgy cuts. Possibly also pileup insensitive measurcmcnts (energy flow mcasurement)
can be adopted,

• The present luminosily detector uscs PMTs for readout. If one scales the present anöde
current (already at very low HV) to a luminosity of 1032/crn2s one expects 60/iA! Either
low gain PMTs (6/8 dynodes) or hybrid PMTs would have to be used.

• Radiation dosage at the worst point is expected to be up to lOkGray/year arid rnay
seriously affcct the energy measurement.

Photon acceptance. For the recent Willeke optics the bremsstrahlung cone has a horizontal
angular divergence of 0.35 mrad which reduces the photon acceptance from 9S %, to 80%. fn
such a case systematic effects are much less controlled and may result in an increased error from
this sovirce from 0.5% now to 2% at the füll luminosity. To keep the precision, one ran try
lo either increase the angular acceptance or decrease the electron bearn emittance and angular
divergence at the IP.

To summanze: A luminosi ty measurement similar to the one presently uscd in the ZELS
experimerit has an estimated accuracy of 37t. The accuracy can be possibly improved by
cnsuring a high photon acceptance and beUer linearity of the energy measurement. To achicve
approximately l % precision — desirable for some physics questions — alternative Solutions
should bc considered.

4.5.2 Photoproduction taggin;

i) About 10m from the IP. j u s t af tcr the first t wo quadrupoles; since any extra space
(longi tudinal ly) would reduce the luminosity, the detector should be integrated to some
extend with the quadrupole/beain pipc - - it could be a timgsten Spaghetti calorimeter
— and use only the typical space avaiiable ( 2 0 - • • 3 0 c m ) between beam line elements.
Such a detector would tag photoproduction at high/mcdium \\', at about ISO' - -250 GeV
(corresponding to 35- • -120mm distancc of the scattered electrons from the beam axis).

ü ) At a distance >20m from the IP a low YY (about SO GeV) tagger could be inslalled using
the technique of the present 44 m tagger.

iü) If high W (>280GeV) tagging would be required, then a small detertor j u s t af ter the
dipole at -5.6m could be installed using the technique of the present 8 m tagger.

! 131'

The main difficulty in running the tagging dcvices at very high luminosity is a large cvent
rate due to ep bremsstrahlung which results in a signih'cant detector occupancy. Therefore.
very good vacuum (to avoid a large c-gas contribution) and a high bremsstrahlung photon
acceptance (to allow for efhVient vetoing) are esscntial.

4.5.3 Beam monitoring Station

Running experience has shown that scintillation counters close to the beam pipe in the outgoing
electron beam direction (C5 counters, Beam Pipe Calorimeter) are essential for a quick moni-
toring of the background conditions at the ZEUS experirnent and the precise determination of
the mean z position of the ep interaction region and the monitoring of satellite bunches. The
present position around z — -300cm will not bc free <lue to the presencc of the new dipole
magnet. A new extended Beam Monitoring Station (BMS) is proposed at a position around
; = — 560cm. downstream of the new dipole magnet.

The tasks of the BMS are:

1. Separate measurement of the radiation bac.kground from the proton and the electron
beam.

3. Monitoring of the satellite bunches accompanying the main bunches.

4. Measurement of the transverse position of the ep interaction point ,

5. Measurement of the luminosity. independent of the present ZEUS luminosity monitor.

A conceptual side vicw of the BMS is shown in Fig. 32. "l'he main elements are a th in exit
window of the vacuum-pipe (i.e. transition from the circular cross section to an elliptical shape).
two silicon trackers above and below the beam pipe, each consisting of two microstrip detectors
(60mm x 60mm) with horizontal strips and two microstrip detectors with vertical strips, and
two small compact electromagnetic calorimeters (e.g. PbWOj crystals). The minimum length
required along the beam is 50cm.

The t i m i n g Information frorn the electromagnetic calorimeters is used to obtain the Infor-
mation for topics 1. 2. and 3. The measurement of small angle inelastic ep scattering (angular
acceptance 7- • -12 mrad) and QFD Compton scattering (ep -» e~,p) will provide events to re-
construct the transverse ep interaction point (using the z position obtained frorn the timing
Information in topic 2) and to obtain a measurement of the luminosity.

4.5.4 Beam position monitor

A beam position pick-up monitor positioned around z = ±300 cm (inside of the new dipole)
appears highly desirable. Xo design work has yet been dorie.
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4.6 Impact on o t her ZEUS componeiits

The impact of the Upgrade of the interaction region for components closc to the beam is
discussed. There are at present only qualitative results.

4.6.1 CAL

There is some fringe field frorn the new magnets; Table ö provides a map of the field values
from the air coil magnct. The calorimeter PMTs dose to the dipole magnet may require
improved shiclding — this is undcr study. Posslble effects due to the additional materia.l from
the new magnet on the calorimeter performance are presently being studied vvith Monte-Carlo
calculations.

z = 120cm (magnet head)
r = 0 3- = 10 x = 20

0 -1015 0
0 -408 526
0 -124 131
0 -57 58

0 424 0
-270 -25 216
-80 -64 96
-30 -42 50

0 58 0
-32 42 17
-37 15 23
-29 0 21

z = 220 cm

Table ö: Air coil dipole magnet field map at z = 120cm (magnet head) and z = 220cm. The
ZEUS coordinates x and y are given in cm. the magnetic field Bx. By, ß, in Gauß.

4.6.2 Tracking detector

The additional magnetic field docs not pose a problem for the performance of the tracking
detector and the track reconstruction. For Synchrotron ractiation effects see Sec.tion 4.4.

4.6.3 Silicon vertex detector

Installation of a vertex detector based on Si detcctor technology appears compatible with
the low beta Installation. An inside diarneter of 10cm can be accommodated; the radiation
background has been discussed in Scction 4.4 and appears to be at a tolcrable level. More
accnrate Statements can be madc once the design for such a device is available.

4.6.4 FMUON

No impact on the performance of the forward muon system is expected.
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4.6.5 PRT

Scintillation counters close to the beam pipe are presently located at z = 5.4m and z — 25m
to separate diffractive from non-diffractive events. The place of the counters at 5.4m will be
taken by the new dipole magnet. It presently appcars difficult to install new counters at this
Position unless approximately 20cm of space is freed along the beam dircction. This z position
is Symmetrie to the position in the electron direction of the proposed BMS. The counters at
25m should not strongly be affected by the modification of the intcraction region.

4.6.6 LPS

The main impact of the luminosity Upgrade on the performance of the ZEUS Leading Proton
Spectrometer (LPS) is due to the increased transverse momentum spread of the proton beam,
which, compared to the present Situation, increases froin 25 MeV to 35MeV in x and 75MeV
to 160 MeV in y. As the detectors havc to be at least 10 er away from the beam this results. for
protons with XL = l, in an increase of the lower transverse momentum cutoff from 250 Mc\
to 350 MeV. No significant change of the longitudinal momentum resolution is expected. The
transverse momentum spread however will result in a significant degradation of the resolution
of the measurement of the momentum transfer to the proton.

The installation of the LPS does not present a problern in principle. However, it will
represent a major Operation both in terms of manpower and money. At present it appears that
most detectors have to be rebuilt and that the first three stations Sl, S2 and S3 will have to
be moved. It should however be possible to leave the beam pronle at the later stations S4, S5
and S6 unchanged. Every cffort should bc rriade so that this option is viable. This will require
a close collaboration between HERA and ZEUS.

The main effects on physics are due to the reduced acceptance and the poorer momentum
transfer resolution.

For details we refcr to the report "The ZEUS Straight Section Upgrade'' (ZEUS-Note 96-087
by T.Massarn, August 26. 1996).

4.6.7 FNC

As in the case of the LPS, the main impact on the performance of the ZEUS Forward Neutron
Calorimeter (FNC) is due to the increased transverse momentum spread of the proton beam.
The angular acceptance of the FNC is detennined by the apertures of the HERA beam elements.
and no major change is expected if proper care is taken with the new beam design. The
measurement of the transverse momentum transfer froin the beam proton to the scattered
neutron will be much less accurate than at present. Again the optimum design will require a
close collaboration between HERA and ZEUS.

Overall no major impact on the physics performance of the FNC is expected in an optimizcd
design.

For details wc rcfer to the report "The ZEUS Straight Section Upgrade1' (ZEUS-Note 96-087
by T.Massam, August 26, 1996).
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4.7 Impact 011 physics and conclusions

As can bc seen from the physics working group reports included in thesc proceedings, the
Upgrade of the HERA accelcrator to reach luminosities of Ifb"1 1s necessary to exploit the
physics capabilities inherent in HERA. High Q2 and high PT physics, äs well äs the search for
rare processes. wil l greatly benefit from the increasc in luminosity.

On the other hand. the luminosity Upgrade will irnpair the capability of the ZEUS ex-
periment to pursue physics processes connected to detectmg particlcs at small forward and
backward angles. Components such äs the beam pipe calorimetcr, electron taggers, the proton
remnant tagger, the leading proton spectrometer and the forward rieutron calorimeter will be
seriously affected. and in some cases will have to be rcmoved complelely (e.g., the beam pipe
calorimeter). This will mean a reduction in the capability of the ZEUS detector for low Q2

physics. Studies of diffractive physics, forward jets and energy flows will also be affectcd (sec
Sections 4.6.6 and '1.6.7). We will obtain äs detailed physics results 011 these topics äs is possible
before the Implementation of the detector modifications, and efforts wil l be made to preserve
äs much capability äs possible in the new configuration.

Other implications of the proposed options for the magnet layout within ZEUS are curreutly
linder study. The options discussed in Section -1.3.1 have been implementcd in the füll ZEUS
Monte Carlo.

• The effect of the Upgrade on the measurement of jets has been studied in both resolved
photoproduction and DIS. In both cases l ö - - - 3 0 L 7 t more jets are obscrved in the new
configurations in the region 2 < >i < 3 for jets with ET around 6GeV. Comparison of jets
observed in the calorimetcr to "true"' jets of final state particles indicates that the extra
jets in the calorimeter are not associated with true jets and thus the purity of the sample
in the forward region is degraded. However. for jets which are matohcd to t rue jets the
energy resolution is not significantly degraded. Thc effect s of the two configurations are
not significantly different.

• The proton dissociative process f.p -» eX\-v. where A'.v is a system of inass _U;V. has also
been investigated. The forward calorimeter energy distributions and the tagging accep-
tance versus A/£ show only small differences with respect to the current configuration.
The tagging efficicncy stightly increases for small values of .Vy. presumably because of
showering in the magnet.

In summary, these preliminary studies indicale some eft'ects in thc forward region. which wc
anticipate can be handled with careful Simulation. Detailed studies are currciit.lv Linder way for
a wide ränge of physics processes. and results wi l l be available in a wri t ten report. To date. no
major impact has been found due to the presence of the dipole magnets in the ZEUS interaction
region on the measurements solely performed with the central detector.

Figurc 24: Option l — magnet coils, top view.
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Figure 25: Option 2 — permanent magnet, top view.
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Figure 26: Cross section of magnet coil.
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Figure 28; Cross section of permanent SrnCo dipole magnet.
A ring-üke structure is built from trapezoidal Blocks of Sm^Co^. The block magnetisation and
t he flnx pattern is indicated.

Figure 27: Artist view of magnet coil (upper half) .
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Figurc 29; Magnet support on forward side, side view.
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Figure 30: Magnet support on rear side, side view,
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S i tracker

S i tracker calorimeter

electror

beam pipe

20cm

z = -560cm

Figure 32: Beam monitoring Station, side vicw.
Conceptual design of a beam monitoring Station beyond the separater magnet (side view).
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5 Impact of a Luminosity Upgrade on Hl

by W. Rartel, Hl

Abstract: An attempt has been made to assess the impact of a luminosity Upgrade 011 Hl
assuming two warm dipole magnets inserted inside Hl . In order to accommodate dipole coils,
several ccomponents of the central Hl detector will have to be modificd like Silicon trackers,
forward and backward tracking chambers, backward Spacal calorimeter, plug calorimeter äs
well äs the support structure for the beam pipe.

5.1 Introduction

High luminosity is the basis for future physics studies with the Hl detector. According to
an assessment of the luminosity working group within this Workshop, a substantial gain can
only be expected by separating the twro beams äs close to the interaction point äs possible by
introducing dipole magnets inside the experiments. Such a modification will unavoidably affect
the perforrnance of Hl. In order to kcep the impact on the physics performance äs small äs
possible a scheine was followed which introduces warm dipole magnets with an outer diameter
of at most 180 mm.

• The dipole coils with an anticipated outer diameter of 180 min do not fit into the presently
available apertures. Thus Hl has to be reshaped in various places to accommodate the
magnets and the beam pipe.

• The deflection of the electrons will create Synchrotron radiation. which has to be masked.
As a coiisequence, a new beam pjpe has to be designed.

• The luminosity measurement will be affected by the higher level of Synchrotron radiation
and the modified optics in the interaction point. A new photon calorimeter has to be
built .

• The electron tagger needs a new design.

• The space presently taken by the plug calorimeter will be very much reduced and a
different Instrumentation has to be implemented.

• The detector stations of the FPS have to be moved to different positions.

• The physics performance will change due to the removal of detector elements at small
radii, the additional matcrial introduced by the coils and Synchrotron radiation absorbcrs
and the change in beam optics.

The detailed studies, which are necessary to investigate the impact of a high luminosity
Upgrade of Hl were not yet completed by the time of this report so that only a preliminary
conciusions can be prescnted.
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5,2 Mechanical Installation

A three dimensional view of the Hl detector is displaed in Fig. 33. For a high luminosity
interaction region tlie central beam pipe has to be replaced by a bearn pipe surroundc-d by
dipole coils. This device has to fit through the forward aperture of the tank housing the liquid
Argon calorimeter, because rebuilding the tank is equivalent to rebuilding Hl. This constraint
ümits the outer diameter to ISO mm.

The Silicon trackers around the beam pipe (CST and BST) are detector elements, which
should be kept also for high luminosity Operation. Fherefore the dipule coü cannot start
earlier than ± 1380 mm from the interaction point, if a Symmetrie Installation of the dipole is
maintained äs preferred for beain optics considcrations.

Having fixed the outer dimensions of the high luminosity dipole magnet a central hole has
to be provided, which is wide enough to accommodate it. Thus the central modules of the
backward calorimeter (SPACAL) have to be removed, which can be done by reassembling the
calorimcter. Furthermore the backward drift chamber has to be rebuüt with a larger central
bore hole. In order to support the beam pipe together with the dipole magnet space has to be
gained at the position of the first module of the forward tracking module and at the position of
the backward drift chamber. Various options are under discussion including onc, where a rigid
support structure is integrated into the new backward drift chamber and also the first forward
tracking module is modified to support the weight of the magnet.

The Hl beam pipe is now pumped by integrated getter pumps of the order of two rneters
away from the interaction point. For the new beam pipe with collimators arid absorbers it
will presumably technically more difficult to provide the neccssary purnping power close to the
interaction point.

The present version of the high luminosity inscrt assurncs that the compensating solenoid
is kept. in order to maintain electron and positron polarisation. The compensating solenoid
does not move together with the main Hl detector. Therefore the beam pipe wi th the dipole
has to be installcd when the expei'iment sits in the interaction region. The necessary space for
inserting can be gained by temporarity retnoving the HERA quadrupoles next to the interaction
point.

5.3 Synchrotron Radiation

All details on the Synchrotron radiation gencrated in the berids next to the interaction point
and the way they could be sbiekled is outl ined in D. Pitzls contribution to this workshop [1].

The stratcgy to protect the experiment against Synchrotron radiation is based on a central
beam pipe. which is wide enough to pass the Synchrotron radiation fan through the experiment
and place the principa] absorbcrs äs far downstream äs possible. Masks close to the interaction
point prohibit then scattered photons from reaching the tracking chambers. First background
estimates show that an increase by a factor of about teil in the numbers of photons reaching
the central drift chamber is expected compared with the present set up, which leads to still
tolerable rates.

According to a preliminary study of a beam pipe design, the central Silicon tracker could be
kept äs it is with the beam passing off center. The backward tracker has in its present version
too small an aperture for the beam pipe. It has to be rebuilt.
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HERA Experiment H1

Figure 33: Perspective view of the Hl detecctor.

5.4 Luminosity Measurement

The accuracy of a luminosity measurcment by observing ep bremsstrahlung will be degraded
in the proposed high luminosity scheine. Two items contribute. First the photon counter due
to the larger beam divergence at the interaction point will accept only between 60 and 70% of
all bremsslrahlung photons compared with 95% in the prestent set up and sccond due to the
high Icvel of Synchrotron radiation the absorber thickness in front of the photon detector has
to be increased thus leading to a bad energy resolution. Preliminary studies indicate that the
luminosity mcasurement may not be better than ö%-
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At high luminosity, however. other reactions with well known cross sections may be used
for normalisation like QEü ("ompton scattering.

In rncasuring luminosity and for tagging photoproduction events clectron taggers are em-
ployed. With the new design of the interaction region appropriate new positions for these
devices have to bc fouiid.

5.5 Plug Calorimeter

The space presently occupied by the plug calorimeter will widely be taken by the forward dipole
coil. In additlon the material in front of the calorimeter represented by the coil will be too big
for a useful energy mcasurement. Thus a new design for the forward Instrumentation has to bc
m ade.

Although the calorimetry in this arca will be poor it cannot be dropped completely, because
another important feature of the plug calorimeter has to be maintained. It providcs a timing
signal, which is used to suppress background events frorn beam gas and beam wall scattering.

5.6 Forward Proton Spectrometer

The forward proton spectrometer (FPS) employs the IIFRA machine magnets downstream
of the interaction point for a momentum measurement of small angle protons. Changing the
focusing propertics of the beamline requires new positions for the dctertor stations. As an
example. 820 GeV protons arc most favourably observed at a position, where the phase advance
wi th respect to the interaction point is close to 7T/2. The new positions can only be determined
after having defined a rcalistic bearn optics scheme. Furthermore it has to be observed that
apertures are large enough not lo cut into the acceptance of the s-pectrometer,

Bcsides these pure geomctrical considerations, which have to be observed. the physics per-
formancc of the FPS will be affected by the strong focusing and consequently large beam
divergence at the interact ion point . The transverse momentum thus introduced into the inter-
action will go up from presently 70 MeV to 160 MeV. which is already close to the natural
transverse momentum in dlffractive processes of about 350 MeV.

5.7 Physics Performance of Hl

The rnain impact of a high luminosity intersect on the physics capability of Hl is due to the
insertion of a massive coil close to the interaction point. which will obscure the region of small
angnes (smaller than 100 mrad) in the forward and backward region s. In particular the physics
at very low Q2 (Q'2 < '2 GeV2) and diffractive physics with rapidity gaps above 7; > 3 will
affected. \Ve may. however. assuine that by the time the HERA luminosity will be upgraded
-sonie 100 pb ' will ha\c been accumulated with the present configuration so that most of these
investigatlons have come to an end. Delailed Mt Carlo studies on the performance of Hl in a
high luminosity environment arc under way. It is, however, unlikely the main conclusions will
change.

B\ the t inic Hl and HERA could be upgraded most of the physics processcs with large cross
sections wi l l have been studied and higher luminosity will bc vital for Hl to surwive. Physics
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topics, which will come into focus are BIS at high Q2, electro weak interactions. search for
new phenomena and diffractive events with forward going protons at high invariant mass final
states.

5.8 Conclusion

Preliminary investigations into an Upgrade of the HERA luminosity by introducing a dipole
field close to the interaction point inside the Hl detector show that the necessary modifications
seein technically feaseble within a reasonable cffort. Thc physics capability of I I I to study ep
reactions with the high luminosity inachine will not be affected if we assume that the program
of largc cross section physics is completed by the t ime of the Upgrade. A special effort has to
be made to develop a scheine for an accuratc luminosity measurement.

An Upgrade of Hl and HERA is vital to a physics program beyond the year 2000.
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6 Conservative Upgrade of the HERA interaction re-
gions

bv R. Brinkmann

6.1 Introduction

In this section we discuss the potential for a luminosity Upgrade in HERA by modifying the
beam optics in the Nonh and South IR's under the boundary condition that Ihe free space for
the experiments is left unchanged at ±5.8m, i.e. without any magnets inside the detector. Such
a conservative approach can clearly not provide äs much luminosity gain äs a more radical lattice
modification with separater magnets integrated in the detector, äs described in section)...),
! > u t i h r detailed investigation - . i<n\ .> t h ; i i about < i (Wtur o: iwu ii.nvu:-,.' in '•.[x-oLr luminosity
comparcd to the present optics can be achieved. In this approach. moving the p-beam low-beta
quadrupoles closer to the IP is accomplished by thc following modifications:

• Rcduction of the e-beam bendlng radius frorn 1300m (present lattice) to 820m. The
critical energy of Synchrotron radiation remains unchanged if we lirnit the e-beam encrgy
to 30 CeV instead of 35 GeV for the original layout.

• Simplification of the e-beam optics by replacing the triplet focussing by a doublet.

• Moving the "'BS-type1' magnet (used for correcting the influence of thc c-magnets on the
p-orbit) after the first p-beam focussing element.

• Using a half-quad with ''thin1" septum plate. äs suggested by B. Parker, for the first
p-beam focussing clcmenl in Order to cope with a small beam Separation at this position.

The minimumdistance of the first p-beam half-quad from the IP is 16.5m with these modifi-
cations, down from 27.6m in the present lattice. This allows to reduce the p-beam beta-function
at the IP by more than a factor of three. An overview of all relevant parameters is given in
table 6. In the following. the beam optics modifications for the electron and proton rings are
described in more detail.

6.2 Electron beam optics

The reconfiguration of the e-beam lattice is done by using only existing magnets. The low-beta
doublet consists of a pair of QL-quads followed by two QC-quads. As in the present optics, they
are positioned off-axis w.r.t . the orbit and act äs combined function magnets. The required
strengths do not present any problem and the available aperture is safely sufficient for the
beams and for the Synchrotron light (see fig. 34). After the doublet, a BH-dipolc is installed
which completes the Separation angle to 9 mrad at a bending radius of 820rn. An important
part of this design is the reduction of the horizontal beam emittance by strenger focussing in the
arcs (78 deg. per FODO cell instead of 60 deg.). This reduces the aperture reqnirement for the
e-beam and the chromaticity of the low-beta insertion (saine beam size at the IP achieved with
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energy / GeV
number of colliding bunches

bunch Charge N / 1010

emittances eXiy/m
norm. (2<r) emittance f t X i y f m

Beta at IP &*zjm
beam size a" jmm

tune shift AQ^
specific lumi /Iti^cm 2s 1mA

gain factor

e-bcam p-beam

Table 6: Parameters for the conservative IR Upgrade

a larger 3~). 1t will also bc beneficial for Synchrotron light collimation. since the colliniators
can be moved closer to the beam axis. Matching of the low-beta insertion to the remaining
straight section is In principle no problem. but so far 110 attempt has been made to include
the boundary conditions of spin matching. The optics in the vicinity of the IR is shown in
fig.35. The available aperture at the position of the first p-beam half-quad is rather small in
the horizontal plane (although sufficient for luminosity Operation) and an injection optics with
relaxed beta-functions will be required to provide enough acceptance for off-axis accumulation.

QC-quadats=11m

>- -iO -60 -40 -20 0 2 0 / 4 0 60 30

X/mm

Figure 34: Beamsizes (12-sigma) at the end of the e-beam doublet.
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Figure 35: Electron beam optics in the upgraded IR.

6.3 Proton beam optics

The first element of the p-beamline is a "Parker septum half-quad'' with an aperture radius
of 10 mm. The beam Separation is suff ic ient ly largc to provide a 12-sigma aperture for both
beams (see flg. 36).

The strengt h of this half-quad corresponds to a pole-tip field of 8 kGauss, which seems
conservative. The other p-beam focussing elernents are recycled magnets from the present
lattice (QS- and QR-magnets) and provide more than the required 12-sigma aperture. A BS-
typc dipole magnet. with reduced length, is installed between the "Parker-quad'' and the first
QS-magnet. This correction magnet is forcseen to compensate the Variation of the influence of
the e-magnets on the p-orbit during the e-ring energy ramp, It is assuinetl t hat the p-magnets
have to be slightly re-adjusted if the machine is switched from elcctron to positron Operation
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QG "Parker" half-quad ats=16.5m

X/nrn

Figure 36: Bcamsizcs (12-sigma) at the beginning of the Parker half-quad

(or vice versa). The peak beta-funclions in the proton optics are even slightly lower than in
the present optics and the chromaticity compensation is not a problern. The modified proton
optics has been matched to the periodic arcs, which is possiblc with the available correction
quadrupole strengths.

Hlll

Figure 37: Proton beam optics in the upgraded 1R.
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Q5 hal'-q jad at s-3S.2m

X/mm

6.4 Conclusion

The potcntial for an 1R Upgrade in HERA based on an essentially unchaiiged concept for the
bearn Separation and using many of the presently installed coniponerits has been investigated.
The proposed beam optics leaves a free aperture of 12 sigma for the p-bcarn. Tightening the
aperture somewhat (say, to 10 sigma) seems conceivable and would allow to bring the vertical
beta-function at the 1P down to the bunchlcngth (15 cm) limit, with another 20% gain in
luminosity. We therefore conclude that an improved lattice which maintains a free space for
the experiments of ± 5.8 m has a luminosity gain potential of up to a factor of 2.5. Taking
into account tliat. such a modification requires a relatively small amount of ne\ components.
it, seems conceivable that it could be done äs the first step of an IR-upgrade on a rather short
t ime scale, and that the füll Upgrade (äs desribed in section ( . . . ) ) with another gain of about
60 % in luminosity could be viewed äs the 2nd step.

Figure 38: Proton Beamsize (12-sigma) at the end of the 3rd QS half-quad.
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7 DESYIII Beam Brightness Limitations

by W. Ebcling and J. Maidmcnt

7.1 Introduction

Desy 3 is the first circular machine in the HERA-p injector chain. It accelerates protons from
00 MeV (kinetic energy) to a momentum of 7.5 GeV/c. Injection into this machine is from a
linear accelerator which provides H~ Ions. These are stripped using a t hin foil which in principle
allows accumulation of protons with negligible increase in transverse emittance. Typically the
linac pulse current and duration are lOma and 35/ts respectively thus allovving ten turns to be
injected. The resultant coasting beam is quasi-adiabatically captured in 11 bunches establishing
the longitudiual Separation subsequently required in HERA. Acceleration takes approximately
2 seconds. Ten of the 11 bunches are transferred to Petra. The maximum current achieved to
date is roughly 200 ma, corresponding to 20% above the HERA singlc bunch design intenslty.
In routine Operation about. I.MO11 protons per bunch are accelerated.

7.2 Transverse Space Charge Effects

Space charge is considered to be the most significant effect limiting the beam brightness. It is
convenient to use the expression for space charge dctunmg namely:

AY„F

7T£„ l

Where N is the total numberof cirrulating protons, E (~ 1) takes account of the Image forces, B/
is the bun.cb.ing factor ( average/peak current ) and £ is the transverse norinalised emittance
( 2i7). The expression shows that the tune shift (which in reality charactcrises a spread) is
greatest at low energy and incrcases linearly with brightness.

Measurements of the beam emittances äs a function of accelerated current both at peak cnergy
C'flat top'') and shortly after injection (' 'flat bottom"). Figure 39 shows the results for the
vertical emittance and Figure 40 those for the horizontal emittance. Thc solid ünes correspond
to flat top and the dotted lines to flat bottom. The increase of emittance with increasing beam
current is clearly apparcnt äs is also the increasing blow-up from injection to peak energy.
More detailed measurements of the Variation with timc during the cycle together with the
corresponding bunch length allow the implied tune shift to be calculated. The (vertical) tune
shift so derived is shown in Figure 41.

The Variation of tune shift is due not only to the increase in energy but also due to emittance
blow-up and particle loss. These latter effects cease at around 0.25s at which Urne the beam
momentum is approximately l GeV/c.

Figure 39: Vertical Emittance vs Accelerated Current

Figure 40: Horizontal Emittance vs Accelerated Current
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Figure 41: Vertical Tune Shift vs Time

7.3 Future Options

Although there is an oiigoing program of machine studies to identify and understand all the
contributions to emittance dilution it is clear that space charge is the dominant efiect. In
this Situation an increase in the injection energy \vould allovv potentially brighter beams. T wo
alternative possibilities have been or are under considcration. One study. in collaboration with
INR (Moscow) has proposed an Upgrade of the linear accclerator Output cnergy to some 170
McV. More details of this work may be found elsewhere in this document. In summary this
Option would require modest modifications to the existing Desy3 Systems and yield at most a
factor of 2 potential brightness increase.

A furthcr Option, namely the use of an intermediate booster, is being investigated in collabora-
tion with IHEP (Protvino). The outline specification is for a l Hz repetition rate Synchrotron
accelerating 2 bunches per cycle to 800 MeV (momcntuin - 1.46 GcV/c). Five cycles would be
used to fill the required 10 bunches in Desv3. Installation of a fast injection kicker system in
Desy3 would be required. Use of such a booster may increase the spacc charge l imit in Desy3
.by at least a factor of 5.

It is intended that the booster study shall be completed in 6 months. Included will be not only
design concepts but also cost estimates. This then allows a decision between the alternative
options to be madc in mid 1997.
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8 LINAC III Upgrade Using a High Gradient Linac

L IN VI I I : runp: cd \>y X. 1 1 «l l Lu i .p

The conceptual design study which will be presented throughout the next pages is based on a
more detailed report which has been worked out in collaboration with the Institute of Nuclear
Research in Moscow (Troitsk), the I N R . At INR a 600 MeV high duty cycle proton linac is
under construction and a proton beam has already been acceleratcd up to 200 McV'/c [1]. With
this expertise in house, the goal of this study was, to investigate the feaslbility of an energy
Upgrade using a higher harmonic accelerating structure which has to be installed in the beam
line of the existing LINAC III to the DESY III Synchrotron. Given the limited space (length)
the maximu m energy should be achieved at reasonable investmcrit and Operation cost.

8.1 Introduction

Presently the proton linac, which is a 50 MeV Alvarez structure, injects H~ particles into the
DESY 111 proton Synchrotron, where multi-turn injection through a stripping foil is used to
accumulate sufficient intensity for HERA. This linac is separated into three tanks and powered
by a radio-frequency system operating at 202 MHz. The area occupied by the linac and part of
the injection beam line which would have to bc replaced with new accelerating structures can
be seen in 42

The total space available for thc Installation of the new linac from the end of tank 3 to the
injection into the booster Synchrotron is roughly 35m. A scenario which would replace tank 3
in addition and start with a 30 MeV beam to gain somewhat more space for the high gradient
structure has been discussed, but will not be presented here. According to the feasibility study
a higher harmonic frequcncy of 810.24 MHz can be used for the upgradcd part of the linac.
Such a high frequency ailows to obtain a large accelerating gradient which will accelerate the
H~ beam up to 160 MeV over a distance of =^33 m. This part dcscribes all Subsystems of the
accclerator Icading to a cost estimate for the whole linac.

8.2 Linac III Beam Parameters

The knowledge of the prcscnt beam paramctcrs of the Linac III 1s vcry important for a suitable
design of thc upgraded part of the linac. Typically for a low intensity injcctor into a Synchrotron
beam profiles and emittances containing 90 % of particies are used. In our case beam emittances
containing almost 10Ü % of particles are used in the design because of the relatively low value
of the transverse and the longitudinal acccptance, which is well known for coupled cavity linacs
(CCL). Therefore the accelerating and focusing structure of the CCL is designed in order to
avoid coupling of the transverse and longitudinal motion äs well äs non-linear motion. The
choice of thc harmonic number of the rf system ( x 4 ) of the CCL depcnds mainly on the
longitudinal emittance that can bc achieved at the output of the Linac III. The availability of
the rf-cornponents of course is a second issue.

In order to determine the emittance from the proton linac precisely, the existing diagnostics
equiprnent in the beam trarisport line has been used to measure thc momentum spread. The
harp monitors only provide an rms values which is calculated by fitting a Gaussian curve to the
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Figure 42: Sketch of the present set-up of the H"
DESYIII Synchrotron.

linac and the beam transport line into the

measured data. A more precise nieasurement will be possible äs soon äs the ncw bunch shape
and bunch length and velocity monitors are installed in the linac. From the data availablc and
the tests done with off energy bearns be dephasing thc debuncher cavity at the end of the linac,
it can bc concluded t hat 2.5 x <7p contains rnore than 99 % percent of the transmittcd particles.
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longitudinal emittance data
long. emittance

rms
90%
Füll

eej/ 1 degx%
1.55
4.48
9.68

transverse emittance data
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halo studies tx,y
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90%

« 100 %

CJ./TT • mm • rnrad
2.06

2.1
9.6
313

t-y/ir • mm • mrad
l .v

1.8
4.1
29

Täble 7: Longitudinal, vertical and horizontal emittance of the 50 MeV beam from the present
LINACIII. These vahies are used for furthcr studies of the upgraded part of the linac.

The fully reconstructed values which are the bases for fürt her beam dynamics simulations are
presented in table 7. Similar measurements have been performcd for the transverse phase space.
Again. in order to incrcasc the spatial resolution on the harp monitors, the beam position has
been swept over the wires of the harps. In addition. to measurc the beam halo wi th better
rcsolution, the beam has been focused at the position of the harp. For the transverse phase
space, 4x<7 can be accepted äs a maximum beam size which contams niore than 99 % of the
particles.
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8.3 General Criteria for the Beam Dynamics

The beam dynamics in the linac is strongly related to the choice of the accelerating structure.
Generally the energy ränge between 50 MeV to 100 MeV h äs been covered by Drift 'lube Liiiacs
(DTL). Recent studies in Los Alamos äs well äs in MRTI (Moscow) lead to the development of
more efficient rf-stmctures to be used for acceleration above 100 MeV/c. This type of structure
is based on the Coupled Cavity Structures (CCS). In contrast to drift tube linacs, wherefocusing
can only be achieved by using FODO cells with the focusing Icnses inside the large diameter drift
tubes, the CCS allows to install the magnets outside of the rf cavities. Especially at a multiple
of the present LINAC III frequency fabrication becomes easier, the shunt impedance can be
significantly increased and strong focusing can be applied betwccn the cavities. A restriction is
given by the ratioof theaperture to cavity diameter and the longitudinal emittance which can be
achieved at the end of LINAC III in order to match the beam into the smaller phase acceptance
of the CCL bücket. In the energy ränge to be considered in our case (above 50 MeV) there are no
efficient operat.ing accelerating structures other than DTL. However, recent studies carried out
niainly at Los Alamos rcsulted in the development of accelerating structures for intermediate
encrgies for üght ions in the ränge of 20-100 MeV[2]. The structure is a combination of the
CCS and the DTL - CCDTL (coupled cavity drift tube linac). The data measured so far with
the 50 MeV beam and preliminary studies of the beam dynamics show that even for a 50 Mc\m the operating frequency of the CCDTL cari be äs high äs four times the multiple of the

DTL frequency. The use of 810 MHz structures is in favor of high accelerating gradients, first
of all, due to the well known Kilpatrick law. The choice of the frequency for the upgraded part
of the linac has been done also taking into account the avaüability of 810 MHz klystrons. These
klystrons are available. for example, from Litton with minor rnodifications from the 805 MHz
klystrons which have been developed for the Fermi lab l inac Upgrade [3]. Concerning the beam
dynamics, the bücket area reduction is significant for the transition energy of 50 MeV and the
problem of proper matching with the acceptance of the upgraded pari inust be investigated
carefully. In contrast to high intensity. high duty cycle linacs, äs for example the Moscow Meson
Factory, a number of argumcnts are in favor of the highest possible frequency:

• high accelerating gradicnts leading to a la.rge vertical sizc of the separatrix and larger
acceptance.

• almost no restrictions for maximum beam loss which can occur due to the reduction of
the bücket phase width, other than the intensity required at DESYIII.

Providing these high accelerating gradients by using the fourth harmonics on the other band
results in some disadvantages:

• Smaller longitudinal acceptance with respect to the DTL onc.

• High accelerating gradients cause coupling of longitudinal and transverse motion in com-
bination with transverse emittance growth.

These effects are more suppressed if the transition energy between the DTL and CCL is low.
For all operating two-frequency accelerators (LAMPF, Fermilab. IXR (Moscow)) the tran-
sition energy is close to 100 MeV which is essentially higher than in case of the proposed
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LINAC III Upgrade. Thercforc the design of the CCL is strongly dependent on the available
beam paramcters.

Both transverse and longitudinal motion of the particles require a transition region (TR) at
the Output of the present DTL. Here, the longitudinal emittance has to be matched m order to
decrease beam phase spread. In addition beam matching in the transverse phase planes has to
be provided, because the periodic length of the focusing structure from 2x/3A0 to 4x/3A0 has
to be changed, with AO bcing the wavelength of the DTL operating frequency.Beam diagnostics
and steering will be provided at the TR äs well.

A number of aspects are carefully investigated for the choice of the accelerating and focusing
structure. Following the development of the CCDTL structure, the decision was made to
base the upgraded part of the linac on a combination of the CCDTL structure and the more
conventioiial CCL structure. The accelerating cavity consists of sslQQ accelerating gaps both
for the CCDTL and CCL. Tb provide proper beam focusing the number of the accelerating gaps
per focusing period has to be choseri carefully. Special attentlon has been given to the choice of
inter-section lengths. ' It is obvious that this length must be äs small äs possible from the point
of view of longitudinal beam motion. In practice nevertheless the length is mainly determined
by the Installation of focusing lenses, steering magnets äs well äs beam Instrumentation. For
operating linacs based on the CCS this space is an odd multiple of 3A0/2 and a minimum
length of .tfAn/2 has been reaüzed for example in the Fermilab linac Upgrade. In the energy
ränge of 50-100 MeV this length is not sufficicnt in order to fit the equipment mentioned before
and therefore we decidcd to choose an inter-section length for the CCDTL cavities equal to
2/3 AQ. For the CCL this distance is 33A0/2.

The considerations presentcd here resulted in a linac design with 10 accelerating sections
and 9 coupling bridges in the CCDTL and 6 accelerating sections and 5 bridges in the CCL.
Using the available length of 33m three accelerating cavities (tanks) can be installed in the
beam line, Each cavity is powered by a separate klystron. One CCDTL cavity allows to achieve
an energy of 90 MeV and the other two cavities, which are based on the CCS, accelerate the
beam up to 160 MeV. The design of the CCS has been made assuming that cach accelerating
section consists of 16 cells.

For the focusing structure a FODO lattice has been designed. Although it is well known
that the FDO structure in the high energy part of the linacs has some ad van tage from the point
of view of transverse beam dynamics. we reject this verslon. Using the doublet requires longer
drift space between the sections which results in a reduction of the longitudinal acceptance.
In addition the FDO structure requires a two times higher magnetic field. For our appücation
the FODO structure seems the only solution due to transition from 202.5 to 810 MHz at a
comparatively low beam energy.

1 For the study we assurne äs well that a cavity consists of accelerating sections coupled by rf bridges, which
has some inipact on the geometry.
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8.4 Accelerating structure

8.4.1 Possibilities for the Accelerating Structure

The choice of the accelerating structure strongly depends on parlicular requirements of the
linac. We arc interested in maximum energy gain with the limited space available. The max-
imum gradient depends on tolerable maximum electric field at the structure surface which is
determined by the sparking rate and the reliabiüty of linac Operation, assuming that a given
fraction of beain pulse will fail due to breakdown. Based on research work [3], performed in
FNAL, and strongly referring to the successful experience [4]. we have limited the following
considerations to a maximum value of the electric field on the surface E5max = 1.35 Et, where
Ek / [MV/m] is the empirical Kilpatrick sparking limit:

f= 1.643 (S)

where f is the operating frequency in Milz. For a frequency of 810.24 MHz the Kilpatrick lirnit
Et is 26.1 MV/m. With such a high frequency, focusing lenses can not be moimted into the
accelerating structure and multi-section design of an accelerating system with focusing elements
placed between sections must be considered. llere two main options - a Drift Tube Linac
(DTL) structure and a Coupled Gell Structure (CCS) has beeil considered. The DTL structure
was considered in a Bridge Coupled DTL (BCDTL) Version [5] with the accelerating cavity
consisting of several short sections and each section has 6 accelerating gaps. A general review of
CCS has been done, for example, in the [6). All Coupled Cavity Structures (compare figure 43).
- the Side Coupled Structure (SCS). the Disk And Washer (DAW) structure, the Annular-ring
Coupled Structure (ACS) and the On-axis Coupled Structure (OCS), have practically the same
valucs for the effective shunt impedancc ZT2. Also for the ränge of particle velocities between
0.3 < ß < 0.55, similar properties with respect to the maximum electric field at the surface
Email can be expected and all of thern operate with standing wave field in so-called ir/'2 mode.
These structures mainly differ in the value of the coupling constant and geometric design. It
is well known, that for protons the energy ränge of 50 to 200 MC V is the called intermediale
region for accelerating st.ructures. The rf efficiency of the DTL structure dccreases dramatically
beyond the energy of 100 MeV. All the details of the DTL study can be found in ref. [7]. For
several reasons. the option of using a DTL for particle velocities of ß < 0.43 was rejected. On
the other band, the rf efficiency and using a high gradient in a CCS are favorable for energies
larger than 100 MeV but they are quite inefficient at low energies. An interesting proposal
has been made reccntly at Los Alamos [2j. To improve the parameters of a CCS in the low
energy region, additional drift tubes have been introduced into the accelera.ting cells. With
this geometry a combination of the high efficiency like in a DTL structure at low ß (compare
fig. 44) with the mode stability properties of the CCSs is possible.

The CCS option has been considered in more details for three type of CCSs, taking into
account that for the low energy ränge of 50 - 90 MeV an intermediate drift tube will be in-
troduced in the cells. Practically there is no difference in the rf parameters between the SCS
and the ACS, but. the SCS is more developed and investigated. This type of structure is used
in LAMPF. at FNAL for the linac Upgrade, in the SSCL linac and in many linacs aiming for
industrial and medical applications. The outstanding feature of the DAW structure on the
other hand are the l arge coupling constant and high vacuum conductivity [8]. This structure is
used at the IN R meson facility linac, in linear accelerating Systems for TRISTAN, KEK [9] and
in a linac for the SIBERIA Synchrotron light source [10]- The most important features of CCSs
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Figure 43: 7r/2-mode standing wave Coupled Cavity Gell Structures (CCS), a) - Side-Coupled
Structure (SCS), b) - Annular Coupled Structure (ACS), c) - On-axls Coupled Structure (OCS),
d) - Disk And Washer structure (DAW).

Structure

SCS

SCSDTL

DAW

DAWDTL

OCS
OCSDTL

Coupling
constant

(5-7)%

(1.3- 1.7)%

40%

20%

5%
1.3%

Diameter of the
structure (total, with

coupling cells )
550 mm

550 mm

550 mm

550 mm

270 mm
270 inm

Rcmarks

Tolerable vacuum
conductivity
Low coupling
constant
High vacuum
conductivity
Lots of
interfering inodes
Simple design

Shunt impedance
in the ränge 50-

90 MeV
low

satisfactory

low

low

low
satisfactory

Table 8: Parameter study of Coupled Cavity structures for the LINAC III Upgrade.

considered for the Linac III Upgrade include: (1) mode spectrum without inlerfering modes in
the vicinity of the operating mode, (2)a large value for the cell-to-cell coupling to ensure phase
and amplitude stability in long rf-structurcs with many cells, (3) mechanical properties which
allow simple fabrication, (4) simple tuning procedures and an acceptable vacuum conductivity.
Table 8 presents a summary of the results. From table 8 one can see that the On-axis Coupled
Structure, which has the sirnplest mechanical design, satlsfies most requirements, apart from
the strong coupling which is needed because of the large number of cells per structure. Never-
theless, the OCS has the highest potential to increase the coupling constant, because the shunt
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Figure 44: The calculated dependencies of the effective shunt impedance ZT2 (a) and the
corresponding accelerating gradient E0T for the DTL, CCS and CCDTL structure.
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impedance both for the OCS and OCSDTL is a wcak function of the coupling äs compared
to any other known CCS. Therefore the On-axis Coupled Structure is more flexible from this
point of vievv. These reasons lead to the decision to investigate the OCS for the upgraded part
o f theLINACII I .

8.4.2 Optimization of the Accelerating Structure

The On-axis Couplcd Structure has been used mainlyfor electron linacs at operating frequencies
between 1000 - 3000 MHz and comparatively large heat load of a few kW per meter. For a low
repetition rate (~ 60 W/m) of l Hz äs being used for the LINAC III we do not need intcrnal
rooling of accelerating cclls. The thickness of the iris can therefore be optimized for maximum
coupling and only mechanical constrains have to be considered. A sketch of the OCS and
OCSDTL is presented in figure 45. The length of the coupling cell 21c is reduccd taking into
account limitations frorn the coupling slots and the excitation of the coupling cells. Introduction
of the coupling slots reduces the frequency of the cell. For the short coupling cclls this influence
can be vcry strong ( 300 - 400 MHz) and the radius of the coupling cell becomes sinaller than
radius of the optimal position of the coupling slot. A second point is related to the excitation of
the coupling cell. Sparking in the structure can in principle take place in both the accelerating
and the coupling cell [11]. The accelerating cells are normally optimized for high gradient
Operation. In the steady-state regime the coupling cell in a CCSs is not excited at all (or
excited at a very low level to provide power flux along the structure for compensation of rf
losses in s t ructure walls and for beam acceleration). Neverthcless. significant excitation of
coupling cells takes place during transients and may lead to sparkmg. The maximum electric
field value in the coupling cell during such a transient is proportional to the normalized value
of Ee,max/y(Wc}. whcre EC|lliaK is the maximum electric field on the surface for a given value

of the stored energy Wc. In the OCS structure EC]jnax/,/{Wc) is large at two points, at the
Iower edge of the coupling slot and near the bore hole where the edges have to be rounded
äs shown in the figure. For both reasons. we have chosen 2xlc — 7 m m for the OCS part and
2xlc — 6mm for the OCSDTL, keeping at least a reserve of a factor of (wo in comparison with
ratio of Ec.max/i/(W, :) for the coupling cell in the FNAL SCS dcsign. This has been verified
based on 3 D calculations, using MAFIA. The total thickness is 2xl+2xlc = 13mm and larger
than 7.5 mm web thickness for SCS FNAL design, leading to a reduction in ZT2 of 10%. After
preliminary optimization the shape of the accelerating cells (Figure 45) has been optimized
with a 2 D approximation in more detail for both the OCS and the OCSDTL options. The
inside diameter of the cell changes from sectiori to section to compensate for the increasing ß,
which varief, from 0.3 < 0.4 for the OCSDTL and from 0.4 < 0.52 for the OCS.

In Order to estimate the required rf-power needcd for the cavities, reduced values calculated
frorn a 2D model have been used. The total reduction of ZT; of 17% for the OCS is given
by: 5% for surface imperfection, 5% for rf losses in the coupling bridges and 7% reduction
due to coupling slots) and by 25% (5% + 4% + 7% + 9%) for the OCSDTL part (with
additional 9 % due to rf losses on the stems of the drift tubes). In the OCSDTL part the drift
tube is supported by a single stem. At the intermediate tube 6 W of the rf power is dissipated,
assuming l Hz repetition rate and 35 % from total value of rf losses in the füll cell. To simplify
the temperature control System and to reduce the rf losses in the stems, we have chosen a
water cooled stem with 1.2cm diameter. The coupling slots have been optimized using the
3 D MAFIA code (Figure 46 and 47). Therc are two coupling slots at each wall between an
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Figure 45: The optiinized shape of the cells for the OCDTL structure and the OCS structure
is shown. The final parameters öd the geometry are given in mm.

1177

accelerating and a coupling cell. The reduction in shunt impcdance due to the comparatively
large coupling slot is 5 to 7% for the OCS and 6 to 7% for the OCSDTI,.

J22 > O ^

Figure 46: The geomctry of the cell of the OCS structure vvith the coupling slots in a 3 D
MAFIA model.
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Figure 47: The gcometry of the cell of the OCSDTL structure with the coupling slots in a 3 D
MAFIA model.
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8.4.3 Design of Coupling Bridges

Rectangular bridges operating in the TEnn mode are foreseen to couple the accelerating sections
installed in one cavity. This type of bridges was proposcd for the accelerating structures of high
energy proton ünacs, tested at high rf power levels both with DAW and ACS structures [8] and
successfully operated in the main part of the INR linac. The original design idea (compare 48)
of a TEnn bridge is to provide the space required for diagnostics equipment and can provide
both TT and 2 • TT phase shift between accelerating sections. The proposed bridges are made
from Standard rectangular waveguide WR975 and will have a total length of sä 2A — 55.6 cm
for the first cavity (2/3A spacc between sections, 1-n phase shift, TE112 opcrating mode) and
3A/2 —83.4cm for the second and third cavity (3/3A/2 space between sections, TT phase shift,
TE113 operating mode). Here A = 55.6 cm is the wavelength in a WR975 waveguide at the
design operating frequency.

Figurc 48: The rectangular bridge with a I'Ei0n operating mode. 1} - the accelerating cell, 2)
- the bridge, 3) - matching iris. 4) - rf waveguide

The coupliiig bridge is attached direclly to an accelerating cell and may be considered äs
an enlarged coupling cell. The additional rf power losses in the bridge is small and does not
exceed 3 -5% compared to the rf power loss in the accelerating sections. The power is fed from
the klystron through the middle of on bridge into the cavities. For the turiing of the bridgcs
the plungers which are required are similar to the ones described in [12]. Each bridge coupler
is equipped with two plungers. placed syrnmetrically with respect to the middle of the bridge.

8.4.4 Accelerating Structure Tuning

The tuning of the accclerating cavity consisting of a number of sections connected by the bridges
is divided into two more or less independent procedures: first the tuning of the single sec.tion
and then the tuning of the cavity äs a wholc. The section tuning procedure involves settlng
the following values of the parameters: During the tuning procedure, the accelerating mode
frequency has to be shifted to the design value under well controlled environmental conditions.
Then the coupling mode frequency and the accelerating mode frequency have to luncd to the
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same value. Simultaneously the field flatness should be approximately 3%. The complete
method of tuning the section, the cavity and the cavity with the bridges äs well äs the results
are described in [13, 14. 15] in inore detaü. Many of the methods proposcd here, have been
developed and tested for both the sections and the multi-section cavities during the construction
and Installation of the INR iinac.
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Parameter
Initial kinetic energy
Final kinetic energy

Total length
Frequency

Repetition rate
Pulse length

Beam pulse current
Synchronous phase
Number of sections

Number of i;ells per section
Type of structure

Transverse focusing structure
Intersectioa drift

Section length
Length of focusing period

Cavity bore radius
Power consumption

copper loss
beam power

Cavity 1
50 MeV

85.412 MeV
10.630 rn

810.24 MHz
1 Hz
30^s

20 m A
-35°
10
4

OCSDTL
FODO

2/3A
6/3A1
164A

1.5 cm
9 MW

8.288 MW
0.708 MW

Cavity 2
85.412 MeV
119.86 MeV

9.112 m
810.24 MHz

1 Hz
30 f/s

20 mA
-35°

6
16

ocs
FODO
3/2ß\A

1.5 cm
8.5 MW

7.816 MW
0.689 MW

Cavity 3
119.36 MeV
159.75 MeV

10.084 m
810.24 MHz

1 Hz
30 /is

20 m A
-35°

6
16

OCS
FODO
3/2/3A
8/3A1
I9ß\5 cm

9.0 MW
8.196 MW
0.798 MW

Table 9: Main parameters of the upgraded Iinac.

8.4.5 The Beam Dynamics Study

The accelerating structure geometry h äs been generated using the functions of the effective
accelerating gradient E^T, the shunt impedance 7.eg and the gap ratio QK with respcct to the
relative beam velocity ß äs being obtained froin the rf structure dcsign calculations. The
properties of the focusing structure have been compared for two different schemes: FODO
and FDO. In Figure 49 a minimum for the maximuin value of the transverse Courant-Snyder
function ßtlt the transverse phase advances <l>tr per focusing period and the required quadrupolc
gradients G are plotted versus the number of accelerating cells per section. The calculation
have been done for a focusing period at the beginning of the upgraded part of the Iinac.

8.4.6 Segmentation of the Structure

Using the functions E0T(/9), Zeff (b). ag(fc) for the CCDTL and the OAS and taking into account
the rf power consumption äs well, the struciure was divided into thrce cavities. A list of rnain
pararncters for each cavity is given in the table 9.

Due to the different transverse periodicity of the focusing structure in cavity l (16/3A) and
cavity 2 (19/?A), transverse matching is necessary between these two cavities. The matching
can be provided with the help of the four last quadrupolc lenses of cavity 1.
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Figure 49: Comparison of FODO and FDO focusing structures.

Runcher parameters:
number of cells
cell type
efTective field E0T
gap ratio ag

frequency
synchronous phase
pcak power
drift leiigth
Number of quads
Total transition region length

1
OCSDTL
4.6 MV/m
0.3305
810.24 MHz
-90°
140.1 k\
2.335 m
4
2.729 m

Table 10: Main parameters of the transition region.

8.4.7 Transition region

The mairi component in the transition region (TR.) is a buncher cavity [16] followed by a drift
space in Order to reducc the phase spread of the 202.56 MHz bunches from ±13° to ±4° äs it
is required for the matching conditions at the entrance of the upgraded linac. The TR must
contain at least four quadrupoles to match the transverse phase space parameters. The bnnchcr
length and its electric field strength are dctermined from the bunch length and longitvidinal
emittancc? of the 50 MC V beam. These values have been taken from experimental data (see
table 7, first row). The general parameters of the transition region and the elements are listed
in the table 10.

The buiicher rf-po\ver supply must have sorne reserve for the matching of unusual beam
Parameters. In our proposal the rf field can be increased approximately by 20% which re-
quires ^200 kW peak power. In the table 51 the general beam matching specincations are
presented.The lorigitudinal dynainics design of the transition region has been performed using
the 90% emittances in the 2-dimensional phase space ( A«p - AW/W). However the TR can
transport 100% of the mcorning bearn particles.

8.4.8 Generation of the Initial Particle Distribution

The presf^nt LINAC III beam emittance values found from experimcntsare presented in the nrst
paragraph of this chapt.er. If we assume that real beam in the 6-dimcnsional phase space has an
ellipsoidal structure, it is possible to reproduce this distribution using a 6- dimensional uniform
distribution. Practically, for bearns without intra-beam interaction two or three 6-diinensional
uniform distributions will be enough to achieve a sufficiently smoothed 2-dimensional projected
phase space. According to the above mentioned assumptions a model of the initial particle
distribution has been created. The projections of the 6-dimensional distribution have the
same value äs compared to the two dimensional emittances mentioned which are listed in
table reftabSnl. For further studies particle distributions consisting of the 90% emittance
is called a main distribution, whereas the particles outside of this ellipsoid are part of the
background distribution. The total number of particles in the model distribution is Ä;25.000.
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Kinetic energy
Pulse current
Longitudinal emittance (90%) CL
Transverse emittance (90%, unnorm.) e,

Cy .Drift tube linac
frequency
effective gradient E0T (exit)
cquilibrium phase <j>e

FODO half-period (linac exit )
aperture ra.dius
structure parameters

ßx

Upgrade linac
frequency
effective gradient EoT (entrance)
equilibriuin phase ös

FODO half-period (entrance )
aperture radius
structure parameters (entrance )

50 MeV
20 m A
20.46?r x° x(810.W//i) x %(AW/W)
9.Ö7T x mm x mrad
i.ITT x mm x mrad

202.56 MHz
1.57 MV/m
-25°
46,46 crn
1.5 cm

1.692 m/rad
- 0.01
0.636 m/rad
0.00

810.24 MHz
5.526 MV/m
-35C

94.62 cm
1.5 cm

3.716 m/rad
3.946
0.809 rn/rad
- 0.908

Table 11: The 50 McV beam matching spccifications.

TR exit
Exit of cavity 1
Exit of linac

01
0.33069
0.43616
0.60769

Normalized emittance growth factor
x - x1

rms
1.00
1.13
1.17

90%
1.00
1.17
1.20

y - y
rms
L 00
1.17
1.22

90%
1.00
1.17
1.22

Table 12: Beam performancc at the Upgrade Linac.

Parameter
Avcrage accelerating field over a section
Non-uniform distribution of the
accelerating field along a section
Inter-section distance
Quadrupole gradient
Quadrupole displacements:
vertical and horizontal directions
longitudinal direction
Quadrupole axis tut

Error ränge
±3%

±3%
±100 (im

±3%

±50 ̂  m
±150/nn
±0.50°

Table 13: The types of errors included in the studies.

8.4.9 Beam Dynamics Simulation

In figure 50 and figure 52 the beam envelopes (x-plane is solid line, y-planc is dashed üne),
the relative vclocity spread A/3//3 and the phase spread A0 are prcsented along the linac
structure for themain and the total (main + background) distributlons respectively. In figure 51
and figure 53 the phase space portraits for the rnain and the total distribution at certain
characteristic points along the linac are plotted. The Simulation has been done for all 100%
particles including the beam halo and the beam loss is less than 0.04%. In tablcreftab6n4 the
beam emittance growth in the transverse phase planes is given. The main contribution to the
beam emittance growth is caused by rf defocusing.

8.4.10 Accelerating Field Distortions and their Effect on Beam Parameters

The imperfections of the accelerating and focusing fields have some influence on the beam
Parameters. The beam dynamics has been simulated using a Monte Carlo technique for 1000
random seeds of possible devialions of linac parameters from the design values. The ränge of
the deviations are shown in the table 13. The Simulation results are shown in the Table 14.
which showss that the tolerances given in the Table 13 can be achieved.

In thls table the percentage of the particle loss, the emittance (90% of particles) calcu-
lated from all random seeds for all three planes and the energy deviation of the bunch center
(AW/\V)c are listed. The subscript 0 corresponds to design values. Another source of accel-
erating field distortions in the long coupled cell structure is:l) a natural drop of the rf power
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Particle loss, %

(-* A x o ( 9 0 % )
c, /fyo( 90%|
e L / O o ( 9 0 % )
(A\V/W)C . IQ"3

Average
valucs
0.481
1.073
1.085
1.00!)

-0.176

The values obtained
with 90% probability

1.032
1.185
1.226
1.026
3.819

along the lorig cavity contaiiiing large number of coupled cells and 2) transient beam loading
and compensation. Under steady state condition a power drop along the cavity containing N
cells produces accelerating field tilts which are given by [16]:

~E~^~VQ70~C '9|

Wherp k is the coupling constant and Qa and Q<, are the quality factors for the accelerating and
coupling cells correspondiiigly. For the OCS the following ratio Q. ss Qaj-\n be assumcd.
Therefore:

— - 8A

Using a MAFIA Simulation a value of Qa & 2.HO3 and k = 0.15 was calculatcd. From these
values and the prevlous formulae we can conclude for the second and the third cavity of the
linac, that the energy spread is:A£/£ = Q.l %. This value is negiigible for our application.

The transient beam loading causes electric field distortions on the cavity axis due to exci-
tation of modes from the complete passband. The beam is turned on after the steady state
condition of the accelerating field is achieved. In order to compensate the beam loading the gen-
erator power to resonator increases simultaneously with the beam pulse. During the transient
the whole spectrum of the non-operating modes is excited while the beam loads the operating
mode only. The total electric field distortion is determined äs a complex sum of the electric
fields of all excited modes. The total electric field on the axis and the distortions can be found
analytically under the following assumptions [17]:

• for the beam loading compensation the generator power Pg is increased by the amouut of

power extracted from the beam Pb'. P3 = P3o + A

• a linear dispersion law in the ränge of 0 to K mode instead of sinusoidal law

• only consider a time scale larger than power propagation time along the cavi ty length L.-.
The filling time is ft; l /isec.

For the linac Parameters we can obtain 2 .7% of maximum field distortion for 20mA beam
during the transient. A numerical Simulation of the field distortion has been done on the
base of a coupled oscillators model. The small field amplitude distortion from the cell to cell
inside a section has been ignored and the average vatue of the field over the section has been
calculated during the transient. This model shows 1.6% for the distortion of the accelerating
field amplitude. We expect that the filed distortion results in a small increase of the momentum
spread for a very small part of thebearn, but detailed studies of the beam dynamics are required.
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Part

Transition
region

Cavity 1

Cavity 2

Cavity 3

Section

Bunchcr

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

EOT
MV/m

4.6

5.526
5.536
5.538
5.528
5.501
5.460
0.428
5.371
5.310
5.246
5.344
5.400
5.458
5.524
5.574
5.622
5.491
5.521
5.566
5.603
5.631
5.675

Q
Output

0.31397

0.31857
0.32765
0.33665
0.34555
0.35433
0.36297
0.37145
0.37978
0.38792
0.39588
0.40512
0.41564
0.42611
0.43652
0.44687
0.45713
0.46714
0.48652
0.48652
0.49600
0.50500
0.51475

LSec

m

0.174

0.707
0.727
0.747
0.767
0.786
0.806
0.824
0.843
0.861
0.879
1.199
1.230
1.261
1 .292
1.323
1 .353
1.383
1.412
1.440
1.468
1.496
1.524

Ldr
m

0.2001

2.355

0.239
0.246
0.252
0.259
0.265
0.272
0.278
0.284
0.290
0.296
0.228
0.234
0.239
0.245
Ü.251
0.257
0.262
0.267
0.273
0.278
0.283

-

G
kG/cm

2.6158
1.8620
2.2392
2.1529
2.4800
2.4800
2.4800
2.4800
2.4800
2.4800
2.3949
2.2841
2.4000
2.2590
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700
2.370Ü
2.3700
2.3700
2.3700

Pcu

kW

140.1

757.7
774.4
793.3
811.3
827.4
841.3
858.4
867.5
875.4
882.9
1235
1260
1287
1319
1345
1370
1310
1329
1355
1378
1398
1426

Pb
kW

-

64,03
65.97
67.81
69.47
70.90
72.08
73.33
74.19
74.92
75.53
105.0
108.8
112.8
116.9
120.8
124.6
124.4
127.7
131.3
131.8
138.0
141.7

Table 15: Summary of parameters for the high energy part of the LINAC III
'. '> distance to the last quadrupole of the LINAC II I .

8.4.11 Surnmary of Beam Dynamics Design

A detailed list of the parameters for the high energy part of the LINAC III above 50 MC V is
presented in table 15.

In table 14 t he followmg definitions are used: EoT is the cffective accelerating field; L8ec is
the section length: L,ir is the drift space between the sections: G is the gradient of quadrupole
located downstream of the section; Pr„ is the power loss in the copper surface of the section;
Pt, is the power transmitted to the beam in the section. In order to keep the total power
consumption in each cavity less than 9 MW the maximum possible electric field in the first
and third cavity has been reduced by a factor of 0.984 and 0.967 respectively. The effective
magnetic length for all quadrupoles is equal to 8.2 cm in the beam dynamics Simulation. The
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total number of quads is 26,
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Figure 50: Beam envelopes along thc linac (90 % cmittance).
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Figure 51: Beam Phase portraits (90% emittance).
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Figurc 53: Beani envclopes along the Hnac (90 % emitlance).
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8.5 Radio Prequency Power System

8.5.1 Power Requirements

The 810 MHz Linac III Upgrade high power rf system consists of three high power klystron
and modulator Systems. The copper loss and beam power for each of the three modules and
the matching cavity are shown in table 15. Table 16 gives a more cornplete specification for
the power requirernents, which takes into account additional iterns (waveguide loss and reserve
for feedback loop regulation). This adds up to 11.5MW total peak power required for the
present design. For example. a Litton L-5859 klystron specification together with the Linac III
Upgrade requirernents are shown in Table 17. Since the peak power requirement for the Linac
III Upgrade is slightly below the nominal klystron rating, the Litton L-5859 klystron should be
an adequate power tube. The RF power requirement. for the transition section is only 200 kW
which can be supplied by different today available tubes. The WR975 waveguide lines will

Typical power, accelerating 20 mA beam
" Waveguide run (WR 975). VSWR

10% for feedback loop regulation

9.8 M W
0.65 MW
1.05 MW

Table 16: Power specifications for the LINACII I Upgrade program.

Parameter
Peak power Output

Pulse length
Pulse repctition rate

Duty factor
Average RF power

Efficiencv
Gain

Voltage
Current

RF outpul

Klystron spccifiralion
12 MW

125 msec
15 Hz

0.1875%
22.5 kW

50
50 db
170 k V
141 A

WR975 waveguide

Linac requirements
11.5 MW
60 msec

1 Hz
0.006 %
0.69 kW

170 kV
141 A

L-5859 klystron specifications and linac requirements.

transport RF power from the klystron to the accelerator. A total length of the waveguide
system for three RF stations is about 80m. Waveguicle Hncs include directional couplers and
cavity vacuum Windows. Carcful design of the transmission linc between the klystron and the
cavity is necessary. Microwave Windows should be placed at thc minima of the VSWR in both
the klystron and the coupler. The reflection during cavity field build-up should present a low
impedance to the klystron output gap.
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8.5.2 The RF Modulator

The Fenni lab RF modulator specifications along with the Linac III Upgrade requirements are
shown in Table 18. The main difference is the average power requirement which is approximately
a factor of 30 lower, which decreases the DC power supply. Thc number of PFN (pulse forming
network) sections can be reduced by a factor of two, due to the shorter RF pulse. The main

Parameter
Peak power

Voltage
Current

Pulse repetition rate
Pulse length

Rise time
Fall time

Average power
Pulse flatness

Voltage regulation
DC power supply

DC average current
DC average power

Fenni lab modulator
24 MW
170 k V
141 A
15 Hz
125 ;;s

9 /is
18 fisec
50 kW
±0.5%

±0.05 %
9.0 kV
6.5 A

58.5 kW

Linac requirements
24 MW
170 k V
141 A
1 Hz
60 ßs
1 f t S

12 ßsec
1 .53 kW
±0.5%

±0.05 %
9.0 kV
0.22 A

1.98 kW

Table 18: Modulator specifications and Linac requiremcnt.

Parameters calculated for the LINACIII Upgrade are: 1) a load impedance of 1206H; 2) a
pulse transformer ratio of 20:1 and 3) a total capacitance of the PFN of 9.4f/F. The pulse
transformer primary voltage is 9k\', the charging voltage across the PFN capacitors is ISkV
and the primary current of pulse transformer is 2820 A. With Lp the primary inductance, TCH
the charging time of the PFN and uj the circuit resonance frequency the parameters for the
charging circuit are given in table 19. The average charging currcnt from the power supply is

IDC / A
2
4
6
8
10

LP / H
194
48.6
21.6
12.2
7.8

Tc„ / ms
135
68
45
34
27

uj / 1/sec
23
46
69
92
115

R / 0
225
110
75
56
40

Table 19: Calculated charging circuit parameters at different DC peak current.

0.18A and the DC power consumption will only be 1.6kW. The modulator consists of three
main units: the PFN, the charging supply and the IIV assembly, which includ.es the oil tank,
the pulse transformer and the klystron. Figure 54 and 55 contain the schematics.
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Fieure 54: RF modulator circiiit.

8.5.3 Low-Level RF System

The RF drive/distribution System consist of the 202.56 MHz master oscillator. a factor of fön r
frequency multiplier, transistor preamplificrs and 810.24 MHz and 202.56 MHz reference Hnes.
Special phase locking Scheines and a motor driven mcchanical. trombone type, phase shifter
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Figure 55: Simplified layout for the charging supply.

keeps the phase difFerence between RF signals in two reference lines constant. It providcs
a stähle capture of the acceleratcd beam into the first 810.24 MHz accelerating tank. As
rnentioned above, the amplitude and phase of the accelerating fieldy within the cavities are
rcgulated using a feedback control system. The System includes two feedback loops, one for
the phase and another one for amplitude of cavity field. Both controlling loops use a feedback
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signal from a srnall measuring loop probe placed in one of the accelerating section. The system
is compatible to the one installed at the LINAC III already and is described in more in [18],

8.5.4 The Cooling System

Each klystron dissipates &6.1 kW of heat (5 kW for the solenoid, l kW collector and 0.1 kW
klystron body), which is 18.3 kW in total for the three stations. A separate cooling system
for each Station will be uscd for individuaJ control of the stations. The main components are
the heat exchanger. the electronically controlled valve to mix the required watcr ternperature,
water flow meters and thermometers. The füll amount of hcat from ihc secondary of the heat
exchanger flows into the priniary water circuit and is removed by the main laboratory rooling
circuit. The temperature of the cooling water can be changed within a ränge of 23 - 30 C°.
A temperature stabilization system is introduced into the cooling system to feedback on the
measured ternperature of the cavities. A remote controlled valve will keep the temperature at
the output of the secondary of the heat exchanger at 33 C° with an accuracy of ±1 C°. Apart
from the fast mixing valve and a comparatively fast and flexible temperature regulation system.
this part is very conventional.
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Aperture radius
Beam pipe inside radius

Beam pipe outside radius
Maximum transversal size

Iron core length
Effective rnagnetic length

Field gradient
Fiele! rionlinearity at radius 1.5 cm

Number of turns per pole
Half-Sine pulse current

Resistance per quad
Inductance per quad

Peak voltage
Stored energy

Duty factor
Pulse power

Average power

2cm
1.7 crn
1.8 cm
20 cm
7.0 cm
8.2 cm

3.1 kG/crn
0.1 %

20
250 A

65 mW
1.0 mH
600 V
36 J

0.14 %
2000 W
2.8 W

Table 20: Magnetic field parameters of the quadrupole lens.

8.6 Focusing System and Magnets

The focusing of the H~ beam will be provided with magnetic quadrupoles which are placed in
each drift interval between the accelerating sections äs well äs between the cavities. The total
number of quadrupoles is 26. Four of them are installed in the 50 MeV matching regiori between
the existing LINAC III and the new part. The quadrupoles are powered with pulscd power
supplies. Two options for the repetition rate are foreseen - l Hz for tuning and cornmissioning
and 0.25 Hz for injection into the DESYIII Synchrotron.

Quadrupoles Due to the restricted space between sections and cavities the quadrupoles are
operated with a gradient of 3kG/cm with an aperture radius of 4cm. Comparable clcsigns have
been realized for Fermi lab Linac Upgrade project [3]. Due to the significantly smaller duty
cycle the design for the LINAC III Upgrade could be even more compact. The main parameters
for the quadrupole are shown in Table 20.

Equipment imperfections, instabilities, alignment errors and geometrical displacements will
cxcite coherent oscillations. Overall nine Standard type corrector magiiets are foreseen to correct
the beam orbit. With a maxiinum energy of 170 MeV the required clipole field is 0.026 T for a
magnetic length of 7.5cm.

8.7 Beam Instrumentation

For the successful cornmissioning and Operation of the machine it is very important to have
a good, reliable beam diagnostics. A rather delicate study should be done especially in the
traiisition region (TR). Good beam matching has to be performed at the entrance of the
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upgraded part of the linac both in the transverse and the longitudinal phase spare. New
diagnostics for the upgraded linac will be arranged in the 2.6m lorig transit'ion region togcther
with a buncher cavity and four regulär quads, in the intersection drifts of the cavities and in
the transfer line (TL) to the DESY III Synchrotron (see Figtire 56).

l CZDS * T l

Figurc 56: Diagnostics equipment in the upgraded part of the LINAC III
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N section
L =2 3 A/ mm

Ldiag/ nun
N section

L=3/3A/2 / mm
LdiaS/ m m

1-1
239
74
2-1
228
64

1-2
246
81
2-2
234
70

1-3
252
87
2-3
239
75

1-4
259
94
2-4
245
81

1-5
265
100
2-5
251
87

1-6
272
107
2-6
257
93

1-7
278
113
3-1
262
98

1-3
284
119
3-2
267
103

1-9
290
125
3-3
273

L 09

1-10
296
131
3-4
278
114

3-5
283
119

Table 21: The intersection drifts L and the possible length IJ(j,a

equipment .
to be used for diagnostics

There will be 3 additional accelerating modules consisting of 10 and 2 times 6 sections. The
intersection drifts of ~2ßX are chosen for the first module and 2/3A/2 for the second and the
third module. The geometrical set-up leads to strict limitations for length of the diagnostics
equipment along the beam line (see Table 21). The beam diagnostics equipment will scrve for
the following requlrement:

• Ream currcnt measurement;

• Beam center of mass position monitoring:

• Beam transverse position correction by means of steering magnets;

• Beam profile perlodically observation along the linac in order to find out the quadrupole
setting;

• Measurements aiming the transverse emittance evaluation;

• Measurement of the momentum spectrum at the linac output:

• Bunch width rneasurements and the longitudinal emittance restoration at the TR and
TL:

• Beam-induced rf signals geiieration for the time-of-flight measuremcnts.

8.7.1 Beam Diagnostics Equipment

Standard technology will be used for the beam position monitors, the wire Scanners and the
energy measurement. Overall nine BPM's are foreseen which are dose to the nirie correctors
and allow to have approximately <1 corrections per '1i\e advance. The required resolution
is 25 ̂ m. The wire Scanners could be similar to the harps installed right now in the LINAC III ,
although the resolution is not very good. Overall 11 wires are foreseen which are installed close
to the waists in the horizontal or vertical plane. With the wires the transverse emittance can
be determined.

A momentum spectrometer which is currently used for the 50 MeV beam provides very good
momentum resolution: Ap/p = O.Q526x Ax. where Ap/p is in units of % and AZ is in units
of mm. In the beam line a II" ions are scattered on a wire and the positive ions are detected
on screen behind the bending magnet. It is desirable to raise spatial resolution of the harp
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by adding wires or replacing the harp by wire Scanners for precise detection of the momentum
halo with the high energy beam.

In order to control the longitudinal emittance and matching. Bearn Shape Monitors will be
used [18]. In addition Bunch length and Velocity detectors will bc installed, to detcrmine the
momentum of the particles [18]. This type of monitors has been successfully operated in many
proton accelerators already and will be installed in the öOMeV part of the LINAC III in 1996.

8.8 Vacuum System

Accelerating sections are combined in cavities using resonant bridge couplers. Therc are 10
accelerating sections. each having four resonant (accelerating + coupling) cells in the first
cavity and 6 accelerating sections each having sixteen resonant (accelerating ± coupling) cells
in the second and third cavities 57. To decrease the number of titanium pumps a vacuum

Figure 57: Vacuum system layout.

manifold will be uscd for each cavity. The vacuum manifold will be connected to the bridge
couplers äs well äs to quarter wavelength shorts which have high vacuum conductivity. Five
ion pumps are connected to each cavity plus one pump for the matching cavity. The manifold
pipe diameter i s lSO mm. The diameter of the pipes connected is 60mm. Estimatcs for the
vacuum conductivity of a single ( accelerating + coupling) cell deüver a value 85l/s. The
effective purnpirig speed will therefore be ̂  10.6 l/s. With the out gassing rate of a single cell of
approximately 2.6-10~71-torr/sec the calculated pressure is 2.5-10~s torr. The debuncher should
operate at 202.54 MHz and allows to dccrease the beam momentum spread approximately 10
times in order to fit to the ±120 keV energy window of the Synchrotron bücket.
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9 Conclusions

The studies performed in the last months may be summarizes äs follows:
The layout of the HERA colliding beam interaction rcgions can be upgraded by means of new
and unconvcntional magriet s and focusing concepts. A first feasibüty study showed, that such
magncts can be provided and operatcd with a reasonable effort. The maximum irnprovement
factor compared to the luminosity wh'ich can be presently achieved amounts to about four. The
most aggressive design rcquires machine magnets to be introduced in the available aperture in-
side the colliding beam detectors. The impact of such a magnet on the perforrnance of the
detector has been studicd. The deteclor performance will be dcgraded hiit this will reduce the
advantage of higher luminosity only slightly. The Synchrotron radiation background conditions
will become somewhat more stringent but are believed to be tolerable. The effect on auxiliary
Systems such äs luminosity monitors are severe and Optimum Solutions remain to be found.

For the proposed new lattice, the design proton beam brightness parameters are assumed.
The luminosity could profit -though only moderately- from an increase of the beam bright-
ness by an Upgrade of the accelerator chain to avoid space charge limitations in the DESYIII
Synchrotron. The studies of beam brightness limitation in DESYIII are inconclusive so far.
Nevertheless, a feasibility study for an Upgrade of LINACIII has been performed, which shows
that the kinetic energy of the proton injection encrgy of DESYIII can be increased by a factor
of three. In view of the large cffort for such a linac Upgrade it should be considered äs an
additional option which might become more important if the design beam brightness in HERA
cannot be achieved.
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Polarized Protons in HERA
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* Institute of Applied Physics, D-64289 Darmstadt, FRG

Abstract: This article outlines the implications of obtaining polarized protons at
high energy in HERA and presents some results of calculations of the equiübrium
spin distribution at high energy,

l Introduction

In May 199-4 longitudinal spin polarization was achieved at the HERA electron ring [1] and
longitudinal polarization is now provided on a regulär basis for the HERMES experiment.

Following this success one should invcstigate whcther we can complement the polarized e^
beam with polarized protons. Für the high energy physics justification see the contributions by
the Polarized Protons and Electrons Working Group in these Proceedings.

However, owing to their high mass in comparison to electrons, protons at IlERA-p emit
almost no Synchrotron radiation so that there is 110 natural polarization process analogous to
the Sokolov-Ternov effect. which is used to generate the e* polarization [2]. So the atlainment
of polarized protons in storage rings must proceed along ünes very differcnt from those for
electrons.

The first ideas on how to approach this task emerged at DESY in 1991 and since then
extensive studies of spin motion at high energy in HERA have been madeby DESY [3. 4, 5, 6. 1\d by the Institute for Nuclear Research, Troitsk. Russia [8].

Early in 1996 we were joined by the SPIN Collaboration, a vcry large group dedicated to
topics in the high energy physics of proton polarization and the machine physics of providing
polarized protons and accelerating them [9], The results of a study by the SPIN collaboration
and the DESY Icam will appear soon [10]. In addition. polarization specialists from the Budker
Institute of Nuclear Physics in Nowosibirsk are partidpating.

As we will see in subsequent sections, the attainment of stored high energy protons in
HERA will not be simple and will require extensive additions to the DESY accelerators. Thus
at least four requirernents must be fullnlled in order for this project to be realised. It must be
demonstrated by preliminary tests and by sirrmlations that the machine physics is feasible, the
high energy physics Community must present a strong case, there must be sufficient luminosity,
and of course the money and infrastructure must be available.
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This article will explore some aspects of the feasibilty and the luminosity. No attempt
will be made to present a final solution — we are still in the process of identifying problems.
Instead, the minimum modifications to the HERA complex likely to be necessary to obtairi
polarized protons will be described together with some results of calculations for high energy
spin motion.

2 Obtaining high energy polarized protons

Currently, the only promising way to obtain high energy polarized protons in HERA is to
accelerate polarized protons provided by a source of polarized H" ions. This is far from being
straightforward, but polarized protons of a few GeV have been in regulär use for many years
and polarized protons have been accelerated to above 20 GeV at the Brookhaven AGS [11].
See Table 1.

Table 1; The quest for high energy polarized protons.

Accclerator

ZGS
K E K P S
AGS
IUCF
Saturn 11
PSI Cyclotron
TRIÜMF Cyclotron
LAMPE

Energy

12 GeV
12 GeV
22 GcV
1 GeV
3 GeV

0.59 GeV
0.5 MeV
0.8 MeV

So one might claim that acceleration of polarized protons up to a few tens of GeV is
understood, at least in principle. But äs we will see in the followmg sections, acceleration
beyond the top energy of PETRA up to about l TeV is a miich more demanding exercise.
Fortunately, other studies of the problems have already been made and help to show the way.
These are listed in Table 2.

Table 2: Other high energy accelerators whose polarized proton capability has been analyzed.

Accelerator Energy

Fermilab Main Injector 120 GeV
Fermilab TEVATRON 900 GeV
LISS 20 GeV
RHIC 250 GeV

A key aspect of HERA is the fact that the protons must remain polarized at fe 820 GeV.
without replenishment of the polarization, for the lifetimeof the beam. namely about ten hours.
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Furthermore, no extensive spin tracking studies of acceleration to the l TeV domain have heen
made previously. These are now underway at DESY. Therefore the stratcgy adopted at DESY
is to separate the investigations conceptually into three parts:

• The polarized source and the acceleration process to = 39GY.V.

• Acceleration in HERA to high energy.

• The phase space distribution of the polarization at high energy and its lifetime.

Naturally, nmch effort coiild be saved if there werc a way to polarize the high energy proton
beam m situ. This would also have the potential advantage of continually 'topping up' the po-
larization if there were significant depolarization (e.g. by the beam-beam intcraction). Indeed,
two alternative concepts based on polarizing the beani at high energy have been suggested [3].
But since the alternatives do not appear to be promising at prcsent we will liinit the discussion
to exploration of the conventional route, nainely acceleration of a polarized beam from low
energy.

2.1 The source and acceleration from low energy

The acceleration chain for HERA consists of:
SOURCE -> RFQ(75QKcV) -> L1XAC ///(50AM') -> DESY / / /(7.5GYV/c) ->
PETRA //(39GeV/c) -*• HERA(S20GeV/c).

Now we discuss some of these Systems. For polarized protons one needs a new H~ source.
There are two basic types: the 'atomic beam' and the 'optically pnmped' sources [9], Thcy
supply up to SO percent polarization. So far currents of 1.6 m A, DC, have been reached with
an optically pumped source [9, 10. 12]. But it is expected that a pulscd current of 20 mA could
be reached after some further development [10]. If the transmission efficiency of the low energy
beam transport line and the LINAC could be broughl close to 100%, there would probably be
no loss of luminosity with respect to the luminosity currently available. Thus the existing radio
frequency quadmpole (RFQ) might have lo be replaced with a new Version with much greater
acceptance.

Spin precession in electric and magnetic fields is described by the T-BMT equation [13, 14]:

(1)

where ü depends on the electric and magnetic fields. the velochy and the energy. In magnetic
fields equation (1) can be written äs:

where B\\d ßj. are the magnetic fields parallel and perpendicular to the trajectory. The are
length is denoted by s and the other symbols have the usual meanings. The gyromagnetic
anomaly, ̂ , for protons is aboiit 1.79. The füll T-BMT equation contains terrns depending
on the electric field but these vanish if the electric field is parallel to the vclocity äs in a linac.
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The T-BMT equation shows that for motion transverse to the magnetic field. the spin preccsses
around the field at a rate which is ay faster than the rate of rotation of the orbit direction.
Thus

60,pin = a-^Se^t (3)

in an obvious notatlon. So in one turn around the design orbit of a Hat storage ring a non-
vertical spin makcs a-j füll prccessions. We call this latter quantity the 'naive spin tune1 and
denote 1t by u§. It gives the natural spin precession frequency in the vertical dipole fieldfi of the
ring. At 820 GeV, i/u is about 1557. Therefore a l mrad orbit deflection will cause about 90
degrees of spin precession. Thus spin is extremely sensitive to perturbing fields and in particular
to the radial fields in the quadrupoles.

To reach DESYIII the spins pass through the off-axis horizontal and vertical fields of the
various quadrupoles in the LINAC and the transfer line only once. But acceleration in DESY.
PETRA, and HERA requires that the spin ensemble passes through the complcx structure of
quadrupole fields maiiy millions of times. This is the point at which a detailed understanding
of spin dynamics in storage rings becomes necessary.

If a circular accelerator only had vertical (dipole) fields, vertical spins would not bc afTected.
But the spins 'sce' radial fields in the quadrupoles or cornbined function magnets since the beam
has a non-zero height and even in a nominally flat ring the periodic (closed) orbit is ofFset
vertically owing to unavoidable magnet misalignments. According to the T-BMT equation
these fields tend to tut the spins away from tbe vertical. The disturbance is different for each
spin since it depends on the position of the particle. For particles circulating for many turns
the total disturbance can grow to become very big if there is coherence between the natural
spin motion and the oscillatory motion in the beam characterized by the spin-orbit resonance
condition:

"sp.n = m + rnx • QT -f m ; • Q, + r»s • Q, (4)

where the m's are integers and the Q's are respectively the horizontal, vertical and longitudinal
tunes of the orbital oscillations. Here, fsp;n is the real (i.e. not naive) spin tune. In the prcsence
of misalignments. rotators and snakes (see bclow), the unit vector describing the periodic spin
direction on the closed orbit, n0(s). is not vertical so that the concept of spin tune rnust be
generalised to bc the cffectivc number of spin precessions around n0 per turn. In gencral
vspin / "o but in a nominally flat ring i/ipin will not deviate very far from 07. The vector
n0(s) also describes the direction of the avcrage spin vector of a bunch i.e. of the polarization
direction of a bunch.

Now we can see the difriculty: during acceleration, i/spm passes through the resonance con-
dition many thousands of times since KO increases by one unit for every 523 MeV increase in
energy. There is thereforc a good chance that the beam loses polarization at each resonance so
that by füll energy the polarization has vanished. Even at fixed nominal beam energy, there are
longitudinal (energy) oscillations due to the prescnce of the RF cavities installed to keep the
beam bunched, and the consequent oscillations in the spin tune can, if they have large enough
amplitude, also cause resonance crossing.

Thankfully, the Situation is not äs bad äs it might appear: in 1975 Derbenev and Kon-
dratenko proposed an ingenious class of devices which are now callcd 'Siberian Snakes1 [15, 16],
They consist of magnet systems designed to rotate spins (and n0) by 180 degrees around an
äxis in the horizontal plane imlepcndently of the particle energy. With such devices it can
be arranged that f5pjn is indepcndent of the particle energy and that at least the first order
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resonance condition, ([m^ + mz\ m,\ l in eqn.4) is never satisfied. Thus at one stroke
depolarization during acceleration or due to energy oscillations is eliminated — at least if the
effcct of higher order resonances can be ignored. Typically one would arrangc to set fJplT1 = 1/2.
For detailed sketches of spin motion in the presenccofsnak.es the reader is referred to [17]. From
those sketches one can obtain a helpful view of the resonance suppression mechanism. The spin
perturbations accumulated during one turn tend to be cancelled on the next turn after the
snake has flipped the spins by 180 degrees. This is very reminiscent of the spin echo effcct used
in spin-magnetic resonance investigations in niaterials.

From the T-BMT equation it is clear that at high energy. transverse magnetic fields are
much more efficient than solenoid fields for rotating spins. For transverse fields the T-BMT
equation takes the form

from which it is clear that for protons at high energy the spin precession rate is essentially
independent of energy and proportional to the field. We have seen that at 820 GeV with
KO ft; 1557 the field needed to give a l mrad orbit deflection will cause about 90 degrees of
spin precession. Equivalently, a simple rotation of 90 degrees requires a field integral of 2.74
Tesla metres. So at high energy, snakes should be built frorn strings of interleavcd horizontal
and vertical dipoles which generate a small local closed bump in the orbit but produce, via the
noncommutation of large spin precessions, the required overall 180 degree spin rotation. Since
the HERA electron spin rotators operate on this principle, expertise in building such devices
already exists at DESY [18]. Since the snake fields are independent of energy, a key problem
in snake design is to find Solutions for which the orbit excursion at low energy is small, i.e. one
or two centimetres. The ultimate in 'interleaving' is a superconducting helical dipole, äs for
example, in the design proposed for RHIC [19, 20], It is not yet clear how many snakes will be
needed for suppression of depolarization during rampirig to 820 GeV in HERA.

An aspect of the HERA proton ring that has nontrivial implications for spin motion is
that there are sets of interleaved vertical and horizontal bends on each side of the North,
South, and East interaction points. These serve to adjust the height of the proton ring to
that of the electron ring at the collision points. Corning from the are, a proton is first bent
5.74 milliradians downwards, then 60.4 milliradians towards the ring center and fmally the
orbit is made horizontal by a 5.74 milliradians upward bend. The structure is repeated with
interchanged vertical bends on the far side of the interaction point at the entrance to the are.
It is easy to see that with «7 % 1557 the interleavcd vertical and horizontal bends cause a
large disturbance to the spin motion. In a perfectly aligned ring without vertical bends the
equilibrium spin dircction on the design orbit is vertical. With vertica) bends no is no longer
vertical and strongly energy dependent. Thus the vertical bends must be compensated. One
way to do this, proposed by V. Anferov [10], would be to insert a radial Siberian Snake at the
midpoint of the 60.4 mrad horizontal bends. More details can be found in [10, 7].

Naturally, spin rotators are also needed to provide a choicc of spin orientations at the
interaction points.

A Suggestion for a snake layout in PETRA can be found in [10],

DESY11I poses a spedal problem. Down at a few GeV, dipole fields of the rnagnitude
needcd for snakes would cause unacceptable orbit distortions. A detailcd discussion of spin
preservation in DESYIII is beyond the intended scope of this article but more details can be
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found in [3, 4]. Suffice it to say that devices called 'Partial Snakes' and techniques hke orbit
and spin tune jumping are under investigation [10, 19, '2l]. We have also not discusscd the
transfer lines.

But one topic deserves spcdal mention, namely proton polarimetry. One clearly needs a
polarimeter at the final energy in order to make sense of the measurements of the experimenters
[22]. But polarimeter s, each chosen for its suitability to handle its energy ränge, are needed on
the low energy part of the chain. Otherwise one will be accelerating 'blindly'.

So far we have dealt only with protons but there is some interest in the particle pliysics
Community in obtaining polarized high energy deuterons [23]. For deuterons, ^y- is only about
-0.14 and the deuteron mass is about twice that of the proton. So there are far fewer spin-orbit
resonances to cross. But cquivalcntly. the innuence of dipole fields on deuteron spins is very
small and the design of spin rotators would be far from simple. Nevertheless the possiblity
should bc kept in mind. In summary, the following modifications, marked by the underlining,
to thc acceleration chain will be needcd.

• The source: atomic beam or opticaüy pumpcd source_o_f polarized //~ ions.

• Radio frequency quadrupole (RFQ) to 750 KeV: better optirnization.

• Proton LINAC to 50 MeV.

• Transfer liue to DESY III.

• DESY III; stripping foil injection, öOA/eV7 -*• 7.5GeV: partial snake_a_nd pulsed quads.

• Transfer line DESY III to PETRA II: snakelikcjpin dircction tuner.

• PETRA II: 7.5Ge\'/c -» 39GeV/c. two Siberian Snakes.

• Transfer line PETRA II to HERA: snakelike spin direction tuncr.

• HERA: 39GeV/c -> S20GeV'/c: Siberian Snakes and spin rotalors.

• Polarimeters.

This completes the outline of thc modifications needed for acceleration from low energy.
More Information can be found in [3. 4, 10].

Clearly, before embarking on the kinds of Upgrades described above one should make Com-
puter simulations of the acceleration from low energy and storage at high energy by integrating
the equatioiis of combined spin-orbit motion for an ensemble of particles. This is currently the
main thrust of the work at DESY. Some results from such calculations are presented in the
next section.
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fTjgure l : Propagation of a beam l
a, fluctuating average polarization ^ { C°mp_Jet^
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^axes before propagating the equilibrium d*

By means of this new tool we are now ar

C0nfirmation of the predictions of '

"»«,

of ,7-
, I the

However, a, „.entioned before, Siberian Sn- °' 6° '̂
polanzaüon during accderation but also help affixe" ' ̂  eS"nlial f°r ^ n g
es.ent.al for suppress.ng spin fljp effects due £ ̂  beam _energy. In partic ^

p.rt, des execute (slow) Synchrotron oscillaLns f8] Tn

to betatron osollation since the orbital tunes
re,l spin tune gcnerated by proper,y chosen

Spi»
coincide witn

th
has enabJed us to identify confiEUra

ffo. F.gure 2 shows the energy depcndcnce o T *
cOI,ßgUration selected by fiL g n for tw
^ for this exanlple can ' °

, algorithm ha
astart ing set

f ' f §
"

4 Purther investigations

Position ehe

IS 813 Ö2D SSI £ (GeV)
«.u 321 B22

Figure 2: The average opening angle of the equilibriuni spin d is t r ibut ion for energies between
S14 and 822 GeV after the instaJlation of the HiiaJte arraogement found by filtering. The t wo
curves refer to partides with one sigma in the horizontal direction and one or three sigma inthe vertical direction respectiveiy.

rotators needed to provide various polarization directions for the experiments at the interactionpoints, the folJowing topics must be addressed.

1. Understand the effects of misalignments. Find cures. (The most important addil ional
IJmitation to the polarization is likely to be the spread in the n-axes cauwed by misalign-ments.)

2. IncJude linear and nonlinear Synchrotron osciliations.

3. Determine the maximurn allowed emittances.

4. Study the efficacy of the chosen snake schcme for controlling the spin 'equilibrium' duringthe adiabatic acceleration.

5. Üetermine the influence of the beam-beam effect.

6. Understand the influence of noise in power supplies.

7. Calculate with optical nonlinearities and optical coupling.

8. EvaJuate the effect of intra-beam scattcring. if any.

9. Jnvestigate the relevanceand feasibüity of spin rnatdiing [26] and in particular the 'strong
spin matching' proposed by K. Steffen [27].

10. Evaluate the advantages of increasing the syrnmetry of the ring and the optic.
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